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PREFACE OF THE PUBLISHERS

The success obtained by the first edition of Bordeaux

and its wines, from Ch. Cocks, and by the French transla-

tions of this work , which have been revised and com-

pleted by M. Edouard Feret , has encouraged us to

respond to the demands that we have received both from

England and America in publishing this translation of the

fourth French edition.

The translation and the proofs have been revised with

the greatest care by M. Lucien Bellocq.

The nomenclature of the proprietors has been minutely

examined by M. Edouard Feret, who has introduced in

this work all the alterations which have taken place since

the appearance of the 4th French edition (October 1881),

and has added to it several growths newly created.

The average production is that which we have esta-

blished in 1874 ; we have not thought it necessary to

take into account the ravage made by the Phylloxera,

which has for some years considerably reduced the produc-

tion of several vineyards.

We have to thank numerous proprietors, merchants and

brokers who have so generously lent us their aid.
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LATEST INFORMATION AND ERRATA

At Le Taillan (Medoc,) p. 106.

Read : Ch.-Brun instead of do-
main of Brun which shall produce
with new plants 50 tuns.

Add. : Chat.-Sandiland (Jules
Ginouilhiac), 30 tuns.

At Eysines (see p. 107) : add.

At £0S00iwfos(Th.Dumas),7tuns.

At Macau (Medoc), p. 126
;

Read :

Clos Bouscatton (Saintou mayor),
10 tuns.

Instead of Sentout, 6 tuns.

At Saint-Julien (Medoc), p.

175.

To the notice relating to the
estate of Langoa Barton add :

The agricultural direction of this

property has been confided to M.
Abel Jouet, ancient laureate of the
National Institute of agriculture.

At Pauillac, p. 188

;

Add. in artisan growths : Me-
taye, 10 tuns.

At Gradignan, p. 253.

Add. : Domain of Lacroix (F.
Dumezil), 10 tuns.

At Cadaujac (Small Graves),
p. 264.

The ddmain of Lamothe Bous-
caut which has an extent of 25 hec-
tares 45 ares (pleasure ground,
orchard, warren, meadows, aca-
cias, osiers) comprises to-day 95,000

of the best vine plants, situated
on a ridge of ground exclusively
sandy and gravelly. From 1874
to 1880, when the vine in full

bearing consisted only of 33,600
plants, the production has varied
from 12 to 20 tuns. — The crop
of 1882 has attained the figure,

really exceptional considering the
year and the country, of 17 tuns 1/2.

The new plantation will treble
the importance of this growth,
each day more appreciated by the
commerce of our town, as it is

confirmed by the recent sale made
by one of the most ancient reputed
houses, of 12 tuns of the crop of

1875, at fr. 1650 per tun, cash,
with 3 0/0 discount. M. Defaure,
proprietor.

At Cenon, p. 469 ; read :

Paul Gredy instead of Langaud.

At Barsac, p. 304;

Add.: Growth Andoise (Mrs Am.
Lalande), 4 tuns white wine.

Ghrowihs of the Plantes (Mrs Am.
Lalande), 12 tuns red wine.

At Tresses and Artiques
(Entre-deux-Mers), p. 491.

The Growth La Mouline (Gredy)
has been united to the growth of
chateau Senailhac, and now takes
the name of Chateau Senailhac-
Chateau des Monlins.

At Cars (Blayais), p. 444.

Read : growth Cluseau and Gar-
dus and not Cluzeau and Gazans.

ERRATA

The word acre applied to the extent of some properties has been erro-
neously employed for hectares.

On page 94, the prices indicated apply to the vintages 1881 and 1865
and not 1882 and 1865, as printed by oversight.
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For the guidance of our readers, we add hereafter some

details about the comparative coins, measures, weights and

alcoholometers of France, United Kingdom and United States,

and moreover a few explanations of the abbreviations, french

words, etc., etc.

ABBREVIATIONS

Bx Bordeaux.

B. : bounded.

c. ; cent centimetre.

E East.

fr franc.

gen generally.

hect hectares.

inh inhabitants.

k.; kil kilometre.

m metre.

N North.

P. O Post office.

P. & T. O Post and telegraph office.

S South.

T. O Telegraph office.

U. K United Kingdom.

U. S United States.

W West.



bourg.

FRENCH WORDS

large village where is situated the
church, market-town.

commune district, parish.

colmatage warping : a mode of improving land
by overflowing it with muddy water.

croupe ridge (of a hill).

grave or graves. . gravel.

landes waste land.

plateau or plateaux. table land.

vime osier.

vimiere osier-bed.

COINS

France.

10 centimes.

1 franc. .

5 francs. .

25 francs. .

U. K. U. S.

1 penny 2 cents.

10 pence 20 x>

4 shillings 1 dollar.

1 sovereign. . . . half eagle.

LIQUID MEASURES

France U. K. U. S.

gall, pints

» 0,02

» 0,21

» 2,11

2Q 3,19

litres

U. K. pint. 0,667

j> quart. 1,135

j) gallon. , 4,542

U. S. pint.. 0,473

» gallon. . 3,784

gall, pints

Centilitre » 0,01

Decilitre (10 centilit.). » 0,17

Litre (10 decilitres). . » 1,76

Hectolitre 22 0,13

The Bordeaux Tun is composed of 4 hogsheads, from 220 to 225 litres

each, and equal to about 47 to 49 U. K. gallons.

60 U. S. j>

The contents of the Bordeaux bottle is generally from 72 to 75 centi-

liters, equal to about 2 U. K. gallons. )

2 & 1/3 U. S. j>

per case of 1 dozen bottles.



COINS, MEASURES, WEIGHTS. XI

AGRARIAN MEASURES

acre sq. p.

Are j> 3,95

Hectare (100 ares). ... 2 75,2

Journal. — Local Girondine measure =1/3
hectare generally.

Square pole.

Kood. . .

Acre. .

ares

0, 52

10,114

40,458

LONG MEASURES

Millimetre »

Centimetre (10 mill.). »

Decimetre ( 10 cent.) . . »

Metre (10 decim.).. . 1

Kilometre (1000 metres) =
4,6 y.

y. '•

o

4 furl.

1.

) 0,4

> 4,7

S 11,2

* 4,5

38 p.

metres

Line 0,002

Inch 0,025

Foot 0,304

Yard 0,914

Mile. . . . 1,609,015

WEIGHTS

Gramme.
Decagramme

.

Kilogramme

.

). dr. grain

» » 16,9

» 5 19,9

3 4 13,1

Dram.

Ounce.

Pound

.

grammes

1,771

28,346

453,549



COMPARATIVE ALCOHOLOMETERS

FRANCE
u. s. U. K.

GAY-LUSSAG
centesimal

INSTRUMENT SYKES

100 100 75

95 90 66

90 80 58

85 70 49

80 60 O
o

41
«4-l

O
ou

75 50 32

70 40 >
o 24

>
o
X5

65 30 a 15
a

60 20 7

56 12 English proof.

50 American proof. 11

45 10 20

40 20 29

35 30 o
o

38 o
o

30 40
*4

46

25 50 o
15

56 o

20 60 & 64 .Q

15 70 73

10 80 82

5 90 91

Water. Water.



BORDEAUX AND ITS WINES

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

§ I. — GENERAL VIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF THE GIRONDE.

The department of the Gironde, formed of that portion of

ancient Guienne, called also Guienne proper or Bordelais, and

partly from the portion of the Basse Gascogne which was
known under the name of Bazadais, is situated in the south-

west region of France, between 2° 1' and 3° 35
1

west lon-

gitude of Paris, and between 44° 11' 48" and 45° 35' north

latitude. It is bounded, on the North , by the depart-

ment of the Charente-Inferieure; on the East, by those of the

Dordogne and Lot-et-Garonne; on the South, by the depart-

ment of the Landes , and on the West, by the Ocean.

Rivers. — Its territory is watered by the Garonne, one of

the largest rivers in France , which , rising at the foot of the

Maladetta, the highest mountain of the Pyrenees, after cros-

sing the departments of Haute-Garonne, Tarn-et-Garonne
and Lot-et-Garonne, flows through the whole of the depart-

ment of Gironde, in a north west direction, dividing it into two
almost equal portions. The Garonne takes the name of

Gironde at about 25 kilometers from Bordeaux, at Bec-
d'Ambes, where it joins the Dordogne. The Garonne, in its

course from the Pyrenees, before entering the department,

receives a great number of rivers, of which the most impor-

tant are : the Lot, the Tarn, the Aveyron, the Ariege, and

l



% RIVERS, LAKES.

in the department itself, numerous streamlets and unimpor-

tant rivers, given in our General statistic of the Gironde*.

The Dordogne is a beautiful river, rising in the mountains of

Auvergne, in the shape of two little streams, the Dore and the

Dogne, which meet near the thermal station of Mont-Dore,

and from thence take the name of Dordogne. After passing

through the departments of Cantal, Correze and Dordogne, it

runs into the department of Gironde about 200 metres in

breadth, increasing to 280 near Libourne and to almost 1000 at

its mouth. In its winding course across the department of

Gironde, the Dordogne receives numerous tributaries ; the most
important are, on its right bank; the Isle which receives the

waters of the Dronne, the Virvee, and the Moron; on its left,

the Seignat, the Engranne, the Daignac , the Gestas and the

Laurence. (See. Statistique gen. of the Gir., l s t vol., p. 145.)

Finally the department is watered by the Leyre and several

other less important streams or rivulets, flowing into the basin

of Arcachon, or the pools of Lacanau, Hourtin, etc.

Lakes. — There are but few lakes : the most important is

the pool of Hourtin or Carcans, situated in the district of Les-

parre, about 15 kilometers in length, by an average of 4 in

breadth, and only divided from the Ocean by sandhills.

In the district of Bordeaux, the pool of Lacanau, a few miles

to the south of the former; which is about 9 kilometers in

length by Sia breadth; there are, besides, smallerlakes or ponds

situated ©nthe north of the basin of Arcachon, a little distance

from the Ocean : and lastly, the lake of Cazaux or Sanguinet,

situated towards the southern most point of the forest of

La. Teste. All these little lakes or etangs are formed by wa-

ters flowing from the barren lands [landes) towards the Ocean,

but which are arrested in their course by the sandhills.

Marshes.— The marshes, which still occupy too great a

space of the department, have been for some years the object

of much labor of drainage and have been rendered salubrious.

1. Statistique ginirale du ddpartement de la Gironde, by EdouarJ Feret, 1" volume,

page 127, 2 vol. and supplement; price bound: 40 fr. This work lias obtained a gold medal

from the Acade'mie des Sciences, Belles-Letlres et Arts de Bordeaux, gold medal from

the Sociiti d'Agriculture de la GiroMe, silver medal from the Socidte" de Gdographie,

commerc. de Bordeaux.



MARSHES. 3

They are for the most part situated in the neighbourhood of the

Dordogne, the Garonne and the Gironde. A great number have

been for a long time thoroughly drained and cultivated and
are known at present under the name of palus and partly devo-

ted to the vine culture ; at the mouth of the Garonne, extreme

north of Medoc, those which have been drained and conquered
from the river by high embankments are termed mattes.

The space occupied by the marshes a short time since was
about 45,000 hectares, including the ancient salt marshes which
occupy 151 hectares at the mouth of the Gironde, and 113 near

the basin of Arcachon. A part of these salt marshes have been
transformed into fish reservoirs and nearly 30,000 hectares of

marshes have been drained at present and transformed into

very fertile palus. 12,000 hectares are still in an incomplete

state of drainage ; but we have scarcely 3,000 hectares in a

positively bad condition.

Time has passed since M. le senateur Journu-Auber wrote

as follows : « Numerous vineyards more or less precious, in all

« species of positions, and cultivated by a multitude of diffe-

« rent methods, flinty gravelous plains known under the term

« of Graces; argillaceous and stony hills; fertile plains lying

« by two beautiful rivers; unhealthy marshes ; seas of appa-

« rently never ending sand whose undulating hills represent

« unrelenting waves
;
pine forests without pasture for the fa-

ct mished sheep; barren lands, or arid deserts, often flooded

« in winter, and burnt up or scorched in summer; nothing to

« be seen but the heath plant or weed scattered here and

« there. The eye weary as it were of the sameness of the scene

a and attempts to pierce the horizon in its search for relief

« from the changeless monotony of the view. In some parts

« of the country, one square league will hardly number
« 30 inhabitants, while at a little distance, the same amount
* of land nourishes from fifteen hundred to two thousand

« people. Such is the general aspect of our department. »

Since Monsieur Journu-Auber has written his descriptive

essay, almost all our marshes have been perfectly drai-

ned by introductory and evacuatory means. A great part of

those lands, that were formerly considered sterile, have now
been cleared. Considerable seed beds of pinetrees have been

made there, and now offer us those rich forests whose space
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and beauty daily augment and give employment to an entire

population of resine woodcutters.

Near La Teste two large vineyards are in creation in the sand,

and we cannot now give their value. We are anxious to

see their development.

Area. — According to the general statistic of the Gironde m
1873, the area of the department (not including the basin

of Arcachon or the lower part of the river) can be estimated

at 1,008, 568 hectares, which may be divided as follows in an

agricultural point of view :

Vines 188,576 hectares.

Labourable land 167,990 —
Prairies and vegetable land 90,328 —
Sterile earth 125,227 —
Pines 291,539 —
Oaks 6.5,745 —
Chest nuts and acacias 5,455 —
Marsh and osier land 12,994 —
Fish reservoirs 854 —
Cultivated soil 16,611 —
Roads 18,716 —
Streams and rivers 26,553 —

1,008,588 hectares.

The department is about 105 kilometers in length from North

to South and 130 in breadth from East to West, making 10,086

square kilometers. Itcontains 746,049 inhabitants, which gives,

nearly a proportion of 74 inhabitants to every square mile

This proportion varies greatly according to the arrondisse-

ments.

It is divided into 6 arrondissements comprising 48 cantons

and 552 communes. It pays 17, 427, 320 francs direct con-

tribution (amount in 1877), and may be considered one of the

richest departments in France. According to the Geographical

Girondine treatise of M. V. Raulin, published in the Acts of

the Academy of Bordeaux, its territory is divided as follows.

Hill country 348,000 hectares.

Downs or sand hills 65,000 —
Arid plains and pools 506,000 —
Valleys 125,000 —
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The same author thus divided the arable soil

:

Alluvial and marshy soil 30,000 hectares.

Marly and calcareous soil 40,000 —
Gravelous soil 223,800 —
Silico sablonous soil 632,400 —
Sablo argilous soil 155,000 —

Agriculture, formerly at a stand still, is to day progressive.

Two societies, the one agricultural, the other horticultural,

organized at Bordeaux some years since, together with several

agricultural committees, have strongly contributed by exhibi-

tions as well as agricultural and horticultural competition

to the perfection of the methods of cultivation in the depart-

ment, and to the increase of both quality and quantity of

its productions. At the present moment, the department pos-

sesses plantations which might assuredly be advantageously

employed as models.

§ II. — SOILS AND SUB-SOILS PROPER
TO THE VINE.

Soils. — The land more or less dedicated to viticulture in

our department maybe divided into six categories : 1° Alluvial

or palus land; 2° Rich strong soil; 3° Marly calcareous land;

4° Gravelous land; 5° Siliceous; 6° Sablo argillaceous land.

1° The alluvial or palus lands occupy the bottom of the

valleys and are the result of the successive deposits of rivers.

We include in this category the drained marshes and substratum

of the valleys.

The soil of drained marshes is mixed with mould, fine

sand and organical particles of vegetable and animal matter;

the sub-soil is composed of clay, sand, turf and sometimes

marl.

The nature of -palus soil is simply that of the marsh where
the alluvial ground has been drained and ameliorated by cul -

ture.

The best palus land is in the arrondissement of Lesparre, in
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the cantons of Blanquefort, Carbon-Blanc, Blaye and Saint-

Ciers-Lalande and borders the sides of the Garonne, the Dor-

dogne and the Isle. The wines of those vineyards possess co-

lour, and vinosity, but lack delicacy of taste.

2° The high lands are those where the argils predominate

They exact according to their nature, the assistance of ma-
nure, transports of light earth and constant ploughing. These

lands are generally to be found on the hills and their slopes;

they have in general a calcareous or stony sub-soil and when
their colour is ferruginous, this kind of soil is particularly

appropriate to the vine.

3° The marly calcareous land occupies a considerable part

of the country ; it agrees with the vine when sand, argil or

gravel form an important proportion of the ground.

4° Gravelous land is the most propitious for vine culture as

regards the quality of the production and may be divided into

two categories :

I. Gravelous land composed of stones or quartz being

about a metre in depth and having a sub-soil of clay and argil

or alios. The best growths of Medoc and Graves are for a lar,ge

part cultivated on ground of this species.

II. Sandy gravelous land forming a composition of sand

and stones, based on an inert sand, or upon aliotic layers.

This latter category is not propitious to the vine in conse-

quence of the humidity of the sub-soil.

5° The Siliceous land covers nearly half of the department.

It partakes of the siliceous nature mixed with clayish calcareous

elements, which, when worked properly, agree very well with

vine culture, and of the black and acid siliceous land occuping

the landes plateau, where the sea-pine alone prospers.

6° The Batardes or terres batardes present an intermediate

state, between the rich land and the siliceous or sandy lands

;

their fertility is more or less great according to their situation,

the ordinary white plants grow in these soils with facility.

sub-soils. — The study of the sub-soils has also a great im-

portance for those who desire to cultivate vineyards. They
have a considerable influence upon the success of the vine

and upon the nature and quality of its productions. We
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shall divide them in six categories : argillous, sablo-argillous,

calcareous, marly, graveleous or stony, sandy, aliotic.

1° When the argillous sub-soil is composed of close or

compact argile, it is hurtful to the vine, because it retains

humidity and in consequence cold attacks the roots, by

reason of which the fruit bears often a very definable earthy

taste (gout de terroir).

2° The sandy argillous sub-soils are favorable to the vine on

condition that the sand enters for about one half into its compo-

sition, permitting the water to pass through sufficiently to ex*

cercise a salutary influence on the roots, that is to say refreshing

them without leaving behind an unhealthy humidity; but then

the vine on these soils is ordinarily more cultivated with

a regard to quantity rather than quality of its productions

;

meanwhile the soil is fertile and admits of the finest vines

being cultivated there.

3° The calcareous or marly sub-soils are often compact and not

sufficiently porous, by reason of which a free flowage of water

is checked, and when near the surface of the soil, they are extre-

mely hurtful to the vine. They may notwithstanding be of

great use by digging the ground and mixing it with the upper

layers of earth. If these layers are sandy or sandy graveleous, a

very favorable result may be obtained ; but if composed of

greasy sand, the mixture will not be so good. The nature of

this soil is especially favorable to the white vine.

4° The gravelous or stony sub-soils are very favorable to

the wine. They present sometimes small siliceous stones or

pebbles, white, grey, bluish and slightly transparent; these

stones are termed graves ; sometimes little blocks , or sto-

nes of a dull opaque ; sometimes also little pieces of stone or

rock in the crevices of which the roots of the vine generally

penetrate, thereby forming the base of a great hardiness and
vigour for the plant and of an agreeable well developed taste

and flavour for the wines.

We have joined the stony sub-soils with the gravelous

sub-soils, for, although different as to nature, they have bofcfa

a great value in a viticultural point of wiew ; the wines gathe-

red upon a gravelous sub-soil are generally distinguished by
a great elegance and fineness of taste ; those gathered upon a

stony layer, by much body, vigour, and vinosity.
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5° The sandy sub-soils are suitable to the vine, because they

permit its roots to penetrate to a great depth, to find the stabi-

lity of temperature which is favorable to them. The most part

of these soils produce a fine delicate wine, but lacking some-

times body and colour.

5<> The aliotic sub-soils, sometimes ferruginous, are im-
pervious as those of the argil and marl. They form a bed

which arrests water, thereby rendering the earth too dry,

when it happens to be in an inclining position, the waters

following the bent of the incline and agglomerating in

the lower parts, and too damp when it is flat, a defect

which can be easily remedied, by digging up the earth to a

certain depth. Under these circumstances, they are very

much in request. The best vineyards in Medoc are established

on grounds of this nature.

§ III. — THE VINE AND ITS REPRODUCTION.

The vine was transported by the Phoeniceens from Asia

into Greece, and from thence it came to France. It pros-

pered already in several parts of Gaul, when, at the end of a

year the growth of the vine having been as abundant as the

corn crop had been infortunate , the emperor Domitian

ordered that all the vines should be plucked out from the

country. Two centuries had passed since the vine had been

banished from Gaul, when the wise and valiant Probus resto-

red the liberty to replant it. Plants imported from Sicily,

from Greece, from the Archipelico and from Africa, fi-

nally became the type of the cepages (species of vine plants)

which in our modern time cover a great part of France. A
recent statistic informs us that out of 86 departments, the

vine is more or less cultivated in 78, and that in 40 depart-

ments, it occupies a most important portion of the cultivation.

13 (J,000 hectares are vine planted in the department of the

Gironde.

The vine grows well in all grounds, but especially in hilly

or stony soils exposed to the warmth of the South and East.

The roots penetrate the hollows and crevices of the rocks.
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Without culture, it bears very little fruit ; but itlives ages and
its trunk becomes extremely large. Cultivation, in rendering

it more fertile, shortens the duration of its life.

It is propagated in two manners : by layers in autumn (pro-

vins), by cuttings in the spring.

In certain communes, they use that every cutting should

have a little of the wood of the preceding year in order

to prevent it from roting; but in many places, this pre-

caution is not taken. These cuttings or crossettes are termed

plants in the neighbourhood of Bordeaux, and broches in the

departments of the S.-E.

In planting a nursery ground (pepiniere or barbeautiere)
,

it is necessary to be careful in choosing only those slips the

wood of which is ripe, to cut them from about 40 to 50 cen-

timetres in length, and placing them into water for a very

short time, stratification being the only means to preserve

them until plantation. A trench must then be opened about one

foot broad, the whole length of the ground to be planted. The
depth is proportioned to the quality of the soil: if dry, one foot;

if wet, even less will suffice.

The plants are then placed in the trench at about 16 centi-

metres from each other and covered with a little earth.

After planting the first row, another is made at the distance

of a foot and so on to the end, the earth of the first trench

serving to fill the second and thus a nursery is formed.

The cuttings should generally be impaled when planting.

Before entering into the study of the plantation of plants,

or the cultivation of the vine in our department, it will be

useful to give some information respecting those plants

which are the most important.

§ IV. — AMPELOGRAPHY

Study of the most general plants of the Gironde.

One of the most important questions that should draw the

study and attention of viticulturers is certainly ampelography
or the study of plants.

1*
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Experience has proved in numerous circumstances that, if

the nature of the soil, the position of the land, climatological

conditions and the practical knowledge of viticulturers have a

valuable influence upon the growths and their produce, the

choice of the plants has at least as great an importance and con-

tributes largely to the celebrity of our wines. Take away from

our most fertile lands (where our finest growths thrive), the

cabernet sauvignon, the king of red wine plants, and replace it

by the coarser plants which produce much more than the last

named, you will have merely a common ordinary wine, bea-

ring no resemblance whatever to the Medoc wine. In the mean
time, we repeat that of course the nature of the soil has its

part of influence upon the quality of the wine. This Caber-

net-sauvignon, which produces at Pauillac the king of red

wines, should only give a very ordinary wine in an allu-

vial country.

It may then be interesting to our readers to know the best

and most widely cultivated plants, in our department; we will

also endeavor to show, in the most complete method possible,

the synonymy of these different plants, attaching especial im-

portance to their names and classifications, of which we shall

treat according to their merit.

Red vine plants.

Cabernets. — The cabernets are the finest red wine plants

of the Girondine vineyard, and offer several varieties of which
the most important are : 1<> The Cabernet-Sauvignon ;

2° The
Gros Cabernet; 3° The Carmenere.

1° Cabernet-Sauvignon or Petit Cabernet (in Medoc).

Vidure-Sauvignonne or Petite Vidnre (in the Graves).

Petit Bovchet or Bonchet-Sauvignon or Cabernet-Sauvignon (in the

Saint-Emilionnais).

It is thus termed because its wood and leaf resemble the white Sau-

vignon, especially when the wood is young.

Marchoupet (in the district of Castillon).

Carbouet (in theBazadaisand the districts of La Brede and of Podensac).

This name is also given to other varieties of cabernet.
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Stump straight and hardy enough in its first years, but

declining rapidly, in the graves, after its thirtieth year. —
Branches hard, brittle, striated; their bark or rind glossy in

appearance, their colour light maroon, when beginning to

sprout, but changing to a dark mahogany colour in autumn.

Notches of an average size and close. Shoots brown and

pointed.

Leaves roseate when unfolding, slender, plain, glossy beco-

ming in a shorttime a dark green colour, divided into five, lobes

scallopped, often dentated at the lower part, so that the leaves

resting upon each other's borders or edges appear as it were to

have been pierced in round holes ; deep, unequal indentures, the

front partdownless, the back being downy, with salient veins.

Petioles slender, long, violet hued, bordering upon reddish,

— Tendrils short and slender, not disposed to climb.

Bunch under the average size, conical, short close. — A
small round berry, firm and close, equal, blue-blackish in

shade and often covered with a down which lends it a whitish

aspect. — The skin is hard, especially after a dry and hot wea-
ther.—The Juice is generally thick,viscous^sweet, flavoured and
very agreeable to the taste, exhaling the parfume of the violet.

A silico gravelous soil, with a small proportion of argil,

is that which best suits this plant ; it prospers very well

upon the ferruginous sub-soils of Medoc and Graves neigh-

bourhoods of Bordeaux, as well as upon the lower parts of

those hills bordering the Garonne, Gironde and Dordogne.

In superficial earth, it should be lightly charged when pru-

ning. The blossom is precocious and rapid.

Dropping of the flower (coulure) rare. — Maturation
regular, but not quick.

Rarely subject to rottenness, it is very accessible to oidium;

but however possess certain very strong properties, which
enable it to resist the latter to a great extent, with the aid of

sulphur.

The wine is brilliant and vivid in colour, hard when first

made, but acquiring as it ages, mellowness, delicate flavour

and a sweet and abundant perfume, more defined than those

of other wines. It takes a long time in developing and be-

coming agreeable, but it ages for a considerable time, gaining
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in quality. It should not be bottled for at least a year after the

wines of other plants.

2<> Gros- Cabernet or Carmemet (in Medoc).

Gampvt in Bas-Medoc.

Grosse-Vidure (in the Graves).

Carbouet (in the canton of La Brede and the Bazadais).

Gros-Bonchet (at Saint-Emilion and in the greatest part of the

arrondissement of Libourne).

Petit-Fer (at Libourne and around).

Breton (in the Vienne and the Indre-et-Loire).

Veronals (in the arrondissement of Saumur).

Veron (in the Nievre and the Deux- Sevres).

Arronya (in the Hautes et Basses-Pyrenees).

Very vigorous stump.— Long, bigfinely striated branches,

tawny in hue, becoming paler in winter. — The notches are

at a larger distance than those of the Cabernet-Sauvignon.

The shoots large and conical, neither precocious nor late.

The leaves present much analogy with the Cabernet-Sauvi-

gnon. They are not so fine or glossy, neither is the tracery

so deep. The salient angles are not so finely pointed and

the five lobes are not united as in the Cabernet-Sauvignon
;

they are rather larger than long.

The petioles are elongated. — Tendrils long and clim-

bing.

Bunches of amiddle size less long and cylindrical than those

of the Cabernet-Sauvignon. With a long stalk
,

green

in shade at first, turning reddish afterwards. The grape is

Somewhat larger than that of the Cabernet-Sauvignon,

round, close, but unequal, of a blue blackish colour. — Skin

fine. — Juice abundant and of an agreeable flavour. When
very ripe, it forms one of best red grapes for the table.

It is easy to select a soil for this plant, in consequence of

its vivacious nature ; a light gravelly or strong and argillous

alike agree with it.

Heat or dryness affect it disadvantageously in. a very

slight degree. When the roots have attained the under soil

of alios, this plant acquires great force. It prospers very

well in the Graves of Margaux, of Pauillacand their respective

neighbourhoods; its culture has been largely developed in

these countries. Stony soils agree considerably with it ; the
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marly or calcareous soils are the only species unsuitable to its

cultivation. — The blossom is generally fortunate. — Matu-
ration a little slower than the Cabernet-Sauvignon.

The wine, when racked from the vats, is pale coloured, but

becomes darker after 3 or 4 months; it bears much analogy

to the Cabernet-Sauvignon, only it is a little less perfumed

and wants less time to develop.

Several varieties of the Cabernet species resemble much the

Gros-Cabernet ; these are :

The Cabernet-Blanc , thus named because, at the time of

sprouting , the leaves and young wood are of a whitish

green ; but, when in full season, these distinctive marks

vanish and this variety can only be recognized by its luxuriant

vegetation and a more obtuse bunch than that of the other

cabernets. It flourishes in dry and strong Graves.

The Cabernet-Gris or Cabernet-Franc is distinguished by

the roseate tint, observable at the extremity of its young
stems and leaves, which turn later on a very dark green; it

thrives best in soft, gravelous earth.

The fruit and wine of these two varieties are identical

with those of the Gros-Cabernet.

3° Cabernelleov Carmenere.

Hardy stump, with long, straight, mahogany coloured bran-

ches, darker than those of the Cabernet-Sauvignon. — Close,

salient notches, surrounded by a violet shade.

The shoots are conical in form, and open about the begin-

ning of March.

The leaves are rather larger than long and may be distin-

guished from those of the Cabernet-Sauvignon by the upper
epidermis, which is finer and glossier; the petiole is also lon-

ger and darker.

The bunches are big, conical and widely separated. — The
grapes, close, round, average size, blue-blackish in colour. —
Skin rather thick.

With a long, firm brown stalk. — The pedicelles become
of a reddish tint, when approaching maturity.

The juice is sweet and of a pleasant flavour, which causes

this plant to yield one of the best kind of red grapes for the

table.
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The soils, protected from humidity, upon the hills in the

north and east direction , are the most appropriate to the

growths of this vigorous plant.

The fructification is however frequently unfortunate and

the maturation precocious.

The wine is of a rich, full, mellow quality, improving greatly

with age. — It possesses a nice colour and body, it can be

mixed advantageously with other Cabernets and lends them
fullness and mellowness.

This plant, notwithstanding its superior qualities, is not

extensively employed, as the weather has a most important

influence upon its flowering. Besides it does not bear fruit

until long after plantation.

Merlot. — Mcrlot or Merlau (in Medoc).

Vitraille (in the canton of Blanquefort).

Bigney (in the graves around Bordeaux and in the canton of Cadillac).

A licante (in the canton of Podensac).

Crahitet or plant-Medoc (in the Bazadais).

Hardy stump. — Long, straight, striated, mahogany colored

branches in summer, turning tawny colored in autumn. —
notches close and salient; the shoots conical in form, open

about the end of march.

The leaves are rather larger than long, of a beautiful green

colour, the lower part somewhat downy. It has five lobes

separated by wide intervals ; the centre one is narrower than

that of the Cabernets. — Indentures somewhat salient. — The
petioles very long and violet hued, with few tendrils.

Bunches conical, elongated, under the average size. —
The grape is firm, round, small, but irregular, prunish,

of a blue blackish colour. — Thick skin. — Long, slightly

brown stalks. — The pedicelles somewhat reddish at

maturity. — Juice rather sweet, of an agreeable flavour.

A light soil suits the Merlot best ; it prospers in superficial

earth ; fogs are extremely injurious to its growth ; it flourishes

rather on hills than on plains, especially those exposed to the

north, where the fruit is slower in ripening and consequently

less subject to rotten. — Its fructification is usually for^

tunate, but the maturation is often precocious, after which the
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damp exercises an unfavourable influence upon ifc and the

grain falls easily.

The wine is fruity, mellow and odorous, but not to the same
extent as the Cabernets wines; it is however sooner ripe than

the last and is of a superior quality and preferred to it, after it

becomes two or three years old, on acount of its elegance, mel-

lowness, delicacy, and agreeable flavour ; but it does not improve

after this period, at the same extent as the Cabernets.

The blending of almost equal portions of the Merlot wine with

that of the Cabernet-Sauvignon and of the Gros-Cabernet form

a wine replete with delicacy, mellowness, body, and perfume.

Particularities. — This plant, being almost inaccessible

to oidium and generally as fine in quality as it is abundant

in quantity, is gaining favour extensively. But we repeat

that its fruit ripening and decaying hastily under the influence

of the slightest rain, it should be gathered promptly in well

timed season in order to have favourable results.

Malbec. — Malbec or MalbecTt (in Medoc).

Gourdoux (at Ludon, at Macau and in the Bazadais).

Etranger or Estrangey (at Lesparre and in the graves and in the envi-

rons of Bordeaux).

JVoir-de-Pressac or Negre-Prechac (in the arrondissement of Libourne

and in a part of Entre-deux-Mers).

Mauzat, Gros-JVoir, Cahors (in the arrondissement of Bazas, in the

canton of Podensac and at environs of Bordeaux).

Balouzat, Mourame, Noir-Doux (in the canton of Carbon-Blanc and in

Entre-deux-Mers and Cubzadais).

Pied-Rouge, Picd-Rouget, Pied-de-Perdrix, Cote-Rouge (in a great part

of Entre-deux-Mers, in arrondissement of la Reole and in the canton

of Villandraut).

Teinturin (in the arrondissement of Blaye).

Parde, Teinttirier, Terranis, in the cantons of Cadillao and Saint-

Macaire, etc.

Bouchares, Manlier, Gnillan, Hourcat, Moussin, Monstere, Moussac,

Pied-Doux, Grande-Parde, Quercy and Romieux, in different parts of

the department.

Cot-de- Bordeaux (in Indre-et-Loire).

Agreste (on the banks of the Rhine).

The major part of the above denominations belong to the

different varieties of this plant, with very little differences.
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The stump is moderately strong, with short, straight, firm

branches, less hard than those of the preceding plants ; a

smooth white or grey bark, turning tawny coloured when the

wood ripens. — Notches salient and close. — The shoots

are usually close and black.

The leaves are whitish and somewhat roseate at the borders,

when beginning to unfold, but change to a pale green colour,

when thoroughly developed ; this leave has three lobes in

almost round obtuse points. They are generally large, some-
what dentated, with little reddish streaks marked particularly

on the leaf, where an abondant down is apparent; the petioles

are reddish or violet-hued, shorter than those of the Caber-

nets. — Numerous tendrils, augmenting under the influence

of constant humidity.

Bunches. — Long and branching. — The stalks of an ave*

rage size, hardy and reddish. — Pedicelles very red, espe-

cially at the point of the insertion of the grain. The pedicelle

is one of the most characteristic signs of this plant. The grape
is generally large and round, but in some varieties it takes

an oval shape, colour black violet. —- Tender skin. — The
juice is sweet and savorous, but not highly flavoured.

A strong, rich, loose argilo-calcareous soil is that which is

most favourable to the growth of this plant ; it requires parti-

cularly a pervious sub-soil, in order that the roots may not
suffer from humidity. The Flowering is rather slow, and
dropping is to such an extent that (taking an average of ten

years), it has been discovered that this plant does not pro-
duce more than the Cabernets, although it appears to bear so
much more. Its maturation is precocious and rapid; it

quickly decays under rainy influence.

In light superficial earth, the wine bears a good colour and
has an agreeable delicate taste, but lacks body and loses colour
in ageing.

In strong or heavy earth, it is very deep coloured and substan-
tial, but wants perfume and delicacy and only produces an
ordinary wine.

In palus or alluvial earth, itpossessesafinecolour,butisweak,
common and flat, and has sometimes a disagreeable earth taste.

It harmonizes advantageously with the wines of the fine

plants, blended with which it forms an excellent ordinary
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wine; it is introduced in small proportions into some of the

most celebrated wineyards to impart mellowness, elegance

and colour to other wines. As the wine of Malbec is drinkable

a very short time after it is made, it is the wine most in

request in those countries producing ordinary wines, and as

it appears to yield much, it is also the plant preferred by

those viticulturers who rather desire quantity than quality.

Particularities. — The Malbec is the only plant cultivated

inMedoc that often bear fruits issuing from the shoots coming the
same year from the old wood; the lowest buds are those in

which the sap is most abundant. This plant is much subject

to frost.

Verdot. — (Verdotin almost all the department of the Gironde).

Carmelin (in the canton of Sainte-Foy and at Bergerac).

Hardy stump. — Thin, long, brittle branches, when young,

of a greyish brown colour, often streaked with red. — A glossy

bark. — Short merithalls. — Brown, conical buds, opening

very early.

Leaves rather longer than large, almost undivided at the

commencement of thebranch, furnished with three or five lobes

at the extremity, the medium lobe elongating in point. —Irre-

gularly dentate d, with a heavy tracery at the point of the in-

tersection of the petiole and rather resembling a heart in form.

The upper surface mamillated, of a beautiful green colour,

while the under part is cottony and marked with salient

veins. — Petioles long, reddish and sligtly arched. — Nu-
merous tendrils.

The bunch is under the average size, elongated, possessing

two regular, well divided wings or sides; the rest ofthe bunch

is cylindrical. — Stalks long and green. — pedicells roseate

at perfect maturity. — The grape is small or large, according

to the variety of the Gros or Petit- Verdot, very black and round,

with a hard skin and rather unpleasant juice. This plant

does not produce grapes for table use.

The soil, lowlands, or rich earth, deep and new. The plant

requires coolness and freshness for the roots, while its fruit

should be exposed to the sun's most ardent rays. —Flowering
is late. Little inclination to dropping.— Maturation tardy,

but defended from rottenness.
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Coulant (in several parts of Medoc).

Coulon~ Timbre , Gros- Coition, Petit-Fou (in the palus of arrondisse-

merit of Libourne).

Prueras (in the canton of Saint-Macaire).

Prunelas (in the department of Lot-et -Garonne).

Long, slender, reddish branches. — Round and almost

undivided leaves, becoming red in autumn. — Short bran-
ches. — Very close grapes.

A superficial siliceous soil agrees best with this plant,

which requires to be exposed to the sun. — maturation is

tardy, but not prone to decay.

The wine is full bodied, of a dark vivid colour, abundant, but

not agreeable, unless blended.

Amaroye. — This plant is distinguished by its large leaves

and very elongated petiole, by its red wood, and agreeably fla-

voured, black grapes. — The wine is of an ordinary quality.

Hourcat. — Hourcat or Balouzat (in the graves).

Prolongeau (in Blayais and Bourgeais).

It .has round leaves, — short reddish wood, firm close

berries, producing a wine of sufficient body and colour.

Grapput. — Grapput (in the arrondissements of Bordeaux and
Libourne).

Bouchales or Bouchares (in a great part of the arrondissements

of La Keole and Bazas).

A very common, productive plant, very large leaf.

The bunches of a large size, divided into two very distinct

wings ; it is often scorched under the ardent rays of the setting

sun.— Maturation rarely satisfactory.— The wine is common,
weak and colourless.

Penouille. — Penouille (in Medoc.)

Pelaouille (in Graves).

Pigue, Variety of the Penouille ; its leaves are more finely dentated

and the grapes are larger.

This plant has leaves of a whitish green, with very large
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and fine veins; by its WOOD of light grey; its branching

bunches, with widely separated, black, oval and fleshy crisp

grape, of delicious flavour. The wine is pale coloured, and

possesses both body and delicacy.

Massoutet. — Massoutet or Massouquet (in the Gironde).

Pineau (in Burgundy).

Auvernat, Franc (in Orleans).

Dirty branches. — Small leaves. — Numerous tendrils.—
Small, round bunches. — Very close grapes. — Very spiri-

tuous wine.

From this stage, the other plants of which we shall treat are

not introduced into the superior vineyards.

Pignon. — This plant in two varieties named Gros and Petit-

Pignon (in Medoc).

Gros and Petit-Boutignen (in the arrondissement of Blaye).

Pardotte (in the graves and in the canton of Saint-Macaire).

Gros and Petit-Tripet (in the Bazadais).

Courbin (in different parts of Entre-deux-Mers.)

Hard, mahogany coloured branches. — The leaves of a pale

green, with five lobes, the lower part or under part being

nappy in appearance.

The bunches are cylindrical and slightly elongated in the

variety called Petit-Pignon ; in the variety called Gros-Pignon,

the bunches are elongated. — The grape is close, round and

regular, and little or big, according to the variety; the stalks

are green, as are also the pedicelles.

A fine argilo calcareous soil should be dedicated to its

culture. — The maturation is tardy and frequently incom-

plete.

The wine is ordinary, but this plant produces abundantly.

Petite-Ghalosse noire. — This plant, which presents much
analogywith the Parde, is very productive. Its bunches are enor-

mous and bear very large grapes, oblong in form. The wine
is moderately well coloured, but it lacks mellowness, force and

delicacy.

Mancin. — Mancin or Maussein (in Medoc).

Tarney or Terny (at Margaux and Macau).
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The wine possesses much body and vinosity; it is well

coloured, substantial without being harsh, ageing slowly, but

improving withal. The taste is very agreeable, but tardy in

acquiring its perfume. The maturation, being sometimes in-

complete, it has in this pretty frequent case, the defect of

presenting a slight sourness ; but made with a careful pro-

cess, this wine will blend very well with others, giving to

them force and colour, The wine produced from this plant

ordinarily ripens in cask.

Particularities. — As the stump of this plant throws out

many shoots, great care must be used to forestal its exhaus-

tion. These jets occasionally yield fruit the same year of

appearing.

There are three varieties of Verdot.

1° The Petit-Verdot or Verdot-Rouge. Its bunch is very

small, it furnishes a fine bodied wine; but its produce is incon-

siderable.

2° The Verdot de Palus or Verdot-Blanc. The bunches are

a little more elongated than those of the Petit-Verdot; it

produces a fair wine, although inferior to Verdot-Rouge.
3° The Verdot-Colon, which does not possess any of the

qualities of the two preceding varieties. Its leaf is thick,

large, nappy; long, large bunch; the grape slightly oblong.

The wine is weak and pale coloured, and is the plant of all

others most susceptible to frost.

Sirha. — A plant imported some years since in pretty large quan-

tities from the celebrated vineyard of Hermitage.

Its branches bear a greyish appearance, on a brown ground
during the winter.

The notches are apart and violet coloured.

The leaves are large and are downy under neath.

The bunch is cylindrical and well furnished or stocked. —
The grape black, regular and oblong ; it give's a full bodied

wine.

There are two species, the one from the hills, and the other

from thepaJus.

Gruchinet or Doux-Same or Ghausset. — This plant

is distinguished by a large leaf, traced as it were in thongs
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grapes, but tasteless, of precocious maturation, producing a

flat common wine, with neither elegance nor vinosity.

Teinturier. — Alicante or noireau (in the Gironde).

Tinta-Francisca (in Portugal, in the Haut-Douro).

Rame-noir (in Spain, in Andalousie).

Foerber (near the Rhine).

Reddish branches , with little black points.— The leaves tur-

ning red before the maturity of the grape, which remains the

same colour up to the time of vintage, especially in the lower

parts of the plant. — Fresh coloured petioles. — Frequent

dropping.

Bunches. Red as soon as they are formed, bearing black,

close, round grapes, but susceptible to fall off after matura-

tion.— Flesh coloured stalks.— The juice of a crimson colour.

—The wine lacks elegance, force and delicacy ; the only quality

it possesses being that of colour, an attribute special to it in

so high a degree, that it is much in request by those proprie-

tors who particularly desire quantity and colour.

Fer. — Fer (at Macau and in the cantons of Carbon-Blanc and

Libourne).

Beqnignol (in several communes of the right side of the Garonne).

Camerouge ( the name given to a variety of fer cultivated in small

quantities in the palus of Macau and environs).

The leaves are thick containing five lobes with tawny
nerves. — Long bunches. — The grape is moderately large and

close. — It is a plant capable of producing abundantly, if

it was able to ripen completely and were it not subject to drop-

ping. It is with much difficulty that its wine becomes limpid

and it has also sometimes a disagreeable earthy taste.

Mancin-Golon. — Very productive; ordinary wine; short

lived plant.

Enrageat-Noir. — Grey, striated wood.— Moderately long

merithalls.— Slightly dentated leaves. — Rare dropping. —
Average sized bunch; very close round grapes. — Digitation

of the leaf very expansive. — Maturation generally irre-

gular. — Producing only an ordinary wine.
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Bouton-Blanc or Saint-Macaire. — Humid soil agrees

with it best; it produces a very deep coloured wine.

The following plants more or less common are disappearing

gradually from our vineyards : Jurangon, or Giranson, or Arri-

vet — Grosse-Merille — Mourtaou — Moustouzeres — No-
chant — Panereuil or Queue -Rouge or Bois-Droit — Pique-

pout — Picard — Coyne — Durac.

White vine plants.

Semillon. — Semillon or Colombier (in the Gironde).

Chewier (in the Dordogne).

It possesses a thick, large stump, requiring support. —
Long, brittle, arched branches of a mahogany colour, with

large, round buds, opening early. — The leaves are thick, of

average size, with three strongly marked lobes and roseate on
their borders, when about to open, afterwards changing to a

pale green colour. — Long and large petioles. — Thick and

long TENDRILS.

Bunches large, well filled, elongated. — Long, robust

stalks. — Long pedicelles. — The grape is big, round, but

irregular, firmly attached to the bunch, transparent, of a beau-

tiful golden colour at maturity. — Fine skin. — The juice

very sweet and perfumed.

The soil should been rich, argilo-calcareous or argilo-gra-

velous. — Sub-Soil argillous, marly and rocky — It shoots

precociously. — Its flowering and maturation are tardy, in

comparison with that of the Sauvignon; by no means, subject

to dropping, but very accessible to rottenness.

The wine of a beautiful golden colour, possessing also the

qualities of clearness, delicacy, onctuosity and mellowness; it

attains its perfection in about 4 to 5 years.

Particularities. — It is pruned ordinarily from two buds
and gives a crop four or five times more considerable than

that of the Sauvignon.

Several varieties of the semillon exist varying very slightly

from each other: to the Semillon blanc;%° the Semillon roux.
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The first has more body, and the second more sugar taste and

delicacy. M. le comte Odart, in speaking of the Semillon cro-

quant and of the Semillon a bois noir, observes that their exte-

nuation is desired, as they yield but little and rotten prematu-

rely.

Sauvignon. — Sauvignon (in the Gironde and the Charente).

SSurin-Fie (near the shore of the Loire and Vienne).

Blanc-Fume (in the Nievre).

Servonien or Savagnin (in Bourgogne).

Servoyen (in the Yonne).

The Sauvignon has a more vigorous stump than that of

the Semillon. — With arched, slender branches, smaller

and longer than those of the Semillon, cinnamon coloured, strea-

ked with brown ; the buds are white larger and more clustered

than those of the Semillon, opening later.

Small, roughish leaves, moderately thick, larger than long,

having three pointed lobes, with little dentated separa-

tions. The indenture at the base, measuring nearly a fourth of

the height; the upper side, of a nice, glossy green, while the

under part is downy with salient streaks. — Long, thin, violet

hued petioles, tendrils longer and more climbing than those

of the Semillon.

The bunches are small, cylindrical and clustering. — Very

short stalks, brown at maturity, often hidden by the abun-

dant grape that over hangs its stem, pedicelles very short. —
grapes close, average size, irregular, slightly oval, trans-

parent, of an auburn golden colour, with little black points

when arriving at maturity, crisp and sweet flavoured, relieved

by a delicate muscatel taste. — The skin hardens a little

before the grape matures, but often (when maturity is ex-

treme) bursts on account of the fullness of pulp.

Every kind of soil agrees with this plant, but the silico-

stony lands are especially advantageous to its culture ; this

plant also succeeds on argilo-gravelous land. — Calcareous

sub-soil. — Precocious flowering. — Frequent dropping.

—

maturation easy. — It is extremely subject to oidium.

A fine, very bodied wine, of a beautiful golden colour, more or

less liquorous, according to the degree of the maturity of the

grape.
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This grape is at least pruned from three shoots.

Muscadelle. — Muscadelle or Musquette, Muscadet-Doux, JUaisi-

notte, Angelicaut (in country of Gironde),.

Muscade (in the Sauternes).

Catape (in the canton of Creon).

Guepus (in the cantons of Castillon and Sainte-Foy).

Blanche- Douce, Mnscat-Fou (at Bergerac).

Cadillac and Blanc-Cadillac (at Fronsac).

Guilan-Muscat, Guilan- Musque (in the Lot and the Tarn).

Guilan-Doux (at Clair ac).

Auvernat-Blanc (at Orleans).

The muscadelle has a hardy stump, with long, large

branches. — Striated, mahogany coloured bark.—- Very large,

conical, buds, opening early. Its leaves are rather largerthan

long.— Long fine violet coloured petioles.

Large, elongated, clustering bunches. — Moderately long

stalks, becoming brown at maturity.

Round, irregular , transparent grape, generally parched by

the time it arrives at maturity. Fine skin, delicate flavour,

sweet, with a musky taste.

Rich argillous stony soil. — Ordinary flowering. — Fre-

quent dropping. — Prompt maturation. — Rottenness follo-

wing rapidly.

Very flavoured wine, rarely employed alone. It is particu-

larly useful in imparting a light muscat taste to other wines.

Blanc-Auba. — Chatain reddish branches, with longitudi-

nal lines. Close notches, Large buds of"an obscure brown.

Ample, elongated leaves, deeply dentated with five very dis-

tinct lobes. A pale green colour underneath. Very strong,

white fine petioles. — Round white grape, marked with a

little black speck at the top, becoming reddish in ripening.

Blanc-Doux. — rranches grey at first, becoming rather

red in winter.

Dentated leaves, of a nice green colour.

Bunches of middle size, elongated. — Round, transparent,

brown grape. — Juice very white, delicate and sweet.

The wine is very white and delicate, usually employed to
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impart its qualities to other wines. — Particularity : Pro-

duces rarely two years consecutively.

Blanc-Verdot. — Branches bordering on yellow, streaked

with brown. — Leaves open, large, of a dark green colour. —
Long bunches. — Grape of middle size, slow to ripen but

capable of preservation for a long time. — Wine weak and
ordinary.

Enrageat. — Enrageat in the greatest part of the department of

the Gironde).

Blanche (at Castillon).

Enrageade (at Coutras).

Folie-Blanche (at Cognac).

Piquebout or Piqueponille (in the Gers and the Armagnac).

Grais (at Gensac).

Mebauche (at Castillonnes).

Bouillon (in the Bas-Limousin).

Plant-de-Dame (in the Condommois and Nerac).

Stump short and thick. — Big, short branches. — Thick

salient notches, rather closely placed. — Grey and russet

bark. — Large buds. — Strong tendrils. — The leaves

are oblong, large, irregular and deeply dentated, offering

three principal features, without distinct lobes, dark green in

colour, shading into red, particularly on the borders. Veins

deeply defined above and underneath. — Large, short

petioles.

Bunches. Cylindrical, increasing in the centre part.— Large

round close grapes, of a greenish white colour. — Fine skin.

The juice is not very sweet, on the contrary it is slightly

acid.

Soil : The most mediocre. — Flowering and maturation
take place easily.

Wine. More or less acid; according to the country, it is em-

ployed as a natural drink by itself or as wine for blendings.

In abundant years, it is made into Eau de vie.

This plant requires a short pruning. The rain rots it rapidly.

Pru6ras or Prunelat. — Chalosse (in the Gironde).

(EM de tour (at Clairac).

Blanc-Pic (at Sainte-Bazeille).
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Branches. Brittle, straight. The bark of a mixed white and

violet colour.

Leaves. Rounded in form and very acessible to frost.

Grape. Large and savorous, falling on the ground quickly,

where they remain preserved several days. — Rapid matu-

ration.

Variety. Large white chalosse with long large bunches and

oblong GRAPES.

Table grapes : the Chasselas, the Malvoisie, the white mus-

cat and its rose varieties, are extensively cultivated in the

Gironde , certain proprietors drawing large profits from these

grapes.

From this stage, the plants are not so largely cultivated as

those of which we have treated.

Blanquette. — This plant appears to be a variety of the

Chasselas : It produces a flat, ordinary wine, in abundance.

Rochalin or Blayais. — This plant has much analogy

with the Sauvignon, from which it may be distinguished by

its larger leaf; the grape is less delicate than that of the Sau-

vignon : it takes longer to ripen and is subject to frost.

After having informed our readers of the several plants

cultivated in our department; described the different qualities

which distinguish them; briefly indicated the influence they

exert upon the wines ; and having attached the several names
given to the plants, according to the localities in which they

are found, we think it is unecessary to impress upon our rea-

ders the importance of the study of those plants and of their

synonymy.

This last question, which for so long a time has attracted the

attention of many eminent men, is still very far from being

solved; a complete synonymy of the vine, would facilitate the

study of the different plants allow of a detailed minute
knowledge of their qualities and of their worth relative to the

soil, their aptitude and best uses, and would be most desirable.

But for so laborious a task the life time of one man would be
insufficient, and such a work could only be undertaken with a

view to success, were an entire community of viticulturers

devoted to science and to the prosperity of the country to
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dedicate their time and experience to the subject. Let us hope

that living in an age where the union of even small forces

has already brought about such great results, that we shall

yet see light and order introduced in this important branch of

viticol science.

§ V. - DISEASES OR ACCIDENTS TO WHICH
THE VINES ARE SUBJECT.

Frosts. — We have treated in page 201, of the general

statistic of the Gironde of the most memorable frosts, and
we have named them in the chronological nomenclature. In

all times, but especially in these last years, our Girondine

viticulturers have sought after means to shetter the vine from

ravages of late frosts.

The means, employed with the most success and which
appear to be the best recognized, are the following:

1° Prune the vine as late as possible, at the moment when
the upper buds commence to sprout, so that the shoot may be

retarded

;

2° Make artificial clouds on the side from where the wind
comes; these should be made of the dry or withered leaves

and of green wood ; set them on fire two or three hours before

sunrise; this process causes a white aqueous smoke to rise

and spread over the vineyard, forming a kind of cloud which
prevents radiation and preserves the vines from frost. Seve-

ral other processes are employed to form these artificial clouds,

one of the principal being to burn the residuum of the fabri-

cation of resinous products, which makes black clouds at a

slight cost *.

Satisfactory results may be obtained from these black

clouds, when made timely upon almost all the properties of

the same commune, when there is only frost through radiation

to contend with and a temperature not exceeding two degrees

centigrade bel©w zero. The experiments of the agricultural

4. See Annals of the Agricultural Society of the Gironde 2T b year, 1871 page 21

;

31M year, 1876, pages 50 and 71.
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Society of the Gironde have established the opinion that the

temperature is two degrees more elevated under the clouds

than outside them.

To remove all herbaceous vegetation surrounding the vine

plants is another excellent means of avoiding, in a certain mea-
sure, spring frosts. It is for this reason that many Girondine

viticulturers commence vineyard ploughing and attend to the

cleanliness of the vines, at the precise time in which these

frosts may be feared, at the same time preventing all inter-

calary cultures and thus avoiding any excessive vegetation

about the vines in april or may.

This question has been minutely treated by M. N. Basset,

professor of agricultural chemistry, in a volume entitled : La
vigne; legons familieres sur la gelee et Vo'idium, \ vol. in-12,

printed at Bordeaux, after some studies that the author had

made in the Gironde, upon the occasion of the disastrous frost

of 6th may 1861.

Hails. — Hail is one of those dangers dreaded most by

viticulturers, this scourge being almost impossible to avoid.

Our aim, in page 212 of the general Statistic of the Gironde,

has been to explain the causes to which these accidents may
be attributed, which happily are never more than partial ; we
have also given the chronological nomenclature of the most

disastrous hails in the vineyards of our department.

Insurance against hail is the only means discovered up to

this day to attenuate the evil these storms too often cause.

Goulure or dropping of the flower is another scourge

frequent to the vine. The observations of our viticulturers

have induced them to conclude that it emanates most ordi-

narily from the following causes :

1° Too great humidity of the soil, at the moment of sprouting,

which accelerates too active a vegetation, detrimental to the

formation of the manes (grapes).

To contend with this danger, it is customary in the best

cultivated vineyards, to nip those manes which have the ten-

dency to become tendrils.

2° The morning fogs followed by an ardent sun.

It is impossible to contend against this latter cause of dropping.
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The most favorable atmospherical conditions to the

Girondine vines are as follows : moderate frosts in winter,

not immediately succeeding abundant rain, the thermometer,

not being under 6° centigrade; a soft and slightly humid
temperature in spring; dry season at time of flowering;
average heat, and light rains in summer, after flowering,

and finally, a warm stormy autumn without constant rain.

The most destructive insects to the vines of the

Gironde. — These parasites are very numerous. Those of

our readers who care to expand their study on the subject

should consult (amongst other special works) the work of

Audouin, entitled : Animaux nuisibles a la vigne, in-4°, pi. col.

We shall give a short account here of the principal :

1° Rhynchites Bacchus , known in our contries under

the name of Straou and of Rhynchites Betuleti, more frequen-

tly than Bacchus. These insects deposit their eggs upon

the surface of the leaves ; they then roll them in the form

of a cigare which hangs, withered, to the petiole that the

insect has taken care to partially sever in order to arrest the

sap. The eggs then hatched in the rolled leaves, of which
the larva eat the interior, afterwards introduce themselves

into the soil and come out of it the following spring, trans-

formed into completely formed insects.

2° Eumolopus vitis, termed lisette ecrivain or coupe-bour-

geon, and in Medoc, chevre. This insect eats away the leaves and
even the grapes, leaving behind its marks or traces, which have
given it the name of ecrivain. — Of all insects existing at the

expense of the vine, it is one of the most destructive.

It cuts the petioles and leaves even after they have ac-

quired a certain development.

3° Procris. — This caterpillar (the butterfly of which is very

pretty) is most injurious to the buds of our vines.

4° Pyrale. — This caterpillar, well known at present and
rendered famous by the remarkable works of Audouin, is

especially dreaded by the viticulturers of Burgundy, and rava-

ges our vineyards during certain years. Scalding away the

eggs is practised here in the same way as in Burgundy.
5° UEuchlore or Anomala vitis, a sort of green cockchafer,

is also most destructive to the buds of our vines.
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6° The larva of Melolontha vulgaris or hanneton, known in

the department under the name of ver-blanc (white worm), is

peculiarly hurtful to palus vines. During the three years that

it stays under ground, it gnaws and sometimes eats away the

formed roots of the young plants. This larva nevertheless

does less injury in vineyards than in kitchen gardens, where
its havock is terrible.

7o h'Apate sex-dentala often lays its rows of eggs in the

branches, causing them to die.

8° L 1

Altise, called vulgarly puce de la vigne (vine flea), is a

coleopteran which eats away the buds and leaves.

Our viticulturers often destroy them with phenic acid, and
also with vapour of sulphur.

9° Les Limaces, called loches, do much evil to our vines in

eating the new formed leaves.

10° Escargots. — Different species of snails (helices) do

great damage in our vineyards; these are : the nemoralis

and V hortensis in cool places, the variabilis and the carthu-

siana in dry places, and numerous varieties of the Aspersa in

all the vineyards. This last species is the most widely

spread in the vines of the Gironde.

All these insects encroach upon our vineyards so often that,

should a great number be procreated at a time it would be

found impossible to destroy them. For the purpose of dimi-

nuating their number, some Girondine viticulturers plough

their vines very early in the very cold season, so that the

eggs and larva may perish.

In the large vineyards surrounding Medoc, they pursue

actively all these ennemies of the vine, more particularly snails,

which women and children are employed to pluck out.

Another means employed for their destruction is sending

flocks of famished ducks and hens amongst the vines where they
make away with these insects in partaking of their food; this

latter method is considered the better one.

It now remains with us to speak of the two greatest scourges

that the Girondine viticulturers have to contend with at

present : oidium and phylloxera.

Oidium. — This mushroom plant was perceived for the

first time in 1845, upon some vines in a conservatory, by a

gardener named Tucker. And in 1847 it was described and
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termed o'idium Tuckeri by the english naturalist Berkeley.

It made its appearance in the department of the Gironde

in 1851.

Its development was rapid, and from 1853 the girondine

vineyard has been always more or less under its influence.

Our compass does not here allow of our explainingthe study

of the new malady that characterizes this plant, no more than

the numerous theories and scientific discussions that it sug-

gests to the world of savants and viticulturers.

We will confine ourselves by reminding our readers

that, from 1852 the use of pulverized sulphur thrown upon

the plant of the vine was recognized as the best remedy

by MM. Comte de La Vergne , H. Mares, Rose-Charmeux
and other distinguished viticulturers.

M. le comte de La Vergne was then the apostle of sulphu-

rage ; he devized a kind of bellows
,

perfectly qualified to

diffuse or scatter the sulphur ; he wrote several memoirs,

guides and manuals, with the means of applying it suc-

cessfully. The operation of the soufrage (thanks to the

comte de la Vergne) became general from that time in almost

all the girondine vineyards.

Gradually the evil of oidium has diminished in its inten-

sity, but has not yet ceased to appear on one side or the other

every year, leaving more or less serious effects.

At present, instead of making three or four soufrages in the

year, as was the custom at the commencement of the malady,

one soufrage made under good conditions suffices ; it should

be made before floraison, this almost always prevents evil

effects, especially when the year is dry ; when the year is

a wet one, soufrage should take place, generally speaking,

three or four times.

It is after the rain, if the heat is sufficient, that the oidium

vegetates with its greatest force. It is also this circumstance

that renders the sulphur its most deadly enemy. It is

therefore the favorable moment for soufrage.

The first soufrage should take place at the time that the

young sprouts attain about 10 centimeters in length and should

terminate when floraison commences. Should rain or other

causes retard the execution, it should be attended to the first

favorable moment, without disturbing floraison.
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The second soufrage ought to take place as soon as florai-

son has terminated ; the vine should be strictly watched,

bringing sulphur at once to the rescue upon the first symptoms
of oidium. This system is generally partial, and may nes-

cessitate one, two or three renewals, according to the force

and progress of the oidium.

Several models of these soufflets are employed in the

department of the Gironde, in the operation of soufrage.

The agricultural Society of the Gironde has made compa-
rative experiments upon this subject in 1857 and in 1877;

which resulted in the conclusion that the soufflet moderator

of de La Vergne is one of those representing the most ad-

vantages.

Several models of soufreuses with horse have been invented.

Those of MM. Henri de Vallande and of the abbe Durassie

are already employed in some of our vineyards.

We may add that M. N. Basset has proposed to replace sul-

phur by sulphuret of potassium, or of sodium dissolved in

water, and to water the sick vine with the decoction.

We would recommend our readers a remarkable work upon
this subject by M. Basset , entitled : La vigne : Lecons

familieres sur la gelee et Vo'idium, leurs causes reelles et les

moyens d'en prevenir et oVen attenuer les effets, in-12, 5 fr.

We shall not enter into the history description or defi-

nition of oidium , but we recommend our readers to

consult the numerous works upon the subject by the comte

de La Vergne.

We will conclude by remarking that the soufrage was con-

sidered at the universal exhibition of 1867, as one of the great

blessings procured to agriculture, and the jury of recom-

penses requested for M. de La Vergne (propagator of the

soufrage) the cross of the Legion of honor, with which he

has been decorated.

Phylloxera. — A new malady of the vine, characterized by

the lingering death of the plant, and the presence of the insect

phylloxera vastatrix amongst its roots , it is a scourge much
graver than oidium has ever been. This latter has

destroyed our vineyards to a greater or less degree,

while the new malady threatens their total destruction

without our having found up to the present any prac-
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tical means -to either destroy it, or defend ourselves against

its invasion.

We shall not here enter into a description of this new ma-
lady of the vine, nor of the insect phylloxera, nor is it our pur-

pose to expand upon the theories of those authors who con-

sider this insect as a cause or an effect, nor will we enu-

merate the numerous remedies employed against this evil.

We confine ourselves to giving a brief summary of its progress

in the Gironde and the statistic of the communes where it has

already raged.

The 11 th June 1869 the insect phylloxera has been discovered

at Floirac, near Bordeaux, upon the roots of vines that bore

the appearance of suffering for two or three years. The fol-

lowing year, some cases of malady and of phylloxera were ob-

served at Montussan and atSaint-Loubes. In 1871, more cases

were discovered at Bouliac and in several communes of the

cantons of Carbon-Blanc, of Creon, of Branne, of Pujols and of

Sainte-Foy, crossing the Dordogne, on the Libourne side.

In 1873 almost all the communes of the cantons of Castillon,

Libourne and those S. E. of the cantons of Lussac and of

Fronsac were attacked.

In Entre-deux-Mers, the evil aggravated upon the Pellegrue

side, Sauveterre, Targon and Creon ; finally, it traversed the

Garonne, opposite Camblanes, and implanted itself at Begles,

upon the left side of the Garonne, where its presence had not

yet been perceived.

In 1874, the evil extended itself over all the cantons that we
have cited, and it was then observed for the first time in the

cantons of Bourg of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac, of Cadillac and of

Saint-Macaire, of Podensac and of La Brede.

In 1875, it spread to such an alarming extent, that not only

did it increase upon the points above mentioned, but was dis-

covered in Medoc, in the palus of Ludon and Macau.

Labour of all kind was undertaken to destroy or at least

diminish, the evil.

In 1876, it was recognized at Soussans and in the heavy soil

of Ordonnac and Saint-Yzans (canton of Lesparre).

At the present day, 1882, we regret to state that this new
malady rages in the greatest part of Entre-deux-Mers, and in
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almost all the communes, on the right side of of the Dordogne
and the Gironde.

In Medoc, upon the left side of the Garonne, numerous
points of attack have been observed.

This disclosure of the progress of the new malady should be
attended by the following remarks :

The propagation of this evil has been much slower with us
than in the interior of France. The points of attack are nu-
merous, but not extensive, for there are communes that have
now been for the last ten years victimized to a certain extent

by phylloxera and will give nevertheless a half crop this year,

and there is not even one commune where the vines have totally

died, as in the more unfortunate communes of the Midi, after

three or four years' duration of this pestilence.

In many domains, the vine has been observed at the last

stage of the malady to suddenly revive without having under-
gone the slightest treatment for its cure. It must be added
that this regeneration has been often ephemeral, but some
have lasted notwithstanding for the last two years.

The most fertile alluvial soils and the argilo- calcareous,

argilo-sablo situated upon the hills or high plateaux have
been the first to be invaded by the phylloxera and arc still

those in which it is most widely spread. The sablo-gravelous

lands are still almost spared from its ravages.

The greatest efforts have been made and continue to be

made against phylloxera, but we regret to say that the many
experiments made and numerous methods, up to the present

moment practically essayed, have ended by results not at all

satisfactory. The question however is being studied more

than ever, and experiments carried on actively by private

persons, commissions and committees of the agricultural

societies of the department.

The agricultural Society of the Gironde caused, the 4th of

march 1874, the formation of a general committee against

phylloxera,which instituted a number of works, amongst which

are : the nursery of American vines for the study and pro-

pagation of obstinate or resisting plants. The viticol com-

mittee of the arrondissement of Libourne have instituted the

commission against phylloxera of Libourne, to which we
are indebted for important works, such as those of Mr. Boi-
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teau. The Committee of Greon and of Entre-deux-Mers have

also formed a special commission for this region.

The section of natural history of Groupe girondin de VAsso-

ciation frangaise pour Vavancement des sciences, la Societe

linneenne, la Societe des sciences physiques et naturelles, finally

la Ligue Medocaine, created in Lesparre in 1877, working
without cease to solve the great and important problem

which has been posed by phylloxera.

§ VI. - CULTURE OF THE VINE.

After having indicated the best natures of soils and sub-

soils suitable to the vine, and studied the plants most widely

spread in our department, we shall pass rapidly in review

the several modes of culture practical to them.

Plantation. — Before planting the vine, the nature of the

soil and ground which have been appropriated to it should be

attentively studied, and the preparatory labour performed,

according to its species.

It is most urgent that the vine shoud be shettered from

prolonged humidity; to this effect, the earth must be dispo-

sed in such a manner as to regulate the slopes and facilitate

drainage.

If in a very hard argillous land, called Terre tape or Boul-

baine, or Tuf the marl or alios should be found of shallow

depth, the sub-soils must be broken up to render them
pervious and to mix them with the superficial layers of

earth.

The earth, purified by the means above indicated, and by

drainage, whenever it is essential, demands a most important

second operation : amendement and manure.

Amendement. — To manure the earth about to the devoted

or appropriated to the vine is always a most essential prepa*

ratry feature, at leastwhen not operating upon alluvial soil, but
when in this case, a liquid manure is sometimes employed
and poured into the hole assigned to each plant.

When planting superficial earth, which has not been before
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used for cereals, or which has not been manured for a long

time, at least half a cart-load of manure is required (500 kilog.)

by rows of 100 steps containing from 75 to 80 plants. If plan-

ting in feeble or used up ground, double that amount of manure
must be employed; for some time past, instead of manure, clay

or alluvial earth, taken from the borders of the river, is used.

It would be as well to remark here an error into which some
viticulturers have fallen : by overamending the earth, its nature

is sometimes completely changed, and, although, the quantity of

wine produced is greater, the quality is sometimes diminished.

As soon as the ground is ready, the plants are selected and
prepared.

It is very important to have the plants well chosen. To this

end, it is only required that the feet or base, should be healthy

and vigorous, taking them only from branches having hitherto

borne fruit. In certain communes, every cutting has a little

of the wood of the preceding year, but great importance is not

attached to this latter precaution, as many succeed as well in

planting the young end. To replace the dead feet in a young
plantation, root-plants are sometimes preferred, called che-

velus or barbeaux, to the ordinary plants or crocettes.

This replacement is also made by provins. The term pro-

vins is applied to a branch or tributary of the old vine stalk,

upon which new roots develop without separating it from

the vine mother.

In order to make a provin, a long branch is left upon the old

vine stalk, nearest to the one about to be replaced, and, if pos-

sible, in the same row ; a pit is then dug about 35 centimeters

deep and between the two feet, it is then filled up with mould,

or manure, if the earth should be meagre ; the branch is then

lowered into the pit, without separating it from the mother

vine, and its extremity elevated' at the place of the dead stalks

;

it is supported by means of a wooden stake, and should be cut,

like the mouth piece of a flute, at the upper part, so as to place

the bud in direct opposition with the section made by the

pruning, in as much as to avoid being drowned or damaged by
the flowing of the sap.

The separation of the provin is indispensable as it would
otherwise cause the mother plant to decline and often to die.

The separation is began alter the second year by making a
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section of about a third of its thickness and completing the

section the third year.

These provins or layerings have the advantage of producing

the first year. It is accepted in Medoc that every provin pays its

expenses the first year. The provins are made at the periodwhen
the sap commences to mount into the branches, rendering them
more supple. Care is taken to make some light incisions in the

part of the branch lying under ground, so as to facilitate the

growth of the roots.

We return to the plantation of the vine by crossettes. We
find that five different modes are employed in the department.

The three first are the most extensively used.

4° Plantation by reversion. — This mode is certainly the best,

but also the most costly, in as much as the work for one hectare

costs 1500 fr. It consists in opening a trench in the direction

of the vine-rows, leaving the necessary distance of separation.

This first trench finished, the earth coming from it serves to

fill up the last; manure is then thrown in and the plants or bar-

beaux are placed, being supported by stakes. The next trench

then undergoes the same operation and so on to the end. Plan-

ted in this manner, the vine produces early, but is not of long

duration.

2° Plantation by staving and with a stake or barre. — Another

mode generally used where the sub-soil approaches the sur-

face of the earth, and when its nature renders it accessible

to humidity, were it not broken up, consists in turning up

with picks the subsoil of alios or clay, to a depth of about 66

centimeters and mixing it with good earth and manure brought

for the purpose. These operations terminated, a hole is pierced

by means of an iron bar, in which the cutting is placed, carefully

filling up the hole with the earth by which the plant is sur-

rounded. Sometimes , so as to render adherence more complete,

precaution is taken to water the plant with a sort of muddy
liquid or manure water.

3° Plantation with the stake or barre. — This mode is cer*

tainly the simplest and most economical ; but can only be

employed in free earth, easily perforated and comparatively

fertile. Pulverized and liquid manure are generally employed

in this mode of plantation. It consists in well ploughing and

harrowing the earth, afterwhich a hole is made with an iron bar.

2
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This hole is sometimes widened by a wooden demoiselle, or

diable armed with an iron point, in order to add to the plant a

certain quantity of manure.
4° Plantation with araire or plough. — This mode, which is

one of the most economical, can only be used in deep soil ; it is

little employed. It consists in making a deep furrow by means
of the plough, and filling it with manure, placing the plants

therein and recovering the furrow.

5° Plantation at little trench. — This mode has been for a

long time almost entirely relinquished. It was the same as

the preceding one, only that, instead of a furrow, a little trench

was dug 30 centimeters wide and 50 centimeters in depth.

All these plantations are generally made in the months of

February, March and April, if inconvenient to do so before, and

can be continued up to the beginning of June, on condition

that the plants be kept under ground in a northern direction,

in order to prevent them from growing. Finally the plant

is straightened and earthed up, cut at the third joint above

ground and attached to a little stake.

The first two or three years of plantation, certain vineyards

of Medoc aretilled six times yearly; but, for the greatest part,

tillage takes place but four times in the year. The young vines

at this period require particular attention : they must be free

from snails as much as possible, and each year those plants

which have not thrived must be replaced by barbeaux or provins.

If amongst the plants that have succeeded, there are found

sorts which are not desired, recourse is had to grafting.

Grafting. — This operation, formerly little practised by our

viticulturers, becomes every day more habitual ; since the in-

vasion of phylloxera many fine plants have been engrafted on

american plants which resist phylloxera.

We need not here describe the different methods used in the

Gironde; that would take too long; but we should recommend
those of our readers who wish detailed information to read

M. Froidefonds's remarkable report, published in the Annates

de la Societe d'Agriculture de la Gironde 1879.

Situations and attentions necessary to the vine. —
For the ridges, there is not any fixed direction. The inclination
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of the soil is previously consulted, in order to facilitate drainage

without risk of the sub-soil being carried away.

Some viticulturers (when the ground permits) direct their

ridges from east to west, asserting that the wind and hail

come from the west and that by doing so the first feet ofeach row

alone are injured, the others, being covered reciprocally,

having less to suffer ; it is noticeable that this direction of

east to west is only practicable in Medoc where the vines

are very low, consequently the shade of the one cannot inter-

fere with the other. Nevertheless it sometimes happens that

the soil is not equally exposed to the action of the rays of the

sun, which is of course unfortunate.

Other viticulturers plant in the direction of north to south,

so that the rays of the sun may penetrate into the vine rows,

as long as possible, in order to heat the surface of the earth

in a more equal manner as likewise the different sides of the

fruit.

According to the soil, it is tilled two, three or four times a

year, either by plough or by spade. As of late years the wages
of labouring men have doubled, the plough is for this reason

more generally used in most of the vine growing countries

of the Gironde.

In studying the specialities of treatment relative to vine

culture in each country, we shall explain in what manner and

at what period these operations take place.

Before proceeding further, we shall indicate the processes

which are performed almost in the same manner everywhere.

When the vine is despoiled of its leaves and fruit,

labourers are employed to examine every vine-row, in order

to root up a most destructive weed, called chiendent or

quitch-grass.

The old vine plants are often covered with a species of moss,

which serves as a refuge for crowds of insects most injurious

to the vine. Some proprietors take the precaution to destroy

them during winter; others do not attach the same importance

to them.

Since the appearance of the new malady of the vine, some
proprietors have obtained favourable results from barking,

by which means a great number of insects and their eggs can

be destroyed, comprising also those of the phylloxera.
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Another part of the labour is also assigned to the winter

months; it consists in removing the earth brought by the

plough or by the waters into the capvirades, kind of alleys

made between the vines-rows for facilitating water running

and for allowing sufficient room for the teams to turn.

The pruning operation finished, which ought to take place

as late as possible, in prevision of the spring frosts, the laths

and decayed stakes are replaced; if these are of sufficient length

the points are remade in cutting away the decayed wood ; the

branches or hastes are then attached with a sort of rush to

the stick planted by its side. The best season to make this

folding (for sometimes the hastes should be curved or bent) is

at the time when the sap commences to mount in the branches,

rendering the wood more supple ; this operation must be

especially avoided in dry weather.

The vine once in good condition, labour commences.

In the month of June, the vine is pinched, that is to say, the

sap is arrested in the gourmand branches, termed thus because

although possessing much force, they are notwithstanding

unfruitful ; the shoots and sprouts appearing on the old wood
are cut away (at least those not destined to become fruit bran-

ches^. This is the first work, called pingage or pinching;

the second is ebourgeonner or sortir le chausseron and consists

in cutting away the sap-shoots.

In July, the vine is lightly relieved of its gourmand branches
in order that the air may circulate about the foot of the vine

and that the grape may be better exposed to solar influence.

This operation also facilitates the passage of the plough.

In August the leaves are thinned. This last work does not

take place every year throughout the department, particularly

in those vineyards which only produce common wines.

Great attention must be bestowed upon the latter labour to

avoid sunstroke and nevertheless to facilitate maturation.

Pruning. — Pruning in certainly the most important ope-

ration that the vine claims from its caretakers; on this depends

not only in a great measure the abundance of the crop, but

especially the health of the plant.

It takes place generally from the end of the fall of the leaf

until the commencement of the great frosts. The Girondine
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viticulturers say that, before this period, the wood is not suffi-

ciently ripe, and would occasion a loss of a part of the sap.

Later the cicatrice arising from the pruning would not have

time to close before the ascension of the sap and a serious

flowage would occur in spring. For some years back our

vines have been considerably tried by spring frosts. It has

therefore been judged wise, even at the risk of losing a little

sap, to prune the latest possible in order to retard the shoot.

This usage exists in the Burgundy vineyards.

M. Basset, in his Legons familieres sur la vigne*, recommends
vinedressers, when operating, to have with them alittlebox of

some fatty liquid and to put a little on each wound made by
the pruning, above all on the old wood, so as to shetter it

from the inclemency of air, which often causes the decay of

the interior of the plant.

The pruning is conducted in two fashions; with a pruning knife

or a vine scissors; this latter instrument is very expeditious.

But in M6doc and many other places, they prefer the pruning

knife with which the judicious vinedresser better carries on his

work, without injuring the wood, cutting and pairing here and

there, where he thinks fit to do so, making incisions, lifting a

very light piece of wood, etc. The secateur or vine shears

is preferable to the serpe or pruning knife when pruning the

young vines which have no big wood to take up.

We shall not undertake here a treaty upon pruning of the

vine, or the appreciation of the different modern systems;

these details would require a volume and are consequently out

of our compass.

The value of these different systems are so much subject to

the nature of the ground and its situation, to the nature of the

plant and its vigour, that, in these respects, we feel that we
cannot advise further than remarking that practise, observa-

tion and intelligence are the best guides to the vine-dresser.

To the general information we have given, we may add the

following fundemental principles :

Charge the vine only in accordance with its age and force
;

Equalize the burden of the different arms of the vine , so

1. One vol. in-12, 540 pages, 5 fr.
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that one side may not bear all the sap, at the expense of the

other.

Spare properly the cots d'attente in the vine row, as they

should be fruit branches the following year and help to

keep down the vine , which has always a tendency to shoot.

We have given a brief sketch of what is almost the same
thing in the different parts of the department, relative to the

plantation and culture of the vine.

We shall now speak of the situation and special attention

devoted to it in Medoc, in graves, in the hills and in palus.

In Medoc. — The vine is planted in rows which are, ac-

cording to the vineyards, from 55 to 90 meters in length; this

last length is little employed, on account of the difficulties ari-

sing in transporting manure, grape gathering, etc. In certain

communes, the rows are made at a distance of one meter ; in

others, at 92 centimeters. The plants are more or less sepa-

rated , according to their nature and that of the soil. This

separation varies from 90 to l
m 20.

The body of the plant is from 15 to 20 centimeters in length,

and fixed to a little stake about 40 centimeters out of the earth
;

the horizontal deal laths are fixed to these stakes at 40 centi-

meters from the soil. Upon these laths are attached the two

arms of the vine. For some years now, in several vineyards,

they have replaced with advantage the wooden laths by iron

wire. This system, which presents great advantages, above all

in an economical point of view, has been practised for the last

twenty five years by M. Richier (who was the inventor) and
by his heirs in all the dominion of their vast vineyards.

These stakes are of pine, but more generally of chestnut: the

latter cost from 12 to 14 fr. the thousand, while the pine

laths which do not last as long, cost from 7 to 8 francs. The lath

comes from the west part of Medoc , where for some years hi-

therto, they have cultivated on a great scale the marine pine.

Delivered at the vineyard, it costs from 20 to 25 fr. the thousand.

Now that we know the disposition of the vines in Medoo, we
shall comment on their cultivation.

Pruning. ~ The first year of plantation, pruning takes place

from the two eyes, nearest the ground.

The second year the process is performed in the same manner.
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The third year, when pruning, three or four buds are allo-

wed to remain. In strong earth, the weaker plants are crop-

ped short, but two arms are left to the most vigorous plants,

which is termed ancher the vine. The system of establishing

the laths is then commenced.
The fourth year, in light soils, arrangements are commenced

for establishing the two arms ; in heavy soil, this operation is

completed. 15 centimeters of height is given to the body

of the plant, so that when the vine is earthed up, the starting

of the arms is almost on a level with the top of the ridge.

Especial attention must be applied respecting the arms which

must take the direction of the laths.

The vine, having always a tendency to rise, means are ap-

plied (in Medoc more than elsewhere) to spare the cots d'at-

tente when pruning, which ought to furnish in the time requi-

red wood branches, so as to allow the old wood which has be-

come too long, to be cut down. The hastes or fruit branches

are chosen from the hastes of the preceding year, near the old

wood. The under branch is chosen in preference, so as to

avoid the plant rising too quickly.

Thirty-five or fourty centimeters is given to the branches
;

they are curved into an arch, in fixing their two extremities

to the horizontal lath, so as to equalize the distribution of the

sap and to be assured at the commencement of the haste of a

wood for proper replacement. One, two and sometimes more
of the last buds of the hastes are taken off, to increase the

force of the shoots produced by the others and to facilitate

joining.

As soon as the pruning is terminated , the pliage finished,

the branches gathered up, the different winter works conclu-

ded, such as the clearance of the chiendent (or quitch grass)

and the moss covering the trunk of the old vines, the trans-

ports of earth conveyed from the alleys into the middle of the

ridges, and the vine propping executed, ploughing commences.
Ploughing. — Four ploughings or tillages are undergone.

The first takes place towards the end of February and the

commencement of March, by means of the plough called cabat.

The object of this process is to open the vine, d'ouvrir la

vigne, according to the term of the country, that is to say to

unearth it; but as, in ploughing the two sides of a row, the
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earth cannot be raised between each foot, women pass behind

the plough with a hoe, taking up this earth called cavaillon and

disperse it in the middle of the rows.

The second ploughing ordinarily takes place in the following

April, with a plough called courbe; its purpose is to earth up
the vine, that is to say to disperse about the foot the earth ta-

ken out by the last labour. When the vines are young or

surrounded by young plants, a woman provided with a sho-

vel follows the ploughman and places her shovel between the

plough and the young plants or provins, so as to avoid their

being stifled and bent by the earth.

The third process takes place in the following May, before

flowering and is absolutely as the first.

The fourth process takes place at the end of June, after flo-

wering, with the courbe.

Before leaving Medoc, we should make some conclusive re-

marks, respecting the special care given to the vines in this

country.

After the fourth ploughing, women or children pass down
the rows to unearth the verjuice, often in a measure conceded

by the earth. They also at this time, according to the strength

of vegetation and temperature, commence to thin and relieve

the leafage more or less energetically.

In all vineyards , a constant war is necessarily sustained

against a crowd of injurious insects, especially snails. — Many
proprietors in Medoc keep, for this purpose, hens and ducks in

the middle of the vines, which enjoy as food this species of

insect. But care must be taken to remove them in proper

time, as they would injure the new buds and attack the

grapes.

Expenses of culture in Medoc.

The expenses of vine culture in Medoc vary according to

the communes and, above all, according to the facilities of

working :

1° A small property is cultivated by the hands on the place

and has little expense but that of the support of the vine dres-

ser and his family

;
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2° The medium property is cultivated by a proprietor who
owns or hires a team, overseeing himself his servants and la-

bourers;

3° The large properties are conducted by an agent with fo-

reman, laborers etc., vinedressers, etc., etc.

Each of these categories of properties has not only different

expenses for culture, but also far different prices for their

produce. The following figures may be relied on as an

average.

Expenses and revenue of a superior bourgeois vine-

yard, situated at Margaux (Medoc) composed of eight prix-faits,

in perfect state of preservation and productiveness.

Expenses by prix-fait *, composed of 24,000 vines, planted at the

distance of 1 meter, and occupying 2 hectares 50 ares, by

2 hectares 60 ares, according to the width between the rows :

The following necessary expenses, attendant on the vineyard are al-

most invariable.

Manual labour for pruning, binding, lathing, etc 225 »

— — for clearing away the quitch grass 24 y>

Purchase of 10,000 stakes at 10 fr. 50 c. the thousand. 105 » \

— of 5,000 laths at 20 fr. the thousand. . . 100 »
[

265 »

— of 10 gerbes vime at 6 fr. each 60 » )

4 ploughing operations as well as the supplementary winter
one 270 ))

150 day's wages to the women for raising the vines, clearing
out insects, unearthing the verjuice, etc., at 1 fr. the day. . 150 »

Barbeaux and provins 40 »

Expenses of vintage for 5 tuns at 35 fr. each 175 »

Expenses of racking and other coopers' work 40 »

Purchase of 20 hogsheads at 18 fr. each 360 »

Expense of delivery at Bordeaux for 4 tuns 1/2 25 »

Expenses varying according to the nature of the soil and accor-
ding to the proprietors :

Sulphuring : labour and purchase 40 »

Manuring 5,000 feet a year : manual labour at 14 fr. the
1,000 feet 70 5>

To carry forward 1684 ))

1 . Applied to a certain space of ground of which the price has been arranged in advance.

2*
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Broughtforward. . . . 1684 J>

Purchase of manure or earth ; 70 met. c, at 8 fr. delivered. . 560 »

Cleansing of the trenches and vine tracks ; transports of earth,

etc 90 »

General expenses pertaining to the vine domain :

Taxes or duties and prestations 130 d

Keeping the building in repair 60 »

Surveillance and expenses of detail 110 »

Keeping in repair materials (wine vessels, etc. ; wheelwrights,
black smiths, farriers etc.) 100 »

Reduction on teams, harnesses, etc 100 j>

Renewal of the vineyard by a fiftieth a 1,500 fr. by the
journal 4,500 fr. by hectare 240 j>

Total. . . . 3,064 »

Interest on advances : 6 months at 5 p. 100 per annum. 76 65

Total general 3,140 65

Annual average revenue, admitting the sale at vintage time
of 5 tuns at 975 fr. l each, delivered six months after harvest. 4,375 D

From which should be deducted :

7 p. 100 discount and brokerage 306 251 .--
2
-

4 p. 100 consumption for six months 175 x>(

3,893 75

If we retrench the expenses of the above culture 3,140 65

Net revenue per <r prix fait j> of 2 hect. 60 ares 753 10

Say 289 fr. 65 c. of net revenue by hectare.

If we estimate at 5,000 fr. the hectare the price of this vineyard

Margaux bourgeois, we find that it yields a revenue of 5,80 p.

100 (net).

This very fine revenue might induce all our readers to be

desirous of becoming vine proprietors in Mecloc ; but in order

to attain it the essential conditions described in the following

page must be fulfilled.

These annual expenses, which, according to above figures

amount to nearly 1,200 fr. by hect., are however greater in

the large selected growths of Medoc, where the care and treat-

1. For some years, phylloxera, frost, dropping of the flower, have reduced the crops in

such a manner that average price of a tun of bourgeois superieur wine is at least 1000 fr.

The crop 1881 has been sold from 1400 to 1600 fr. one tun.
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ment. bestowed upon the vines and the wines are almost luxu-

rious. This luxury can be well afforded, when the wines are

sold in a proportion of from 2,000 to 3,000 fr. the tun of 4 hogs-
heads upon an average. In this case the capital that repre-

sents the vineyard is much more considerable, and the price of

the hectare of the vine rises proportionately to the price of the

wine and the produce of the vines. It reaches nearly 60,000 fr.

thehect. at Chateau-Lafite.

On the other hand, we find many vineyards in Medoc (and

they are the majority) whose wines at vintage time do not

attain quite an average of 875 fr. the tun. The hectare of the vine

of the most part of these vineyards is meanwhile worth
5,000 fr., as that of our superior bourgeois growth of Mar-
gaux ; but then on one side, the expense of culture is somewhat
less heavy K and on the other side, the quantity produced is

more considerable. Se page 482 1 st vol. of the Stastique generate

de la Gironde, a statement of the expenses of culture in the

little bourgeois of Medoc.

We should terminate this study of the cultivation of the

Medocain vineyards by the following observations, borrowed
from the report of one of the most experienced wine brokers

of Bordeaux, M. Am. Tastet

:

<( The expences of a large wine property in Medoc should be
regarded as the expense of an industrial property ; a capital

should always be held in reserve to enrich the property ; an
annual advance of 1,200 fr. per hectare is indispensable and
ought frequently be repeated for several years consecutively,

without realizing the harvest, which is sometimes sold at vintage

time, but at other times, only at the end of two or three years.

« Good management, experience of this kind of business,

funds always in reserve, an acquaintance with the sales of

wines, etc., etc., are as much the necessary conditions to the

proprietor, who should not forget the excessive variations of

the produce of fine wine harvests, and all the changes, fortu-

nate or unfortunate, to which these harvests are exposed and
of which we have treated before, speaking of abundant or
reduced harvest, and good or bad produce.

1. Wo speak with relation to tlio Bourgeois growths, for that which the peasant cultiva-
tes himself is always naturally much less expensive.
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« Varied and capricious circumstances are the causes, in one

year, of very different results to proprietors possessing the

same category of wines ; for the same harvest, it has happened

that proprietors belonging to certain quarters have succeeded

in turning in a very fine revenue, while those in other localities

less well distributed, whether wanting in quality or quantity,

the result was that the proprietors found themselves deficient.

« We must add, to all these chances already enumerated,

that the fine wine harvests are exposed, in their realization, to

political influence and commercial crisis. Certain years of

perfect success, which should yield the finest revenues, have

ended with most onerous results ; we cite, for example, the

years 1847 and 1848.

« In any case, the expense of culture must not be stopped or

even diminuated ; this would attack the capital represented by

the vineyard, and, by doing so
;
compromise it and eventually

lose it. The vines of Medoc, whose soil is little fertile, only

flourish with constant attention and incessant care. »

The proprietor of a grand growth of Medoc , who, knowing
all the difficulties, possesses funds and knowledge necessary

to surmount them, can bring in a fine revenue, whiJe his

nearest neighbour may be ruined. These cases arise as often

in viticulture as in industry, but, generally speaking, we may
state that our well directed large vineyards give, in taking

an average of ten (10) years, a revenue exceeding often 5 and

6 p. 100, and sometimes rise to 7, 8 and even 10 p. 100.

In the graves or gravelly lands of the environs of

Bordeaux, the culture of the vine is practised in different

fashions ; by hand labour or by ploughing, at fixed prices for

certain works; by domestics paid by the day or by others paid

by the year ; or worked entirely by the domestics living in

certain vineyards. This last mode is more generally employed

at Pessac and in the neighbouring communes of Bordeaux.

The vines cultivated by hand become every day more rare
;

they are placed by rows of three and four, in dry gravelly soil,

and in rows of two or three in rich earth, so as to facilitate

water flowage. The vines are planted at 1 m. 10 about every

way. The height of the trunk, from the soil to the bifurcation

of the arms, is very variable. In the young vines, it is de-
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sirable that they should be as near the earth as possible, the

height of the trunk varying between 25 and 40 centimeters ; in

the old vines, pruned with some care, it is sometimes between
50 and 60 centimeters and even beyond.

The arms and their shoots are tied vertically around a pine

lath, about 2 meters in height; the acacia or chestnut wood is

also employed to make vine poles. The price of the latter is

much higher than the pine, but it is of much longer duration.

In this mode of culture, the vine receives three fashions.

The culture with the araire offers two different aspects; in the

one, the vine tied to the wire,, or wooden lath, 35 or 40 centimeters

from the soil, is cultivated and pruned as in Medoc ; in the

other, the vine is fixed to ordinary vine poles, as in the culture

a bras or attached to. the iron wire to a much greater height

than in Medoc.

We find in some vineyards, the vines held by wire and

pruned a cordon.

The total expense of culture is almost the same as in Medoc.

The greater part of the work is done by labourers, by the

day or year, the proprietors spending little for the outlay for

the manuring; on the other hand, they transport much of their

soil.

In the graves of Sauternes, the vine is cultivated en plein,

the rows being separated at a distance of 1 m. 40 to 2 meters,

according to whether the spade or plough is employed, with

oxen or horses, for labour. The feet are placed at about the

distance of 80 centimeters from each other. The feet in perfect

straight line are each fixed to a vine pole about 2 m. 33 in

height. In some properties, the Chateau Suduiraut for ins-

tance, they have commenced to employ the iron wire.

The trunk of the vine, to the most 50 centimeters in height,

presents generally two arms, of which the shoots are empaled,

in the iron wire system, or attached to a stake, as in the old

system.

The pruning is performed after the complete fall of the lea-

ves, two or three eyes being left on each haste, according to

the vigour of the plant.

Thinning of the leaves has always been practised with the

white vines, in order to advance maturity as much as possible :
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this operation is performed twice, care being always taken to

commence at the north, without which the grain would be

exposed to scorch before maturity. The south side is not

unleafed until maturity has commenced.
In the great Sauternes growths, the vines are generally cul-

tivated by piece-work vine dressers, under the direction of a

superintendent. The prix-fait varies from two to three hectares.

The prix-faiteur receives an average of 300 fr., besides lod-

ging and a little garden and fire, for the following work : pru-

ning, facing, spade work, earthing up, etc. This man is occu-

pied by the day about half the year, at the rate of 1 fr. 75 c. by
day, for all the supplementary labour of manure, transports

of earth, provins, etc., which allows of his gaining about 600 fr.

by the year, taking care of his little garden and sometimes his

little vineyard.

The expense of culture of a hectare of vine, comprising the

expense of grape gathering and the purchase of casks, comes
to about 900 fr. in the best cultivated vineyards of Sauternes

and its environs, where in consequence of the mode of grape

gathering, of which we shall speak further, the hectare produces

on an average about one tun.

Upon the hills or their plateaux, the vine is generally

planted en joualles, with or without intermediate culture-

The length of these joualles varies very much according to

the configuration and the accidents of the ground.

When cultivated en plein, that is to say without interme-

diate culture, the joualles have generally two rows of vines,

placed at 90 centimeters or 1 m. 4 distance, and are 1 m. 50

or 2 meters from each other, sometimes more, according

to the nature of the soil and the force of the plants. In new
plantations, the rows and joualles are more separated than in

the old ; it is well known that air, being allowed to circulate

freely about the feet of the vine, contributes largely to streng-

then the vine plant and enables, on the same space of earth,

with only a certain number of feet, to yield much more wine

(those feet being placed properly) than cloub'e the number of

feet placed awkwardly one upon the other.

When intermediate culture takes place with the vine, the

joualles have two, three or four rows and are at 4, 6 and 8 meters
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distance. The vine, being then very often manured, produces
enormously; we must add that this culture frequently

diminishes the quality of produce. In the fertile sides of the

Saint-Emilionnais, the Fronsadais, the Bourgeais,the Blayais,

and the borders of the Garonne, more importance is atta-

ched to quality than quantity and there are no intercalary

cultures.

The plants are generally from 40 to 50 centimeters in height

to the commencement of the arms (sometimes a little more) and
present two or three branches, fastened around the stake, which
is two or three metres in height ; or sometimes they are impa-
led and fixed around two, three or four stakes; or again, these

last are placed around the plant at 40 to 50 centimeters and
serve to fix the fruit hastes, almost horizontally, when the

plant has four or five arms.

In several vineyards, they have adopted the system of iron

wire, to which they fix the arms of the hastes, which allows of

suppressing the greatest part of the stakes, thus economizing

greatly ; this system has especially the advantage of allowing

the vine to expand and facilitates ventilation.

Two ranges of iron wire are superposed the one upon the

other. The first is fixed to 80 centimeters of soil (sometimes

a little more or less) and serves to attach the winter wood; the

second, which is fixed at 50 or 60 centimeters from the first,

serves to attach the young sprouts. The vine is then almost

always pruned at three branches, having each a courson at its

base. The centre branch is generally pruned short and atta-

ched vertically with a slight curve at its base to avoid too quick

an ascension of the sap ; the two lateral branches have an incli-

nation of 45 degrees, the one to the right, and the other to the

left, forming a fan *.

The vines ofthe hills are cultivated by hand and undergo three

operations. When cultivated by the plough, they undergo

four, about at the same time as in Medoc (see page 44). In

this case, the vine is always empaled upon two or three stakes,

or held by iron wire, but lower down than in the culture by

hand.

1. In a work intitlod Hygiene de la vigne; Taille raisonne'e. M. Vignial has developed

this system, crowned at the exhibition of 1867.
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In palus, the disposition of the joualles is almost the same
as in the hills ; only, the earth being much richer, a greater dis-

tance is given between the vine rows, which are often 2 meters

distance, even when there is no intermediate culture.

The fashion in which they dispose the vine is, as in the hills,

very varied according to the nature of the ground or the plant.

But, we repeat that even in palus land the pruning a cordon

has been practised with success, after the system of M. Caze-

nave. It consists in cordons or long pieces ofwood, garnished

with fruit branches, placed horizontally on the iron wire.

Upon these fruit branches, which are about 40 centimeters

long, five to eight eyes are left; these branches or hastes are

inclined, in attaching them to a second iron wire, placed at

30 centimeters above the first. If the foot is weak or puny,

the load is lightened by taking away the last eyes of the fruit

branches, which serves to replace from time to time this cordon-

In order to yield satisfactory results, this system must be tho-

roughly understood and carefully executed, without which
grave errors may be committed.

Expenses of culture in palus.

Expenses of culture and revenue, of a large vineyard,

situated in the palus lands, on the borders of the Garonne
(canton de la Brede) in average conditions of preservation and

production.

Expenses pertaining to 10 hectares (30 journaux) of this vineyard.

3 facings with spade, pruning and staking 1,500 »

Vine raising, leaf clearing, etc. (12 fr. by journal) 360 j>

Provinage, 6 fr. by journal 180 D

45 dozen packets of 25 vime stakes at 20 fr. the dozen. . . . 900 j>

3 gerbs of vime binders at 5 fr. 50 c 165 »

Vine thinning, sulphuring, purchase of sulphur (7 fr. by journal) 270 »

Expense of vintage (25 fr. by journal) 750 »

Purchase of 150 hogsheads at 16 fr. each 2,400 »

Manual labour for ullage and racking 45 d

Keeping the paths, trenches etc., in repair 180 »

To carry forward. . . 6,750 »
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Brought forward 6,750 »

Repair of building, wine vessels, carts, etc 300 d
Surveillance of the domain and sundry expenses 400 j>

For horse and domestics employed in transporting earth gar-
dening, and other details of the vineyard 7C0 »

Renewal of the vineyard by a 60 th and loss of revenue. . . . 400 »

Divers taxes or duties 250 »

Interest on advances during 6 months at 5 p 228 25

Total. . . . 9,028 25

Average annual revenue.

5 hogsheads l of red wine to the « journal », being 37 tuns and
a half sold at 350 fr. the tun 13,125 »

45 hectol. of wheat (produced on joint account with piece
workers) at 20 fr 900 »

1 ,500 trusses of straw at 20 centimes 300 »

15 hectol. of beans at 10 fr 150 »

Total. . . . 14,475 »

Out of which should be deducted 5 p. 100 discount \

and brokerage on the sale 656 » f 749 75

Transport to Bordeaux 2 fr. 50 by tun 93 75 ;

Total bevenue. . . . 13,725 25

Out of which expenses retrenched. . . . 9,028 25

Net revenue 4,697 »

These palus vineyards, where manure is almost useless, are

much in request, and pay nearly 10,000 fr. the hectare. The
precise revenue of the vineyard would be then from 4 f about

p. 100.

If this revenue is not so high in comparison to the capital

engaged, as that of other domains in Medoc, it has the advan-

tage of being easier realized; we consider it as the minimum
that can give a large vineyard of palus, fairly managed. We
know some that easily exceed five hundred (500) fr. of revenue

(net) by hectare. Several proprietors gather the vime neces-

sary for their requirements at the end of the vine rows.

The small palus vineyards, cultivated by peasants and arti-

1. This average is rather feeble than strong; since four or five years the price of the wine
is about 500 or 700 fr.
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sans, yield rough revenues almost as important as those of

the bourgeois vineyards, and at an expense much less conside-

rable; ease and contentment reign in all our viticol popula-

tions since the increase in the price of wines.

VII. — VINTAGE AND VINDICATION.

In the same manner as we have examined separately the mode
of culture employed in the different vinicol countries of the

Gironde, we shall also examine separately the grape gathering

labour.

In Medoc. — The period at which vintage commences can-

not well be determined. In favourable years, it is generally

towards the middle of September; but is retarded until the

end of this month according to temperature. The time

assigned to this work varies from two to three weeks, accor-

ding to the communes and importance of the properties.

The grape gathering is executed as rapidly as possible. The
inhabitants of the yinicol communes being insufficient for the

labour, other grape gatherers are sent from the neighbouring

communes and departments.

The men's wages are ordinarily 1 fr. 50 c. per day, with food:

sometimes it is found necessary to increase the price, when
the operation of grape gathering must be more rapid than

usually; the wages of women and children may be valued at

half the amount of the men's wages. The wine-press men re-

ceive some centimes more than the others.

30 years ago the wages were only half what they are at pre-

sent.

This reunion of workmen is termed manoeuvre. Every
twelve or fifteen rows has a director of manoeuvre; his task is

to hasten the gatherers, to watch that the grapes are not left

upon the plants, to see that only those that are ripe are picked,

that care is taken to pick up the fallen grapes, and to observe

that neither leaves nor any thing else improper is allowed to

fall into the baskets (Panzers).
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The grape gatherers are placed in the following manner :

the women and children are employed to cut the grapes.

A cutter is given to each row, who gathers the grapes and

puts them into a wooden basket.

A young man called vide-panier or basket emptier receives

from each grape gatherer his full basket which the cutter ex-

changes for an empty one, the basket emptier upsetting the

grapes into a baste (a little wooden bucket containing about

24 litres).

In the mean time, the bastes-holder presses his grapes, ta-

king care not to crush them. Two porteurs de bastes (or buc-

ket carriers) are allowed to every eight vine-rows. These

bear little straw cushions upon their backs, called fechine, upon

which they receive the buckets which they then empty into

two small tubs called douilles, which are placed upon a cart

;

these douilles ordinarily contain 32 buckets.

In several vineyards, they have modified the labour in the

following manner : the porte-bastes are replaced by porte-hottes

which, in rows of four and four, according to the abundance of

the harvest, or in rows of five and five, receive directly from

the cutters the contents of their baskets and convey them in

the douilles placed upon the carts. The proprietors who have
adopted this amelioration are satisfied with this mode.
As soon as the douilles have arrived at the wine press, the

press men receive them and empty them into the egrappoir,

which serves to separate the grapes from the stalks.

Pressoir or wine-press house or cuvier. — The wine-

press house is generally a building of rectangular form , being

from 8 to 10 meters wide, and in length proportionate to the

importance of the vineyard. Upon one of the long sides of

the building, there are three large windows, before which are

placed the wine-presses, where the grapes are pressed. By
the means of these windows, the douilles slip from the cart

upon the wine-presses where they are emptied. On the oppo-

site side, are ranged the cuves (or vats) immense oaken slightly

conical vessels, having a varied capacity from 6 to 20 tuns.

The vats of 20 tuns are becoming very uncommon, as expert

workmen have recognized that the capacity of 10 tuns, in large

vineyards, is that which harmonizes best with the conditions

of a good vinification, which cannot be guaranteed unless the
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vats have been filled in 24 hours, so that fermentation may
not be disturbed. They must be placed at about 70 centime-

ters from the soil.

Such is the general sketch of the old wine-press houses
;

but for some years, they have adopted, in several vineyards, a

different organization. In these last, the building is a little

more elevated, the vats occupying the entire ground floor : a

little lower than their upper orifice, a floor is placed upon

which is installed a little railway upon which a movable wine-

press can circulate. There are rarely windows, except upon

the first floor, in order to obtain for the wine-press as stable

a temperature as possible, an essential condition to good fer-

mentation.

By means of a system of pullies or crane, the grape char-

ged douilles are placed upon this floor and emptied into the

movable wine-press. When the grapes are pressed , the

slightest inclination given to the wine-press conducts the wine

and rasp into the vat.

These vats have almost always a double door at the upper

opening.

Some of the new wine-press houses employ an aspirating

and forcing pump, provided with a long india rubber tube,

which allows the wine to enter the hogsheads without a risk

of losing the aroma by contact with the air.

The Girondine viticulturers are divided in opinion upon the

two systems of the wine-presses ; the partizans of the old me-
thod do not consider that the economy of hand work presented

by the second process compensates for the expenses attendant

upon its installation. Besides the surveillance is a little

easier in the old press houses than in the new with one story.

For these reasons > many proprietors of fine growths who
spare no expense on improvements, often retain and even

create press houses on the old system. (See as specimens of

the ancient system the cuviers of Chateau-Lafite, Gruand-La-

roze, Cantemerle, and as specimens of the new, those of chateau

Mouton-Rothschild , Giscours, Issan, Segur-Garramey, etc.)

The first operations, upon arrival at the wine-press , are

egrappage and crushing.

Egrappage is an operation generally employed in Medoc.

It is performed in two different manners :
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1<> With the tremie (a sort of trough) under which is placed

an open-work cylinder. The grapes are placed in the trough

and caused to drop gradually into the cylinder in which a fly

wheel separates the grapes from the stalks.

2° With an. horizontal grillage or iron or wooden grating,

surrounded with a frame
,
placed upon four feet, being about

one meter in height. This grillage forms (as it were) the bot-

tom of a flat box which should be laid upon a table : the

workmen then, with little rakes or with their hands , detach

the grapes by rubbing them over the grating.

These two modes are ordinarily practised in the wine-press;

the latter is the most employed and the most expeditious.

Here a question presents itself, long time discussed, but not

yet solved. Is it necessary or not necessary to detach the gra-

pes from the stalks ?

We shall not undertake to decide the question ; we simply

remark that in many countries, it is the general custom to do

so, and that probably they are right :

1° The system of egrappage is employed in all parts, where

the aim is to give mellowness to the wine as well as de-

licacy;

2° Where the grape (although emanating from fine plants)

does not attain excessive maturity
;

3° Where the grape (being somewhat deficient in sweetness)

does not require the stalk to give by its tanin and activity in

fermentation, the firmness and colour often wanting in wine of

very sweet grapes.

While the precaution of egrappage is not ordinarily taken

wherever a light or clear wine is made, or even a coloured

wine, but weak and flat; then the stalk put into the vat aug-

ments the fermentation, assists the pellicules of the grape to

give a greater colour, the sweet portions of the must are trans-

formed more completely into alcohol , discharging the tanin

that they contain into the wine, giving it firmness and vino-

sity.

In certain countries, where the grape is subject to ripen

more or less, intelligent proprietors unstalk three parts, half

or quarter, according to maturity and the quantity of sugared

portion that it contains.

Moreover, whatever be the climate, the plants or the nature
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of the soil, judicious viticulturers unstalk to the degree sui-

table to the maturity.

In order to know the quantity of sugar that a grape con-

tains, a gleucometre is employed; it is somewhat analogous to

an alcoholometer ; it indicates exactly the density of the must
and by approximation the quantity of sugar that it contains.

This instrument is in consequence used to find the degree of

maturity of the grapes and the most favourable time for gathe-

ring them.

In the years where the weakness of the must induces cer-

tain proprietors to increase the force of the wine by the addi-

tion of sugar, the gleucometre is employed to fix the proper

proportion. The sugar employed in preference is that which
is extracted from the sugar cane, which imparts no taste wha-
tever to the wine and produces more alcohol than the sugar

extracted from the beetroot, for the same quantity employed.

We may add that this addition of the sugar is rarely em-
ployed, except in those countries producing feeble and ordinary

wine. This custom is little practised in the Gironde, only re-

served by those who use it for bad years.

Foulage or crushing. — We are again placed before an

operation, where the same question arises; is it necessary or

not necessary to make that foulage or crushing ?

The first result of crushing is to express from the grape the

greatest part of its juice, thus increasing the quantity of the

first wine, while diminuating the quantity of the press wine.

The pellicule of the grape contains tanin and colouring mat-

ter combined with a little portion of resinous juices : the pro-

cess of crushing separates these different elements, and, aug-

menting the quantity of must, renders fermentation prompt

and more equal, and, according to some, gives more colour to

the wine; but, according to others, this system is injurious to

it, in not establishing in the vat a mixture as complete between

the pellicule and the must, as that which exists where crushing

has not taken place; these last disapprove of foulage, as detri-

mental to the brightness of the wine, which takes much longer

to refine, owing to the quantity of lees in suspense.

We neither advocate the one nor the other of these opinions,

as we are convinced that the nature of the plants and the

conditions under which they have been gathered, have a much
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greater influence upon the strength, colour and vinosity of

the wine than crushing or non crushing.

Many machines have been invented for crushing the grape,

but none have replaced, in our vineyards, the foot of man
,

the weight of whose body is heavy enough to crush the grains,

and the sole of the foot sufficiently flexible to avoid crushing

the sour grapes or breaking the stones, which latter impart a

very disagreeable taste to the wine. This is the only means
employed in Medoc.

Pressoir (or wine-press). — The wine-presses of Medoc
are large frames, composed of thick oaken planks from 2 to 3 me-

ters long, about 10 centimeters thick, and from 20 to 30 centi-

meters wide ; laid on the narrow side at about 66 centimeters

from the soil with a bottom formed by boards of the same
wood, thoroughly joined. These wine-presses slightly in-

cline forward, having a hole in the front oak plank on a level

with the bottom, by which the juice flows into the tub, accor-

ding as pressed.

Vats. — We have already described the form of vats and

their disposal in the press-house; some without hermetical

cover, others provided with it.

The vats hermetically sealed offer this principal advantage

that the carbonic acid, forming a layer between the cover and

the marc or residuum of the grape, prevents this latter from

becoming sour.

These couvercles (or covers) are provided with a hole, where
a siphon is placed to conduct into a recipient of water the sur-

plus of carbonic acid.

There are also vats made with double bottoms inside or

with double covers; the interior lid is placed at a height, so

that during fermentation the rasp rests completely immerged

in the must, letting the wine only pass in proportion to the

exigency of fermentation.

This double bottom, in keeping the rasp in the must, gives

much strength and colour to the wine : it is not employed in

the greatest part of the fine growths, where delicacy is spe-

cially required. At Ohateau-Lafite, the upper couvercle is only

employed.

Filling of the vats. — After having filled the vat, some days

before with water in order to swell the wood, the interior is
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carefully cleaned and the inner sides sponged with good
brandy, or better still, alcohol.

A large wooden cock or tap, termed jau, is placed at the

base of one of the staves, in a hole made expressly for the pur-

pose, and is fixed firmly.

To avoid the rasp obstructing the aperture of the top when
drawing off, a kind of iron or wooden grating, called griffon,

is placed at the bottom of the vat, in front of the tap, or simple

a broom of heath.

When the vat is prepared, it should be filled in one or two

days at most, leaving sufficient room so that the rasp may not

overflow during fermentation.

When the vats are filled, the press-house should be closed

as long as possible, in order that the variations of temperature

may not disturb fermentation. It is for this reason particularly

that the new wine-press-houses offer generally a great ad-

vantage.

Decuvage or drawing off. — The time for decuvage has no

fixed rule, as it is constantly modified by the degree of matu-

rity of the must, by the nature of the plants, the temperature

accompanying the time of fermentation and by the ideas of the

proprietor, as to whether he desires to make a w4ne more or

less delicate, a wine alcoholic, or a wine mellow and fla-

voured.

We have seen vats emptied at the end of five days , and

others at the end of five weeks, make equally good wines.

We should remark that it is only closed vats than can remain

or pass the twelfth or fifteenth day and, even in the closed vats,

it is imprudent to wait too long.

In Medoo, the proprietors of important growths make three

species of wines. The first wine is composed of the vintage

proceeding from old vines , and from those composed of the

best plants, the most exposed to the sun, and coming from the

best soil. The second is the produce of very young plants and
vines less favourably situated, the fruit of which is of an inferior

quality. The third is composed from the end of the vats. The
press wines are reserved for mixing with white wines and
serve for the consumption of the labourers.

Lastly, an acid drink, called piquette, is made with the pres-

sed and drained dregs or residue.
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Casking.— When it has been found by tasting that thewine
is perfectly made, it is promptly put into cask.

When drawing off from the vat, an iron wire sieve is placed

under the tap to prevent the stones from falling into the tub.

A man is stationed at the lap to watch the drawing and to ar-

rest it as soon as the wine is becoming thick.

The wine is put into casks in the following manner : the hogs-

heads ready to receive the wine having been ranged in the cel-

lar, they commence relieving the first vat of its quantity. Each
charge, which has been taken from the vat, containing about

425 litres, all this wine is divided into equal quantities and

poured into the casks supposed capable of holding the first

wine. With the second vat, the same operation is gone

through and care must be taken to put the commencement o^

this vat into those casks which have received the centre of the

preceding vat, and soon with the others. Lastly all precautions

possible must be taken that the wine shall be equalized in all

the casks, so that each receives its proportionate share of the

commencement, the middle and the end of every vat.

A round wooden recipient is employed to transport the wine,

from the tub placed under the vat, into the hogsheads; this re-

ceiver is about 70 centimeters high, 50 centimetres in diameter,

and crossed at the upper part by a heavy wooden bar enabling

two men to carry it upon their shoulders. It is termed com-

porte.

A recent improvement has been made in these comportes by

the addition of handles, by means of iron rods, which dispenses

with piercing the comporte, and crossing it with the bar, which

is often an obstacle to certain operations, in which these ves-

sels are employed.

We have observed that, as soon as the wine begins to appear

thick, the tap is turned; afterwards, upon the first wine being

taken up from the tub, the tap is reopened and that which flows

from it is called fond de cuve (or end of the vat).

The operation is the same for the vats containing the second

wine.

Press-wine. — When the residue is taken out of the vat, it

is put into a press or sort of open-work cylindrical apparatus,

provided with a strong iron screw, by means of which it is

pressed thoroughly for several hours.

2**
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The wine drawn from it is passable at the commencement of

the operation, but becomes very inferior towards the end.

A great improvement in the pressure of the residue is ob

tained by means of the Mabille wine-press, as much for the

rapidity of the operation as for the economy of the work-

manship.

Piquette. — We have observed that, when the residue or

dregs is taken out of the wine-press, it is replaced in the vat

and is made into a drink for the peasantry, called piquette*

Water is poured into the vat from time to time upon this resi-

due and, at the end of fifteen days, the water is sufficiently sa-

turated, and an acid drink is formed, more or less strong accor-

ding to the quantity of water poured upon the marc.

Half a cask of first class piquette is made in general by a

tun of wine. This first piquette poured out, more water is

put upon the residue which is of course much weaker.

The marcs, after this maceration, form excellent manure for

the vine, and the pips are often employed to fatten fowls to

which they give size and quality.

As soon as the marc is taken out of the vat, the latter is clea-

ned and the work of the press-house is terminated until the fol-

lowing year.

In the graves (or gravelly lands). — In the best communes
of the graves, situated south west of Bordeaux, the vintage

undergoes the same process as in Medoc.

In the country of Sauternes. — The mode of vintage and
vinification in this country is entirely exceptional.

The vintage is much tardier than in Medoc. They do not

commence generally until the beginning of October and conti-

nue until the commencement of November.
In order to impart sweetness, liquour and mellowness to the

wine, the grapes are left to dry upon the vine, preserving them
(so to say), by the rays of the sun, and covering them with a

down resembling mouldiness.

When the grapes commence to attain the necessary degree
of extreme maturity, the grape gatherers go from foot to foot,

taking carefully off from the stems the preserved grapes, that

is to say those withered after maturity and just before com-
mencing to rot. This process constitutes the first sorting and
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imparts very great sweetness and density to the wine, which is

called creme de tete.

The manner of forming the bastes and douilles and of car-

rying the crop to the wine-press is the same here as in Medoc.

The first sorting finished, the second is commenced, in

which they only take again the over matured grapes , as well

as those which have slightly commenced to rot since the first

operation. The wine, that emanates from this process is cal-

led vin de tete and combines, with a great sweetness, more
alcohol and delicacy than the wine called creme de tete.

At this point, the grape gatherers generally suspend their

labour for more or less time, according to the climateric con-

ditions and await the combined influence of the sun rays and

the humid nights of the end of October to favour the maturity

and rottenness of the grape.

The time having arrived, the third sorting is commenced,
which produces a wine called centre, sometimes found very

superior and liquorous.

These alternate gatherings and suspensions are repeated

three or four times more, and, in the last gathering, all that

remains upon the stalk is taken. This last process yields a

wine called vin de queue which should (in a properly opera-

ting vineyard) give but a very small quantity of wine. As it

is essential, in order to make white wine, that the grapes

should be gathered dry and warm, for this reason the grape

gathering labour is suspended on the appearance of the

least rain or the slightest fog, and precautions are taken not

to commence work, until after 8 o'clock in the morning.

When the grapes are gathered, they are carried from the vi-

neyard into the press-house where they are crushed by foot.

The must, which is the immediate effect, is uniformly distri-

buted through the casks which ought to be filled in the day.

The rasp having been crushed by foot is deposited in the

wine-press, in such a manner as to be ready in the evening for

the screw-press action.

That part of the marc, which flows over the sides, and that

has not been subject to the action of the press, is put upon the

pressed mass and a second time pressed energetically, the marc
being left under the action of the screw until the following day.

The wine emanating from this operation is immediately put
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into casks. It is at least equal in quality to that which has

issued under the action of pressure, for it must not be lost

sight of that this rasp or marc contains almost nothing but the

pellicules of the grapes.

The following evening the marc is strained and kept until

complete desiccation, which takes place the next day about

thirty six hours after the first pressure.

The rasp, arrived at almost complete desiccation, is handed

over to the people on the property, who crush it vigourously in

a cask opened at one end, in which they preserve the rasp in

covering it with ashes. In proportion to the requirements a

certain quantity of rasp is taken from this cask and put into a

little barrel, where it is mixed with water, producing a piquette

between sweet and sour.

We now shall come back to the wine put into barrels; it

ferments there during three weeks or a month, and sometimes

more according to the temperature and quality of the wine.

It then discharges by the bung all the impurities it contains.

However it does not become entirely clear until the first dra-

wing off, which takes place from December to March, according

to the quality of the crop.

Vintage on the hills and the palus. — In palus and on

the hills, particularly on those where ordinary wines are

made, the vinification labour is simplified as much as possible.

The harvest is made at one time, without going through the

process of three sortings. The staff of labourers is about the

same as in Medoc. — Egrappage is not generally employed.

Many proprietors simply take up some of the rasps, which are,

after the crushing, separated from their grapes.

The vats are almost all of the ancient system, without the

upper hermetical cover.

One wine only is generally made here, but they often blend

the palus wines with those of the hills, when the latter are not

of a very superior quality. The wine put into casks is attended

to in almost the same manner as we have described in Medoc.

We may remark notwithstanding that there also, the improve-

ments of which Medoc and Graves have set an example, have

been adopted by several proprietors and tend each day to

become more general.
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§ VIII. - TREATMENT REQUIRED BY WINE.

The cellar. — The name of « chai » or « cellier » is given

to the place where the wine is warehoused.

This place should be sheltered as much as possible from

variations of temperature. It is for this reason, that when the

cellars are not too damp, they always are the best place for

keeping wines.

When large proprietors and wine merchants have not suffi-

cient cellars at their disposal, they generally take places on the

ground floor with a very lofty roof, with small windows, not

being exposed to the south. These ground floors bear the

name of chais in our department; to increase the coolness

and regularity of their temperature, they are built from about

a foot to a yard above the earth, where the soil is perfectly

dry; but when this is not the case, it would be necessary to

raise them slightly above the soil — too great dampness doing
as much harm to wine as coolness is necessary.

In case of dampness being feared, the surface of the soil

should be covered with pulverized stone or with a mixture of

sand, lime and gravel.

A cellar should be kept constantly clean and entirely free

from all material conducive to damp, such as green-wood,
vinegar or any other substance susceptible of interfering with
fermentation.

In the stores or cellars, the hogsheads ought to be placed
upon long beams, called tins, which raise them from 15 to 20

centimeters above the ground, so as to prevent the damp
which is injurious to the casks and also to facilitate bottling.

The contents of a hogshead in Bordeaux is officially 225

litres, a difference of from 2 to 3 litres less is allowed. (Law
13 th June 1866.)

All the wine growers in the Gironde, when racking their

wine from the large vats into hogsheads, take care that the

latter are new and iron bound. The wood employed is a cer-

tain oak called « merrain », almost entirely imported from
Bosnia, Stettin, Dantzig or Lubeck.
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Before filling a hogshead, it is first rinsed with boiling

water, and then with cold." If the hogshead is new, it is again

rinsed with common white wine or with a small quantity of

brandy, mixed with water. Here we must, once for all, remind

our readers that the greatest cleanliness should be observed

throughout all these different manipulations.

After these preliminary indications, we group the following

in three categories :

1° Care which should be given to new wines intended to be

allowed to age in wood.
2° Attentions necessary to wines received some time before

being bottled.

3° Attentions to give to wines intended for immediate bot-

ling.

In the first place the hogshead should be placed upon the

scantling, bung upwards. During the first few months,

the hogsheads should be ullaged every week. As soon as the

wine has been 6 or 7 months in wood, this process will not be

necessary, in perfectly closed chais , oftener than every

42 or 15 days. The wine employed to refill the hogsheads

should be of a good tasting quality and as much as possible of

the same nature.

The bung should be the object of particular attention, rene-

wing constantly the linen in which it is folded, in order to

avoid the slightest acidity being imparted to the wine. The

cloth surrounding the bung should be washed in saltwater, in

order to avoid or at least retard acetification.

Three rackings should take place the first year; the first in

March, the second towards the 13 th of June, at the time of

flowering of the vine; the third in October. These rackings of

wine from one cask into another have the object of removing

the lees deposited. This operation should, as much as possible,

take place in calm weather, without wind, when the wine is

perfectly bright. The hogshead into which the wine is racked

should be very clean and before using it, a sulphur match
about an inch long should be burnt (for white wine the double

should be used), on a wire held through the bung hole, so that

the fumes may destroy the germs of fermentation, which hang
about the new wine that it shall contain.

In order that the wine should not lose its brightness and
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that the racking may be performed under good conditions,

precautions must be taken not to shake the hogshead from

which they rack.

The operation of racking requires the greatest attention to

cleanliness; when racking Bordeaux wines, the hogsheads

should be several times rinsed with fresh water, and espe-

cially when operating upon fine wines, it is necessary to do

the racking by means of a siphon, which avoids contact of air

and keeps to the wine all its « bouquet » and « arome ».

When operating upon the very full bodied, heavy coloured

wines, which are to be immediately bottled, they undergo a

process towards the end of the first year, which is locally

termed coup de fouet (Fining).

Several substances are employed for fining wines: pure
albumen (whites of fresh eggs), gelatin, are the most em-
ployed.

When it is necessary to fine a hogshead of wine, it is

racked into another some time beforehand, so as to separate

the lees. The process is commenced by drawing some litres

of wine into a can.

If eggs are used, which we should advise, it is done in the

following manner. The whites of eight or ten eggs are beaten

up into froth in a bowl (the number according to the degree

of fining required) : old red wines do not require more than six

or seven whites. Then the whites of eggs are put into the

cask, where by means of a split stick, after a good rousing,

they become thoroughly mixed up in the wine.

In Bordeaux, the stick has been replaced by an instrument,

called fouet, which has caused the word coller to be replaced

by the word fouetter. This instrument, composed of an iron

rod from lm 10 to 4
m 20, has at one of its extremities a large

buckle, serving as a handle and at the other, eight or ten

horse hair tufts, placed crossways, being about twelve to

fifteen centimeters.

When the wine is once operated upon, the hogshead is

placed bung on the side, as we have described before.

When gelatin is employed, according to the strength required

for fining, one or two cakes (which latter can he bought in the

trade) are used and each dissolved in 25 centilitres of water,

gradually heated, and moving the vessel gently from side to
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side so that the gelatin may not fasten to the bottom of it. As

soon as the water boils, the gelatin is melted, and the vessel

is withdrawn from the fire, and as soon as it is cooled, it can

be used in the same manner as with the whites of eggs.

In Bordeaux, gelatin is used for fining white wines, while

the whites of eggs are more generally used for red wines.

In every case where it can be perceived that the red wine

preserves some sweetness, that is to say when all the sugar has

not been transformed into alcohol by the first fermentation,

the second fermentation should be carefully watched. If the

hogshead is lightly bunged, the result will soon be perceived,

by seeing the bungs raised and sometimes tipped over by the

escape of carbonic acid produced by fermentation. The wine

is then drawn off, after having burnt in its fresh cask a strong

sulphur match 10 cent, long; if it is thick, it must be strongly

fined.

Such are the principal attentions wines require during the

first year.

During the second year, the filling up ceases. The casks are

placed bung at the side and should be drawn off three times,

as we have described for the first year. If wines have made
a long journey, the shaking or jolting of the voyage produces

upon them almost the same effect as a fining. After some
days, a certain amount of lees accumulates, and then it would
be suitable to rack. At the end of the second year or in the

month of March following, ordinary wines can generally be

bottled. Unless the wine be very light and perfectly bright,

the preparation of bottling should always be preceded by

fining, which should take place a fortnight or three weeks before.

It is impossible to give more precise advise here respecting

the care necessary to wine in wood for the purpose of aging

;

but we should observe that the wise consumer should not give

himself any trouble on this subject; he had better leave these

matters to the wine merchants themselves, expert in the

business, who being seconded by clever master-butlers can

survey the wine with less expense and more chance of success,

up to the moment of its being bottled ; we may with advantage

imitate the English in this respect who for a long time have

adopted this usage.

2° Before bottling, — When a wine has been received which
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has attained all its qualities in wood, it should be fined (if not al-

ready done) upon its arrival and allowed to rest about a fort-

night and then bottled. If fining is unnecessary , the cask

should be placed ready for bottling, operation which ought not

to take place until a fortnight after and in fine calm weather.

When receiving the wine, it must be carefully guarded

against the sudden changes of temperature, before or on being

put into the cellar : care should be taken to fill up the cask

with a good wine, to change the cloth of the bung and place

the hogshead on its side.

3° When bottling. — When nearly time to perform the bot

tling process, the hogshead is placed upon the scantling bung
up and leaning a little towards the front, so as to be able to

draw off the last bottles, without shaking the cask, otherwise

a little of the lees almost always goes into them.

The cask, as soon as empty, is immediately rinsed and a sul-

phur match burnt in it, to avoid its getting sour.

Bottling. — This operation requires much more care than

is generally supposed.

1° In the first place, calm weather must be chosen.
2° To avoid as much as possible contact with the air.

3° Some hours before drawing off, so as to be sure of the

brightness of the wine, it must be examined in a dark place,

with a candle or lamp, and the tap placed without shaking
the cask. 4° Selection of new bottles or, in default, of bottles

that have not hitherto been employed for any other liquid.

These bottles should be rinsed and drained with the greatest

care. 5« Corks of the best quality should be used the price of

which should not generally be under 25 fr. the thousand. For
fine wines, the corks employed are generally worth fr. 50

the thousand. To buy inferior corks is one of the worst eco-
nomies; because taking into consideration the bottles that

burst, and the damage done when wine is spoiled by the cork,

far outweighs the difference of price between good and infe-

rior qualities.

The corks ought to be soaked some hours in the water, in

order to make them cleaner and softer, after which they are
again soaked, in the wine drawn off from the cask or in

brandy.

The only machine yet manufactured for facilitating corkage
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is a tube narrower at the bottom thnn at the top, under which

the bottle is placed; the cork becomes naturally compressed at

one end by the influence of this machine and enters readily into

the neck of the bottle.

In order that space be left between the cork and the wine, a

needle is used. Under the action of pressure, the air and excee-

ding elements of the liquid escape from the bottle, by means

of the needle, which is removed by the handle, as soon as the

cork is driven in.

Corking machines have for some time past been very com-
plete; many of them are manufactured in such a manner as to

allow of dispensing altogether with the needle.

In order to prevent the humidity of the air of the cellar from

attacking the corks, as well as to ensure against the bite of rats

and insects, etc., the extremity of the neck of the bottle and the

remainder of the cork exposed to the air, should be dipped in

wax, or galipot. However, this process is not very generally

used. The bottles should then be binned away, in rows placed

horizontally in a cellar apart, closed like the rest of the cellar.

Bottling should take place the second year only when wine

is common or small bodied: but the fine racy wines should not

be bottled until the third or fourth year, according to their

body, after they have been racked regularly and fined more or

less according to their nature. The time for bottling may be

known, when the wine begins to get a tile tint. When the

wine is bottled in a proper manner, it requires no more care

and gradually improves.

We must mention here that the bottling process causes mo-
mentary disturbance in the wine, in consequence of which it

should neither be drunk nor tasted, until it has been at least

six months in bottle.

When wine has been bottled too soon, or when it has been

so for a very long time, a deposit is to be feared, which may
injure its quality or at least render it thick upon removal;

consequently, before drinking, it is essential to decant it.

This operation consists in pouring off the wine without

shaking, so as to leave the deposit at the bottom of the bottle.

Several small instruments have been invented for decanting

in order that the wine should have as little contact with the

air as possible.
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This operation should undergo the greatest care : the most
simple of all consists in placing the bottle before a candle, then,

taking the empty bottle in the left hand, the thumb of which
supports the neck, the right hand holds the full bottle and

slowly pours its contents into the empty bottle, without

shaking, until the dregs commence to move.

§ IX. - THE ART OF DRINKING WINES.

The art of knowing exactly how and when and where to

drink wine, belongs only to the experienced epicure : to un-

derstand minutely the proper wines to provide for his guests

belongs only to a house-master gifted with refined taste.

A picture of a great artist requires certain light, and in fact

a surrounding of favourable accessories to enable us to appre-

ciate the talent of the painter; just as a woman, however regal

may be her beauty, neither ignores or disdains heightening

her charms by harmonious accord or judicious contrast.

So it is figuratively with wine : the art of drinking the supe-

rior wines is also a science. The first essential, being a tho-

rough acquaintance with the different characteristics distin-

guishing the respective wines to be produced on the table.

To know exactly what wines to serve with certain meats, so

as the better to appreciate their flavour, observing the judi-

cious graduating scale, allowing each wine its appropriate

entrance and exit.

After studying the bill of fare, it should be decided which
are the wines to be offered and in what order they are to be
partaken. The selected bottles should be taken from the
cellar four hours previous to the repast, cautiously carrying
them into the pantry in the same horizontal position they
had in the cellar and in the same sense, so that the dregs or
lees may remain at the bottom of the bottle

;
particular atten-

tion must be given not to shake the bottles , when removing
them from the cellar to the pantry. The bottles should not be

i. Extract from « Medoc et ses vins » by Theophile Malvezin and Ed. Feret, 1 vol ill,

with map. price 2 fr. 50 c.
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decanted until just before drinking, in order to preserve the

aroma and bouquet. The decanter into which the wine is

poured ought to be of a slightly tepid heat in winter, but the

wine must not be heated.

In what order should the wine be served ?

The following rules should be observed for the proper ac-

cordance of wines with meats : with fish, white wines; with

meat, the fuller red wines ; at the end of the repast, the oldest

red wines; at the end of dessert, the liquorous and sparkling

white wines. White wines ought to be drunk very cold.

In a point of view of favour or taste, the liquorous white

wines, such as those of Sauternes, have two schools amongst
epicures : the one preferring this wine at dessert, the other at

the commencement of the repast, with the fish ; we ourselves

prefer the last practice.

The rule for the gradation of red wines is to commence by
the youngest and least celebrated.

We shall see in what manner these rules are applied by

epicures

:

Some spoonfuls of soup having by their soft heat, prepared

the palate and stomach to fill their useful and agreeable func-

tions, the least drop of Madeira gives these organs all the ne-

cessary activity.

With the oysters, following salmon or turbot, appear the

grand rather dry or liquorous white wines of Bordeaux, which
we prefer to iced Champagne used in the North. As soon as

the fish has been removed, the bottler ceases to serve them.

When the cook has served the meats, the fine ordinary and

the superior bourgeois of Medoc, full of body, purple colour

and perfumed bouquet, are produced. It is with roast meat,

wild boar, venison, etc , that are served the racy and capital

first growths of « Saint-Emilion » and Burgundy.

When towards the middle of the repast, the guests have

arrived at this satisfactory state of the taste, being now pre-

pared by a skilful series of sensations, the grand red wines of

Medoc, make their triumphal entry and the butler proudly an-

nounces their names and dates : Chateau-Margaux 1864, Cha-
teau-Lafite 1869, Chateau-Latour 1870

!

After these wines, the rich Sauternes may be again finely

tasted as well as some glasses of sparkling Champagne !
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§ X. — NATURE OF THE CROPS FROM 1815

TO 1881.

1815. — The most remarkable year in every respect, as the

wines have combined all the most favourable qualities.

1816.— Very unfavourable to the vine; one of the worst har-

vests.

1817. — Crop almost as bad as the preceding year, in conse-

quence of bad weather.

1818. — Badly judged year at the commencement, which
caused many deceptions ; the wines remained hard and disa-

greeable.

1819. — Very abundant year and definitively very good, al-

though it was doubted at first, in consequence of the rain

that fell during the harvest. The white wines are also very

good.

1820. — Most indifferent harvest; the merchants purchased

at very high prices. These wines, that remain hard, without

bouquet, cause commercial losses. The white wines are also

very inferior.

1821. — Another bad year; abundant crop, but of bad qua-

lity.

1822. — Good year. The red wines remain a little hard,

but the white wines are excellent and sell at very high

prices.

1823. — Bad weather before and during harvest, which was
very abundant and advantageous to commerce, on account of

the very low prices and their excellent development. The
wines of Medoc are fine, light and flavoured.

1824. — One of the worst years; abundant harvest; hard,

green wine.

1825. — Celebrated year, especially for white wine; magni-
ficent weather during harvest, after a very favourable season
The wines sell at excessive prices, and occasion great losses

by their tardy development.

1826. — Indifferent harvest, after much rain; the white
wines, as well as the red, remain very inferior.

3
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1827. — Moderately good harvest. The red wines possess

body and colour, but are a little hard; the white wines, of an

ordinary quality.

1828. — Very favourable year. The red wines are light and

flavoured, but want body and colour. The first growths suc-

ceeded better and were estimated as wines of an excellent

vintage. The white wines are agreeable, but want body.

1829. — Bad harvest , which took place under continual

rain : the red and white wines being sour.

1830. — Unfavourable year; excessive cold during the whole

winter, which attained from 12 to 16 degrees centigrade up to

February, and which caused the vine to suffer; after which
come spring night-frosts, followed by a hot summer; small har-

vest of a very ordinary quality. The red wines are bodied and
coloured, but hard and sour, as with the white wines.

1831. — Winter still very rough; in August, the hail des-

troys a part of the harvest, which is very reduced, but of an

excellent quality , and sells very dear ; the first growths are

slow to develop, but fruited and flavoured. The white wines

are as noticeable as the red ; this year is classed amongst
the most celebrated.

1832. — Moderately cold winter; a very fine spring. Mode-
rate harvest, after three or four months 1

dryness and excessive

heat. The red wines are deficient in mellowness and bou-

quet, but the white wines possess superior qualities. Prices

very moderate.

1833. — Very abundant harvest, after much rain, before and

after vintage; the red wines are bodied and coloured, but a

little hard; tli3 white, although light, are agreeable.

1834. — One of the most celebrated years; equal, if not su-

perior to 1831. The frost and hail were repeated several times,

devastating the vineyards, which gave very little wine.

From the commencement of the harvest, all the red wines have

a rotten taste moderately definable, but the development of

the first growths is so perfect that all these wines , as

well as the middle class qualities, lose this unfavourable taste,

acquiring all the qualities of a first year and sell at very high

prices. White wines also excellent.

1835. — The vintage took plac3 in cold and stormy wea-

ther, after a changeable summer; Medoc was notwithstanding
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favoured with some days of fine weather; the quantity of the

crop is generally abundant, but the wines although flavoured,

are, for the most part, weak. The white wines are of the

worst quality since 1829.

1836. — During the course of this year, the vegetation has

been retarded and disturbed by bad weather, the temperature

being very capricious : now excessive heat, then cold, then

damp, etc. The wines notwithstanding their body and good

appearance, rest hard, green and inferior to those of the pre-

ceding year.

1837.—Temperature much more favourable than the preceding

year, yielding much better results ; an abundant harvest, of a

good quality, early purchases at moderate prices.

1838. — Hard winter; frost prolDnged until spring; a tolera-

bly reduced harvest, of a very ordinary quality, attributable to

the sudden change of temperature during summer; the wine,

at first dry and a little sour, presents notwithstanding some
superior qualities as it develops. Low prices.

1839.— Spring frosts continuing, which injure the vine ; very

little wine in consequence of a more reduced harvest than

even the preceding year; the wine is of an indifferent quality

and a little hard: it is bought at moderate prices.

1840. — After a rainy cold spring, the summer is very dry

and hot ; very abundant harvest and rather analogous with

that of 1832. The wine is much coloured, fruity and elegant,

but deficient in body and bouquet ; it sells well in Germany.
Low prices. The white wines are superior.

1841. — Excellent year, taking long in being thoroughly

understood, on account of a certain hardness at first; in de-

velopment however, the wines become firm, bodied, fruity

and coloured. The white wines are also very good, but not so

rich as those of 1840. Moderate prices in the commencement,
becoming very high afterwards.

1842. — Mediocre harvest, in both quality and quantity, for

both the red and the white wines ; they possess colour, but
little body: notwithstanding many purchasers are found for

them upon the continent. Low prices.

1843. — After along, cold, dark summer, a reduced harvest of

a very inferior quality; the white wines, which are not of grea-
ter value than the red, sell notwithstanding at elevated prices.
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1844. — Celebrated year, for excessive prices obtained enti-

rely at first ; the wines possessed beautiful colour, mellowness

and bouquet ; but have not realized all the hopes founded upon
them. The white wines are little worthy of notice : their first

growths only sold at moderately high prices.

1845. — One of the worst harvests in consequence of the

unfavourable temperature of the year; the red wines were sour,

without possessing any good qualities ; the white, still worse

than the red. The prices are heavy enough for all kinds of

red and white wines, in consequence of the general scarcity

of wines.

1846. — Small harvest followed by tardy frost, occasioning

dropping; but gained in quality as it lost in quantity. After

three months of great heat; the grape gathering took place in

good conditions and the red wines were bodied and of a good
colour; only requiring a little more mellowness to possess as

good a quality as we have had in fine years. The white wines,

of an excellent quality, are bought in 1847 at very high prices.

1847. — Moderate temperature in winter and in summer; a

very good and plentiful harvest; the red vines are a little thin,

but display promptly a very defined and agreeable bouquet.

The prices are moderate and almost all the vintage is soon

transferred into Germany, Holland and United States. The
harvest has very well developed and is estimated as one of the

fine years.

The white wines have equally well succeeded, selling at low
prices, at the commencement, but being shortly classed with

those of fine years.

1848. — Very cold winter, temperate spring, very hot sum-
mer up to September, when the temperature fell perceivably.

Abundant harvest ; red wines more bodied than in 1847, of a

fine colour, gifted with a remarkable mellowness and delicacy,

of a perfect development and to day in great request. 1847

and 1848 have each, in their respective ways, offered better

conditions than have been presented for a long time.

White wines ordinary enough; a well commenced maturation,

terminating badly by reason of the frosts at the end of Septem-

ber and beginning of October. They were sold at very low
prices.

1849. — Very soft winter, spring rather cold, excessive heat
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in summer, frequent southern winds and consequently great

dryness, causing a reduction of the crop. Red wines bodied

and coloured, but rather hard; white wines very ordinary.

1850. — Very soft winter; the wine shooting well, but retar-

ded by the frosts in April, and the great humidity of May,

causing the young shoots to suffer. The commencement of

summer very hot and the end very damp ; abundant harvest.

The red wines are very indifferent, being sour and lacking

body; notwithstanding of a moderately goocl colour. The

white wines are also very indifferent.

1851. — Winter and spring very propitious to the vine;

the summer being excessively hot largely reduced the quan-

tity of the crop. The red wines are coloured, bodied, a

litle hard, developing slowly; but it is only at the end of some
years, that they are appreciated and sold at dear prices. The
white wines are excellent and sell at very high prices.

1852.— A good aspect in the spring, destroyed in a great mea-

sure, by frost, hail and dropping. Summer moderately warm,
with abundant rains during vintage. Half of a crop.

The red wine light, thin and very slightly coloured. White
wines scarce and ordinary.

The first traces of oidium appeared in 1852.

1853. — Year of constant rain, favouring the development of

oidium. A reduced harvest and bad wines in every respect :

it is certainly a bad year.

The white wines suffer much from oidium.

1854. — Very rude winter; cold damp spring, very hurtful

to flowering, after which the oidium attacked the few branches

that remained; fortunately, in August the disastrous march of

oidium was arrested and the few grapes that remained ripened

perfectly, yielding a bodied, well coloured wine. It sold at

excessively high prices , but developed badly and caused

great losses in commerce.
The white wines are again reduced to nothing by disease.

1855. — Same temperature in winter as in spring : oidium

not being sufficiently combated, continuing its ravages; crop

scarce and of ordinary quality. The prices continue high.

1856.— Same temperature, hurtful to flowering, favourable to

oidium. In the spring, torrents of rain, overflowing the bor-

ders of the river. Scanty harvest; the quality a little better
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than that of 1855 ;
prices as high as possible. The development

of the wines ill justify the high prices. The white wines, which

have suffered from o'idium, sell with difficulty, even at low

prices.

1857. -— A much softer winter than the preceding one; the

crop presents itself under better auspices; sulphur, rarely and

badly employed up to now, has finally become more general

and efficacious; spring and summer very favourable; however,

by the weakness of the vines, there is some dropping and

but a scanty crop. The red wines are perfectly ripe and pos-

sess colour, delicacy and bouquet : they have well developed

and may be estimated as wines of a good year.

The white wines, much better than those of preceding years,

are not however equal to red wines.

1858. — Winter and spring very favourable to the vine

shoots; summer and the great warmth advancing about fifteen

days the period of vintage; good harvest in a point of view of

quantity and first class as regards quality; the red wines pos-

sess all the qualities of fine years, colour, fruity taste, body,

bouquet, delicacy and perfect nlaturity; they have well deve-

loped and are at present much in request. The white wines

have very well succeeded; these are the happy rivals of 1847

:

they surpass them enormously as to prices ; the Chateau-Yquem
sells two thirds of its harvest 3,500 fr., and the rest has been

sold later up to 10,000 fr. the tun.

1859. — Very irregular temperature; the success of the red

wines has not been equal. If some have given satisfaction,

many others have produced disappointment in development.

The whitewines have generally well succeeded and surpass

in certain growths those of 1858, already so perfect. The Cha-

teau-Yquem sells two thirds of its crop at the rate of 6,000 francs

the tun.

1860. — This year is rainy and cold and is one of the worst

that we have to register ; the red wines (like the white) are sold

at very low prices and quickly purchased.

1861. — Favourable temperature to the vine, inducing hopes

of wines of fine quality; in consequence, very large purchases

are effected at very high prices.

These hopes have been disappointed and the wines of 1861

have generally ended in yielding a very ordinary quality.
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The white wines have succeeded extremely well, liquor,

fruit, flavour, fine colour, in fact perfect.

Chateau-Yquem sold two thirds of its harvest at 6,000 francs

the tun.

1862. — Red wines of a tolerably good colour, but lacking

vivacity; they can however be classed in the number of good

years; they are distinguished by their good fruity and agreeable

taste.

The white wines are ordinary enough.

1863. — Unfavourable temperature to complete maturity of

the grape. The quality of the red wines very indifferent. The

white wines are ordinary.

1864. — Great heat previous to vintage. The grapes have

perfectly ripened. The red wines possess mellowness, deli-

cacy and elegance, but are slightly deficient in body. — This

year has been very successful. This harvest has been classed

amongst the number of our greatest years.

The white wines have also succeeded. The Chateau-Yquem

sold its harvest at 4,500 fr. the tun.

1865.— This year offers one of the most favourable tempera-

tures to the vine and to the perfect maturity of the grape.

The red wines present in the commencement a perfect matu-

rity, much body and colour and the character of a great year :

they obtain at the end of three years, the highest prices which
have ever been accorded to red wines.

It must however be observed that they have not everywhere
responded so completely to the great hopes founded upon
them at the beginning.

The white wines are (like the red) of superior quality.

1866. — Very damp year : harvest plentiful, but of inferior

quality.

The red wines feeble and green, a number of which should
be classed amongst those of inferior years, and which are not
bottled.

The white wines are very inferior.

1867. — Hail and dropping have destroyed more than half

of the crop.

The red wines have at the commencement been classed in

the rank of indifferent years; but after the racking of March
1868, they were judged more favourably and the second growths
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of Medoc obtained 1,^00 and 1,800 fr. Branne Mouton was
paid '2,000 fr. At present, the qualities observed not having

generally developed, we should class the year 1867 in the ca-

tegory of ordinary years.

The white wines are ordinary.

1868. — Spring frosts at the beginning of April lost half the

hopes centred in the vine; the Medoc was the portion of the de-

partment least injured. The months of May, June and July

have been very warm. Hail has cut away a part of the crop

of several places in the department, especially in the country of

Sauternes. From the 10^ to the 25th of August, constant rains

after which the heat gradually reappeared , becoming very

powerful in the beginning of September, allowing of the vin-

tage commencing in Medoc from the 2d to the 5th of September

under the most fortunate conditions.

This weather so favourable to vintage leads proprietors and
commerce to hope to find in the wines of 1868 a very superior

quality.

Numerous proprietors of ordinary growths sell their har-

vest at 400 and 425 fr. the tun.

The red wines appear well in good colour, maturity, body

and with a good taste and the brightest hopes are founded

upon them. As soon as the end of October arrived, the major

part of the wines of 1868 were already bought by commerce at

very high prices. The wines of Chateau-Lafite and Chateau-

Margauxhave been bought in February at the price of 6,250 fr.

the tun.

Unfortunately we cannot say that these wines have been

really advantageous to commerce. Good as their quality may
be, they are not proportionately good to the price paid for

them, the highest that has yet been accorded to the red wines

of Medoc.

In consequence of the hail ravages in June, the white wines

of the best communes have yielded an insignificant crop.

The Chateau-Yquem alone makes a harvest of some tuns of

wine which may be classified as ordinary.

1869. — Soft rainy winter. The heat only commencing with

the month of April which was very fine; the month of May
damp and cool. — Flowering commencing about the 5th June,

operating perfectly. The great heat only arrived towards the
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end of June, and was excessive in July and August. Storms

accompanied the month of September with moderate heat.

The vintage commenced in Medoc the 12th September in su-

perb weather. It was very successful. The quality of the

new wines is much discussed, and business commences in

Medoc towards the middle of December by the sale of the

Leoville-Poyferre at 1,200 fr. and of the Brown Cantenac at

1,000 fr.

The good qualities of these wines develop themselves each

day more and more, as also their price increases rapidly and

the eagerness of commerce to buy up those which remain

with the proprietors at very high prices, amply jus tify the

excellent qualities which these wines offer. Those wines

bottled in 1873 have perfectly succeeded and have realized ail

the great hopes founded upon them.

The white wines have, as wellas the red, perfectly succeeded

and can be classed amongst the greatest years. The first

growths of Sauternes bought, at vintage time, at 1,900 to

2,000 fr., have attained, at the end of two years and by succes-

sive sales, up to 3,500 fr.

1870. — Damp and generally soft winter; notwithstanding

some sharp colds towards the end of February and March, op-

portunely retarding the shoots of the vine. From the 3 rd of

April , rather strong heat succeeded the cold which reap-

peared about the 25th April , doing much harm to the

greater part of the vineyards situated in the lower grounds.

The matinal frosts of the 30th of April and 4 th of May were the

most severe.— From the 5 th of May the heat returned rapidly,

becoming excessive towards the 20th of May and continuing

almost without interruption until the beginning of August; a

great quantity of grapes were scorched; during the latter part

of August the heat was moderate; vintage commenced the

l lh ol September and continued until the end of the month in

excellent conditions.

The red wines presented at time of the racking from the vats

every quality constituting perfect success. The proprietors

and merchants even recognize an exceptional year ; but in

consequence of political events the wines were sold at vintage

time nearly at the same price as those of 1869 (1,200 fr. in the
2nd growths). As soon as peace returned in political affairs, the
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prices continually increased and arrived at the highest limits,

These prices are perfectly justified by the good development of

these wines that we can class amongst the number of the

great years.

The white wines are of a good quality, but have not nearly

so well succeeded as the red wines.

1871. — The first and last weeks of December 1870 were very

cold; from the l rst to the 4*'* of January, the thermometer went

down to the 14 th degree centigrade below zero at night and

marked about 8 degrees below zero in the day. Blocks of ice

drifted about the Garonne and were taken as far as the sixth

arch of the bridge of Bordeaux, a fact that has never been on

record since the terrible winter of 1829-30.

The 5 th of January the thaw slowly and irregularly com-
menced. A great part of the vines of the Gironde were
frozen from the roots to the extremities of the branches, espe-

cially the vines exposed to the south or those situated in the

valleys.

With the month of February arrived relatively warm
weather; the vine broke down and it was painfully visible in

the commencement of March that more than two thirds of the

vines from root to branches, appeared quite lifeless. But the

losses of the proprietors did not cease there ; on the mornings of

the 30th and 31 st of March, the thermometer went down rapidly

under zero and a great part of the young sprouts, already

considerably advanced, were destroyed, especially in palus.

In April and May variable weather, light frosts on the night of

the 6th of June. The temperature continued to be humid and

cool until August. In August, great dryness which retarded

veraison (the change of colour of the grapes). In September
numerous storms.

Maturation has been unequal. Vintage commenced on the

17 th September, being conducted almost everywhere under un-

fortunate conditions.

The red wines are weak in colour and alcohol. Sourness

exists in the greatest part of the growths and they are classed

with those of indifferent vintages.

We should observe that, relative to their quality, their

development has been as good as possible and advantageous

transactions in trade have been made in their favour.
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In all the vineyards which have suffered but in a slight de-

gree from the hard winter the vintage has surpassed 1870 as

regards quantity.

The white wines are ordinary : an exception must however be

made for a certain number of classified growths, where the

white wines attained an unexpected degree of perfection.

1872. — The winter commences by being very cold, but

February and March are relatively very hot. In April the

cold recommenced and the 13th March brought with it a little

morning frost which happily did no injury. The heat was
not extreme until the 13 th June and continued very powerful

until vintage, which began the 15th September and was not

terminated until the 15th October, the rains having frequently

arrested this operation.

The red wines are generally of good taste and well coloured
;

they require better maturity, but are nevertheless a market-

able vintage. They are classed at present amongst good ordi-

nary years.

Thanks to the rains preceding and accompanying vintage,

a little more than half a crop (on an average) has been made
altogether in the department.

The white wines of Sauternes were gathered in almost con-
tinual rain during which the Garonne overflowed on all sides;

so much were the wines injured by these circumstances that

they can only be classed amongst ordinary years.

1873, — Soft and humid winter; the heat commenced the

25 th of March, inducing the vine to shoot rapidly; towards the

5 th April the weather cooled ; the mornings became very cold.

On the 25 th
, the frosts did much harm to the vine; on the mor-

ning of the 27th
f
the thermometer went down to 4° degrees

below zero and the artificial clouds that had succeeded the
clay before were rendered powerless against the intense frost,

chill which injured all parts of our department.
Some days after this disaster, it was calculated that alto-

gether the frost had destroyed three parts of the harvest upon
which such bright hopes had been founded. In Sauternes,

nine tenths of the harvest were sacrificed. In Medoc, the losses

in the communes situated on the borders of the river were
calculated at one fourth, and at three fourths in those commu-
nes situated more distantly.
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The month of May offered a very changeable period ; in June
the heat increased and the hail ravages have been frequently

renewed in different parts of our vineyards. During the

month of July and the first weeks of August, it was very hot;

it became cooler from the 26th of August to the 18th of Septem-

ber; but at this moment the heat returned and the vintage com-

menced in Medoc the 22n <* of September under excellent circums-

tances, for those wines that the frost and the hail had spared.

The red wines have a good taste and colour, but are a little

deficient in mellowness and body.

In certain parts of the Girondine vineyards which have been

the most frozen, maturation having been very unequal, the

success is naturally less.

More than nine tenths of the white wine vineyards have

been ravaged by the frost of the 27th of April. The growths

situated upon heights, being alone spared, yielded some tuns

of ordinary quality.

1874. — Soft winter ; very variable spring with alter-

nate rude heat and sharp cold; from the 4th to the 13 th May,

the spring frosts injured several parts of the Girondine

vineyards; but the weather having remained almost always

dry there was very little harm done. The vineyards of palus,

which have naturally been the most injured, have not lost on

an average more than a fourth of the magnificent hopes with

which they inspired their proprietors from the month of April.

Towards the 15th June, the heat has renewed a little, happily

so for the vine, vegetation having languished in many coun-

tries. In June, the great heat arrived, accompanied by cons-

tant storms. Flowering took place under rather fortunate

circumstances; but on the night of the 20th to the 21 rst of June,

a memorable storm arose, accompanied by extraordinary hail,

devastating on its passage from two thirds to three fourths of

all the hanging vineyards. This storm swept over the follo-

wing places : Arcachon, La Brede, Leognan, Cadaujac, Latresne,

Carignan, Fargues, Nerigean, Moulon, Saint-Sulpice and over

all the hills of Saint-Emilionnais, as far as Castillon.

The months of July, August and September were alternately

hot and rainy which was most favourable to the vine and to the

perfect maturation of the grape.

Vintage commenced under the best circumstances from the
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19th to the 24*h of September, in the red wine vineyards. The
issue of the vineyards spared from the hail, surpassed by a

third or fourth the hopes of all the proprietors. It is noticeable

that the production was relatively still more considerable in the

light graves than in the heavy earth. The must (juice before

fermentation) was magnificent and the first vats drawn off pre-

sented a perfectly successful wine.

Encouraged by the first tastings and by the happy circum-

stances under which the vintage continued, the Bordeaux
trade had bought up the wines of almost all the grand pro-

prietors in Medoc, Blayais, in the fertile sides of Saint-Emi-

lionnais and the right bank of the Garonne in less than 15 days,

without awaiting the end of the vintage. 5,000 and 5,500 fr. the

tun was paid for the first growths of Medoc at the beginning

;

the fifth growths of Medoc obtained from 1,100 fr. to 1,400 fr.

and the other growths proportionately to their class.

Never was a vintage bought more eagerly or paid for more
highly.

To-day the wines of 1874 respond to the hopes based upon
their quality in the commencement.
The white wines have succeeded very well : Chateau-Yquem

has gained the price of 6,000 fr.

1875. — First months of winter soft and humid. Tardy

colds in February and March ; the vine has been retarded fifteen

days. Very fine weather during April and May, the flowering

of the vine taking place from the 1 to the 8th of June under

very favourable circumstances. From the 25th to the 30th of

June, all our vineyards were inundated and the grapes suf-

fered greatly. The heat has been very powerful in the month
of August. The vintage began from the 20th to the 25th of Sep-

tember, under very good circumstances, and the wines of 1875

without resembling those of 1874 presented excellent qualities.

They have at present very well developed and are now
classed amongst those of great years.

In point of view of quantity, vintage has been very variable

according to the localities. Thus Medoc has been favoured in

quite an exceptional manner, while in the region of ordinary

wines, the quantity has been but moderate.

The white wines are unfortunately not to be compared to

those of the preceding year.
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1876. — The commencement of the winter was very cold.

The month of February was much too hot for the season ; March
was damp and cool; warm days from the l rst to the 10 th of

April. The shoot of the vine has advanced : intense frosts on

the 13th
, 14 th and 15th of April destroyed a great part of the

bright hopes founded upon our vines.

The ordinary white and red vineyards, where the plants

have been most hasty, have the most suffered. From the

21 rst of May, a powerful heat commenced, continuing without

interruption until the 25th August. The 18th September the

heat has been somewhat renewed. Vintage begins from the
27th September to the 2d of October according to the locality.

It is terminated under excellent conditions and the wines

of 1876 promise a good quality.

In a point of view of quantity, it has been calculated that the

harvest of 1876 has hardly attained in the whole of the de-

partment one third of the total of 1875, being less than the

half of an average harvest.

The 1876's are now completely exhausted in the growers'-

hands, but their development has not been satisfactory as was
anticipated.

The white wines have generally succeeded better than the

red and have surpassed the hopes that were founded upon
them. They can be classed to-day with those of good
years.

1877. — Very late colds, the vine not commencing to

make progress until the 5th of April. The months of April and

May were cool and rainy, during which the vine commenced
to develop slowly. — The snails destroyed many young
sprouts. In June, powerful heat with rain storms. The vege-

tation advanced admirably.— Flowering commenced towards

the 8th June and took place under good conditions. July was
cool and humid. At the end of July, the heat was strongly

renewed up to the 20th August, then lessened until the time

of vintage, which commenced the 23rd of September and conti-

nued under favourable weather.

The wines of 1877 occasioned fenr, at the commencement, of

the absence of complete maturity, but their development has

surpassed the general expectation ; and, at present, they may
be recommended for their delicacy and very pleasant taste.
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There are now, as has ever been, growths which have been
rendered remarkable by exceptional success.

The white wines (judged ordinary at the commencement)
have, like the red, very well developed and give satisfaction to

the trade.

1878. — Winter a little hard; spring and summer very cool

and humid; much dropping. From l rst of September to the

17 th October, the temperature could not be more favourable to

the maturation of the grape. Vintage commenced the 12th Oc-

tober. On issuing from the vats, the must weighed Hoy to

13°. Certain persons relied on the success of the vintage,

while others awaited it with much apprehension. At pre-

sent, the regular most progressive development of the wines
may be affirmed, and we place them amongst our greatest

years.

The quality of the white wines is such also as permits us to

class them with the best years. They have developed very

well for the last years.

1879. — Very damp winter, almost all the palus wines have
been inundated in January and February. Very cool spring.

A little frost and snow on the mornings of the 12th and 13th of

April. Flowering did not take place until the end of June,

being three weeks backwards; much dropping; powerful

heat, commencing at the end of July and ceasing at the end of

August. Vintage commenced from 12th to 20th of October and

only finished at the end of this month.

Altogether it may be termed a scanty year; its mediocre

quality has brought dearth and exhaustion amongst the old

wines. The wines of Medoc are generally less sour than those

of other vineyards. In some parts of Medoc and of the Graves

some wines have been successful.

Thequalityof thewhite wines induce us to hope well forthem.

Their alcoholic degree approached 14° in the first growths.

1880. — Cold winter and spring : in May the vine was
behindhand fifteen days : it presented a rare abundance of

grapes; flowering took place under most unfavourable condi-

tions. From the 8 th to the 30th June, the dropping is enormous.

Almost all the bunches remain, but three fourths of them are

undeveloped.

The months of July, August and September have been very
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fine and could not have been more favourable to maturation.

Vintage commenced from the 20th to 25th of September.

As to quantity, the year is a very bad one; some proprietors

realize a little more than in 1879, while others have much less,

and all those of the arrondissements of Libourne, La Reoje

and Bazas, whose vines have been injured by the hail of the

25th of August have scarcely anything.

This great dearth, in connection with so many hopes that

preceded it, has occasioned numerous purchases « sur souche »

(previous to the vintage) at very high figures.

The favourable hopes, which could still be entertained for

the crop of 1880 during the months of August and September,

have only been realized to a certain extent.

The 1880's are very light wines, some what deficient in point

of maturity and vinosity and can therefore only be placed in

the category of our ordinary vintages.

White wines.— Very small quantity and poor quality.

1881. — Immediately after the end of the 1880 vintage, it

could be ascertained that the old wood of the vines had come
to a perfect state of maturity. In November and December 1880,

light frosts, but in the night of the 15th to the Wh January

1881 a most severe frost, as almost never seen in Bordeaux,

took place, the thermometer falling down to 16° centigrade

below zero.

The consequence of this frost has been very disastrous for a

large portion of the vines in « Graves » and « Cotes * districts,

where it has been necessary to cut many vines, down to the

ground and even to root out a large quantity of plants.

The vegetation of the vines is very early and the blooming

begins at the end of May, with an advance of a fortnight on
an average year; but it takes place under the most unfavou-

rable conditions : continual rain and even white frosts from

the 7th to the 4 2th June have caused a very great dropping of

the grapes.

July. — Very hot weather. — The development of the grapes

shows an advance of about 20 days, in comparison with an

average year.

August, with alternatives of rain and fine weather, which
are of the most favourable influence on the rare grapes which
have escaped the frosts and dropping.
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The gathering of the wines begins on the 12th September

under the most favourable conditions.

The first tastings of the wines of 1881 have given a very sa-

tisfactory impression of the good quality of this vintage, and

consequently almost the whole crop, especially the small and

ordinary wines, has been rapidly bought by the Bordeaux

trade, at very high prices.

The 1881's possess ripeness, body and fruit and show, up to

the present, a very satisfactory development, so that they can

be considered as very good wines.

White wines. — The quantity is still less than in 1880 and

next to nothing; the quality promises to be a good one.

§ XI. - WINE PRODUCTION OF THE
GIRONDE

by cantons, according to the information received

in 1873 and published, commune by commune,
in the second volume

of Statistique g6n&rale de la Gironde.

l(

NAMES OF THE CANTONS

Bazas
Auros
Captieux
Grignols
Langon

Blaye
Bourg
St-Ciers-La-Lande. ,

Saint-Savin.. . . . .

Bordeaux
Audenge et Belin.

Blanquefort
Cadillac ,

Carbon-Blanc. . .

Castclnau

Creon
La Brede ,

Pessac ,

Podensac ,

St-Andre-de-Cubzac
La Teste

NUMBER
OF TUNS
of wine
^_ _f— -..

red. white.

1,300 200
900 350
» »

250 600
1,550 1,750

15,000 100
12,500 800
2,500 3,400
2,500 9,200

1,80G »

» »

9,050 »

9,000 3,500
35,000 1,300
13,000 »

15,700 9,000
6,000 2,600
3,300 50
3,700 5,000
4,000 4,800
400 »

NAMES OF THE CANTONS

Lesparre
Pauillac

Saint-Laurent. .

Saint-Vivien. . .

Libourne
Branne
Castillon

Coutras
Fronsac
Guitres

Lussac
Pujols

Ste-Foy-la-Grande.

La Reole. .....
Monsegur
Pellegrue

Saint-Macaire. . .

Sauveterre
Targon

NUMBER
OF TUNS
of wine

red.

18,400
14,000
1,600
3,400

10,400
4,000
7,500
1,700

13,000
4,000
8,000
10,000
4,300

3,200
1,100
1,200
7,000
2,000
1,700

Total. . . 253,950 112,680

white.

15

15

600
13,000

700
7,300
5,400
9,000
2,400
2,300
1,600

2,600
4,000
3,500
600

9,200
7,800
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§ XII. — WINE PRODUCTION OF THE GIRONDE
in 1835 and in 1873.

The information of 1835 is borrowed from the Statistique

de la Gironde of Jouannet and that of 1873 is the summary of

preceding notes, borrowed from volume second of the Statis-

tique generate de la Gironde.

ARRONDISSEMENTS

Bordeaux
Libourne
Blaye
La Reole
Lesparre

Department

AVERAGE PRODUCTION

in 1835. in 1873.

Tuns.

55,607
63,878
28,800
20,233
20,158
11,406

200,082

Tuns.

127,200
105,200
46,000
43,900
37,430
6,900

366,630

PRODUCTION IN 1873

RED WINE WHITE WINE

Tuns.

100,950
62,900
32,500
16,200
37,400
4,000

253,950

Tuns.

26,250
42,300
13,500
27,700

30
2,900

112,680

§ XIII. — DIVISION OF THE WINE PRODUCTION
BY QUALITIES.

The 366,580 tuns of wine gathered yearly on an average in

our department can be divided, in the point of view of quality,

in three great series :

RED WINES. WHITE WINES

Tuns Tuns.

Ordinary and great ordinary wines 231,955 109,315

Fine wines 16,380 2,215

High classed wines 5,565 1,150

The fine or grand wines should be understood as those that

sell in good years from 900 to 1,500 the tun at vintage time,

such as : the wines of the superior bourgeois growths of

Medoc, the best growths of the Graves of the neighbourhood

of Bordeaux, those of Saint -Emilion and of Pomerol and, for

white wines, those proceeding from the two sides of the Ga-
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ronne, Preignac, Barsac, Podensac , Sainte-Croix-du-Mont

,

Haux, etc., etc., and which obtain prices approaching those of

the second class growths of Sauternes.

Divisions of the fine wines of the department by cantons.

Langon
Bordeaux
Blanquefort. . . .

Cadillac et Creon
Castelnau

La Brede
Pessac
Podensac
Pauillac

Saint-Laurent. . .

Libourne
Castillon

Lussac

TUNS RED WINES

-. • Hiffh classed
Fine wines. ^^

250
1,2(50

6,000
620

1,100

3,650
750

1,400
650
700

16,380

210

1,460
»

100
»

3,5-25

270

5,565

TUNS WHITE WINES /

„. . Hiffh classed
Fine wines. ^.^

620

700

15
880

2,215

250

900

1,150

Respecting the red wines , we can add some hundreds
of tuns gathered in the canton of Lesparre generally classed

with the grand ordinary wines, which in the most successful

years can sometimes rival the bourgeois wines of the canton
of Pauillac.

Respecting white wines, we should specify the first growths
of the canton of Sainte-Foy which produce wines very similar

to the grand white wines of the right bank of the Garonne.
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THE SEVERAL WINE GROWING REGIONS

IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE GIRONDE

I. — THE M&DOC.

In a vinicol point of view, the M6doc comprises a series of

silico gravelous croupes (ridges) sometimes calcareous, forming

the oriental side of the great peninsula situated between the

Ocean on the western side, the Gironde and the Garonne on

the eastern side.

The vineyards of Medoc extend from Blanquefort to Soulac,

about 80 kilometers in length and an average of 10 kilometers

in width *.

Commerce divides the wine growing countries of Medoc
into two principal portions.— The Haut Medoc which extends

from Blanquefort to Saint-Seurin de Cadourne, the Bas Medoc
from Saint-Seurin de Cadourne to Talais and to Soulac.

We must here observe that these appellations (applied to

them now from long habit) should properly speaking be altered

:

in the first place because croupes more elevated than the

highest croupes of Haut Medoc, are to be found in a notable

part of Bas Medoc, and in several of the wine growing com-
munes of the canton of Lesparre; besides, this word Bas would
appear to indicate completely inferior growths, which is not

exact, as in certain growths of Bas Medoc, where viticulture

4. We do not include in this width the palus bordering the Garonne and the Gironde,
where are vast meadows and extensive vineyards, among which are gathered sometimes
excellent red wines ; such as the palus wines of Ludon and of Cantenac which obtain up
to 960 fr. the tun.
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andvinification have been perfected, excellent wines are made
which would be sold at much higher prices than they are at

present, if instead of being stamped Valeyrac or Saint-Christoly

they came from a cellar of Saint-Estephe.

We may add that for some years now the prejudice against

the wines of Bas Medoc (which has been injurious to some

careful proprietors of well situated vineyards) is gradually

disappearing, and the produce of the well planted and well

cultivated vineyards, commences to be appreciated and payed

for. These wines are sold at vintage time from 450 to 800 fr.

the tun.

Price and official classification of the grand red

wines of Haut Medoc.

In this priviledged part of our Girondine vineyards, we find

wines, the price of which varies from 600 to 8,000 fr. the tun,

from the paysan growths mounting gradually to the first class

growths. We give underneath the prices obtained by the

classed growths of 1882 and 1865 as two types of a grand year.

We must observe that a proportion sufficiently constant

exists between the prices of different classes for the same
year, sold under the same circumstances and thus facilitates

commercial operations. For instance, a fifth growth will sell

for very little the half of a second, the third and fourth obtai-

ning prices almost at nearly equal difference between the

second and fifth; the first obtaining about 30 °/o more than the

second.

Sale of the 1882 and 1865 vintages

1882 1 865

At vintage time At -vintage time The 16 ,h noveuJ>er 1867.

lrst growths » » 5,600 )) 7,000 to 8,000

2nd growth Mouton. . . 3,600 » 3,500 » 5,500 to 6,000

2nd other growths. . . 2,800 to 3,200 2,500 to 2,600 6,000 to 5,500

3«d growths 2,500 » 1,900 )> 3,600 to 4,000

4th growths 2,200 » 1,500 to 1,600 3,000 to 3,400

5th growths 1,600 to 2,000 1,200 to 1,400 2,500 to 2,800

Superior bourgeois. . . 1,400 to 1,600 1,000 to 1,200 3,800 to 2,000
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The great variety of qualities that the vines of Medoc pos-

sess have necessarily, in course of time, introduced their clas-

sification , in which they have been divided into paysan

growths , artisan growths , bourgeois growths and fine

growths. The fine growths have been subdivided into five

categories, and to these have been specially reserved the de-

nomination of « classed wines », or classed growths : the

bourgeois growths, notwithstanding their real value, are

neither considered nor termed classed growths.

For these five categories of fine growths, we have followed

textually the last official document established by la Chambre
syndicale of wine-brokers in 1855.

This classification serves as a basis for the greatest part of

the purchases made in the grand communes of Medoc. It is

not the result of the personal appreciation of the wine-brokers

who assembled in 1855. It is the result of long observation

and of calculation of the average prices obtained by the prin-

cipal growths, in a great number of years.

The classification of wines goes back, as far as the eighteenth

century and the last, which has had its predecessors for basis,

has been modified according to the perfections or the decline

of the classed vineyards.

As all other human institutions, this one is also sub-

ject to the law of time; and onght, as a natural consequence,
to be revised from time to time, in order to keep pace with
age and progress. In changing proprietors, growths can often

be modified. Thus growths which may have hitherto been

neglected, by reason of havi rig a careless or perhaps embarrassed
proprietors, can by falling into the possession of a rich, active,

intelligent man, yield products of a superior quality; but the

contrary can also happen, and in such a way that it was neces-

sary to modify the ancient classification in 1855.

Classification of the grand red wines of Medoc,

lr&t GROWTHS.

Chateau-Lafilc. . .
-

. Paniliac, i Chateau-Latour. . . Pavillac.
Chateau-Margaux. . . Margaux.

|
Chateau -Haut-Brion. . Pcssac.
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2rd GROWTHS.

Mouton
Rauzan-Segla. . .

Rauzan-Gassies.
Leoville-Lascases.

.

Leoville-Poyfere. .

Leoville-Barton. .

Durfort-Vivens.
Lascombes. . . .

Gruaud-Larose- Sarg.

Pauillac.
Margaux.

Sami-Julien.

Margaux.

Saint-Julien.

Gruaud-Larose. . . Saint-Julien.
Branne-Cantenac. . Cantenac.
Piehon-Longuev>lle

. Pauillac.
Pichon-Longueville-
Lalande. ... —

Ducru- Beaucaillou. Saint-Julien.
Cos-Dcstournel. . . Saint-Estephe
Montrose —

3rd GROWTHS.

Kirwan. , . .

Chateau-d'Issan

.

Lagrange. . . .

Langoa. . . .

Chateau -Giscours

.

Malescot - Saint
Exupery. . .

Saint-Pierre..

Branaire-JDuluc
Talbot. . .

Duhart-Milon
Poujet. . .

La Tour-Carnet,

Cantenac.

Saint-Julien,

Labarde.

Margaux.

Cantenac -Brown,
Palmer.
La Lagune.
Desmirail.
Calon-Segur.
Ferriere. .

M d'Alesmeis Becke r

Cantenac

Ludon.
Margaux.
Saint- Estephe
Margaux.

4th GROWTHS.

Saint-Julien.

Pauillac.
Cantenac.
Saint-Laurent

Rochet Saint-Estejphe
Chateau - Beyche-

velle Saint-Julien.
Le Prieure. . . . Cantenac.
Marq> s de Therme. Margaux.

6th GROWTHS.

Pontet-Canet.
Batailley. . .

Grand-Puy-Lacoste.
Ducasse-Grand-Puy

.

Lynch-Bages,
Lynch-Moussas.
Dauzac.
Mouton-d'Armailhacq

.

Pauillac.

Labarde.
Pauillac.

Le Tertre. .... Arsac.

Haut-Bages.
Pedesclaux.
Belgrave.
Camensac. .

Cos-Labory.
Clerc-Milon.
Croizet-Bages.
Cantemerle.

Pauillac.

Saint-Laurent

Saint-Estephe .

Pauillac.

Macau.

As we have observed , this reclassification goes back as far

as 1855 and, for the last twenty-five years, many modifica-

tions of the grand growths of Medoc claim the revisal of this

labour. In our studies of each commune, we shall endeavour to

describe the progress realized.

We shall now make a few observations upon the wines of

Medoc and their merits.

We shall discuss in the first instance the grand classed

growths, where we find doubtless the first red wine in France

and indeed, we may add, in the world. It is not necessary to

mention here that the wines of Medoc are placed on the tables
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of Kings and Great of the earth to receive the honour due
to their varied merits. The prices at which they are bought
and the eagerness expressed to purchase those of good years

sufficiently demonstrate their being regarded as the first wines

of the universe.

These wines have a fine ruby colour and possess body, de-

licacy and mellowness, which are not so defined and agreeable

in any other wines; the flavour is fine in the extreme and their

aroma and bouquet stamp them as unrivalled, as they deve-

lop and improve with age. Alcohol and tannin are in such

suitable proportions as to enable the wine to age without be-

coming dry, or losing its beautiful colour and fortifying in-

fluence upon the human organization. Such are the principal

qualities which constitute the glory of the Medoc wines.

But they possess another still higher attribute, a hygienic

value that is not to be found in any other wine. This is the

ferruginous element existing in the wines of Medoc under the

form of tartrate of iron or other salts of iron. It is by this

streng thening tonic they have acquired for some time past,

side by side with their ancient renown, another celebrity as

noble and as glorious as that of being the favourite of kings,

that is to say their double attribute of giving health and en-

joyment.

BLANQUEFORT. — 2,859 Inh. — 3,371 hect. - 10 k. to

N.-N.-W. of Bordeaux. — B. to N, by Le Pian and Parem-
puyre; to E., by the Garonne; to S., by Bruges; to W., by
Le Taillan and Le Pian. — Medoc railway (station at 2 k.

from the bourg), omnibus from Bx to Blanquefort (4 depar-

tures by day). — P. & T. O.

Soil. Very varied soil : to E., upon the borders of the

Garonne, alluvial ground, also marsh and rich meadow land;

sablo gravelous soil from these alluvions as far as the Bourg
;

argillo gravelous soil in the neighbourhood of the Bourg ; to

west of. the bourg, argillo calcareous soil, strong soil, so-

metimes sablo gravelous or mixed with graves, and very pro-

pitious to the vine. The south of the commune, from the

bourg to the Jalle (streamlet) of Saint-Medard, presents at first

fine argillo gravelous hills, devoted to the vine culture and
then rich extensive vegetable gardens, established upon well
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drained marsh land. The vast marshes of Blanquefort borde-

ring the Garonne are each day disappearing through the

colmatage. — Varied sub soil : ashlars
,

graves , alios or

calcareous , fatty marl , sand , argil to west ; to east upon

the alluvial side, sand and argil. These more or less ancient

alluvions present generally a superior tertiary soil.

The red wines of graves are of a good intermediate quality,

having a fine colour, body and vivacity of taste and some
growths present a prompt development. Prices at vintage time

650 to 1,200 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS.

Chateau-Dasvin-Belair l (Eugene Avril).

Tuns red wine.

... 60

CHATEAU-GRAND-CLAPEAU-OLIVIER
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Eugene Avril, proprietor.

1. The domain of Dasvin-Belair is situated upon the communes of Parcmpuyro and
Blanquefort comprising- 32 hect. of vines and an enclosure of 1 hect. 1/2 assigned to the

chateau , dependencies and fine ornaments. The vineyard is situated partly in Pa-
rernpuyre and partly upon the most elevated table-land of Blanquefort, and is established

upon a large lean grave reposing upon a slender sand bed , as well as a bank of yellow-

sand. The alios has been recognized in the lowest parts of the croupes. The plants there
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Ch.- Grand- Clapeau- Olivier

(Eugene Avril) 150

bourgeois growths [continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Dulamon 2 (Gustave
Piganeau) 160

CHATEAU-DULAMON
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Gustave Piganeau, proprietor.

are : the cabernet-sauvignon for 2/5, cabernet franc for 4/5, malbec and merlot for 2/5.

This growth is simply named « Belair » and is admirably situated, possessing low viues as in

Medoc which are cultivated with the greatest care. These wines, whose harvest takes place
principally on the territory of Parempuyre, are classed amongst the first wines of Blanque-
fort and obtained a bronze medal at the universal exhibition of 1878.

1. The domain of chateau Grand-Clapeau (growth Olivier) comprises 84 hect. of which
13 are situated in Le Pian and 44 hect. in Blanquefort; 11 hect. 1/2 of palus, meadows in

Parempuyre and Blanquefort, and 15 hect. 1/2 of earth wood, park and building at Le Pian
and Blanquefort. The soil of these domains is very varied; the vineyard is situated upon fine

croupes of gravel argillous soil, based upon sand banks, and extends over one of the most
elevated hills of Blanquefort to the N.-W. of this commune, in the Cachac section. There
has been anything neglected to improve the products of this growth and quantity has been
sacrificed to quality every where. The vines, kept low in the Medoc fashion, are

entirely composed of fine pfants : cabernet-sauvignon 1/4, cabernet franc 1/2, malbec and
merlot 1/4. These wines are rlso classed amongst the best ranks of those of Blanque-
fort and are distinguished by their agreeable flavour, full body and age. They obtained a
bronze medal at the universal exhibition of 1878.

2. The chateau Dulamon, constructed in 1865 by M. J. Prom, on the plans of M. Lafargue,
replaced a fine old chateau, known under the name of chateau de Luc. The vineyard sur-
rounding it has been created in a great measure at the end of the last century by
M. Philippe Dulamon, who has left his name to the chateau. It has been renewed and en-
larged lately by M. Prom ; it has an exte-ision at present of 45 hect. upon admirably situated

hills and is stocked with the choicest plants. It produces up to 180 tuns. The wine has
colour, body and its bouquet speedily develops. It has a large reputation in Holland and
may be placed amongst the first wines of Blanquefort.
The surroundings of this chateau make it one of the most beautiful residences of the en-

virons of Bordeaux. M. Gustave Piganeau has formed a Swiss valley where all sorts

of horticultural riches have been grouped, presenting the most graceful and, even we may say,

fairy eflocts.
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bourgeois GROWTHS (continued)

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.'Dillon 1 (Mrs Seignouret). 150
Ch.'des-Ambroises 2 (A. Tas-

tet) 50
Ch.-Fleurennes 3 (A. Tastet). 150

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Puyastruc (L. de Pania-
gua) 40

AtDvportal(M.TBCoviTTegeo\es) 15
Ch-Breillan 4 (bonne de Portal) 60

CHATEAU-DILLON
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M" Seignouret , proprietress.

1. The Chateau-Dillon commands an ancient lordly domain dismembered at the com-
mencement of the last century and bought in 1754 by Robert Dillon squire, for the sum of

150,000 livres. Since this period the domain has passed into the hands of several proprie-
tors, still holding the name of Chateau-Dillon. In 1827, it was bought by M. F. Seignouret,

a New-Orleans merchant and his widow is at present still its proprietress. Since then, the
domain has been enlarged by the purchase of neighbouring grounds and vines and the

vineyard has become the most extensive in the commune. It contains 58 hect. of per-
fectly cultivated vines and produces up to 200 tuns, when all are in full bearing.
The wines of Chateau-Dillon have been rarely ceded to the trade of our city. They have

been for many years past exported to the United States, where they are in great favour. —
Some harvests have however been sold upon the place and, judging by the eager reception

they received and the high prices at which they were bought, it is not surprising that they
are placed in the first rank of the wines of this commune.

2. The Chateau-des-Ambroises is surrounded by a vineyard of recent creation, producing
wines of superior quality, analogous to those of Parempuyre, ofwhich it is part. The growth,
exclusively planted with cabernet-sauvignon, merlot and verdot, comprises 15 hect. situated
upon argillo gravelous croupes, producing 50 tuns on average.

3. The Chateau-Fieurennes, of which we give the design, is surrounded by a magnificent
vineyard of about 40 hectares superbly planted : cabernet-sauvignon, verdot and little merlot.
It is situated upon very well exposed, entirely gravelous croupes. The wines of this

growth are mellow and delicate and are much in request in Holland and England.
4. The Chateau-Breillan commands a domain of 273 hectares, comprising two very

distinct vineyards ; that of the Chateau-Breillan comprises 26 hectares almost entirely si-
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CHATEAU-FLEURENNES
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. A. Tastet, proprietor.

CHATEAU-BREILLAN
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Mme la baronne de Portal, proprietress.

3**
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bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Zwi<w(F.Closmann). . . 30
At Saturne l (Am. Tastet). . 20

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau - Tana'is - Clapeau 2

(Eugene Avril) 100

DOMAINE DE TANAIS-CLAPEAU
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Eugene Avril, proprietor.

luated upon gravelous croupes, cultivated with the finest plants. It produces about
60 tuns of wine, classed on the Dulamon side and ranks with the best bourgeois growths of

Blanquefort, paying on an average from 700 to 800 fr. ; some years of exceptional success
have paid 1,200 fr.

The growth of Montaigne or of La Jalle, situated on the borders of the Garonne, and oi

the Jalle of Blanquefort, comprises a plantation of 15 hect. of fine plants. It produces
about SO tuns, classed in the ranks of the best palus of Medoc and pays an average of 600 to

700 fr. the tun. This excellent growth has obtained in exceptional years up to 1,200 fr.

The rest of the domain is composed of meadows, of palus bordering the Garonne, of

farms, wood and the park surrounding the Chateau.

1. The domain of Saturne, neighbour of Chateau-Breillan comprises, 7 hectares of vines

situated upon fertile ground, richly planted; the wines of this growth are generous and full

bolied.

2. The domain of Tana'is-Clapeau, entirely situated in Blanquefort, comprises 77 hect. and
divided into 67 hect. vines; 22 hect. meadows and vegetable land; 8 hect. chateau, depen-
dancies, park and rabbit warren, the whole of the domain is formed from two hills, the one
to the north, inclining towards the domain of Grand Clapeau, and the oilier to the south,

inclining towards the Chateau-Breillan.

The two hills are planted in low vines a la latte. The valley separating them is entirely

occupied by the chateau, park, etc., and a natural stream running over it allowed of
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bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.- Saint -Ahon l (Edm.
Damade) 120

At Peyoois (Maubourguet) . 100

At Tvjean (Dr Caussade). . . 15

Tuns
red wine.

Chat. Maurian (Degrange
Touzin) 20

At Mongireau (Wuillaume). . 30

Id. (Saint-Quentin) 15

CHATEAU-SAINT-AHON
(bourgeois growth)

M. Edmond Damade ,
proprietor.

M. Avril creating a little lake or pool, almost one hect. in size. The northern hill is almost

exclusively composed of large argillous graviers, based upon sand banks.

The Southern side is composed of light graviers, reposing on slender beds of

sand banks with argillous subsoil. This vineyard, planted in cabernet-sauvignon for 1/2;

cabernet fianc for 1/4; Malbec and Merlot for 1/4, is being extended; it has made foralong

time 125 tuns. Its wines are similar to those of Grand Clapcau.

1. The chateau Saint-Ahon is of very ancient date : The abbe Bourccin in his Varietes

Dordelaises affirms that mention is made of it in the titles of 1302 and 1343 of the sires or

Saint-Ahon one of whose descendants built the chateau of Saint-Ahon, constructing a

Chapel of the same name which still existed some years ago and only disappeared in con-

sequence of the laying out of the new road to Medoc.

The actual Chateau, restored in 1873 in the Francis 1"' style, upon the plans of. M. Bla-

quiere architect, commands a fine propriety of 122 hectares , situated near the village of

Cachac, bought in 1872, by M. Edmond Damade. Its vineyard is composed of 42 hectares

planted with the choicest vines, capable of producing from 120 to 150 tuns. The wines are

of a very good qualitv, of a fine colour, body and delicacy, vivacious in taste and possessing

a bouquet which promptly develops. They are much estimated in Holland, in Germany and

in England, and should be placed amongst the first wines of Blanqucfort.
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bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

. 12
30

At Campot (Er. Lureau)
At Camoon (Dr Denuce). .

Chat.- Duras - Curgan (La-
fon ») 35

At Chollet (Poissant; . ... 30
Ch.-Corbeil (Louis Ginouil-
hac) 40

Fongravey (Ch. de Beth-
mann) 10

Chateau-Dehez (Delisse). . . 70

Tuns

,
red wine.

<7M£.-i?£'tfA0M(EdouardAvril) 15
AtSaumos (G. Tastet). . . .

At Chalet (Morton)
At Come (M^ de Pichon). .

At Muratel (Louis Ginouilhac)
Au Haut-Montigny (B.-G.
Lacaze)

At la Dimiere (Caboy). . .

Au Qveyrou (Mathieu). . .

15

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Growth Latour-du-Camp (H
Delas)

At Cachac (J.-D. Delas). .

Id. (Lalande senior).

Id. (Lalande junior).

25
20

At Cachac (Roudeyron). . .

At Belair (Esclamadon). . .

Id. (Doumeret)
At Arbovdeau (Cheri Ron-

deau)

6

7

6

12

CHATEAU-DURAS-CURGAN
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Lafon, proprietor.

1. This old feudal Castle, classed amongst the number of historic monuments of thcGi-
ronde formed part of the beautiful domain'of Curgan Duras, which contained a vineyard of

12 hectares half in sablo -gravclous ground and half in argillo calcareous ground, situated

upon a hill exposed to the South. The plantation undergoes the highest care and the wine
of this vineyard is particularly in request
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

AtArboudeau(La,xyeyrie father)
Id. (Pinau)

At Arboudeau et at Cachac
(Dejean)

At Arboudeau et at Cachac
(Dugrava)

At Arboudeau et at Cachac
(Montalieu)

Tuns
red wine.

7

7

Tuns
red wine.

At Canteret (Bidon) 10
AtMalangenne(H.TSBsizmdo\j) 12

At Coulom (Dugay) 10

At Peyreyres (Tartas). ... 5

At the Troncs (Bardeau). . . 5

At Lacoste CM.iqa.axi) . . ... 5
At Galochet (Deniges).
At Linas (Miquau). .

IN PALUS

I At Florimond (Gr. Duffour,

80 Pauly, farmer) 25
25 I At Grattequina (Giese father) 50

At Montaigne (B°nne de Por-
tal)

At Baubens (Maubourguet). .

About 25 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns in the graves.

LE TAILLAN. — 4,316 Inh. — 1,501 hect. — 3 k. to W. of

Blanquefort; 11 k. to N.-W. of B* .
— B. : to N. by Le Pian

;

to E. by Blanquefort; to S. by Eysines and Le Haillan; to W. by

Saint-Medard and Saint-Aubin. — Omnibus from B* to Le
Taillan. — Three departures by day. — P. et T. O. Eysines.

Soil gravelous to W. ; sablonous to N.-E. ; sablonous and

humid to E. and S. — Sub-soil gravelous to W.-N.-W., ar-

gillous to E. and S.

Wines, light and mellow, delicate, well coloured, classed

amongst the grand ordinary wines of Medoc. — They improve

much with age. — Price at vintage time from 650 to 1,200 fr

for the Bourgeois growths ; 550 to 750 for artisan growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Chdtcau-la-Haye
lin)

Ch.-du~ Taillan (Mariano)

Tuns
red wine.

(A. Stehe-
70
150

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-Jau (M' s Cure). ... 45
At Germignan (Mrs J. Re-
glade) 45

i. The domain of La Haye has 65 hect. which are divided as follows. Grounds and
gardens 6 hect.; wood 18, meadows 15, vines 25. The vineyard situated upon fine grave-
lous croupes is the only one in the commune planted in the medoquine fashion, with
carassons and iron wire. It is planted for 4/5 in cabernet-sauvignon, cabernet franc,

carmenere and little verdot, and for 1/5 in merlot. It is cultivated with the greatest
care, and produces wines which become daily more in request. Paid 1450 fr. in March
1882 for 1881 vintage.
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CHATEAU- LA -HAYE
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

A. Stfehelin, proprietor. (See page 105, note 1.)

bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

40
50

Ch.-Lont(Loms de Paniagua)
Ch.-Bussaguct (Mrs Lap?ne).
JJom. of the Brim (A. Gi-
noulhiac) 25

Growth la Gorce (G. Salzedo)
At la Gorce (Mr8 Igounet). .

At Montane (Bernard). . . .

Tuns
red wine.

10
10
8

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS
At Germignan (Serveau)..

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

15
12
12
12
10
10

At VAllemagne (Barraud). . 12

Id. (Pinaud). . . 10
At Hontane (Seguin). ... 10

Id. (Guillemet, or Ca-
diche) 10

Attheoourg (Fr. Guillemet). 30
Id. (Jean Guillemet). . 10
Id. (Chauvet) 10
Id. (Toulouse) 15

Id. (Rambaud). ... 8

to 5 tuns.

(Montalieu).
(Lavergne). . .

(Berard). . . .

(Pierre Bidon).
(GratianBellon)
(Barraud). . . 8
(Guill. Bidon). 5

At Lacroix (Montlun, or Ca-
marade) 10

30 small proprietors make from 1

EYSINES. — 2,714 Inh. — 1,204 hect. — 7 k. to N.-W. of

B* .— 2 k. l{2to S. of Blanquefort. — B. : to N. by
Le Taillan and Blanquefort ; to E. by Bruges and Le Bouscat;

to S.-E. by Le Bouscat and Cauderan; to S. by Merignac; to

W. by Le Haillan.— Omnibus from B* to Le Vigean ; from

Bx to Le Taillan by the Eysines road and from B* to Saint-

Medard by the road from Lacanau. — P. & T. O.

Soil. — Varied soil : towards S., sablo-gravelous or argillo-

gravelous; towards N. argillous or sablous; pure land is

to be found upon the borders of the Jalle; to N.-W. some
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marly portions of land. — Sub -soil to S. gravelous or

aliotic ; towards the centre, calcareous, from which rough

stones are extracted ; towards N. sablonous. — The red
wines are those of Cabernet-Sauvignon, Malbec, Merlot, and

Verdot, of a nice colour, bodied and of an agreeable bouquet.

They make a fine wine in the first growths, which improves

by being kept a long time in bottle. Price, at vintage time,

650 to 1,200 for the first growths ; 550 to 700 for the small pro-

prietors.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau - Bois - Grammont
(Fabre de Kieunegre). . . 100

Ch. de Laforest (Pierre Legris) 15
Ch.-Lescombes l (Hyvert). . 15

Tuns
red wine.

A Cantinolle (Ducros). . . 8

Ch. -du- Vigean (F. Godbarge). 4

A Bacque (Alfred Morton). 4

A Lescombes (Jean Freche) . . 3

About a hundred small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

GHATEAU-LESCOMBES
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M. Hyvert, proprietor.

1. The (Uiatcau-Lescombcs is surrounded by a vineyard of 8 hectares, situated on a sablo-

graveloiis soil, producing 15 to w20 tuns. The wines are delicate and mellow and are grne-

lally rich in bouquet and well ronserved.

they arc much appretialeJ iy epicures who have often classed then amongst t!ie

ranks of the best bourgeois growths of Medoc.
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Le HAILLAN — 954 Inh. — 925hect. — 5 k. to S.-W. of

Blanquefort, 8 k. to N.-W. of B* . — B. : to N. by Saint-

Medard and Le Taillan ; to E. by Eysines ; to S. by Merignac;

to W. by Saint-Medard. — Omnibus from B* to Saint-

Medard. Le Haillan has been separated from Eysines and
raised to be a commune by a decree of the 9 th March 1867. P. &
T. O. : Eysines.

Soil gen. sablonous; towards E., sablo-gravelous portions

very propitious to the vine. — Sub-soil gen. composed
of alios; to E. of gravel and towards the N., of stony banks,

worked for extraction of rough stones.

The red wines are provided by the Cabernet-Sauvignon,

Cabernet gris, Malbec, Verdot and Merlot; possessing body

and bouquet in the first growths of the commune where they

constitute the grand ordinary wines , but in aging [become

fine wines. Price, at vintage time, 650 to 1 ,200 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

At Lalande (Etienne Richon). 10
At Tanais-la-Lvzerne (J. Ro-

belot) 5

At the bourg (Ant. Martin\. 5

Id. (Paul Cursoi). . 4
At la Hondine (Pedro Isla). 5

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Belair (M rs de Los He-
ros) 30

Chdt.-la-Morandiere (Mrs G6-
raud-Marly) 20

Atthe bourff(Bouet). ... 12

At Tanais-la-Luzerne (J'. La-
lumiere) 10

50 small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

SAINT-MEDARD-EN-JALLE. - 3,249 Inh.— 8,465 hect.—

8 k. to W.-S.-W. of Blanquefort; 13 k. to N.-W. of IK —
B. : to N. by Saint-Aubin and Le Taillan ; to E. by Eysines

and Le Taillan ; to S.-E. by Haillan ; to S. by Merignac

and Martignas; to W. by Salaunes and Temple.— Omnibus
from Bx to Saint-Medard and Lacanau. — P. & T. O.

Soil gen. sablonous, especially to E > to S. and to S.-W.

;

gravelous in different parts of the centre, W. and N.-W.
Heath ground at the extremity of the W.— Sub-soil aliotic

towards W.
;
gravelous or argillous towards N. and E. ; stony

on the Tiran side, to E.

The red wines produced in the first growths are fine and

delicate. Price, at vintage time, 050 to 1,200 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOUEGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Sans-Souci (H> Tandon-
net) 8

At Lafon(A. Eyquem). . . 70
Le Bourdieu l (C. Meyniac). 35
At Souge 2 (Maurice Cayrou). 40
Chdteau-Belfort(AlLSelener) 40

At Vieille- Ville (Faydit).

At Larros (F. Tkevenard). .

Id. (Berninet). . .

At the bourg (Cadier). . . .

Id. (F. Maisonnobe).

Tuns
red wine.

ARTISAN OR PAYSAN GROWTHS
At the bourg (Arn. Laporte).

.

Id. (Poroheron). . .

Id. (P.-Eug. Castaing)
Id. (Pierre Dugay). .

At Gajac (Boireau). . .

At Hastignan (Gravey). .

Id. (Dessalle). .

Id. (J. Dongey).

15
12
5

20
G

6
]5

8

7

LE BOURDIEU
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. C. Meyniac, proprietor.

1. The domain of Bourdieu, whose charming villa we represent, situated in the middle
of the bourg of Saint-Medard-en-Jalle,has an extent of 415 hectares of which HO lect. assi-

gned to the vine.

The vineyard is cultivated with the greatest care and is situated upon a soil entirely gra-
velly.

2. The wines ar i the most estimated in the commune. Bronze medal at fcho universal
exhibition of 1878.
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ARTISAN OR PAYSAN GROWTHS (continued)

Tuns
red wine.

7 At Serillan (J. Lestage).

.

Id. (Giraudeau). . .

Id. (Heirs. Dessalle)

Id. (J. Marceron). .

Tuns
red wine.

At Hastignan(BeT2LYd)
Id. (J. Turon senior)
Id. ( Mrs Dongey )

.

Id. (A. Constantin).
At Issac (Deniges). . . .

30 small proprietors make from I to 5 tuns.

SAINT-AUBIN. — 392 Inh. — 3,472 hect. — 8 k. to W.
of Blanquefort; 15 k. to N.-W. of B* by Saint-Medard-en-

Jalle. — B. : to N. by Avensan, Arsac and Le Pian ; to E.

by LeTaillan and Blanquefort; to S. by Saint-Medard-en-Jalle;

to W. by Salaunes. — P. & T. O. : Saint-Medard-en-Jalle.

Soil. — Gen. sablo-gravelous, presenting gravelous portions,

towards the centre, S. and E. — Aliotic sub-soil in the gra-

velous lands of W. ; towards E. argil or grave based upon
banks of very deep sand.

Red wines are delicate and flavoured. Price at vintage

time, in the first growths, from 600 to 1,100 fr. and from 500 to

700 fr. in the artisan growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-dc- Cttjac (C. Lan-
glois). ...... 25

Dom. de la Tour (Grelet se-

nior) 25

Tuns
red wine.

Dom. de Caillavet (S. Debans
senior) 20

La Tour Malbessan (S. De-
bans senior) 15

30 small artisans make from 1 to 5 tuns.

PAREMPUYRE— 1,124 Inh. — 2,181 hect. — 5 k. to N.-E.

of Blanquefort; 16 k. to N. of B*. — B. : to N. by Ludon

;

to E. by the Garonne; to S. by Blanquefort; to W. by Le Pian.

•~ Railway : St. at Ludon.— Steamboat : Lagrange, station.

— P. & T. O. : Blanquefort.

Soil.— To W. table-land elevated from 6 to 10 m., sablonous

or sablo-gravelous; to E. low plains composed of marsh and

palus, in the middle of which lies a croupe of pure grave, ha-

ving 40 hect. superficies and forming the beautiful vineyard

of the isle of Ares, which partly belongs to M rs Heyrimthat is,
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to say the portion in the domain of Chateau-Segur, and partly

to M. Rondeau. These marshes have been for some years un-

der the operation of colmatage.

Sub-soil varied: to W., sandy, aliotic or gravelous ; to

E. alluvial earth or turf , under which lies mud and bluish

argil, sheets of water, etc.

The turf beds are about one metre in depth.

The red wines are similar to those of Blanquefort generally

speaking, but being however distinguished in certain growths

by great delicacy and a particularly agreeable flavour.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-dv-Parempuyre 1 (Du-
raud-Dassier) 100

Ck.-Segur (M> Heyrim). . 60

Tuns
red wine.

Isle of Ares, ancient growth
of Segur (Rondeau junior). IS

At Belair (Laurent). ... 30

CHATEAU DE PAREMPUYRE
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH IN GRAVES)

M. Durand-Dassier, proprietor.

1. The chateau dc Parempuyrc was acquired by M.-E. Durand-Dassier, who bought it

from Baron de Pichon. It was formerly Ihe residence of seigneur d'Alcsmcs.
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BOURGEOIS GROWTHS IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

La Mouliniere (Am. Tastet),
new creation 100

At Labouret (M rs Ivoy). . . 70
At Bordes (Ed. Lawton). . 20

Tuns
red wine.

At Morin (Duvergier). . . 20
Lc Vallier(G. DnfTour. Pauly,

farmer) 100

ARTISAN GROWTHS IN GRAVES

it the bourg (Larosa). . . . 10 [ At the bourg (Me>illeau). . . 10
Id. (Sarrazin). ... 15 Id. (Delhomme). ... 10
Id. (Dupeyrat). . . 8 I AttheVigneau (Rondeau senior) 8

20 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

LE PIAN. — 824 Inh. - 3,021 hect. — 6 k. to N. of Blan-
quefort; 17 k. to N. of B*. — B. : to N. by Arsac and
Macau; to E. by Ludon and Le Taillan ; to W. by Saint-
Aubin; to N.-W. by Arsac. — Railway from Medoc, stat.

at Ludon, at 3 k. to N.-E. of the bourg. — P. & T. O. : Blan-
quefort.

Soil. — Lightly undulating, sablonous to W.
; gravelous

to E. — Sub-soil of sand and of alios to W. ; of graves
or of alios to E. ; and of argil or of stone to S'.-S -W.
The red wines are well coloured, flavoured and are

much estimated in Holland. Price at vintage time, for the

first growths of the commune, from 700 to 1,400 fr. Artisan

growths from 550 to 750 fr ,

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns j Tuns
red winr\ red wine.

Ch.-Mallerct (F. Clossmann). 80 | Chateau-Sensjae 1 (de Guign6) 120

It commands a domain in all about 400 hectares, vines, wood, palus and low mea-
dows.
The vineyard is situated upon gravelous grounds of the first order, producing wines of

great delicacy, much estimated. They obtain prices as high as the 5,h classed growths
and sometimes even more. This vineyard has been enlarged by choice plants and should

produce about- 100 tuns.
Great works of drainage and colmatage are at present in execution in the eastern

part of the domain.
A palus vineyard is in formation and 17 hectares will be planted this year with the best plants.

The domain contains a hundred milkcows, amongst which are some of the fine Holland
race, imported recently by the proprietor.

1. The chateau Sdnejac, formerly residence of a barony, is surrounded by an estate of

about 100 acres showing a very great variety of soil.

The vineyards, which are still in way of enlargement, actually extend on about 155 acres
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Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Maurian-Mnssinot (Du-
thil) 70

Chat.-Bellegrave-dU'Poujeau
<J.-V. Granval). . .

'

. . 40
Ch.-Genissan ( Stephanoise

Society) 30
At Lamourous (Dames de la

Misericorde) 8

bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

JtLamonrons(de'L2LboT&&re). 25

Ml& d' Alesme, chat, du Plan
(Ivoy) 35

A t Oamparian (F. Clossmann) 20
At the moid. deSouberan(T&i-

dieu) 20

At Qneyrau (Faugere). . . 6

Id. (Gauduchon). . 6

In each of the following localities : Feydieu, Poujeau, Lonens, 10 arti-

sans make from 1 to 5 tuns. At Senejac, 6 or 7 artisans make from 1 to

tuns. At Bertranot, 4 or 5 artisans make from 1 to 5 tuns.

CHATEAU- SENEJAC
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. de Guign6, proprietor.

of gravelly siliceous soil, on a layer of yellow and bluish alios. The composition of

the soil is very favourable to the growing of the cabernet vine, which the owner
has generalized and by the multiplication of which he has considerably improved the
quality of his growth, highly appreciated.

The estate of the Ghateau-Senejac is one of the mostagreeable country places in Medoc,
the Chateau being surrounded by fine springs of great abundance, by beautiful alleys of

poplars and limetrees and by large meadows.
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LUDON. — 1,316 Inh. — 1,869 hect. — 18 k. to N. of B* .
—

B. : to N. by Macau ; to E. by the Garonne ; to S. by Parem-

puyre ; to W. by Le Pian.— Railway of Medoc St.— P. & T. O.

Soil composed of sablonous graves to W., of stronger

graves in the centre, and of palus to E, These palus lands are

divided into rich palus and dry palus.— Sub-soil : to W. and

to the centre, graves and alios ; to E. sand rich and argillous.

Wines of graves which are bodied, well coloured and mel-

low, having a peculiar flavour, distinguishing them from other

wines of Medoc, and a body which resembles those of Pauillac.

The wines of this commune, in which is one of the 3 rd classed

growths, are particularly appreciated in Holland. The bour-

geois growths sell, according to the year, from 800 to 1,500 fr.;

the artisan growths from 550 to 1,000 fr.

The wines from the palus of Haut-Gilet, of the best palus

vines, are paid at vintage time up to 1,000 fr. the tun.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

3rd CLASSED GROWTH
Tuns red wine.

Chateau-la-Lagune l (Piston d'Eaubonne) 75

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

Chat. -Isexon-Lemoyne 2 (Ba-
ronne de Nexon). ... 40

Tuns
red wine.

At Canteloup (Baronne de Ne-
xon) 6

1

.

« The wines of la Lagune, much celebrated in Holland and England, have body, bouquet
and rich colour, which enables them to be kept in bottle for a very long lime. » (Ch.
Cocks.)
To this appreciation, we add the following :

« The production of la Lagune varies between 60 and 80 tuns. The wine is highly valued,

maintaining its colour, body and bouquet a very long time. — We have tasted the wines
of 1828, which were in a perfect state of preservation, after a period of 40 years in bottle.

For the last half century, the excellent wines of la Lagune have been in great favour in

England. » (Ch. de Lorbac : Richesies gastron 1867.)
« The wines of la Lagune have a special distinction and very remarkable qualities which

tend to their being much in request by distinguished epicures.— La Lagune can boast of

having a distinct character, resembling no other, and this originality alone should be
sufficient to constitute its merits. » (Alfred Danflou, Les grands vins Bordelais.)

« Certain growths have been known, the chateau la Lagune, for example, that arc pre-
served intact after 40 years. All wines of Medoc can not so safely attain this age. »

(S. Simonin, Les grands ports de commerce de la France. 1878.)

2. The domain of Lemoyne, to-day chateau Nexon, has been bought by M. le baron de
Nexon in 1868; enlarged since by the property of M. Lafon-Rochet which constituted

formerly part of Lemoyne. It contains now about 30 hectares of vines situated upon one of
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CHATEAU-LA-LAGUNE
(3

r<l CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Piston-d'Eaubonne, proprietor.

CHATEAU -NEXON-LEMOYNE
Ma* la baronne de Nexon, proprietress.
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superior bourgeois growths {continued),

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- d?Agassac l (Heirs
Marcel Richier) 200

Tuns
red wine.

A t Lcm oyne - Lafon - RocKet
(Rollant fils) 5

CHATEAU-D'AGASSAC
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
Heirs Marcel Richier, proprietors.

the finest croupes of the commune, bordered by the road which conducts to the bourg of
LiHon and by the railway.

M. le baron de Nexon has since bought the mill of la Lagune, near which he possessed
already several hectares of vines surrounded on all sides by those of the Chateau la
Lagune, and more recently the property of M. Bouchereau of St-Georges, at Canteloup.
The vineyard thus enlarged presents plants of the first choice. ft produces annually

an average of 40 tuns and attains in some years as much as 60 tuns. Its wine is much in
request and has obtained several times the price of 1,500 fr. the tun.

i. The Chateau-d'Agassac, of which we give the history in tome III of the Statistique
de la Gironde, is an ancient barony of the Pomies d'Agassac. It is also known under
he name of Chateau-Ludon.
The last of the Pomies left 2/3 of the domain to his daughter, Laure Sauvet.it de

Pomies, wife of M. J.-B. Casterat. In 4841, M. W Richier, their son-in-law became
possessor of 2/3 of the properly and the whole became his the 13 th January 1852.
M. Marcel Richier, of whom we shall speak in our biographical notices, has received in

1860 the honour premium for the remarkable manner in which he organized this domain
and its wines obtained a gold medal at the exhibition of 1867.
The extent of Agassac is 275 beet, of which 100 are assigned to the vine, yielding

about 200 tuns of wine. These wines have been much valued in Holland for bouquet,
colour, mellowness and a delicate aromatic taste. They improve much in bottle, and
remain in a state of preservation a long time. — The ground of this vinevard is generally
gravelous.
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superior bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Barche ( Elisabeth Ey-
mond, Mrs Bergeon). . 20

At Paloumey (Vazquez). . . 45
At Bisaudun (de Meredieu). 20

Tuns
red wine.

Growth d'Eymont (Duchesne) 18
At Lafont (Mrs Larosa-Les-

tage) 15

artisan growths

At la Lagune (Gouny). . . 15
Growth booolc (Math. Larosa

senior) 15

Growth Sobole (Math. Larosa
junior) 15

At the oourg (Pontet-Larosa
senior) 15

At the oourg (Pontet-Larosa
junior) 8

Growth Malescot - Labarthe-
Darche (Vignolles and La-
gunegrand) 12

At thebourg ( Mrs Andrault) 5

Id. (Talamin Semedard) 5

Id. (Depeyrat brothers) VI

At Paloumey (Goubineau). . 8

Id. (Metayet). . . 5

Id. (Sentout). . . 7

A t Bouscarut (P. Devignes).
At Bouscarut (Dutruch). .

Id. (Desange). .

At Lafont (Lestage). . .

Id. (Jeantet). . .

Id. (Taillade brothers)
Id. (Maurice Lalande)
Id. (Devignes). . ,

Id. (Pinaud). . .

Growth veuve Larosa (Gouny
son)

At la Taste (Meyre-Larosa)
Id. (Constantin). .

Id. (Biarnes). . .

Id. (Guillemet). .

Id. (H™ Guipouy)
Id. (Bonnefont). .

Id. (Michel). . .

20 small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

10
6

6

15

10
8
6

12
5

6
10
12

5
6

IN DRY PALUS

Bomaine de Gilet (de Saint-
Pierre) 90

Ch.-Morange {(CiedeLnVeYgne) 180
At VErmitage 2 (de Georges) 180
Chat.-Hant- Gilet (Bay). . . 40
Haut- Gilet (PtamDeau). . . 35

Id. (Dlles Dubroca). 20
At Lacombeand le Bourd'dlot

(M. Labrunie) 180

10 small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

Pontet-Pachan (Mrs Dan.
Lawton) 100

At the cap dellamontL&fonto,) 25
At Gilet (Trivier) 15

Id. (Baziadoiy). ... 10
Id. (Larosa) 10

Growth Barnon (Adrien Bor-
deaux and son-in-law

) ,

cellar at Macau. ... 40

1. The domain of Morange comprises to day by now arquisitions 50 hect., of which
40 hectares are assigned to the vine. These are entirely situated in the dry pains of

Hant-Gilet and planted in little verdol, cabernet anl mcrlot. The rest of the domain is in

meadows and pleasure ground. It is one of the grand growths of Ludon Haut-Gilet. —
Its wines have obtained a silver medal at the universal exhibition of 1867 and are much
in request \\\ commerce.

2. The domain of L'Ermitage, situated in the communes of Ludon and Macau, contains

about 25 hect. of vines planted in verdot, c.inncnere, etc., which producean average of 180
tuns of a wine very much valued. The rest of the domain is in meadows. Its wines
obtained a silver medal at the universal exhibition of 1867.

4*
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CHATEAU-MORA NGE
(IN DRY PALUS)

M. le comte do La Vergne, proprietor.
(See, pnge 117, note I.)

DOMAINE DE L/ERMITAGE
(IN DRY PALUS)

M. de Georges, proprietor.
^Scp, page 117, note 2.)
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MACAU. — 1,911 Inh. — 1,955 hect. — 11 k. to N. of Blan-

quefort ; 21 k. to N. of B« . — B. : to N. by Labarde ; to

E. by the Garonne ; to S. by Ludon and Le Pian ; to W. by

Arsac — St. of the rail-way of Medoc. — Steamboat
station. Port of Macau

;
port of the Marchand.— P. & T. O.

Soil a little rough : sablo-gravelous plateaux and fine grave-

lous croupes to W. and S. ; to E. and N.-E. vast and fer-

tile palus, divided into coarse palus and dry palus ; the first

are for the greater part situated between the Garonne and

the Macqueline ; the second, which bear the name of Lacoste,

between the Macqueline and the graves. — Sub-soil : to

W and S. graves and alios; to extreme W., some marl

banks and argil ; to E. argil and coarse sand to a great depth.

Wines of graves produced by 2/3 cabernet, 1/3 malbec

and merlot, distinguished by their fine colour, fullness and

mellowness, very much in request in Holland and England-

The price of these wines at vintage time, for superior bourgeois

growths, is from 800 to 1,500 fr.; for artisan growths generally

rather good from 600 to 1,000 fr.

The palus wines are produced by malbec, fer, verdot

and other plants in small proportion. Price, at vintage time,

in rich palus from 450 to 750 fr. and in dry palus from 500 to

800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS IN GRAVES.

6»h CLASSED GROWTH

Chateau- Cantemerle l (Mme la Baronne d'Abbadie de \ 1 st wine 150
Villeneuve de Durfort) )

2°d wine 60

4. The growth of Cantemerle has a very old reputation in Holland, where the owner
of this estate used to ship his wines for a long time.

In 1855, these wines have had the well justified honour to enter into the classification,

as a fifth growth of the Medoc, and since, they have constantly been looked after by the

Bordeaux houses, which always buy them early, in order to ship them either to Holland
or to England.
The wines of this growth possess a great delicacy, much bouquet, body and are always

keeping long.

The estate of Cantemerle is situated in the communes of Le Pian, Ludon. and Macau,
and comprises an extent of nearly 4,000 acres; it has been in the possession f the

family do Villeneuve for several centuries ; its name comes from a feudal castle, now
destroyed, which was the seat of the jurisdiction of Cantemerle, Marau and Ludon.
The fine castle, built between the cellars and dependencies, is situated in a place'called

« Sauve », the ancient residence of the noble family of that name. The same spot had
for nearly a century been chosen by the family de Villeneuve as summer residence. Very
few country-places in the Medoc are as much shaded and as pleasant in every respect.

The vineyard, including about 220 acres, is situated on the top of fine gravelly hills.
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CHATEAU-CANTEMERLE
(5 th CLASSED GROWTH)

M'* la baronne d'Abbadie de Villeneuve de Durfort,
(See, page 119, nole 1.)

proprietress.

CHATEAU-DES-TROIS-MOUIJNS
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROW'J H)
M. Xavier Bernard, proprietor.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
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Chateaii'des-Tro'is-Moulins

(Xavier Bernard).

Tuns
red wine.

30

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Camion 2 (P. Bctge de
Lagarde) 50

OHATEAU-CAMBON
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Paul Betge de Lagarde, proprietor.

and is planted entirely with the best various species of vines. The estate is managed
by one of the most eminent agriculturists of the country, M. le comte de La Vergne

;

vine-growers are much indebted to him for having praised on a large scale the practical

treatment of the vines by the use of sulphur.
The wines of this estate have obtained a silver medal at the universal exhibition of 1867.

1. The domain of the Trois-Moulins has an extent of 51 h. 1/2 ; vines or vine ground
31 hect. 1/2 ; houses, gardens and pleasure grounds 2 hect.; meadows and palus 2 hect.

In fact the domain is complete, furnishing itself the wood, vime plants, cereals, etc., useful to

the cultivation of its excellent vineyard.
The vineyard is neighbour to the growths of Cantemerle and Giscours, and has been for

a long time classed with the rank of the best superior bourgeois growths of Haut-Medoc.
Its gravelous ridges are admirably situated and planted in the choicest manner. They are

the objei t of the assiduous care of the proprietor, who has neither left a vine to decay or
a plant to neglect, anxious to maintain and to raise (if it is possible to do so) the old reputation
of which this old brand gained such celebrity in Holland, where the commerce of Bordeaux
sends this wine each year by reason of its exquisite delicacy and remarkable bouquet.
The newly restored chateau of Trois-Moulins is situated at about fine minutes distance

from the railway; it is surrounded by a large wallei garden, with vast dependencies and perfect
comfort.

This vineyard produces from 30 to 40 tuns. This production will be somewhat increa-
sed as the proprietor of this excellent wine is making large plantations.

2. This growth (situated between Cantemerle and Giscours) upon one of the highest
elevations of Macau and the limits of Labardc (from which it is only separated by a rural
road) combines the bouquet and delicacy of the other wines of this commune, with a bodied
character which distinguishes the produce of the good growths of MacaH and Ludon.
This vineyard composed of choice plains, is built or rather formed upon large thickish
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS {continued)

Tuns red wine.

Chatca-u-la-Houringue 1 (Bignon) 75

CHATEAU-DE-LA-HOURINGUE
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Bignon, proprietor.

pebbly beds of vegetable earth. It has an area of 35 hectares and can produce from 70 to

80 tuns. The entire domain is composed of 67 hect.

The growth of Cambon is one of the most ancient in the country, its productions

having contributed to commence the reputation of the wines of Medoc in France and other

countries. Since the end of the seventeenth century, it has been exported to England and
obtained there 400 livres the tun and beyond that. Later they were exported to Holland,

where superior prices were often paid for them than was obtained in France for the 5U

and even the 4,h growths. Since 1854 they have ceased exporting them directly to

foreign countries, but they are generally reserved for the Bordeaux trade. Being forgotten

for so long a time by us, these wines no longer rank with the superior bourgeois, a fact

somewhat astonishing when we reflect upon their first class order and ancient reputation.

1. The domain of La Houringue has an extent of 140 hectares. This celebrated growth
had diminuated its production under its ancient proprietor. Important labour for its

improvement has been in execution for several years, by reason of which it may be placed

at the head of that rank to which it belonged by its just and ancient reputation.

It may perhaps be interesting to know what was the process of improvement. The old

wines were well treated and preciously preserved. The proper earth suitable to the pro-
duction of fine wines has been replanted with choice plants, placed in that nature of soil

the most suitable to the development of the character of the wine that each plant should pro-
duce, taking account of the expositions which answer to the precocity or the tardy maturity
of the grapes — Important clearances have increased the extent of the plantations upon
the best situated croupes. The soil has been broken into a depth of from 50 to 60 centi-

meters. The sub-soil at this depth presents a thickish stratum ot vegetable detritus and of

new earth in. ported from neighbouring woods. — The vegetation of the vines is especially

attended to in Connection with tile nature of the soil, so that the delicacy of the wine* and
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS (continued).
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Tuns rod wine.

Ch.'Maucamps l (Heirs -Chasseriau). ,
45

CHATEAU-MAUCAMPS
(superior bourgeois growth)

Heirs Chasseriau, proprietors.

their other qualities should not suffer from too strong or active a manure. These manurings

have been made sufficiently deep to force ihe roots of the vines to penetrate the several

layers of the soil, to extract the elements of production and preservation necessary to them.

The plants : cabernet, carmenere, malbec and little verdot have been planted in the

proportions due to give the wine the highest degree of quality.

Thus regenerated by these careful attentions, La Houringue produces a wine which is

distinguished by its solid qualities : delicacy, body and bouquet to which it owes its old

n-puiation.

The vineyard as it is formed to-d;iy produces 125 tuns of fine wine. Like those of

Ontemerle and chateau Cambon, the commerce of Bordeaux looks out for these wines to

export them to Holland and England, where they are much appreciated.

These important improvements, as well as the great agricultural labours executed in the

department of Allier, have decreed to M. L. Bignon actual proprietor of this important

domain, the grand prize at the universal Exhibition and the cross of officer of the Legion of

honour.

\. The chateau Maucamps was in the 18 ,k century the residence of the noble family

Lalanne.

After having passed through many hands, it has become in 1863, the property of M. E.

Chasseriau, who lias entirely restored il; its vineyards are now exclusively complanted with

the finest varieties of vines. This excellent growth, which ranks amongst the superior

bourgeois wines of Medoc produces annually about 160 from to 200 hogsheads.

The chateau Maucamps, surrounded by beautiful shades, and large dependencies, is actually

the property of heirs Chasseriau (grand sons of M. O'Lanyer).
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Guillotin (de Massip). . . 10
At the Moid, de Demey (Ct.

Attie) 14
Growth Constant- Trois-Mon-

lins (Mrs Dugravier). . . 30
At Larrien-Terrcfort 3 (gra-

ves) (Oh. Vieillard). ... 30

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Priban l (Th. Belle-

mer)
Ch.-Gironville 2 (Ouffour-Du-
bergier). ......

Chat.- Rose-la-Biche (Ferdi-

nand Giese)
At F'donntau (Lacouture). .

CHATEAU-PRIBAN
SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH, ANCIENT JURISDICTION OF CANTEMERLE

M. Th. Bellemer, proprietor.

1. The growth of chateau Priban, situated in the ancient jurisdiction of Cantemerle, of
which it was formerly a part, was bought in May 1879 by M. Theodore Bellemer who has
made great improvements — This vineyard, classed superior bourgeois, is established in a
good position, upon excellent graves ani bordered almost entirely by the vines oi Cante-
merle at the south, west and east. It is finely planted; its wines are of superior quality
much iti request, especially in Holland, Belgium, and England, countries where they are
highly value! for their delicacy and bouquet. — In other grand wines of the graves , this
domain produces at Priban-Terrefort wines less fine, but bodied and coloured.

9. The domain of Gironville comprises 455 heel. This vineyard is divided into two dis-
tinct parts: 35 hect. situated upon fine gravelous ridges, producing a wine fine, mellow
and agreeable. This property is now e.ifargeJ. Its brand is w 11 known in Holland and in
request by the commerce of Bordeaux; 10 hectares in the palus yield a bo died , coloured
wine.

3. The domain of Larrieu-Terrefort presents grounds of several natures, producing throe
qualities of wine, quite different from each other. They are divided as follows: 1° 30 to 40
tuns, a wine possessing delicacy and remarkable bouquet, which is gathered on one of
the finest graves croupes of Macau and Labarde; 2° 30 tuns wine of Terrefort, distinguished
by its body and beautiful colour; 3° 00 tuns pains wine.
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m

CHATEAU-GIRONVILLE
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Duffour-Dubergier, proprietor.

CHATEAU-LARRIEU-TERREFORT
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Ch. Vieillard, proprietor.
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superior bourgeois growths [continued).

Tuns
red wine.

A t Larrien-Terrefort (Ch

.

Vieillard) 80
At Briban - Terrefort (Th.

Tuns
red wine.

Bellemer) 25
At Mavcamps-Terrcfort (Heirs

Chasseriau) 35

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS IN GRAVES

Growths Johns and Jornon
Guilhcm united (Chautard
Pineau)

At the bourg (J. Pephau)..
Id. (Prelat). . . .

Id. (Dechans brothers)

Id. (Gouny son senior

Id. (M" Pincon). .

Id. (Miss Dutreuil).

Id. (Constantin son).

Id. (Camus). . .

10
8
6

6
5
5

4
4

4

At Cantelandc (Carsolle).

At Peyrat (Camus Lami).
At Bern (Lotte). . . .

Id. (Jules Pontet). .

Id. (Thibaut senior).

Id. (Thibaut junior).

Id. (Ducasse). . . .

At la Grillade (Castagnet).
At Belle-Vue (Nelson Decan)
At Monsparou (Sentout). .

At the bout de Vile (Dussaud) 60
Id. (various little prop°r s

) 40
Id. (Labrunie) 40

Ancient growth Beyrecave
(Jean Bernard). . .

At Guignan (Blanchet).

At Lauretan (Bertrand).

At la Ferme (Freneau).
At Seguin (Seguin). . .

Domain Ducru (M»8 de Car-

bonnier de Marsac). .

A t Marrot (J. de la Roca)
At Beraud (Brunet). .

At Lescalle (Tessandier).
^1£ Uesplats{Raymond Michel)
At Plaisance (Cavalie andAn

drieu)

Chateau-Pelon (Genies). .

At Bozan (Vignolles). . .

At Moizin (Dejean and Se
medard)

50
20
80
25
15

140
45
35
80

100

150
90
90

40

At Moizin{Bernard
J.

.

Id. (Espagne). .

At Fontan (Faure). .

At Campardon and Lacoste
(Chaigneau)

Ch.-Peyronnet (de St-Lou
bert)

Bespin (F. Giese). . . .

At Barreyre (Dupille). .

At the Port-de-Macau (Vezia
Id. (Cabos). . . .

Id. (Cheri Labatut).
At Tayet (Ollivier). . .

(Raymond).
(Dugay son).

( DuSour-Dubergier
Terrefort (Ch. Vieillard).

Growths Johns Jornon and
Guilhem united (Chautard-
Pineau l

)

Id.

Id.

Id.

About 20 small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS IN PALUS.

By order of situation in going down the course of the Garonne.

25
15
25

30

30
25
35
25
40
15
25
15
25
40
60

50

100 small proprietors make in rich and dry palus from 1 to 10 tuns.

\. M. Chautard-Pineau possesses two growths, at Lacoste, which arc adjacent to the

host graves. Their crop may [be divided upon an average into 15 tuns wine of graves,

and 35 tuns wine of strong soil.
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ARSAG. — 919 Inh. — 3,219 hect. — 10 k. to S.-E. of Cas-

telnau; 24 k. to N.-W. of B* . — B. : to N. by Cantenac
;

to E. by Macau ; to S. by Le Pian ; to S.-W. by Saint-Aubin
;

to W. by Saint-Raphael ; to N.-W. by Avensan. — Railway
st. of Macau. — P. & T. O. : Margaux.

Soil. — To E. undulated plateaux , rather elevated and

sablo-gravelous ; to W. grounds and lands sablonous.— Sub-
soil. — To W. alios ; to E. graves, argil and marl.

The red wines are highly valued ; in the first growths, they

are similar to those of Margaux and Cantenac. Price at vintage

time 700 to 1,400 fr. for the bourgeois growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

5th CLASSED GROWTH

Tuns red wine.
Chateau-du-Tertre (M 1

'8 Henri Kcenigswarter) 125

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. Le Mbnteil (Hostein Fa-
tou) (new creation). . . .

Chat. -a"Arsac (Hostein Fa-
tou) 125

Tuns
red wine.

At Montbrison (G. Chaix-
d'Est-Ange) 30

At Baury (Mrs Sipiere). . 45

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Tricots (Grenier brothers)

At Bel-Air (Thibaut).

Id. (Gondat).
At Cantelovp (DutTuch)

.

At the Grys (Raymond).
At Guiton (Guiton). .

Id. (Dejean). .

At the bourg (family Lambert)
Id. (SylvainBaziadoly)
Id. (Dufour). . . .

Id. (fam.Teychonneau)

15
15
6

12
8
10
10
12
10
6

6

At the bourg (David). . .

Id. (Duran). . . .

Id. (Baziadoly junior)
Id. (Gravier). . .

At la Mouline (Mrs G. La
lande)

At Ligondra (family Dubos)
Id. (Mrs Jadouin). .

At Linas (Renouil). . . .

At the Lucqvet (Arn. La
lande)

6
6

6

10

30 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

LABARDE. — 478 Inh. — 475 hect. - 12 k. to E.-S.-E. of

Castelnau ; 24 k. to N.-W. of B* . — B. : to N. by Cantenac
;

to E. and S. by Macau ; to W. by Arsac. — Railway, st. of

Macau
; road from Bx to Labarde. — P. & T. O. : Margaux.
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CHATEAU-GISCOURS
(8rd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Edouard Cruse, proprietor.

FARM OF GISCOURS.
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Varied soil : to W. sablo-gravelous ; very firm gravelous

ground and to the extremity E. some palus. — Sub-soil. To

W. and to the centre, alios and a little grave ; to E. argil.

A red wine remarkable for its delicacy, bouquet and flavour.

This commune includes two classed growths and four superior

bourgeois growths, very much valued, which sell at vintage

time, according to the years, from 800 to 1,500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

3rd CLASSED GROWTH
Chateau- Giscours l (Ed. Cruse)

5th CLASSED GROWTH
Chateau-Danzac 2 (Nath. Johnston)

Tuns red wine.

. . . 125

90

CHATEAU-DAUZAC
(5 th CLASSED GROWTH)
M. Nath. Johnston, proprietor.

\. The chateau Giscours, recently bought by M. Edouard Cruse, is surrounded by a
magnificent vineyard of 60 hect. upon gravelous croupes, admirably situated and choicely

planted. This vineyard is classed in the ranks of the best 3 rd growths of Medocand has
such a reputation as is not necessary for us to add our app'ause. The chateau has been
entirely lestored , it replaces a noble house, on the history of which we comeback to

tome III of Statistique de la Gironde. — The farm, which deserves merit asarnodeiof
construction and arrangement, is due to the plans of M. Duphot, architect.

2. This excellent vineyard produces wines more and more sought after daily. M. Nath.
Johnston lias obtained a gold medal for his collective exhibition of the wines of chateau
Beaucaillou and chateau Dauzac.
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CHATEAU-BOURGADE-LACHAPELLE
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Henri Gasqueton, proprietor.

CHATEAU-CONSEILLANT
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Justin Bernard, proprietor.
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SUPEEIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

131

Tuns
red wine.

Bourgade-Lachapelle { (Henri
Gasqueton) 35

Roaemont-Gencste (P. Ska-
wiuski) 25

Chat.-Siran (Alex, and Paul
Sollberg), 1 st wine. ... 60

Tuns
red wine.

Conseillant 2 (Justin Ber-
nard) 25

Chat.-Siran (Alex, and Paul
Sollberg)(terrefort).2nd wine 60

Canto-La tide (P. Skawins-
ki) 12

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Baziadoly) .

Id. (Dutruch).
12 At the bourg (Eyquem Cardin)

Id. (Croizet). . . .

20 small proprietors make from I to 4 tuns, in graves or in palus.

CANTENAG — 1,133 Inh. — 1,417 hect. — 10 k. to E. of

Castelnau ; 25 k. to N. of B* . — B : to N. by Margaux

;

to E. by the Gironde ; to £. by Labarde and Arsac; and

to W. by Avensan. — Railway : st. at Margaux. — P. &
T. O. : Margaux.

Soil. — To E. alluvial plains of meadows and vines, on

palus lands ; the rest of the commune has undulating grave-

lous grounds fertile, very favourable to the vine and to the

quality of the wines ; towards the extremity W. some sablo-

nous portions with heath and furze ground. — Sub-soil :

gravelly and aliotic at the centre and W. ; alluvious to E.

Red -wines of graves, excellent, rivaling by their good

qualities those of superior communes of Medoc, especially by

their elegance and agreeable fruity taste, by the delicacy,

bouquet and mellowness which particularly distinguish them.

They have also a beautiful colour and keep very well. This

commune includes a large number of classed growths, a second,

1. This domain is one of the most ancie it Li Medoc and belonged to the family Lachapelle

since I he XV* century up to 1867, at which time it was bought by M. H. Gasqueton. The
wine of this growth, produced by I he cabernet and the verdot, is remarkable for

its bouquet and delicacy. This vineyard is situated between the growths of Giscours aod
D.iuzae.

2. The domain of Conscillanl has been create! in 1779 by M. J.dcRistcau, director of

the India company. It was then known unied the name of Bellcgarde. This vineyard
is situated upon the most elevated croupe of Labarde.
The different plants that compose it, such as the cabcrnet-sauvignon, cabernet blanc,

carmenerc and petit verdot, m;<ke these wines highly valued in commerce and especially

appreciated in Holland. Their average production is from 25 to 30 tuns.
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four thirds, two fourths and several superior bourgeois. The

Chateau-Margaux has a part of his vines in Cantenac. The

wines of palus obtain from 25 to 50 fr. more than the

wines of ordinary palus.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

2 nd CLASSED GROWTH
Tuns red wine.

Chateau-Brane- Cantenac (family Berger and G. Roy) 100

3nJ CLASSED GROWTH.

Chat-Kirwan l (City of Bordeaux proprietor. M. Adolphe Go-
dard usufructuary) 70

CHATEAU-KIRVAN
(8rd CLASSED GROWTH)

City of Eordeaux proprietor M. Adolphe Godard usufructuary.

1. The growth of Kirvan is classed at the head of the 3 rd growths. Its vines arc con-

tiguous to those of Chateau-Margaux, Rauzan and Brane and are situated upon the most
exposed croupes of the commune : they occupy 35 hectares tirioly planted. These

wines have often obtained prices of the 2 nd * growths. The crop of 1868 has been sold at

vintage time for 3,200 fr.the tun.

M. A. Godard dea 1 in 1881 and left the greatest part of his large fortune to the cily of

Bordeaux.
The first artesian well of Medoc has been dug upon this property ; its depth is a

1

out

85 meters.
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3rd classed growths {continued).

133

Tuns
red wine.

Chat .- Cantcnac-Brown l (A.
Lalande) 130

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Palmer 2 (Pereire). 170
CMt.-oVlssan (G. Roy.)- • • 100

CHATEAU-CANTENAC-BROWN
(3rd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Armand Lalande, proprietor.

1. The chateau Cantcnac-Brown comprises 70 hect. of vines and is one of the largest

3 rd class growths in Medoc. lis wines are celebrated for the abundance of their bouquet,

their elegance and their delicacy and at the same time their nervous and mellow character,

united with that extreme delicacy which the wines of Margaux possess and the replete

charms of the wines of Saint- Julicn — The proprietor has appliel himself for many yeais

to give perfection to the quality of the w nes of this growth, by not tolerating any secondary
plants and even admitting but those of the finest quality, such as carmenct-sauvignon,
carmenot franc, carmenere and petit vcrdot. This exclusive choice of the best plants has

had a great influence on the high quality of the wine.

2. The Palmer vineyard, to which general Palmer gave his name under the Pvcslauration,

was formerly known under the name of Chateau de Gasq, the name of its proprietor,

whose wines were well known at the palace of the Marechal Richelieu and later at the

Court cf Louis XV and contributed much to extend the reputation of the wines of Medoc.
It comprises 83 hectares 14 ares, choicely planted and distributed over the communes of

Cantenac and Margaux.
The domain of Palmer joins the vineyard of Boston, which is about at four kilometers dis-

tance. — It is another creatio \ of general Palmer. This vineyard was completely destroyed
by oidium. Since 1858 it has been entirely reestablished with a choice of plants guaranteeing
the best productions. It comprises to-day 27 hectares of vines in perfect condition and its

products are yearly increasing. The united productions of Palmer and Boston have an
average of 170 tuns which will augment later on : the wine is one of the best of its

class and often rivals 20d growths.
This domain possesses 25 hect. meadows in Margaux and Avcnsan, alsi 14 hect. vege-

table land and in Avcnsan 29 hect. of wood.
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CHATEAU-PALMER
(3rd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Pereire ,
proprietor (See, p. 133, note 2).

CIIATEAU-POUJET
(4th CLASSED GROWTH)

MM. de Chavaille, proprietois.
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4th CLASSED GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Povjet l (de Cha-
vaille^ 3D

Tuns
red wine.

Le Prieure (Mrs Rosset and
Pages) 85

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Martinens (Cte Saulter de i Dom.-d'Angliidet 2 (PaulPro-
Beauregard 90 | mis) 45

DOMAINE D'ANGLUDET-CANTENAC
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Paul Promis, proprietor.

i. At Jean Faure, commune of Cantenac, we find the Chavaille or Poujet growth. Al-
though the abode is modest, with neither turret nor pavilion, its productions may rival

thos i of Kirwan. There was formerly a Benedictine convent, which had great success
in the vine culture, the harvests gaining such reputation that their wines were into request in

the most distant countries. They saw(it is said) in this growth, before the revolution, certain
parts of the vines that went back to several centuries. The monks of Cantenac, as those
of Clos Vougeot, knew that the older the vine is the better are its productions, the frail

shrub resembling in this case the man who becomes more wise and learned in aging.
The Chavaille family has always religiously preserved those traditions.

It is by mistake that d'Amailhacq writes in his 3 rd edition that chaleau Kirwan has been
augmented with the vines of Poujet : he would mean those of Gazet de Lassalle. The
Poujet growth is composed of about 15 hectares.

2. The domain of Angludet was formerly a very important property , belonging to

M. Legras. Its wines, very fine, were classed amongst the 4th growths. On the death
of M. Legras, in 1774, this vineyard was divided between his foui' sons, and two of these
parts are now the property of M. Paul Promis; it comprises 60 hectares, of which
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superior bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Chdteau-d'Angludet l (J. Ja-
donin) 70

La-Tour-Masmc (P.Darquier-

Ellie) 20

Tuns
red wine.

Pontac-Lynch (Gaston Lafon) 25
Ch.-Vincent (M rs Jadouin). . 25
Chateau-Montbrun 2 (J. Ja-
douin) 12

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Jean-Faure (Gondat sister)

Id. (Gondat Marian)
At Issan (Eyqnem). . . .

At the oovrg (Chartrons).
Id. (Guerin junior). .

Id. (Guerin senior). .

A tthe Eycarts (E n ne ]\j orreau )

At Benqueyre (Gourdon). .

Id. (Fourton). . .

At Matheu (Mazeau). . . .

Id. (Bernard). . . .

30
lb

5

12

10
o

At Lagunegrand (Martin ju-
nior)

At the Eycarts (Gondat).
At La Palu (Gondat).
Growth Bacquey (Roy). .

At lssan(~M™ Reau). . .

Id. (Perie)

Id. (Marie or Maiiot)
Id. (Jules Renaud). .

Id. (Lalandej. . . .

Id. (Chaussat). . .

20 small proprietors make in the graves from 1 to 5 tuns.

IN PALUS

At Port-Au bin (Mrs de Ma-
rolles) (cellars at. the bourg).

At Brouzac (Paul Clermont).
At the Moulin d'Issan(G.Tloy)

160
60
80

Ch.- Vincent (Mrs Jadouin). .

At Vincent (Jean Darquier).
PontaC'Lynch(GsLston Laffon)

5

4

12
8

10
7

8

6

4

4

8
12
20

22 devoted to the vine culture, produce yearly 45 tuns. On account of numerous impro-
vements introduced by M. Paul Promis , it will yield ere long 60 tuns. It is planted

with cabernet-sauvignon, cabernet franc and especially carmenere, and is bordered by the

vineyards of Giscours, Kirwan, Desmirail, Cantenac-Brown.
Although this growth has lost his former rank in consequence of the want of care of

the preceding proprietors, it is now nevertheless considered as one of the best superior

bourgeois of Medoc. It further tends to recover its anrien reputation, thanks to the care

of M. Paul Promis, grandson of the former owner of chateau Giscours, M. Marc Promis.
As a proof of the favour this growth is now enjoying, we may mention that M. Paul
Promis has effected in June 188:2 the sale of his three last vintages at the following figures :

vintage 1879, 1,200 fr. the tun; vintagel880, 1,300 fr.; vintage 1881, 1,700 fr. ; the\vhoIe
without discount or brokerage, delivery on the chateau.

1. This errowth formerly classed 4th
is one of the superior bourgeois growths and one

of the most esteemed in Medoc. Its wines are especially appreciated in England, where
they are well known for their delicacy, bouquet and fine colour, as for their perfect deve-
lopment in bottle. They have often been preferred to 3 rd growths, which is explained by
the fine position of the vineyard, which besides is completely surrounded with 2nd and 3 d

classed growths. The predominating plants are : the little verdot and principally the

carmenere. The actual production is' from 70 to 80 tuns ; it will be in 2 or 3 years of

100 tuns on an average.

2. The vineyard of chateau Montbrun belonged in former years to the estate of chateau
Palmer, in consequence of which the wines of this growth, after its separation from chateau
Palmer have borne for many years the brand of « Montbrun-Palmcr ».

The vines, situated in the best parts of the commune of Cantenac, produce very fine

wines, which distinguish themselves by their body and colour, and which keep exceedingly welt.

The average production is from 50 to 60 hogsheads , but in some years , it will

reach 100 hhds in consequence of the new plantations made by the proprietor, M. Jules

Jadouin.
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CHATEAU-D'ANGLUDET-CANTENAC
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Jules Jadouin, proprietor.

CHATEAU-MONTBRUN
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Jules Jadouin, proprietor.
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MARGAUX. — 1,661 Inh. — 843 hect. — ^8 k. to N.-W.
ofBx

; 10 k. to E. of Castelnau. — B. : to N. by Sous-

sans ; to E by the Gironde; to S. by Cantenac ; to W.
by Avensan. — St. of the railway at 800 m. to S.-W.

of the bourg. — Port employed by the communes of Cantenac

and Margaux, known under the name of port Margaux, but

named officially port Aguado , this honourable proprietor

having conceded certain grounds which lead directly to the

port. The ancient isle Vincent and the isle of La Tour de

Mons form a portion of Margaux. — P. & T. O.

Soil.— ToE. very fertile palu?and in the restofths commune,
graves and sablonous blaokish earth, mixed with a great num-
ber of pebb es forming an irregular bed. — Sub-soil : varied :

to E. alluvions ; to N. argil; to N.-W. marl ; the rest of the

com nune is either graves or alios ferruginous.

Red wine. — Its reputation is universal. It is without

doubt in successful years the first wine in the world. Gifted

with a beautiful colour, much delicacy and splendid bouquet,

it is generous without being heady, reviving the stomach, while

respecting the head, preserving the breath pure as well as

the mouth fresh. The Margaux wines have in England a

very decided preference. This commune comprises: one first

growth, four second growths and several superior bourgeois

growths much valued which sell, at vintage time, from 800 to

1,500 fr., according to the year.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

l 8 t CLASSED GROWTH
Tuns red wino.

Ch.-Margaux < (Pillet-Will)
j 2?* wfne.

'.'.'.'.
\

.'.'.
\

*»

i. The Chatoan-Margaux has a very anc'ont oiigiu ami an ol 1 celebrity. Tn the fifleenlh

century, it was known under the name of I amotho. It was fhen a fortified casllo ; it

helongn 1 at lliis period to the seigneur Monferrand and later to the seigneur do Dnrfort.
In 1750. M. de Fumel, who was its possessor made important vin«* plantations
which have contributed to put them upon the first rinks of Modoc growths. It was
bought in 18U2 by the marquis of Lacolonilla, who razed the old chateau and constructed
the rich palace that we ?ee to-day. In 1836 M. le vicomte Aguado marquis de las Ma-
rimas became its possessor; his son sold it to M. Pillet-Will in 1879. The vineyard of
Clialcau-Margaiix comprises 80 hect. planted with the best vines and cultivated with a

quite particular attention. It would be useless to attempt a favourable description of
these wines whose well deserved reputation is universal (see design).
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CHATEAU- M A RGAUX
(1

st CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Fillet-Will, [proprietor.

C H ATE A U-RAUZAN-GASSIES
(2

nd CLASSED GROWTH)

M" Rhone-Pereire, proprietress.
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2«d CLASSED GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Rausan-Segla (Durand-Das-
sier) 60

Rauzan- Gassies l (Mrs Rho-
ne-Pereire) 45

Tuns
red -wine.

Lascombes ? (Chaix-d'Est-
Ange) 40

Durfort- Vivens 3 (G. Richier
and E. de la Mare). . . 50

3nd CLASSED GROWTHS

Marquis d'A lesme - Bee Iter

(Sznajderski) 12
Ferriere (Ferriere). ... 15

Malescot -St- Exupery (Ber-

dos, de Boissac, Ch. Couve
and Deroulede) 150

Desmirail (Mrs Sipiere). . . 50

4 th CLASSED GROWTH

Marquis de Therme (O. Sollberg) 80

1. Tlie domain of Rauzan-Gassies was formerly united to that of Rauzan-Segla, and has a

very ancient origin. Les VariiUs Bordelaises says that in 4530 Gail lard de Tardes was
seigneur of the noble house of Gassies, and that in 4645 it belonged to Bernard de Bave-
rolles, squire, inhabiting the parish of Margaux. In the last century, it became the property

of M. de Rauzan, conseiller au Parlement, which fact introduced a knowledge of the

Gassies wines to the court of France and in London, M. de Rauzan bequeathed his name
to this celebrated growth ; and since 4866, the poriion called Rauzan-Gassies passed into the

hands of M. Rhouc-Pereire, after having belonged successively to M. Chevalier de Puybo-
reau, to M ra Chabrier and to Viguerie. The vineyard of Rauzan-Gassies on account of

recent enlargements, comprises 27 hectares 33 ares of vines, which in consequence of their

excellent situation, of the most minute cares and intelligent labour bestowed upon them,
produce a wine classed in the ranks of the best second growths, which is no'.iceable

for an exquisite delicacy, all the vine plants of inferior quality having been eliminated from
this noble growth.

2. The Lascombes growth was formerly joined to the Durfort growth. Its most
ancient proprietor was the Chevalier Lascombes, whose heirs sol J this growth to M. L.-A.

Hue. It afterwards passed into the hands of his son in law, M. Petit, who sold it to

M. Chaix-d'Est-Ange, late senator, to whose son it at present belongs. The different

proprietors of Lascombes have always taken the greatest care to improve this vineyard,

situated in one of the best parts of the commune of Margaux. Its wine possesses a great

reputation of delicacy and distinction and we are sure that in the hands of its rich and
intelligent proprietor, the celebrity of this growth cannot but increase to a still greater

degree. In the n° of the 4th april 4838 of the journal Le Producteur, we read the follc-

wing lines affirming its ancient reputation :

« The domain Lascombes possesses old vines and very good plants, implanted on
precious ground. Its wines are said to be of so superior a quality as to rival Chatcau-
Margaux. »

Let us terminate in stating that Lascombes contains seven prix faits of vine and a half

and produces an average of 30 to 35 tuns. A happy exchange has been made, a short

time since, upon this vineyard, which consisted in the replacement of iron supports for the
vines, instead of the wooden ones, or carassons, formerly used. This new installation does
not cost dearer than the other, nor does it require to be replaced each year as with
the old method. It therefore otters a double economy, of purchase and of workmanship.

3. This celebrated growth, the design of the chateau of which is on the following page
belonged in the first instance to the family of Durfort de Duras. — In 482 1, M. Vivens
having become proprietor added his own name to that i.f Durfort. Soon afierwards,

his niece married the couile Luysegur, who in 18G6 sold this domain to MM. G. Richier
and E. do la Mare.

This domain comprises about 30 hectares of vines, situated upon the fine gravelous
croupes of Margaux and Cantenac, producing 40 to 55 tuns. Its wines have great delicacy

and bouquet, as the great wines of Margaux. They are distinguished by their line colour
ami long duration — The vines are all kept with iron wire and only the finest plcnts are
introduced into this vineyard.
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CHATEAU-LASCOMBES
(2nd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. G. Chaix-d'Est-Ange, proprietor.

DOMAINE DURFORT-VIVENS
(2

nd CLASSED GROWTH)
MM. G. Richier and E. de la Mare, proprietors
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-la-Begorce (F. Beau-
court) 60

Abbe Gorsse (MiBB de Gorsse). 35
Ch.- Abel-Laurent x {ancient

Tuns
red wine.

Seguineaii) (Abel Laurent) 60
Ch.-Doumens (MM. Bernet). 70
Chateau-Lagurgue 2 (Camille
Lanoire) 40

4. The domain of chateau Abel-Laurent, contiguous to that of Chateau-Margaux, is formed
of vineyards situated in the choicest parts of Margaux and Cantenac. These vineyarJs

known formerly under the names ofJeanBrun, les Dames Seguinau, Can-Sec and especially

Boyd-Canlenac (very high classed growths) produce wines so distinguished as to assign

them a place amongst the most remarkable of Medoc. They comprise altogether about
20 hect. and produce about 60 tuns. — This domain is remarkable for its model arrange-
ment and is composed of plants recognized as superior for tin production of grand wines,

such as several varieties of the cabernet, malbec, merLot, petit verdot, in the proportions

underneath indicated :

35 per % Cabernet-sauvignon.

26 id. Cabernet franc.

4 id. Cabernet gris and carmenere.
14 id. Malbec.

9 ii. Merlot.

3 id. Verdot colon.

4 M. Mancin.

5 id. —
of plants less extolled ani regarded as inferior, such as cambe rouge et fer, charge fort
but whose produce is the indispensable coefficient or the condiment for the quality of the

groat wines, in years of too complete maturity, while in doubtful vintages these last plants

serve but for second wines. — We considered it might be interesting to give these figures,

established from those of a scrupulous statement, drawn up under the direction of the

manager of the domains of M. Abel Laurent (M. Noblet, n. 10, rue de Chateaudun, Paris),

because the exceptional success of the fine growths depends of the amalgamation of the

different planls, which should never be trusted to chance. — The chateau Abel-Laurent
bears its proof in its wines of 1874, 1875 and 4878 which may defy all competition.

In consequence the list underneath indicates the age of the vines of this growth com-
posed of :

5 per % from. 82 to 92 years

40 — -
46 — —
47 — —
4 _ _

4i - —
8 — —
43 — —
5 — —

In the time of the old regimen of seigneuries, priories and abbeys, the knowledge of pro-

portions of this kind was regarded as profound secrets, sealed in the archives of the pro-

prietors and their manager.
Time has mate a stride since then. The secret lists of tables have been lost, like the

most part of the old traditions. Many of the old vines have been pulled out and many
domains have been dismembered.— The old classification alone, already emphyteutic, regards

the modifications with an impassible eye and will probably rest changeless a long time,

before modifying the verdict of its predecessors.

2. The vines of chateau Lagurgue, situated on the best croupes of Margaux, made for-

merly part of the priory of that commune and were detached in 4791. Since 4825, this

property belongs to the family Lanoire. — The wines are much appreciated in the North
and distinguished by a great delicacy and fine bouquet.

82 to 92
52 — 57
42 — 52
36 — 42
28 — 36
21 — 28
44 — 21
40 — 44
8 — 9
6 — 8
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CHATEAU-ABEL-LAURENT (ancient seguineau)
M. Abel Laurent, proprietor.

CHATEAU-LAGURGUE
(SUPERIOR BOIRGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Camille Lanoire, conseiller general, proprietor.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns I Tuns
red wine, red wine.

Growth Belair(Jean Thibaut). 30 | Gh.-Lamouroux *(E. Molline) 40

SUPERIOR ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the oourg (Dufour). . . 15
Id. (Feuillerat) 2growth

Marian. ... 15
Id. (Leya). .... 12
Id. (Rafaillac). ... 10
Id. (Marie Delas). . 10
Id. (Mariot Marie). . 8
Id. CMellet) 15

Growth Corneillant (Faustin
Arnaud) 12

At the bourg ( Micau bro-
thers) 8

Id. (Bertrand Gondat). 8

Id. (EtienneTournier). 8
Id. (Micau senior). . 6
Id. (H. Feuillerat). . G

CHATEAU-LAMOUROUX
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH]

M. E. Molline, proprietor.

i. This domain the design of which we give above, has been bought by M. E. Molline the

18 th august 1868 at the bar ot the Bordeaux tribunal, bearing amongst its ancient titles

the name of Manoir-de-Lamouroux. It is situated to the north-west of the bourg of Mar-
gaux, in the most elevated portion, between the best vines of the celebrate! Chateau-
Margaux growth and that of Lascombes. Nothing has been neglected by the proprietor

in planting in this vineyard, which has considerably increased, the best recognized plants.

Its wines also possess a great delicacy, combined with a very decided bouquet, body,

and are of long duration. It extends over 53 hectares.

2. The growth of Marian, the old good reputation and which is so well known by the

Bordeaux trade, is situated in the middle of Margaux, in the section of Labegue; it

extends over 25 hectares.

This estate, formerly belonging to M. Gachet, is actually the property of M. Alexandre
Feuillerat, son-in-law of M. Rambaud, who was mentioned as the proprietor in the 3 rJ french

elition of this book.
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GROWTH MARIAN
(SUPERIOR ARTISAN GROWTH)

M. Feuillerat, proprietor.

SUPERIOR ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Constantin or
Bertranot). . . 6

Id. (Teychonneau). . 5

Id. (Grenier, blacks-
mith) 4

About ten small proprietors make from 1 to 3 tuns.

At the bourg (Monpontet bro-

thers). ....
Id. (Charmant Cons-

tantin). » . .

Tuns
red wine.

IN PALUS

lle-Marganx (P. Jadouin se-
nior) 125

Chat.- Vincent 1 (M> Gourdon
and Pujos) 100

us (Bernos de Boissac,
Couve and Deroulede)

Id. (Mrs Sipiere). . .

Id. (Cam. Lanoire).

60
10
7

AVENSAN. — 1 ,340 inh. — 5,224 hect. — 3 k. to E. of Castel-

nau ; 29 k. toN. of Bx.— B. : on theN. by Moulis and Soussans
;

ontheE. bySoussansand Cantenac;on theS.byArsac, S*-Aubin
and Salaunes ; on the W. by Castelnau. '— Railway st. from
Margaux and halt at Soussans. — P. & T. O. : Castelnau.

1. The property, known in commerce under the name of chateau Vincent Margaux, is
situated upon the ancient Isle of this name, adjacent to the Chateau- Marga x possessions
and attached to the commune for more than 50 years by commons or alluvions which make
it a direct dependency of Margaux. — The ground of this property contains much sand,
producing a delicate and flavoured wine, much required by the trade.
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Soil presenting argilo-calcareous fine land to N. ; to E. graves

;

to S. and W. argillous and gravelous sands. — Sub-soil va-

ried : to N. stony or marly; to E. graves; to S. stone, argil or

sand; to extreme W. argillaceous sand or gravel.

Red wines approaching by their delicacy and bouquet

those of Margaux, but more bodied than the latter. They are

much in request in Germany. Price at vintage time 800 to

1,500 fr. in the bourgeois growths ; 600 to 900 fr. in the artisan

growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Domaine de Villegeorge l

(Marcelin Clauzel). ... 20

Tuns
red wine.

Ch-Citran^ (Heirs Clauzel) *00
Ch -Meyre (M's Estebe). . . 25

CHATEAU-CITRAN
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Heirs Clauzel, proprietors.

\. The domain of Villegeorge comprises about G3 hect.; ils vineyard is based upon the

communes of Avensan and Soussans and has an extent of 15 hect. It lias a charming'

position and is planted for 3/4 in cabcrnet-sauvignon and for 1/4 with several fine plants.

Its wines are the most sought after in that commune. This vineyard, recently bought by

M. Marcelin Clauzel, is the object of numerous improvements — The average of its pro-

duction is more than 20 tuns. The crop of 1874 has been sold at 1 ,500 fr. tome months
after vintage and that of 1875, 1,500 in the ?ame conditions.

2. The chateau Citran is in extent about 1,500 acres, comprising 300 acres vineyards, 240
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BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-JDonissan (Cte de Pontac). 25
Ch.-d'Avensan(Ed. Dufresne) 30

Tnns
red wine.

At Bonneau (M ,B Lermet). . 30
Ch.-Labarthe (Victor Tetard). 15

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Le ffant (Gal an). . . .

At Ifel-Air (Dubos). . .

Id. (Douat). . .

At the bourg (M6tria). . .

Id. (Veyries senior).

Id. (B. Joannes). .

At Ditey (Veyries junior).

A t the Pont (Leon Braquessac
Id. (Robin senior). .

(Bernard Robin).
(Dubos senior). .

(Guil. Veyries). .

(Drillot Metayet)
(Meyre). .

." .

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

20

10
10
8

10

At Tiarreau (Braquessac). . 30
At Primat (Poujeaux). . . 6

At Romefort (Br&na,s). ... 10
Id. (Damas). ... 10

At Malet (Braquessac). . . 10
Id. (F. Douat). ... 5

At Pelin (Felix Braquessac). 8

At Peyhaut (Riberol). . . 10
A t la fvilerie (Jean Darquier) 10
At Lagrave (Constantin). . 6

At Villeranque (Guill. Bra-
quessac) . . 10

Id. (Berlan). . . 6

Id. (Bosc). . . 6

About 30 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

CASTELNAU.- 1,784 inh. — 2,387 hect.- 28 k. to N.-W.
of Bx. — B. : on the N. by Moulis; on the E. by Avensan ; on

the S. by Avensan and Sainte-Helene ; on the W. by Sainte-

Helene and Moulis. — Carriages corresponding with the

railway station of Margaux. — P. & T. O.
Soil : to N. and E. argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelous

devoted to vines and meadows; to S. and W. sandy or sandy-

gravelous, generally applied to woods and cereals. Sub-soil :

to E. marl, stone, and argil ; to N. and W. graves; to S. alios

and sand.

Wines. — Bodied, flavoured, having much improved for

several years by the amelioration of plants
;
price at vintage

time 650 to 1,200 fr. for the bourgeois growths and 550 to

acres meadows, 120 acres arable grounds, 180 acres woods, oaks, acacias, coppices and
warrens, 240 acres pine-woods.
The estate, separated in two vineyards, is complantcd for ?/4 with cabernet-sauvignon and

for 1/i with merlot. The soil of the largest vineyard is entirely gravelly, like the soil

of the commune of Marg-aux ; the soil of the second vineyard is of an argillous calcareous

nature, like the ground of the commune of Moulis. All these vineyards are situated almost
entirely on a ridge of small hills. The average production of this estate is about 1,200
hhds; in exceptional years it has reached even 1,600 hhds.
On the estate of chateau Citran are 40 milk-cows of Bordeaux breed, 45 working oxen

and cows of Bazas breed, 20 horses, mares and foals, 200 sheep merinos and cross breed.
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850 fr. for artisan growths. The most part of the proprietors

named hereafter have a great part of their vines in Moulis,

Listrac, Avensan and their cellars in Castelnau.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chat. - Oujac ( Mra Gon-
tier-Lalande) 50

Le Grand-Lambert (Louis

Chivret) 40
At Eugon (Hugon son). . . 18

At Videau (Louis Videau). . 18

At JJarcou (E. Moiling).

At Golan (Galan pon). .

At the bourg (Drillon). .

Id. (Daurat). . .

JDn of la Providence (Max
Molliet)

Tuns
red wine.

15
30
20
15

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Antoune). .

Id. (Verriere). . .

(Gachet). . .

(Trigaut). . .

(Martin). . .

(Verriere senior).

(Malescot senior).

(Poitou father).

(Lagarde). . .

(Delhomme).
(Martin Kaymond)

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

12

8

12
10
10
10
10
10

At the bourg (Lagarde, uncle)

Id. (Arn. Moreau)
Id. (Chivret).

Id. (Verriere).

Id. (Riviere).

Id. (Simon Martin)
Id. (Meunier). .

Id. (Moreau).
Id. (Roux, joiner).

At Jautard (Baudoux).
Id. (Taudinet). .

8

6
15
6
6
6
12
10

About 15 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

SOUSSANS. — 1,340 inh. — 1,558 hect. — 8 k. to E.

N.-E.of Castelnau; 30k. to N.-N.-W. of Bx — B.: on theN. by

Arcins ; on the E.by theGironde; on the S. by Margaux and Can-
tenac ; on the W. by Avensan. — Railway st. Margaux. — P.

k T. O : Margaux.

Soil : towards W. sandy-gravelous, moderately fertile, very
fine graves. Near Marsac and to E. palus assigned to mea-
dows, etc. — Sub-soil : alios or graves towards W. ; argil

towards E. and a marl bank a kilometer in length towards
S.-E. ; ashlars banks towards the property of Queyron.
Graves "wines with fine bouquet, very agreeable and

quickly drinkable; price at vintage time 800 to 1,500 fr. for the
bourgeois growths, according to the years ; 600 to 900 fr. for

the artisan growths.

The palus wines are bodied and well coloured and rather

valued. Price at vintage time 550 to 850 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Belair (de Pomereu
d'Aligrc) 50

Ch.'la-Tour-cie-Mons (de La
Geard and de Gastebois). . 100

Gh~Paveil l (Heirs Francis de

Tuns
red wine.

Luze) 125
Raut-Tayac et Siamois (A.-H.
Holagray) 60

Chat,-du- Grand - Soussans 2

(Abel Laurent) 15

OHATEAU-PAVEIL
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Heirs Francis de Luze, proprietors.

1. Chateau-Paveil is a domain of 141 hectares in the communes of Soussans, Arcins,

Avensan and Moulis and was divided as follows: vines 65 hect.; woods 48 hectares 1/2;
meadows and arable lands 18 hect.; marshes 8 hectares 1/2 ; houses and dependencies
1 hect. In 1879 a detached part of the domain, designated under the name of Peyvigneau,
was sold, thus reducing the vineyard to about 40 hect — The property that at present
exists will attain on an average a production of 120 tuns, when the new plantations will

yield a full crop. The common plants that existed formerly have been carefully ex-
tracted by the present proprietors, only allowing the best to remain, amongst which the

cabernet form the largest part. The wines of this growth have long had a reputation and
become daily more in request.

2. The vineyard of Grand-Soussans at 3 kilometers of chateau Abel-Laurent is formed
by the very old vineyard of Saint- Antoine and from vines situated in the immediate locality :

the Tayac, the Moulina, and fresque Rose. It comprises about 5 hectares and yields 15

tuns of wine exceptionally distinguished.

The principal vineyard of this excellent growth is situated upon a gravelous slope, exposed
to S. and W. , at the foot of which is a meadow crossed by a little river, the Moulina.
When in 1867, M. Abel Laurent became proprietor of Grand-Soussans, this vineyard was

almost entirely composed of very old vines in bad condition; Lut these were all replaced by
plants of the finest species, the old plants being carefully preserved.

In 1871 and 1872 almost all the old plants were frozen. By the advice of his manager,
M . Noblet, instead of pulling out all the frozen vines, they were cut down to the roots

and treated with the greatest care. — A complete success crowned this mode of operation :
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CHATEAU-GRAND-SOUSSANS SOUS MARGAUX
M. Abel Laurent, proprietor.

(See p. 14', note 2.)

CHATEAU-HAUT-BRETON-LARIGAUDIERE
M. E. Landau son, proprietor.
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superior bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Haut-Breton-Larigau-
diere 1 (E. Landau son). . 80

La Begorce (Emile Zede). . 30
Seguineau-Deyries (Droz). . 12
Beyrem (Billard) 18

Saint-Pe (Artigues) 12

Richet (Paul Fauche). .

At Marsac (Vernhe). . .

At the bourg (Gauteyron)
At Toujague (Bonnet). .

At the bourg (Kafaillac).

Cellar at Margaux.

151

Tuns
red wine.

10
12
12

15
10

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Virefoiigasse(J&\&ri(ih2LT<i).

Id. (Aug. Gondat. . .

Cellar at Margaux.

Id. (Bernin Douat). .

Id. (Lagunegrand). .

Id. (Cheri Gondat). .

Id. (Cariben). . . .

At Marsac (Arnaud Douat).
Id. (Elisee Douat). .

Id. (Micau). . . .

Id. (Saintout). . .

Id. (Roullet). . . .

At the bourg (Bichon junior).

5 At the bourg (Bichon senior) 15
12 Id. (Landeche). 12

Id. (Maurinson). . 10
5 At Maucaillou (Vidal). . 30
5 At Tayac (Laporte). . . 12
6 Id. (Larosa). . . . 5

5 Id. (Gombaud). . . 5
20 Id . (Videau Carasset) 5

15 At Cenot (Saintout). . . 12
15 At Bessan (Heirs Bachelot). 8

10 Id. (Grandy). . . . 5

8 At the Grand-Soussans (Si*

10 mon) 8

the years 1874 and 1875 surpassed the maximum of production, which has always remained
since and Grand-Soussans can boast of possessing one of the vineyards of Medoc where some
of the oldest vines are to be found.

In point of view of age, this vineyard presents the following proportions:

23 per% from 84 to 85 years

id.

id.

id.

id.

15
14
38
10 11

55
25
15

to 12

In point of view of the nature of plants, we find the following proportions :

41 per% cubcrnet-sauvignon.
id.

kl.

3

G
20
21

5

4

cabernet franc,

carmenere.
id. inalbec.

id. merlot.

id. verdot.

id. sundry inferior plants.

After more than 20 years' study and observation, and application of the above system on
the Grand-Soussans vineyard, M. Noblet concludes that a vine plant, like all other bran-
ching plants, can live several centuries in regenerating itself by the assistance of new
sprouts which being pruned the following year, yield fruit.

But to these new sprouts an emission of young roots really corresponds, so that the
old stumps when rotting give place to the others, which reproduce in proportion the
activity of the sap. This treatment, applied to vines attacked by Phylloxera will save
the greatest part, if applied not later than the second year of the malady.

1. The estate of Haut-Breton-Larigaudiere is extended over about 74 acres of magnificent
gravelous soil, principally situated at Semoulon and Virefougasse.

It is planted with the most selected varieties of • incs and produces one of the best wines
of its commune.

Since 1872, it belongs to M. E. Landau son, who devotes the greatest care to the
cultivation of this growth.
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IN DRY PAL US.

Clos Grand- ]\Ieyre l (Albert Lanoire). . .

Tuns red wine.

... 90

IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

100jle-Soussans (Hostein-Fatou)
At the Communal (¥Qxn\\eT2Lt

y

farmer) 40
At la Heine (Pierre Darquier). 20

About 20 small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns

At Grande-Salle (Tournier).
lle-ZUe (Zede). .

At Garat (Laporte)

Tuns
red wine.

15
25
18

ARCINS. - 403 inh.— 677 hect. — 33 k. to N. of B* ; 10 k.

to N.-E. of Castelnau. — B. : on the N. by Lamarque ; on theE.

by the river; on the S. by Soussans ; on the W. by Moulis. —
Railway st. from Moulis and halt at Soussans — P. &

T. O. : Lamarque.

Soil. — Generally gravelous and lightly undulating, presen-

ting to S. some drained marshes and to E . fertile palus. The sub-

soil, composed of gravelous portions, presents alios or graves.

The red wines are similar to those of Soussans, fine and
flavoured. Price at vintage time 750 to 1,400 fr. in the first

growths of the commune; 600 to 900 fr. in the artisan growths.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chat. -d'Artins (Marquise de
Clermont-Mont- Saint-Jean) 200

Chat. - Barreyre (du Perier
de Larsan) 45

Tuns
red wine.

At Tramont (family Baron). 20
At Arnauld (J.-B. Lafargue). 40
At VHospital (F. Clauzel). . 40

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

La Sansottiere (Labuchelle
w"7
the
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

oourg (Robert-Renouil)
( Labuchelle se -

nior) . . . .

(Renaud). . . .

(Matthieu Pinet).

(Pinet Gabriel). .

(Jean Raymond).

10
60

20
20
8

6

5

At the oourg (Jacques Bosc). 8
Id. (Etienne Bosc). . 8

Id. (Bosc senior) . . 5
Id. (Bosc junior) . . 5

Id.

Id.
( Papot) ....
(Hippolyte Labu-

5

chelle). . . . 5

Id. (Videau) .... 4

Pxlle (Jean Raymond). . 20

About 30 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns,

\ . This vineyard was detached in 1847 from the Desmirail property, at Margaux.
perfectly cultivated and produces delicate wines, of a very agreeable bouquet.

It is
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MOULIS.— 1 ,501 inh. — 2,045 hect.— 5 k. to N.-E. of Castel-

nau ; 33 k. to N.-N.-W.of B*. — B. : ontheN.-W.by Listrac; on

the N.-E. by Lamarque ; on theE. byArcins ; on the S. by Aven-

san and Castelnau ; on the W. by Sainte-Helene. — Railway
st. Moulis.— P. & T. O. : Castelnau.

Varied soil : sandy-gravelly and almost flat at the south

western extremity ; argilo-gravelous or argilo-marly in some
parts of S. and W. ; a little unequal at centre and N.-E.

;
pre-

senting near the bourg an argilo-calcareous ground ; and ar-

gilo-gravelous about Grand-Poujeaux. — Sub-soil : of gravel,

marl or alios to S.-W. ; of pure graves upon the heights of

E. ; of marl and stone near the bourg, where are also impor-

tant stony quarries containing numerous fossil shell species.

Wines mellow, coloured, bodied and very flavoured
;
pos-

sesssing a great delicacy in the gravelous parts of the com-
mune and much sought after by Germany and the North. Price,

at vintage time, for the bourgeois growths, 800 to 1,500 fr.;for

the artisan growths 700 to 1,000 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND FIRST ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns red wine.
Ch.-Pomeys l (F. Dubos, merchant) 100

CHATEAU-POMEYS
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. F. Dubos, merchant, proprietor.

1. The Chatcau-Pomeys is surrouuded by a domain of about 400 hect., of which 60 are
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND FIRST

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Chasse- Spleen (Mrs Jean-
Jacques Castaing .... 100

Brillette (du Perier de Lar-
san) 50

Ch.-Mauvezin (Leblanc de
Mauvezin) 150

Ch.-Poujeaux (Philippe Cas-
taing). ... 35

Id. (Eugene Olauzel). 35

Id. (Louis Claviere). 35
Gressier - Grand - Poujeaux
(Mrs Gressier and de Saint-

Affrique) 65
Biston - Brillette ( Richard

,

heir Menessier) .... 40
Ch.-Duplessis l (Alcide Hau-
checorne-Favre , broker). . 70

artisan GROTWHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Duplessis (L. Favre
son) 70

Chdt.-Sivaillan2 (Stephanoise
Society) 80

Gastebois (Maugras). ... 25

Growth Bergeron at the bourg
(Eug. Bergeron) 40

At Laviorere (Mra Saturnin
Lamorere) 40

Growth V Ousteau-Neuf (La-
morere-Renouil) .... 40

At Brillette (Astien senior). 55
At Brillette (Astien junior). 45
ChatrMoulis at Bouqueyran
(Abbadie) 25

Ch.-Bouqueyran ( Degrange
Schmidt and heirs Gorce). 15

assig.ied to the vine, and is situated upon a ground of a gravelous nature, reposing upon
an argilo-calcareous foundation and planted with choice plants.

The wines of this growth class with the best ranks of this commune and are distin-

guished by a development and freshness of taste quile remarkable, due to the fineness of the

plants and the age of a greal portion of the vineyard, where the people of Medoc tell us

we find the oldest vines of the country.

The rest of the domain comprises landes, woods and meadows watered by streams
making this residence a delightful sojourn.

1. The estate of Chateau-Duplessis was formerly part of the possessions of the Guienne
family of Armand Duplessis, cardinal de Richelieu. It was a place of meeting for the chase,

but was burnt, nothing remaining of it at the present day, but its ponderous walls against

which the recent constructions have been built. It has 80 hect. divided between MM. L^on
Favre son and his brother-in-law, M. Alcide Hauchecorne who have planted in vines with
the most particular care. The ground, formerly occupied by woods whose argilo-marly soil

reposes upon a foundation of stone, is admirably appropriate to the cultivation of the best

plants. These plantations commenced a number of years since and are about being finished.

They have been formed gradually and arranged in such a manner that although yielding a

larger crop, they hurt in no way the ancient reputation of this growth, which will give in

some years an average of 150 tuns.

2. The property of Chateau-Sivaillan contains 225 hectares, divided as follows : vines

80 hect. ; meadows 25 ; arable land 25
;

pasturage 40 ;
pines, landes and oak wood 45.

The principal creations of this property go back as far as 1862. On account of considerable
labour accomplished on that estate in a short period, this domain had the grand gold
medal awarded in 1867, at the general official competition for agriculture. The production
of wine is the principal object of this labour. It actually raises from 80 to 90 tuns, but it

will certainly attain up to 200 tuns, when the young vines are in full condition and the

projected operations executed. The choice of the plants, the cultuie and vinification

directed by M. Duverger are the object of the most minute and assiduous attention at
Sivaillan.The wines of this vineyard still unknown in 1860, attained already in 1864 the price

of 1,000 fr. the tun ; those of 1868 have been bought at 975 fr. These wines, still a little

light, on account of the youth of vines, offer a pretty colour and especially an agreeable
delicacy and flavour.

3. The formation of'LA Societe des Entrepots de Moulis" was for the purpose of
trading in Claret Wines of the well known district of Medoc, with the view of supplying
the wholesale wine merchants of Bordeaux, of other cities and of foreign countries.

Tli
» ware house built by IheCompany is on the most approved plan, and, for the purpose

of improving wines by additional cares, has the advantage of keeping a uniform tempe-
rature of about 10 degrees centigrades, and avoiding all atmospheric commotion, resulting
from changes of seasons, with requisite ventilators for the escape of gaz. It is situa-

ted near the Rail Road station of Moulis, at the central points ofMargaux, 1'auillac
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CHATEAU-SIVAILLAN
(SUPEKIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Stephanoise Society, proprietors.

CELLARS
OF THE SOCIETE DES ENTREPOTS DE MOULIS 3

.

Saint-Julien and Saint-Eslephe. Strangers are permitted to visit the ware-house, the

Rail Road from Bordeaux affording the required facilities to reach promptly the station of

Moulis.

The Company purchases wines from all the surrounding vineyards, for its own account,

or operates for the account of the producers. Its stock of wines is solely of Medoc of all
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND FIRST ARTISAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

A t Bouqueyran (Mrs Hauche-
corne) 18

Clos de la Monline (Fouquier) 25
At Quittignan (Ilugon Ant.) 55

Id. (Lestage son). . 30
Growth Lestage at the Grand-
Poujeaux (Heirs Darquier) 30

At the Grand-Ponjeaux (Abel
Hauchecorne) 25

Growth du Moulin • a- Vent
(Brun) 20

At the Grand-Poujeaux
,
growth

Labuehelle Mineur (Dutruch) 45

At the Grand - Poujeaux
,

growth M r8 Robert-Franqnet
(Darquier son) 40

At the Grand-Poujeaux (Del-

homme) 45
At the Grand-Ponjeaux, growth

Tuns
red wine.

Louis Renouil - Franqnet
(Clerc, notary and Dorneau) 50

Growth Ducasss- Grand-Pou-
jeaux (E. Ducasse). ... 35

At the Grand- Poujeaux

,

growth Belair - Lagrave
(Dubois brothers) .... 30

At the Petit-Poujeaux (Viaud
son) 30

At the Petit-Poujeaux, Ch.-
Ruat (L6o Bosc-Bousquet). 35

At the Petit -Poujeaux (M*8

Hugon) 20
At the Petit-Poujeaux (Ri-

chebon) 30
At the Petit-Poujeaux (Goffre) 40
At Bouqneyran ( Michaud ,

heir Bergeron) 20
At the Bourdieu (Mrs Daniau) 15

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At the Grand-Poujeaux (Bra-

nas). . . .

Id. (Renouil -Lescou
tras) . . .

Id. (Mvs Reynaud )

Id. (Jean Lescoutras)
Id. (E. Goffre). .

Id. ( Cheri Renouil
Franquet) .

Id. (Raymond Ramo
nille) . . .

Id. Raymond Couleau
brothers)

.

Id. (Hostein). .

Id. ( Jean Raymond
son) ....

Id. (Balleu). . .

Id. (Marian father)
Td. (Labuehelle) .

Id. (Segonnes brother

Id. (Joseph Bosc).
Id. (Bernard Titon)
Id. (J. Boscq). .

20

30
20
25
15

15

20

20
12

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

At the Grand-Ponjeaux (Mrs

Teychonneau and
Clem. Brunet) 10

Id. (P. Seguin). . 8

Id. (Bosc-Bousquet)

.

8

Id. (Et. and Jean Re-
nouil) . . . 8

A t Chaux (Hostein son). . 16
A t Quittignan (Mrs Meynieu 15

At Quittignan (Mrs Martin) 12

At the AJayne (Jeantry). . 30
At Medrac (Martin Richet). *0

Id. (Bernard senior). 20
Id. ( Bernard junior )

.

20
Id. (Guill. Bernard). 18

Id. (Ant. Lescoutras) 20
Id. (Jean Marian). . 12
Id. (Ant. Bernard) . 10
Id. (Jean Faure) . 10
Id. Guill. Faure) . . 10
Id. (Lambert) . . . 8

Id. (Ch. Lescoutras). 8

Id. (Raym. Martin). 8

vintages and grades, affording- at once the advantage of an easy and prompt selection. The
brand of each producer is preserved on the casks.

The bottling of the wines is conducted in a special part of the ware-house, provided
with the best machinery for the perfect execution of the work.
The establishment occupies the space of 3,000 square meters, with room to store over

2,000 tuns, or 8,000 casks, and 180,000 bottles of wine.
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AKTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Medrac (Cluzeau\ . . 5

Id. (Bod). • • • 5
Id. (Jean Meynieu) 5

Id. ^Berninet) . 5

At the i)ourg (Goffre) . . . 20
Id. (Richebon-Jeanty

)
io

Id. (Jaubert) . . . 10
Id. (Doumin) . . 8
Id. (Jules Brunei). 5

Petit-Poujeaux (Meric) . 15
Id. (Vialard). . . . 12

Id. (Raym. Brunet). 12
Id. (Meynieu) . . 12

Id. Audoin). . . 10

Tuns
red wine.

Petit-Poujeaux (Jules Brunet) 8

Id. (Maux) .... 8

Id. (Bibian). ... 5

At the Bourdieu (Prechas) . 15
Id. (Fr. Meynieu). . 10
Id. (Desse) .... 5

At Bouqueyran (Fleur) . . 10
Id. (Weiss) .... 8

Id. (Pr^vot minor). . 8

At la Tamponette (Meyiot). . 5
Id. (Gamier) 5

At Piquey (Martin Curat son) 15
Id. (Meyre) .... 10

La Mouline (Bernadet) . . 12

About 50 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

LISTRAC — 2,310 inh. - 6,186 hect.— 5 k. to N. of Castel-

nau; 9 k. to S.-S.-E. of Saint-Laurent ; 34 k. to N. of IK —
This commune has at least 12 k. length from S.-W. to N.-E.,

with a variable breadth, often very small.— B. : on theN. by

Saint-LaurentandCussac;onthe E., by Lamarque and Moulis
;

on the S. by Moulis and Sainte-Helenc; on the W.byBrach; on

the N.-W. byCarcans. — Railway st. of Moulis. — P. & T. O.

Soil : variable; 3 principal gravelous croupes very appro-

priate to viticulture. The first to S. shows a sandy-grave-

lous ground, where are the growths of Fonreau and Puy-de-

Menjon; the second, upon which the bourg is built, offers an

argilo-gravelous ground, while the third croupe lies on the

vast and excellent plateau of Fourcas. At the extremity E. of

these croupes, argilo-calcareous and argilo-marly plains. At

W., sandy soil, mixed occasionally with a little grave

sloping very slowly towards the pools of the sea shore.

Sub-soil : towards W., alios ; towards N. -N.-E. graves :

towards the centre and E. of the commune, marl and calcareous

banks, where have been discovered objects of paleontological

studies.

Red wines possessing a fine colour, bouquet and more or

less body, according to the growth. Much in request in Ger-

many and the North, they have been for some years in great

favour. Price, at vintage time, 800 to \ ,500 fr. in the bourgeois

growths; 700 to 1,000 fr. in the artisan and paysan growths.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND FIRST ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. - Fonreau ( Leblanc de
Mauvezin) 120

Ch.-Lestage^ (Saint-Guirons). 120

Fourcas-Hosten (Baron A. de
Saint-Affrique) 90

Fonreas-Dupre (

M

ra Ovide
Raymond) 70

At the bourg <Ed. de Bour-
gade) 30

Ch.- Clarke (heirs of M r3 Abiet) 100
Ch.-Peyrelebade (heirs Redon). 100
La Tour du Tertre (Fr. Cha-
banneau) 10

Growth ofSarransot(Mrs vide

Raymond) 70
La Becade * (M™ Allibert). 40

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. - SemeUlan ( Bonnet , of

Castelnau) 90
Ch.- Veyrin Domeeq (Ch. Hos-

ted).' 40
At Labat - Puy'- de - Menjon

(Drillon, of Castelnau). . 10

At Veyrin (F. Calandrinj. . 40
AtJotard (Cazeaux and sis-

ters) 15

At the bourg growth du Clu-
zeau (Astien) 25

Id . growth Jcanty Ray-
mond- Couleau (Fr . Chaban-
neau) fiO

At the bourg, growth Magnie
(Adrien Ducourt). ... 20

CMATEAU-LESTAGE
(SUPERIOR BOURG KOJS GROWTH)
M. Saint-Guirons, proprietor.

1. The Chatcau-Lestagc growth comprises 50 hectares of vines, situated lor the major
part upon the croupe of Puy do Menjon, partly in pure graves, partly in argilo-calcareous

and argilo-graveloii3 soil, the wines of this growth undergo the most perfect process and
arc employed with the greatest care. They owe their celebrity to the tine variety of the

soil and the excellent choice of plants. See view of chateau above.

2. This wine is always presented with those of the Cartillon growth.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND FIRST

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Jean Raymond
senior, or Couleau) ... 40

At the bourg (Guill. Raymond
Louisot) 25

At the bourg (Louis Ray-
mond) 25

Id. (Raym.-Segonncs). 25
Id. growth Raymond

-

Louisot (Mrs Pache) ... 20
At the bourg (Segeral) ... 10

Id. (Fressineau brothers) 8

ARTISAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Growth Savy (Desgranges-
Schmidt) 20

At Fourcas
,
growth Loubaney

(Calandrin son, mayor). . 25
At the Moulin de Laborde
(Videau) 20

At Fourcas (Ifren Loubaney) 20
At Couennc, growth Ribaud

(Lambert-Mege) .... 35

At Lafori (Douat) .... 35

At Donissan (Casse) ... 40

ARTISAN ASD PAYSAN GROWTHS.

A t the bourg (Richebon) . . 45 At the Tris (Martin). . . 25
Id. (Ribian (deputy- Id. ( Lescourt) . . . 12

mayor) . . . . 40 Id. (Raymond, son-in-

Id. (Bertaud senior) . 25 law of Prevot). 25
Id. (Mrs Bosc-Panchot 20 Id. (Robert) .... '/0

Id. (C. Constantin). 20 Id. (Sauts or Nochon) 18

Id. ( Lagrave ) . . . 18 Id. (Miquau) . . 18

Id. growth Capleon Id. (Bernard) . . . 18

(Dubosc son) . 15 Id. (Bibian) .... 15

Id. growth i>/
rs Re- Id. (Henri Lartigue). 12

nard (Moreau) 15 Id. (Flous) .... 12

Id. (Gervais-Jules Go Id. ( Teyssier ) . . . 10
bineau) . 15 Id. (Braquessac) . 10

Id. (Mrs Sauts). . 15 Id. (Lartigue) . . . 6

Id. (Metayet) . . 15 Id. (Constantin bro-
Id. (Perrier) . . . 10 Id. thers). . . . 6

Id. (Germain) . . . 10 (Germain Couneau) 6

Id. (Counaud) . . . 10 Id. (J.-G. Loubaney). 6

Id. (Arn. Veyries). 10 Id. (Daurat) .... 6

Id. (Rossignol) . . 10 Id. (Ducos) .... 6

Id. (Pierre Co ate). 10 Id. (Mrs Labuchelle). 6

Id. (Basque, blacks- At Codt es (Eug. Bosc). . . 12

mith). 8 At Seme

i

Han (Pierre Lagunes) 10

Id, (M rs Lagunes). 8 Id. (Rossignol junior) 6

Id. (Guill. Pontet). 8 Id. (Renouil). . . . 15

Id. (Urbaiu Verriere) 8 Id. (Martin -Lagrave) 6

Id. (Mrs Louis Cou Id. (Berninet) . . . 6

naud) . . . . (> At Lambert (Castaing or Ca-
Id. (Riviere). . . . 6 pitaine) . . . 20
Id. (Braquessac) . . 6 Id. (Guil. Rossignol). 12

Id. (Dorat) . . . . 6 Id. (Andre Lagunes). 12
Id. (Frezal) . . . . 6 la. (Thomas Castaing) 10
Id. (Sim. Samouillan 6 Id. Castaing or Etien) 8

At Fourcas (M rs Lescoutras) 25 Id. (Perrot) . . .

'. 8
Id. (Moreau). . . . 15 Id. (Gobineau) . . . 8
Id. (Faux) . . . . 8 At Coucnne (Leon Fan re). . 8
Id. (Bapt. Fargot) 8 Id. ( Lartigue brothers) 10

At Puy-de-Menjon (Duprat At Lafon (Gobineau) . . . 25
of Castelnauf. . .

~. 10 Id. (Raymond Martin

)

18
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AETISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS {continued) .

Tuns Tuns
rec wine. red wine.

At La/or\ (Lartigue and Ja- At Donissan (Bern. Sauts). 8

gor). . . . . 16 Id. (Pierre Sauts-Sau
Id. (Ribaud). . . 15 din). . . 8

At Ludeye (Miquau) . . 15 Id. (Pierre Sauts ju

Id. (Thomas). . .

(M'»J. Guilhem)
10 nior). . . 6

Id. 10 Id. (Bertrand - Lam
Id. Pagan) . . . 5 bert) . . . 8

At Lalande (Dubosc or Jean Id. (Bosc - Tantrede) 8

dere) . . . . 18 At Libardac (Fr. Raymond) 8

Id. (Curat) . . . 10 Id. (Raymond Campa
Id. (Lartigue) . . 10 gnot) . . . 8

At Donissan (Bertaud junior 30 Id. (Bosc-Jeantot). . 12

Id. (Jean Sauts- Bar Id. (Mrs Hostein). 12

loque) . . . 25 Id. (Teyssonneau). . 10
Id. (Curat . . . . 12 Id. (Fourton) . . 8

Id. (Bosc, potter). . 18 Id. (Dupuy, notary) 8

Id. (Firmin Lambert ) 15 Id. (Mrs Basque)

.

8

Id. (Gaston). . . 15 At Baudan (Lambert). . . 20
Id. (Fr. Calandrin) 12 Id. (Hugon) . . . . 12
Id. (Phil. Baziadolic) 12 Id. (Saintout) . . . 12
Id. (Mat. Baziadolic) 10 Id. (Pierre Sauts). 8
Id. (Etien. Bosc-Crei Id. (Pierre Faux;. 8

chac son) . . . 12 Id. (Valentin Hostein) 6
Id. ( Etienne Bosc - At Taudinat (Momard). . . 12

Creichac senior ) 10 Id. (Lagunes) . . 6

Id. (Icard) . . . 10 At Berniquet (Pierre Basque) 15
Id. (Giraud - Bosc)

.

10 Id. (Meyre) . . . 18
Id. (Fr. Bosc, carpen Id. (Miquau junior). . 10

ter). . . . . 10 Id. (Moreau). . . 8

Id. (Arnaud Bosc-Da Id. (Et. Lescoutras) 8

mas) . 8 At Pontet (Joseph Poitou) 6
Id. (Blaise Buraleau) . 10 At Baroat (Doussin son) . 15
Id, ( Guilhem -Pey jearL Id. (Meynieu) . . 15

senior). . . 10 Id. (Creon) . . . . 15
Id. (Guilhem-PeyjeacL Id. (Metayet) . . . 15

junior) . . . 10 Id. (Bouges). . . 12
Id. ( Segonnes - Dur - Id. (Peyneau) . . 10

man) . . . 10 Id. (Brun). . . . 10
Id. (Arnaud-S^gonneg,) 10 Id. (Bibeyran) . . 8
Id. (Jean Segonnes). 8 Id. (Bosc-Bousquillet 8
Id. (J. Lambert duL At Medrac (M> Hostein). 18

Capin). , . . 10 Id. (Bernard Jeannot 15
Id. (Lartigue) . . 10 Id. (Felix Bernard)

.

15
Id. (Soustran) .. . 10 Id. (Jean Faure) . . 12

At Donissan (Aug. Sauts). 10 Id. (Bernard Tourille 10
Id. (Jean Sauts soeI Id. (Bern. Raymond) 8

Juljen) . . . 8 Id, (Bernard Andre) 8

About 40 small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

LAMARQUE. — 1,165 inh.— 1,094 hect.— 36 k. to N.-W. of

Bx; 10 k. to N.-E, of Castelnau.— B. : on the N. by Cussac; on
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the E. by the river; on the S. by Arcins ; on the S.-W. by
Moulis; on theW. by Listrac. — Railway st. from Moulis. —
Frequented port. — P. et T. O.

Soil. : sablo-gravelous to S.-W.; good graves towards the

centre , and palus to E. — Sub-soil : sand or alios to

W. and S.-W.; banks of argillous graves towards the centre;

argil to E.

Red wines well coloured, soft, flavoured, much in request

in the North. Price, at vintage time, l
rsl bourgeois from 800 to

1,500 fr. ; artisans from 500 to 900 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

At the Cap de Haut- Berge-
ron (Lequien de la Neuf-
ville) 120

At the Cartillon * (Fel. Clau-
zel) 100

Tuns
red wine.

Ch-Lamarque (Cte deFumel) 65
At the Retou (Pigneguy). . 40

Id. (Heirs Rosset). . 20
Ch.-Malescasse (J. Renouil). 100
At Felletin (Mrs Meyre). . 35

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At the bourg (chat. Capde'
ville, Mrs Re-

nouil). . .

Id. (Barbier senior).

Id, (Delhomme). .

Id. (Jean Renouil).
Id. (Meric senior).

Id. (Chauvet) . .

Id. (Pamponneau).
Id. (Baziadolic). .

Id. (Martial Hostein)
Id. (Foucher) . .

Id. (Meric junior).

Id. (Lestin senior).

Id. (Bordas). . .

45
25
30
20
20
18

15
15
12

At the bourg (Segonnes).
Id. ( Bacquey ) . .

[d. (Pineau) . . .

Id. (Nouhet). . .

Id. (Francois Berge
ron) . . .

Id. (Raym. Bergeron)
Id. (Georgeon) . ,

Id. (Mrs Soular).

At the Moulin- Rose (Jules

Carasset)

At the Calenottes (Bouey).
Id. (Lestin junior).

At the Pilous (Moreau). .

Id. ( Valentin ) . .

10
8
10

6
6

6

10
12
10
20
12

40 small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns

.

GUSSAC— 1,343 inh.— 2,587 hect.— Ilk. to S. of Pauillac
;

10 k. to N.-E. of Castelnau ; 38 k. to N.-N.-W. of B*. — B. : on

the N. by Saint-Julien ; on the E. by the river; on the S. by

1. The domain of CarliLlon comprises 64 hect. ; 23 of which are meadows (9 at Lamarque
and 14 at Arcins), 8 hect. arable land and woods ; 33 hect. in vines situated upon a
gravfilous ground, producing one of the best wines of Lam.irque.
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Lamarque;on theW. by Listracand Saint-Laurent.

—

Railway-

station Moulis. — P. O. Cussac. — T. O. Lamarque.

Soil : to E. and N. very fertile palus ; towards N.-W.

argilo-calcareous portions and in the rest of the commune fine

gravelous croupes. Sub-soil stony towards N.-E. of Costes and

to W. of the old bourg; argil under palus; graves or alios in

the gravelous portions.

Red wines of graves, highly valued, with much body. Price,

at vintage time, from 800 to 1,500 fr. in the bourgeois growths;

from 600 to 900 in the artisan growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Beaumont I (Herrau). . 100

Tuns
red wine.

Gh.'Lanesscui (Andre Delbos) 100

CHATEAU-BEAUMONT
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Herran, proprietor.

1. The Chateau-Bcaumonl is of recent construction ; it is a little master piece of art,

copied from Mansard. The growth of which \K bears the name has a very grand reputation

;

it is classed in the ranks of superior bourgeois of Medoc. Its vineyard is admirably situated

and planted with vines of the finest choice, producing a wine remarkable by its beautiful

colour, its extreme delicacy and excellent flavour, as well as its fine taste and mellowness.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS [continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Lamothe l (d'Armaria). 70
La Chesnaye • Sainte - Gemme

(Fr. Exsbaw) 180

Ch . -du-Raux ( Eyrem).
Cli -de-Camino-Salva
tein J.)

163

Tuns
red wine.

... 45
(Hos-
... 30

CHATEAU-LAMOTHE
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. d'Armaria, proprietor.

4. The vineyard of Chateau-Lamothe is one of the superiorfbourgeois growths of Medoc.
It comprises 30 hectares admirably situated upon fine gravelous croupes, in a very good
position.

We read in the Vinicole Moniteur of August 1878, upon the tasting of the wines
sent by the Gironde to the universal exhibition. « The four samples of Chateau-Lamothe,
exhibited by M. d'Armana, have been first submitted to the committee of wine-tasters;
the following was immediately ihe general impression : What! only a superior bourgeois
growth this so excellent wine! Then detailing the qualities of the wines exhibited, the
committee appreciated them as follows : Chateau-Lamothe 1875 fine, generous wine, of
superior quality, distinguished by richness of fruity taste and flavour, sufficiently bodied and
notwithstanding already fit.

Chateau-Lamothe 1874, very fine, full bodied, excellent taste, much flavour, distin-

guished aroma; it seems to represent the perfection of the growth for the year to which it

belongs.

Chateau-Lamothe 1870. A wine complete in all its elements which are admirably founded and
equilibriated in a warm, full mellowness. It would be difficult to know to what rank this
wine could not be raised in the best Bordelais growths, if only a greater delicacy or fineness
were added to its other qualities.

Chateau-Lamothe 1869. Same qualities as the preceding, less bodied, but more mellow.
We should add that this excellent growth obtained a gold medal at the exhibition of 1879,
with certificate of origin for the whole of the wines of 1874, 1875, 1877, 1878.
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superior bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Bernones (J.-F. Caula). 70
Romefort (Francois Hostein) . 15

Growth Ancy (Renouil senior) 35

Tuns
red wine.

Growth Mars (Grenier son-in-
law) 22

At Moneins Boscq fatherand son) 30

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

Old bourg(B. Dubosq). . . 30
Id. (J. Duverger). . . 15

Id. (Grangerou). ... 12
Id. (Mrs Lassaubade). 8

Id. (J. Magneu) ... 8

Id. (Giraud Bosc). . . 7

Id. (Descoubes). ... 6
Id. (Bousquet) .... 5

Id. (Dumont) 5

Id. (Gombaud) .... 5

Id. (Ribeaux PannyJ

.

3

Id. (Medoux) 4

At Moneins or new bourg. .

Id. (Bapt. Giraud). . 15
Id . (Bernard, of the La •

voir) 8
Id. (Germain Trellet). 8
Id. (Berlan) 8

Id. (Prevot senior) . . 6

Id. (Bernard, grocer)

.

6

Id. (Maurin, mason). 6
Id. (Cheri Maleyran). 6

Id . (Louis Bosq) ... 6

Id. (Giraudin junior) . 5

Id. (Labattut) .... 5

Id. (Robert du Naut). 5
Id. (Robert son) ... 5

Id. (Adrien Martin) . 5
Id. (Martin senior) . . 4
Id. (Mrs Bonzom). . . 4
Id. (Lagunegrand) . . 4
Id. (Const. Cabosse). 3

At Gachin (Darriet senior) . 10
At Herran (Seguin Sylvain). 4

Id . (Damien sBacquey

)

4
At Lauga (Constantin). . . 12

Id. (Chagneau). ... 4
Id. (Nouhet) 12
Id. (Braquessac) ... 8
Id. (Bensac) 8

At Arnaussan (Louberge) . . 5
Id. (Bern. Braquessac) 4
Id. (Daniaud). ... 3

At the Martins (Constantin
Constant). ... 5

Id. (Loubaney). ... 4
Id . (Teychonneau , son-

in-law at Listrac) 4
At Goua (Drouillard). ... 30

Id. (Germain Roux) . 4
Id. (Giraudin) .... 3

AtJacqvet (family Baudoux) 12
Id. (cellar Bernard). . 8

Id. (P. Hostein). . . 6
Id. (Lagrave) 4

At Coudot (Eug. Saintout). 18
Id. ( Francois Del -

homme) .... 12
Id. (M™ Hostein). . . 10
Id . cellar Grenier (Des-

cole) 7
Id. (Lartigue) .... 6

At Gaston (Martin, pilot) . . 8
Id . (Guillou senior) . . (>

Id. (Darriet junior) . 4

At Paylande (Maleyran) . . 10
Id . (cellar Tramond, to

sundry) 10

Id. (Constantin Gi-
raud) 8

Id . (Bernard-Luissans) 6
At Lame (Lagrave) 3 2

Id. (Giraudin) .... 10

Id. (Bernard son-in-
law Gars). ... 6

Id. (Raymond). ... 4

At Payat (Pineau-Coffre). . 15

Id. (Robert-Tillette). . 6

At Costes (Saintout senior) . 10
Id. (Mrs Cadet -Del

-

homme) .... 10

Id. (Cadet-Martin). . 8

Id. (Delhomme son). . 7

Id. (Maleyran). ... fi

Id. (Rale Nanot). . . 5

Id. (Gust. Daubos). . 5

50 small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.
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SAINT-LAURENT — 2,974 inh.— 13,594 hect. — 43 k. to

N.-N.-W. of B* ; 20 k. to S.-S.-E. of Lesparre.— B. : on the N. by
Saint-Sauveur and Pauillac: on the E. by Saint-Julien ; on the

S. by Cussac, Listrac and Brach; on the W. by Carcans and

Hourtin. — Railway st. of Saint-Laurent-Saint-Julien. at

4 k. of the bourg. — P. & T. O.

Very varied soil, divided into two principal parts; one exten-

ding to E. towards Saint-Julien and Pauillac, offering fine

gravelous hills and producing the best wines ; the other ex-

tending to W. presenting at first silico-gravelous soil, silico-

argillous or argilo-calcareous ; afterwards to the extreme

W. sands ; and to S.-E. the end of the Beychevelle marshes.

Sub-soil varied. To E., very ferruginous alios, argil

and graves ; to the centre and \V., argil, stone and sand.

Very fine wines, especially on the side to E., distin-

guished by a very decided flavour and long preservation.

The wines of this commune, which may be considered as

one of the best of Medoc, increase daily in favour and impor-

tance. This commune includes one of the first 4^ growths;

two5th growths and several much esteemed superior bourgeois,

selling for about the same as the 5 th growths. The bourgeois

superior growths obtain, at vintage time, from 600 to 1,500 fr.
;

the artisan and paysan growths sell at vintage time 500 to 880 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

4th CLASSED GROWTH.

Tuns red wine.

Ch. -la-Tour- Carnet i (Mra O. de Luetkens) 130

i. The growth of la Tour-Carnet has a very ancient origin and old reputation. In the

fifteenth century it belonged to the seigneur Jean de Foix, who died in 1485. It then
passed into the hands of Jean Caranet or Carnet one of his heirs. At the commencement
of the eighteenth century it was bought by M. de Luetkens squire, Consellor of the

king and general controller of war , a gentleman of Swedish origin. It belonged for a

somewhat lengthy period to M. 0. de Luetkens, a distinguished agriculturist, passionately

attached to the vine culture. At the present time it belongs to M rs de Luetkens who con-
ducts the culture of her vineyard with assiduous care and attention.

The wines are much in request and their well merited reputation increases every day.

The wines of Chateau la Tour-Carnet are situated upon the hills which extend to E.
towards Saint-Julien. They occupy 52 hectares. This domain obtained in 1876 the prize

of honour of the regional competition of Bordeaux.
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CHATEAU-LA-TOUR-CARNET
(4 th CLASSED GROWTH)

M" O. de Luetkens, proprietress.

CHATEAU-BELGRAVE
(5th CLASSED GROWTH)

M" Bruno-Devez, proprietress.
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5 th CLASPED GROWTH.

Tuns
red wine.

Ck.-Belgrave l (M*'» Bruno-
Devez) 80

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Camensac (Bruno Popp). GO

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS.

At Trintaudon-Larosc (Des- I Ck.-Larose-Perganson 2 (M''s

mons) 24 I
E.-E. Lahens) loO

CHATEAU - LAROSE - PERGANSON
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Mrs E.-E. Lahens, proprietress.

4. The products of Belgrave-Coutanceau have been called into notice by their elegance
and great delicacy ; they are much sought after by trade and worthily appreciated by
epicures. This domain has belonged for a long time to the Bruno-Devez family. M. Jtruno-
Devez has considerably enlarged and improved his tvineyard by numerous plantations,
composed of the finest plants, and by a process of vinification as simple as it appears
to be favourable to the quality.

In speaking of this growth, M. Biarnez in his admirable poem, Les grands vins de
Bordeaux, terminates by these words :

« Deveze d'un cinquieme a deja lout le lustre,

« Et doit peut-elre encor devenir plus illustre. »

2. The Chatcau-Larose-Perganson commands a domain of 217 hectares, of which 50
have an irregular gravelous ground, generally with an alios foundation, and planted with
vines of the first quality, producing a very good wine, full bodied and at the same time
very delicate. The average production of this vineyard is d SO tuns. The remainder of the
domain comprises 23 hectares of meadows and 144 hectares of arable land,. oak woods,
forests of lofty trees, pinc-voods.
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CHATEAU-BARATEAU
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M r » Henri Veron, proprietress

CHATEAU CARONNE-SAINTE-GEMME
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M" Ferchaud, proprietress.
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superior bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Barateau 1 (M rs H. Ve-
ron) 75

Ch. -Golan (Guillot de Sudui-
raut brothers) .... 40 to 50

J.£CM(EmileClaudon senior) 35
Ch.-Carvnne Sainte-Gemme 2

(Mrs Ferchaud) 55
A t Mascarcl 3 (Mrs E . -E . La-

hens) 60
At Balloc (Paul Laumonier) 100
At Sieujan (Laurent Boscq). 30
La Tour-Sie>njan 4 (Brun). . 12
At Marfiillanet (Dupre) ... 70

Clerc).Clos-Maderan (E
Le Puy (Viaud). .

At Corconnac (Bordier). .

At Rionnet (Blanc) ....
At Labat (Maurenx). . .

Id. (Cayx, notary).
Id. (Saintout son). .

At Peybaron ( M's O. de
Luetkens) 10

La Chatole (Vte de Leautaud)
will produce in 3 years more
than 50 tuns.

At Puy (Chassery). .... 10

Tuns
red wine,

60
20
25
25
18

16
18

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At the bourg (Boyer). ... 15
Id. (Emile Delille). . 13
Id. (Guillem) 12
Id. (Teyssonneau) . . 10
Id. (Rue senior) ... 10
Id. (Ferrand) 5
Id. (Claude Soleillan). 8

Id. {Lavandie son). . 7

Id. v Martin andMoreau) 7

Id. (Ardouin) 8

Id. (Roux) 8

At the bourg (Math6 senior) . 6
Id. (Mathe junior). . 6

Growth la Chotoulette (J.

Maran) 4
At Bardouillan (Jagor). . . 8

Id. (Brisson) 8
At Fourton (Meynard) ... 30
At Corconnac (Hugon). . . 30

Id. (Hostein) 8
Id. (Gautier) 6
Id. (Billa, or Grillet) . 6

1. The domain of Chateau-Barateau has a charming habitation, situated at 1 k. west
of the bourg of Saint-Laurent, upon the road from Saint-Laurent to Saint-Julien, and some
minutes from the railway station. It contains about 45 heclares, of which 27 are plan-
ted with the finest vines. The cabernets predominate. They produce an excellent superior

Bourgeois wine, with much body, very fine and much appreciated by foreigners. The other

part of the domain contains 7 hectares of meadows and 9 hectares arable land, pines and
landes.

2. The domain Caronne de Sainte-Gemme possesses vast meadows and vimieres,

13 hect. of copsewood and underwood and a vineyard of 29 hectares, upon very fine

stony croupes, with a sub-soil of ferruginous alios. These croupes are neighbours
of those of Gruaud Chateau-Lagrange and of Chateau Laroze ; the railway crosses them.
They produce very fine, well coloured wines, with a charming flavour and arc very much
sought after by the trade ; they are classed superior bourgeois and often obtain the prices of
5th- growths.

This vineyard, which produces from 50 to 60 tuns, is situated in the ancient parish of

Sainte-Gemme, in which the wines have always been much in request. (Sec the view of

Qhateau on other side.)

3. The domain of Mascard has about 407 hectares. It is remarkable for the fine posi-

tion of its vineyard occupying a convex hill of gravelous soil, upon argillous foundation. This

\incyard has an extent of 27 hectares. It is planted in cabernets and produces an average
of 60 tuns. 'I he meadows have an extent of 43 hect. ; the ret of the domain is wood,
oaks and pines.

4. The estate of la Tour-Sieujan, the enlargement of which has already been men-
tioned in our 4th. French edition, has been increased again by the recent purchase of a

notable portion of the adjacent estate of Sieuja i-Popp.

Its annual production will therefore bo about 200 hogshe, and cvcii more, when the

young vines will be in full bearing.

5**
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LA TOUR-SIEUJAN
(SUPEBIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M. Raoul Brun, proprietor.

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine

At the Clfls des Irinitaires
(Ducasse) i

At the Bouscat (Maney). "
.

At Rionnet (Jacques Guiet).
At Marsillan (Jeanty Bosc)

.

Id. (Bosc junior) . . .

Id. (Cadiche Bosc). .

At Sieujan (Fonteneau). . .

Id. (Eyquem senior).

Id. (Denis)
At Ldbat (Mrs Robert). . . .

Fifty small proprietors make from

18
8

15
12

6

10

12

Tuns
red wine.

At Villeneuve (Bosc senior). 12
At Courbiac (Adema).

Id. (Fargot junior).

Id. (Fargot senior).

Id. (Fargot). . .

Id. (Baziadoly). .

At Mascarderie (Moreau).
At the Puy (Mothes). .

At the Peyrat (Mothes).
At Javgua (Estienne). .

At Sieujan (Tiffereau). .

1 to 5 tuns.

15
8

8

8

6

8

8

12
5

6

SAINT-JULIEN — 1,852 inh.— 1,554 hect.— 4 k. to S. of

Pauillac; 25 k. to S.-E. of Lesparre; 44 k. to N.-N.-W. of B*.—
B.: on the N. by Pauillac ; on the E. by the Gironde ; on the

S. byCissac; on the W. by Saint-Laurent. — Railway st.

Saint-Laurent-Saint Julien at 3 k. from the bourg. — Ports
upon the Gironde at Beychevelle and at Saint-Julien.

—

P. & T. O.

Soil . to S. Beychevelle marshes ; to E., upon the bor-

ders of the river, alluvial earth in meadows lands ; in the

centre, fine, gravelous, fertile croupes ; to W. graves less
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strong, but more silicious. — Sub-soil generally composed of

alios and about 66 centimeters in depth, in a portion of the

graves ; argil or turf in the marshy land, a portion colmatee

and marly upon several parts of the commune.

Wines : remarkable by their fine colour, body, delicious

flavour, great richness of fruity taste and a very abundant, pe-

culiar bouquet. These wines in some way hold their place

between the Margaux wines and those of Pauillac. Saint-

Julien is one of the communes which furnishes the most classed

wines; they can reckon highly there 6 second, 2 third and 5

fourth growths.
PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

2"d CLASSED GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

LSoville-Lascases ] (Marquis
de Lascases) 125

Tuns
red wine.

LSoville-PoyferrS 2 (A. La-
lande) 90

CHATEAU-LEOVILLE-POYFERRE
(2nd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Armand Lalande, proprietor.

1. The domain of Leoville is one of the largest and most ancient growths of Mcdoc. It

extends from Beychevelle to Chateau-la-Tour (Pauillac) spreading itself over (more or

less extensively) the right side of the river. That portion belonging lo the marquis of Las

Cases comprises half the domain and extends from the bourg of Saint-Juhen up to chateau

La Tour
2. The growth of L^oville-Poyferre has been celebrated by M. Biarnez in his delicious
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CHATEAU-GRUAUD-LAROSE-SARGET
(2nd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. le baron Sarget, proprietor.

CHATEAU-GRUAUD-LAROSE
(2nd CLASSED GROWTH)

MM. £&. and Ch. de Bethmann and A. Faure, proprietors.
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2nd classed growths {continued).

Tuns,
red wine.

Leoville-Barton 1(Heirs Barton,
of the firm Barton & Guestier) 75

Ch. - Gruaud -Larose-Sarget 2

(Baron Sarget) 100

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.- Gruaud-Lavose 3(Ed.& Ch.
deBethmann and A.Faure) 100

Ch.-Beaucaillou 4 (N. John-
ston) 100

3rd CLASSED GROWTHS.

Ch. -Lagrange" (Comte Duchatel and due de la Tr6moille) 250

poem, Les grands vins de Bordeaux, and is one of the grandest second growths of Medoc.
In his enthusiasm for the excellent qualities of this wine, the poet Biarnez exclaims :

« Je ne comprends pas quel expert inhabile

<r A pu dans les seconds classer le Leoville. »

Tn his poetic spirit he proclaims the wine of Leoville-Poyferre first growlh. It is a mar-
vellous wine in its qualities of fineness, elegance, of fruity taste, mellowness and abundant
flavour.

This growth is situated upon the finest croupes of Medoc and the vim-yard is composed of

the finest vine plants, which thus give the highest quality possible.

1. The growth of Leoville-Bartcn comprises a quarter of the ancient Leoville. It is in the

hands of M. Barton since 1826, and has its centre of cultivation in the growth of Langoa, of

which we shall speak hereafter. This growth Leoville-Barton, as that of L.ingoa, belongs
conjointly to M r B.-F. Barton of the firm Barton and Guestier, M r H.-L. Barton his bro-
ther and MM. F. and C. Barton their nephews.

2. The growth of Gruaud-Larose is situated upon the finest gravelous croupes of Saint-

Julien. It is not necessary to praise or to mention the universal reputation of its wines. We
mention only that Baron Sarget, the fortunate proprietor of Gruaud-Larose-Sarget has ob-
tained in the vinicol exhibitions, whether in France or other countries, 24 medals ; in

1867 and 1878 the gold medals of the universal exhibitions of Paris were conferred upon
him, and later on in 1879 he was presented with the grand diploma of honour for his

wines, with certificate of their origin and guarantee of their authenticity.

The wines are almost always removed from the chateau in bottle, with authentic stamps,
labels, corks, capsules deposited at the Chamber of commerce of Bordeaux. (See page 172
for the view of the chateau.) These wines are the happy rivals of chateau-Lafite and Cha-
teau-Margaux in England as well as in France.

3. The growth of Gruaud-Larose has been divided into two equal parts since 1867, in

quality asin quantity, \ between Baron Sarget one part and MM. Ed. and Ch. de Bethmann
and A. Faure the other part. The latter portion has a great reputation for its wines, in

France and foreign countries, especially in England. (See"view of chateau.)

4. The growth of chateau Beaucullou is also named Ducru-Beaucaillou, from the name
of its ancient proprietor. M. Ducru made great improvements upon the domain and it is one
of the best second growths in Medoc. The domain comprises 45 hect. of vines and 20 hect.
of meadows upon tho border of the river.

The vineyard is admirably situated upon the first gravelous croupes parallel with the
Gironde. '1 he grave is very thick there and penetrates to a great depth. It is composed pu-
rely of the best vine plants which produce one of the richest and most appreciated wines of

Medoc. — Seen from the river, between the ports of Beychevelle and Saint-Julien, the
chateau Ducru-Beaucailiou recently restored by its new proprietor, M. Nath. Johnston,
produces a magnificent effect. (See after the view of Bcaucaillou, designed from a photo-
graphy of M. Terpereau.)

5. The Chaleau-Lagrange has been purchased in 1842 at the price of 840,000 fr. from
M. Brown by M. le Comte Duchatel, minister of the king Louis-Philippe.
The Domain of Lagrange is situated at half a kilometer from the station of Saint-Julien,

Saint-Laurent, upon the Saint-Laurent road.

The superficies is 300 hect. The vineyard comprises 100 hect. upon fine gravelous
croupes planted with vines of superior quality. They are cultivated under the assiduous
care of M. Galos and have an average of 200 tuns ; in the year 1874 they yielded 325 tuns.

It is useless to remark that quantity is united to an exquisite quality ; body, elegance,
bouquet, delicacy and distinction are all combined in these wines, whose grand reputation
augments every day. (See view of domain.)
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CHATEAU-BEAUCAILLOU
(2nd CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Nathaniel Johnston, proprietor.

CHATEAU-LAGRANGE
(3rd CLASSED GROWTH)

MM. Gomte Duchatel and due de La Tremoille, proprietors.
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3rd classed growths {continued).

175

Tuns red wine.

Ch.-Langoa l (Heirs of M. Barton, of the firm Barton and Guestier). 125

4th classed growths.

Ch.-BranairO'Dueru 2 (C te A. Ravez and Marquis de Carbonnier-
Marzac) 130

CHATEAU-LANGOA
(3rd CLASSED GROWTH)

Heirs of M. Barton, proprietors.

1. The domain of Langoa, of which we present Ihe design, was bought in 1821 by
M. Hugh Barton, at the price of 550,000 fr. and has been since this period the object of

many enlargements and improvements, which have considerably augmented its importance
and value. Its average production is from 125 tuns. The wines class amongst the most
appreciated 3 r* growths. That portion under cultivation is joined to a quarter of the ancient

domain of Leoville, acquired by M. Barton in 1826, producing 75 tuns of a wine, separated

from Langoa and classed in the ranks of the first second growths. The cellars and wine-
presses of Langoa are certainly of the finest in Medoc, by reason of their vast proportions

and their fitting up. We mention also the stables, parks, cow-house, granges, sheds,

and workmen-houses which have been newly constructed in perfect order and present a

complete and model installation, erected according to the progress of the rural science and
on the ptalis of M. G. Gerand, architect.

Commendation upon the Langoa wines would be as useless as upon those of Leoville
;

their celebrity is universal.

2. The domain of Branaire, known under the name of Branaire-Ducru, has belonged for

about 140 years to the du Luc family. M. Louis du Luc, to whom it was partly sold in

1825, put it on a magnificent footing with respect to production. This domain Imsbcen
afterwards the properly of M. G. Ducru up to 1879 and is now in the hands of his

nephews, M. le comte A. Ravez and M. le marquis de Carbonnier-Marzac, who follow the
traditions of their uncle, whose experience and care, in agricultural material and viniticaliou

especially are well known to the Bordeaux trade. Its wines, although clashed a'l fourth
growths in the clarification of 1855, have been nevertheless constantly bought for the last

fifteen years as third and even second growths. Thus, in 1802 they obtained" 2,800 fr. for
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CHATEAU-BRANAIRE-DUCRU
(4^ CLASSED GROWTH)

MM. le comte A. Ravez and le marquis de Garbonnier-Marzac, proprietors.

(4th classed growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Saint-Pierre > (MM. Bon-
temps-Dubarry and Kappel-
hoff) 50

Ch.- Saint-Pierre (Mrs O. de

Tuns
red wine.

Luetkens) 30
IfAux- Talbot (d'Aux). . . 100
Ch. - Beychevelle 2 ( Arm

.

Heine) 160

the tun ; in 1863, 4,400 fr. ; in 4864, 2,300 fr.; 1865, 2,800; and a little later in the same
year 3,600 fr. !hetun;in 1868, 3,000 fr. ; in 1869, 2,300 fr.; 4878, 3,000 fr.; in 1879, 1,820 fr.

The situation of this growth completely justifies the favour it enjoys. ,The vineyard is

composed of about 60 hect. and is situated amongst the fine gravelous croupes of the com-
mune of Saint-Julien, near Gruaud-Larose and Beaucaillou. Its produce is from 130 to

160 tuns. The wine is distinguished by a rich fruity taste, much softness, a delicious flavour

and nice body. The total extent of the domain planted in vines, with the meadows,
marshes and landes comprises, 220 hect.

1. The domain of Saint-Pierre, called formerly Seranc,an, was bought in 1767 by M. de
Saint-Pierre, who gave it his name.
The colonel Bontemps-Dubarry, grand son of M. de S; int-Pierre, became in 1836 pro-

prietor of the domain called to-day Chateau-Saint-Pierre-Bontemps-Dubarry, and surveyed
with untiring attention each detail respecting the cultivation and progress of Hie vineyard,
which has its position in the heart of that glorious pleiad which form the growths of Gruaud-
Larose, Leoville, Beaucaillou, Lagrange, Langoa and Branaire-Ducru. This excellent
growth is to-day the property of M. Bontemps-Dubarry (son) and of his brother-in-law
M. Kappelhoff, chief of the house Journu brothers. The' wines of Saint-Pierre figure upon
the official tables of classification at the head of the 4 ,h grand growths of Medoc; they are
much valued by Irade and sometimes obtain the price of third growths.

This domain comprises 28 hect. of which 20 are devoted to the vine. The dwelling
place and its vast dependencies arc situated upon the road from Bordeaux to Pauillac, at

Ihe entrance of the village of Beychevelle.

2. The chateau Beychevelle is one of the most ancient and important in the Modoc country.
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CHATEAU-SAINT-PIERRE-BONTEMPS-DUBARRY
(4^ CLASSED GKOWTH)

MM. Eontemps-Dubarry and Kappelhoff, proprietors.

CHATEAU-BEYCHEVELLE
(4th CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Arm. Heine, proprietor.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS.
Tuns

red wine.

Growth du Bosc l (Sevaistre) 70
(jh.-Cayx (Cayx, notary) . . 4

Tuns
red wine.

At Beychevclle (Maurenx) 8

LE-BOSC
SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Sevaistre, proprietor.

In the 14 th century, it was a feudal castle and one of the properties of the counts de Foix
de tandale, from whom it passed to the house d'Epernon, whose chief has married the

heiress of the house de Foix. The last duke d'Epernon having died without posterity, the

ground of Beychevelle returned to the Grown, who sold it to pay off the debts of the d'Eper-
non. It is estimated that at the period of the revolution, the marquis of Brassier, who
possessed this ground, had not less than four hundred thousand livres annual income, from
ground taxes and feudal rights. The high justice and tenure of the seigneur extended over
six parishes : Lamarque, Saint-Laurent, etc. M. de Brassier having emigrated, the nation

took possession of the ground and its dependencies which were put up to sale. M. de
Saint-Harem, the sister of M. de Brassier, became possessor of the chateau de Beychevelle
and of the ground, which was resold to M. Jacques Conte, one of the best known ship

owners of Bordeaux in 1800. The latter sold it in 1825 to M. P.-F. Gueslier. The great

road of Bordeaux to Pauillac (G. C. n° 118) passes before the westorn facade of the chateau,

at 42 kilometers from Bordeaux.
Reconstructed in 1757 by M. de Brassier in the Louis XV style, opposite Blaye upon the

Gironde, it possesses the port of Beychevelle one of the most important of this river. The
wharf of this port was formerly much frequented, but does not now exist, although the

port is accessible to steam-boats. The journey there is made by railway in an hour. Sta-
tion of Saint-Laurent-Saint-Julien.

The name of Beychevelle (haul down the sail) arises from the salute that vessels were
formerly obliged to make, when passing before the chateau of the duke d'Epernon, then grand
admiral of France.
The actual extent of the domain surpasses 250 hect. Its principal productions are :

wine, hay, pine woods, and cork-trees sown by M. P. J. Guestier and cultivated with suc-

cess for twenty years. A grand silver medal was presented to this agriculturer in 1845 by
the Society of' agriculture of the Gironde, for this seed bed, which occupies nearly 7 hec-
tares and forms to-day a tine warren of beautiful oaks. The harvest at the chateau of

Beychevelle produces an average of 150 to 180 tuns, of a wine distinguished by its body,

flavour and delicacy and which is classed in the ranks of the 4 th growths of Medoc, en-
joying a great reputation in foreign countries as well as in France.
A grand ministerial gold medal has been awarded by the Society of agriculture to M. P.-

F. Guestier for improvements in the culture of vine. — M. Arm. Heine operates in the

same laudable manner.

1. The growth of Le-Bosc is formed from the reunion of the vineyards of M rt de Be-
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1st ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Mrs Labarde
Cadillon). ... 50

Id. (M« Aug. Saux). 30
Id . (M rs M arcellin Ma-

rian) 20
Id. (MondonandCous-

tolle) 20
(Bertron) 25Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

(M« Jattin).
(Rougey). . . .

(Reynaud Eugene)
(Monpontet) . . .

(Gondat)
(Raymond). . . .

(Meiie)
(Martin)
(Mrs Blancan). .

(Oroisiliac). . . .

(Meric)

12

8

5

6

6

6

5

10

4

At the bourg (Raboutet). . .

AtBeychevellc(Mor'm brothers)

Id. (Mitroche) ....
Id. (Bonnet)
Id. (Fillastre) ....
Id. (Mrs Mathieu Bre-

ton)
Id. (Pierre Lagarde

,

junior) ....
Id. (Maurenx) . . . .

Id. (Travoyat). . . .

Id. (M' ss Saintout). .

Id. (Andre Lagarde).
]d. (M^ Blanchard) .

Id. (Lagarde Jean). .

Id. (Bernadet). . . .

Id. (Daganet Raym.
junior)

Id. (Mallet)

Tuns
red wine.

4

:b
45
15

15

12

12

20
li)

10
(>

8

10

About fifteen small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

PAUILLAC— 4,735 inh.- 2,538 hect. —21 k. to S.-E. of

Lesparre; 48 k. on N.-N.-W.of Bx .
— B. : on the N. by Saint-

Estephe; on the E. by the river; on the S. by Saint-Julien ; on

the W. by Saint-Laurent and Saint-Sauveur. — Railway,
Steamboat. — Commodious and animated port. — P &

T. O.
Undulating soil, generally deep graves, upon a sub-soil of

alios, rather deep. The marsh of Pibran, long and narrow,

extends from E. to W., dividing the commune in two parts.

The wines are bodied, mellow and full of elegance, combi-

ned with flavour, delicacy and distinction and are some of the

most celebrated in Medoc. Besides the classed growths, very

numerous in this commune, the superior bourgeois obtain, at

vintage time, according to the year, from 800 to 1,500 fr.

dout and of M. Fouqnior. It represents the integrality of the ancient Bosc growth, which,
after having been oflieially classed in 185i in the number of second fourth growths, lost its

rank by being parcelled out. lis production is on an average of 70 tuns of wine. This vi-

neyard is enclosed or surrounded by parts of Chateau-Larose, Saint-Pierre, Beaucaillou,

Lcoville and Beychcvelle, producing a wine which can rival the most celebrated growths
and we believe that it will soon be called upon to re-enter the rank that it has formerly
occupied, its new proprietor having determined to exterminate or rather withdraw the
malbec vines and to retain none but the cabernet and verdot.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

lrst CLASSED GROWTHS
Tuns rci wine.

Ch.-Lafite : (The barons Alphonse, Gustave and Edraond de

Rothschild) 180 tuns divided as follows : 140 tuns of l rst wines;

20 tuns of 2n d
; and 20 tuns of wines of Carruades which sell

for about 25 0[0 less than the first wines. The second obtain

generally half of the first 180

CHATEAU-LAFITE
(1st CLASSED GROWTH)

Barons Alph., Gust, et Edm. de Rothschild, proprietors.

1. The Chateau-Lafitc belonged before 1793 to M. de Pichard, president of the Parlia-

ment of Guicnnc, who was guillotined in Paris. At this period it became national property
and was bought by M. Vanlerberghes for the price of 1 million 200,000 fr. In 1818
Mlu Piosalie Lemaire payed 1 million for it, ceding: it in 1821 to M. Scott for about the same
sum. In 1867, it came back to the Vanlerberghes or rather their heirs, and the following
year it was bought for the sum of 4- millions 140,000 francs by the baron James de Roths-
child, whose heirs possess it to this day.

The domain of Chateau-Lafite has an extent of 135 hectares, of which 74 are devoted to

the vine. The vineyard is divided into three parts : the principal part is situated about the

chateau; then comes a very fine part in Saint-Eslephc, and finally a young plan-
tation upon the plateau of the Carruades, the production of which almost obtain the value
of the grand Lafitc wines.
This fine domain has been directed on the most intelligent principles by the father and

>KPIl«f the Goudal family. The cultivation of the vineyard alone casting 100,000 fr. yearly,

ft W useless remarking that nothing has been spared and that the most assiduous attention

is devoted to these precious vines. The harvest of 1865 of Chateau- Lalite has been bought
in 1866 by the houses of Barton ani Gucstier, Clossman, Cruse, Eschenauer,. Finkejand
Johnston upon a footing of 5,500 fr. the tun.
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l s t classed growths (continued).

181

Tuns red wine*

Ch.-La-Tonr l (MM. de Flers, de Beaumont, de Graville and de
Courtivfon) 90

2nd CLASSED GROWTHS.

Moidon 2 ancient Brane-Mouton (baron Ed. James d«i Bothschild). 12

CHATEAU-LA-TOUR
(1 st CLASSED GROWTH)

MM. de Flers, de Beaumont, de Graville and de Gourtivron, proprietors.

1. The ground of La Tour, bought in 1670 by M. de Chavannes, counsellor secretary of

the king, passed seven years later into the family Clauzel and from this family passed by
marriage into the Segur family, the descendants of which are the actual proprietors.

After having been parcelled out for a certain time, it was adjudged by public sale at the
price of one million 511,000 fr. to the actual proprietors, who are united in Societd
civile du vignoble de la Tour (civil society of the La Tour vineyard ) in order to render
cultivation easier and to give more weight to the intelligent and enlightened managenunt
of M. Justin Roux, ancient notary and mayor of Pauillac.

The reputation of the Chateau-La-Tour wines is universal. They march with those of

Chateau-Lafite and Chateau-Margaux, and England has an especial predilection for them.
At the universal exhibitions of 1855, 1862 and 1867, they obtained high recompenses due
to the wise sacrifices made by the proprietors of the Chateau-La-Tour growth, to maintain
the high position which it occupies.

2. The Mouton growth, which was in the B.ane family more than a century, was acqui-
red by M. Ihuret in 1830, at the price of 1 million 200,000 fr. In 1853, it was bought by
M. le baron N. de Rothschild. It belongs at present to M. le baron J. Ed. de Rothschild, son
of the preceding proprietor. The wines, although classed 2nd growth, always obtain a price

superior to those of this class ; they arc exclusively produced by the cabernel-sauvignon
and are distinguished by a great richness of fruity taste, delicacy and long keeping.
The vine culture and vinicol installation of this excellent growth, whose management

has been for a long time past committed to M. Galos, has been the object of constant
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CHATEAU-MOUTON
(2 J CLASSED GROWTH)

Baron James Ed. de Rothschild, proprietor.

CHATEAU-DE-PICH0N-L9NGUEVILLE
(ind CLASSED GROWTH)

Baron Raoul de Pichon - Longueville » proprietor.
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2 nd classed growths {continued)

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. de Pichon - Longueville l

(baron Raoul de Pichon-
Longueville) 60

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. de Pichon- Longueville

-

Lalande (M rs Carlos de La-
lande) 70

4 lh CLASSED GROWTH.

Duhart-Milon (Mrs Casteja) 100

5th CLASSED GROWTH.

Pont et- Can ct 2 (Mrs Herman Cruse) 180

CHATEAU-PONTET-CANET
(5

lh CLASSED GROWTH)
M rs Herman Cruse, proprietress.

imp <>• miicuts and lately a wine-press has been constructed, upon the plans of M. Maitre,

architect, with perfect arrangements. All has been organized with a view to facilitate

complete supervision, comprising on the first floor 3 moveable presses, with rails and
turn-plate, besides all the implements and machinery essential to operation. The ground
floor is entirely cemented with a gentle inclining towards a large tank, capable of holding
15 tuns of wine, in case of the rupture of one of the wine vats ; there are besides 19 large

vats surrounded by commodious accessory. This vineyard obtained for its culture the minis-
terial gold medal in 1863.

1. The vineyard of Chateau-Pichon- Longueville bore formerly the name of Batisse and
more anciently that of Badere, after the Histoire des Chateaux de la Gironde, by M. H.
Ribadieu. It is situated to the West and by the side of the vineyard of La Tour, extending
along the high plateau which serves as a mode of transit, between the communes of

Pauillac and Saint-Julien. This magnificent domain belonged for two centuries to the de
Pichon Longueville family who bequeathed it their name. It is to-day divided into two parts,

as we have indicated above. The value and celebrity of the Pichon-Longueville wines does
not require to be recalled here.

Every one knows that after Lafite and La Tour these are with Mouton the most distin-

guished wines of the commune of Pauillac.

2. The growth of Pontet-Canet, bought since 1865 from the heirs of Pontet by M. Her-
man Cruse, is at the head of the fifth growths of Medoc. Its vineyard comprises about
70 hectares, cultivated with the greatest care and its wines generally obtain a premium on
the price of other fifth growths.
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5th CLASSED GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Batailley l (Constant Hal-
phen) 110

Mouton - d?Armailhacq ( de
Ferrand) 150

Grand - Puy - Lacoste (comte
de JSaint-Legier d'Orignac) 140

Ducasse- Grand- Puy (baron
Duroy de Suduirault). . . 100

Tuns
red wine.

Lynch- Bagc* (M.suid H.Cayrou) 90
Lynch-Moussag (Vazquez). 100
Ch . Calve - Croizet - Bages 2

(Jnlien Calve son) . . . . 65
IIant-Bages- Liberal (de Sol-

minihac) 30
Pedesclaux (Mrs Pedesclaux) 25
Clerc- Milan (Lamen a, notary) 15

CHATEAU-BATAILLEY
(5

lh CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Constant Halphen, proprietor.

4. The growth of Batailley belonged at the commencement of this century to the admi-
ral Bedout, who sold it in 1818 to M. Daniel Guestier. The heirs of the latter have sold it

to M. Constant Halphen. The vineyard of Batailley comprises about 40 hect. planted with
the finest vines and admirably situated : these wines have an excellent reputation, which
daily increases.

2. The growth of Calve-Croizet-Bages, whose wines obtained a silver medal at the univer-
sal exhibition of 1878, produces actually from 60 to 65 tuns. The happy position of the
vineyard upon the well situated gravelly croupes of the Haut-Bages, the almos! exclusive

choice of fine plants, where in a great measure the cabernet-sauvignon predominate, and
the particular care dedicated to these vines and their vinification, contribute to augment
each year the value of these wines and tend to elevate them gradually to the first ranks of
fifth growths.

This domain was endowed by its proprietor, M. Julien Calve, with a chateau, the engra-
ving of which is on the following page , a dwelling place as comfortable as it is graceful,
admirably situated in the immediate vicinity of the town of Pauillac, in an enclosure of the
property, where the eye embraces one of the most exquisite panoramas presenting the two
sides of the Gironde.
The chateau Calvc-Croizet has been constructed in 1875 by M. A. Maitre, architect.
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CHATEAU-CALVE-CR01ZET-BAGES
(5th CLASSED GROWTH)

M. Julien Calvfe, proprietor.

CELLARS AND WINE-PRESS OF THE CONSTANT-
BAGES-MONPELOU GROWTH

(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M. C. Constant, proprietor.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND 1st ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

La Couronne l (A.Lalande). 30
Ch.-du- Colombier- Monpclou-
Lavrent-Dcsse (

M' s Jou-
bert) 35

Growth Monprlou [ Camille
Constant) 25

Constant - Bages 2
( Camille

Constant). 100
Havt-Bages (Mrs Paul Desse) 150

Tastins-Malecot (G. De^se). 55

Tuns
red win<\

Balogues (Cazeaux) 25
Chateau- Haut-Bagcs 3 (Ave-
rous) 80

Ch .-Be Hevue-Saint-Lavi bert
'
k

(M» Ferchancl) 40
Ch.-Bcllcvue-Corde'illan Ba-
ges

,r

' (Duclerc-Chaulet). . 30
At Poiiyalet

,
growth Les-

parre-JJitroc (J . Martin). . 35
A t Bages (Justin Roux). . . 30

1. The vineyard of la Couronne, recently created by M. Armand Lalande, lias been plan-

ted in a gravelly soil of first quality. — It has not yet been classed, but its wines being

surrounded by 5th and other distinguished growths it should easily take its place amongst
the ranks of the best 5'h growths, in as much as no secondary plan! is admitted, being

composed exclusively of the finest vine plants : the carmenet-sauviynon and the carmenet
franc. The first harvests have made themselves already remarkable by the fineness and
elegance of the wine, its abundance, its richness of bouquet and softness.

2. The growth of Constant-Bages-Monpclou is situated at the gates of the town of Pauil-

lac. The vast and splendid wine-presses and cellars of which we give the design are the

first buildings that the traveller's eye meets to his right, in coming from Saint-Estephe or
from the railway station. The vineyard is situated upon the magnificent gravelly croupes
of Bages and Batailley and has an extent of 42 hectares.

In 1862, M. C. Constant added to his excellent growth 14 hectares of vines, situated by
the side of the Chateau-Batailley vineyard (one of the first 5 ,b growths), with the object to

improve his growth, already much valued as superior bourgeois and to arrive at the rank
of 5 th growth.

It produces an average of 125 tuns of a wine replete with body, delicacy and distinction,

classed in the ranks of lirst superior bourgeois of Mcdoc, equaling oft< n in quality even
the 5 ,b growths, and called to enter into this class at the following revision of the classifi-

cation. (See above design.)

Since 1880, M. Cam. Constant separates the wines gathered on the Monpclou croupes,

the wines of which figured formerly upon the list of the 5 ,h growths. They were only mo-
mentarily suppressed because they had been joined to those of Bages.

3. The Chateau-Haut-Bages comprises about 24 hectares, planted with the best vines
and perfectly siiuated. Its wines have also a good reputation which increases very day
and they obtained the first silver gilt medal at the Paris exhibition of 1878. The greater

part of the vines of this growth are adjacent to the Pontet-Canet growths and Mouton d'Ar-
mailhacq, and M. Averous possesses also at Pauillac by the side of the distinguished Cha-
teau -Batailley, a vineyard of 8 hectares, capable of producing 20 tuns of a wire which
rivals those of the 5* b growths and which is highly appreciated by foreigners. If this

vineyard has not figured in the official classification of 1855 amongst the 5 ,b growths, it

was that at that period it was less important and abandoned by its proprietor. We have no
doubt that at the next revision of the classification they will obtain the rank due to them.

4. The Chateau-Bellevue-Saint-Lambert, situated 1 kilometer South of Pauillac, has evi-

dently borrowed its name from its situation upon a culminating point, which commands
the course of the Gironde. It is built almost by the side of Chateau-La-Tour. Its vineyard,
which comprises about 15 hectares, is surrounded by the great growths of Pauillac : la

Tour, Pichon-Longueville, Batailley, etc., etc. Its wines are classed with the best superior
bourgeois and have often obtained .and sometimes surpassed the price of the 5 lb growths.
The average production of this excellent vineyard is from 40 to 50 tuns.

5. TheChateau-Bellevue-Cordt'ill.m-BaLies is encircled by a domain of 81 hect. Ir2, 15 of
which are devoted to the vine. This vineyard will obtain ere long an average of 50 to

60 tuns. It is situated upon the departmental road from Bordeaux toLesparre, at the side
of the village of Bages, upon the heights of Cordeillan, commanding the course of the Gi-
ronde. Its wines are sold as the best superior bourgeois of Medoc and attain sometimes
the price of 5 ,b growths. They are stamped : Chdteau-Bellevue-Cordeillan-Bages a
Pauillac. (See page 187 for design of the Chateau.) The wines of this growth have
obtained honourable mention at the'universal exhibition of 1878.
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OHATEAU-BELLEVUE-SAINT-LAMBERT
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M r8 Ferchaud, proprietress.

CHATEAU-BELLEVUE-CORDEILLAN-BAGES
(superior bourgeois growth)

M. Duclerc-Ghaulet ,
proprietor.
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SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS AND l s t

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Padarnac (Bichon-
Rabere) 75

Be Geres - Fonhadet ( heirs

Clarke and Mrs de Chancel) 75
At Saint-Lambert (Laurent
Lamena) 45

At Saint-Lambert (Carrere). 40
At Saint-Lambert (Mrs La-
mena-Verriere) 20

At Saint-Lambert
,
growth

Gaudin senior (Barbier). . 20
At Bages (Alaire and Daubos

junior) 45

At Bages (Daubos senior) . . 16

artisan growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Bages, growth A. Bichon
(Normandin). . 12

Id. growth A. Bichon
(Desse) 18

At Anseillan (Mondon). . . 50
Hostein-Berthe-Milon (Hos-

tein) 20
Haut-Pauillac (Jac. Moreau). 30
At Milon (Lagarde) 30
At Loubeyres(MejTiie\i). . . 25

Id. (Mrs Desse senior) 20
At Pibran (Bichon) 20
Ch.-Pibran (J. -P. Ardiley
junior) 30

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Pauillac (Mrs Chassenez). 15

Id. (Desse brothers). . 15
Id. (Joseph Delom). . 10
Id. (Arnut) 8

Id. (Morange) 12
Id. (Laumonier). ... 8

Id. (Fatin, butcher).. 6
Id. (Fr. Dejean). . . 6
Id. (Sicaud) 4

Id. growth Bernon
(Rabere). ... 4

At Bages (Bonnet) 25
Id. (Ardiley, heir M rs

Castaing). ... 30
Id. (Leonard Pouyalet) 18
Id. Growth Brunet (Al.

Blanchet son).. 15
Id. (Ardiley junior). . 15
Id. Growth M rs Hos-

tein(F. Daubos) 15
Id. (Gaudin senior). . 12
Id. (Broqua) 10
Id. (Castera) 6
Id. (Seurin) 6

Id. (Gasqueton). ... 4

Id. (Jacq. Laumonier) 4
Id. (Jean Laumonier). 3

At St-Lambert (Mrs Blanchet) 20
Id. (Jean Pouyalet). . 20
Id. (Jonqua) 10
Id. (Grenier senior). . 15
Id. (Bondut junior). . 10
Id. (Razeau) 10
Id. (Millepied). ... 10
Id. (Heirs Despagne). 10
Id. (Gaudin junior).

.

8
Id. (Gregoire and M rs

At- S*~Lambert Croizet). . . 8

Id. (Prevot) 10
Id. (Raboutet). ... 5

At Loubeyres (Jamet and Ri-

baux son-in-law) HO
Id. (Croizet and Sauts) 20
Id. (Augustin Gasque-

ton) 10

Id. (M rs Gasqueton). . 8

Id. (Eyssan) 8

At Padarnac (Lescure se-

nior) 6

Id . (Meaux brothers)

.

6

At Milon (Andr6 Seurin),. . 8

Id. (Pierre Seurin). . 6
At Pouyalet (Bonnefous bro-

thers) 40

Id. (M rs Dejean junior

and Fr. Dejean) 40
Id. M rs Andr6 Garra-

bey) 25
Id. (Heirs Maney). . 20
Id. (M rs Dejean senior) 20
Id. (Mr s Laumonier) . 15

Id. (Ardiley junior). . 12

Id. (Franc. Dejean).. 12
Id. (Fr. Arnaud). . . 12

Id'. ( Bernard Arnaud
senior) 10

Id. (Allard)'. ..... 8

Id. (Eymeric) 6

Id. (Gasqueton senior) 6

Id. (Seurin or Cham-
breyre) 6

Id. (Dejean, cooper). 6

Id. (Hostein-Reganon) 4

Id. (Landard). ... 4
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN

Tuns
red wine.

At Pouyalet (Bernard). . . 4

Id. (Fargot) 4

Mousset, Padamac growth
(Hilaret). ... 35

Id. (Gratian junior) . 20

Id. (Mathe). .... 20

Id. (Andre Tourteau
senior) 20

Id. Domain of Mont-
Loup l (Fauche
senior) 20

Id. (Desplatsj. . . . 15

Id. (LudovicChevreau) 15

Id . (Auguste Tourteau
junior) 18

Id. (Mege) 15
Id. (Bernard) 12

Id. (Ribaux-Kantier. . 12

Id. (Siot) ]2

Id. (Aug. Gratian). . 12

Id. (Ribet junior). . 8

40 small proprietors make from
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growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Mousset (Fauchey junior). • 8

Id. (Croneau) 6

Id. (Ribet senior). . . 5

Id. (Merlet) 4

At JwmZto(Desse-Hostein) 12

Id. (Moynet) 8

At the Artigues (P. Goudi-
neau) 6

Id . growth Chevery
(Rulle) 15

Id. (Saintout son). . 8

Id. (P. Goudineau). . 3

Id. (Bielle). ..... 6

Id. (Manizan) .... 4

Id. (Bidon) 4

Id. (Jumon) 4

Id. (Leonard Conte). 4

Id. (Drouiliard). ... 4

Id. (L. Fardegue). . . 4

Id. (Et. Fardegue). . 4

Id. (P. Jeannot). . . 4

to 4 tuns.

DOMAINE-DE-MONT-LOUP
:(ARTISAN GROWTH)

M. Fauche senior proprietor.

1. This growth, situated on the N. of thecommune of Pauillac, by one kilometer from the

river, between the lazaret of Trompeloup and the Chateau- Lafi to, on an elevated ridge,

was formerly part of the 5 th growlh Croizet-Dages.
Owing to its good soil and planls t

(his proj erly produces extremely line wines.
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SAINT-SAUVEUR. — 1,007 inh. — 2,118 hect. — 6 k. to

W. of Pauillac ; 51 k. to N.-N.-W. of Bx. — B : on the N. by
Saint-Estephe ; on the E. by Pauillac ; on the S. and on the S.-W.

by Saint-Laurent ; on the N.-W. by Cissac.— Railway st. from

Pauillac and from Saint-Estephe, at 6 k. from the bourg. — P.

&T. O. : Pauillac.

Varied soil : to W. shallow sands, upon stony sub-soil; to

N. turfy marshes; to E. centre and S., gravelly ground very

propitious to the vine, based upon alios or grave.

Wines analogous to those of Cissac, but possessing in the

first growths of the commune more delicacy and bouquet.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS

Tuns red wine.

IAve?'san (Fleury Ducasse) 100

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

At Peyrabon l (A. Roux). . 65
Houriin (Duroy de Sudui-

raut 50

Foninqueyre (Fleury
casse)

Tuns
red wine.

Du-
. . . 40

CHATEAU-PEYRABON
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. A. Roux, proprietor.

1. The Chateau-Peyrabon commands a domain of 50 hect., 22 of which are devoted to

the vine and of continuous extent. This growth deserves particular mention. The several

authors of treatises on the wines of Medoc have improperly classed this growth good
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superior bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Madrac (Vazquez) 35
Tourteran (M rs Leguen6dal). 70
La Batisse (Guilbot). ... 50
Lvjean (Coutaut) 20

Le Cassana (Gaillard).

At Fontesteau (Menou).
Id. (Pimorin)

Tuns
red wine.

. . 40

. . 25
. . 25

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Lescarjean (Hostein). 20
Id. (Bergey) 20
Id. (Fatin) 15
Id. (Andre Maney). . 12
Id. (Maney) 10
Id. (Metayet). . .

Id. (Tiffon)

Id. (M rs Garrabey).

10
6
6

12
12
10

(Meynieu) 10
]0
10

6

6

5

6

At the bourg (Eyssan). .

Id. (Andron senior).

Id. (Andron junior)..

Id.

Id. (Bert).

Id. (Mr* Ardiley). . .

Id. (Chevreau). . . .

Id

.

(Maney, cartwright)
Id. (Mauguet, baker).

At Destean (Mondon). ... 20
At Laborde (Roumegoux). . 20
At the Fournas (fam . Teynac) 12

Id. (Maney) 10
Id. (Mauguet). ... 10
Id. (Audinet Delile). . 10
Id. (Faye) 8

At Labrousse (Bernard). . . 15
Id. (Maney) 12
Id. (ViLleneuve). ... 10
Id. (Signoret) 8
Id. (Berthet) 8
Id. (Jean Renom). . . 8

At Ouerin (Bonnet) 18
Id. (Simon Pesset). . 15
Id. (Duret) 10
Id. (Bernon) 8

At the Colonie (Lemasson)..

50 small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

GISSAG. — 1,229 inh. — 2,362 hect. — 7 k. to N.-W. of

Pauillac ; 55 k. to N.-N.-W. of B*. — B. : on the N. by Ver-
theuil ; on the N.-E. by Saint-Estephe ; on the S. by Saint-Sau-

veur; on the W. by the landes of Saint-Laurent and Saint-

Germain. — Railway st. from Vertheuil , 4 k. to N.-N.-E.

of the bourg. — P. O. : Vertheuil ; T. O. : Cissac.

Soil varied and a little uneven ; towards E. gravelly or

argillo- calcareous ground, and towards W. small sandy

graves or pure sand. — Sub-soil generally stony ; towards

E. and S.-E., ashlars and broad stones. It presents also on this

Bmrgeois. None of these authors have visited this vineyard or tasted the wines. We have
visite I it in detail and can affirm that a more intelligent choice of fine plants, appropriate
to th) different natures of its rich sub-soil, would be impossible to make. This property
cannot mnke any other hut good wine. We have tasted in the cellars the wines of several

years, that we have recognized in the company of most competent judges to have the

power of rivalling the wines of the superior growths of MeJoc. We are convinced that

the high reputation borne by the wines of Chateau-Peyrabon in the North of France and
foreign countries is well deserved.
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side alios and graves, as well as to W. ; to N.-W. and S.

argils and excellent marl banks ; to the extremity W. the sub-

soil is sandy.

Wines mellow, distinguished by a fine colour and body.

Price, at vintage time, 700 to 1,200 fr. for bourgeois growths;

500 to 750 for artisan growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chdteau-du-Breuil l (F. For-
pomes and F. de Miollis).. 180

CMt.-la-Rivaux (Comte du
Hamel) 180

Chateau d'Hanteillan 2 (E.
Lefort) 100

Chateau-Abiet (Maurin). . . 20
Le Landat (Lamarque son

senior) 30

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-du- Puy-de- Saint-Martin
(A. Courregeolles and de la

Niece) 50

Martiny (Heirs Marti ny). . . 90
Villam bis(Heirs Baour). . . 35
Ch.-Lomothe (L. d'Elbauve). 50
At Lamothe (Lamarque ju-

nior) 30

1. This chateau gives its name to the first growth of the commune. It commands a vast

domain the gravelly heights of which, planted solely with vines of the finest choice, give
a wine which possesses delicacy, body, bouquet and is in great favour. This estate has a

Gallo-Roman origin. There are curious legends attached to it, well known, throughout
the country; amongst others that of fa Dame Douce, going back as far as the X,b cen-
tury. The chateau forms part of the historical monuments of the first class ; its beautiful

ruins are admirably situated and attract numerous excursionists. Froissart , writing in

the Xl\' ,h century, says : « The old walls of the old chateau of Breuilh ». These walls

had however no more than 200 years of age ; but they have often been the grief and the

honour of the war of a hundred years that the heroism of the Vaucouleurs finished.

The traditions of the country, as well as the name of the ground upon which he has pit-

ched his tent, retain the remembrance of Talbot, when for the last time he defended the

chateau against the partisans of the king of France.
The year 1793 was a fatal one to the chateau of Breuil and to the descendants of the

Pommies who possessed it then and possess it still. The baron of Breuil was guillotined

and the chateau had its towers dismantled to expiate its character and feudal past ; in the

unaltered dungeon can be still seen the scaffolds prepared in this horrible epoch.

2. The domain d'Hanteillan is situated in the two communes of Gissac and Saint-Este-
phe. It comprises 72 hectares, 50 of which are devoted to the vine, producing a very va-

lued wine, classed amongst the first bourgeois of Cissac. 22 hect. are devoted to pines,

meadows, vimieres and gardens.
By reason of the purchase of a vineyard in Saint-Estephe (in 1869) with cellars and

wine-press, M. Lefort has separaled the vines of Saint-Estephe from those of d'Hanteillan-

Cissac, and thus formed the growth of Coutelin-Merv'lle, which figures amongst the bour-
geois of Saint-Estephe. The two vineyards are of continuous extent and only divided by a

pass, serving as a border between the commune of Saint-Estephe and that of Cissac. Their
production is about 150 tuns, 100 tun? of which come from Hanteillan and 50 from Cou-
lelin-Merville. Many of the vines are not yet in full condition; therefore it is but reasonable

to suppose that its present average production will ere long be increased. The domain is

remarkable for the excellent position of Ihe buildings recently constructed. We should

also mention the drainage works, which have been executed upon a great scale and the re-

sults have been marvellous, as much for the production as for the quality of the wine. The
first works dale from 1850 and 35 hect. are drained at the present day.
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CHATEAU-DU-BREUIL
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

F. Forpomes and F. de Miollis, proprietors.

CHATEAU-DHANTEILLAN
(bourgeois growth)

M. E. Lefort, proprietor.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Petit-Luc (Tesson-
neau) 25

Id. (Courian) 8

Id. (Eyssan) 7

At the Grand-Luc (Dumas). 20
Id. (Faucher). ... In

Id. (Grand) 15

Id. (Denis Labbe). . . 8

Id. (Eyssan) 4

Atthe Gunes (Hostein father). 30

Id. (Thibaud-Thibaudin) 25

(Hostein son senior) 20
(Thibaud) 15

(Maney) 12
(Boutureau. ... 12

(Roudier) 12

(Armand) 10

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.

(Bijeau)
(Lardiley) 8
(Metayet 7

(Izard) 6

(Gaillard) 6
(Eyssan) 6

The Petite-Rlvaux (Hostein
junior) 12

Id. (Fatin) 8

Id. (Lafon)
At the Bas-Queyron (Bernard)

Id. (iSaumos Meric). .

At the Hant-Queyron (Berlin)
At Boucant (Boucaut). . . .

At the Pctit-Bourg (Crusin
junior) 18

Id. (Mrs Fatin). ... 7

At the bourg (Lamarque). . 20

Tims
red wine.

At the bourg (Laborde son).

.

12
Id. (Castets) 12
Id. (Moynet) 12
Id. (Maney) 10
Id. (Bouey) 10
Id. (Boye) 15
Id. (Sablon junior). . 8
Id. (Baudon) 5

At Pellon (Campagne).. . . 40
Id. (Bernard) ti

Id. (Bijeau) 5

Lvcrabey (Brun) 10
At the Tuilteres (Pinet). . . 10

Id. (family Eyquem).
Id. (Dupont) 6
Id. (Joseph) 6
Id. (Eyssan) 6
Id. (Abadie) 6
Id. (Leconte) 5

Id. (Grenier) 5
Id. (Lafargue). ... 5

At Margales (Bertin). ... 8

At Ricous (Jugla) 15
Id. (Maney) 6
Id. (Fatin) 5

At the Beynats (Tressin).. . 20
Id. (Portal) 10
Id. (family Mauguet). 10
Id. (family Bugat). . 8
Id. (Bouey junior). . 8
Id. (Batailley). ... 6

Id. (Lafon) 5

Id. (Pourrion) .... 5

Id. (Dejean) 6

About 40 small proprietors make from 1 tu 6 tuns.

SAINT-ESTEPHE. - 2,932 inh. — 3,757 hect. - 9 k. to N.

of Pauillac; 18 k. to S.-S.-E. of Lesparre ; 57 k. to N.-N.-W.
of B*. — B. : on the N. by Saint-Seurin-de-Cadourne ; on the

E. by the river ; on the S. by Pauillac ; on the S.-W. by Cissac
;

on the W. by Vertheuil — Railway st. from Saint-Estephe.

— Port upon the Gironde. — P. & T. O.

Soil gen. gravelly and fertile, presenting a successive suite

of admirably situated ridges, exposed to the solar influences.—
Sub-soil gen. composed of alios to a considerable depth;
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upon some places stony and argillous; alluvial deposit on
the borders of the river, devoted to meadows.
Wines of a universal reputation, strongly aromatic, fine and

mellow; they are generally a little lighter than those of
Pauillac.

The superior bourgeois growths are highly valued and sell
at vintage time, according to the year, from 600 to 1,500 fr.

The growth of Le Roc generally obtains a favour upon these
prices. This excellent commune, one of the richest in Medoc,
includes two 2nd granc[ growths, one 3«*, one 4'h and one 5th'

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

2«d CLASSED GROWTHS.

Cos WEstournel ] (family de Errazu)
Tuns red wine.

.... 150

COS-DESTOURNEL
(2"<1 CLASSED GROWTH)

Family de Errazu, proprietors.

jjnetor of ,he celebrated s.ow.h la MNion-Hau.iWi.n, at ,VMac Jtf ^5375 Z~-
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CHATEAU-MONTROSE
(2"d CLASSED GROWTH)
M. Dollius, proprietor.

CHATEAU-CALON-SEGUR
(3r<* CLASSED GROWTH)

Heirs P.-F. de Lestapis
,

proprietors.
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(2°d classed growths (continued).
Tuns red wine.

Montrose i (Dollfus) 180

3 rd CLASSED GROWTH

Calon-Segur (Heirs P.-F. de Lestapis) 150

4th CLASSED GROWTH

Rochet (Mrs Lafon de Camarsac and son) 45

5th CLASSED GROWTH

Cos Labory 2 (Mrs Louis Peychaud and son) 40

SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Le Roc (sons of U. Clau-
zet) 30

Roche (Hostein Fatou). . . 20
Lalande (Sidney Celerier). . 100
Le Crock* (G. Merman). . 80
Meyney (Oomte de Fumel and

heirs du Sault) 180

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Marbuzet (J. Mer-
man) 50

At Marbuzet (Plaignard). . 25
La Haye (M rs Asmuss). . . 30
Houissant (sons of U. Clau-

zet) 40
Fatin (Hostein Fatou;. . . 50

1. The vineyard of Montrose presents a" topographical character rare in Medoc, having
63 hectares of continuous extent. Its foundation is divided into two portions; the first

comprising 50 hect. is the work of M. Dumoulin, whose beautiful vineyard M. Mathieu
Dollfus purchased in 4865 ; the second comprises 13 hect, and has been acquired by M. Doli-

fus. Its ground could not be more propitious to the vine. In following his predecessor's ex-

cellent method for plantation and in creating very large and perfectly organized buildings,

the new proprietor has made of Montrose a vineyard which can be considered as a model
and to which the agricultural society of the Gironde decreed in 1871 the ministerial gold
medal, pronouncing it to be at the same time the best ordered and a good example to all

viticulturers.

Since 1871, Montrose has not ceased to be the object of the most assiduous and intelli-

gent care ; its wines have always been much appreciated and sought after by trade and it

yields a production of 180 to 200 tuns.

2. The estate of Cos-Labory was comprised in the succession of M. d'Estournel; it was
bought by M. Marlyn, of London, at the time of his purchase of chateau Cos-d'Estournel,

which, with Chateau-Lafite, is the neighbouring vineyard of chateau Cos-Labory.
The exceptional situation of the vines of Cos-Labory, in the middle of vineyards belonging

to the two celebrated growths already mentioned, justifies its old reputation and the rank
attributed to its wines, when the official classification of the highest growths of the Medoc
took place.

Cos-Labory extends on about 74 acres and has an average production of 200 to 240 hhds; in

1860, it was bought by M. Louis Peychaud, who has become the sole proprietor of this

estate.

The chateau of Cos-Labory, recently restored and enlarged, is separated from the buildings

of Cos-d'Estournel only by the width of the road fromPauillac to Saint-Estephe.(See design

p. 198.)

3. The domain of Le Crock has been in the Merman family for three generations. The
wine of this growth is classed amongst the first superior bourgeois of Medoc and is espe-
cially distinguished by its delicacy as well as body and very agreeable bouquet. The do-
main contains 30 hect. planted in vines. (See design, p. 198.)
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COS-LABORY
(5th CLASSED GROWTH)

M r9 Louis Peychaud, and son, proprietors. (Seep. 197).

CHATEAU LE CROCK
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Georges Merman, proprietor. (See p. iv»7.)
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CHATEAU-POMYS
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Family de Errazu, proprietors, rsee P . 200.)

CHATEAU-BEAU-SITE-GRAZILHON
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Grazilhon son, proprietor. (See p. 200.)
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superior bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

80
200
100
140

Chdt.-Pomys 1 (fam. Errazu).
Segur-Garramey (Phelan). .

Le Boscq 2 (Grazilhon son)

.

La-Salle-de-Pez^W . Lawton)
Beau-Site- Grazilhon 4 (Gra-

zillonson) 95
Canteloup (D'Bert). ... 80
Fontpetites (Hostein Fatou). 90
Chateau-Morin (D r Alibert). 60
La Commanderie ( Colonel

Bonie) 80
At Leyssac (sons of U . Clau-

zet) 70
At Capbern (Gasqueton). . 70
Les Ormes (Bertet and Boni-

fet) 70
Growth de Come (Benneteau) 30
Coutelin-Merville (Lefort). . 50

Tuns
red wine.

Ladouys (Barre) 90
At La Tour du Baut-Vigno-

ble (Dupuy). . 25
Id. (Desse father). . 25

Haut-Vignoble (Seguin). . . 50
Carcasset Jacques ( Martin
Alcuet) 25

Coutelin and LaujactGintT&c
et Brethes) 15

At Cos (Labory) 6
At Marbuzet and at Maccar-
thy (Moula) 25

Growth Maccarthy (Lucien
Raymond) 30

Lhereteyre (Osmin Duret). . 40
At Aillan (M" Labat). . . 25
At Leyssac (Dumas senior). 25

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Marbuzet (Rapet). . . . 35
Id. (Lucien Raymond) 25
Id. (Raymond son-in-

law Ricard). . . 20
Id. (Hostein). ... 20

A t Marbuzet (Martin). . . . 20
Id. growth Martins

(Dumas). ... 15
Id. (Chevrier). ... 15
Id. (Pierre Roulet). . 12

1. The vineyard of chateau Pomys has been classed amongst the first bourgeois of Saint-

Estephe. lis average production is from 80 tuns. (See design on the next page.)

2. M. and M rs de Camiran, in selling the domain of Boscq to M. Grazilhon, retained the
chateau, 20 hect. of meadows and a small enclosure of vines, pure grave, which produces
from 10 to 15 tuns.

3. The domain of Salle-de-Pez, situated in the west of the commune of Saint-Estephe,

comprises about 90 hect. divided into 40 hect. of vines of continuous extent, an exceptional

circumstance in Medoc and precious in a cultivating point cf view ; 44 hect. meadows, and
6 hect. wood and earth. The vineyard rests partly upon an elevated sloping plateau, very

advantageously disposed and composed of the finest vine phnts. The vines of very ancient

origin predominate. Its wine ranks amongst the most sought after superior bourgeois of

Medoc ; it is known in trade under the name of chateau de Pez. It obtained a silver medal
at the universal exhibition of 1878.

4. The domain of Beau-Si te-Grazilhon, situated opposite the Chateau-Calon-Segur, offers

some magnificent gravelly ridges, planted with vines of the first choice. It possesses fine

cellars, favourable to the improvement and preservation of the wines. This wine is placed

amongst the ranks of the first superior bourgeois of Saint-Estephe.
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DOMAIN OF CAPBERN
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Henri Gasqueton, proprietor

DOMAIN OF LADOUYS
(SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Barre, proprietor.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At 3/arbuzet(Meymen son-in-

law Mathe). . . 12

Id. (Poissonnie). . . 12

Id. (Jean Roulet). . . 10

Id. (Razeau) 10

Id. (Bichon) 10

Id. (Bousquet). ... 10

Id. (Hilairet). ... 8

At Cantelovp (Brossard).. . 45

Id. (Deloude). ... 30

Id. (Allard). . . , . 15

Id. (Tite) 15

Id. (Teyssier). ... 15
Id. (Bosc) 12

Id. (Decap, sonin-law-
Bournac ). . . 12

Id. (Bernard id. id.). 12

Id. (Roulet) 10
Id. (Izard) 10
Id. (Camin) 5

At Leyssac (Izard) 35
Id. (Hostein). ... 20
Id. (Mirai) 18

Id. (Eyssan) 18
Id. (Mege) 18
Id. (Dumas, blacksmith) 15
Id. (Lespine). ... 15
Id. (Moreau). ... 15
Id. ( Prevosteau junior) 15
Id. (Ardiley). ... 15
Id. (Blanchereau). . . 12
Id. (M> Artigareum).. 12
Id. (Bernard). ... 12
Id. (Prevosteau senior) 12
Id. (M> Mondon).. . 12
Id. (Ribaud). ... 10
Id. (Giraud) 10
Id. (Fatin) 10
Id. (Bosc) 8

Id. (Bibard) 8
Id. (Talle, blacksmith) 10
Id. (Roulet) 8
Id. (M™ Hostein). . . 8

Id. (Goudin). ... 6
Id. (Sebileau). ... 5
Id. (Bensac). ... 5

At Fez (Foucaud). ... 30
Id. (Etienne Bernard). 25
Id. (Breuil) 25
Id. (M'» Richard). . . 20
Id. (Maurice). ... 20
Id. (Thibon) 20
Id. (Magnan). ... 15

At Pcz (Yquem).

.

Id. (Eymeric Pare)
Id. (Palin). . .

Id. (Clemenceau).
Id. (Aney). . .

Id. (Eymeric). .

Id. (Martin). .

Id. (Labattut). .

Id. (Rambaud). .

Id. (Noge). . .

Id. (Meric son).

Id. (Piraud).. .

Id. (Mrs Daurat).
At IHcard (Hilaret). .

At Lhercteyre(M.T% Grazilhon)
A t Cos (Tourteaud senior)

Id. (Tourteaud Arnaud)
At Lavjac (Beluzan). . .

Id. (Mrs Brousseau).
Id. (Arnaud). . .

Id. (Papot). . . .

Id. (Baleau). . . .

At the bourg (Trossigere).
Id. (Dumas). . .

Id. (Eymas). . . .

Id. (Bergey). . .

Id. (Mrs Dupuits). .

Id. (Desplats son of

Daniel). .

Id. (Ch. Grand).

.

Id. (Grillon). . .

Id. (Hay brothers)
Id. (Audouard senior)
Id. (Audouard junior)
Id. (Mrs Magnan). .

Id. (Hostein junior).

Id. (Beneyt). . . .

Id. (Desplats). . .

Id. (Trossigere junior
A Ulan (Aney senior) . . .

Id. growth Luzon (Aney)
Id. (Ricard). . . .

Id. (Hillaret). . . .

At Blanquet (Andron).
Id. (Bernard Moulet)
Id. (Jean Morin). .

Id. (Mizan). ...
Id. (Labbe). . . .

Id. (Giraud).. . .

Id. (Bonifet). . .

Id. (Francois Morin)
At Coutelin (Dejean). .

At Saint- Corbian (Signoret),

Tuns
red wine.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Saint- CorMan (Aney).. . 20
Id. (M r « Laporterie). . 15
3d. (Ballange). ... 15
Id. (Renon) 10
Id. (Mr* Bouillaud). . 8

A hundred small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

Tuns
red wine.

At Saint-Corbian (Eymeric)
divided. ... j)

Id. (Lespous) divided. »

La Croix (Boudin). ... 6

Id. (Bouchon). ... 8

VERTHEUIL. — 1,253 inh. — 2,194 hect. — 8 k. to N.-N.-

W. of Pauillac ; 11 k. to S.-E. of Lesparre; 56 k. to N.-N.-W.

ofBx.— B.: on the N.bySaint-Seurin-de-Cadourne; on the E. by

Saint-Estephe : on the S. by Cissac; on theW.and N.-W by Saint-

Germain. —Railway st. at the villageof Meynieu.— P.&T. O.

Soil from the centre to S., fine gravelly ridges; towards

W. sandy-gravelly portions ; from the centre to N., argilo-

calcareous ground ; upon the large borders of the Rayson

Channel, palusand marsh.— Sub-soil argillous and stony in N.

portion; gravelly, generally with a foundation of argil, in the

S. portion.

Wines divided into wines of the graves, analogous to those

of Cissac, and wines from terres fortes, bodied and coloured,

with little perfume during the first year, but gaining much
with time. They are much valued in North, where the brand

of the abbaye Skinner is well known. Price, at vintage time,

550 to 1,000 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

CJiateau-Pico urneau(Th.Mal-
vezin) . 80

Tuns
red wine.

VAbbaye^ (R. d'EJbauve). . 90
At Souley (Bert) 50

1. The Medoc possessed two abbeys ; that of ITsle, at Ordonnac, and that of Saint-Pierre,

at Vertheuil. The latter alone still exists. It was inhabited by augustinian friars, which
attributed to king- Charlemagne the foundation of their monastery. The Abbot du Terns,

in his work on c the Clergy of France » speaks of the ninth or tenth century, as being- the

time of that foundation. It is certain that the absis of the abbey church is of the roman
style. The last abbots were : Pierre Pallet, counsellor of the king in the Bordeaux Par-
liament; Guillaume de la Chassaigne, also counsellor of the king ; Panselol de Malet de
Volusan ; Claude de Beaumont; Pierre Sabatier, namet at the bishopric of Amiens; Jean
de Clermont Tourg ; Rone de Courtavol, General Vicar of Blois.

In 1793, this monastery and the dependencies were declared national property. Bought
towards that time by M. Skinner, this estate still belongs to that family, the present pro-
prietor, M. R. d'Elbauve, being son-in-law of M. Skinner.
The wines of that growth, known under the name of abbaye Skinner, enjoy a great favour

in Belgium and Holland.
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DOMAIN OF LABBAYE
(bourgeots growth)

M. d'Elbauve. proprietor.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS (continued).

Tims
red wine.

At Souley (de Courcelles). . 50
Lngagnac (Ismael Clauzet). . 100

Id. (Armand and Celeste
Roux) 40

Lebourdieu (Marquis). . . 40
Lesquireau (Cam. Constant). 40

Id. (Mrs Desse). . . 40
La Graviere-Couerbe (Mrs C.

Beres) 35
Ch. - Victoria (Saint-L6on-
Boyer-Fonfrede) 25

Ch.-Itayson (Eug. Clauzel). . 150
Beysac (Brown) 150
At the Souley (Alphonse

Tuns
red wme.

Moreau) 45
Laride (Heirs Jacques Roux) 30
Nodris (de Miollis). ... 40
Chdteau-dn- Meynieu (Gue

,

notary) 20
Ch.- Vertheuil (Aug. Mondon) 20
Growth Millet (M' s Dero-

zier) 8
Id. (Mi ss Millet). . . 6

At the Gouat (Cosson). . . 70
Domain of Fondemajan (M>" s

U. Porge) 5
Growth la Tour des Termes
(Bernard, du Pare). ... 40

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS
Redeyron (Heirs Augeau).

Id. (fam. Colombier)
At the Vignan (Gr6min). .

At Juillan (Virleger). . .

At Lagouau (Dupont).
At Vile (Fleur) ....
At Tourney (Heirs Rousset)
At Lugagnac (Moreau).

Id. (Forest). . .

At the bourg (Lafanechereand
Prevosteau).

.

Id. (Mrs Videau). .

Id. (Beneyt).

15

8
12
6

10
10
12
12

8

25
8
10

At the bourg (Seguin). .

Id. (Monnereau). .

Id. (Bertrand). . .

Id. (Laplagne).
Id. (Clavet'Cheri) .

Id. (Clavet brothers)
Id. (Bouillaud). . .

Id. (M« Gaston). .

Id. (Larrieu). . .

Id. (Camin). . .

Id. (Bila). . . .

Id. (Bonnodeau). .

10
10
10
12

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.
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SAINT-SEURIN-DE-CADOURNE— 1,355 inh.— 1,575.

hect. — 13 k. to E.-S.-E. of Lesparre ; 13 k. to N. of Pauillac. —
B. : on the N. by Ordonnac and Saint-Yzans; on the E. by the

river; on the S. by Saint-Estephe ; on the W. by Saint-Ger-

main and Ordonnac. — Railway st. from Vertheuil at 6 k. to

S.-W. of the bourg. — Carriages corresponding wi th the rail-

way station from Saint-Estephe. — P. & T. O.: Saint-Estephe.

Varied soil : gravelly ridges upon argillous foundation

to the centre, compressed between high lands to W.; narrow

palus, on the borders of the river, to E. ; the drained marshes

of Rayson to S. and the marhes of La Marechale to N. — Sub.
soil : graves under the centre ridges ; banks of stone or marl

to W., frequently 30 cent, in depth.

Wines generally sufficiently bodied and well coloured

Price at vintage time 600 to 1,200 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS, IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.- Xerdiqnan (de Parouty). 160
Sociando-Malet l (L. Simon) 40
Ch.-Covfran (S. Celerier). . 120
Ch.-Charmail (Caillat). . . 125
Chateau-Bel- Orme (Mrs Tron-
quoy de Lalande). ... 70

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.- Verdus (Boyer). ... 80
Ch.-Grandis 3 (Armand Fi-

gerou) 40
Ch.'du-Mont 4 (Gasqueton). 180
Domain Andron'1 (L. Simon). 15

Pontoii>e'Broehon,(BouiU.a,ud) 40

1. The domain of Sociando Mallet is situated along the river, bounded by the growths
of Haut Charmail and Brochon. It includes nearly 40 hect. of vines in full production, and
is situated on the height of the gravelly hills of Saint-Seurin-de-Cadourne, certainly occu-
pying- the best position of the whole commune.
The vineyard has been planted with the finest variety of vines ; cabernet-sauvignon , ca-

bernet blanc and merlot. »

Its yearly production is about 160 hhds, and the wine is especially appreciated in Hol-
land and England.
When M. Leon Simon purchased the estate in 1878 from M rs Mallet's heirs, it was

already classed amongst the finest growths of the commune, but thanks to the especial care
given to the cultivation and vinification, the reputation of the wine of the growth has still

much increased.

The prices paid for the last vintages are a proof of the special favour these wines are
enjoying, viz :

1879 fr. 1,000 p. tun
1880 » 1,000 —
1881 » 1,200 —

2. The growth Andron, belonging to the same proprietor, was a part of the ancient es-
tate of Plaisance; it is intermediate of the two growths Pontoise-Cabarrus and Charmail,
and became in 1872 the possession of the heirs Andron.

It produces 60 hhds of a delicate wine, owing lo its favourable situation, and to the fine

variety of the plants.

3. This ancient growth is one of the best graves vineyards of the commune, and is si-
tuated on one of the most elevated ridges of Saint -Seurin-de-Cadourne. On account of its

line position and of the happy choice of its plants, this vineyard produces wines of a perfect
maturity and of a constantly good quality.

4. The chateau du Mont extends over an area of 195 hect., of which 40 are devoted to
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CHATEAU -SO CIAN DO
(BOURGEOIS GRCWTH)

M. L. Simon, proprietor.

CHATEAU-GRANDIS
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Arm. Figerou, proprietor.

G"
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CHATEAU DU MONT
((bourgeois geowth)

M# H. Gasqueton, proprietor.

DOMAIN OF ANDRON
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M. L. Simon, proprietor.
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BOURGEOIS GROWTHS, IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

Haut-Carmail (J. Sarnac). . 35

At Cadoume (Nouet), ... 50
Ch.-Real (Chomel) 25

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-La-Tour-du- Mont l

(Arnaud 50
Growth Lartigue- Chomel (Alaret).

CHATEAU-LA-TOUR-DU-MONT
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Arnaud, proprietor.

meadows and 45 to vines. The vineyard, yielding from 180 to 200 tuns of wine, was
created by M. Figerou senior, father-in-law of the present proprietor, with parts of the

best growths of the commune (chateau Bardis and properties of the baron de Brane). It is

planted with malbec and cabernet- sauvignon.

1. The chateau of La-Tour-du-Mont is surrounded by an exce.'lent vineyard, which has

for its base the ancient Marce growth enlarged and improved by the following acquisi-

tions :

1° 4 hectares of rich graves, situated upon fine ridges near the river and dependant of

the domain Andron and Brochon, intermediate of the excellent growth of Charmail.
2° 4 hect. of first graves upon the fine ridges of Cadourne, near the port of La Mare-

chale, dependent of the chateau du Mont, intermediate to the East of the chateau of Verdi-

gnan, to the North of the chateau Couffran.
3° 4 argilo-calcarcous hectares dependant of the domain baron du Breuil, yielding very

ripe wine rather fine and of good colour.
4° 3 hectares preserved of the ancient Marce property. Rich, soft, first graves, yielding

a wine of colour and bouquet. The plantation of this vineyard comprises:!^ malbec,

1(3 cabernet-sauvignon, 1(3 gris and mcrlot. (See view of the chateau.)
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BOURGEOIS GROWTHS, IN TERRES FORTES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Senilhac (Armand La-
lande) 200

Ch.-du-Maurac (H. Gaillard). 80
At Maurac (Arm. Figerou). . 40

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Doyac (Moreau). ... 70
Ch.-Pabeau (M> Pujos). . . 35
At Marque (son-in-law Benja-
min Figerou, Laporte). . . 35

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Hay).
Id.

Id.

Id.

. 50

( Rigon "brothers )

.

50
(Raimbaud). . . 40
(Bouey) 26

Id. (Bouillaud brothers) 18
Id. (Drouineau). . . 15
Id. (Duthil son). . . 12
Id. (H. Nouet). . . 12
Id. growth Lartigue

(AugusteArnaud) 10
Id. (Recipont). ... 10
Id. (J. Mercier). . . 8
Id. (Azera) 8
Id. (Lartigue brothers)

At La Grange (U. Cocureau)
At the Mont (Ch. Roulin)

Id: (Bloy-Masse).
Id. (Mrs Bloy). .

Id. (Bloy cadet).
Id. (Ricard). . .

Id. (Bournac son).

Id. (Laborie).
Id. (Dubosc). .

At Muret (Duthil). . .

At Lestage, growth Haut-Es
pinand (Dis-

sandier senior) . 60
Id. (Leraud) 25
Id. (Dominiq. Andron) 25

Fifty small proprietors make from

At Lestage (Bouillaud). . .

Id. (Amand Simon).
Id. (Dissandier junior)
Id. (Sanda). . . .

Id. (Eyssan).
Id. (Belet). . .

Chat. La Grange l (J. Gillet)

At Seguin (Gautier son).

Id. (Lussac senior)

At Doyac (Pierre Boniffet)

At the Villa (Caronne son).
Id. (Blanc). . .

Id. (son-in-law Laneuve)
At Quimper (Brossard). .

Id. * (Hostein). . .

At the Raze (Surget). . .

Id. (Taudin senior).

At IAvran (Albert Droui-
neau).

Id. (Duthil son).

Id. (Taudin Cheri)
At the Passe (Marcoulet).
At Cadourne (Gillard).

At the Tralle (Seguin). ,

Id. (Porge). . .

Id. (David). . .

At Jeandey (Daniau). .

Id. (Ribeau). .

At Loquey (Goudy). .

1 to 5 tuns.

25
25
25
12
10
10
35

15
15
5

5

25
12

8
10
8

20

SAINT-GERMAIN-D'ESTEUIL.— 1,441 inh.- 4,479 hect.

— 6k.toE.-S.-E of Lesparre; 61 k.toN.-N.-W. of Bx. — B.: on
the N. by Ordonnac and Potensac; on the E. by Saint-Seur'c-

de-Cadourne; on the S.-E. and on the S. by Vertheuil; on the

S.-W. by Hourtin; on the W. by Naujac and Saint-Trelody. -*

Railway st. Artiguillon, at 2 kil. to S.-W. of the bourg. —
P. & T. O.: Lesparre.

1. The vineyard of La Grange is being enlarged by ils new proprietor
tations bring its production to 60 tuns.

Its young plan-
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a littleSoil : sand to the extremity W.; a little sandy-gravelly

portion to N.-W., argilo-calcareous ground in the rest of the

commune. — Sub-soil of graves and alios to W.; ahslars and

stones to the centre and E. of the commune.
Wines produced from 1;2 malbec, 1;4 cabernet gris, 1;4 ca-

bernet-sauvignon and other vine plants, forming very good

wines in the bourgeois growths. Price cOO to 1,000 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND I s * ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Livran (Bon du Perier de
Larsan and M»8 de Lambert-
des-Granges) 100

Chateau- Cartera l (Marquis
de Verthamon) 100

Ch. - Bries - Caillou (Bon du
Perier de Larsan and M is de
Lambert-des-Granges).. . 80

At Beanlieu (Liquard). . . 80
Ch.-Boyentran(C lesse de Ver-
thamon) 80

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Cassan (V*« de Vertha-
mon) 80

Ch.-Ilavterive (vicomte Deo-
dat de Verthamon). . . 100

Barbeheyre (Meynieu). . . 90
Growth Charron (doctor J.

Hosteing) 75
Latour (Colombe). ... 25
Cantegric (Cazeaux). ... 25
Clos Clameron (J. Hosteing). 45

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Camin).
Id. (Videau).
Id. (Tressaint)
Id. (Petit). .

At Artignillon (Dubosc
Id. (Mesuret).

(Moreau).
(Beaudon).
(Estelle son)
(Normandin)
(Delille son)
(Caussan).
(Bernon).
(Mitroche)
(Coularis).

At VHoj/dal (Courian
thers).. .

(Arnaud). .

(Goudineau).
(Coussan).
(Dupont).
(Potard). .

;q son)

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

bro

20
8
5

6

15
15
10
10
10

6

6

5

5

20
20
20
15
12

10

At ISHojrital (Jarris). . .

Id. (Prevosteau, miller)

(Mesuret). . .

(Valureau), . .

(Rale) . . .

( Bellet, miller).

(Boyer). . . .

(Louis Bernard).
(Morin). . . .

(Bersion). . .

(Lasserre). . .

At Miqneu (Lespine). . .

Id. (Videau, cooper).
(Chapelan). . .

(Gaudin). . . .

(Negri er).. . .

(Hostein). . .

(Girardeau brothei s

(Mothes). . .

(Creon). . .

At Boyentran (Breuil).

Id. (Brigneaud).

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

10

10
30

12
12
8

8
10
10
6

\. This growth has numerous young- plants, it actually makes but 50 tuns.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS {continued).

At Boyentran (Grenier)
Id (Pouyalet). . .

At Goat (Heirs Monneins)
Id. (Gombaud). . .

Id. (Launay). . .

Id. (Prevosteau, miller)
At Fomhardin(ThomsL8).
At Barbannes (Creon).
At Guibeau (Millet). .

Id. (Durandet).

Tuns
rod wine.

45
8
6

6

15
5

5

15

Tuns
red wine.

At Saint- Gaux (Colombe ne-
phew). ... 25

Id. (Jeumon). ... 15
At Fongiras (Hostein). . . 10

Id. (Arnaud). ... 15
At Liard (Bernard) ... 6
At Cuquet (Estelle). ... 12

Id. (Thomas son). . 6
AtLagunasse (Prevosteau). . 5

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

ORDONNAG and POTENSAG. — 643 inh. — 702 hect.—

8 k. to E.of Lesparre;62 k. toN.-N.-W. of B*.— B.iontheN.
and N.-E. by Saint-Yzans; on the E. by Saint-Seurin-de-Ca-

dourne; on the S. by Saint-Germain; and on the W. by Blai-

gnan. — Railway st. of Artiguillon, at 6 k. to S. W. of the

bourg — P. &. T. O. : Lesparre.

Soil generally very fertile, in the Ordonnac section; ground

almost flat and of an argilo-calcareous nature; in the Potensac

section , line gravelly or argilo-silicious hills extending to

Blaignan. — Sub-soil generally stony, with ashlars — Port
at Lamena.

Wines good and ordinary. Those which have been gathe-

red on the gravelly hills of Potensac are agreeable in the Bour-

geois growths and rather above their reputation
;

price, at

vintage time, 450 to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND I s * ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At Potensac (Mrs Gallais). . 90
Id. (Jeanty) , domain

of Grand-Bois. . 60
Id. (Mondon). ... 80

Tuns
red wine.

At Potensac (Jeanty). ... 40
Id. (Mrs Garry). . . 10

Domain of Vabbayc de Vide
(family de Errazu). . . 20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Potensac (Brion). ... 60
Id. (Nouet) 25
Id. (Sirougnet). ... 25

Id. (Marcoulet senior). 10

At Potensar{Marcoul et j unior) 25
Id. (Lomonnier). . . 35
Id. (Monroseau). . . 25
Id. (Tessier) 10
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Potensac (Caussan). . . 25

At the moulin de Hontemieux
(M^ Faure) 10

At the moulin de Buscateau
(Lardillet) 6

At Mareil (Pascot). ... 12

At Ltissan (Hostein). ... 10
Id. (Greteau). ... 7

At Ordonnac (Mignot). . . 25
Id. (Mondon). ... 60
Id. (Faure) 25
Id. (Meynieu). ... 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Ordonnac (Seignouret). . 15
Id. (Poytaud). ... 8
Id. (Prevosteau nephew) 8
Id. (Gombaud). ... 7
Id. (Arnaud) 6
Id. (Jean Pre>osteau). 6
Id. (Briguaud). ... 5
Id. (Charron). ... 5

AtPeyrussan (Fontaneau). . 20
Id. (Ponceteau son). . 12
Id. (Dubosq) 8

Id. (Daricau). ... 25

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

BLAIGNAN. — 419 inh. — 682 hect. — 5 k. 1/2 to E. of Les-

parre ; 20 k. 1/2 to N.-N.-W. of Pauillac; 65 k. to N.-N.-W. of

Bx.— B.: on the N. by Civrac and Saint-Christoly ; on the E.

by Saint-Yzans and Ordonnac ; on the S. by Ordonnac and Saint-

Trelody; on the W. by Lesparre,Prignac and Civrac. — Rail-

way st. of Artiguillon, at 6 k. to S.-W.ofthe bourg. — P. &
T. O. : Lesparre.

Sjoil very varied : fine graves in the neighbourhood of cha-

teau of Blaignan upon the hills, and rich ground upon stony

banks, in the plain, near Caussan and Romefort. — Sub-soil

of calcareous marl and alios or argil upon the heights of la Car-

donne, covered in some places with gravel banks.

Wines of different qualities as the soil: those of bourgeois

growths have a fine colour, delicacy and sufficient bouquet.

The brand Taffard-de-Blaignan has obtained successive

subscriptions in Holland during more than a century. The
bourgeois growths sell, at vintage time, from 500 to 900 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chat. - Taffard-de-Blaignan
(Ch. Peychaud) 200

Chat-la- Cardonne (Jeanty). . 140
Chat. -Romefort (Paul Guil-
lory) 90

Chdt.-Gorsse (Charles Plu-
meau) 90

Tuns
red wine.

At the Granges-d' Or (JjsmdsiTd) 70
Id. (Arnaud Bert). . 30

A t Preuilhac- la - Cardonne
(Ad. Adde) 80

Ch.-La-France (Mrs Bayonne
de Basterot) 50

At Caussan (M ,s Eyriniac). . 30
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At La Vigottc (Pierre Ray-
mond). ... 8

Id. (Defious) 5

La Riviere (Faure). ... 25

At Caussan (Mrs J. Gillet). . 30
Id. (Fr. Mercier). . . 18

Id. (Pierre Delude). . . 25
Id. (Michel Seurin). . 15
Id. (Charles Benillan).

.

25
Id. (Jean Augey). . . 15

Id. (Mrs Leraud). . . 12
Id. (M rs Meynieu). . . 20
Id. (Guill. Maque). . . 15
Id. (Andre Bertin). . . 10

Id. (Philippe Cadet). . 10

Tuns
red wine.

At Caussan (Pierre Mercier). 8

Id. (Pierre Cornette). . 8

Id. (Laurent Meynieu). 8
Id. (Trepaud). ... 6

Id. (Salvatier). ... 6

Id. (Jean Augey). . . 6
Id. (Louis Andron).. . 5
Id. (Fr. Raymond). . 5

At La Landette (Gabillaud,
H™ Thibaud). 30

Id. (Daupas) 15

At La Fenetre (Duprat). . 10

At La Hontanne{SimonGarri s) 8

At CamManc (Jabeau). . . 10

At Cantelovp (Jean Hostein) 12

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

SAINT-YZANS. - 800 inh. — 1,154 hect. -~ 11 k. to E. of

Lesparre;68k.toN.-N.-W. of Bx
. - B.:on the N.-W., by Cou-

queques; ontheN.
;
by Saint-Christoly ; on the E., by the river;

on theS., by Saint-Seurin-de-Cadourne; on the S.-W., by Or-

donnac; on the W., by Blaignan.— Rail-way st. of Saint-Ger-

main. — Carriages corresponding with the railway st. of

Saint-Estephe. — Port convenient at Lamena.— P. & T. O.

:

Saint-Christoly.

Soil generally ilat presenting rich, argilo-calcareous ground,

rising insensibly towards W. The domains of Loudenne,

Sigognac and Mazail alone are based upon fine gravelly or

argilo-calcareous ridges. Sub-soil gen. stony.

Wines produced by 5/6 malbec, 1/6 merlot, constituting

good ordinary wines in bourgeois growths. Price, at vintage

time, 500 to 900 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Chateau-Loudenne l (W. and A. Gilbey, see p. 214).

Tuns red wine.

. . 170

1. Chateau-Loudenne, formerly belonging to the viscomtess de Marcellus, was purchased
from her in 1875 by Mess" W. and A. Giloey of London for the sum of 700,000 francs, and
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Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Sigognac (Robert Suber-

cazaux) 175

boukgeois growths {continued).

At Mazail (Daney).

Tuns
red wine.

. . 40

CHATEAU-LOUDENNE
(bourgeois growth)

MM. W. and A. Gilbey, proprietors.

they have since the purchase expended a further sum of between 600,000 and 700,000 francs

iu the formation of a harbour on the Gironde, Ihe establishment of large and important

farm buildings, erection of cottages for work people, and the building of a new cuvier and

extensive ehais, these latter capable of holding 10,000 hogsheads. All these works have

been designed by, and carried out under ther, superintendence of, M. E. Minvielle, archi-

tect of Bordeaux.
Chateau-Loudenne offers the exceptional advantage of direct communication between

England and the most favoured districts of the Medoc, being situated at the junction of the

Haut and Bas-Medoc, about midway between Bordeaux and the sea, and the chateau with

its »ast chais, cuvier, harbour, etc., forms one of the most striking objects on the Gironde

while the buildings at the same time are of a magnitude and completeness not hitherto

attempted in any wine-producing country of the world.

Mess'W. and A. Gilbey have selected this spot as being the most convenient for collecting

and storing their large purchases of the various Medoc growths, previons to shipment to

englanJ, a"nd the establishment will befound exceedingly interesting and well worth a visit.

At the timeof its purchase by MM. W. and A. Gilbcy.the estate of chateau Loudenne consisted

of about 190 hectares, of which one half was vine- land and the remainder corn andmeadow-

laui. Of the vine-lands however only about one third was at the time planted with vines,

but Mess' Gilbey have already added 23 hectares of new vines, and contemplate the further

addition of some 37 hectares, so that the estate bids fair to become shortly one of the

most important in the Medoc.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTH3

{
Tuns Tuns

rod wine. red wine.

At the lourq (Jean Figerou) 50 At thebourq (Gillet). . . 8

Id. (Brion). . . . . 50 Id. (Verdon). . . . 10

Id. (Mr8 Daney.. . 40 Id. (Dejean brothers) 8

Id. (Chaussat). . . 40 Id. (Grach). . . . 8

Id. (Tressaiut). . . . 30 Id. (Pion). . . . 16

Id. (R. Cruchon). . 40 Id. (Lheritier). . . 6

Id. (J. Moreau). . 40 Id. (P. Belon). . . 6

Id. (Jean Jeanty. . . 35 Id. (Pillet). . . . 6

Id. (Justin Jeanty). 35 Id. (Seguin senior). p

Id. (Hay). . . . 35 At La Colonne (Alain). .
'. 5

Id. (Balansan). . . 40 La Uovq ueyre (Artigarum). SO

Id. (Bournac junior). 30 At the Q ueysan (Olemenceau^) 30

Id. (Figerou, usher) . 30 Id. (Bertr.-Lafaye). 25

Id. (M^ Eysson). . . 20 Id. (Lardiley). . . 30

Id. (Firmin Jeaaty). 30 Id. (Rabeau). . . If

Id. (Vigueau). . . . 25 Id. (Jean Lafaye). . 1c

Id. (Oadillon). . . 20 Id. (Belon junior).. 15

Id. (Bournac brothers^) 20 Id. (Belon senior). 15

Id. (Tessier). . . . 25 Id. (Genie). . . . 12

Id. (Seguin junior). 15 Id. (Fongerousse). . 1C
Id. (J. Barbe). . . 15 Id. (Clement Lafaye) 10

Id. (Gaillard). . . 15 Id. (Brigueau). . . . 1C

Id. (Duboscq). . . 12 Id. (Pierre Beion),. 8

Id. (Franc. tSeurin). , 12 Id. (Delude) 8

Id. (Curodeau). . . . 10 Id. (Audere). . . . 6

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

SAINT-GHRISTOLYAND GOUQUEQUES— 1,161 inh.

— 1,387 hect. — 11 k. to E.-N.-E. of Lesparre; 20 k. to N. of

Pauillac.— B : on the N., and N.-E., by the river ; on the S.-E-, by

Saint-Yzans ; on the S., by Blaignan;on the W.,by Civrac and

Begadan.— Port upon the river. — Carriages corresponding

with the railway st. of Saint-Estephe twice a day.— P. &T. O.

Soil : sandy ground, argilo-calcareous and rich soil in the

section of Couqueques; undulatingand gravelly ground
;
sandy-

argillous and sandy-gravelly in the Saint-Christoly section; in

the two sections upon the borders of the river, dried salt allu-

vions. Sub-soil : almost entirely stone towards Couqueques,
and sand, gravel, argil and alios in Saint-Christoly.

Wines: produced at Saint-Christoly by 1 12 malbec, 1t4 ca-

bernet, etc. while at Couqueques the wine is produced by 4{5

malbec; those of Couqueques can be recommended by their

body and fine colour; those of Saint-Christply by their mellow-
ness, bouquet and delicacy; price, 500 to 1,000 fr. in tho

bourgeois growths. The difference is relatively little lor the

price of the artisan growths,which are generally very good.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-des- Chalets (M'8 Martial
Taillefer) 120

At the bourg (DrJ>lumea,u). . 50
La- Tour-Saint-Bonnet (Ame-
dee Lebeuf) 150

Growth de Sevan (Morange). 50
A t the bourg (Ch. Copmartin) 70

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Mrs General E.
Copmartin) 20

Le Bosc (M rs Lussac). . . 20
At Couqueques (Guidon). . 200

Id. (Boye-Negrier). 60
At the bourg (Servant senior) 120

Id. (Delhomme senior) 30

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

La-Fuie-Saint-Bonnet (Pi-
veteau) 15

At Castitlon (Terle). ... 50
A££Atf#0Mr<7(GuiraudandGraeh) 70

'Id. (Lardiley). ... 80
Id. (Jean Dumas). . . 50
Id. (Gillet) 50
Id. (Servant son). . . 40
Id. (Normandin son). . 40
Id. (Pierre Moreau). . 35
Id. (Pierre Normandin) 30
Id. (Pierre Peleau). . 30
Id. (Meynieu). ... 20
Id. (Jean Courian). . 20
Id. (Barthel. Courian). 15
Id. (Jean Eyquem). . 15
Id. (Baudry). ... 15
Id. (Barbe) 12

Id. (Normandin Noel). 10
Id. (Jean Curat). . . 8
Id. (Boyer junior). . . 8
Id. (Justin Yigneau). . 8

Id. (Ed. Claude). . . 8

Fifty small proprietors make from

At the bourg (Benillan). . . 7
At theBoscq^LsLfaje-ChevTesiu) 35

Id. (Mrs Ponceteau). . 8
Id. (Arnaud Courian), . 8

Id. (Pierre Courian). . 8

At Couqueques (Eug. Simon). 50
Id. (Heirs Sourlut). . 45
Id. (M" Servan). . . 40
Id. (Ch. Moreau). . . 40
Id. (Ch. Daney). . . 40
Id. (Pierre Guiraud). . 40
Id. (Bronde son). . . 30
Id. (Moreau). ... 25
Id. (Jacques Moreau). 20
Id. (M rs P. Troplonge) 20
Id. (Troplonge son). . 20
Id. (Nauze) 20
Id. (Meynieu). ... 20
Id. (Faugerolle senior) 20
Id. (Prevosteau). . . 12
Id. (Couche brothers). 12
Id. (Greteau). . . . 10
Id. (Signoret). ... 8

1 to 6 tuns.

BEGADAN. - 1,820 inh.
f— 2,219 hect. -7 k. to N.-N.-E.

of Lesparre, 74 k. to N.-N.-W. ofBx.— B.ron theN. by Valeyrac;

on the N.-E. by the Gironde; on the E. by Saint-Christoly; on
the S. and on the S.-W. by Civrac; on the W. by Queyrac,

Loirac and Vendays. — Port of By. — Railway st. of Lesparre.

— P. &T. O.
Varied Soil: palus to E.; rich soil to N.-E. and in the neigh-

bourhood of the bourg; graves near the villages of By, Cour-

niac, and Laujac. — Sub-soil varied, composed of stone, 'near

the bourg and alios in the gravelly parts of the commune,
with argil to E.
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Wines generally bodied and of a fine colour, possessing

also rather delicacy in the graves. Price, at vintage time,

550 to 1,000 fr. according to the years. The wine of Laujac,

the First growth of the commune, always obtains favour.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Laffite
jlAdolphe Cruse 00

Tuns
red wine

Ch. du BarraiV- (Daniel Char-
ron). 80

CHATEAU-LAUJAC
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)
M. Adolphe Cruse, proprietor.

1. The vineyards of Laujac and Laffite have the same kind of cultivation, but different
qualities. The vineyard of Chateau-Laujac produces 200 tuns. It comprises 65 hect. si-

tuated upon a vast elevated and gravelly plateau ; its wines are very delicate, without
the slightest earthy taste. Situated upon more argillous ground, the vineyard of Laftite
produces about 100 tuns of wine more bodied than that of Laujac.

2. The Chateau du Barrail is situated on a splendid vineyard, surrounded with meadows,
lands and woods, forming one of the finest domains of Medoc and producing every thing
necessary for its own requirements.

The ground is argilo-calcareous and its wines enjoy a great favour in the trade.
M. Daniel Charron is also the owner of the domain of Montblanc, whose vineyard situa-

ted on a sandy-gravelly ground, planted for a trreat part with cabernets, produces an
agreeable wine, amongst those most in request in the Bas-Medoc.

This vineyard extends over 20 hectares.

M. D. Charron has also bought recently at Civrac the splendid domain of Escurac an
excellent vineyard, yielding wines much liked by the trade.
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CHATEAU DU BARRAIL
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Daniel Charron, proprietor.

CHATEAU-MONTHIL
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. U. Prion, proprietor.
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BOURGEOIS AND I s * ARTISAN GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

La Tour de By (A. Rubichon) 80
At the Barrail (Etierme La-

fargue). . 80
Id. (Miss Charron). . 80

At By (EmileLafargue). . . 60

Id. (Adolphe Lussac) . . 60

At Condissat (Hostein Fatou) 120
At the bourg (Badimont). . 100

Ch.-Bana (Leon Perogon). . 80
At Plagnac (Mrs Barbier). . 60

Ch.-Monthil l (Olysse Brion) 75
Ch.-Lacaussade 2 (Arm. Char-
ron) 40

At .Sy (NumaDelon). ... 100

Tuns
red wine.

At By (Heirs Lartigue). . 20

At Begadanct (Arm. Corne). 60

Id. (Arseguet) 25

Ch.-Labadie (Dejean). ... 65

Ch.-dcs-Bcrtins (B. Guitard) 25

At Courbian (Arm. Guarry). 40

At Condissas (G. Brion). . . 50

At Lalande (Vital Eyrem). . 100

Id. (Duprat) 25

Id. (Lucas) 12

At Courbian (Vinquoy) ... 60

At La Branne (Hostein) . . 50

At the bourg, ancient growth
Brion (Pigot) 20

CHATEAU-LACAUSSADE
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Armand Charron, proprietor.

1. The Chateau-Monthil is situated upon the borders of Begadan and Valeyrac; its vine-

yard is entirely based upon gravelly grounds, producing a wine which is distinguished

by much delicacy and which obtained honourable mention at the Paris exhibition of 1879.

2. Thisdomain comprises 28 hcct., 25 of which are devoted to the vine, 10 hcct. of old

vines and 15 hcct of young vines; merlot, cabernet and verdot form more than half of

the "plantation of this vineyard, situated upon the road from Lesparre to Goulee, between

Laujac and Le Temple, upon the borders of the communes of Valeyrac and Begadan.

The actual production, which is 40 tuns, will increase ere long beyond 60 tuns. We give

the engravings of the chateau, whose wines obtained at the exhibition of 1879 an honou-

rable mention for the vintage of 1878.
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AETISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

se-

Tuns
red wine.

30

12
12
25
25
15
12

e)

4

20

25
25
15

15
40
10
40

40
20
30
20
40
15
15
50
40
25
10

Id.

Id.

(d.

Id.

Id.

Id.

At Courbian (A. Brion).

Id. (Bersion). . .

Id. (Lespous). . .

At By (Faugerolle). .

Id. (Laporte). . .

Id. (Lambert). . .

Id. (Ponceteau), .

Id. (Andron). . .

Id. (Fatin). . . .

Id. (Mrs Lussac Jean
tille). . .

At the Monge (Chapuy).
At the Bernedes (Sorlut

nior). . .

Id. (Jacques Sorlut).

Id. (Faux). .

Id. (P. Jaubert)
At Condissax (Fontaneau),

Id. (Berdot). .

At Breuilh (Mesuret)
Id. (J. Bergey).
Id. (Ulys. FaugerolL

At Lanjac (Ckaussat). .

At Picot (Heirs Jauuin).
Id. (Fontaneau).

.

Id. (Bacquey). .

Id. (Seurin). . .

Ch.-Landon (H. Raymond).
Id. (Jean Pinet).

Id. (Era. Bergey),
Id. (Bernard Prevost).
Id. (Pierre Pinet). .

At Landeuille (Jean Geffie)

40 small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

Tuns
red wine.

At Landeuille (Jaubert son) 6
At the bourg (Greteau).

.

Id. (Dufau senior).

(Tissandier). . .

(Etienne Meynieu
(Galouin, seller).

(Francois Fauret)
(Lacoste).. . .

( Mothes). ...
At the Pre de Saulx (Franc
Beaudon)

At Biars (Roustaing. . .

Id. (Marcellin Seurin..

At Cantecocut l (Dumas).
At La Gargosse (Alexandre

Blanc)
At Lalande (Duprat). . .

Id. (Lucas). . . .

Id. (Figerou).. . .

Id. (Michel). . . .

At La Lagune (Lar^iley).
Id. (M'» Gaillard). .

Id. (Tobie). . . .

Id. (Jamet). . . .

At BSgadanet (Rangeard).
Id. (Mrs Bosc). . .

Id. (Heirs Monge). .

The Cabans (Lacroix senior)
Id. (Rives). . . .

At the Chartrons (Clemen
ceau)

At Rochet (Lacroix junior).

CIVRAC — 999 inh. — 1,855 hect. - 5 k. to N.-N.-W. of

Lesparre; 74 k. to N.-N.-W. of Bx . — B. : on the N. by Bega-

dan ; on the E. by Saint-Christoly ; on the S. by Prignac and

Blaignan; on the W. by Queyrac and Gaillan. — Railway
st. from Lesparre. — P. & T. O.

Soil gravelly towards W., with a little sand; rich soil to-

wards E. ; in the perimeter of the marshes of Lesparre about

1. The wines of Cantecocut are united with those of M. Toiital at Couqueques. (Soc
page 223.)
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300 hect. of excellent palus, presenting vegetable layers of very

deep alluvion. — Sub-soil generally stony.

Wines : very good ordinary. Price at vintage time 550

to 1,000 fr. in the bourgeois growths, where they are pro-

duced by 1 ?3 malbec, 1?3 cabernet-sauvignon, 1?3 cabernet gris

and merlot. In the paysan growths, the malbec comprises 3j4

of the plantation.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND 1»* ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.'Bessan-Sdgur (Odon de
Verthamon) 140

Ch.-d?Escurac (Daniel Char-
ron) 70

Ch.-Panigon (Frechina Cos-
son). . . .

v

100
Ch. de la Maze (Laporte). . 60
Plantier de Brassaud (Mrs

Renoux) 40
Pey de Bel-Air (O. Dusson). 10

Tuns
red wine.

The Mont- Blanc (Daniel
Charron) 50

Pey de Ponts (Galouin). . . 80
At the Granges (Francois Cou-

charriere) 65
At Bournae (Toutai). ... 50
At Andron (F. Benillan). . . 55
At the Metairie (Heirs Au-
geau) 40

At Machicau (Hostein). . . 30

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Tremblaux (M" Jaubert). 12
Id. (L. Jaubert). . . 12
Id. (Lafargue). ... 12
Id. (Pichevin). ... 12
Id. (Guitaud). ... 12
Id. (Cazaux) 12
Id. (Gillet, blacksmith) 10
Id. (Coutereau, miller) 10
Id. (Liquard). ... 6

At Mouret (Roux) 10
At the Granges (M r » Simon). 50

Id. (Terle) 25
Id. (Simon nephew). . 15
Id. (Arnaud). ... 12
Id. (Chaulet). ... 10
Id. (Comte) 5
Id. (Vigneaux). ... 5
Id. (Louis Rebes). . . 5
Id. (Eyquem senior). . 5
Id. (Eyquem junior). . 5

At Andron (Martin). ... 40
At Bournae (M rs Couillan-

deau) 30
At the Fourneau (Cruchon).. 10

Id. (Chevalier). ... 8
At Montignac (Juillac junior) 15

At Montignac (Juillac senior)

A t the bourg (J. Benillan).

Id. (Gaillard son). .

Id. (Abeil brothers).

Id. (Jean Simon). .

Id. (Palin). . . .

Id. (Foix son). . .

Id. (S6guineau).
Id. (Bouchereau). .

Id. (Fraigneau). . .

Id. (Monge). . . .

At the Metairie (Pantaloon)
Martin). .

Id. (Clemenceau).
Id. (Lacroix).. .

At the Bourdieu (F. Teynac
and Gautier).

Id. (Teyssier). . .

Id. (Laujac son). .

Id. (J. Meynieu). .

At Deguenon (E. Meynieu)
Id. (L. Benillan). .

Id. (Fr. Benillan). .

Id. (M's Benillan). .

Id. (Eugene Paul). .

At Cazot (Cheri Gauthier).

15
25
20
20
15
15
10
8
7
6
6

15
10

40
25
12
8

20
20
20
15
15
10
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Cazot (Lalanne). ... 8
Id. (Pierre Lambert). . 8

At Lapouyade (Gouffreteau
senior). ... 35

Id. (Gouffreteau junior) 20
At Palena (Lambert senior). 40

Id. (Lambert junior). . 10

At Meillan (Pierre Lambert) 36
Id. (Aug. Palin). . . 20
Id. (Gauthier). . . 12
Id. (Chaussat). . . 10

Tuns
red wine.

At Meilllan (Razeau senior). 10
Id. (Aug. Razeau). .

At Lalandc (Boyer brothers)
Id. (Terle). . . .

Id. (Grelet). . . .

Id. (F. Leraut). .

Id. (Lacroix). . .

At Courtieux (Adelin Tiffon)
Id. (Lambert). . .

Id. (Blanc). . .

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

PRIGNAC. — 294 inh. — 743 hect. — 3 k. to N.-N.-E. of

Lesparre. — B. : on the N. by Civrac; on the E. by Blaignan
;

on the S., and on the W., by Lesparre. — Railway st. from

Lesparre. — P. & T. O. : Lesparre.

Soil very varied : to W., argilo-silicious, silico-gravelly

or sandy ridges ; argilo-gravelly earth upon the ridges ; rich

earth and alluvions dedicated to corn and meadows in the

plain. — Sub-soil generally stony and marly upon some
places.

Wines bodied and much coloured; very good ordinary wines.

Price, at vintage time, 500 to 800 fr. ; the first bourgeois growths

have obtained when old, in very successful years, up to 900 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Growth Lafon (Delord-Le-
beuf). . . 100

Id. (Oh. Gasqueton). . 100

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. -Tartuguiere ^ (Ed. Sei-

gnouret) 150
Ch.-£ense(M* s Sansot). . . 90

4. The domain of Tartuguiere, formerly national property, comprises 245 hect. of conti-

nuous extent, of which 200 hect. are high-lands or argillous and gravelly hills, very propi-
tious to viticulture, with 45 hect. of low ground of alluvial nature. These last have been
drained and utilized in meadows and arable land. Several bearings of argillaceous marl,

susceptible of yielding good hydraulic lime and considerable heaps of the residue of a

foundery have been found in the high lands.
The vineyard of Tartuguiere comprises 60 hect. This domain produces from 130 to

160 tuns of first wine, as well as the corn, hay, cattle and wood, necessary to its cultivation.

Some plantations of plumtrees of Elite, formed in 1860 have very well succeeded ; the plum
in question is very perfumed and has a firm skin which preserves it easily. The great
hydraulic works of M. Delisse, which conduct the waters of several sources of importance
into the chateau, the gardens and all the dependencies, are well worthy of notice.
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CHATEAU-TARTUGUIERE
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. E. Seignouret, proprietor.

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

At La/on (Courbes) SO
Id. (Arnaud , or Pou-

liche) 20
Id. (Lepine) 15
Id. (Heirs Salignan). . 12

Id. (Durandet). ... 8
At Gauteys (GibeTte&u). . . 25

Id. (Signoret). ... 10
Id. (Benneteau). . . 10
Id. (Teytaud). ... 8

At Gauteys (Rey) . .

At the bourg (Massonneau).
Id. (P. Cruchon).
Id. (Pillet). . .

Id. (Jarris). .

Id. (Verdot).
Id. (Parbonna).
Id. (Miquau).
Id. (Mitroche).

Tuns
red wine.

6
15
15

10
10
6
6
6

Fifteen small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

LESPARRE. — 4,092 inh. - 4,846 hect. — 63 k. to N.-N.-

W. of Bx , in passing by Castelnau ; 69 k. in passing by Pauillac.

— B. : on the N. by Prignac; on the E. by Prignac, Blaignan

and Ordonnac; on the S., by Saint-Germain d'Esteuil, Hourtin

and Naujac; on the W., by Naujac and Gaillan. — Railway
of Medoc;st. —P. & T. O.

Soil very varied, generally flat; towards W. and S., sandy
lands ; towards N.-W., some gravelly or sandy-gravelly
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ridges ; in the rest of the commune, argilo-calcareous veins,

intermixed with sandy portions. — Sub-soil composed of

alios and a little argil in the landes ; alios, gravel or argil

under the gravelly portions ; free stones and ashlars on the

high lands, above all towards the village of Plassan.

Wines generally coloured and bodied, constituting, in the

bourgeois growths, very good ordinary wines. Price 550 to

850 fr., according to the year.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-cPEscot ' (de Lostau). . 80 Ch.-V ernous (J. Prom).

Tuns
red wine..

CHATEAU-DESCOT
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. de Lostau, proprietor.

1. The Chateau-d'Escot (Saint-Trelody) ancient patrimony of the Lostau family, commands
a domain of 100 hect., 33 of which have vines, 33 landes and 34 meadows, wood and pleasure

ground. The vineyard produces from 80 to 100 tuns. The predominating plants are

cabernct-sauvignon and a gros cabernet, chosen from the vineyard of Mouton d'Armail-

lacq. The wines are distinguished by a delicious bouquet, similar in this respect to the

Margaux wines. (See view of chateau.)
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bouegeois growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Neuf (Coutaut, banker). 110
The Lesques (Coiffard junior) 70

Id. (Durand). ... 15
Id. (Touzard). ... 15

The Gravette (Frechina Cos-
son) 80

Zue - Blanc and Bagatelle
(Ulysse Clauzet) 30

The Briquet (Vicar Laporte). 7
Sainte- Marie and Treman

(L. Beneyt). 35
Laguneaussan (Bechade). . 25
At St-Trelody (Henri Chan-

terre and Benard) 15
At St-TrSlody (Chapellan). . 20
At Gahet (Gouilleau). ... 20
At Canquillac (Marcher). . . 30

Tuns
red wine.

At the Plantey, growth Mey
ney (Raimbaux)

Id. (Hugonenc). . .

Id. (Perrin)
The Vigneau (Vicar Coiffard)
At Tapon (J.-J. Adde). . .

At VHermitage (Guitteau).
Growth Ldbory (Coiffard Cer-
tain)

At St-Leonard (Hospital of
Lesparre) 5

At TJch (Amedee Lebeuf). . 30
Id. (Eloi Coiffard). . . 20
Id. (Maurin) 10
Id. (Rivet) 8

At Ste- Catherine (Boujet) . . 20
Id. (Heirs Danjoy). . 6

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Pinon (Laujac) 12

At Gosseran (Laurent-Fau-
cher) 8

At St-Trelody (Drouillet son) 30
Id. (Pontac) 25
Id. (Goudineau). ... 15
Id. (Godet) 15

Id. (Mazeaux). ... 15
Id. (Greteau) 15
Id. (Lespous) 12
Id. (Drouineau). ... 12
Id. (Mauriac) 10
Id. (Tessier) 8
Id. (Brochard). ... 8
Id. (Fortin, blacksmith) 6

Dom. of Rodde (Valette). . 6
At Badet (Beneyt) 12

Id. (Bernard senior) . . 6

At Badet (Bernard junior). . 6
At Goudy (Mondon) 15

Id. (Bernard Arnaud). 6
Id. (Batailley)^. ... H

At Planque (Arnaud). . . .

Id. (Dessax)
Id. (Augey)
Id. (Duret)
Id. (Cardinal)

At the Marceaux (Mesuret).
Id. (Mondon). . .

Id. (Lande). . . .

At Canquillac(BettoYL brothers)

Id. (Durandet). .

Diversplaces and cellar in town
(Fraigneau) . . .

Id. (Laporte). . . .

Id. (Ch. Meynard). .

8
6
6
6
6
15
15
5

15

Sixty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

NAUJAC. — 860 inh. — 9,464 hect. — 10 k. to S.-W. of

Lesparre. — B. : on the N., by Vendays and Gaillan ; on the

E., by Lesparre; on the S., by Hourtin ; on theW., by the

Ocean. This commune has been constituted in 1865, at the

expense of Lesparre, Vendays, Gaillan and Hourtin. — P. & T.

O. : Lesparre.

Soil : flat, sandy and blackish ; towards N. of the side of

the villages of Glouyac and of Taste-Corneille, some sandy

V
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argillaceous portions. — Sub-soil generally sandy, with alios

in the environs of Magagnau and Lapouyere.

Wines analogous to those of Lesparre, little important to-

day, but tending to increase daily.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns Tuns
red wine. red wine.

At Lapovyere (Dechelle sod, At Lapovyere (Milon). . . 8
draper). . . 18 Id. (Durand). . . . . 8

Id. (Coutaut, banker). 8 Id. (Carrere). . . . . 6

A hundred small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns, of red or white wine.

GAILLAN. — 1,851 inh. — 3,973 hect. — 2 k. i\2 to N.-N
W. of Lesparre. — B. : on the N. by Queyrac and Civrac ; on

the E. by Civrac and Lesparre ; on the S. by Lesparre ; on the

W. by Naujac; on the N.-W. by Vendays. — Railway at

1,500 meters to W. of the bourg. — P. & T. O. : Lesparre.

Soil very varied : generally sandy-gravelly towards S.-W.

;

argilo-calcareous towards the centre and E. ; argillaceous

towards E. ; marsh towards N. — Sub-soil : to S.-W., alios,

sand and small gravel; worked quarries towards the centre;

argil and alluvions to N.

Wines produced by 1t2 malbec, Ij4 cabernet gris, 1{4

cabernet-sauvignon, merlot and other plants, generally light,

being in the meantime sufficiently bodied and possessing a fine

colour in the first growths of the commune. They constitute

good ordinary wines which have the advantage of being

quickly drinkable. Price from 450 to 750 fr. in the bour-

geois growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

At Blanc (Key). . .

Id. (Boulerne).
At Pignon (Euthyme Mou

tardier). .

Id, (Mrs Sudreau). .

At the Povyau (Ch. de Lus
trac). ...

Id. (Tillet). . .

Id. (de Lustrac).
Chdt.-Gadet (Monnier).

Tuns
red wine.

25
25

14

14

50
12

30
50

Tuns
red wine.

A t Lornhose ( Firm . Moutardier) 30
Chalet Labrvyere (Leboeuf,
banker), 30

At Gadet (Euthyme Moutar-
dier). . . . 120

Id. (M« Sudreau). . . 60
Growth Mace (Chautard-Pi-
neau) 20

A t Blayac ( Denat). ... 20
Bom of the lie (H. Chanterre). 10
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Jean Bonnard) 50

Id. (M' s Bernard). . . 30
Id. (Danet) 30

Id. (Brousseau). ... 20

Id. (Gombeau). ... 15

Id. (Lajaunie). ... 12

Id. (Mesuret). ... 12

Id. (Pierre Bernard). . 12

Id. (Boscq) 6

Id. (Drouineau). . . 6

Id. (Berthelot). ... 6

At Lagravette (Bernard). . . ] 5

At Blayac (Couronneau). . 15

Id. (Audron).. ... 6

At La Brandette (Bernard). 6

At Gadet (Kegere) 20
Id. (Guidon). ... 12

Id. (Bouleris). ... 12

Id. (Beneyt) 6

At Biail (Vidalies). ... 25

Id.

Id.

Id.

( Arnaud Lacha
pelle). . . .

(Jean - Marie Far-

(Thunes).

10

9

6

At Biail (Send res).

Id. (Brousseau). . .

At Lestage (Paul). . . .

Id. (Dabis Castanet).

At Coudessan (Pichevin).

.

Id. (Faure). . . .

At the Clauzet (Fatin).

At Bourgueyraud (Arnaud
Allard)

Id. (Guillaume Allard)
Id. (Bouchonneau).
Id. (Aug. Videau). .

Id. (Dechelle). . .

Id. (Tiffon). . .

At the Grand- Chemin ^Guit-

teau),

Id. (Videau)
At Cenot (Birotj
At Taudinet (Bourdeau)..

Id. (Birot). . .

At the Long boscq (Perisse).

At figne-Malon (Taudin).
Id. (Mesuret).

At Blanc (Boulanger). .

Id. (Bahougne).

Tuns
red wine.

6

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

6
30
6

6

6
12

30
15
12
15
6

6

15
6
6

15
6

30

h
1«
5

6

QUEYRAG. — 1,935 inh. — 3,084 hect. — 7 k. to N. of Les-

parre. — B. : on the N., by Jau ; on the E, by Civrac and

Begadan ; on the S., by Gaillan ; on the W., by Vendays and Ven-
sac— Railway st. at Lescapon, at 1,500 m. to S.-S.-W.of the

bourg. — P. & T. O.

Soil presenting towards E. and N., a sandy, gravelly, ele-

vated table-land and very low plain composed of dried marshes;

towards W., a sandy blackish, but often fertile soil.— Sub-
soil varied : sand, gravel, alios and argil towards N. ; towards

S., especially on the Lescapon side, ashlars and broad stones.

Wines generally light and very agreeable in the bourgeois

growths. Price, at vintage time, 450 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

Chateau- Carcanieux (Jules
Chauvelet) 120

Tuns
red wine.

Carcanienx-lcs- Lattes (mor-
cele) 60
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bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Bernon (Louis Anthony) 120
Ch.-Saint.Boch (M rs Casimir
Beres) 20

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau -Saint - Roc-Lacroix
(Guidon) 20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

Id.
Id.

At the ooxirg (Pourreau,coffee^
house-keeper). . . 18

(Regere Paulin). . 15
(Mrs Moreau). . 10
(Mothe) 12

(Greteau , black -

smith) 12
(Lussac, miller). . 4

(Merlet, baker).. . 12

(Varaillon father). 10
(Templier, grocer). 10
(Camille Saunier). . 10

(Moreau, butcher). 10
(Templier, or Ti-

ton) 10
(Rebille) 8
(Sylvain Greteau) . 8
(Felix Faux). . . 6

(Jeantet) 7

(Armand Moreau) 7
(Seillan.cartwright) 6
(Guill. Seurin). . . 5

(Eyquem, miller). . 5
(Chaigneau). ... 5

(P. Greteau). ... 5
(Bacquey,carpenter) 5
(H. Moreau). ... 4
(Jean Richard). . 4
(Gautier, cooper). . 4

(Villemaroy,wooden-
shoe maker). . 4

At Peyrron (Egreteau). . . 8
At Truxct (Marcellin Lussac) 15

Id. (Guill. Saux). ... 5
Id. (Valentin Faux). . 5

Id. (Mrs Despres). . . 5

Id. (Clemenceau). . . 5

At the Casteret (Moynet). . 8

Neighbourhood ofthe houra (Fort) 5
Id. (Jean Templier). . 5
Id. (Jabot) 5
Id. (Richevin) 4
Id. (Musset) 4
Id. (Laneau) 4
Id. (Dejean) 4
Id. (Justin Faure). . . 4
Id. (Egreteau) 4

At Musset (Lussac) 5

At Musset (Marcellin Faux) .

At Lescapon (Lagarde). . .

Id . (Templier Valentin )
(Brun-Mion). . . .

(Jean Bernard,tailor)

(Guidon, blacksmith)
(Jacq. Boutin). ,

(Jean Bernard).
At Queyzac (Fort Titon).

Id. (Chabot). . .

Id. Fr. Fort). . . ,

(P. Bourseau).
(Guidon). . . ,

(Laumonier). .

AttheOurmes (Michel Templier)
Id. (Jean Arnaud). .

(Arnaud Fort) . .

(Regere). . . .

(Templier junior).

(Moreau). . . .

(Justin Faure). .

(Degan)
(Barreyre). . . .

(P. Bernard). . .

(Jacques Meges).
(Templier , son-in-

law Monget). .

(Auzier)
( Pourreau) . . .

(Moreau Jacques).
(Regnier,atthe Cone)
( Payruse) . . .

(Vigneau, black-

smith) . . .

(Bertrand Michelon)
(Oris)

(Guill. Isard)..
(Isard senior).

(Jean Richard).
(Jean Drouillard)
(Delhomme). .

(Dabon). . . .

At Larnac (Drouineau).
Id. (Pourreau).

(Vigneau). . .

(Delhomme). .

(Anthony). . .

(Seurin)

Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id'.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN
Tuns

red wine.

... 7At Larnac(Bras) . . .

At Lassus (Jean Fort). . . .

Id. (Pierre Fort). . .

Id. (Hypp. Egreteau)
Id. (Franc. Egreteau)

At Lassus (Mrs Gautkier).
Id. (Musset, grocer)
Id. (Castie). . . .

Id. (Videau). . . .

Id. (Bernard). . .

Id. (Moreau-Titon).
Id. (Bouleris Marcel)
Id. (Teytaut). . . .

Id. (Allard junior) .

Id. (J. Egreteau). .

Id. (Roussey junior.

At the Clot (Megej. . . .

At La Chaupe (Beaudon) .

.

Id. (Theophile Regere
Id. (Bergey). . . .

Id. ((Jhaussat). . . .

Id. (Dutret). . . .

Id. (Barriere). . . .

Id. (Seurin, grocer).

Id. (Haignoux). . .

Id. (Villemenoy Jean)
Id. (Ballade senior).

Id. (Ballade Elie) .

Id. (Antoine Fort),
Id. (Bourseau). . .

5

5

10
5

4
6

5

10
4

8

10
5

5

5

5

7

10
15
16
10
16

10
5

8
6
5

5

4

6

growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine,

At La Chaupe (Ballade, wea-
ver) 4

Id . (Toutal, blacksmith) £

Id. (Jean Nizeau). . . 6

Id. (Etienne Monie).. t

Id. (Musset, carpenter) I

At Hontanne (Brion).

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

(Moreau) 35
(Phil. Gautier). . 8
(Despres) 8
(Beneyt) 8
(Baudon) 6
(Raymond-Raymond) 6
(Guiraud) 8
(Pierre Bourseau). 5
(Franc. Bourseau). 4
(Thomas) 8
(Benoist) 6
(Faure) 4
(Martin) 6

AttheDes (Teyssier). ... 30
Id. (Guill. Andron).. 80
Id. (Courbe) 10

AtSemian and6W^Bousquet) 8
8Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

(Regere). ,

(M rsFaux,atthe
Cassagne). .

(Portier). . . .

(Andre Blanc).
At the Blanc (Egreteau).

.

2& small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

8
15

VENDAYS. — 1,812 inh. - 11,473 hect. — 13 k. to N.-W.
of Lesparre.— B. :ontheN. by Vensac; on the E. by Queyrac

;

on the S. by Naujac ; on the W. by the Ocean. — Railway st.

fromLescapon,at6k. toE.of the bourg. — P.&T. O.: Queyrac.

Soil generally sandy, showing some marshes near the Ocean
downs. A canal of irrigation, which will be filled by the pool

of Hourtin, is now in formation.

Red wines light. Price at vintage time 450 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.
Tuns

red wine.
Chat. - Periguey ( de Leau-
tand), vine in creation. . . 40

At Courreau(Michel!jiquard,
of Jau) 15

At the bourg (Etienne Lafar-
gue). ... 60

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Jean Fontaneau,
cellar at Vensac) 12

Id. (Jean Birot).. . . 8
Id. (Jean Goulee). . 8

Id. (Pierre Bourdeaux
son) 6
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Tuns
red wine.

Atthe bourg (Tifon,M> Dufort) 6

Id. (Justin Dufort).
Id . (P. Hosteing, mason)
Id. (Baudon , son-in-

law Hourcade)

.

(Laneau Severin).

.

(Bertrand Andron)
(Fromant or Jus-

tin)

(Jean Manizan). .

( Pierre Bacquey)

.

(J. Birot, M> Ar-
tigarum). . . .

At Sarnac (F. Hosteing, of
Valeyrac). . .

(Jean Moynet) . .

( Jean Hosteing

,

parson). . . .

( Sylvain Couron-
neau)

(Jean Chereau). .

(Jean Birot).

Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.

At the Droulas (Lacroix).

Tuns
red wine

At the Pouyaux (Jacques
Barreyre). .* £

Id. (Jean Sonet). . . 8

At the Garrouils (P. Be-
noist)

At the Pey-de-Gay (Chaussat)
At the Pey-de-Haut (Michel
Pautard)

At Merlaquette (Fr. Geffier)

At Tastirebire (Jacq. Vouzan)
At Marsanet (Drouineau, of
Jau)

At Mortagne (J. Bahougne)
At Hourcan (Bern. Cassagne)
At La Castagne (Jean Birot)
At the Lescats (Jean Moynet)
Moynemaunin (H . Couron-

neau)
Mayan (P. Videau, junior). .

Id. (Metayer, son-in-
law Olivier) . . .

Id. (Robert son). . . .

Id . (Fr. Robert, postman)

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

VALEYRAG. —945 inh.— 1,350 hect. - 12k. to N.-N.-E. of

Lesparre. — B. : on the N. and E., by the river ; on the

S.-E. and on the S., by Begadan ; on the W., by Dignac. —
Port at Ooulee. — P. & T. O.

Soil varied, generally alluvions on the borders of the river,

and farther argilo-gravelly or sandy-gravelly soil. — Sub-soil

composed of alios and of argil.

Wines produced by 2/3 malbec, 1/3 cabernet, merlot and a

little pignon (this last is not so much used as formerly). The
wine is bodied and coloured and distinguished from those of

the neighbouring communes by a more developed bouquet

;

highly valued in Holland. Price 550 to 1,000 fr. in the bour-

geois growths and from 450 to 700 in the artisan growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-La- Verdasse (Adrien
Chauvelet) 100

Clos Valeyrac (Adr. Chau-
velet; 25

Tuns
red wine.

Temple de Tourteyran (M's

Dubosc). . . 50
Id. (Fr. Rabere). . . 60

2y

roussas(Miss Jeanne Charron) 50
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bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Lartigue (Laclaverie) . . 160
Id. (Bedel son). ... 60

Ch. -Troussas (Ph.Brannens) 125
At Troussas (Hostein , of

Condissac) 45
Chdt.-Sipian (Kousseau). . . 150

Tuns
red wine.

Le Bourdieu (L6on Gaillard) 80
At Villeneuve{B.jpY>.Gmia,ud) 80

Id. (Berard). ... 30
At the oourg (Pruede). ... 20
At Ladignac (Hostein). . . 25
At Sipian (H . Vinquoy ) ... 50

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

AtV Ousteau-2Vevf(B.GmrsLxid) 25
Id. (A. andU.

Guiraud) 30
At La Verdasse(Fr. Perreins) 20

Id. (Fr. Dejean). . . 20
Id. (Isard) 8

Id. (Laujac son). . . 8

At the oourg (Ulysse Michel) 20

At Villeneuve (Guill.Morisset)

At Sipian (Jean Chapuis)
Id. (Berland). . .

Id. (Lambert). . .

Id. (Bosc)
At Riviere (P . Pea ublanc)
At Troussas (Benillan).

Id. (Sarrazin). .

15
20
20
30
10
10
20
10

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

JAU, DIGNAG AND LOIRAC— 1,878 inn.— 4,883 hect.

— These three villages are situated to S.-E. of Saint-Vivien.

Jau at 5 k. ; Dignac at 7 k, 1/2, and Loirac at 8 k.— B . : on the

N., by the river; on the E., by Valeyrac, from which they are

separated by the channel of Goulee ; on the S., by Queyrac ; on

the W., by Saint-Vivien and Vensac.— Ports of embarkment
at Richard and at Goulee (Valeyrac).— Railway st. from

Lescapon at 8 k. S.-W. of Jau and at 6 k. S.-W. of Loirac.

— P. & T. O.

Soil varied : to N., very fertile alluvions, with some salt

marshes; in the rest of the commune, the soil is almost gra-

velly, upon a ferruginous foundation of alios, sometimes gra-

velly-argillaceous, upon a foundation of argil or gravel, and

sometimes sandy.

Red wines distinguished from those of other communes
by their delicacy; price at vintage time from 450 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Section of Jau

BOURGEOIS AND I s ' ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-IUeric (Miss Jeanne de
Lussay) 80

Listran (Mrs Bert) 30

Tuns
red wine.

Fergraves (J . Goudineau, bar-

rister) fiO

Pey-de- Clair (M. Goudineau) 30
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BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At the Broustera (Aim6 Bert) 80
At the bourg (Duboscq). . 50

Id. (Tessier) 20
Id. (Chiche) 18

Tuns
red wine.

At Noaillac (P. Goudineau-
Cruon) 35

Id. (Hostein), ... 30
Id. (Drouet) 10

PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Michel Rela). 8
Id. (Greteau) 15
Id. (Lavielle) 10
Id. (Brion) 5

Id. (Tripotta,cartwright) 5
At La Hourcade (Cardin). . 10

At La Hourcade (Fau) . . .

Id. (Reyna)
At Laulan (Melon)
At the Broustera (Drouineau)
Id . (P.Goudineau senior)

Id. (Birot)

Section of Dignac.

BOURGEOIS AND l Bt ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Growth St-Aubin palus (Ha-
bere) 50

At Goulee (Edm. Labat). . 40

4
4
6
10
12
6

At Dignac (Chevreau junior) 25
At Semensan (De]esui) . . . . 30

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Dignac (Drouet. junior).

Id. (Delhomme). . .

Id. (Drouet senior).

.

Id. (Berton)
Id. (Bontemps). . .

At Semensan (FsiTlet senior
At the Centre (Mialet). .

Id. (Raymond Rula).
Id . (Tessier senior)

.

Id. (Bacquey). . . .

At the Port ofGoulee (M r* Gui
raud junior).

Id. (Leraud). . . .

15
40
10

10
10

35
20

AtthePortofGfouUe(Vigiiea,\i) 15
Id. (Rigon). . . 10
Id. (Agier). . . 8

At Goulee (Lestage) 8
At theportofRichard (Chichi) 10
At Boussan (Brion) 10

Id. (Juillac) 10
Id. (Monfoulet).
Id. (Bigeau). ....
Id. (Bourgeau). . . .

At the Toureau (Faugerolles)
At Riviere (Argouet). . . .

10
8
8

15
10

Section of Loirac.

BOURGEOIS AND l 8* ARTISAN GROWTHS.

At Loirac (Pierre Liquard) .

.

70
Id. (Liquard nephew). 30
Id. (Bedel) 40

Chat .-Loirac (Laumond). . 30

At Sestignan (Chevreau se-

nior) 60
Id. (Perrin). ... 20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Loirac (Mrs Bosc). ... 25
Id. (M' 8 Casties). ... 25
Id. (And. Drouineau). 8

At Loirac (Drouineau senior) 1ft

Id. (Teyssier) 8
Id. (Deroges) 5

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns each one^
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VENSAG.— 4,131 inh.— 3,118 hect. - 4 k. to S. of Saint-

Vivien; 13 k. to N. of Lesparre. — B. : on the N., by Saint-Vi-

vien; on the E., by Jau, Loirac and Queyrac ; on the S., by
Vendays; on the W., by Grayan and the Ocean. — Railway
st. from Saint-Vivien, at 3 k. to N. of the bourg ofVendays. —
P. & T. O. : Saint-Vivien.

Soil sandy or sandy-gravelly to W. ; argilo-calcareous to

the centre; alluvial to E. — Sub-soil of alios or sand to

W.; calcareous to the centre and E. of the commune and rocky,

to depth diminishing on approaching the commune of Jau.

Near the bourg of Vensac, stones have been found from 4 to

5 meters in depth.

Wines well coloured and tasting well, quickly drinkable.

— Price at vintage time 450 to 700 fr. In the first growths of

the commune, they are produced from2?3 cabernet-sauvignon

and cabernet gris, and 1?3 malbec and obtain a little higher

price.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOUBGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS.

At Taste (Adrien Clement).
At Fourest (Pierre Dufaux).

Id. (M ra Marcoulet). .

Id. (M"Bonifet. . . .

At Merleyzac (Jean Plumeau)
At V OusieauNeuf (Roux son)

Tuns
red wine.

90
70
30
25
40
40

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Mondon). . . 10
At Gaudin (Jean Souet) ... 40

Id . (Guillaume Roux

,

deputy-mayor). . . 40
Id. (Roux) 35

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At yfl*te(M"Gaillard). . .

At the bourg ( Cruon ju-
nior) ....

Id. (Guiteau)
Id. (M> Razeaud). . .

Id. (J. Souet. geom.).
Id. (Lajaunie)
Id. (Antoine Faux) . . .

Id. (Cruon senior). . .

Id. (Rambaud
Id. (Nicolas Peyron). .

Id. (Perdriaux). . . .

Id. (Tripota)
Id. (Pierre Dufaux). .

Id. (Duret)
Id. (Pierre Faux). . .

20

30
25
20
15
15
15
15
8
10

At the bourg (Charoude).. . 5

Id. (Bayon). ... 5

At the Cercins (Bourgeaux). 18
Id. (Bourgeaux senior) 18

Id. (Allard) 15
Id. (Martin Bourgeaux) 15
Id. (Souet) 15
Id. (Dufort) 15

At Gaudin (Gouffreteau). . 25
Id. (Mege) 15
Id. (Mege, cooper). . . 10
Id. (Teyssier) 5

Id. (Tatin) 10
Id. (Cadichon Mege). . 5

At Gayac ( P. Moreau).... 8
Id. (Cruon) 6
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN growths {continued).

Tuns Tuns
red wine red wine.

At La Graouze (Em. Lamire) 15 AtNimes (Eymond) 8
Id. (Vibe.y) 10 Id. (Roux) 8

At Lalande (Jean Pautard). 15 At Panissas (Portier senior). 8
Id. (Jugla) 12 Id. (Portier junior). . 8

At Saint-Gaux( Pierre Arnaud) 8 At the Lias (Titon Faux). . 15
Id. (Heraut) 7 At the Coudaye (Pierre Faux) 8
Id. (Bergey) 6 Id. (Jean Portier). . . 8

At the Gua (Landureau). . . 15 At the Arrestieux (Eymond) 10
Id. (Dufort) 8 Id. (Hillaret) 8
Id. (Coularis) 8 Id. (Lucas) 8

At La Croix ( Tripota bro- Id. (Guill. Faux). . . 6
thers) 15 At the Lizey (C!outreau). . . 8

At the Tuilihres (Giraudet). 10 Id. (Roux) 8
Id. (Lartigue Court). 10 Id. (Pion senior). . . . 6

At Nlmes (Meynieux).... 8 Id. (Pion junior). . . . 6

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

SAINT-VIVIEN. - 1,422 inh. — 2,981 hect. — 17 k. to N.

to N.-W. of Lesparre ; 80 k to N. of Bx. — B . : on the N
.
, by Talais

;

on the E., by the river and Jau; on the S., by Vensac; on the

W., by Vensac and Grayan. — Port upon the channel of Saint-

Vivien, at 2 k. from the river. — Railway st. at 500 m. S.-W.

of the bourg. — P. & T. O.

Soil to W., and to S., sands amongst which are found sandy-

gravelly veins ; to E., and to N., fertile palus and alluvions

recently dried. The salt marshes, which were formerly disco-

vered there have disappeared or have been transformed into

fisheries. — Sub-soil : to W. and S., graves or alios ; to E. and
N., rocks 7 or 8 meters in depth.

Wines. Those gathered in the sandy gravelly-portions o^

the commune are light and sometimes possess a slight

earthy taste, which however disappears in aging. Price

450 to 750 fr. The vine which has been now for a long time

introduced into alluvial soil, yields tolerably good results,

which promise well for the future. These wines are gene-

rally produced from 3/4 malbec, 1/4 cabernet, merlot and divers

plants.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Temple and at the Loc
(Hourcade).. . 80

Tuns
red wine.

At the Temple and at the Loc
(Pelletreau). ... 40
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Tuns
red wine.

Growth of Gauvin (Fred. La-
fon) 40

Chateau-le-Port (Eycard de
Morin ) 50

At the bourg (Henri Audoy). 20
Id. [Adrien de Morin]

(Itupsan) 10
At the 4.rtigues (Gabillaud). 10

Tuns
red wine.

At LaPlanquette (Mr* Audoy) 20
At La Seougue (Boyer). . . 40

Id. (Bideau) 20
At Georges (Violon) 10
At the Temple (Faure). . . 15

Id. (Roux) 8
At Saint- Vivien (F. Fauchey) 8
At the Plots (Faux) 7

IN THE MATTES.

Growth of Saint-Junien (M™ Casimir Beres). . . .

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

10

GRAYAN. — 811 inh. —4,159 hect.— 4 k. to N.-W. of Saint-

Vivien. — B. : on the N., by Talais ; on the E. and S., by Saint-

Vivien and Vensac ; on the W., by the Ocean. — Railway st.

from Talais, at 2 k. to N. of the bourg. — P. & T. O. : Saint-

Vivien.

Soil generally sandy and unfertile, presenting some high

lands towards E., and vast marshes to N., producing hay in

abundance. — Sub-soil of sand, alios or argil.

Red wines becoming daily more important and similar to

those of Saint-Vivien. Price 450 to 700 fr.

White wines serving for the consumption of the locality,

but commencing to disappear.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Dom. of La Butte (Heriard-
Dubreuilh) 25

At the bourg (Alex. Eyquem) 10
Id. (Elie-Cheri Eyquem) 10
Id. (NumaBibard). . . 35
Id. (Jean Videau). . . 15
Id. (Justin Jugla). . . 10
Id. (Jean Verdier). . . 10
Id. (Mrs Jeanty Jugla) 6

Id. (Fr. Fourment). . . 8

Id. (Jean Arnaud).
At Videau (Jean Cousteau). 1

Twenty small proprietors make 1 to 5 tuns.

At Tideau (J. Fontaneau).
At Piqueau (Mrs Poutin).

Id. (G. Videau). . .

Id. (Bergey senior). .

Id. (Mrs Paulin). .. .

At Daugagnan (FoMYton Ber
gey) ,

Id. (Jean Videau Cra
hey)

At V Hospital (Court brothers)

Id. (Pierre Rabenne).

Tuns
red wine.

10

10
10

10

10
8

TALAIS. — 797 inh. - 2,082 hect. — 5 k. to N. of Saint-

Vivien. — B. : on the N., by Soulac; on the E., by the Gironde

;
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on the S., by Saint-Vivien ; on the W., by Grayan — St. of the

rail-way at 1 k. from the bourg. — P. & T. O.

Soil : sand to W. ; to E., palus and recent alluvions compri-

sing 2;3 of the commune. — Sub-soil alios or whitish argil to

W. ; alluvial to E.

Wines produced from vineyards of recent creation, similar

to those of Saint-Vivien. Price at vintage'time 450 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Vigneau (Nicolas Bert) 50
At the Arcouins (Birot son

senior) 8
Id. (Birot junior). . . 8

At the Pargaux (Regere). . 6
At the bourg (Hector Gaillard) 30

Id. (Leon Gaillard). . 20

A t the bovrg (Tourteaux),
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

(Faure).

(Delignac).
(Delhomme).
(Derogis). .

(Dufaux). .

(Bosq son).

Tuns
red wine.

25
25
SO
10
10
20
20

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.
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LEFT BANK OF THE GARONNE

GRAVES.

The appellation « red wines of the graves » is given to the

wines gathered in the vineyards that extend from Bordeaux

up to about 20 k. of the south-side and 8 k. of the west side of

the town.

The soil which produces these wines is formed of a combi-

nation of silicious pebbles of different colours and sizes, of sand

and other earthy elements. Theargilo-gravelly ground is to be

found in this region of our department; but, as exception, the

thickness of the gravelly layers varies from 50 centimeters to

3 meters at most.

The sub-soil is extremely varied. In the same space of

ground, often inextensive, it is sometimes argillous, calcareous

or stony; but most often it is composed of hardened sand of

a blackish colour, containing ferruginous elements, known un-

der the name of alios, or coagulated pebbles called arene.

These soils, for the most part unsuitable to other culture, are

excellent for the vine. If the vine on this species of soil does

not produce abundantly, it is at least to be recommended for

its quality, which is very remarkable in some communes.
The wines of the graves have body, a fine colour, delicacy,

a very decided fruity taste, and are on the whole very agreea-

ble in the good growths. They preservea long time andrivalthe

wines of Medoc, which are their superiors only by their suave

and marvellous flavour. One journal of vines (32 ares) in full

bearing and in perfect state of keeping gives an average of

two hogsheads and a half or three hogsheads. There are

however rich graves, with argillaceous sub-soil, the production

of which attains four hogsheads by journal.
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Culture has made great progress for some years past in the

graves. The vines are better taken care of and the me-
diocre plants have been superseded by others, less productive
certainly, but nevertheless yielding wines of a very superior

quality.

The cultivation is generally by means of hand labour; in

this case the vines are disposed in rows of three to four ranks.

The vines are spaced, according to the plants, from 1 met.

10 cent, to 1 met. 30 cent, in the direction of the reges. (See on
this subject page 48.) Since labour has become dearer and
as it is thus more difficult to procure labourers, a great

number of proprietors have commenced to cultivate their vi-

nes by the plough; several have even established them after

the Medoc method; some employ the iron-wire system. (See

p. 48.)

The red wine plants more generally employed in the graves

are, by order of their merit : the Vidure-Sauvignon (Cabernet-

Sauvignon), la Petite- Vidure (Petit-Cabernet), the Grosse-Vi-

dure (Gros-Cabernet), the Petit-Verdot, the Carbouet (Carme-

nere), the Merlot and Malbec. The Petite-Sirrah of Hermitage,

which thrives particularly in the dried and well exposed graves,

has been tried with a certain success. The most extensive of

the white wine plants are : Sauvignon, Semillon, Muscadelle

and Blanc-Verdot.

The best communes possessing graves are : Pessac, which

includes the chateau Haut-Brion, one of the four first grand

growths of the Gironde, Talence, Merignac, Leognan, Gradi-

gnan, Villenave-d'Ornon, Martillac and Bruges.

Then follow the communes known under the name of Petites-

Graues, or little graves; and afterwards retracing our steps to the

left side of the river, we arrive at the country of Sauternes.

The little graves (as well as the Sauternes country) will be

the subject of a special chapter.

PESSAC. — 3,227 inh. and a floating population of 600. —
2,873 hect. - 6 k. to W.-S.-W. of Bx . — B. : on the N., by Meri-

gnac; on the E., by Talence and Bx
; on the S., by Canejan

and Gradignan; on the W., by Iliac and Cestas. — Om-
nibus from the boulevard to Pessac , leaving every
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half hour. — Railway of the Midi, st. at the side of the bourg.

— P. & T. O.

Soil very varied : to N.-E. and centre, gravelly ridges upon

foundation of alios or gravel. To S. and W. are the fine gravel

grounds of Haut-Medoc, almost exclusively silicious upon

layers of argil or alios. The silicious graves have hitherto

resisted the phylloxera.

Red wines distinguished by a vivid, brilliant colour; they

have a great delicacy and a remarkable fruity taste, but less

mellowness and flavour than those of Medoc, although more
bodied and of a longer duration.

The wine of Chateau-Haut-Brion is brought into the classifi-

cation of the wines of the Gironde and with the same rank as Cha-

teau-Margaux, Lafite, and Latour. The other first growths of

Pessac are : Chateau-La-Mission-Haut-Brion, Chateau-Pape-

Clement, Chateau-Verthamon, Chateau-Cazalet, Chateau-Can-

deau, Chateau-Bellegrave, Chateau-Labarthe, Chateau-Peres,

etc., furnishing wines, which sell for nearly as much as the 2nd

or 3rd growths of Medoc : at vintage time from 900 to 3,000 fr.

The second growths of Pessac and the small wines of the com-

mune are sold, at vintage time, from 800 to 1,500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
Tuns red wine.

Chateau-HautBrion i (Heirs Amed6e Larrieu), 1 st classed growth. 100
Chateau-La-Mission-Haut-Brion 2 (J. Chiapella) [See p. 240]. . 25

IThe chateau Haut-Brion,of which we shall speak again in the historical part of the Statis-

tique de la Gironde, commands a domain of 165 hect., based upon the communes of Pessac,

Talence and Merignac. Its magnificent and celebrated vineyard has an extent of 51) hect.

and from the time thatits wines have suffered from oidium, M. Amedee Larrieu has intelli-

gently worked towards their renewal. More than three-fourths are at the present day replanted.

The young vines worked by the plough are sustained by iron wires. The average production

of this vineyard has not been defined since its progression from the time of the substitution

of the young vines for the old. It will certainly arrive at an average production of 120
tuns, when the vineyard is completely renewed ; but, in order to preserve the great cele-

brily of this growth, -»to which it is justly entitled, the proprietors proeced but slowly
to this operation (See next page the view of the chateau.)

2 The vineyard of La-Mission-Haut-Brion appears to have been founded by a religious

congregation, of which it bears the name. Its extent, which has not been altered for a cen-
tury, comprises about 15 hect. Great improvements have been made lately there ; it is at

piesent planted with the finest vines, upon gravelly ground, admirably exposed to solar in-
fluence.

The La-Mission growth will soon yield from 30 to 40 tuns of a wine whose
celebrity extends even beyond the seas. The Americans, particularly at New-
York and New-Orleans, are \ery fond of its quality; its reputation is in fact consi-
derable throughout the New-World. The wines of La Mission are <Jistinguished by a
great dtlicacy and an energetical tonic which allows of their defying time. The English
jury decreed them a gold medal at the London exhibition of 1862. The Bordeaux
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CHATEAU-HAUT-BRION
(1 st CLASSED GROWTH)

Heirs Amedee Larrieu, proprietors

CHATEAU-LA-MISSION-HAUT-BRION
M. J. Ghapiella, proprietor.

trade hold them in high estcm and have paid 3,000 fr. per tun for a portion of the .vintage

of 1865. (See cbsign above.)

Since 1869 the average price of La Mission is the same as that of the first 3 rd grand

growths of Medoc.
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ChatsPapc Clement

Tuns I Tuns
red wine. red wine.

(Clerc) 60 | Chat.-Verthamont 2 (Meller) 25

CHATEAU-PAPE-CLEMENT

M. J.-B. Clerc, proprietor.

i. This celebrated growllihas a very ancient origin and a very old reputation. It was
created in 1305 by Bertrand de Goth, Archbishop of Bordeaux, who, having been elected

Pope in 4305, bequeathed his vineyard to Cardinal Arnaud de Canteloup, archbishop of

Bordeaux and to his successors. Bertrand de Goth took the name of Clement V, and since

this period the property is known under the name of Pape Clement. It belongs since 1858
to M. J.-B. Clerc, who is always making considerable improvements, introducing choice

plants and organizing the vineyard, upon the Medoc method throughout its young planta-
tions. A gold medal has been presented to M. Clerc in 1861 by the agricultural society of

the Gironde. In 1864 , the ministerial medal granted to the most remarkable
vineyard has been accorded to this property and the wines have obtained a gold medal at

the universal exhibition of 1878.

The whole of this vineyard comprises 30 to 35 hectares, which produce from 75 to 80
tuns and which will produce still more in some years. The wines have a remarkable
fruity taste, much delicacy, are gifted with a fine colour, and are much appreciated by the

trade, who pay for thern up to 3,000 fr. per tun, as the second classed growths of Medoc.
One remarkable feature particularly distinguishes them: they are extremely ferruginous

and in consequence most heaithy, thanks to the nature of the soil.

2. The growth of Chateau-Verlhamon has the most part of its vines adjacent to those of

Chateau-Haut-Brion ; they are situated upon fine gravelly ridges, having in some places a

marly sub -soil, very propitious to the vine.

V
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Tuns
red wine.

Chat-Candean (Berge). . . 12

Ch.-Bcllegrave i (J .-J. Bordes) 25
CA.-i/rum#<?(HrsAm.Larrieu) 3 2

Ck.-Cazalett (Clouzet). . . 50
Ch.- Labarthc * (M.™ Pommez) 12

Ch.-Peres 4 (Loustaud-Cha-
tenet) 12

La Salle de Xit-r^ctTrebusset) 10
Chat- Cham bre (Canonville). 12
Quartier de Pape- Clement

(Ed. Forestier). ... 8

Fanning-Lafontaine (Baron
Sarget) 8

Atthe Monteil(G\bcvt). . . 8

Phenix Havt-Brion(Abribsit) 15
Experimental farm of the
duke of Bordeaux (Heirs
Voisin-Laforge) 8

At L'Alovette (Ligoure). . . 12
Monbalon (Beylot) 12

Tuns
red wine.

Les Carnies-Haut-Brion (Leon

Colin) 8
Chat.-Arnut 5 (Arnut). . . 30
At Leveqve (Barroussel). . . 35
At Bersol (Tronquet). . . 20
At Bacalan (Chevalier). . . 15
At the Yallon (Boutin). . . 15
At Saige{G\^j) 10
Ch.-Campanac (Eschenauer). 10
At Sardine (Chaperon). . . 6
La Chapelle (La Chapelle). . 8
At Ladonne (Lunel). ... 5
AtPargotaridGrassct(Rouget) 10
GrowthLavrent( PetitM atheo) 5
At Canterannc(Pery,notnTj) 4
At Cannelet (Bassie). ... t
At Sauvaqe (Syreysol father). 5
At Cardinal (de Boissac). . 4
Domain of Lamothe (D r La

brouche), new creation.

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

1. The celebrated vineyard of Chdteau-Bellegrave is situated upon an eminence and
forms one of the most elevated spots in the commune of Pessac, and during" the feudal

times was one of the dependencies of the Lordship of Haut-Brion, which it joins.

As the name of the properly implies, the soil is almost entirely composed of gravelly

stones, amongst which are found, as in the best districts of the Medoc, as also on the

borders of the Rhine, a large proportion of transparent pebbles.

The vineyard comprises about 42 acres, a
%

nd produces a wine remarkable for its extreme
delicacy, and bouquet, due to the nature of the soil, its sunny position, and to the great

age of the vines, which the proprietor renews only as the necessity compels, preferring

(and with reason) quality to quantity.

This wine figures amongst those of the highest classed in that district of the Gironde
(Graves) and the vintage of 4865 realized as much as 3.000 francs the tun of four Hogs-
heads, immediately after it was drawn from the vat and before it was fined and ready for

use.

At the death of M. de Choisy this property was purchased by, and is now in the pos-
session of. M. J. J. Bordes of Bordeaux.

2. The vineyard of Gazalet has formed up to 1858, an integral part of that of Pape-
Clement. Family interests have then made it a separate property, in no way inferior to

the part which retained the celebrated name of Pape-Clement. It comprises 24 hectares,

the production of which is from 40 to 50 tuns of a wine remarkable for its delicacy and
distinction.

3. The properly of Chateau- Labarthe, whose long known wines have obtained honou-
rable mention at the exhibition of 1855, has been Increased in 1868 by a nolable portion

of the domain of Brivazac-Haut-Brion, comprising the heights of this ancient and impor-
tant vineyard. To-day, this growth is in full bearing and is much appreciated by trade

for exportation to England and Germany.

4. The Chateau-Peres is encircled by a very ancient vineyard planted in malbec and ca-

bernet and situated upon the same table land of pure graves and in the same Eastern

position as Pape-Clement, from which it is 600 to 800 meters distant. The Chateau-Peres is

exactly opposite the Chateau-Cazalet. — Considerable plantations have been made during
some years back and the present proprietor continues to augment the average production.

5. This domain comprises 12 hect. of vines, situated in the Haut-Pessac, upon magni-
ficent gravelly ridges, which produce 30 to 40 tuns of a highly valued wine.
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CHATEAU-BELLEGRAVE
M. J. -J. Bordes, proprietor.

CHATEAU-PERES
M. Loustaud-Chatenet, proprietor.
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BORDEAUX-LE-TONDU.— Le Tondu is a section of the

commune of Bordeaux situated outside the boulevards, to the

W. of the city. — B. : on the N., by Cauderan; on the W.., by
Merignac and Pessac; on the S., by Talence. — Omnibus
leaves the place de la Comedie every two hours.

Soil generally gravelly, very propitious to the vine.

Redwines distinguished by great delicacy. Price, at vintage

time from 800 to 1,200 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of Labarthe-Haut-
Brion (Edm. Arnaud). . 10

Growth Picon-Haut-Brion
£Mr' Faugas) 50

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Carrere (Victor Baud). . 40
Cite du Noyer (Gautier). . . 10
At VHermitage-Haut-Brion

(Villalard^ 3

TALENCE.— 4,629 inh.— 828 hect.— 4 k. to S. of Bx. — B.:

on the N., by Bordeaux; on the E., by Begles and Villenave-

d'Ornon; on the S., by Villenave-d'Ornon and Gradignan; on

the W., by Pessac. — Omnibus leaving every hour the bou-

levard for the bourg; — P. & T. O.

Soil very varied, elevated and gravelly, very propitious to

viticulture, especially throughout the western part. Upon the

eastern part, it is less gravelly and less elevated; it presents ar-

gillaceous portions in some places. — Sub-soil : alios to W.

;

to E., argil to a certain depth ; sandy and gravelly in some
places.

Red wines produced from 3/8 cabernet-sauvignon, 1/8 ca-

bernet gris, 2f8 merlot (bigney) and verdot, 2^8 malbec and
other plants, full bodied and flavoured,requiring much time to

develop. When bottled,they acquire a great delicacy and pre-

serve a long time. Price, at vintage time, according to the years

from 800 to 1,500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.
Tuns red wine.

Chateau La Ferrade l (H. Gibert) 40

1 . The vineyard of La Ferrade is situated upon the communes of Villenave-d'Ornon

we indicate here the total production. (See view of chateau and special notice at Villenave.)
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Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-La- Tour - Haut-Brian
(Louis Uzac) 14

Ch.-Materre-Haut-Talence l

(M rs Pommez) 12
Chdt.'de-Thouars (Mrs Bal-

guerie) 40
Quartier de la Medoauine
at Ville-Suzanne (C. de Vil-
le-Suzanne) 10

Chateau du Prince Noir (0.
Clave) 8

Chat-Bel-Air (Expert). . . 10

Tuns
red wine.

Growth Pauillac Haut-Brion
(M^ pujos son) 6

At Capdourat (Mls Boucheau) 5
At Rostan (Sejourne). ... 5
Chat ,-du-Breuil (Marquis de
Puyferrat) 6

Chdt.-Du/noyer (M l
'

s A. The-
venard) io

Chat-.Maticarnp 2 (F. Cuzol). 30
Ch.'Laroque 3 (Chambrelent,
insp. of the bridges and
ways) 20

CHATEAU-LAROQUE
M. Chambrelent, inspector of the bridges and ways.

1. The growth of chateau Materre-Haui-Talence produces very flavoured wines which
have obtained a silver medal at the universal exhibition of 1867, for the wines of 1864
This very appreciated vineyard is situated upon gravelly ridges, the declivity of which is
o the west and south following those of La Mission and Haut-Brion.
2. Growth exclusively planted with choice vines, taken from Mouton d'Armailhacq.
3. The domain of chateau Laroque, belonging to M. J. Chambrelent, inspector of the

bridges and roads, is established on the communes of Talence and Pc.«-sac (Haut-Brion
quarter). It comprises 40 hectares divided as follows: vines 8 hect .; meadows ©7 hect
park 3 hect., vegetable culture, 2 hect.

~

The vineyard situated on a fine gravelly ridge touching th* celebrated growth of Haut-
Brion is planted in vines of the rarest choice and produces from 20 to 25 tuns of a wineconsidered as one of the best of the commune.
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Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Talence (S. de Megret
de Belligny) 15

Ch.-Margaut *(A. Guillaume)
new creation x>

At Peydavant (Cuginaud). . 5
Dom. Verdeau (J. Brisson). . 3

Chat.-Roustaing (Pierre Rous-
seau) 5

Chem. de VEglise (Dufourg-
Belin) 8

Chat.- Cruon (M>s A. Laroque) 6

Recaret-Haut-Talence (Cou-
vent Saint-Joseph). ... 8

At the Grand- Cournean
(Bouscasse) 5

Chdt.-Monadey (Bourdeille). 12

Chdt.-Uaba (Raba). ... 5

At JDommy (Gomez Vaez).
At the Gravettes (Sieuzac). ,

At Lafitte (Derussac). .' .

Chat.-Leyssotte (Mrs Bonneau)
At Brumerel (Mrs P. Sevene)
At Jahn (Jahn)
At Peylane (M rs Miox. . .

At the Petit-Bosquet (J. Ta-
misi£)

At Monsacre (Vassal). . .

At Montavdon (Granier).

At Snzon (Comtesse de Vassal)
Id. (Heron). I. . . .

At the Moulin d'Ars (Torres)
Id. (Deveze). . . .

Haut-Queyron (L. Tardieu).

Tuns
red wine.

10
6

10
5

10
5

6

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

MERIGNAG. — 5,354 inh. - 4,780 hect. — 6 k. to W. of

Bordeaux; 5 k. to N. of Pessac. — B. : on the N., by Saint-Me-

dard and Eysines; on the E., by Cauderan and B x
; on the S.,

by Pessac; on the W., by Iliac and Martignas. — Omnibus
following the department road and going from the boulevard to

the bourg. The other omnibus going to Eyquems; one goes

at the hour, the other at the half hour every two hours. — P.O.
Soil generally sandy-gravelly or argilo-gravelly towards

N.-E. andS.
;
pure sand towards W. ; to the western extremity

this sand becomes blackish and a little substantial. — Sub-
soil of alios, argil is to be found however in different places.

Redwines much estimated as grave wines, fine, mellow and

agreeable. In aging, they acquire a delicious bouquet. Price,

at vintage time, 800 to 1,500 fr. in the first growths of the com-

mune.

1. The chateau Margaul, property of M. A. Guillaume, is siluatedon the road from Bordeaux

to Bayonne, near the estate Espelela and the « Petit Lycee ».

This domain comprises a beautiful mansion, built after the style of Louis XVI, where is

found some beautiful tapestry from the « Gobelins ». It is surrounded with a magnifi-

cent park and with the ancient vineyard of the « Verrier », which had been abandoned for

a long time, being- now recultivaled under the name of Le Margot.
Thanks to M. A. Guillaume, who has just planted 15 hect. with the first choice french

vines, the fine ridges of Le Verrier, which produced one of the best wines of Talencc, be-

fore the appearance of oidium, are now coming out again to their ancient splendour.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.
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Tuns
red wine.

Growth of Lucliey (Thomas). 25
Chat. -de-Bourran l (L. Piga-
neau) 150

Tuns
red wine.

Chat . -Beau-Desert2 (L. Piga-
neau) 50

Haut-Mejan (C. Ducournau) 15

CHATEAU-DE-BO.UjRRAN
M. L. Piganeau, proprietor.

1. The chateau de Bourran commands a magnificent domain which belonged in thexvn ,h

century to the religious Minimes, to whom are due, we are told, the vaulted cellars and
immense wine-press with crushers in broad stone, which are spoken of amongst those most
remarkable in the Gironde. The chateau de Bourran passed from the hands of the Minimes
into those of the marquis de Cayeaux, president a Mortier of the Parliament of Bordeaux.
His nephew, M. Saige, mayor of Bordeaux, possessed it at the period of the outbreak of the
French Revolution. Sold as national property in 1793, this domain has often changed pro-
prietors. It belongs, at present, to M. Leopold Piganeau, banker, of Bordeaux, who has
made a magnificent residence of it and has considerably increased and improved the vine-
yard.

The domain of chateau de Bourran comprises 80 hect., 45 of which are devoted to the
vine and are situated upon fine gravelly ridgos, planted with vines of the finest choice, and
cultivated with the greatest care. They produce fine, delicate wines, acquiiing with age a
remarkable mellowness and bouquet. These wines are cla ? sed amongst the best graves
wines of the environs of Bordeaux

; and in good years often equal the 5lh and 4tu growths
of Medoc. The average production is 150 tuns and the price varies from 1,000 to 1,500 fr.
the tun, according to the vintage.

2. The vineyard of Beau- Desert, bought recently by
enlarged. Its average will surpass are long 50 tuns.

M. Leopold Piganeau, is being
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Tuns
red wine.

Ch.Foncastel (Archbishopric) 12
Ch.-Fontainieu (Friars of the
Ecoles chretiennes). . .

Pique- Caillou (G. Lafaye and
Ragouet). .

Id. (Mr * E. Saulnier). .

Le Halde (M™ Geoffroy). .

Chateau-Bon-Air (S. Lar-
cher junior) 25

Le Burck (de Clouet, comte
de La Fernandina). . . 20

Tout-de-Veyrines and Four-
Chateau (Jos. Uzac). . . 20

La Branche (Montheuil-
Franc) 45

Domain oftheTuileries(X.de
Wvreze) . 40

Tuns
red wine.

At Beau-Desert (Beaufils). . 10
At Catros (Jaille) 50
Ch.-Rouquey 1 (Camentron). 30
Mirepin (Mr * Momus). . . 30
Growth of Pinvert (Dupit). . 15
Domain of Naudin (D r Hiri-
goyen). 12

Chene-Vert (O de Maury). . 8
Maison- Carree (Mrs Gintrac)

.

1

2

Ch.- Constance (Laydeker). . 10
At the Bourdillot (M>8 Soyer) 12

Id. (Boubes). ... 8
Id. (Gas) 8

At La Roche (Guilhem). . . 4
At Charlin (Coudy). ... 4
At Blanzac (Leo Frois). . . 6
At the Poujeau (de Bellefoy) 6

CHATEAU-ROUQUEY
M. Camentron, proprietor.

1. The domain of Rouquey comprises 45 hect., 23 of which are in meadows, 6 in fodder-

ground, 5 in warrens and gardens and 13 in vines. The vineyard is situated upon argilo-

gravelly ridges, planted with choice vines and cultivated with the greatest care, in the

Medoc fashion. It produces 30 tuns of a fine, generous wine, which becomes from day to-

day more appreciated. (See engraving.)
Its excellent natural and artificial meadows nourish 30 milk-cows, 12 oxen turned out to

fatten, 8 horses, breeding mares and foals and sows.
The general price, a gold medal, was accorded in 1878 to M. Camentron by the Society

of agriculture of the Girondc, his vineyard being considered the best cultivated.
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Tuns
red wine.

La Tour de Veyvines (Mi8 de
Carbonnier-Marzac). . . 6

Capeyron (P. Gratterolles) . . 4

At Capeyron (Cart). ... 15

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

Tuns
red wirte.

Chdt.-du-Parc-de- Chavailles
(Heirs J.-B. Lafargue). . 8

At Labatut (Ireland). . . 4

VILLENAVE-D'ORNON. — 2,657 inh. — 2,075 hect. —
9 k. to S. of B*. — B. : on the N., by Begles; on the E., by the

Garonne; on the S., by Cadaujac, and Leognan ; on the W., by

Gradignan andTalence. — Railway of the Midi (6 departures

every day).—Omnibus of B* at the bridge of La Maye.— P. O.

Soil.: toN.-E. and to E., very fertile palus; to the centre,

near the bourg; pure or silicious graves to W., mixed graves,

with a rich argillaceous soil, very propitious to vine culture;

to S.-W., sandy portions proper to the culture of the pine.

—

Sub-soil stony in the Couhins portion and gravelly on the

side of the bourg; a little alios towards S.-W.; to W. very

deep ground of alluvion.

Red wines of graves, being very similar, in the first

growths of the commune, to those of Talence and Leognan.

Those of pure graves are of a vivid, but not deep colour, fine

and light to the taste and rich in alcohol and tannin. They de-

velop perfectly in bottle and keep a long time. Those of the

rich graves have almost the same qualities as the preceding.

They are fuller and of a richer colour, but have less delicacy.

Price, at vintage time, 800 to 1,500 fr. The first growths of the

commune have attained up to 1,800 fr.

Red wines of palus, much valued in Holland. Price, at

vintage time 500 to 750 fr.

White wines formerly very celebrated, but diminishing at

present in importance. Those of Sauternes are preferred. The
white wines of Villenave-d'Ornon are to be always recommen-
ded by their great delicacy.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
Tuns red wine.

Chateau- Carbonnieux l (Allendy) 752

i. The vineyards of Carbonnieux and of le Desert are established on the communes of.

Villenave-d'Ornon and Leognan.

2. Of which 15 tuns are white wines.
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Le Desert (G. Duffour).
Ch.-La-Ferrade » (H. Gibert)

Veyres (de Basquiat). . . .

D n of la Monnaie (Paitel). .

Barret (Ballande). . . .

Pontac-Monplaisir (M' s La-
lanue)

Ch.-Bauge (Guillemot). . .

Ch .-Terrefort (Mahic brothers
and Constantin). . . .

Ch.-CouHns (M r8 J.-B. Seres)

Petit-Bosc [M™ Lespinasse). .

Tuns
red wine.

40
40
30

100
60

60
80

25
25
12

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-Sallegourde (Mrs de
Fontainieu) 15

At St-Brice (Mrs Lair). . . 5

At Peyraud (Degraaf). . . 4

At Fabre (Sicher, merchant) 15
At Mechives (Verdier). . . 10

Id. (Lebefaude). . . 1?,

At la Roquette (Leclerc). . 10
Hant-Madere (Darriet). . . 25
Haute-Barbe (Schyler). . . 8
Domain of Trigant (Mrs C.

Vignolles) 20

CHATEAU-LA-FERRADE
M. H. Gibert proprietor.

1. The domain of la Fcrrade, situated upon the borders of the commune of Talence,

comprises 33 hect. of continuous extent, 17 of which are devoted to the vine occupying
a ridge exposed to S., to S.-E. and to S.-W., at an altitude of 18 meters. This vineyard,

the ancient reputation of which was rather lost, in consequence of the negligence

of its ancient proprietors, has been acquired in 1863 by M. Gibert, who has undertaken
its renewal, in improving the quality of its productions. He has planted a vineyard

which more than half is dedicated to the family of the cabernets and the other parthas beea-
given to the petit verdol, nierlot and a little malbec. This vineyard is remarkable for its

good condition and speciality of propping with double iron-vire ; this latter proceeding

has been since imitated by other proprietors. It is situated upon a ground of argilo-

silicious graves and all the sandy and feeble portions have been strengthened and improved
by soil taken from the same property. The wines of this growth arc distinguished by their

fine colour, body, flavour and delicacy. The improvements of the present proprietor have
received their approval by the sale of the wines of 1870, immediately after vintage, at the

price of 1,250 fr. to one of the first houses of Bordeaux and by successive similar sales.
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Tuns
red wine.

A t the Becquet (Buchou,vicar) 30
Ch.-Lahontan (Mrs Courty). 50
Ch.-du-Pont-de-Zangon (M.
Delvalle) 60

Ch.-Bevnon (J. Coussolle) . . 15

At Cave (Rouchou) ofwhich-
white) 10 25

AtPontac-J\lonj?laisir(Pousson) 12

Id. (Delugen). . . 12

Clos Pontac (A.Deyne).
Bom. of Lesportes (Lange)
Ch.-d' Oquin (Tauzin).

.

At Covhins (Grand). .

Id. (Darriet). .

Ch.'Leyran (Aries).

At Martin (Martin). .

At St-Brice (Grnbert).
Clos-Rebequet (.Roland).

Tuns
red wine.

25
10
25
5

100
10
5

10

IN PALUS

Geneste (Allendy). . . . 175
At Courrejean (M i8 de Eoland
d'Alon) 150

At Courrejean (Lessance). .

Id. (M™ Malmou-
che)

40

25

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

GRADIGNAN — 2,406 inh. — 1,574 hect. — 4 k. to S. of

Pessac ; 9 k. to S.-S.-W. of Bx . — B. : on the N.-E. by Talence

;

on the E. by Villenave d'Ornon ; on the S.-E. and on the S.,

by Leognan; and on the W., by Canejan; on the N.-W. and
on the N., by Pessac. — Omnibus from Bx. (place d'Aqui-

taine) to the bourg of Gradignan. — P. & T. O.

Soil a little uneven, presenting a series of sandy-gravelly

ridges, a little argillaceous towards W. and N.-N.-W. —Sub-
soil varied ; argillaceous in the lower parts, gravelly upon the

heights, calcareous upon the borders of TEau-Bourde; fine

mail quarry in the domain of Saint-Albe ; alios in the S. and
W. parts of the commune.
Red wines bodied, with fruity taste and flavour ; they ac-

quire much delicacy with age. Price at vintage time 800 to

1,500 for the first growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Lange (Coiffard). . . 25
Domain of St- Gery (Furon) 20
Ch.-Lafont (Ch.-Rodrigues). 15

Tuns

# red wine.

Ch.-Movlerens (Bulian). . . 2o
Chr~Laurcnzane l (G. Rodri-
gues-Henriques). .... 40

1. The 'chateau Laurenzane has been in a great measure reconstructed in 186i in tho
Louis XIII th

style. The total length is 85 metres. A fine park of 25 hect. surrounds the
chateau, enclosed with walls and planted in magnificent secular oaks. A large and elegant
English garden of several hectares, also surrounded by walls, is situated at the end ot the
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CHATEAU-LAURENZANE
M. G. Rodrigues Henriques, proprietor.

GROWTH SAINT-ALBE
M. H. Beyermann , proprietor.
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Tuns
red wine.

Malartic (A. Viguier). ... 20
Orphelinat-de-Monjoux (Ab-
bot Moreau) 10

At Haut- Vigneaux (de Tauzia 6

Id. (Alfred Devaux). . 6

At la Hounean (M rs Pichard) 5

At Cayac (Mouehut). ... 5

At Benedigue (Manaud). . . 6
At Poumey (Mauquie).. . . 8
Domain of Carton (B. Cap-

deville) 6

At Serpoulet (Martet). . . 8
At Courneau (Carneleyre). . 8
At Penon (Deney) 6

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of Gay (H. Faure) 25
Jjomain of Ornon (M orange
and Chapel) 30

Growth -Saint-A lie ] (Beyer-

man) SO

Ch.-Favart(M** B. Pourman) 15

Ch.-Saint' Gery (Sicher). . . 4

Barthes (H. Huyard). . . . 12
Laonrthe (J.-G. Berge). . . 12
Ch.-Monrepos (Labadie son

senior) 10

L'Ermitage (Leon). ... 5

Ch.-Raba (Raba) 12

Ch.-Lestonac (heirs of comte
de Kercado) 15

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

CANEJAN.— 465 inh.— 1,200 hect. — 12 k. to S. of B* , by

Gradignan; 6 k. to S. of Pessac. — B. : on the N. by Pessao;

on the E. by Gradignan; on the S. by Leognan ; on the W. by

Cestas. — Carriages from Bordeaux to Belin. — P. O. : Pessac.

Soil generally sandy; very fine, sandy-gravelly ridges to-

wards E. and centre of the commune — Sub-soil varied,

generally of alios or argil towards E. and centre of the com-
mune ; stony towards the borders of TEau-Bourcle, on the side

of Rouillac and of Malore.

Red wines cultivated upon the graves and distinguished

by a great delicacy and nice flavour. Price at vintage time

700 to 1,000 fr.

Viticulture becomes daily more important in this commune
and is made with the utmost attention.

Although its products at the present time are neither impor-

tant nDr well known, they will nevertheless be called ere long

to fill one of the best places amongst the wines of the graves

of the Gironde.

park. This domain contains also 13 hectares of meadows which are watered by the pretty
river, the Eau Bourde, and more than 20 hect. of vines in perfect state of culture. lis

wines arc of a superior quality amongst the growths of the graves, the proprietor having
devoted the greatest care to their production. Outside the park are several hectares of un-
derwood and an important farm. Two long alleys of 500 meters each, commence from the

chateau and lead the one to the national Road and the other to the village. (See engraving
page 252.)

I. This excellent growth has been very much improved since M r Bcyerman is proprielor
of it.

8
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

CMteau-de-Rouillac ( baron
G. Raussmann) 10

Pcy-Arnaud ( M" Joseph-
Louis-Sainte-Marie). . . . 30

Carmie (Calmi£.) 20

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Seguin (P. Pascal). 25
Growth Fort oV Ornon l (P.
Pascal) 10

At Beausejour (Janvier, an-
cient solicitor) 15

Fifteen small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

CESTAS — 1,460 inh. - 9,959 hect. — 17 k. to S.-W. of

B* ; 11 k. to S.-W. of Pessac. — B. : on the N. by Saint-Jean-

cTIllac and Pessac; on the E., by Canejan and Leognan ; on
the S., by Saucats; on the S.-W., by Barp; on the W., by
Biganos; on the N.-W., by Saint-Jean-d'Illac — Railway st.

of Gazinet at 5 k. to N.-W. of the bourg, or st. of Pierroton, at

4 k. to W. of the bourg. — P. O. : Pessac.

Soil generally sandy ; towards N., principally at Fourcq,

with some argillaceous portions; towards E., some sandy gra-

velly ridges favourable to the vine. — Sub-soil generally of

alios ; near the bourg, to N. of the commune, banks of stone
;

more northern near Gazinet, turf and graves ; and towards E.

graves, plastic argil, very varied as to quality, worked for the

fabrication of fire bricks, the best in the department.

Red wines fine, delicate, with bouquet, classed with the

superior graves of the environs of Bordeaux
;
price at vintage

time 700 to 1,000 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-de-Cestas (baron (*.

Haussmann) 50

Choisy (Noyran and O). . 20
Bellevue (Michel Lafargue de
Grangeneuve) 15

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Choisy-Latour{ Pierre
Berges) 20

At the bourg (Milon). . . 4
At the grand Gazinet 2 (Lous-

taud-Chatenet) 10

At the bourg and at Chopet, 15 small proprietors make from 1 to

4 tuns.

1

.

All white wine.
2. New creation with fine plan Is.
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LEOGNAN - 2,426 inh. — 4,142 hect. - 14 k. to S. of Bx,

7 k. to N.-W. of Labrede. — B. : on the N. by Gradignan ; on

the E. by Cadaujac and Martillac; on the S. by Martillac and

Saucats ; on the W. [by Cestas. — Omnibus leaves place of

Aquitaine at 7 h. 1/2, 2 h. and 6 h. 1/2 in the evening. — P. &
T. O.

Soil very varied : to centre, ,N. and E., ground generally

gravelly and irregular; to S. and W., sandy-gravelly flat

ground; towards S.-W. and to N., someargilo-calcareous orar-

gilo-marly strong lands, especially on thesideofBarreyre, of the

Ch. d'Olivier and of the Ch.-Neuf, and upon the borders of l'Eau-

Blanche. — Sub-soil very varied, changing at every step

;

presenting in the Western and Northern portions, lime-stone,

marl, building stone (much in request for local constructions)

and remarkable specimens of fossil shell. In the S. portion

and also towards W. and N. the sub-soil presents large, rolled

agglomerated graves, forming a sort of pudding stone or argil-

laceous arena,with large proportions of ferruginous alios or argil.

Red wines much appreciated in Belgium and England ; the

best amongst our graves wines ; they are distinguished by

their body, without being hard, by a great delicacy and also

by a decided flavour which, inthe opinion of wine-brokers, ren-

ders them the most Medocain of all our graves wines of the

environs of Bordeaux. They preserve well and improve when
kept a very long time in bottle. Price at vintage time 800 to

2,000 fr. Certain first growths have obtained at the end of two
years for exceptional vintages up to 2,500 fr. In the first

growths of the commune the proportion of cabernet amounts

sometimes to nearly 2j3.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

Haut-Ba/illy (Bellot des Mi-
nieres) 80

Haut-Brion-Larrivet (Ernest
Laurent) 80

Petit-Bourdieu (Mr* de Sailly) 10

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Neuf (Mrs Baudier
de Croizier) 40

Chateau- Carbonnieux l (Al-

lendy) 752
Le Desert l (G. Duffour). . . 35

4. These two vineyards are established upon the communes of Leognan and Villenave

d'Ornon. We reproduce the figures given at Villenave.

2. 15 tuns white wine.
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20
25

15

Tuns
red wine.

Branon-Licterie (0. Clave). 30
Chdtean-L'Hermiton{blra Al-

phonse Homel)
At Boismartin (Jules Sandre).

Chateau-Malartic-Lagraviere

(J. Ricard)
Ram,bouillet-Lagraviere(Boxi-

lan, honorary solicitor) . . 8

Chat.-d' Olivier (Vicle d'Et-

chegoyen) 75

Ch.-La-Louviere (A. Mareil-

hacq) 65

Domain of Rigailloux (Ri-

gailloux) 35

Brown* (Blanc) 80

A t V Ovstalade ( Prieu).... 15

Id. GrowthsMerlet andLa-
cazeunited{Coma,g&Tes) 20

Id. (Labuzan, builder). . 4

Tuns
red wine.

At Couche-Roy (Castaing se-

nior, son-in-law
Labuzan). ... 8

Id. (Castaing junior) . 8

Id. (Cheri Minoi). . . 5

Gardere (Guiserix).

Growth in course of enlarge-

ment 30

Ch.-de-France (H. Lacoste). 15

Kerlo'is (Sargos) 15

Le Eanneton (Arnaud).
Ch.-Fieuzal (Alfred de Grif-

fon)
lagulovp (Paul-Emilo De-
piot)

Thiboeuf (Emile Dubois) . . .

Ch. de Soubian 2 (Legendre,

adjunct to the mayor of

Bordeaux)

8

J5

20
20

CHATEAU DE SOUBIAN
M. Legendre son senior, proprietor.

1. The Brown growth will ere long produce 150 tuns.

o The domain of Soubian comprises 10 hect. 9 of which are assigned to meadows,

park, wood-pines, gardens, etc., the other seven hect. being devoted to the vine, situated

upon ridges of fine graves ,
exposed to the south and west and producing one of the
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Tuns
red wine.

Growth of the Luc (Relion) . 10
At Sanbat (Vincent Dupuch)
At la Croix-de-Bicon (Cha-

baudet, son-in-law Moreau)
At the Gascon (Castaing). .

Td. (Martineau). . . .

Id. Growth Come (Lar-
tigue)

Hameau du Pape (Oh. Cap-
deville)

Id. (Brun)
Id. (Andre Lataste). .

Id. (Jules Barbot). . .

Id. (Rene Barbot).. .

Id. (Daney)
Id. (Reynaud)
Id. (Duesaud)

At Grand'Maison (Moreau-
Bertou son)

Le Sartre [in formation]. .

(Rouannet) 25
Chateau- Gazen - and- Barton
(Mrs P. Alex. Letanneur). 20

6
10

10

Tuns
red wine.

V Ermitage (comte de Men on) 10
Frigiere (L.-Arm. Privat). . 8

At Fireque (Lubbert, baker) 8

Id. (Leonard Dupuch). 8

Id. (Mr * Dupuch). . . 8

Id. (Justin Dupuch). . 5

Id. ( Dupuch , wooden
shoe maker) 5

At Ferbos (Mme Lemonon). . 10
At the Bergey (Ferrie d'Es-
tang) 8

Domain ofPontheil (Jules Gay) 5
At the bourg (Larmee). ... 6
A t Imbert (Henri Samazeuilh) 3

At La Gravette (Beaussoleil) 3
La Tovr-Hourcade (Jules
Sempe and Antony Lacou)

.

5

Duchesne (O. Clave) 10
Domain of Chevalier (J. Ri-

card). 20
At Pontanlicq (Aug. Bascle). 3

At Bellair (Dessaint) [in
creation] 15

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

MARTILLAC. - 4,034 inh. — 1,708 hect. — 4 k. to N. of

Labrede; 17 k. toS. of B*. — B. : on theN.-N.-E., by Cadaujac;

on the E., by Saint-Medard; on the S., by Labrede; on the W.,

by Leognan. — P. & T. O. : Labrede.

Soil irregular, presenting sometimes gravelly or argilo-cal-

careous ridges alternately with sand-argillaceous valleys. —
Sub-soil generally calcareous or argilo-calcareous. In the

most part of the woody portions, tuff, sand or graves predo-

minate.

Red wines delicate and nervous, of long duration and kee-

ping well upon the sea; the graves growths do not lack distinc-

tion
;
price at vintage time 500 to 1,000 fr. The wines of Smith-

best wines of the commune, distinguished by its delicacy, mellowness, fruity taste and
flavour.

This wine is much appreciated by English epicures.

This wine is the object of special study and attention. It is put into bottle in the cellars

of the chateau, bearing the brand of the estate, with name of the proprietor who has
made many improvements on the vineyard of Soubian which is cultivated with the most
assiduous care.

This domain is situated at 14 k. from Bordeaux and at 28 k. from Arcachon. (Sec
engraving.)
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Haut-Lafite are quite exceptional and are remarkable for their

fine colour, vigour, exquisite fruity taste, the delicacy and dis-

tinction of their bouquet. They sell for the same prices as

the fourth growths of Medoc.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.~Smith-Haut-Lafite l (Dxif-

four-Dubergier), |^'
w

?
ne

-
L™

° y ' 12nd wine. 50
At Lespaxd (Bentejac). ... 20

Tuns
red wine*

At the Couvent (Dames de
Lorette) 15

JRochemorin 2 (Ch. de Mon-
tesquieu) 100

DOMAIN OF SMITH-HAUT-LAFITE
M. Duffour-Dubergier, proprietor.

4. The domain of Smith-Haut-Lafite comprises one the best vineyards of graves. We
need not recall here its great and ancient reputation. It has been for some years the object
of great labour. The grand ministerial gold medal of 1876 was decreed to its proprietor

as having the best arranged vineyard of the department. This vineyard has been increased
by the plantation of ridges, formerly planted in vines, which made the antique reputation
of this growth, which has, at present, 58 hect. in perfect condition and producing one
of the most valued wines amongst those of the Graves, sold ordinarily at the same price

as those of the 4 lh and 5th growths of Medoc from 4,600 to 2,4C0 fi\, at vintage time, in

good years. These wines have obtained a gold medal at the universal exhibition of 1878.
The entire domain comprises 263 hect.

2. The domain of Rochemorin comprises one of the most ancient vineyards of Martillac
and the most important after Smith, It is partly situated on argilo-calcareous ground and
partly on fine gravelly ridges.

It is planted with choice vines and produces a fine bodied wine, distinguished by its

fruity taste and much in request by the trade. (See design.)
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CHATEAU-ROCHEMORIN
M, Gh. de Montesquieu, proprietor.

Tuns
red wine.

At Nouchet (A. Tandonnet). 15

At La Tourette { Charropin) .

.

20
Ch.-Ferrand (Moreau). . . . 30
At Lagarde (Lacoste) [in

creation] 60
Ch.-VErmitage (Soula senior) 15

At Ladoire (Fr. Faure), in

way of enlarge-
ment,red and white 20

Id. (M. Farge), red and
white 10

At Lantic (de Venancourt
father) 25

Tuns
red wine.

At Mirebeau (Danzat). . . 10
Ch.-VHironde l (de Venan-
court son)

At Lartigue (Gaschet).
At Gorre (Basile Negre).
At la Roche (Sallebeuf).

At the Malle (Dupuch).
At the Vigneau-de-jBas (child
renBornel)

At the oourg (Kateau).

At the Dime (Charry).
A t Bernin ( E . de Griffon) , in

formation

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

BRUGES. — 1,648 inh. — 1,421 hect. — 6 k. to N.-N.-E. of

B*. — B. : on the N., by Blanquefort; on the E. by B*-Bacalan;

on the S., by Le Bouscat; on the W., by Eysines. The artesian

wells have yielded very good results in this commune and

are five in number; one of them, at Picurey, near the railway

halt, gives 1,200 litres every minute; one in the Godbarge pro-

1. The domain of L'Hironde produces also 4 tuns of highly valued white wines.
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perty about 200; that of M. Brandenburg 494; that of M. Farinel

2,700; and that of the city of Bordeaux 17. -— Railway com-
pany of Medoc and Landes : halt at La Grave, — Omni-
bus: from the boulevard duBouscat to LeVigean (leaving every

hour), and from boulevard du Bouscat to the bourg (leaving

four times a day). — P. and T. O. : Le Bouscat.

Soil about the bourg and W. of the commune, elevated table-

land sandy-gravelly; to S.-E. and N. dried and fertile marshes.

— Sub-soil of alluvions by the side of drained marshes; alios

or graves towards the centre and W. of the commune.
Red wines very good ordinary, fine and light, classed

amongst the 2nd growths of the Graves of the environs of Bor-

deaux; price, at vintage time, 650 to 1,200 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Treulon (P.-F.Eyquera)
(bronze medal). ... 40

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-La- Tour-de- Oassies
(Brandenburg) 25

CHATEAU-DES-BORGES
M. Th. Bellemer, proprietor.
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Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Avsone (Farinel). ... 60
Grand-Darned ( Th. Fabre
de Rieunegre) 20

Domain of Lassalle (S.Louit) 10
Clos oVArgougnan (Clarac-
Court) 6

Tuns
red wine.

At la Grave (Louis Martin). 6
Chdt.-dcs-Borgcs » (Th. Bel-
lemer) 6

At Carros (Letellier). ... 5
At Ste-Germaine (Gr. Gou-
nouilhou) 10

Numerous small proprietors make from 1 to S tuns.

1. The chateau des Borges situated near the bourg of Bruges, with its shaded park and its

little vineyard adjacent, is one of the prettiest properties in the environs of Bordeaux. (See
design page 260.) It contains vast cellars perfectly managed, where M. Th. Bellemer, who
is also proprietor of the chateau Priban at Macau, has a warehouse for his wine -trade.



SMALL GRAVES.

The communes of which we shall speak in this chapter pre-

sent very varied ground : they are alternately light graves, sili-

cious in nature, pure sand and occasionally palus.

The gravelly and palus grounds are almost entirely devoted

to the vine, which is often planted in joualles, with interme-

diate culture of cereal, fodder, vegetables or strawberries.

The old vines, generally cultivated with the spade, are pru-

ned by two, three or four arms, being encircled about a large

pole. In almost all the young plantations the vines are kept

low and cultivated as in Medoc.

The most productive plants are : the Merlot and Malbec,

which compose with some vines of Cabernets all the best vine-

yards of the small graves. There are still other plants to be

found in the inferior growths, producing much wine but of very

ordinary quality : these are Hourcat, or Balouzac ; Parde
;

Mercier or Larrivet ; Girangon, etc.

The white wines, which are to be found in the small graves

before arriving at Arbanats and Virelade are almost entirely

composed of one plant : VEnrageat.

The communes of Begles *, Cadaujac*, Iles-Saint-Georges *,

Saint-Medard d'Eyrans*, Aiguemorte*, Beautiran*, Castres*, La-

brede, Portets *, Saint-Selve, Saint-Morillon, Cabanac, Saucats,

make for the most part in their graves a tolerably good ordi-

nary red wine and secondary white wines. Those indicated

with an asterisk are situated upon the borders of the river

and produce palus wines which are somewhat appreciated

and which are sometimes mixed with the wines of the Graves

by small proprietors.

We shall now enter into the white wine country and we
inhale from afar the perfume of the Sauternes. The commu-
nes which follow produce little red wine, but in return a great

quantity of very agreeable white wine, replete with delicacy
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and flavour, more or less liquorous, alcoholic and distinguished.

These are : Arbanats andVirelade, Podensac, Cerons, Illats, Lan-
diras, Pujols, Budos, Leogeats, Roaillan. It will be remembered
that the commune of Villenave-d'Ornon, already mentioned in

the Graves, produces in the growths of Carbonnieux and Saint-

Brice the best white wines of Graves of the country. We
shall come back to the communes of the Sauternes-country,

which shall be the object of a special chapter ; but to complete

our study of the vinicol communes on the left side, it still

remains to speak of Toulenne, Langon and some other com-
munes of the arrondissement of Bazas.

BEGLES. — 7,238 inh. — 1,080 hect. — This commune is

after Bordeaux and Libourne the most populated of the depart-

ment and the only one which has doubled its population since

1836, although the enlargement of Bordeaux has reduced its

area. It had in 1836, 2,322 hect. — 5 k. to S. of Bordeaux. —
B. : on the N., by Bordeaux ; on the E., by the Garonne ; on the

S., by Villenave d'Ornon ; and on the W., by Talence and Vil-

lenave-d'Ornon. — Railway of the Midi, st. at the village

of Birambits. — Steamers-omnibus Hirondelles and Gon-
doles going up to Saint-Maurice. — Omnibus leaving every

hour the place de la Comedie — P. & T. O. : Bordeaux.

Soil sandy-gravelly to W. forming from this side the

continuation of the hills of Talence ; to S. and E. palus. —
Sub-soil stony, to a depth of about 6 meters, upon the borders

'

of the Garonne
;
gravelly and argillaceous in the rest of the

commune.
Wines of palus bodied and well coloured, formerly very

celebrated in Holland. Price at vintage time from 450 to 750 fr.

Wines of Graves finer and lighter. Price at vintage
time 600 to 1,000 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

At Mussonville (Small Semi-
nary) 20

Chfit. -de-Birambits (Mrs N.
Berres) 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Brienne (Mrs Roulle). . 7
At the moxdin de Peyrelongxie
(Mrs Pichard) 6

At la Borde (Maury) . . 5
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IN GRAVES (eontinved).

At Destangt (Destangt). .

At la Raze(ihe Gt-Seminary)
Id. (Lebefaude). . .

Id. (Mrs Grousset). .

Id. (O. Chabaneau) .

Tuns
red wine.

5

10
5
8

Tuns
red wine.

At Dorat (Dussac) 8
Ch.-la~Maye(de Chappelle). . ]0
At la Raze (Merlet). ... 5

Id. (David Cousteau) 4
Id. (Lamanon). . . 5

IN PALUS

At Tartifvme (marquise de
Curzay) 70

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 4 tuns.

Growth of Hilde (Loste). . 90
At Coulon (Passerat). . . 90

CADAUJAG. — 1,121 inh. — 4,532 hect. — Ilk. to S.-S.-

E. of B* ; 10 k. to N.-E. of Labrede. - B. : on the N., by Vil-

lenave-d'Ornon ; on the E. by the Garonne; on the S. by Isle-

Saint-Georges and Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans ; on the W. by
Martillac and Leognan. — Railway of the Midi, st. at 500

meters to N.-W. of the bourg. — Steamboats touching at

port Grimail upon the Garonne — P. O. : Villenave-d'Ornon.

Soil : to E., palus ; sandy-gravelly soil, upon gravelly

sub-soil in the rest of the commune.
Red wines of Graves, rather elegant with careful pro-

prietors. Price at vintage time 700 to 1,000 fr.

Wines of palus estimated as wines of this order. Price

at vintage time 450 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

Growth - Lamothe - Bouscaut
(Defaure) 30

Ch.-Bouseant (Chabaneau). . 70
Ch.-Bardin (M ,s Chancel). . 20

Tuns
red wine.

At Valous (Amedee Bersat). 25
AtPontric (B°n de Kavignan) 20
Ch.-de-Cadavjac (Cabrol). . 30
At Fourgean (Dubois). . . 10

20 small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

IN PALUS

Ch.- Malleret(Gonzilo Jorrin") 90
At Droit (Silliman). . .

'. 70
Growth of the Places (P.-J.

Tanet senior) 100
At Ga'ibert (Baradere). . . 70
At Marteau(O a d'Etchegojeu) 60
^£2Z0fa^ray(MrsMallemouche) 50

Ten small proprietors make from

At Callot (Roulle). . .

th.-de-Cadaujac (Cabrol)
At Riviere (Papaiihau)
At la Roitssic (Rondeau)
At Grimard (Grimard).
At Carpcntey (Mallemouche)
At Subervie (Pate). . . .

1 to 8 tuns.

40
15
20
20
25
10
10
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ISLE-SAINT-GEORGES. - 566 inh. - 435 hect. - 7

k. to N.-E. of Labrede ; 20 k. to S.-E. of B* ; 5 k. from the rail-

way st. of Beautiran ; 3 k. from the station of Saint-Medard-

d'Eyrans. — B. : on the N. by Cadaujac ; on the E. by the Ga-

ronne ; on the S. by Beautiran ; on the S.-W. by Aiguemorte

;

on the N.-W. by Saint-Medard. — Railway st. from Saint-

Medard and Beautiran. — Steamboat calling on the port of

Cambes, opposite to Isle-Saint-Georges. — P. O. : Castres.

Soil exclusively alluvial. — Sub-soil of sand or stone, at a

varying and very great depth.

Red -wines bodied and coloured. Price at vintage time

450 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Tttrpant (Jules des
Grottes) 250

Chateau -du~ Bresil l
( de

Matha) 100
Montigny-Beautiran {J . Guil-

hou) 100
At the oourg (Helliot senior) 80

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id
Id.
Id.

(Justin Helliot ju-

nior) 50

( Joseph Lafour-
cade) 50

(Tillet) 40
(Alex, Coussillan). 40
(Mr* Cheri Daure) HO
(Jardoux) 25
(Lafitte) 30
(Techeney). ... 25
(Lesbats) 25
(Antoine May). . 25
(Emile Lemoine). 20
(Justin Lemoine). 20
(I'areau) 20
(Pierre Monteil). . 20
(Hostein) 15
(Gabriel Carreyre) 15

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg{Comte deTarrade) 1

2

Id. (Coussillan or Le
Grec) 10

Id. (Riviere) 10
At Bouteric (Justin Helliot) 50

Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.

Id.
Id.
Id.

(Mrs Deguille, far

mer of M. Cou
ras)

(Brisson brothers)

(Barbier). . .

(Chauveau). .

(Reynaud). .

(Bagneres). .

(Daure). . . .

At Ferrand (Medus). .

Id. (M« s Daure)..
At the Grand-Bresil (Fran-

cois Bouire de Beauvallon).
At the Grand-Bresil (Girard)

Id . (Chemi uade , son-
in-law Mrs Demons)

At Lauriol (Miss Roborel). .

Id. (Richard) ....
At the Pont'Castel (Daure

son)

35
25
25
20
10
10
10
20
10

25
20

15
25
20

30

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-MfiDARD-D'EYRANS. — 601 inh. — 1,272 hect.

— k k. to N.-E. of Labrede; 15 k. to S. of B*. — B. : on the

1. This vineyard is rtualcd upon Ihe territories of Cadaujac and the Islc-Saint-Georgcs.
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N. by Oadaujac; on the N.-E by Isle-Saint-Georges ; on the E.

by Aiguemorte ; on the S. by Labrede ; on the W. by Mar-

tillac. — Railway st. at 500 m. to S.-E. of the church. —
P. & T. O. : Labrede.

Soil uneven and varied to S. and E., palus and argilo-cal-

careous ground. Going up towards W. graves more or less

high and sandy. — Sub-soil, generally of graves and stones.

Red wines. — Good ordinary wines, price at vintage time

in the graves 650 to 1,000 fr.,in palus 500 to 750 fr.

Ordinary -white -wines produced from 4/5 enrageat, 1/5

semillon, muscadet, etc., tending to disappear; price at vin-

tage time 400 to 525.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN GRAVES.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Lamothe (Mrs Abel de Che-
valet) 45 )>

Ch. de Laprade (Belle-
mer) 25 5

Domain le Quantin (Kort) 25 »
Catiroi (de Raymond). . 18 »

Growth Matelot ( Vigou-
rous). , 30 8

At Laprade (Prevot). . . 10 2

red w.
At Lartigue (d'Antin).
At Eyrans (Mrs de Seze)

Id. (Manan). .

At Cruzeau (Cante).
At Larchey (Nolibois)

Id. (Lafon). .

At Bruilleau (Dupuy)
At the oourq (Pierre Ra-

fis). ...

Tuns
white w.
30

10
10
10
10

5

5

5

5

»
4

10

IN PALUS.

At Pierrefort (M rs de Bos
cas")

, 30 »

15 small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

At Manufacture (Lafour-
cade) 20

AYGUEMORTE - 313 inh. - 633 hect. — 20 k. to S.-S.

E. of B* ; 7 k. to E. of Labrede.— B. : on the N. by Isle-Saint-

Georges ; on the E. by Beautiran ; on the S. by Saint-Selve and
Labrede; on the W. by Saint-Medard d'Eyrans. — Railway st.

at Beautiran. — Steamboat touching at Beautiran and Isle-

Saint-Georges — P. O. : Castres.

Soil : palus to N.-E. ; rich argilo-calcareous ground

upon the slopes forming the valley of Saint-Medard; sandy

gravelly ground upon the elevated table-land.

Sub-soil of the table-land : pure graves and stones worked
as ashlars.
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Wines of graves rather fine and light, classed with

good ordinary wines
;
price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr. They

are often exported into Holland. Wines of full palus
,

much appreciated for blendings, price at vintage time 450 to

750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Lusseau (Techeney). . 30
At Moka (Heirs Pitre). ... 15

At Saint-Jer6me (Felix de
Brommer) 30

At the Barque (Villalard ju-

nior) 15
(More than 10 tuns of white wine)

Tuns
red wine.

At Lamothe (de Monteil). . 20
At the Cap-de-Billot (Daure

Arnaud). . . 20
Id. (Lesfauris). ... 15

At La Sabliere ( Bernard
Daure) 12

At the Breton (Bouche). . . 10

IN PALUS

At Moka (Heirs Pitre). ... 25 I At Mitivier (Verdeletj, gra-
At the bourg (Lafon, milkman). 25 I ves and palus. ...... 30

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

BEAUTIRAN.— 937 inh. — 635 hect . — 7 k. to E. of Labrede

;

23 k. toS.-S.-E. of Bordeaux. — B. : on the N. by Ayguemorte
and Isle-Saint-Georges ; on the E. by the Garonne ; on the S.

by Castres ; on the W. by Saint-Selve and Ayguemorte. —
Railway station at 500 m. to S. of the bourg. — Steam-
boat touching at the Port, upon the Garonne. — P. & T. O. :

Castres.

Soil : to E. and N. fertile palus; to W. and S. graves,

mixed with ground more or less strong.— Sub-soil presenting

in palus, argil or sand, this last in someplaces 60 cent, in depth,

and in the rest of the commune, especially towards N.-W.
graves or quarries worked for ashlars and broad stones.

Wines of graves
,

generally light , rather fine and
quickly drinkable, price at vintage time 550 to 850 fr.

Wines of palus more bodied, and more coloured ; they

should be about three years old before properly fit for consu-

mation
;
price at vintage time 450 to 750 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN GRAVES

Tuns
red wine.

Growth of Tuquet (Moites-
sier,bankei, &i Paris). . . 80

At Couloumey (Miss Debel-
mas) 25

At Lavan (Arthur Lafon). . 25
At Beauchene (Ed. de Brom-
mer) 10

At Cantvjan (Allegrand). . 10
At Mentet (Bertrand).. . . 6

At Figueys (Cheminade, son-
in-law of Mr8 Demons). . . 8

Tuns
red wine.

At Callens (Revolat junior). 10
At the Languit (M™ Chemi-
nade 10

At Peseau (Daure) 12
At the Bourdieu (Lagarde).
At Peseau (Marsaud). . . .

Id. (Bernard Bernard).
Id. (Foussat father). .

Chateau - la - Fabrique ( de
Benetot)

At Pageas (Dupuy). . . .

IN GRAVES AND IN PALUS

At Chanteloube (Ch. Labuzan)
At Peseau (Hameau). . . .

(J

20
18

At Peseau (Boyreau).

10
8
6
6

6
10

10

IN PALUS

Montigny - Beautiran
Guilhou)

At Figueys (Cheminade, son
in-law of M rs Demons).

At Limagere (U. Guillot).

At Peyroussanne (Dangui
lhem)

Ch -de-Beautiran (Despax)
At la Palu (Dupuy). . . ,

At Campouyran (Mrs Blaize
Bourdieu)

100

40
30

12

10

6

12

At Cambiade (Florins bro-

thers) 8
At the Frayr*i (Marie). . . 10
At the Palu (Toussaint-Mau-

ras) 10
At Belle-Croix (Sallenave). . 25

Id. (M"Chassenez). . 8
Port of Beautiran (Goussard) 16

Id. (Came) 12
Id. (Lacoste) 20

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns in graves or palus.

CASTRES.— 766 inh.— 697 hect.— 9 k. to E. of Labrede;

23 k. to S.-S.-E. of Bordeaux. — B. : on the N. by the Ga-
ronne ; on the E. by Portets ; on the S. by Saint-Selve; on the

N.-W. and N. by Beautiran. — Port used for the export of the

produce of the landes. —Railway : st. at Beautiran. — Steam-
boat touching at Beautiran. — Mail from Castres to Hostens. —
Carriages from Beautiran to Saint-Morillon and Hostens , cor-

responding with the trains, morning and evening. — P.&O.
Soil very varied : to N. land of alluvion; to E. ar-

gilo-gravelly soil and towards W. , silico-calcareous ground
— Varied sub-soil presenting gravel , sand or stone.

The latter worked for ashlars and broad stones, etc., in the

domain of Pomarede-de-Bas, is to a very slight depth upon
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the slope conducting from the high table-land to the palus

;

the surfaces of these quarries are covered with a very rich

argilo-gravelly soil.

Red "wines generally very slightly coloured, light, deli-

cate, and quickly drinkable : classed in the small superior

graves
;
price at vintage time 550 to 825 fr.

White wines. Ordinary wines, selling for about the price of

those of Saint-Morillon, from 400 to 500 fr. Some growths,

where the fine plants predominate, attain often the same price

as the red wines. The growths of Ferrande and Roulie are

the best.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w
Pommaredede Hant (de
Kerninon). . . .

Novchct(§ou\\&). .

AtFerrande(Rox\sserQ2iM
At Roulie (Chaurand)

Id. \Gourg, of Por-

tets). . . .

Id. (Labuzan). .

Pommarede de Bas (d>

Theobon)
Foncla (Dupouy). .

Ch. -Poitevin (Tetard)
At Lalande (Sicher).

At Jacquet (Fortage).

Tuns
white w.

25
8
20
10

12

30
30
30
20
15

red w.
At James (Bouche). . .

Pierret (Dubes). . . .

Grand-Bos (Mrs Docteur)
Samtarrie ( Charriaut)

.

At Dragon (Ameau). . .

At Nadon{Ameau). . .

Id. (Ameau - Chi -

nette) . . .

Id . (Amean - Jolin)

Id. (Miailhe). . .

Metairie diiBocher(Moi-
tessier)

At the bourg (Lalanne)

Tuns
white w.
12 »

12 »
5 10
10 )>

12 »
15 »

12 5
12 2
10 »

15
30

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns, red or white.

LABREDE. — 1,681 inh. — 2,328 hect. — 19 k. to S. of Bx.

— B. : on the N. by Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans and Martillac; on

the E. by Ayguemorte, Saint-Selve and Saint-Morillon; on the

S. by Saint-Morillon and Saucats ; on the W. by Saucats and Mar-

tillac.

—

Railway of the Midi, st. of Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans, at

6 k. to N.-E. of Labrede ; carriages corresponding with all

the trains, and going in the evening up to Saucats.— Mail from
Beautiran to Labrede. — Project of a new local railway,
which should run from the station of Saint-Medard to Hostens^

passing through Labrede and Cabanac. — P. and T. O.

Soil uneven and varied : sandy, gravelly or argilo-calca-

reous. — Sub-soil very varied : tuf, alios, graves and stone.

The stone has been formerly worked.
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Red wines well coloured, with a nice fruity taste and

bodied, classed amongst the good ordinary wines of

Bordeaux. Price at vintage time from 700 to 1 ,200 fr. in the

1st bourgeois growths where the fine plants predominate, and

from 500 to 800 fr. in the paysan and artisan growths. On
the whole, since some years the wines of this commune have

greatly improved, in consequence of the care applied to the

plantations and to the culture of the greatest part of the vi-

neyards.

White wines produced from 4/5 enrageat and 1/5 semillon

and sauvignon generally sold at the end of a year from 400 to

550 fr. wood inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
Tuns

red w. white w.

Ch.-de-la-Sauque (A. de
Richemont). ... 70 20

Tuns
red w. whitew

Chfdes-Fougeres l (Gas-
ton de Montesquieu). 80 »

CHATEAU-DES-FOUGERES
M. Gaston de Montesquieu, proprietor.

1. The vineyard, of Fougeres of recent creation, is situated upon ridges of graves alter-

nately argillaceous and sandy, with varied sub-soil calcareous and aliotic. It comprises
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Tuns
red w. white w.

40 35At Rambaud (Lubbert)
Ch.-de-Labrede (baron
Ch. de Montesquieu).

At Ricot (Mercier). . .

At the bourg (Mallet). .

At Avignon (Bordes). .

Id. (Aug. Boyreau)
At La Blancherie (Miss
Lacombe) 25

At the bourg (D. Bascou-
lergue. . .

Id. (GrigueyGirau-
deau). . . .

Id. (Faure). . .

At Guillomot (Cante). .

Id. (P. Dupuy father)
Id. (Hazera). . .

At Roman (Mabille). .

10 40
15 6

20 5

8 10
10 8

12 15

»
40
15
5

12

AtBichon-Labrede(Ju\es
Giraudeau). . . .

At Bergey (Fabre). . .

At Mauras (Jean Cante)
Id. (Pechin Man-

seneal son)
At Feytaud (P. Durand
At MeHe (Mrs Dillaire)

At Eyqvem (Basset)

At VEsperance (F. Gom
baud). . .

At Roman (M. Giraud)
At Gagnan (Crouzet).
At Marsallette (Cante)
At Joachim (Cante). .

At Rey (Baptiste Lan
glois)

At Pi<?<?£ (Koudie).

Tuns
red w. white w.

12
6

12

5
5
10
4

5

10
D
4

4

5

10
12

10
15
»

10

10
5

6

10
5

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

SAINT-SELVE. — 1,001 inh. — 1,774 hect. —2 k. to

S. of the bourg ; 21 k. to S. of B*. ; 4 k. to E. of Labrede.

— B. : on the N. by Ayguemorte and Beautiran ; on the

E. by Castres, Portets and Saint-Michel ; on the S. by Saint-

Michel; on the S.-W. by Labrede; on the W. by Saint-

Morillon. — P. & O. : Castres.

Soil generally sandy, presenting in some places, especially

in the eastern portion, silico-gravelly ground; on the S. and on

the S.-W. some argillaceous or argilo-calcareous portions. —
Sub-soil composed ofgraves or alios; some argillaceous portions

towards the N. of the commune, upon the borders ofthe Gat-Mort.

Red wines rather fine, employed for good ordinary wines

;

price at vintage time from 500 to 800 fr. ; those of chateau de

Saint-Selve obtain most elevated prices.

White wines ordinary, price, at vintage time, 400 to 525 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w.
Ch. -de-Saint-Selve (B™
E. d'Eichthal). . .

Ch. -de-Grenade (baron
de Carayon-Latour). .

Tuns
white w.

30 10

10 3D

red w
At Pinchot (P. Labuzan)

Id. (Darrabas). . .

AtBrocas(D&s[r Lalanne)
At the bourg (Bedouret).

Tuns
white w.

5 40
8 5

2 40
5 10

80 journaux planted for 3/5 in cabernet, sauvignon, an cabernet blanc, and for 2/5 in

malbec and merlot. Its wines are coloured, bodied and with and excellent fruity taste

reminding of the Haut-Brion wines.
The average production of this vineyard is from 80 to 100 tuns.
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Tuns
red w. white w.

At Civrae (Lagarde). .15 20
At the bourg(M TS Demons) 2 8

Id. (Courbin). . . 1 8
Id. (Crouzet).. . . » 8

At Foncroise (J. Vignol-
les) 5 15

AtJeaM8otte(T>i\\*tte).. 3 20
Id. (Lillet or Tan-

quette). . . » 30
Id. (Noton). ...» 30
Id. (Alex. Peymerle) 2 12
Id. (Cheri Lauglois). » 12
Id . (Labuzan or Mes-

te) » 20
Id. (Mercier). ... » 15
Id. (Courbin). . . » 10

red w.
At Civrae (Desquey-

roux). . .

Id. (Lillet or Pel
lerin). . .

Id. (Rouqueys). .

At Cohes (Dillaire). .

At Matelin (Plantade).
At the Gail 7ardin(V. Rou
queys)

At Bigard (Duvidel).
Id. (Germain Dil

laire) . . ,

At Carraingail (Mrs Du
breuilh)

At Larnavin (Boireau)

Tuns
white w.

12
8
20
20

25
6

20
15

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-MORILLON. — 814 inh. - 2,040 hect - 27 k. to

S. of B*; 5 k. to S.-E. of Labrede. — B. : on the N.-W.
by Labrede; on the N.-E. by Saint-Selve ; on the E. by Saint-

Michel and Landiras; on the S. by Cabanac ; on the W. by
Saucats. — Mail from Hostens. — Carriages from Beautiran

to Hostens, corresponding with the trains. — P. & T. O.

Soil very varied and rather irregular, sandy, sandy-gra-

velly and sandy-argillaceous, or argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil
generally sandy or gravelly, presenting on the left bank of the

Gat-Mort quarries of broad stones.

Red wines produced from 1/2 malbec (mauzat), 1/4 merlot,

1/4 verdot, larrivet and other plants, classed with the small

graves ; they are in certain growths much above their repu-

tation and can be recommended for their nice colour, body

and delicacy. They acquire in growing old a charming bou-

quet
;
price at vintage time 500 to 800 fr. The red wines of

this commune become daily more important.

White wines produced from 9/10 enrageat and 1/10 fine

plants, and which are amongst those most highly valued in the

country, known under the name of petites graves Saint-Mo-

rillon
;
price at vintage time 450 to 550 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Fonmier (Daban) .... 2 10
Lagraulet (B. Guillemin) 8 40

Tuns
red w. white w.

Belair (Vicomte de Bos*
redon) 18 50
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Tuns Tuns
whit e w. red w . white w.
10 60 At Mitaut (Clement De-

mons). . . 3 15
5 40 Id. (A. Boyreau) )) 15

12 90 At Piron (Reberard ju-

4 90
40

nior).

.

» 15
4 At Claron (Demons se-

» 40 nior). . J> 15

5 30 Id. (Pouquey). . y> 12

)) 30 Id. (Demons ju

nior). . . y> 15
3 20 Id. (Gorce). . y> 8

2 20 At the bourg (Dulou). » 22
2 15 At Cante - Coucut ( B

.

» 12 Guilhernin). . . . » 12

)) 25 At Courens (Pery). . . » 15
3 15 At Gravette (M,s Odee). » 10

red w.
Camarcet (F. Bleynie). .

Laflovquette (Miss Roul-

Darriet (A. Desbarats)
At Gravette (Lillet).

.

Belon (Depiot). . .

At Piron (Boyreau son)
Cassion (B. Cassaigne)
Plantat (Boudin). . .

Lamanon de Belair (De
sir Lalanne). . . .

At Pinot (Heberard).
At the Coureau (Dubour)
At Chiret (P. Boyreau)
Buelaygue (H. Braut).
At Constant (Boyreau). .

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns, generally white.

GABANAC-VILLAGRAINS. —903 inh. — 6,903 hect. -
30 k. to S. of B* ; 11 k. to the S. of Labrede. — B. : on

the N. by Saint-Morillon; on the E. by Saint-Michel and Lan-

diras ; on the S.-E. by Guillos; on the S. by Louchats ; on the

S.-W. by Saint-Magne ; on the W. by Saucats. — P. and T. O.:

Labrede.

Soil generally sandy, presenting however some sandy-gra-

velly portions, propitious to the vine, especially towards

E. and S.-E. -— Sub-soil generally composed of alios.

Red wines not considerable as yet. — But in the first

growths of the commune ; they are very superior to their re-

putation, fine, well coloured, sufficiently bodied, and acqui-

ring a nice flavour when old; price, 550 to 850; second growths

500 to 700 fr.

White wines similar to those of Saint-Morillon ; in the

first growths of the commune, they are delicate and liquorous

in the good years.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chat.-de-Cabanac (Clu-
zant) 10 10

Le Puch-Cabanac (Ch.
Doyen) 10 20

At Poulot (Lillet). . . 12 5

At Laborde (Duluc). . . 8 G

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Lenglet (Batailley). . 4 3
Le Com (Weil and Le-

brasseur) 10 10
At FiZfo#nmts(Lapujade

senior).. 3 5

Id. (Lapujade junior) 3 4
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Tuns
red w. white w.

Rant- Villagrains (Brun
junior) 3 6

At Gassies-Cabanac (Coj-
cault). . . 2 35

Id. (Boyreau).. » 12

At Zandinot (M.a.esot). . 4 7

red w.
At Piote- Cabanac (Be-

douret). . .

Id. (P. Boyreau).
At Bernin (J. Duffour)..
At Boirac (Lafourcade).
At the Pin (Cendrey). .

Tuns
white w.

7
7
12

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns, red or white, which
are sold to innkeepers, or to small proprietors of the Landes.

SAUGATS. — 897 inh. — 8,914 hect. — 23 k. to S.-S.-

E. of B*; 6 k. 1/2 to W. of Labrede; 12 k. 1/2 to W. of

the railway station of Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans. — B. : on the

N. byLeognan and Martillac ; on the E. by Labrede and Saint-

Morillon; on the S. by Cabanac and Saint-Magne ; on the W.
by Le Barp and Cestas. — P. and T. O. : Labrede.

Soil generally sandy, strong earth on the borders of the ri-

vulet of Saint-Jean and in the N.-W. portions of the com-
mune and some sandy - gravelly portions towards N. —
Sub-soil very varied, presenting alternately alios, argil, sand

or ashlars, especially towards E. and very curious fossil

banks on the borders of the rivulet of Saint-Jean-d'Estampes.

Red wines constituting, when they are well taken care of,

excellent ordinary wines. Price, at vintage time, 500 to 700 fr.

White wines of enrageat, forming ordinary wines
;
price,

at vintage time, 350 to 480 fr. wood inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Laguloup (Prieto de Acha
son)

At the bourg (Prieto de
Acha). .

Id. (Heirs Blayn)
At the Son (D^piot-Brun).

Tuns
red w. white w.

10

12
10
15

red w.
At the Pin (Prieto de
Acha son)

At the Son (Lamothe). .

At Esclauzets (Cassagne)
At Joachim (J. Girau-
deau)

Tuns
white w.

4
10
5

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns, red or white.

PORTETS.— 1,846 inh. — 1,549 hect.— 7 k. to N.-W.
of Podensac; 25 k. to the S.-S.-E. of Bx . — B. : on the

N. and E. by the Garonne; on the S.-E. by Arbanats; on the

S. by Saint-Michel, and on the W. by Saint Selve and
Castres. — Railway of the Midi. — Steamboat. — Na-
tional road from Paris to Bx and Spain. — Two ports
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upon the Garonne ; the port of the commune and the port of

M. Seguineau. — P. and T. O.

Soil : to N. alluvions; to S., elevated table-land, sandy-

gravelly; and on the declivities that separate the allu-

vions from the table-land, strong argilo-calcareous or argilo-

gravelly soil. — Sub-soil sandy on the high table-land, stony

upon its declivity.

Wines of graves, distinguished by a fine colour, deli-

cacy, body and bouquet ; they sell from 550 to 800 fr. — The
growth of Chateau-Lognac, cultivated in the Medoc fashion, has

obtained up to 1,200 fr. at vintage time.

Those wines produced in the argilo-gravelly grounds, or

those partly in palus, and partly in graves, are less fine; price

at vintage time 500 to 750 fr.

Wines of palus delicate, with sufficient colour
;
price at

vintage time 450 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.
EXCEPTIONAL GROWTHS.

Chateau-Lognac (J. Descacq)
Chateau- Cahannieux l (Miocque-Balarac).

Tuns red wine.

... 200

... 55

CHATEAU -CABANNIEUX
M. Miocque-Balarac, proprietor.

1. The domain of Cabannieux, the design of which we give above, has an extent of

25 hect. situated upon the most elevated part of the commune, with sandy-gravelly sub-
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. -de-Portets l (Alphonse
Pauly) 50

Castaing (Dorneau). ... 20

Millet (Comte Alfred Kavez). 18

At Bel-Air (Lafontaine). . . 8

Crabitey (l'Orphelinat). . . 10
ISHospital (J.-J. de Lacaus-

sade) 18

Ch.-Pessan ( Baron , engi -

neer) 25
At Pissan (Ailet; 10

Tuns
red wine.

Pavilion de Mongenan (Mrs

Duboscq-Vergnes). ... 7
Ckollet-Bourdillot (Miss Ade-

le Gaubert)
At Rahoul (de Camiran). . 8

At Beau- Site (Louis Dert). . 12

At Bernay (Oct. Mondiet). . 10
At Becheau (de Bignon).. . 70
At Giieydon (Labat). ... 10

Id. (Jean Filatreau). 12
Id. (Kloi Napsan). . 10

CHATEAU-PORTETS
M. Alphonse Pauly, proprietor.

soil. It contains a vineyard of 23 hect. detached from the Lognac growth, acquired in i873
from M r Seguineau de Lognac. This vineyard is cultivated with the greatest care ; the
plants have been extracted from the best in Medoc and its wines are much in request by
the first houses in Bordeaux, on account of their colour, delicacy and flavour.

The brand of this growth was created in 1787 by Mr Segalier, advocate of the Parlia-
mend of Bordeaux, and bears « Haut-Cabannieux l* r cru Portets )>. The actual production is

55 to 60 tuns.

1. The domain of chateau Portets comprises 66 hect. of wood, excellent meadows, vi-
miires and a vineyard divided into two parts :

1° 10 hect. graves, with the finest plants of the Medoc, chosen by M. Seguineau de
Lognac and yielding one of the best wines of the neighbourhood.

2^ 25 hect. palus of first quality, along the river, from Portets to Castres, planted with
choice vines. On the whole 35 hectares of vines, producing an average of 120 tuns, and
constituting one of the finest vineyards in that country, placed in a very favourable expo-
sure.
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Tuns

— PORTETS.

At Cluehon (Je&nty Labuzan).
Id. (Victor Latapy).
Id. (Dambon). . . .

Id. (Jean Pourquey).
Id. (Jean Dulou). . .

Id. (Pierre Lartigue).

At Papoula (Emile Ducaut).
At the Courneau (Jeanty-Du-

tor-Labuzan). .

red wine.

15
18
15
12

12

277

Tuns
red wine.

At the Courneau (Jean-Labat)
Id. ( Cadiehe Labu -

zan) 6

Id. (Bernard Labuzan) 6
Id. (Memet- Labuzan). 6

At the bourg (Expert, cart-
wright). ... 10

At Boms (J.-B. Dubourdieu). (>

2nd CATEGORY

At the bourg, Chat.-Tardie

u

(J. Descacq).
(Pierre Lapeyre)
(J. Labuzan). .

(Michel Boutinon)
(Baron). . . .

(Montel). . .

(Bernede). . .

(Lafaye). . .

(Bernard Dubos)
(Vicomte de

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

At Gueydon
Gaalon)

At Boms (Petiton-Dubourg)
At Cluchon (Desir Lalande)

Id. (Latapy)
(Edmond Lamothe)
(Pierre Gaston),
(Pierre ftapsan).
(Cadiehe Maurin).

At the Grand-Abord (P. For
tage). . .

(Jean Chauche).
(Emile Labuzan)
(P. Lalanne son).
(Labatut). . .

(Jules Lalande).
(Dupuy junior). .

At Chay (Alcide Cante). .

Id. (Math. Labat). .

Id. (Guill. Labat). .

Id. (Jean Busquet) . .

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

200
60
25
20
12
10
10

6

10
15
12
12

10

30
30
30
20
10
8
5

30

At Chay (Julien Boutelou).
Id. (Lartigue Lartignat
Id. (Antoine Dumirail)
Id. (Joseph Rechou).

At Barroubin (J. Dubrey).
Id. (R. Lamothe). .

(Jean Gillard). .

(G. Labuzan).
(Jules Beaumartin)
(Ducau). . . .

(Ant. Lamothe).
(Mra Laveau). .

(Duberger). . .

(Deysieux). . .

(Napsan senior).

At Lamothe (Jeanty Lalande
Id. (Jacques Seurin).

(Georg. Penicaut).
(Jean Penicaut).
(Moustey). . .

(Barth. Moustey).
(Arnaud Expert/.

At Papoula (Maurin son).

Id. (Balade). . .

Id. (Dupart). . .

At Mongenan (Maurin father
Id. (Sabatey senior)

Id. (Sabatey j unior

)

At Battier (Charles Sabatey
At Moutin (Lafisse). . .

Id. (Tati Dupuy).

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

6

<i

5
15
15
12
30
25
15
10
10
10
5
5

10
20
20
20

5
5

15
6

5

5
15
6

IN PALUS

At the bourg (J.-B. Dubour
dieu).

Id. (Simon Lannes).
Id. (Gourg). . . .

Id. (Hippolyte Pepin)

30
30
30
25

At the bourg (Meynard, black -

smith) 6
lie de Portets. (Drouilhet de

Sigalas son) 30

Forty small proprietors in the villages above and at Hiladey make
from 1 to 5 tuns.
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ARBANATS. - 554 inh. — 760 hect. — 4 k. to N.-W. of

Podensac; 28 k. to S.-S.-E. of Bx. — B. : on the N.-W., by

Portets; on the N., by the Garonne; on the E. and S.-E., by

Virelade ; on the S., by Saint-Michel ; on the W., by Portets. —
Railway of the Midi. — P. & T. O.: Podensac.

Soil a little uneven : to N.-E. and E., palus; to W.,
gravelly ridges and sandy ground; in the centre argilo-cal-

careous ground, covering the slopes separating the palus

from the table-land. — Sub-soil : to E. argil, in the centre

gross lime-stone, to W. graves and alios.

Red wines coloured, mellow and of a good taste, price at

vintage time 550 to 800 fr.

White wines produced from 4/5 semillon, 1/5 sauvignon

and other plants, rather fine; price at vintage time 500 to

700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w. Tuns. red w. Tuns.
in grave s. white w. in graves . white w.

The Basque ,
principal At Capitayne (B. Suber-

farm of the Chateau- vie) 6 3

de-Vilerade 1 (Joseph de At Teychon(M.TS Dubro-
Carayon-Latour). . . 3352 50 ca). . . . 16* 3

At Tourtaut- Chollet Id. (Descats). . . 10 5

(Dayrant Laurent) . . 30 )) At Bel-Air (Lafontaine) 15 7

At the bourg (Louis La- At Capitayne (P. Blan-
fontaine) 8 » can). . 12 4

Coulom l (Eschauzier). 903 10 Id. (Just.Blancan) 12 4

At Carros (Lachatre). . 12^ 8 At the bourg (A. Laulan) 16 3

At Berot (Lafitte-Berot) 7 » Id. (Basset son). . 8 2

Id. (Gelliueau). . 10* » Id. (Gassian). . . 6 3

At Carros (A. Bahougne) 6 » At Viand (Jeanty Teche-
Id. (Duvidal). . . 5 4 ney). . . .

8* 3

Id. (B. Subervie). 5 4 Id. (Moura). . . 104 ))

Id. (Jeanty Mou- Id. (Bertruc). . . 8 »
ras) 6* 3 Id. (Cheri Teche-

At the oourg{A.Subervie) 6 )) ney). . . .
12* »

Twenty small proprietors msikefiom ] to 6 tuns, red or white.

1. We give here the complete produce of these two vineyards, based upon the com-
munes of Virelade and Arbanats, reproduced at Virelade.

2. Of which 300 are in palus.
3. Of which 80 tuns are in palus.
4. Of which the half are in palus.
5. All in palus.
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VIRELADE.— 728 inh.— 1,371 hect. — 3 k. to N.-W.

of Podensac; 29 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N. by

Arbanats and the Garonne; on the E. by the Garonne; on the

S. by Podensac; on the W. by Saint-Michel and Saint-Selve.

— Railway station of Arbanats. — P. & T. O.: Podensac.

Soil : to E. and N. palus; in the rest of the commune,
graves devoted to the vine, and sands planted with pines and

oaks. — Sub-soil : argillaceous in palus ; stony on the side

of the villages of Lafontaine and Virelade, where the stone

has been formerly worked for limestone; tuf, alios and graves

in the rest of the commune.
Red wines being divided into wines of palus and wines

of graves. The latter are distinguished by their fine colour,

delicacy, and small pleasant flavour. They are very good
ordinary wines; price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr. The

wines of palus are paid 500 to 750 fr. ; several proprietors

unite the palus wines to those of graves.

White wines produced from the semillon, sauvignon and

muscadelle, fine, mellow and very agreeable; price at vintage

time 500 to 700 fr., they obtain at the end of a year 500 to

700 fr:, for exceptional vintages and in the first growths of

the commune.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

red wines Tuns,
in gr. in pal. whit ew.

Chat.-de- Virelade l

(J.de Carayon-La-
tour) 85 300 50

Coulom 2 (Eschau-
zier) 10 80 10

Growth ofTeycheney
(J. de Ruben de
Couderc) 2 4 4

At Mangereau (Cal-

sat father and son) x> 10 j)

AtMdgcreau (Labat
brothers). ... j> 10 »

red wines Tuns
in gr. in pal. white w.

At VUsclonpey(M.ea-
tin). . . )) 3 2

Id. (EtLafon) J) 10 J)

At Lafontaine (Jean
Paguenaud). 6 6 »

Id. (Tapie). . . 5 5 5
Id. (Tourteau).. 8 » »
Id. (Amanieu). . 8 » »
Id. (Lasserre). .

At the bourg (Chai-
4 )) ).)

gneau senior) » 10 »

1 and 2. The property of M r Joseph de Carayon-Latour and that of M r Escftauzier are

established upon the two adjacent communes : Virelade and Arbanats. We detail here the

complete produce of their vineyards.
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At the boitrg (Chai-
gneau junior)

Id. (Andre). . .

Id. (Pouger). .

Id. (Besson). . .

At Lafontaine (Pe-
merle)..

Id. (Rd Dubes).
AtLailley (Jean Gas-

ton). . .

red wines Tuns
in pal. white w.

J)

»
5

10 »
4 »
» 5

4 »

3

10

» 7
10 »

» 35 »

red wines Tuns
in gr.in pal. white w.

At Lailley (Et.Laffite) »
Id. (Meric). . . 4

J.£iVod0y(Desclaux) 10
Id. (GillesAubin) 4
Id. ( Jeantonnet-

Blancan). . 6
^U Barreyre (Las-

serre-Serillot). . 6
yl£ Barreyre (E.

Guerin). ... 6

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-MICHEL-DE-RIEUFRET. — 198 inh. — This

commune is 8 k. to S. - W. of the Podensac station

and is not yet a vinicol one. — It possesses but one vineyard,

in creation, belonging to M. le baron de Carayon-Latour,

proprietor of the fine chateau of Grenade, at Saint-Selve.

This vineyard produces a yearly average of 10 tuns of red

wine and 15 tuns of white wine.

PODENSAC. — 1,634 inh. — 8H4 hect. — 32 k. to the

S.-S.-W. of Bx. — B. : on the N. by Virelade, on the E. by

the Garonne; on the S. by Cerons, on the W. by Illats.

— Railway of the Midi at 500 meters on the W. of the bourg.

— Steamboat from the upper part of the Garonne.— Port of

Arrose upon the Garonne. — P. & T. O.

Soil generally gravelly, on stony foundation, fertile palus

upon the borders of the Garonne.

White wines produced from 2/5 semillon, 1/5 sauvignon,

2/5 courbin and chalosse (this last tends to disappear). These

wines are distinguished by a fine colour, a very agreeable

bouquet and mellowness in the first growths of the commune
where the gathering is attended to with great care; price, at

vintage time, 600 to 900 fr.

Red wines constituting very good ordinary wines. The
growths of Chateau-Ferbos-Lalanette and of Chateau-de-

Mauves produce much estimated red wines, fine and
flavoured.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
white w.red w.

Ch&teau- Ferbos-Lalanette
(Heirs A. Vergez). . . 50

AtAnice{FMende]ssohnn) »

Chateau -de- Mauves (Dr

Moreau) 10
Chdt.-de-Chavat (Treilles,

of Cerons) »
At Madere (Gassies). . »
At Belly-Maucouade (Pi-

chauzel) 40
At Madere (Adr. Poisson-

nier) »
At Madere (Rousseau). . »

At the Breillaoux (La-
lanne) ))

At the Ormes (Mrs Darlan) »

At Larouquey (A ug.Darlan) »
Id. (M rs Jean Ar-

naud). ...»

35
25

15

30
30

12

15
15

10

15

red w.

At the Mayne (Lampure).
At Pinau (Jean Ducau).
At Boisson (P. Ducau). .

At the bourg (C. Biarnez)

Id. (Lillet brothers)'

Id. (Jules Poissonnie)

Id. ( Duprada, ba-
ker) .

Id. ( Bernard La-
lanne) . . .

Id. (Dudoussat).
At Caillourouley (Dauty).
At the Port (Bordessoules)
Growth Yon (Numa Pois-

sonnie) 10
At Solans (Jasseau). . . 40

Id. ( Barthelemy
Berguedieu) 10

Tuns
white w.

S) 10

)) 10

)) 10

)) 6

)) 6

) » 6

J) 6

4 3

4 »

5 5

4 4

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 5 tuns of red or white wine.

CERONS. — 1,369 inh. — 582 hect. — 35 k. to S.-S.-E.

of B x
. — B. : on the N., by Podensac, on the E. by the

Garonne ; on the S. by Barsac ; on the W., by Illats. Railway
of the Midi. — Steam-boat on the upper part of the Ga-
ronne. — P. & T. O. Podensac.

Soil generally gravelly; to W. some sandy portions;

to E. palus bordering the Garonne. — Sub-soil stony

in the greatest portion of the commune; gravelly on the

centre and W. ; ashlars extracted from three principal

quarries, very celebrated.

White wines distinguished by their delicacy and long

preservation. They are produced from 3[4 semillon, 1t4 sau-

vignon and courbin
;
price at vintage time 650 to 1,000 f**s for

the 1st growths; 550 to 800 fr. for the second growths.

Red "wines for local consumption, classed with good ordi-

nary wines; price 500 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red w. while w.

Chateau - de-Ca Ivimont
'Noel) » 12

Tuns
red w. white w.

CJidteau-Lepine (Mrs de
Bretz) » 10
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BOURGEOIS AND l 8* ARTISAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red w. while w.

AtLataste(Lat2iSte brothers) 10 30
Id. (Jer6meMedeville) 15 30
Id. (P. Pardiac). . . » 10

Ch.- Cerons and Laronquey
(P. Loubrie) jd 25

At Menaud (Canichon Me-
deville). . » 25

Id. (B. Gaubert). 50 »

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Expert (Lescouzeres) ]5 20
At Caulet (Uucau Lafre-

tey) 10 20
At Huradin (Elie Gillard)
At Paysan (Lataste son).

At the Canton (Expert Ma-
rin)

15

» 8

15 10

2nd CLASSED GROWTHS

At Caulet (Lataste Finot). 20 10
Id. (Honore Expert

brothers). . . 8 10
Id. (Danglade Dau-

phin). ... » 12
At Huradin (Nercam Ar-

naud). . .

Id. (Fr6chau brothers)

At Canton (Auguste Du-
cau)

At Expert (Dorgueilh). .

Id. (Expert Fourget)
Id. (Baillet). . . .

Id. (Expert Katier).

Id. (Expert Laforge)
At the Peyrat (Dubour-

dieu) » 8

At Freyron (Jeanty Bayle) » 15
Id. (Expert Gallant

junior). . . 10 10
At the Puyde Comae (Ex-

pert or Charrilhe). » 20

» 20
)) 12

10
» 10
)) 12

)) 10
)) 8

)) 8

At the Puy de Comae (Vin-
cent junior).

Id. (Expert France). .

Id. (Expert Bonaparte)
At Caulet (Guillaume Du-

cau). . . .

Id. (Ducau Poulard) .

.

At Laroque(^xipeTi Tatille)

Id. (Et. Lanneluc).
At Expert (Pauly). . .

Id. (Jerome Expert)
At Paysan (Bonnefon). .

At Menaud (Chaigneau) .

Id. (Emile Gaston) .

Id. (Treille Fort) . .

Id. (Jacques Treille).

At the Puyde Comae (Ex-
pert Auguste Farsit . .

At the Ch.-du-Seuil(&. de
Beaufort)

At the bourg (Lacouture)

.

Id. (Ardoin senior).

i) 15
» 12

» 8

)) 20
» 10
» 8

)) 10
)) 18
» 12

)) 10
» 12

)) 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns, red white.

ILLATS. — 1,591 inh. — 2,923 hect. — 7 k. to S. of

Podensac; 34 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N. by

Podensac and Cerons; on the E., by Barsac and Pujols ; on

the S., by Budos and Landiras; on the W., by Saint-Mfchel and

on the N.-W., by Virelade. — P. & T. O. : Podensac.

Soil varied, to N. and E. argilo-gravelly grounds, to the

centre strong lands, to S. sandy soil. — Sub-soil stony

to N.-E. and to S. ; argillaceous towards the bourg, gra-

velly to N. and centre ; stone quarries to S. W.
"White wines produced from fine plants of the graves and

strong grounds, bodied, liquorous, and flavoured, rather resem-

bling those of Podensac
;
price, at vintage time, 600 to 800 fr.

the tun. Those which are produced from the vines of the
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sands have less delicacy and are sold from 400 to 500 fr. the tun.

Red wines ordinary, for local consumption
;
price at vin-

tage time 500 to 750 fr. Should be put in bottle the second

year ; they preserve well.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

At Lionne i

Id.

4 20

2 8

10

Tuns
red w. white

Tlie Elliot (Mrs Taffard) . 4

The Callac (Gassies) . . 1

Id (Jasseau). . . 1

At the Basque (B . Ducau) . 5

At Cantau (Paul Ballion). 10
At Ardennes (E. Dutauzin) 10
At the bourg (Dubrey-Du

brille) .

(Dubourg-Lar
roudey )

.

(Avezou). .

(Destrac - Ca
dillac) .

At the bourg (Dubosc
Bousquet) ....

Cdtcs Cerons (Cazeau-Ca-
zalot)

At Beousse (Daney).
At Brouquet (Dubourg

Larrat senior) . . .

A t the Haurat (B .Boireau)
At the Basque (Ducau

Drole)

At the Merle (Dubour-Lar-
rat junior)

Dubourg-Ri
caud junior)

(Jean Ricaud)
(Mrs Dubourg-
Lionne senior).

( Dubourg-Lionne
junior). . . .

At the bourg (Dubrey-Mi-
ron) . . .

Id. (Desir-Vincent)
Id. (Bernardet).

At Jaussens (Lalande-La-
pave)

At Brouquet ( Lalande-
Bernard, .

Id. (Cazeau) . .

At the Basque (Jean-Ri-
caud)

At Gondrine (Ducau-Bas-
ton)

15

2 10

8

6

20

6
10

Id.

Id.

Id,

Id.

Id.

Id.

Tuns
red w. white

At Condrine (Dorgueilh). 2
Id. (Paguenaud) 2

At Barrouil (Cindrey bro-
thers) ... 2
(Cindrey-Ca-
dichon) . . 2
(Lalande-La-
pignouye) . 2

(Paguenaud) 2
(Bahans bro-
thers) . . 2

(Bahans ju-

nior). . . 2

(Lafosse) . . 2

At LaTuilliere(LsiCoste). 2

At La Sablere (Ducasse
Bernard) 2

At La Sablere (Ducasse-
Courdouney^. 2

Id. (Labbe). . . 2

At Barraille ( Dubreuil-
Expertille) 2

At the Tauzin (Tauzin-
Pistolan) . 2

Id. Tauzin-Charille) 2

At the bourg (Destrac-La-
roche junior).

Dubourg- Saint-

Jean) . . .

( Dubourg-Pon-
tet . . .

Id. (Dubos-Boulan

)

At Bourriet (Cantau-De-
sir)

At Escales (Lapujade). .

Id. (Cantau Jeanty)
Id. (Tauzin-Daurat)
Id. ( Dubrey bro -

thers) . . .

Id. (Danglade-Pe-
cha junior) .

Id. (Danglade - Pe -

cha senior) .

Id. (Jean Canteau).
Id. V. Menaton) .

Id.

Id.

6

6

10

10

2 10

6

6

12

15

12

12

2 12

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns, red or white.
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LANDIRAS. — 1,848 inh. — 5,975 hect. — 12 k. to S.-S.-

W. of Podensac; 10 k. to W.-S.-W. of Barsac ; 40 k. to S.

of B*. — B. :on theN., by Saint-Michel and Illats ; on the E.,by
Pujols; on the S.,by Budosand Balizac; on the W.,by Origne,

Guillos and Cabanac. — P. & T. O.

Soil varied : to E. argilo-calcareous ground, to the W.
of thebourg gravelly or argilo-gravelly ground, to the extre-

mity W. sands more or less deep. — Sub-soil to E. and
centre, stones, to W. graves and to the extremity W. sand

or arene.

Red and white wines similar to those of Illats. The red

wines are generally produced from vines to the W. of the

bourg,upon argilo-gravelly foundation, and are somewhat su-

perior to those of Illats. The white wines are produced upon
argilo-calcareous soil, to the E. of the bourg.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red w. white w.

Atthe Arricands (Gassies) 3 10
Id. (Jasseau). . . 6 20
Id. (A. de Chalup) 4 20

Ch. of Pinguet (L. Bac-
que) 5 16

At the Marin (Comte du
Hamel) 5

Junqueyres (Partarrieu).

Growths of the Ardennes
(E. Dutauzin). . . .

At the bourg (R. Laffitte)

Id. (Daugeres bro-
thers). . .

Id. (P. Boiste). . .

A t the Plantes (R. An gigot)

10
2 8

10
2

4
2

2

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the Plantes (Bedouret) 2 10
At the Porta\l (Mrs Can-

tau) 2 8
At the Drue (Elie Moura) 5 15
At the Artigues (L. De-

jean). . . 3 15
Id. (Binquet-Adin

son). ... 5 12
Id . ( Dejean dit La-

nami). ..28
At Carponla (Caubit bro-

thers). . . 4 15
Id. (A. Dutrenit) 2 8

Ch.-Landiras (A. Bordes) 4 8

At Pichon{Jean Dutrenit) 6 7

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Junqueyres (Mrs J.-B.
Tarride) 3

At the Arrougeys (F. Du-
bedat). 4

Id. Dupre-Dupille) 2
Trivez la Garenne (Alex.
Droz) 4

At the Onsteau-Ncuf (A.
Sarpoulet) »

At the Arricauds (A.
Martini 2

A. Boiste (G. Chauche). . 2

Id. (J.Trenit). . . 4

At the Loups (Ulysse Du-
cau) 2

AtManine(B. Champagne) 4

Id. (A. Champagne).

.

6

Id. (Amand Dargueil) G
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Tuns Tuns
red w. white w. red w. white w.

At Manine( P.^Champagne) 3 8 At the Haut (A.-L. Ama-
At Batseres(Et. Dubourg)

.

6 10 nieu). . . . 2 8

Id. (Clare Carreyre). 3 8 Id. (Jean Amanieu). 2 6

Id. (J.-B. Labuzan). 4 10 Id. (Amanieu, miller) 2 8

At Fourcq (A. Lacassagne) 4 4 At Jamnets (J. -J. Cantau). 3 7

At the bourg (J. Duber- At Menon (A. Martin). . 4 8

net). . . . 3 6 Id. (A. -J. Ricaud). . 3 7

Id. (Michel Moura). 3 7 Id. m. Ricaud). . . 3 7

Id. (A. Pinoguet). . 2 8 Id. (A. Auguin). . . 2 »

The Couleyre (Gassion bro- At Canet (Fr. Ricaud). . 4 6

thers) 2 7

Sixty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns, red or white.

PUJOLS. — 780 inh. — 753 hect. — 38 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*;

5 k. to S.-S.-W. of the station of Barsac; 4 k. to N.-W. of

Sauternes. — B. : on the N., by Illats and Barsac; on the E.,

byPreignacand Bommes; on theS., byBommesand Budos; on

the W., by Budos, Landiras, and Illats. — P. &T. O. : Preignac.

Soil , sandy to S. and W. ; argilo - calcareous towards

the bourg, N. and E. of the commune. — Sub-soil stony,

ashlars and broad stone quarries, worked on the N. and E.;

sandy and cold in the rest of the commune.
White wines generally very agreeable, produced from

2{3 semillon, 1{3 sauvignon and raisinotte ; those of the N.

and E. portions of the commune are fine, flavoured and liquo-

rous, very similar in the first growths of the commune to

those of Barsac, and are sold from 800 to 1,100 fr. The secon-

dary growths obtain from 600 to 900 fr. The best quarters of

the white wines are : Mareuil, Jean-Dubos, Leblanc, le Pingua.

The red wines have a fine colour, sufficient body and no
earthy taste. The wines of the Chateau-Lassalle, whose vi-

neyard has been recently created with fine red vine plants,

cannot yet be classified, but they promise to be superior to

those of the country.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns Tuns
red w. white w. red w. white w.

Close Saint - Robert At Collas (Menjon-Guisisse) » 12
(buyer Poncet- Deville Ch.-Lassalle (Pouchan). . 25 10
junior) » 75 At Blanc (Leon Cadillon

At Mareuil (Lacoste-Mic). » 10 son) » 12
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Tuns
red w. white w.

Tuns
red w. white w.

10
8

10

At Mareuil (Gerard).
At Lamagnon (Jeannon-

Guiasse). . .... d 10
At Jean Dubos (Arnaud

Lacoste) . . » 8

Id. (Couture). ... x> 8

Id. (Arnaud Dupart) » 10
At Vldeau (J. Escudey). » 8

About twenty-five small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns, red or

white.

At Videau (Taudin).
Id. (Beguerie). . .

At the Tauzin (O. Myran)
At Menavd (Arnaud La-

coste). . . .

Id. (Lacoste younger
brothers). .

BUDOS. — 960 inh. — 12 k. to S. of Podensac; 10 k. to

S.-W. of Barsac ; 3 k. to W. of Sauternes. — B. : on

the N. by Pujols; on the E. by Bommes and Sauternes ; on the

S. by Leogeats and Balizac ; on the W. and N.-W. by Landi-

ras. — P . & T. O. : Preignac.

Soil varied to S.-S.-E. and sandy gravelly ground. To
E. upon the borders of the Ciron and to the extremity N. of

the commune, sands; to W. towards the bourg and centre,

sandy-argillaceous soil. — Sub-soil, to S., E. and N. sand
;

towards the bourg and Fombanne, stone to a slight depth, gene-

rally worked in ashlars.

White -wines produced from 3[4 semillon, 4t4 sauvignon,

and johannisberg, bodied, liquorous and aromatic, forming a

very fine agreeable small wine
;
price at vintage time 600 to

800 fr. the tun, according to the years and growths.

Red wines bodied and coloured, forming, good ordinary

wines and above their reputation
;
price 500 to 750 fr.

The red -wines are generally cultivated on the gravelly

portions and the white wines in argillaceous ground.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Ch.-Pingiiet, clos of Ar-
majan (L. Bacque). . .

At the bourg (G. Bataillej ).

At Lapeyrousse (Brun son)

Tuns Tuns
white w. red w. white w.

At Lioi (B. Moynet). ..58
3 16 At Blanqne (P. Darthial) 6 «

At Louchet (G. Brun). . . 464 10

4 10 At Medouc (Paul Ballion). 8 2

LEOGEATS. — 795 inh. — 1,960 hect. — 10 k. to S.-

W. of Langon; 6 k. to N. of Villandraut ; 16 k. to W.
of Bazas; 52 k. to S.-E. of Bordeaux. — B. : on the N. by
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Sauternes ; on the E. by Fargues and Roaillan ; on the S. by
Noaillan; on the W. by Balizac and Budos. — P. & T. O. :

Sauternes.

Soil generally sandy; some parts in the neighbourhood of

the bourg,and a vast hill exposed to the S. planted with vines,

are argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil generally sandy, stony

about the bourg, and argillaceous towards the hill of Tucau.

Red wines constituting good ordinary wines; price at

vintage time 500 to 650 fr. — White wines produced from

fine plants, 4/5 semillon, 1/5 sauvignon and verdet, very simi-

lar in consequence of their fruity taste, bouquet, and mel-

lowness to the wines of Sauternes
;
price at vintage time 600

to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns Tuns
red w. white w. red w. white w.

At the bourg (Jean Mar- At Lartigue (Andre Boniol). 5

quette) l
. . . . 5 At La Bernede (Dubourdieu-

Id. (Jean Dupeyron) l
. 5 Labonte). . . 10

Id. (Louis Larrue). . . 6 Id. (DubourdieuPehac). 6

Id. (Jean Lalande). . 5 Id. (Laporte-Portillon). 7

At La Figure (Kaymond At Marot (Comet and Ricot). 8

Sauboua) 20 At the Levrauts (Latestere
At Robinet (Paul Lataste). . 4 Pernon) 4

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

ROAILLAN.— 537 inh. — 1,147 hect. — 7 k. to S. of

Langon; 9 k. to N.-W. of Bazas. — B.: on the N. by Far-

gues and Langon; on the E. by Mazeres; on the S. by Nizan;

on the S.-W. by Noaillan ; on the W. by Leogeats. — Station
of the Railway from Langon to Bazas. — P. & T. O.

:

Langon.

Soil generally sandy, presenting towards N. upon the

side of the domain of Boyrin or Boyrein , argilo-gravelly

grounds.

—

Sub-soil argillaceous and impervious; upon the

southern hills, a calcareous bank, covered in some places by an
argillaceous and marly layer, upon the side near the domain of

Peron.

Red wines ordinary
;
price at vintage time 500 to 750 fr.

— White wines produced from 3j4 semillon,, lj4 sauvignon

1. Of which half is while.
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and blanquette, gathered exclusively from vines in the portion

N. and principally at Boyrein, where they are treated with the

same care as in the Sauternes country; they possess a liquor,

mellowness, and aroma which remind of the grand wines of

the Ciron hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. while w.

At Pontaulic (J.-B. Fa-
bre) 8 »

At Camagnon (M'*s Saint-
Blancard) 1 4

At the bourg (Ger. Ferbos) 5 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch. -Boyrein (Desbat). . . 6 15

At Boyren (L. Goua). . 5 8

Ch.-Perron (J. Lamothe). 30 »

Boy, Dandet, Duluc (La-

porte Martial) 12 »

At the ZfXwrtfy(J.Laporte) 12 »

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns of red wine.

TOULENNE. — 811 inh. — 658 hect. — 1 k. to W. of Lan-

gon. — B. : on the N. by the Garonne
; on the E. by Langon

;

on the S. by Langon and Fargues; on the W. by Preignac. —
Rail-way station of Langon. Steam-boat. — P. & T. O. :

Langon.

Soil , to N. excellent palus ; to the centre argilo-gra-

velly ground; to S. sandy soil. — Sub-soil generally argilo-

gravelly.

The white wines produced from 2f3 semillon, Ij3 sauvi-

gnon, muscadelle, guepier, are bodied and liquorous, having

a delicacy and fruity taste similar to those of the great com-
munes; price at vintage time 800 to 1,200 fr. for the first

growths. The second growths sell at vintage time from 600 to

800 fr.

The red -wines, especially those of the sands, are very

good ordinary wines, coloured and bodied and well flavoured,

they develop quickly and preserve a long time in bottle.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
redw. white w.

La Gravere ( La Bar -

ctede) 1 10 12

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Bellevve (Ladonne
son2

) 12 20

4. Red wines produced from vines on the palus and hills.

2. Red wines produced from palus.
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IN cotes (continued).
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15

» 10

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Vile de Gruere (M™
Dinat) 20 »

At La Gravere (Riviere). 10 x>

At Jean Cabos (K. Berna-
det)2

In Palus (G. de Pontac).
Id. (De la Myre-

Mory) . .

Id. (Delbourg) .

Id. (A. Dumeau).
At Plaisance (H. Bertin) l

At Saint-Julien (Beguey).

15 »

18 »

30 D

7 y>

4 »

8 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Tustoc (Raymond Ber-
nadet) l

. . . ... . 15

At La 0?'arere and at the
Trois-Piliers (Raymond
Bernatel)

Ch. de Bovgcniont-Barbe
rousse (M. Garreau).

Courbon (Mrs Martin).
At La Tourte ^M' 8 Dxx

bourdieu) 6

At Respide (Barrere) . .15
The Fontaine of La Gra-
vere (Paupardinson).

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns red or white.

LANGON. - 4,574 inh. - 1,370 hect. — 47 k. to S.-E. of

B* ; 15 k. to.N.-N.-W. of Bazas. — B. : on the N. by the

Garonne; on the N.-E. and E. by Saint-Pierre-de-Mons ; on the

S.-E. by Coimeres; on the S. by Mazeres and Roaillan; on the

S.-W. byFargues; on the W. by Toulenne. — Railway from

Bordeaux to Cette, from Langon to Bazas, and from Nizan to

Saint-Symphorien. — Steamboat. — P. & T. O.

Soil irregular, sandy-gravelly to S., presenting upon
the Guillemins side argilo-gravelly ground, and strong soil to

N.-N.-E. — Sub-soil generally argillaceous, especially

to N.-E. and S, In the environs of the city and about

3 m. in depth is a calcareous layer, not very thick, and little

worked except in ashlars.

White "wines considerably improved for some years; they

are delicate, alcoholic, and possess a flavour which renders

them similar to those of Sauternes ; the plants which produce
them are the same as in Sauternes. The first growths, at vin-

tage time, according to the years, are sold from 450 to 800 fr.

Red wines are] ordinary in the paysan growth of the

strong lands, but on the S. side, near Mauieon, and to N.-E.

near Respide, they are well coloured, more or less bodied and
very agreeable. At the end of some years, they acquire a

bouquet and delicacy which enable them to be ranked

amongst the fine wines
;
price at vintage time 500 to 850 fr.

1. Red- wine produced from vines on the palus and hills {cotes).

2. Gathered in graves and palus.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
Fedw. white w.

At Mavleon (Fauraytier) . 15

Gmlleniins (Fourcassies) . 15

Chat-de-Rcspide ( Pascal,

ancient prefect) ... 40
The Ordonnat (Ducasse) . 10

At Fernon (M rs Merle) . 5

At Gova (Leon Goua). . t
At the Banail (M. Caze-
nave junior) 3

At Lacroix (Vigourous). 2

Id (Laveau).
At the Brule Aug. Goua)
At Gaillat (Mrs Durieux)

Id. (Chauvel).
At the Balliates(Ij£LSiiime)

15

15

20
15
10

12
10

Tuns
reJw. white w.

At the Tach (Bibens). . 6 (5

At Petitot (Sauboua). . 8 2
In town (Dr Thery). . . 6 »
At the Teyney (Latestere) 10 »
AtthcM(nle(J.-B.F&bre) 10 »

At Lamoihe (N. Caubet) . 4 5
At the Mayne (Dupart) . 5 12
At Dumes (Leglise). . . 4 15
At the Grvssons (Ed Fau-
connier) 15 15

At Peran (Ducros). . 4 8

At Jeanne de decant (M r8

de Tartas) 40 »
At Merglaire (J. Saignes). 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

Before terminating our review upon the wines gathered on

the left bank of the Garonne and commencing the study of

the wines of Sauternes, wc must say a few words touching the

ordinary wines of the arrondissement of Bazas, whose vinta-

ges in. the cantons of Auros, Langon, Bazas and Grignols are

examined in detail in the second part of our Statistique gene-

rale de la Gironde (pages 10 and following). These wines,

gathered in joualles, by farmers who are in general poor viticul-

tures, are for the most part very mediocre; they do not even

yield enough in many of the communes for local consumption.

The red vines are planted in the following proportions :

lj3 boucheres (bouchedes) ; Ij3 cogne, picard, pignon (tripet),

and mancrn, 1x3 malbec (mauzat), cabernets (Medoc plants),

durac and other plants. They produce an ordinary wine,

which is generally good enough, when made under the sur-

veillance of careful proprietors. Certain communes, such as

LahgOn, Fargues, Leogeats, Mazeres, Roaillan, Saint-Pardon,

Saint-Pey, Toulenne, Coimeres, Gans, Gajac, Birac, and Sau-

viac, yield excellent ordinary wines, bodied, well coloured, soft

and agreeaftle.We consider that in the point ofwiew of ordinary

red \yiires, viticulture could have, in this arrondissement, a
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greater importance, and this would naturally much increase

the welfare of the agriculturers in this part of our country.

Quantity should be aimed at, without losing sight of quality;

to this purpose, it would be necessary to form new plantations

of choice plants; to attend to the gathering when the grapes

are perfectly ripe, and afterwards to put the wines into new
hogsheads, or into good fresh empty ones, drawing off fre-

quently when they are in the cellar. These operations are

unfortunately not customary with the Bazadais farmers and

careful proprietors should in their own interests have them
rigidly performed. These wines, being much charged in

colour and tannin, a difference of 100 per 100 can be perceived

between those which have been properly operated upon and

those which have not.

The white vines, with the exception of the canton of Lan-
gon, are less numerous than the red vines and are planted in

proportions of 5{6 enrageat, Ij6 jurangon, and produce tolera-

bly alcoholic wines, often sold as sweet white wines. Some
experiments have been made with the fine plants of Sauter-

nes; we cannot yet say anything respecting them.

Amongst the principal vineyards of the cantons of Auros,

Grignols and Bazas, we give the following, which are red

wine plantations :

At Artigue : Growth of La Fille (Serriech d'Andoch) vineyard in creatioD.

At Ailla^ : Chateau des Pericots (E . de Gasc) 25 tuns.
At Pondaurat : Chdteau-la- Tour (de Pichard) 20 »

At Puybarban : At the bourg (Fernel Bensse) 15 j
At Savignac : Chateau of Savignac (de Saint-M£zard). ... 20 »

— At la Peyreire (H. Barennes) 30 »

At Coimeres : Chateau of la JRoque (heirs of Miss de la Roque) 25 x>

— — (Dulac) 15 »
— — (Latrille) 15 »
— — (Leglise) 12 x>

At Sauviac : Chateau of Sauviac (de Marbotin) 2 ) »— At Saint-Loubert (Courneau) 15 »— — (Mrs the Bn e David) 15 v
— — (Deyres) 16 »

In ordinary white wines :

At Grignols : At the Sabla (de Bentzmann) 160 tuns.
At Aillas : At La Choaue (J. Delhomme) 20 »— At the Houmiet (P. Danglade) 25 x>

At Coimeres : At the Petltes-Herreres (Ph. Brannens). ... 40 »
— Grande-Herrere (Poatays) 25 »

At Pondaurat : At the Couvent (J. Prosper Qonqueret) .... 50 »



THE GRAND WHITE WINES.

Before entering upon that little corner of the universe

priviledged to bear this « precious nectar » known from one

end of the world to the other under the name of vin de sau-

ternes, we consider it will be advisable to give some general

indications upon the most celebrated communes surrounding

that of Sauternes, which produces the incomparable wine of

Yquem, the first of all the wines in the country and even in

the world, and which is always sold for a fourth or fifth

higher in price than the first growths of its neighbours.

The Sauternes country commences on the hills on the right

side of the Ciron, and comprises the communes of Sauternes

,

Bommes, Barsac, and a portion of the communes of Preignac,

Saint- Pierre-de-Mons, Fargues. It presents a very irregular

ground, where the hills are pleasantly exposed to the sun's

rays, and where the vales and dales nourish verdant and
smiling meadows.
The nature of the soil is argilo-calcareous, especially upon

the heights ; the earth is generally of a yellowish ochreous

colour, and mixed with pebbles.

It is in consequence of the mixture of the argil with the

gravel and of a special vinification that these productions pos-

sess that liquored taste, which since some years has become one
of the essential conditions to the success of grand white wines.

It is the well understood selection of plants suitable to this

ground which has given, from all time, this peculiar taste, this

particular perfume, this colour, this marvellous brightness,

this unctuosity, this softness, which make the Sauternes wine

more than wine : a liquor, an essence, a nectar that nothing

can rival.

We cannot resist the desire to impart to our readers an epi-
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sode reported by the Members of the commission of the special

organization for the vinicol exhibition of the wines of Bordeaux

to the universal exhibition of 1867.

c( Thejury of wine tasters ofthe wines ofthe Rhine, influenced

perhaps, without their knowledge, by the centre in which they

operated, asserted for their wines a superiority without rival

and offered upon several occasions, in support of their opinion,

a comparative tasting with our wines of Sauternes. Our dele-

gate certainly did not refuse to accept the challenge and, when
assured that the essay would be observed under impartial con-

ditions, which were for him without doubt the best chances of

success, he consented to enter the lists.

« Our tasting-room was the theatre chosen for this solemn

proof, and you will easily believe, gentlemen, that those of

your countrymen, who were present upon the occasion were
(notwithstanding their confidence in their noble champion) a

prey to the most ardent and natural emotion. The president of

the class 73, who was a Prussian, assigned to himself the two

bottles of Rhine wine which were brought to him. We oppo-

sed to him two bottles of chateau Vigneau-Pontac 1861.

Twenty of the most experienced wine tasters, amongst which
figured the Prussian delegates, were the judges of the camp.

Two glasses, containing the two wines ofcompetition were pre-

sented to them without distinctive designation, and a moment
later all voices were unanimous in opinion, and the conqueror

was recognized without contestation.

« Is it necessary to say it was the Sauternes ?

« It is worthy of remark that it was afterwards acknowledged
that the Rhine wine proceeded from an isolated cask, resulting

from grapes Ghosen grain by grain from the whole harvest.

This brilliant success made a great stir and spread itself

rapidly over the little world of the Champ-de-Mars. It did

not, certainly, occasion surprise to any one in Bordeaux or

outside, however; although we may be thought oversatiated

with the glory of our incomparable vineyards, every one will

certainly understand this feeling of a legitimate pride for the

new consecration of a superiority already recognized. As to

ourselves we could not resist our desire of partaking of this

pleasure with you. »

The plants most generally cultivated in the country of Sau-
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ternes are the semillon and the sauvignon. It is not neces-

sary here to treat anew of the definitions of the principal

white vine plants, or the mode of culture and vinification in

this country : these questions have been already examined in

the commencement of our work.

Important alterations have taken place, since the last thirty

years, upon these favoured hills, about the process of vinifi-

cation ; formerly, trade and consumers contented themselves

with the delicacy and suave perfume of these wines, and the

vintage was commenced as soon as the grapes were ripe. At

present, the taste has changed and it is essential that these

wines should possess sweetness, mellowness, and unctuosity,

which were not before exacted, but which make the wine a

species of liqueur, or rather a combination for which we cannot

find any comparison, if it is not with other wines of Sau-

ternes.

This mellowness, this unctuosity, is obtained in leaving the

grape to dry, when once ripe, and to roast under the soft rays

of the October sun. It must be afterwards gathered grain by
grain, only plucking the roasted berries, repassing several

times over the same vine-tree, in order to give them time to

be all almost equally roasted.

This new mode of vinification produces wines much more
liquorous than formerly, but two other consequences are also

attendant upon it

:

1° It is necessary to resign a third and sometimes a half of

the crop (which is a great loss, by reason of the increase in

price) so that the growths that formerly yielded 100 tuns at

present hardly produce 60 to 70.

2° The attention bestowed upon vinification has as much
influence upon the quality of the wines as the nature of the

ground and the choice of the plants, and a crowd of well situa-

ted small proprietors have imitated the grand growths in

their vinification and sometimes have become their equals.

The classification of white wines, made twenty five-years

since, ought then necessarily to be modified ; nevertheless, as

this work has not been rendered officially, we will give the

ancient classification, and we shall endeavour, in our particu-

lar notices of each commune, to place the growths as exactly

as possible according to their order of merit.
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CLASSIFICATION OF 1855.

GRAND 1 st GROWTH
Chateau- Tquem. . . . Sauternes.

1 st GROWTHS
Ob.-La -Tour-Blanche. Borames.
Chateau-Peyraguey. . Id.

Chateau-Vigneau. . . Id.

Chateau Suduiraut. . . Preignac.
Chateau-Coutet. . . . Barsac.
Chateau-Climens. . . Id.

Ch.-Bayle (Guiraud). . Sauternes.
Chateau-Rieussec. . . Fargues.
Chateau-Rabaut. . . . Bommes.

2nd GROWTHS
Chateau-Myrat Barsac.

Chateau-Doisy Id.

Chateau- Peyxotto. . . Bommes.
Chateau- d'Arche. . . . Sauternes.
Chateau- Filhot. ... Id.

Ch.-Broustet-Nerac. . Barsac.
Chateau-Caillou . ... Id.

Chateau-Suau Id.

Chateau-Malle Preignac.
Chateau-Romer. ... Id.

Chateau-Damothe. . . Sauternes.

The price of the grand white wines of Sauternes varies enor-

mously, according to the years, the quality varying also very

much. Since the last ten years, the first growths have been

sold, according to the vintages, from 800 to 6,000 fr. the tun.

The Chateau-Yquem obtains generally lj4 or lj5 over other

first growths. The second growths obtain the 3j4 or the 4{5

of the price accorded to the first growths ; we may add that

there is not absolutely any fixed rule for these proportions, as

in the same year, it often happens that a first growth has been

gathered a little too soon, a little too late or a little too

quickly, and will on the whole be less successful than another

second growth, which had the advantage of vintage under
perfect conditions. The second growth in this case sells as

dear and sometimes dearer than the first growth. The buyer
ought then not to attach too great an importance to the clas-

sification of the white wines, but rather to his tasting and to

the choice of his wine-broker, who, having known the wine
since its origin, can predict its future and judge of its worth.

In order to give an idea of the value of these growths, we
shall indicate the prices obtained by the proprietors of Chateau-
Yquem and Chateau-Vigneau since 1858:

Chateau-Yquem, the two thirds of the harvest at vintage

time 3,500 fr. the tun; the rest obtained in age up to

10,000 fr. the tun. — Chateau-Vigneau, 3,000 fr.

1859, Chateau-Yquem, the two thirds of the harvest 6,000 fr.

—

Chateau-Vigneau, entire harvest 4,000 fr.
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1860, very bad year, sold at very bad prices, from 500 to 1,000 fr.

1861, Chateau-Yquem , two thirds of the crop, 6,000 fr. —
Chateau-Vigneau, 5,000 fr.

1862, Chateau-Yquem, 2,500 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,700 fr.

1863, Chateau-Yquem, 1,700 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,100 fr.

1864, Chateau-Yquem, 4,500 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 3,000 fr.

1865, Chateau-Yquem, 4,000 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 2,900 tr.

1866, Chateau-Yquem, 1,000 fr. —Chateau-Vigneau, 850 fr.

1867, Chateau-Yquem, 3,000 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 2,000 fr.

1868, Chateau-Yquem, 2,500 a 3,000 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau
and other 1 st growths aboutno crop, on account of hail.

1869, Chateau-Yquem, collective sale with the wines of

Coiitet and of Filhot. — Chateau-Vigneau, 3,000 fr.

1870, Chateau-Yquem, collective sale with 1871, at 3,500 fr. —
Chateau-Vigneau, 2,500 fr.

1871, Chateau-Yquem, collective sale with 1870, at 3,500 fr. —
Chateau-Vigneau, 3,000 fr.

1872, Chateau-Yquem, 1,200 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 900 fr.

1873, Chateau-Yquem, 2,600 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,200 fr.

1874, Chateau-Yquem, 3,750 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 2,800 fr.

1875, Chateau-Yquem, 1,800 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,400 fr.

1876, Chateau-Yquem, 2,500 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,800 fr.

1877, Chateau-Yquem, 2,250 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,200 fr.

1878, Chateau-Yquem, 3,500 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 2,000 fr.

1879, Chateau-Yquem, 2,500 fr. — Chateau-Vigneau, 1,500 fr.

The other first growths have been sold for a little more or

less than Chateau-Vigneau, according to the success and

period at which the sale took place.

The second growths were paid for 1[4 or lj5 less than the

prices indicated for Chateau-Vigneau.

SAUTERNES. - 984 inh. - 1,161 hect. - 8 k. to S.-W. of

Langon; 7 k. to S.-W. of the station of Preignac. — B. : on the

N. by Bommes; on the N.-E. by Preignac ; on the E. by Far-

gues ; on the S. by Leogeats ; on the W. by Budos. —
P. & T. O.

Soil : irregular, situated upon the hills, on the right bank

and in the valley of the Ciron ; humid and sandy in the valley,

presenting a reddish argilo-gravelly earth, more or less rich,

upon the hills. — Sub-soil of argil or gravelly alios.
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White "wines : golden, fine, delicate, mellow, liquorous,

savoury and very perfumed, warming the stomach without
affecting the head, and imparting the most agreeable sensa-

tions. It is the ideal of white wines where is to be found (in

the words of a French poet) « L y

extravagance du parfait »,

the extravagance ol perfection.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l 6 t GRAND GROWTH
Tuns white wine.

Chdteau-Yquem l (Heirs of marquis B. de Lur-Saluces) 120

1 st GROWTH

Chateau- Guiraud (P. Bernard) 55

CHATEAU-YQUEM
(l Et GRAND GROWTH)

Heirs of marquis B. de Lur-Saluces, proprietors.

i. The Chateau-Yquem belonged formerly to the house of Sauvage - d'Yquem, who
transmitted it in 1785, by marriage to the lords of Lur-Saluces. It is still in this noble

family and belongs to the children of M. le marquis B. de Lur-Saluces, who deceased
in 1867.

The domain of Yquem comprises 148 hect.; 90 hect.of which are devoted to the white
vine, and produce the first grand wines of Sauternes, and the first white wines in the world.
We have already mentioned its qualities. Its reputation is universal for a long time and
has advanced so rapidly during the last thirty years, that in Ihe present day the trade buys
its wines at fabulous prices. We have seen these wines, in the years 1859 and 1861 , sold

for 6,000 fr. the tun, at vintage time, and attain, at the end of some years, 10,000 fr the
tun. It will be remembered that one tun of Yquem of 1847 was sold for 20,000 fr. in

18r>9 to the grand duke Constantine, brother to the late emperor of Russia, during his visit

to Bordeaux.
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CHATEAU-RAYMOND-LAFON
M. Raymond-Lafon, proprietor.

CHATEAU-LAFON
M. Desir Lafon, proprietor.
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2nd GROWTHS
Tuns

white wine.

Ch.-Raym. -Lafon l (Lafon) 10
Chat.-Lafon* (D^sir Lafon). 12

Growth d'A rche (C. Lafaurie) 20
Chdteau-d'Arche (M6ricq). . 8
Ch.-d'Arche Vimeney (P. La
coste) 10

Tuns
white wine.

At the Pouit (FranQois La-
fon 5

Chateau-Filhot (marquis of
Lur-'Saluces) 80

Growth Zaviothe (Conseil). . 1&
Id. (Numa Espagnet) 6

BOURGEOIS AND GOOD ARTISAN GROWTHS

Comarque (Vandier) 8

At the bourg (J. Dubedat). . 12

Id. (Mansencau). . . 8

Id. (Mme Faugas). . . 7

At the bourg (Cadichot Lafon)
Id. (A. Lafon or La-

nere)
Id. (Bernard Espagnet)

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 5 tuns.

BOMMES. — 672 inh. — 580 hect. — 9 k. to W.-S.-W.

of Langon ; 6 k. to S.-W. of Preignac. —- B. : on the N. by

Pujols and Preignac ; on the E. and S. by Sauternes ; on the

W. by Budos and Pujols. — P. & T. O. : Sauternes.

Soil : partly upon the hills, on the right side of the Ciron, and

partly in the plains; upon the heights, it presents gravel, alter-

nately pure and mixed with rich, thick earth, with argil. —
Sub-soil argillaceous or stony, presenting in some places a

reddish argillaceous earth, almost impervious and very hard,

which should be broken up, when it approaches the surface too

nearly ; rather numerous subteranean stone quarries.

The white wine gathered upon the gravel of these summits
is the brother of the Sauternes wine, the delicious taste of

which cannot be described to any one who has not himself

partaken of it. It is not a wine, it is a limpid liquor of a pale

yellow, where all the rays of the sun appear to be concentrated.

1. The vineyard of chateau Raymond-Lafon, comprises 8 hett.situated in the best position

to produce the grand wines of Sauternes ; a portion of its vines are intermixed with those of

Chateau-Yquem and a portion proceed from the grounds of the first choice of the ancient

growth Chateau-d'Arche ; thevintage of these wines is attended to with the most assiduous

care and they are in great request in consequence of their delicacy, mellowness, and agreea-

ble flavour. They obtained a silver medal at the exhibition of 1878, and a gold medal at the

exhibition of 1879, with certificate of origin. (See design.)

2. The Chateau-Lafon is situated to the west of Chateau -Peyraguey, and to the south of

Chateau-Yquem, and its vines are enclosed in those of this grand growth.
Its vineyard is exclusively composed of choice plants, and produces a fine, perfumed,

liquorous wine, classed in the ranks cf the best growths of Sauternes.
This excellent growth, less important in 1855, does not figure upon the official classifica-

tion of that year ; since then, it has heen the object of such care and enlargements, that in

1867, its wines obtained at the universal exhibition, at the same time as the first growths
la Tour-Blanche, Guiraud, Le Vigneau, a gold medal.

It is by error that in our supplement to the statistic of the Gironde, we state that this

growth obtained a silver medal in 1878. M. Desir Lafon has not exhibited in 1878.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st GROWTHS
Tuns

white wine.

Chateau- Vigheau (Gabriel de
Pontac) 50

Ch.-Peyraguey l (Farineland
Gredy) 15

Haut-Peyragney 2 (E. Grillon) 1

5

At Barrail-D idle-Peyraguey
(Bertin) 8

Tuns
white wine

Barrail-Peyraguey (Lassau-
vajue) 6

Ch. -La- Tour-Blanche 3 (Osi-
ris) 40

Chateau-Rabaut (Drouilhet
de Sigalas) 25

CHATEAU-PEYRAGUEY
(l s t GROWTH)

MM. Farinel and Gredy, proprietors.

4. The Chatcau-Peyraguey, called also Peraguey, belonged during the last centi'ry to the

president de Pichard.In 1794, it was sold as national property to M. Lafaurie, a distin-

guished viticulturer, who transformed it into one of the first vineyards of the country, and
bequeathed it the name of Pichard-Lafaurie. In I860, it passed into the hands of Jfl. J.

Saint-Rieul-Uupouy, who sold it to M. le comte Duchatel, from whose heirs MM. Farinel

and Gredy have purchased it on the 26 tli June 1879. This domain is planted with the

choicest vines and cultivated with a particular care, its wines are replete with delicacy :

unctuosity, aroma, distinction and are the most sougt after of their class.

"2. The Hant-Peyraguey, adjacent to the Chateau-Yquem, is situated upon the most
elevated portion of the hill where stands the Chateau-Peyraguey. It was detached from
it by the sale which was made on this domain by the heirs of M m* la comtesse Duchatel.

This growth obtained a gold meda! at the exhibitions of 1867 a:id 1878.
The Hnut-Peyraguey, by its elevated position, an

~° by the exceptional nature of its

argilo-marly, pebbly soil, formed one of the bo s t portions of this first growth, so

remarkable by its particular character, fineness and distinction, and constituted for a

large part, the base of its grand and venerable reputation.
Separated to-day from the rest to of this domain, the Haut-Pevraguey, under the skilful and

liberal direction of its new proprietor, M. E. Grillon, and of his most experienced manager,
cannot f til to yield superior produce and to preserve, if not surpass, its old reputation of

grand growth of Haut-Sauterues.

3. The domain of La Tour-Blanche has an cxtont of G8 lnct., of which abDut 32 an
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HAUT-PEYRAGUEY
M. E. Grillon, proprietor.

CHATEAU-LA-TOUR-BLANCHE
(1st GROWTH)

M. Osiris, proprietor.



Tuns
white wine.

Haut-Bommes (B. Lafon). . 12
Id. (Nicolas Daulan).. 8

Id. (Daulan brothers). 8
Id. (Ulysse Dubedat) .

.

8
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2»d GBOWTHS
Tuns white wine.

Peyxotto (Alfred Kibet) 18

BOURGEOIS AND SUPERIOR ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
white wine.

Havt-Bommes(GsLvbej junior) 8
Id. (Eug. Garbey). . . 6

At Cameron (L. Pinsan).. . 12
At Jeangalan (G. Kibet). . . 8

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 5 tuns.

BARSAC. — 1,634 inh. — 1,449 hect. — 38 k. to S.-E. of

Bordeaux, by the national Road. — B. : on the N. by Cerons;

on the N.-E. and E. by the Garonne; on the S. by Preignac

and Pujols ; on the W. by Pujols and Illats. — Railway from

Bordeaux to Cette. — Port upon the Garonne, at the new
mouth of the Ciron. — P. & T. O.

Soil divided into argilo-calcareous ground and gravelly

ground, upon rocky foundations, and alluvial foundations in

palus.

White wines very celebrated, warm, bodied, heady, very

much flavoured and rather fine : they also possess, in the good
years and in the growths where the vinification is attended to

with the necessary care, the mellowness, liquor, and sweetness

of the Sauternes wines.

Red wines ordinary, generally gathered in the palus of

Barsac. Price, at vintage time, 550 to 750 fr. There are

however in the graves, some plantations of red vines esta-

blished in the Medocain fashion: we shall particularly mention

the Vairac growth, whose wines are highly esteemed and obtain

the prices of the bourgeois growths of Medoc.

planted in vinos; the rest is in arable land, meadows and landes sown wilh pines. It

was placed at the head of the list of first growths of white wines in 1855, following

immediately Yquem. It has obtained the following medals : at the exhibitions, in 1859,
at Bordeaux, gold medal; in 1862, in London, sole bronze medal; in 1863, at Hamburg,
silver medal ; in 1867, a I Paris, gold medal ; in 1878, at Paris, grand gold medal.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

WHITE WINES 1 st GEOWTHS
Tuns

white wine.

Chateau- Coutet (Heirs of mar-
quis- B. de Lur-Salucfip')' 40

Tuns
white wine.

Chateau - Climens l
( Alfred

Bibet) 30

2n d GROWTHS AND SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS

CMtean-Caillou * (L. • Sar- i CJidt.-Myrat-£rou8tetCM.™B..

raute) 20 |
Moller) 20

CHATEAU-CAILLOU
(2nd GROWTH)

M. L. Sarraute, proprietor.

i. The Chateau-Climens, bought by M. Alfred Ribct, in 1871, has been since that

period the object of important improvements, which will bring its average production to

40 tuns, when all the vineyard will be in full condition. This vineyard is situated in Ihe

Haut-Barsac, upon magnificent argilo-calcareous ridges, and is divided into 3 enclosures,

forming a consecutive suite ; the first is separated from Ihe two others by the dwelling

place, 'it has an extent of 27 hect planted 4]5 in semillon and lj5 in sauvignon and

muscade. It would be useless to praise the wines of Climens; their ancient reputation,

and the favour they enjoy among the Bordeaux trade arc the best proof of their excellent

quality.

2. Since some years, the new method of vinification of the grand growths has changed

the rules of classification, and at Barsac as at Sauternes. several non classed growths obtain

all the prices of classed growths. The domain of Caillou comprises 14 hect. of continuous

extent, surrounded by walls, upon an argilo-calcareous soil and is situated upon one of

the most elevated points of the commune" composed of fine plants, half in semillon and

half in raisiuolte and sauvignon. The wines of this growth are delicate, liquorous, per-

fumed and number amongst the best of Barsac. This domain possesses besides in the same
commune 7 hectares of natural meadows, arable land, and vines.

The wines of this growth obtained a gold medal at the universal exhibition of 1878.
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2nd GROWTHS AND SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS (continued).

Tuns
white wine.

25

Chat.-Doisy I (Juhel Bilot)

Daisy- Vedrines(BoiTe&xi sons
brothers)

Doisy Gravas (Dubroca bro-
thers) 30

Chdt.-Suau (Mrs Chaine). . . 6
Chdt.-Pernaud (Lyon-Alle-
mand, banker) 25

Chdt.-Cantegril(B&rRrd). . 10
Clos Bonncau Clouiscot (Du-
four) 10

At Pieda (Pinsan) 15
Growth of Carle (Ren6 Des-
trac) 8

Chdt.-Quiterondc 2 (M" R.
Sarraute)

Chat. -Prost- Jcanleve ( Boi-
reau sods brothers). . . .

Chat.-Nairac (Brunet-Cap-
deville)

A t Boumieux ( Dubourg) . . .

Lh.-de-Bolland (Froidefond)

Tuns
white wine.

Growth Lapinesse (Dugoua). 8
Id. (Th. Lacoste). 8

Chdt.-Dudon (Pichard).. . . 8
At Plantey (Dubroca). ... 5
Grillon , -ancient Lacombe
(Lhomond, banker). ... 8

Mercier ( 1 ublicain Destan
que)

Ballet (Pauly) 10
At Menota (Teyssonneau) . . 10
At Piot (Boudin) 10
At Lapinesse (Pontalier). . . 10

Id. (Pascaud-Mamou)..
Id. (Boireau-Latresotte)

At Beavlac (Barbe brothers)
At Mathalin (Lussac). . . .

At Liot (Cadillon-Leon). . .

At Bovyot (M™ Roustaing). .

At Jabouade (Ferrand). . .

At the Grand- Carretey (Du-
goua)

At Blanauine (Lalanne). . .

8

RED WINES OF THE BAS-BARSAC AND OF THE PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Nairac (Brunet-Capde-
ville) 12

At Couladan (Heirs of mar-
quis B. de Lur-Saluces). . 50

Chat. - de - Bolland ( Froide-
fond) 25

At Sarraute ( de Oastel-

lanne) 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Labonade (Ferrand). . . 15

At the bourg (Boireau sons
brothers) 25

At Plegnewate (Lalande).. . 15

Chat.- Prost (Boireau bro-
thers) 10

At the Plantes (Dorgueilh fa-

ther) 10

4. The Chateau-Doisy, which obtained two gold medals at the collective exhibition of

the wines of the Giroude, with certificate of origin, held in Paris in 4879, is one of the
classed growths of the white wines of the departement.

Situated in the Haut-Barsac, its rich productions are equal to the first grand growths
of Haut-Sauternes, of which it possesses the delicacy, coupled with some more body. All
the wines in bottle exported from the chateau have, as guarantee of authenticity, the cork bran-
ded and a label with the view of the chateau and bearing underneath the signature of the
proprieto .

2. The vineyard of Chateau-Quiterondc, situated upon an argillo-calcareons soil, an 1 upon
one of the most elevated points of Haut-Barsac, has been entirely transformed since some
years. The young vines are in full bearing and produce one of the most estimated wines
of the country, tine, liquorous and perfumed, they equal the best in the commune. No
care has been wanting in the method of their plantation, and in the choice of the plants,

which are: semillon, sauvignon, raisinotle and johannisberg. It is, as well as the
Chaleau-La-Tour-Blanehe, one of the rare vineyards of the Bordclais that possesses the
johannisberg or mctternich plant.

On the Cliatcau-Quiterondc depend the Larocca and Labarthc growths, to which arc
owed the very appreciated rel wines, which are also worthy of notice, from the attention,
given to their plantation and culture.
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CHATEAU-DOISY
(2n «J GROWTH)

I. Juhel Bilot, proprietor.

CHATEAU-QUITERONDE
(2nd GROWTH)

M" R. Sarraute, proprietress.
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BED WINES OP THE BAS-BABSAC AND OP THE PALUS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At the Gravillas (Coutures). 8

At the oourg (Jerome Des-
trac) 6

Fifty small proprietors of Haut and Bas-Barsac make from 1 to

5 tuns, red or white.

Tuns
red wine.

At Tvcau (Bert son). ... 6

At the GA-Carretey (Dugoua) 5

PREIGNAG.— 2,519 inh.— 1,326 hect.— 41 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bordeaux; 5 k. to N.-W. of Langon. — B. : on the N.-W. by
Barsac, on the N.-E. by the Garonne; on the E. and S.-E. by
Toulenne; on the S. by Fargues and Sauternes; on the S.-W.

by Bommes ; on the W. by the Ciron, which separates Prei-

gnac from Pujols and Barsac. — Railway. — Steamboat
- P. & T. O.

Soil very varied; to N., to N.-E. and to E., grounds of

alluvion, to S.-E., light argilo-gravelly lands; to S. and 8.-

W., very rich argilo-gravelly ground, with frequent undu-

lations rising gradually towards the hills of Sauternes ; to

W. very light, sandy-gravelly soil. — Sub-soil argilo-

gravelly in the Haut-Preignac, on the sides of Boutoc, Ar-

rangon, etc. ; in the Bas-Preignac argil, sand and stone (hard

or soft) are to be found alternately.

White wines of Haut-Preignac, well known and sold as

grand white wines of Sauternes., in the category ofwhich they

enter by reason of their fruity taste, liquor and aroma. There

are several grand classed growths, and in the villages of

Boutoc and Arrangon, between the Suduiraut growth and the

communes of Bommes and Sauternes, there are several small

growths, which, although not classed, sell as the latter. The
plants and culture are the same as at Sauternes.

Red wines gathered in the Bas-Preignac, generally in the

strong lands, and esteemed as ordinary wines; they sell, at

vintage time, from 550 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l 8t GROWTH
Tuns white wine.

Chateau of Suduiraut l (Emile Petit) 100

4. The domain of Suduiraut (ancient growth of the Roy) adjacent to that of Yquem, on
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CHATEAU OF SUDUIRAUT
Mr Emile Petit, engineer, proprietor.

a length of two kilometers, is situated in Sauternes and Preignac, at their meeting with

Bomnies and Fargues. It comprises 195 hectares of continuous extent, of which about

85 are meadows, wood or farm-houses, 10 buildings, chateau or dependencies, and 100

vines, kept with iron wire and cultivated with the plough. It is certainly one of the most
remarkable estates of the Gironde by its fine park (drawn from le Notre), its waters, its

exceptional situation, its extent, the quantity and superiority of its products, and its ma-
gnificent general view.

This vineyard was planted several centuries ago, and it has also a very old reputation.

At all times, it was much in favour and considered as first grand growth. At the beginning

of this century, the brand of Suduiraut was considered the first on account of the special

elegance of its wines, which regularly obtained from the trade a premium on the prices of

the other grand while wine growths. If the foreign consumers have of late years prefer-

red the^very sweet white wines and thus contributed to diminish the favour which these

wines were enjoying, it is now but just to observe that ihey at present seem induced to

take in preference the wines fruity, bodied and unctuous, without excess of sweetness,

quite in the style of the Chateau-Suduiraut wines, which have for a large part contributed

to make the ancient reputation of the country of Sauternes.

With a very fine, pale colour, the wines of Chateau-Suduiraut possess an exquisite

aroma, mellowness and unctuosity , and they are especially distinguished by their fineness of

taste, body and long duration ; their quantity of Vin-de-Tete is relatively considerable.

These qualities are the consequence of an excellent choice of very good plants, of a ground
particularly appropriated to the culture of the white vines, admirably situated, where the

stmilion and sauvignon are judiciously placed, and of the intelligent and assiduous care

bestowed upon the treatment of the vine and vinification. The remarkable management
of this vineyard has been recognized by the Soriele d'agriculture de l;i Gironde in 1867,

and for this reason, as well as for the quality of their wints, the proprietors have been

honoured with the ministerial gold medal, and wilh gold and silver medals at the princi-

pal exhibitions. The domain of Suduiraut has long been the property of the noble house
de Suduirant and of the family Duroy-de-Suduiraut ; afterwards of the family Guillot, then

of M. Rabourdin, who sold it to the actual proprietor.
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2"d GROWTHS
Tuns white wine.

Chateau-Montalter-Rom er (Count de la Myre-Mory) 30

Growth, of Malle (Count H. de Lur-Saluces) 45

Chateau of the Rochers l (Marquis de Holland) 20

OTHER 2»d GROWTHb OR SUPERIOR BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns inns
white wine. while wiue.

la Montague (Heirs Amedee At the Mayne (Miss de Chalup) 15
Larrieu) 89 I Sahuc (Darosney-Daney). 20

CHATEAU OF THE ROCHERS

M. le marquis de Holland ,
proprietor.

1 . The Chateau-des-Rochers has been constructed in the middle of the last century, by

the marquis do Rolland, « president a Mortier » to the parliament of Bordeaux. The
vineyard surrounding it has been renewed with all possible care, by its present proprietor,

grand-son of the president Rolland. It is situated entirely upon a sub-soil of rocks, in

an argillaceous and gravelly ground ; these conditions, with an excellent choice of plants,

have the effect of uniting in the wines of Chateau-des-Rochers all the qualities of the

grand white wines ; we can say more, they have a particular quality, which allows of

their holding the medium between the Sauternes wines and those of Barsac; they obtai-

ned, as well as the Chateau-Suduiraut, a silver medal at the exhibition of 1867. This

growth although not figuring amongst the ancient classifications bears to-day a great re-

putation, which increases d.iily as its wines become known. (See design of chateau.)

For several years past, the marquis de Rolland has widely developed ceramic industry by

the creation of two fine manufactories. The one called Tuilerie me'eanique de la Gi-

runde is situated at la Bastide-Bordeaux, and the other, a more important one, called

Usine me'eanique a vapeur des Rochers, situated at Preignac, offer products rivaling

advantageously with those of Marseilles and of Monchanin in Burgundy.
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OTHER 2nd GROWTHS OR SUPERIOR

Tuns
white wine.

Ch.-Veyres* (E.QriUon). . . 25
Saint-Amant (M>3 Godard).. 12
Laville (Darroumet). ... 15
At the Arrieux (Lapou-
gnanne) 12

At Lamothe (Bursio). ... 15
Id. (Mrs Guichard). . 12

Bordesoule (Despiet). ... 15
At Jonha (Ladonne). ... 10
^42 3/0Wte£Z(Paris-Desjardons) 8

Solon (Ferod6) 6
Id. (Beguey or Caquet). . 8

Ch.-des- Ormes (Delbourg) . 5

AtArrancon(A. Lafon-Bertin) 15

bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
white wine.

At Boutoc (Fabre) 15
Id. (Latapy, lieutenant

of man-of-war). .

Id. (Lassauvaju-Magey)
Id. (Boyreau-Bouyrelot)
Id. (Lados). . . .

Id. (Comet). . . .

Id. ( Pierre Bertin). .

Id. (Lafon brothers).
Id. (Bertin junior). .

Id. (Capdeville). . .

At Arrangon (Lahiteau)..
Id. (Marquette son).

Id. (Marquette younger)

12
8

10
10
8

8

8
8

6
6
6

6

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS IN THE CENTER OF THE COMMUNE
MAKING ORDINARY WHITE WINES, THE GREATEST PART OF WHICH
SERVE FOR LOCAL CONSUMPTION.

At Lamothe (Despujols)..
Id. (Mrs Duron). .

At Misclle (Comet junior).

Id. (Bernard Comet).
Id. (Louis Comet). .

At the Haire (Ant. Pinsan)
Id. (Jacint. Pinsan)
Id. (Desir Pinsan).
Id. (Boireau)

8

7

7

7
6
10
7
7

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 5 tuns.

At the Haire (Clavier). .

At the Pitch (Lahiteau). .

At Medudon (Patachon). .

Id. (Huillet brothers).
Id. (L<§glise) .

*
.

At Lagarengve (Dufour).
At the oourg (Kenaud). .

Id. (Grenier). . . .

Id. (Dasseville). . .

7

10
10
8
6

10
8
8
8

GROWTHS PRODUCING, IN THE BAS-PREIGNAC, GOOD ORDINARY
WHITE WINES

Montalier (de la Myre-Mory). 70
Bordesoule (Despiet). ... 40
Jonka (Ladonne) 25
At the Ormes (Delbourg). . 20
At La Montague (Heirs Am

.

Larrieu).. ' 15

Ch.-des-Rochers (Mis de Rol
land)

At the bourg (Despujols).
Id. (H. de Valens). .

Id. (Lacoste brothers)
Id. (Acq. Lanneluc).

12
18
15

10
12

Ten small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

1. This domain is situated between the Haut and the Bas-Preignac, upon argilo-calca-

reous and argilo-pebbly sub-soil, quite exceptional in the country.

It is known that to the nature of this soil may be owed (as well as to the semillon
and sauvignon plants) that velvety softness, fineness of aroma, delicacy of bouquet, par-

ticular fruity taste, and at the same time that body so sought after and so valued in the

wines of Sautcrncs.

The intelligent care which its proprietor, M. E. Grillon, unceasingly bestows upon its

improvements, process of vinification and choice of plants, the sauvignon and the semillon,

excluding all others, have succeeded in making this wine one of the first in the country,

and it has been justly recompensed by the gold medal at the international exhibition of

Pari?, in 1879.
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FARGUES. — 779 inh. — 1,541 hect. — 4 k. to S.-W.

of Langon.— B. : on the N. by Preignac and Toulenne ; on the

E. by Langon; on the S.-E. and S. by Roaillan; on the S. by

Leogeats ; on the W. by Sduternes. — P. & T. O. : Langon.

Soil argilo-calcareous, upon the hills and near the bourg,

sandy-gravelly in the plains, where nothing is cultivated but

wood and a little red wine. — Sub-soil gravelly or argilo-

gravelly in the Haut-Fargues, presenting a white sand in the

lower part.

White -wines similar to those of Saufernes, selling under

the name and at the price of this commune.
Red wines fine and perfumed, constituting good, ordinary

wines ; they are produced from Ij4 cabernet, Ij4 malbec,

1{2 boucheres and divers plants. Price, at vintage time, from

600 to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1st GROWTH redw.ZhUew.
Rieussec (Ch. Crepin) » 40

2nd GROWTHS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Homer (de la Myre-Mory) » 25
Claveries (Champetie). . 4 8
At the bourg (Despujols-

Filhol) » 8
At Pouteau (Azema). . . )) 6

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Thibaut (Saint-Blan-
card son;. . » 15

Id. (Saint-Blancard) y> 8
At the Peyron (J.-L. Li-

gnieres.) 8 20

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Soula(Ta,uzin).. . . j> 3
Id. (Lolier). , . . j> 3

At Baylieu (Reaut). . . j> 3
At Barbier (Danflou ju-

nior) 5 8
The Lanusqyet (Michel). 5 8

Ten small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns, red or white.

At Mothes (Leglise Ber
nard)

At Andinet (Leglise). .

At Batsale (Batsale). .

Id. (Lanneluc). .

SAINT-PIERRE-DE-MONS or SAINT-PEY - DE -

LANGON. — 843 inh. — 912 hect. — 2 k. to E. of Lan-

gon? ; 10 k. to E.-N.-E. of Sauternes. — B.: on the N. by the

Garonne : on the E by Saint-Pardon ; on the S. by Coimeres and

Langon ; on the W. by Langon. — P, & T. O. : Langon.
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Soil sandy-gravelly to S., presenting fertile palus to

N. —Sub-soil of alluvion to N. presenting to S. argil, gravel

and stone. The most important stone banks are those which

border the great road of communication.

White wines generally very fine, approaching in their qua-

lity, for some years past, the Sauternes wines, in consequence

of the admirable choice of the plants, as well as of the care

applied to their cultivation.

The first growths of the commune are sold, according to the

vintage, from 600 to 1,000 fr., and obtained in 1871 for the

wines of 1869, up to 1,350 fr. *.

Red -wines selling at vintage time, according to the years,

for 550 to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

CMteau-des-Jatiberthes 2
( de Pontac). ....

Tuns
redw. white w.

. . 10 30

CHATEAU-DES-JAUBERTHES
M. le comte de Pontac, proprietor.

\. See Saint-Pardon.

2. Tin* domain, sitnaded in Ibecomnunes of Saint -Pierre-de-Mons and Saint-Pardon,
offers rich oalus bordered by the Garonne. It comprises about 300 hectares divided as
follows : 97 hect. oaks and pine-trees; 26, chestnut-trees; 26 bleas, 5 vimes, 30 mea-



25 15

» 25
J 6

3 25

10 12

10 15
4 12

5 10

Tuns
redw. white w.

25 10
50 »
n 151

15 20 l

10 3
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Tuns
redw. white w.

At Queyrats (MontcHn).. 10 18

Ch.-de-Magence (P. Bran-
nens)

At Tonmilon (Oh. Bran-
nens). . . .

Id. (Loste). . . .

Clos of Uza (Pauly bro-
thers). . . .

Id. (Mousties). . .

Pe de Bayle (de Bari-
tault da Carpia). . .

At Sentouary (Patachon)..

At Cabannc (Coutereau).
Id. (J. Patachon). .

Ch.-BeJfontaine (Henri
Chanterre) 3 12

10

At Lndenam (Colas).
At Jamenet(La.fon,lawyer)
At Cazebonne (Martinet).
At Boirac (C. Brannens)
At Robin (0. Carpentey).
At Lapraae (Gautier, of
Langon)

At Dngot(H.. Chanterre, of

Lesparre) »

At Dugot (Colas). ... 25
At Menanchon (L. Mice). 6

Clos of the Arocs (H. Ca-
zenave) »

The Landeys and Moulin
a vent (L.-P. Touchard)

j>

10

20

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-PARDON.— 374 inh, — G70 hect., — 6 k. to E. of

Langon. — B. : on the N. by the Garonne ; on the E. by Saint-

Loubert ; on the S. by Bieujac and Auros, on the W.by Saint-

Pierre-de-Mons. — Steamboat touching at Saint-Pierre-

d'Aurillac. — P. & T. O. : Langon.

Soil to N. ground of alluvion ; to S. light sandy-gra-

velly soil, becoming richer towards S.-W., and favourable

to viticulture. — Sub-soil of alluvion to N. towards S.

argillaceous earth, hard and gravelly.

Red and white wines similar to those of Saint-Pierre-de-

Mons, and often sold with those of this commune 2
.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. whltew.

Chateau - des - Jauberthes
(comte de Pontac). . . 10 30

At Segues and Sopiquet
(M. Dupeyron). . . . G y>

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the bourg (Patachon,
mayor) » 5

A t Vignolies ( P. Carpentey) » 3
Id. (Ch. Carpentey). 3 »

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 3 tuns.

dows ; 100 arable land; 9 red vines, 7 white vines. The latter are exclusively planted

with semillon and sauvignon, upon elevated and argiio-gravelly ridges; these wines, made
with the greatest care, are amongst the best in the neighbourhood. The red vines,

situated upon sandy-gravelly ridges, and composed of malbec (niauzat) and other

Mcdoc plants, produce wines remarkable for their fine colour, agreeable taste, and
which are much superior to tho«e generally made in the environs.

1. The white wines of these two growths arc produced from enragcat.

2. Sec Saint-Pierrc-dc-Mons.
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The vinicol richessof the Gironde do not terminate here. If

wecrossthe Garonne at Langon, we find, upon the right side

of that river, some communes producing very agreeable white

wines. We should cite in the first instance]: Sainte-Croix-du-

Mont, Haux , Beaurech, Tabanac, where several bourgeois

growths produce rich white wines, liquorous, and delicate,

excellent wines « d'entremets » which have a very agreeable

and quite peculiar bouquet. These growths are sold, at vin-

tage time, according to quality and years, from 500 to 800 fr.

the tun, and attain, when old, up to 1,600 fr.

After these communes, which produce the most estimated

white wines on the right bank of the river, we shall cite the

following, which yield wines analogous and very agreeable in

the good vineyards: Langoiran, Le Tourne, Lestiac, Paillet,

Rions, Laroque, Beguey, Cadillac, Loupiac, etc. We shall

speak further on of these white wines and of those of Sainte-

Foy.



ARRONDISSEMENT OF LIBOURNE.

The arrondissement of Libourne is bordered on the N. by

the departement of the Charente-Inferieure ; on the E. by
that of the Dordogne ; on the S. by the arrondissement of la

Reole ; and on the W. by the arrondissements of Bordeaux
and Blaye.

It comprises 128,482 hectares.

It has a population of 114,305 inhabitants, spread over

133 communes, forming 9 cantons, the chief places of which
are: Libourne, Branne, Castillon, Coutras, Sainte-Foy, Fron-

sac, Guitres, Lussac, and Pujols.

The territory of the arrondissement of Libourne is generally

very irregular and in certain countries it is even very pictu-

resque. The cantons of Fronsac, Lussac and Castillon present

very remarkable situations. The greatest part of the hills

covering this arrondissement have an argilo-calcareous soil,

very propitious to the vine, in consequence of its stony sub-

soil. The result is that viticulture has a great importance in

this country ; thus about 50,000 hectares are to-day consecra-

ted to the vine ; but all do not yield productions of the same
quality.

In point of view of quality, we find in the first line the

Saint-Emilionnais, of which we shall speak further on, trea-

ting also of its geological constitution, the culture of the vine,

the vinification, etc. Then comes tire Fronsadais producing

very celebrated wines of « Cotes » (hills) and a large quantity

of palus wines.

The arrondissement of Libourne produces wines of very

varied qualities and the epicure will have the means here to

garnish a great part of the bins of his cellar, with red as with

white wines.

Amongst the red wines, we find in the first instance a consi-

derable choice of excellent ordinary wines. Palus wines, full,

well coloured, mellow and bodied; wines of cotes, brilliantly
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tinted, of a robust body, excellent family wines; wines of soft

sandy-argillaceous earth, less bodied than the preceding, but

more mellow and more quickly drinkable.

From these ordinary wines, we pass to the grand ordinary

wines « entremets » which we shall find in more than ten

communes, under the name of 2nd and 3 rd growths Saint-

Emilion or Pomerol, as well as on the fine hills of the Fronsa-

dais, where fine plants yield a generous and bodied wine, beco-

ming daily more appreciated.

When in the middle of the repast, it will be found agreeable

to accompany the substantial roast meats with a vivid, glowing,

fine wine, the suitable beverage will be discovered in an old

bottle of one of the first growths of Saint-Emilion, a nectar fit

to serve to the best of friends. When, after the substantial

meats, the guests have arrived gradually at that state of satis-

faction of the stomach, still docile and manifesting no longer

an imperious exigency, where the taste has been prepared by
a skilful graduation of sensations and is susceptible of the

most delicate impressions, then is the time for the grand red

wines of Medoc, or the first growths of Pomerol to make their

appearance.

We place here the 1 st growths of Pomerol by the side of the

grand red wines of Medoc because they are really very simi-

lar. The wines of Pomerol are gathered upon a gravelly soil

and from plants similar to those of Medoc, resembling them
by their fineness, bouquet, and mellowness ; their favour be-

comes daily greater. They are now paid for at the rate of the

first growths of Saint-Emilion, and in certain years, they gain

even higher prices.

From the red wines, we pass to the white wines, which are

to be found in several cantons, indicated hereafter in the

numerous white vineyards, amongst which we shall signalize

and recommend those of Sainte-Foy whichwe shall call the small

Sauternes of the arrondissement of Libourne. The care which

have been bestowed upon these wines for some years past has

resulted in giving them a mellowness, fineness, and remar-

kable delicacy of taste ; without wishing to attribute to them
that perfume, that inimitable aroma, that distinction of the

Sauternes wines, yet we can say that the 1 st growths of Sainte-

Foy form an excellent white wine for dessert.



SAINT-EMILIONNAIS AND ITS ENVIRONS

In a viticol point of view, Saint-Emilion does aot confine

itself to the limits of its commune. Its vinicol glory is parta-

ken by four communes, which surround it and which form

with it a group of five sisters, in which Saint-Emilion should

be considered as the eldest, or at least as the most perfect.

Around these five sisters, we find further a crowd of more or

less distant relations, producing good wines, in general, approa-

ching somewhat in quality those of Saint-Emilion.

At the period when the country was still less cultivated and
partly covered, especially in the plains, by considerable forests,

Edward 1 st
,
king of England, fixedby letters patent, granted at

Condat in 1829, the jurisdiction of Saint-Emilion, which is

comprised in tile nine following parishes.

1° Saint-Emilion,

2° Saint-Martin-de-Mazerat, J
1 st commune

3° Saint-Christophe-des-Bardes

,

4° Saint-Laurent-des-Combes,

2nd _
3rd —

5° Saint-Hippolyte,

6° Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse,

4th

5th _
7° Saint-Pey d'Armens,
8° Vignonet,
9° Saint-Sulpice-de-Faleyrens.

The six first parishes, forming five communes (the five sis-

ters cited before), are alone established upon the line of hills

parallel to the Dordogne, which flows through the valley, at

the south of Saint-Emilion, and at about 3 or 4 kilometers from

their base. The hills of Saint-Emilion run from east to west,

commencing at about 2 kilometers from the steeple-tower at

Mayne and finishing at the commune of Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse.

Their length is about 7 kilometers 800 meters; the average

width of this chain of hills is 3 kilometers.

It is bordered on the north by the stream of the Barbanne
;
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on the east and south, by the valley of the Dordogne, which

extends from Castillon to Libourne, and on the west, by a

plain a little more elevated than the latter, which it joins at

Libourne. It is from the good graves of this elevated plain

that we obtain the celebrated wines of Pomerol. (See pages 326

and 356.)

The entire hilly portion, occupied by the communes which

produce the said wines of Saint-Emilion, comprises an extent

of 2,680 hectares, of which 2,000 are devoted to the vine.

Geological constitution.

1° The hills. — The soil of the hills varies according to

their situation and altitude. It is alternately silicious, silico-

argillaceous, silico-calcareous, but the predominating ground

is argilo-calcareous, and mixed with some ferruginous ele-

ments, as it is indicated by the colour of the soil and analysis.

The sub-soil, more or less distant from the surface, is espe-

cially rocky or stony, and consequently essentially propi-

tious to the vine. They extract from it in certain places

excellent stones for construction.

2° The plains.— The soil of the plains is generally silicious
;

silico-argillaceous ground and even argillaceous ground is

however to be found upon the borders of the river. There is

some silico-gravelly, as also some silico-calcareous soil at the

foot of the hills. The sub-soil is often of the same nature as

that of the soil, and presents in some places banks of alios, as

in Medoc.

Culture of the vine.

In the Saint-Emilionnais, the vine is cultivated sometimes
with the hoe and hand labour and sometimes by the plough.

In the first case, the vines are planted at 1 m. 33 cent, dis-

tance in every sense. In the second, the vines are planted in

straigt lines at 1 m. of distance in the rows, which are them-
selves at 1 m. 50 cent, or 2 m. from each other.

Two species of pruning are generally practised, according

to the plants ; that from short wood or a cots and that of long

woo.I or a hastes. The COT of reconstitution, system Guyot,

was practised in the country previous to the publication of the
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works of this eminent viticulturer. Manuring, pruning, pin-

ching and stripping off the leaves are practised nearly in the

same way as in Medoc and in the Graves.

The fine plants alone enter into the first vineyards of Saint-

Emilion, these are; the bouchet-sauvignon ( cabernet-sauvi-

gnon of Medoc) ; the other varieties of bouchet (which are the

varieties of the cabernets indicated in pages 11 and following,

the merlot and the noir of Pressac (malbec of Medoc).

Vinification.

The vinification is made in large vats in as Medoc. Certain

installations present new wine-vats, with presses on the first

landing and tubs with herrnetical covers. — For some time

past, vinification has been considerably modified ; formerly

the graining was a rare and important operation, but at pre-

sent it composes one of the chief features of vinification.

The time of fermentation has been diminished; the wines left

at the bottom of the vats, and the wines of presse are enti-

rely separated. The rackings are more frequent and the wine
has consequently less fermentation. These different modifi-

cations have had most favourable results for the wines, givirg

them more mellowness than they had formerly and rendering

them more quickly drinkable, without altering any of the

qualities which constitute their glory.

Wines.

The wines of Saint-Emilion are a type which our readers

will judge from the appreciation of M. V. Rendu, general ins-

pector of agriculture « The Saint-Emilion (he says) is without

contradiction the highest expression of the wines of cotes.

It has body, fine colour, agreeable taste, generosity and a

peculiar bouquet, which is to be found especially in the best

quarters of this distinguished vineyard. The good wine of

Saint-Emilion, after the first years, ought to have a dark

colour, brilliant and velvety and a slight bitterness which flat-

ters the palate. It should besides possess body which does not

prevent it later on from being very soft. It gains consi-

derably in delicacy after six months bottling ; it is

without doubt in its perfection from ten to twenty years.

»
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Better cannot be said ; the wine of Saint-Emilion is in fact

the highest expression of wines of cotes and it is moreover a

special and sole type, whose merit and worth have been loudly

proclaimed by the international jury of the universal exhibi-

tion of 1867, who has decreed a gold medal to the group of pro-

prietors of Saint-Emilion.

Since M. Rendu has written these lines, the improvements
brought upon vinification have had for result that the wines
attain their perfection before the age of ten years, after which

the good years can be preserved much longer than formerly.

According to the years and number of rackings, the wines

can be bottled when 3 or 4 years old, and they have acquired

from the age of five, six, or seven years, all their perfection.

The wines of Saint-Emilion are generally ranged in three

classes by commerce and the proprietors. This classification

depends on the prices obtained by the proprietors of the diffe-

rent growths, and these prices are naturally based upon the

quality of the productions, which, in their turn, result there as

elsewhere, from the situation and exposition of the vineyard,

the choice of plants, care given to their culture, vintage, vini-

fication, choice of hogsheads, the operations of the cellar,

which have so important an influence upon the quality of the

wines.

This classing, which is observed in the greatest part of the

sales, has not been officially established : in order to give our

readers an idea of it, we have consulted numerous documents,

based upon sale memoranda, and likewise a large number of

proprietors and merchants of the country, which has enabled

us to give at present the classification alluded to, not as an

official document, but as the result of long and consciencious

researches.

Nevertheless, we observe once more that however perfect

or even official a work of this kind may be, it cannot be rid-

gidly exact, and can only be considered as a guide and coun-

sellor, without absolute pretension. In fact, accidental causes

may make one of two growths in the same class andofthesame
vintage succeed much better than the other, and a second

growth having been operated upon, under advantageous condi-

tions, may sell better than a first which has been vintaged

under unfavourable auspices.
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The wines of Saint-Emilion obtain at vintage time, accor-

ding to the years :

In the first growths, from 1,200 to 1,700.

In the second growths, from 1,000 to 1,400 fr.

In the third growths, from 800 to 1,100 fr.

At the end of some years, this price increases rapidly and
happens in very good years to obtain almost double, when
they are fit for consumption.

The average quantities of production that we shall indicate

in our notices shows always what these vineyards yielded

previous to the invasion of the phylloxera, which has consi-

derably reduced the average production of the greatest part

of these vineyards.

SAINT-EMILION. — 2,980 inh. — 2,690 hect. - 8 k. to

E. of Libourne. — B. : on the N. by Pomerol, Montague and
Saint-Georges; on the E. by Saint-Christophe and Saint -

Laurent; on the S. by Vignonet and Saint-Sulpice; on the

W. by Libourne. — Railway from Libourne to Bergerac,

station at 1 k. from the town. — Carriages from Libourne to

Saint-Emilion. The commune includes the town, one of the

most ancient and curious of the Gironde, in an archeological

and historical point ofwiew. (See Saint-Emilion and its wines,

vol. in-18). — P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil : very irregular hills, argilo-silicious in some portions,

but more frequently argilo-calcareous and ferruginous ; sur-

rounded with sandy and sandy-gravelly plains. — Sub-soil

stony upon the hills
;
gravel and ferruginous alios on the

plain ; towards the S. thickish beds of sand or loam separa-

ting the graves from the vegetable layers.

Wines generous, full bodied, of a fine colour, they acquire

in growing old a very agreeable and peculiar bouquet. They
gain gradually in bottle up to the age of ten years, and will

preserve well for fifty years. They are termed the Burgun-
dies of the Gironde, and the irreputation which is very ancient,

increases daily. A collective gold medal has been accor-

ded to the first growths of Saint-Emilion, at the universal

exhibition of 1867, and their merit has been loudly proclaimed

by the high recompenses obtained by these wines at the Paris

exhibitions of 1878 and 1879.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st GROWTHS SAINT-EMILION

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Bel-AhrQH** baronne de
Marignan) 25

Growth Amone(M.TB Lafargue) 10
Ch.-Beausejour (Leopold Du-
carpe son) 18

Ch.-Beausejour (Vr C. Duffau) 18

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.- Canon (Heirs comte de
Bonneval) 25

Ch. - Troplong - Mondot (Mrs

Troplong) 30
Ch.'Fonplegade 1 (Paul Boi-
sard) 30

CHATEAU -FONPLEGA DE
(1 st GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)
M. Paul Boisard, proprietor.

1. The domain of Fonplegade is admirably situated upon the slope of the southern hills

of Saint-Emilion. It occupies a species of conch, half way up the hill, perfectly sheltered
from the north and west. In consequence of its happy position, the maturation of the gra-
pes is almost always exceptional.

The ground is argilo-calcareous and especially silico-calcareous. It produces wines,
whose mellowness, fineness, delicacy and bouquet have at all times been highly appre-
ciated.

This growth formed part of the group to which the international jury of the universal

exhibition of 18G7 accorded a gold medal. — Its extent is 13 hect. 66, planted with the
best vines of the country and chiefly cabernets.

It is one of the ancient first growths of Saint-Emilion. It has belonged to M. P. Beylot,
senior, who has made "otable improvements. It passed afterwards into the hands of

M. A. Sabatier, and M. le due de Morny; finally it became in 1863 the property of M r * la

comtesse de Galard, by birth de Marignan, who, in acquiring one of the best growths of
Saint-Emilion, had the advantage of approaching her brother, M. le baion de Marignan,
Sroprietor of chateau Bel-Air, a neighbour of Fonplegade. It belongs, at present, to

I. Paul Boisard, one of the most distinguished viticulturers of Saint-Emilion.
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1 st GROWTHS SAINT-EMILION (continved).

Tuns
red wine.

. 40
30

The Cadet 1 (Piola).. .

Clos-Fourtet (Leperche). .

The Convent (Ferdinand Le
perche)

Irois - Moulin* ( Duplessis -

Fourcaud) 35
La Madeleine (Chatonnet.

Jd. (Bon-Barat). . .

Malinean la Madeleine (Do-
mecq-Cazeaux)

La Madeleine ( Chatonnet-
Crepin)

A t Pavie (Mrfi Adolp. Pigasse)

20
6

3
30

Id. (Fayard) 10
Berliqnet (Mrs Peres)..
Ch.-la~Serre (M rs Marcon). .

Ch.-Soutard (d'AMbrd). . .

Ch.-Balestard-la-Tonnelle (A.

du Courrech de Raquine). .

The Sable (J. and F. Bouf-
fard)

At Bangay (Philippe Alezais)
Id. (Kobin, son-in-law

H. Greloud). .

Id. (Mrs Bourricaud and
R. Chaperon son)

At la Carte (Martineau). .

BArrosee (Heirs Magne). .

Clos Saint-Mar tin (Dussaut)
At Larcis (Bergey)

Id. (Mrs Ducasse). . .

Bellevue (Gaston Lacaze). .

30
12
50

18

12
8

10
5

8
6

12
15
15

Tuns
red wine.

At the Menuts(W s deGraiUy) 5
Id. (de Meynot). . . 5
Id. (Lordon- Morel). . 4
Id. (several small pro-

prietors) 12
At Pavie (M ,s Chapus). . . 10
Ch.-St-Jnlien (M" Adolphe
Pigasse) 20

Sansonnet ( Vte de Larraret) 6
At Villemorine (Morange). . 7

Id. (Troquard). ... 8
Id. (Pierre-Jean). . . 4

At Faurie and Trottevieille

(Raby) 18
At Trottevieille (A. Dumu-
gron) 6

TheGouspande(Lo\liot). . . 6
Bom. of Malineau (M' s Pis-

touley) 12
At the Grander Murallies

(Malen) 3

Puygeneston- Naudes (comte
de Malet) 15

At Suint- Georges (Charoulet) 10
Id. (Jean Cassat). . 3

At Pavie (Valentin Chapus). 10
Id. (Dussaut) 5

At Coutet (Alphonse David) 20
Frane-Mayne (G. des Cordes) 15

Id. (Chevalon). ... 10
At Cadet (Justin Bon). . . 10
Ch.-la'Clnsiere* (Thibeaud). 10

4. The Cadet growth is situated on the north of Saint-Emilion, on an elevated position, and
an argilo-calcareous ground of first quality. This vineyard comprises about 15 hectares,

composed of choice plants and cultivated with a special care. These wines are very
much in request amongst the first growths of Saint-Emilion. M. Piola belonged to

the group of proprietors, whose wines have obtained a gold medal at the universal exhi-

bition of 1867. He has introduced with the greatest success the cultivation of the low
vines, at two hastes, of the Medoc, appropriating them to the richest nature of the soil

of this country with the fine plants of Burgundy /coming from the vineyard of Romanee-
Conli and destined to give these wines more delicacy and bouquet. M. Piola has also subs-

titued ploughing to hand culture, and he was the first to introduce this mode seriously

into the commune of Saint-Emilion ten years ago, upon his domain of Pourret. The im-

portant adjunctions and plantations already realized, will bring the harvest of this last pro-
perty to 70 tuns, so that M. Piola has obtained in 1874 and 1875, in the t* and
2od growths of Saint-Emilion a harvest of more than 100 tuns (See design).

M. Piola has found the means to fight against the phylloxera by judicious use of the

sulphur of carbon and by the grafting of the fine plants of the country with resistant ame-
rican roots and thus reestablished these two vineyards almost completely.

The two growths of Cadet and Pourret have obtained the second silver medal grand
module of the universal exhibition of Paris, and the two growths united several diplo-

mas and a gold medal and a diploma of honour at the industrial exhibition of 1879.

2. The growth of La Clusiere presents a pretty little vineyard, situated upon the southern

hills of Saint-Emilion, producing one of the most estimated wines of this commune. The
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LE CADET
(1

st GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)
M. Piola, proprietor.

CHATEAU-LA-CLUSIERE
(I s

* GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)
M. Thibeaud, proprietor.
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1 st growths saint-emilion (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At (,adet (Duperrieu). . . . 5
Fonroqne (J. ChatonDet). . 25
At Labouyque (Laforest). . 10

Balleau (Qoste-Costy).
At Niottc (Rouja). . .

Tims
red wine.

. . 20

. . 8

The following growths have a particular nature. They are

somewhat similar to the wines of Saint-Emilion and to those

of Pomerol, likewise recalling much the Medoc wines. The
growths of Figeac and Cheval-Blanc and chateau Rebeyrolles

sell as the first growths of these two communes.

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.- Cheval-Blanc * (Four-
caud-Laussac) 60

Ch.-Rebeyrolled (Mrs Rebey-
rolle) 40

Chateau-Figeac (Fournier). . 30

Tons
red wine.

At Figeac (Maray and Cor-
biere) 30

Chat.'Dominique (H. Gre-
loud) 40

The following growths hold the place between the first and

chateau is of recent construction and is situated at the foot of the hills, upon the railway line

from Libourne lo Bergerac. M. Thibeaud. its proprietor, possesses also in the Sables of

Saint-Emilion, >a second growth called-Gueyrot, producing from 30 to 40 tuns, and two
other vineyards at Saint-Sulpice-de-Faleyrens and at (ircillac (See the design of chateau on
the other part).

4. The domain of Cheval-Blanc is based jpon the two communes of Saint-Emilion and
Pomerol. It presents very curious soils and sucfe-soils, the nature of which is most varia-

ble ; here rich soil upon argillaceous foundations; here again superficial soil, upon argil-

laceous or gravelly foundations; further on gravelly ground, based upon alios (crasse de
fer). In this last species of soil, M. Fourcaud-Laussac has adopted the Medoc method of

culture and pruning.

This diversity of the soil, a very fine and delicate selection of plants, the intelligent and
assiduous care bestowed upon the vine, and vinification, all this gives to the wines of

Cheval-Blanc mellowness, body, delicacy with a delicious bouquet, and very peculiar flavour

resembling greatly the Medoc wines , and which renders it daily more and more apprecia-

ted. (See design upon the following page,)

Since 1854, M. Fourcaud-Laussac has been the proprietor of this domain and has constantly

mad<v considerable improvements on his property. Great works of drainage have been made
amongst the vines to shelter them from humidity. Several parts of this estate contain ex-
cellent gravelly ground whirh has been lately planted in vines, and the vineyard comprises

now about 50 hectares .which produce an average of 100 tuns. This growth obtained a

bronze medal at the London exhibitioi and a gold medal at the Paris exhibition of 1878.

*£. The chateau Rebeyrolle is one of the first growths of Saint-Emilion, in a double

point of wicw : quality as well as quantity of its wines. Its production has already

becji raised to 50 tuns, and will soon surpass this amount.
Improved by drainage and considerable transports of earth, its soil, naturally, proper to

a superior viticulture, renders to-day one of the finest results. Its wines have been for a

long lime the most sought after in the country for their delicious bouquet, mellowness,
abundance of fruity taste, and they have altogether attained a rare perfection. In addi-

tion to all the rich qualities of the wines of Saint-Emilion, they possess in the highest

degree that which really constitues a growth : a proper peculiarity.
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CIIATEAU-CHEVAL-BLANC
(l s t GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)

M. Fourcaud-Laussac, proprietor.

CHATEAU-REBEYROLLE
(

1

st GROWTH SAINT-EMILION
)

M r
* Rebeyrolle, proprietress.
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CHATEAU-PEYRAUD
M. Charles Beylot, proprietor.

DOMAIN OF MAZERAT
M. G. Gurchy, proprietor.
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second growths of Saint-Emilion, and obtain intermediate

prices.

Tuns
red wine.

At Figeac (Longa). ... 8

Clos Yon-Ffgeac (G. Gurchy) 15

Yon - Figeac ( Saint - Albin -

Bonneval) 15

At Yon (Manuaud senior). . 8

Ch.-Corbin and Jean Faure
(Paul Chaperon) 25

Grand- Corbin and Boisredon
(N. Cazeaux) 12

Tuns
red wine.

Grand- Corbin ( Domecq -Ca-
zeaux) 10

At Corbin (J. Despagce). . . 12
Id. (Jean Lacroix). . 6

Le Jura (Serizier) 12
At Ripeau (Buhler). . .

• 30
At Jean Faure (Penaud). . 30
At Monlabert (Wacrenier). . 18
At Maulconne (Pressac). . . 15

2nd GROWTHS

Ch.-la-Closure (H. Greloud) 12

At Faur'xe (Lavau). ... 12

The Mayne (Adrien Puchaud) 35

At Matras (Romain Chape-
ron) 50

At Pourret 1 (Piola). ... 60
Dom. of the Valentins (Du-
plessis-Fourcaud). ... 35

Ch . -des - Remparts , growth
Petit-Bois ( Louis Lavau
senior)

At Petit-Bois (Lavau junior)

Id. (L. Dupuy). . .

Id. (Mrs Pigasse se-

nior)

At Roufjiac (Jean Chatonnet)
Ch.-Peyraud 2 (Ch. Beylot).

At Larmande (Saint-Genis).

At Mazerat (Souffrain, of Li-

moges) 40

Domain of Mazerat 3 ( G.
Gurchy) 20

At Trianon (G. Beurcq). . . 20
Ch.- Couperie 4 (Victor Four-
caud) 25

Growth Hant-Simard ;Goudi-
chaut)

At La Gaffeliere (Boitard).
Id. (Comte de Malet)).
Id. and Magnan (Vivien-
Arnaud)

At La Gommerie (Mrs Paillet

senior) . .

Id. (G. Des Cordes). .

At Geyrot(ThibeSiVidi). . . .

Pain-de-Fleur (Chaperon ne-
phew)

At Camus 5 (Ignace Santi).

Id. (Pistouley). . . .

At Fonrazade(Q. Des Cordes)

10
15

15

10

20
10
30

10
12
10
25

4. As we have previously indicaled, Hie Pourrct growth undergoes the most careful

treatment and produces an average of 60 tuns.

2. TheChateau-Peyraud, situated at the N.-E. of the bourg of Saint-Emilion, at a nearly

equal distance frjm the steeple-tower of Saint-Christophe-des-Bardes, and that of Saint-

Emilion, commands a well cultivated vineyard, producing 35 to 40 tuns, of a wine classed

amongst the good seconJ growths of !^aint-Emiliori.

3. The property of M. G. Gurchy, at Mazcrat, is situated upon the best hills and Sables of

Saint-Emilion. It receives, from one species of soil, those generous and solid attributes

which are to be found in the wines of Saint-Emilion, and from the other, mellowness, dis-

tinction and bouquet.

4. The property of chateau Couperie, created by M. V. Fourcaud, contains about
25 hectares. Properly speaking it is composed of the domain of Couperie and the two
domains of Colombier and, Pagaud. The whole is of continuous extent.

3 hectares in meadows and pleasure ground surround the habitation. The rest is almost
entirely planted with vines of the best quality, producing from 25 to 30 tuns.

5. The domain of Camus comprises 12 hectares, situated at the foot of the Saint-Emilion

hills, at the limit of the first growths, in a sandy ground, which has preserved it from
the phylloxera. This vineyard is composed of the best plants and treated in a perfect

manner. Its wines, partaking of the Saint-Emilion and of the Pomerol qualities, have ob-

tained a silver medal at the exhibition of 1878.

This property, which has been in the possession of the Gurchy family since 1610, has
been always cultivated with the greatest care. Its productions are highly valued and are

almost always sold to the same consumers.
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CHATEAU-COUPERIE
M. Victor Fourcaud, proprietor.

DOMAIN OF CAMUS
M. Ignace Santi, proprietor.
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2nd growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Pourret (Jcansonnet son) 10

Id. (Borde) 5

At Jac'iuemot (Peychaud). . 8

At Mazerat (Nouvel).... 8

Id. (de Laguerenne). 5

At Chante-Alouette (Pinaud) 10
Bom. ofBranne-Bragard (J.-

B. Robert) 30
At Jean Voisin (J. Lataste). 25

Id. (Leopold Surein). 25

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns and sell them generally

as 3rd growths.

Tuns
red wine.

Growth Cantenac (Mrs E. Des-
pujols) 18

At Cravignac (M rs Paravey). 10
At Vachon (Corbiere). ... 8
At Patarabet (Ronja). ... 9

Growth Cormeil (J.-M. Le-
monnier) 10

At la Grace de Bleu (Despa-
gne) 8

SAINT-GHRISTOPHE-DES-BARDES, — 646 inh. —
768 hect. — 8 k. to S. of Lussac; 3 k. to E. of Saint-Emi-

lion; 13 k. to E. of Libourne. — B. : on the N. by Saint-

Georges , Montagne and Parsac ; on the E. by Saint -

Etienne-de-Lisse and Saint-Hippolyte ; on the S. by Saint-

Hippolyte and Saint-Laurent; on the W. by Saint-Emilion. —
Railway station from Saint-Laurent and Saint-Emilion. —
P. O. : Saint-Emilion. — T. O. : Lussac.

Soil very rugged, argilo-calcareous or silico-argillaceous

hills , the slopes of which are abrupt towards S. and

smooth towards N. — Sub-soil stony, often very near the

surface of the soil.

Red wines of the first and second growths bearing all the

special character of the type Saint-Emilion. Those gathered

in the southern part, on the hills from east to west, are the

best; same price as at Saint-Emilion.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
1 st GROWTHS SAINT-EMILION

Tuns
red wine.

At Sarpe(R. Ducarpe Eenior) 15
At Gaubert (Heirs Lapeyro-

lerie) 12

Tuns
red wine.

At Sarpc-Pelletan (cornte de
Carles) 12

2« l1 GROWTHS SAINT-EMILION
Tuns red wine.

Chateau-Laroque l (marquis de Rochefort-Lavie) 250

i. The Chateau-Laroque is situated in one of the most picturesque situations
, on the

summit of a hill commanding the plain, where runs the Dordognc river ; hut the vineyard
which surrounds it is still more remarkable than its heautiful position and elegance. Its

area is 130 hectares 60 ares, situated in the commune of Saint-Cliristophe-des-Bardes, and
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2nd growths saint-emilion {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Domain Casscvert (Schal-

burg) 30
ifri/Yfc-/te?//(HeirsTh.Lapey-

rolerie) 20

Ch.-La-Barde 2 (Duclos son). 20

Tuns
red wine.

ChAe-Cauze^ (H. Wibaux). 45

Pvy-JMouton (Combret). . . 70
Growth of Rol (de Canolle). tO

Domain Lapellcterie (Ber-

thomieu) 30

M.
CHATEAU-LAROQUE

le marquis de Rochefort-Lavie, proprietor.

Saint-Hippolyte. By its extent upon several hills, it presents different exposures amongst
which those of the south and east predominate. This difference in exposure, the one cor-

recting- the other, has an important influence upon the quality of the wines. The fine

plants alone are introduced into this vineyard, to the culture of which, M. Paul Boisard
,

manager of the domain, gives the most intelligent and assiduous attention. The wine-
press is one of the most remarkable in the country. It is 26 meters in length, by 16 in

width and has been constructed at the head of three cellars, which can hold 1,500 tuns;
It has two stories with rolling presses and railway.

These wines are made with the greatest care as well as with all the modern improvements
;

they are very much in request by the trade and are placed amongst the i 1' second growths.
(See design.) The society of agriculture of theGironde accorded the proprietor of Chateau-

Laroque, in 1872, the gold ministerial medal, as possessing the best cultivated vineyard of

the Gironde.

1. The chateau le Cauze commands a domain of 33 hect. of which 3 are pleasure

ground and 20 vines, and is situated on an elevated and picturesque table-land, with

slopes at different exposures. This happy position, an argilo -calcareous, gravely and
marly ground, with sub-soil of alios in several places, every where planted with the best

vines of Saint-Emilionnais. contribute to give these wines the body, bouquet, fineness

and distinction of the 1
st growths, the prices of which they obtain and amongst which they

will soon be ranked. M. H. Wibaux, proprietor since 1869, does not cease to apply all

required improvements to the culture and vinification. 10 hectares, of which 8 are

planted in vines, form a second growth, under the name of Clos-dcs-Moines, which will

be enlarged and will soon produce 30 tuns.

2. The chateau La Barde is situated at about 1 kilometer from Saint-Emilion and to the

east of this city. It belonged originally to M. David, late deputy of the Gironde.
By its topographical situation , the nature of its argilo-calcareous soil, and its

excellent plants, this domain produces wines ef the first choice. (See design.)
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CHATEAU THE OAUZE
(2" d GROWTH SA[*JT-EMILION)

M. H. Wibaux, proprietor.
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CHATEAU LA BARDE
(2

nd GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)
M. Duclos son, proprietor.
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2nd GROWTHS SAINT-EMILION (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Guillemot (Lavau senior). . . 20
Badette (d'Allard) 30
At Sarpe (Olivet) 8

Id. (Laporte). ... 6

At Panet ( E. Decazes ). . 15

Chat. - Fombrauge (de Ca-
nolle) GO

Ch.-Brun, growth le Sable l

(L. Brun) 30

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourq (Barreyre). . 45
Ch.-Cantin (Itey) 70
At Gouillard (Pistouley). . 1.0

Le Grand- Treuil (?. Boi-
sard) 12

At Puy-Mouton (Bertho
mieu) 10

Growth ofTavzinat-V Hermi-
tage 2 (Paul Boisard). . . 4

3rd ARTISAN GROWTHS AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Tillet and Rocheyron (Ri-

viere and Raby)
At Gouillard and Tisselin

(Vivien-Arnaud)
At Gouillard (Fortin Cesar)

Id. (Lesnier). . . .

At Jean Guillot (Duchamp).
At Tillet (Baptiste Riviere).

At Nardon (Andr6 Raby).
Id. (Chagneau). . .

At Rocheyron (Chosky). . .

At Lavallade (Courcouyat).

.

Id. (Riviere). . . .

At Roulaude (David).. . .

At the Sables (Arnaudet). .

At La Plagnotte (Guimber-
teau)

At Larguet (Rabot). . . .

At Boutisse (Laporte). . .

Id. (MrB Faure). . .

25

16
10
6
6
6
10
6

10

12

6

20

At Puy-Mouton (J. Bertrand)
At Tonneret (Monteil). .

At Pineuilh (Bouquey). .

Id. (Jean-Louis).
Id. (M»'s Croizet). .

Id. (P6rier). . . .

Id. (Milon). . . .

At Milon (Milon). . . .

At Cauzin (Dumigrou). .

At Lapelleterie (Musset).

.

At the bonrg ( Guill. Cha
gneau). . . .

Id. (Macau). . .

Id. (Brun). . . .

Id. (Pierre Camus).
Id. (Couderc). .

At Yon (Arnaud). . .

At Parsac (Jamonneau).
At Grangey (Laporte).

.

6
6
7

6
6

5
6

6

15

6

4

8

8
7

5

6

6

5

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

1. The chateau Brun is a delicious little cottage, re-erected by one of our youngest ar-

chitects, M. Alfred Maitre. It is the ancient property of M. Brun-Decazcs, whose wines
have been always cited in the country as the rivals of the first growths of the commune.
The present proprietor, M. Louis Brun, merchant and president of the tribunal of commerce
of Libourne, holds this property in a most prosperous condition, by his praiseworthy
and excellent ceaseless efforts. The quality of his wines is onsured by an irreproachable

choice of the plants, and by a most careful vinification. This vineyard comprises about
15 hectares of vines in the hills, contiguous to the Chateau-La-Cauze growth. (See

design.)

2. The Tauzinat growth, whose very ancient habitation has been raised, belonged to

the de Carles family before 1789. This vineyard has been replanted about fifteen years since

by M. J.-T. Cazebonne, in cabernets, merlot and malbeo, upon an argilo-calcareous hill

exposed to the south and surrounded by the best growths of the commune, producing a

much estimated wine. (See design.)
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CHATEAU-BRUN
(2nd GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)

M. Louis Brun, proprietor.

GROWTH OF TAUZINAT
(2nd GROWTH SAINT-EMILION)

M. Paul Boisard, proprietor.

10
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SAINT-LAURENT-DES-COMBES. — 340 inh. -
385 hect. — 8 k. to W.-N.-W. of Castillon; 2 k. from

Saint-Emilion. — B. : on the N. by Saint-Christophe-des-

Bardes; on the E. by Saint-Hippolyte andSaint-Pey-d'Armens;

on the S. by Vignonet; on the W. by Saint-Emilion. Its su-

perficies represents an oblong square of 3 k. from the S. to

the N., upon 1,280 m. in the middle. — Railway from Li-

bourne to Bergerac, st. from Saint-Laurent. — P. O.: Saint-

Emilion. — T. O.: Castillon.

Soil : to N., argilo-calcareous hills, upon stony founda-

tions; to S. , sandy plains, not very propitious to the

vine.

Wines analogous to those of Saint-Emilion, gen. classed as

second growths, but sold in certain cellars for about the same
as the first growths of Saint-Emilion. Several first growths of

Saint-Emilion have a portion of their vines in Saint-Laurent.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

La Barde (Horeaux). ... 10
Id. (Ducasse). ... ]5

The Tertre (Fating. . .

'

. . 5

La MondotteQA?* P.Mestayer) 10
Id. (M™ Verneuil). . . 8

Chdt.-BaZadoz (Roger). . . 20

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Beliefont (Naudin). . 30
Godean (Henri Ducarpe se-

nior) 10
La Croizille (Lafcrest). . . 12
At Peyrelongve (Blanc). . . lfi

Id. (Gireaud) 15

Ten small proprietors make from 2 to 7 tuns, and sell gen-
3rd growths.

rally as

SAINT-HIPPOLYTE, — 294 inh. — 444 hect. — 7 k. to

N.-W. of Castillon; 2 k. to E. of Saint-Emilion. — B. :

on the N. by Saint-Christophe-des-Bardes; on the E. by
Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse; on the S. by Saint-Pey-d'Armens ; on

the W. by Saint-Laurent-des-Combes. — Railway from

Libourne to Bergerac, halting at Saint-Laurent. — P. O.

:

Saint-Emilion. — T. O. : Castillon.

Soil : divided into argilo-calcareous hills and elevated

table-lands, upon stony foundations, and sandy or sandy-

gravelly plains to W. ; sandy-argillaceous , very favourable

to the vine to E.

Wines: Saint-Hippolyte makes a part of the group of com-
munes forming the vinicol country of Saint-Emilion, and its
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wines are classed amongst the best as 2nd growths of Saint-

Emilion.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
2"d GROWTHS SAINT-EMILION

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-Ferrand i (Mrs Forne-
rod de Mons) 100

Ch.-Lassegue (Belliquet). . . 50
Ch.- Capet (Doxfozt). ... 50
At Capet (Charmolue). . . 20
At Maurens (comte de Carles) 20
At Monlot (M™ Ichon). . . 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Paillas (Duverger). . . 15
At Billeron (Bechaud). . . 15
At Merle (Oct. de Guilheman-

son) 15
At Pipau (Bayssallance), in
reconstitution »

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Bouqxiey (M rs Chatard). . 10
Id. (Rouleau). ... 10

At Billeron (Durand).. . . 8

At Larsiley (Itey) 6

At Comte (Cassat) 8

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

At Paillas (Descombes). . .

At the Petit-Bovqney (Hu-
bert)

At Mat/fie (Ad. Bechaud). .

M r

CHATEAU-FERRAND
Fornerod de Mons, proprietress.

1. The chateau Ferrand. situated in the parish of Saint-Hippolyte, bounded by the
communes of Saint-Christophc and Suint-Laurent, belongs to M" Fornerod, by birth do
Mons de Dunes. Very fine tr^es, several picturesque grottos, a large and elevated plain,
on which stands this vineyard, certainly the most important in the district of Saint-Emi-
lion, a finer that of chateau Laroque, and wines much liked^aniongst the 2nd growths of
Saint-Em i lion, are contributing to place the chateau Ferrand amongst the mosfremarkable
estates of the country. Its production, as it can be estimated in the abundant vintages, is

of about 120 tuns, and it will still increase when the young vines are in full bearing.
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SAINT-ETIENNE DELISSE. — 362 inh. — 709 hect. —
5 k. to W.-N.-W. of Castillon; 5 k. to E. of Saint-Emilion.

— B. : on the N. by Parsac; on the E. by Saint-Genes

and Sainte-Colombe; on the S. by Saint- Pey-cTArmens;
on the W. by Saint-Hippolyte and Saint-Christophe. —
Railway from Libourne to Bergerac, st. from Saint-Etienne.

- P. & T. O. : Castillon.

Soil : divided into argilo-calcareous hills and plains com-
posed of soil and rather fertile sand. — Sub-soil of stone, or

ferruginous alios upon the heights aud slopes ; argillaceous in

the plains.

Wines produced from the same plants as Saint-Emilion,

well coloured, fine, full without being hard, approaching the

so much esteemed graves wines of the commune of Pomerol.

The wines of Saint-Etienne are known in commerce under

the name of Saint-Estephe-Saint-Emilion, and sell, at vintage

time, in the first growths, from 1,000 to 1,400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
1 st GROWTHS OF THE COMMUTE.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Pey-Blanquet (comte de
Malet) 90

Ch.-de-Pressac ( Heirs Jos-
selin) 50

At Pressac (P. Laval).. . . 40
-R<?c^r(deGravald'Hauteville) 35

Tuns
red wine.

At Veyra (Claverie, of Cas-
tillon) 20

At the bourg (Durand). . . 20
Growth of Bclair (Bernard
Ouy) 30

At Favgeres (Esquissaud). . 45

2 nd GROWTHS OF THE COMMUNE
Mont Belair(T>r Constantin) 20
Ginablan (Miss Belliquet). . 15
At Justice (Charpentier). . 20
Clos Viramont - Lafagnouse
(Bayssalance) 25

At the bourg (D 1 Burgade)..
At Mangot (M> s de Lacaus-

sadedeBeaurech)
Id. (Cousteau). . .

At Canteranne (Martin Ouy)

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Pierre Macau)
Id. (M> J. Besse). .

(Jean Saleau).

(Lamberterie).
(Jean Barbeyron)
(Jean Fortin), .

At Pey-Blanqvet(J. TbibsLud)
Id. (Prade Elie Perigaud)
Id. (Francois Jaubert). .

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

20
15
12
12
10
6

10

;!£ i?r<?fl£(Aug. Ouy). . . .

At Bcmateau (J. Laveau). .

At Jappeloup (B. Bellanger).
Id. (J. Ohauvet). . .

Id. (Leonard Brisseau).

At Guinot (Jean Rollet). .

Id. (Jerome Rollet). .

Id. (Francois Itey).

At Parant (Savariaud). . .

12

35
12
40

20
15
8

8

6

6

6

6

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to G luns.
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SAINT-PEY-D'ARMENS — 312 inh. — 418 hect. - 6. k.

to W. of Castillon; 12 k. to S.-E. of Libourne. — B. :

on the N. by Saint-Hippolyte and Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse ; on

the E. by Saint-Magne; on the S. by Sainte-Terre; on the W.
by Vignonet and Saint-Hippolyte. — P. & T. O.: Castillon.

Soil gen. sandy and fertile, very propitious to the corn cul-

ture. Towards N. some rich argillaceous soil. — Sub-soil

gravelly towards S.-E.; sandy towards S.-W.; sandy argilla-

ceous, compact, sometimes ferruginous, towards N.

Red wines produced from l/2malbec,l/4 merlot,1/4 caber-

net and verdot; rich in colour and very bodied; they resemble

on the whole the wines ofSaint-Emilion, without havingas much
delicacy and elegance; price at vintage time 800 to 1,200 fr.

in the bourgeois growths and 500 to 700 in the artisan

growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-St-Pcy (D' Musset). . 40
At Fourney (Gab. de Mey-

not). .
'. 30

Tuns
red wine.

Growth of Sl-L6 (Lodo'is Es-
pagnet) 18

At the oourg (Ouy). ... 25

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the oonrg (Mestadiev). . 15 I At the bonra (Pierre BertinU 12
Id. (J. Bertin). ... 12 I Id. (Laval). . . . . 8

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

VIGNONET. — 754 inh. — 415 hect. — 9 k. to W.-

S.-W. of Castillon; 12 k. to S.-E. of Libourne. — B. : on

the N. by Saint-Emilion, Saint-Laurent and Saint-Hippolyte;

on the E. by Saint-Pey-d'Armens ; on the S. by Sainte-Terre,

and the Dordogne river ; on the W. by Saint-Sulpice-de-

Faleyrens. —
- P. O. : Saint-Emilion. — T. O, : Castillon.

Soil sandy to N, sandy- gravelly to N. -E., alluvial to

S. and S.-W. — Sub-soil gravelly, at a certain depth , to

N. and E.; argillaceous to S. and W., with several banks

of argil used for tile kilns.

Red wines from the vines of the graves and palus ; those

which are all or for the greatest part gathered from the graves

are classed « Sables of Saint-Emilion » and sold, at vintage

time, according to the years, from 800 to 1/100 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At La Grave (Itey senior). . 12
Id. (Richet) 6

Tuns
red wine.

At Peilhan (R. Musset). . . 12
Ch.-Peyroutas (Duthil).. . . 12

At La Grave (Martin). . . . 15

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

SAINT SULPICE-DE-FALEYRENS. — 1,137 inh. —
2,001 hect. — 6 k. to S. of Libourne; 3 k. to S.-S.-W. of

Saint-Emilion. — B. : on the W. and N. by Saint-Emilion ; on

the N.-E. by Vignonet; on the E. and S. by the Dordogne. —
P. O. : Saint-Emilion. — T. O. : Libourne.

Soil gen. flat, towards N. sandy or sandy-gravelly ground,

upon a sandy-gravelly ferruginous sub-soil; towards S. sandy-

argillaceous soil, alluvial, very fertile.

Wines known in commerce under the name of « Sables of

Saint-Emilion ». They are fine, soft, with sufficient bouquet,

and quickly drinkable; price at vintage time 1,000 to 1,400 fr.

in the bourgeois growths; 500 to 800 in the others.

Wines of palus ordinary
;

price at vintage time 500 to

750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Monbousquet l (A. Bel-

langer) 90
Ch -Leacours J (comtj G. dj
Roquette-Buisson) 140

The Castelot (Romain Chape-

Tuns
red wine.

ron) 12
At Plcrrejitte [growth Saint-

Martial] (Felix Chaperon) 8
La Chapelie-Leseours (Bois-
dron) 15

1. At 500 meters of the southern hills of Saint-Emilion, wc find the chateau Monbousquct.
In 1858, the period at which M. lc comte de Vassal Montviel became proprietor, the

vineyard was inconsiderable. To-day 42 hectares of vines, extracted from the best

plants of Medoc and cultivated with the greatest care, render this vineyard one of the

most considerable in the country of Saint-Emilion, producing- a wine of remarkable deli-

cacy, fineness and bouquet. In 4878, M. A. Bellangor, the present proprietor, obtained
a first medal at the universal Paris exhibition, as the official catalogue has indicated.

In 1879, at the cantonal viticol assembly of Saint-Emilion, M. A. Bellanger obtained

honourable mention f»»r I he care applied to the domain of Monbousquct anl its good state

of keeping, and in 1880 the Libourne committee accorded him a silver medal for the man-
ner in which the domain was held and cultivated.

2. 'I he chateau do Lcsrours, of which wc give the view, belongs at present to M. le

co'mte G. dc Roquetle-Buisson ; the vineyard encircling it has an extent of 40 hect. The
care given to its culture and its exceptional position enabling it by submersion to avoid

phylloxera have brought its production to 150 tuns. Planted with the best vines, which
are in a great proportion from Medoc, it yields a wine replete with fineness, delicacy and
bouquet, highly esteemed and valued by commerce.
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CHATEAU-MONBOUSQUET
(SATNT-EMILION GROWTH)

M. Bellanger, proprietor.

CHATEAU OF LESCOURS
(SAINT-EMILION GROWTH)

M. le comt3 G de Roquette-Buisson, proprietor.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Mondon (Bouquey). . 8

At Petit-Bigaronx (J. Bris-

son). ... 8

Id. (Pierre Cassat).. 5

At Grand- Bigaronx (Na-
vaille) 8

Tuns
red wine.

At Grand-Bigaroux (Dupuch) 4
Id. (Simard) 4
Id. (Thibaud) 5

At Perey (Lacombe) 5
A t Jvpule (Jadeau) (>

At Pierrejitte (Chauvin). . . 4

About ten small proprietors make from 2 to 5 tuns.

WINES IN PALUS

At the Port of Branne (Thi- I At the Port of Movton (Pis-

beaud) 40 I touley)

A dozen small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

LIBOURNE. — 15,832 inh., of which 1,257 are floating po-

pulation.— 2,056 hect.— 32 k. to E.-N.-E. of Bordeaux by
the national road and at 36 k. by railway, 44 k. to S.-E. of

Blaye.— B. : on the N. by les Billaux and Lalande; on the N.-

E. by Pomerol; on the E. by Saint-Emilion and Saint-Sulpice-

de-Faleyrens ; on the S. by the Dordogne ; on the W. by the

Dordogne and l'lsle. — Railway from Bordeaux to Paris,

from Libourne to Bergerac , and from Libourne to La Sauve

and Langon-B x
, this last is in project. — P. & T. O.

Soil, to N. fertile palus of the Dagueys, formed by the

Isle; to 8. palus of Condat, formed by the Dordogne, to

E. vast sandy-gravelly plains propitious to viticulture. Gra-

velly. Sub-soil to E., to N. and S. alluvial layers to a great

depth.

Wines divided into two great categories; wines of palus,

and of graves or sands. The wines of palus are bodied mel-

low and well-coloured, much sought after as palus wines and
paid for, at vintage time, according to the years, 500 to 750 fr.

The wines of the sandy-gravelly plain are light, mellow, of

good taste and agreeable ; in certain growths, they are sold as

little Pomerol
;
price at vintage time 800 to 1,000 fr., according

to the years and growths.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN PALUS OF CONDAT

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Meynard i (Piola). . . 200
Growth Gontier (Deval) . . . 125
Belliauet (M«"s Paillet senior) 90
At Condat (de Seguin).. . . 40
La Cabane (Mrs Decazes). . 40
Itidet (Eug. Delaage). ... 50
A t Grand - Bourdie it ( M «" s

Plaideau) 35

Tuns
red wine.

Chantecaille (Guimberteau) . 25
At Pontat (Larroucaud). . . 25

At Barreyre (Heirs Fonte-
moing) 25

At the Galet (Miss Faverean) 25

At Condat (Ragot) 15

Id. (Gourreau). ... 12

CHATEAU-MEYNARD
(IN PALUS OF CONDAT)

M. Piola, proprietor.

1. The domain of chateau Meynard is situated on the right side of the Dordogne, at k k.

from Libourne, and in the most elevated portion of the palus of Condat. It has been en-

tirely created and surrounded by embankments in the lower portions, by M. Alfred

Piola. It comprises about 50 hect. of which 30 are in vines, from the best plants, and
20 in meadows. Its vineyard produces from 150 to 300 tuns of a wine remarkable

for its delicacy and complete freedom from an earthy taste. It is much appreciated by the

trade who pay it frequently 500 and 600 fr. the tun.

As at Saint-Emilion, where M. Piola is proprietor of two vineyards classed at the head
of the 1" and 2nh growths, M. Piola has introduced the first in the palus of Condat, I he
culture of the vine by plough and >the scarificator, installed upon a single strike, with
three rows of iron wire. It was in this vineyard that the learned and regretted M. Guyot had
taken his type of palus vine pruning for his remarkable work upon the vines of the S.-W.
of France. The submersion practised for the last 4 years has perfectly maintained the

state of production of this vineyard.
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PALUS OF THE DAGUEYS AND OF SAILLANS

At the Pintey (Guillard). .

Clos Pains (James Chaperon)
Id. (Perodeau). . . .

Id. (Emile Greloud). .

Id. (Soulard)

Tuns
red wine.

25
35
20
15
25

Tuns
red wine.

La Saphe (Robin) 15
Gomband ((jharmolue). ... 15
At the Dagueys (Rousselot). . 10
At Pignon (Mrs Martin). . . 20

IN THE SABLES

Ch.ofSales[A]exalndredeLsLSige) 90

Ch. of Vldelot (de Jaurias"). . 10

At Taillefer (Buidin-Buffin). 15
Canterean (H. Gros) 15
At Beausejonr ( Heirs Al-
phonse du Fonssat). ... 10

At the Dagveys (Leperche).

.

20
At Qninavlt (Aubert) 20
At Martinet (H. de S l-Genis) 20
At Verdet (Miss Porge). . . 15

At Pintey (Ernest Constant). 15
At the Manege (Larroucaud) 15
At Bequille (Maureze). ... 15
At La Barraque (B te Viaud) 15

At Chapclle (Chapelle). . . 8
Clos Lapaillette-Pamperdut
(Leopold Surein) 10

Villa Mazeyres (baron Edgard
de Susbielle). See p. 344. . 18

Ch. of Crvzeau (Loyer son). . 12
Ch. La Plante (Emm. La-
gostina) 20

At Beausejour (Mirande).

.

At the Barrottes (Decros). . .

At Geronde (Lacombe). . . .

At the Charruavx(Ch.2LSsagne)
At Donmayne (F. Bloy). . .

Ch.-Monrepos(\^ deLarrard).

10
10
10
10
10
6

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

POMEROL. — 957 inh. — 624 hect. - 4 k. to N.-E. of

Libourne. — B.: on the N. by Lalande; on the E. by Neac,

Montagne and Saint-Emilion; on the S. and W. by Libourne.

— P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil : vast, elevated table-land, lightly undulating, divided

into two portions by the national road, sandy to W., sandy-

gravelly to E. — Sub-soil argillaceous to N. and center

of the commune : gravelly to E. ; towards S. hard ferru-

ginous soil, termed in the country crasse de fer or machefer.

Wines much appreciated, especially since some years, well

coloured, bodied, less heady and alcoholic than those of

Saint-Emilion, but more mellow, soft and more quickly drin-

kable. By their bouquet and delicate savour, they hold the

intermediate place between the wines of Saint-Emilion and

those of the superior bourgeois growths of Medoc, with which
they may be blended without altering their bouquet, imparting

them the strength which they sometimes want. The greatest

part of the wines of this commune are remarkable for their

ferruginous principles. Price, at vintage time, first growths

1,200 to 1,700 fr.; second growths 1,000 to 1,400 fr.; third

growths 800 fr. to 4,100 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st GROWTHS
Tuns

rel wine.

Petrus (Arnaud) 12

Honget and Gazin (J. -J. Ca-
banes). 50

Old Chateau- Certan (de Bous-
quet) 25

Domain of Lafleur (H. Gre-
loud) 10

Trotanoy (Giraud brothers). 50
Conseillante (Heirs Louis Ni-
colas senior) 25

The Erangile (Paul Chape-
ron) 10

Guillot (Larquey) 12

Porte-Rouge and Troehaud
(Arm. Veillon) 15

At the Gay ( Emile Gre -

loud). .
.' 35

Tuns
red wine,

Petit- Village ( Buidin - Buf

-

fin)

At the bourg (Rouchut, at
torney) 8

Id. (Rouchut Frerot). 8

Petit- Certan (Miss de May
de Certan) 6

Petrus-Lafleur (Pinau). ... 8
Pe£/m(Audignon) 5
CIos of Presbytere 2

Ch.-Cllnet (Barrat) 15
Growth Cramon (Gallot).. . 5
Beauregard (Durand - Des -

granges) 25
At La Grave l [Growth Tri-

gant de Boisset~\ (Dubourg). 15
At the Gay (Tulagot). ... 10

20
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DOMAIN OF LA-GRAVE-TRIGANT-DE-BOISSET
M. Dubourg, proprietor.

4. The growth of La Grave, although of an inconsiderable extent (about 8 hectares) is

ranked amongst the oldest known and most valued of Pomerol.

Its wines, as in general those of the country, are distinguished by their ferruginous

principles, owed to the different iron minerals which, under a perfectly assimilable form, en-
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2nd GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

Ch.-Nenin (Paillet senior). 40
At Cabanne (DestrilJe). ... 10
Tropchaud (Cassat) 5

Id. (Cajus) 10
f!h. La Pointe (Miss Grandet) 40
At La Patache growth ofGay

(E. Larroucaud) ]5
Id. (Thibaut) 10
Id. growth Grand-Moulinet
(B. Larroucaud) 6

At La Combe (Durand). . . 10

At Clinet-Sotda (Dufau). . . 10

Tuns
red wine.

Villa Mazeyres l (baron Edg.
de Susbielle) 18

At Feytit (Cajus) 8
At Laveau (Laveau) 8
At Pcrrnchot (Bertin).. . . 10
At the Gay (Talazat). ... 40
At Catusseau (Rousselot). . . 10

Id. (Lalande and Beli-

vier) 8
Petit-Moulinet (M rs H. Dan-

glade) 25
At Pignon (Bertin brothers) 5

About twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns and are gene-
rally sold like the l* 1 growths.

LES BILLAUX. — In going from Pomerol to Lalande-

Pomerol, upon our left hand, we leave the commune of Billaux

which produces 400 to 500 tuns of very ordinary wines, gathe-

red from 400 or 500 small proprietors, artisans and paysans,

in palus or upon slightly elevated sandy-gravelly table-land.

(See for details the Statistique de laGironde, pages 580 and 581.)

LALANDE-POMEROL. — 457 inh. — 825 hect. -6 k.

to N.-N.-E. of Libourne. — B.: on the N. by Saint-Denis;

on the E. by Montagne; on the S. by Pomerol and Libourne
;

on the W. by Les Billaux. — Railway st. from Pinaud and

Libourne.— P. & T. O.: Libourne.

Soil flat and varied; to N.-W. on the Laborde side,

sandy-gravelly ground rather fertile; to N.-E. graves; to

E. and S. rich soil , sometimes mixed with graves. —
Sub-soil gen. gravelly. It presents a variable depth, and

the thickness of the gravelly bed has an average of 10 meters,

sometimes mixed with white sand.

"Wines gathered in the E. and S. part of the commune. The

ter into the geological composition of the soil. They get their other qualities from the

stony facing of the soil, called « depot caillouteux » of Medoc, particularly abundant in

this vineyard, which well deserves its name of « La Grave ». Its wines are much appre-

ciated in Holland and Germany.

1. Since this property has been purchased, in 1870, by M. le baron Ed. de Susbielle,

great improvements have been made, and extensive plantations have largely increased it.

Mazeyres yields at present from 18 to 20 tuns of a fine, flavoury wine, sold at vintage time
from 650 to 1,000 fr. the tun. This growth is situated on the two commune of Libourne
and Pomerol.
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wine is bodied, coloured, and has a long preservation. Price

at vintage time 700 to 1,000 fr. ; in the Northern part they are

inferior: price at vintage time 650 to 850 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Growth Bel-Air (Redeuilh). 20
At the Fosses (Miss Morange) 10
At the Peyron (M rs Nicolas

senior) 20
At the Clvzelle (Mouet). . . 12

At the Viand (M™ H. Lacaze) 25
At Gottjon (Thomas Ciret).. 8

Tuns
red wine.

At the Gd-Ormeau (Larrou-

caud) 10

At Bourseau (Bernier, mayor) 15

At Marches.scau (Rouchut). 7

Id. (Virol) 6

At the Annereaux (M rs Pon-
set) 50

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Bourseau (Nadaud). . . 12
At the Annereaux (Bossuet

junior)

At Miisset (Riviere) 15
Id. (Jay) 6
Id. (CI. Rousselot). . . 20
Id. (Raymond Ciret).

.

15
At Laborde (Garde) 51

At Laborde (Nicolas). .

Id. (Bossuet). . .

Id. (Ch. Durand).
Id. (J. Durand). .

At Marclvesseau (Lucon).
Id. (J.-H. Pelle)..

At Salle (Goizet). . . .

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

15
10
12
10

12
5

5

NEAG. — 401 inh. — 711 hect. -7 k. to W.-S.-W. of

Lussac; 6 k. to N.-E. of Lihourne. — B.: on the N. and E.

by Montagne ; on the S. by Pomerol and Saint-Emilion ; on

the W. and N.-W. by Lalande. — P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil rather rugged, and especially to E., where the

ground is argillaceous or argilo-gravelly and very fertile ; to

W. it is sandy or sandy-argillaceous. — Sub-soil of very

hard and reddish ground, sandy-argillaceous or argilo-

gravelly.

Red wines well coloured and possessing some bouquet,

approaching in the first growths of the commune, the wines
so highly valued of Pomerol

;
price at vintage time 800 to

1,100 fr. in the bourgeois growths and 700 to 900 fr. in the

artisan and paysan, where the malbec forms the major part

of the plantation.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Lhat.-Civrac (Brisson).

At Drouilleau (D r G. Laf-
fite)

Ch. - Toumefevule ( Taste

t

son)
At Monssillon ( colonel de
Fombert de Villiers). . .

At Chagneau (J. -J. Cabanes)
vineyard in creation. . .

At the bourg (Vily). . . .

Tuns
red wine.

125

20

15

35

30
12

At Garraud Mrs Th.Lacaze
At Lavau (Lavau). . . .

Id. (Chaumette). .

Id. (Joseph Garde).
Id. (fam. Raym. Garde

At Chdtain (M™ Orcibal).
'

At Goujon (Amedee Chap
ron)

At the Moul. de Lavau (Hrs

Amedee Constant)

Tuns
red wine.

40
18
15
10
10
20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Gachet (Largeteau). . .

At Foiigeaille (Gonnin). .

At the Petit-Govjon ( Boi-
reau)

At Chagneau (Guerin). . .

At Chevrot (Pierre Barraud)
Id. (Nicolas Gaide).
Id. (Jean Mariaud).

15

10
8

10
10

At Chatin (Boursaut). .

Id. (SSeintey). . .

Id. (Bertin).. . .

At Bertinean (Fr. Servant)
Id. (Leonard Gardelle
Id. (J. Servant senior)

Id. ( Laurent Cham -

baud)

12
12
10
10
10

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns red.

SAINT-GEORGES-DE-MONTAGNE. — 222 inh. —
309 hect. — 5 k. to S.-S.-W. of Lussac; 9 k. to E. of

Libourne; 3 k. to N. of Saint-Em ilion. — B. : on the W.
N. and E. by Montague ; on the S. by Saint-Emilion. — P.O.:
Montagne. — T. O.: Lussac.

Soil uneven and varied, gen. fertile, argilo-calcareous upon
the hills; sandy-argillaceous, reddish, upon the table-lands

and in the valleys. — Sub-soil stony upon the hills ; argilla-

ceous in the valleys.

Red wines much esteemed, possessing in the 1 st growths

of the commune the character of the Saint-Emilion wines
and sold about at the same prices as the 2nd growths of this

commune.
PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. - Saint - Georges (Goudi-
chaud) 120

Ch.-Saint-Andre (E. Rous-
seau) 60

Tuns
red wine.

Maison-Newe ( Bern . Si -

pet) 30
At MontaiguilUm (Laporte). 3D
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

T
red

At Montaiguillnn (Guimber-
taud )

nns

wine.

15

20
12

8

8

Tims
red wine.

At the hourg (Faure) 20
Id. (Heirs Sicard). . 12

At Troqnard (M** Pignat) .

Id. (Bedocheau) . .

Id. (Litteyron). . .

Id . (F. Chambertaud).

Id. (Bertin) 12

Id. (Descombes). . . 10
Id. (Cheminade). . 8

At Guillon (Guimbertaud). 15

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

MONTAGNE. — 1,521 inh. — 1,885 hect. — 4 k. to

S.-W. of Lussac; 4 k. to N.-N.-E. of Saint-Emilion; 10 k.

to E.-N.-E. of Libourne. — B. : on the N.-W. by Lalande

and Saint-Denis; on the N. by Les Artigues; on the N.-E. by

Lussac; on the E. by Puisseguin; on the S. by Parsac, Saint-

Christophe and Saint- Georges ; on the S.-W. by Saint-

Emilion ; on the W. by Neac. — P. & T. O.

Soil divided into two portions: 1° to E. and centre, ele-

vated argilo-calcareous hills, upon stony foundations, called

in the country a La Hausse » ;
2° to S.-W. and N.-W.

argilo-gravelly plains, sandy-argillaceous or argillaceous, on

foundation generally argillaceous, called in the country « La
Baisse ».

Red wines very coloured, bodied and sooner fit than those

of Saint-Emilion; price at vintage time from 650 to 900 fr. in

the bourgeois growths, and from 550 to 800 in the artisan and

paysan growths, where the proportion of malbec comprises

nearly 2/3 of the plantation.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-dcs-Tours l (Azev£do). . 150

Tuns
red wine.

Montaignillon (de Seguin). . 46

\. The clialenu des Tours commands a domain of 107 hect. of which G5 are devoted to

the vines, and the rest given to mead< ws and wood. The vineyard, entirely situated upon
an argilo-calcareous soil, planted with >incs of the first choice, produces a mellow
hodiod wine, holding an intermediate place between that of Pomerol and of Saint-

Emilion.
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CIIATEAU-DE8-TOURS
(bourgeois growth)
M. Azevedo, proprietor.

(Sec p. 347, nole 1.)

BOURGEOIS AND 1st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Petit-Montaign illon (M rs Ay-
guesparssej 10

At Plaisance (Mrs Guerin). 30
Ch.-Corbin (Lacroix , of Lu-

gon) 30
La Marseille (Heirs Am.

Constant) 20
La Maison-Blanche (Pineau) 25
Rocher-de~ Corbin (E. Rous-

seau) 55
At la Bichaude (P. de Na-

bineau). . 20
Id. (Joulin).. . . 25

At Brannes (NouvelandLa-
veau). ... 25

At Brannes (Laroze). . . .

LaPapeterie (M ,sCalmette).
At Mouchet (Barreyre). . .

At the bourg (Mrs Pelissey).

Id. (Forsan
At La Bergere (Lalanne,

overseer ageut)
At Bertinand Colon (J. La-

porte)
At Arriail (Laporte son).

.

At Font-Muree (Mrs Cham-
barriere). .

At the Moulin des Tours
(M ,s Villemont

At Bonde (Bernier). . . .

Tuns
i wino.

20
15

30
15
35

25
€0

30

15

18

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Paqnillon (Berton). . .

At the bourg (Gardelle) di-
vided. . .

Id. (Brun)
Id. (Chevalier). . .

At la Bichaude (Mrs Dcl-
pech)

At la Magonne (Guenon).

•25

15

10

20
12

At Bertin (Vassel). . . .

At Consxy (Miss Malleville)

A t Vlellia-Maison (Vassel)

At Arvouet (Boursaud).
At Oazelon (Bran deau).

Id. (Moulinet).
At Bonneau (David). .

At Bayard (Grenon) .

15
15
12
15

12

8
12
25
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ATITISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS (C0?ltitU(Cd).

Tuns
red wine.

At Bayard (H.. Daviau senior) 8

Id. (H. Daviau junior;. 8

At Marchand (Cramon). . 10
At Font-Muree (Petit). . . 15

A t Baudron (Barreau junior) 20

Tuns
reJ wine.

AtBovdron(Velj), .... 12

At Roudier (Berton senior) 20
Id. (Berton junior). 20
Id. (Cassat) 10

At Ambrois (Sentey). ... 12

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

LES ARTIGUES. — 744 inh. — 5 k. to N.-W. of Lussac

and 4 1 k. to N.-N.-E. of Libourne. This commune includes

sixty small proprietors, who make their harvest in soft, sandy-

argillaceous soil, producing about 400 tuns of red wine,

somewhat light and ordinary, and 125 tuns of white wine, in

a great measure consumed on the place. See for a more de-

tailed account (La Statistique generals de la Gironde
,

volume 11, pages 703 and 704.)

LUSSAC. — 1,832 inh. — 2,330 hect. — 13 k. to E.-N.-

E. of Libourne; 12 k. to N.-E. of Saint-Emilion. — B. : on

the N. by Petit-Palais ; on the E. by Monbadon and Francs ; on

the S. by Puisseguin and Montagne; on the W. by Neac and

Les Artigues. — Carriages from Libourne to Lussac, twice a

day. — P. & T. O.

Soil divided into three principal zones ; to S.-E. argilo-

calcareous hills, similar in nature to those of Saint-Emilion; to

W. an elevated but not extensive gravelly table-land; to N.

argillaceous cold soil or clay-loam. — Sub-soil : to S.-E.

very extensive calcareous banks, with excellent stone

quarries; to N.-W. sand or argil.

Red wines of cotes made in the S.-E. part of the com-
mune, fine and bodied, rather similar to those of Saint-

Emilion from their fruity taste and rich colour, preserving

perfectly while travelling. Price at vintage time GOO to 875 fr.

Redwines made in the western part, more ordinary, quickly

drinkable and possessing however some elegance and a rather

agreeable taste. In theN. portion, they are generally common.
White wines of enrageat, made in the N. part; they were

formerly employed to fabricate very good brandy, similar

to those of the Entre-deux-Mers ; but, at present, in conse-

10**
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quence of the elevation of prices, these white wines are con-

sumed in their pure state and used for blendings.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS, EAST AND SOUTH PART

Tuns
red wine.

Growths of Terrien and of
Grenet (Drivet).- 140

At the bourg (Heirs Paul
Montouroy) 50

At Lncas (Chalon) HO
At Barbe-Blanche (Bertrand) 1

5

Id. (Cassat) 20
At K^tmw (Sererac, notary). 25
At Bellevne (Grenier). ... 18
At the Coux (Jeansonnet son) 12

Id. (Verroul) divided

.

15

Clos Pichon(P. Corbiere).
At the Picat (M" Robert). .

Ch.-Latour (Deguilhem). .

At Givodon (Olivier Combret)
Id. (Combret-Bellevue)

At Lyonnat (Drivet). . . .

Ch.-de-la-Clotte (Drivet). . .

At the bourg (Queyreau). .

Id. (Mrs Dhers). . . .

Id. (Th.Chambarriere)

Tuns
red wine.

20
40
35
15
15

150
50
10

15
15

Id. (Boussier) 20

Twenty small proprietors, artisan or paysan growths, make from 2 to

8 tuns.

WEST AND NORTH PART

At Pilot (Brieux). ... 20
At la Greniere (Parot) . 12

At la Greniere (Mouret) 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

In going from Lussac to Monbadonand to Saint-Cibard, we
leave upon our left hand the communes of PETIT-PALAIS,
SAINT-SAUVEUR, GOURS, PUYNORMAND and

TAYAC, which form part of the canton of Lussac, and where

numerous small proprietors make ordinary red and white

wines. The red wines obtain at vintage time, according to

the years, 500 to 800 fr. the tun, wood inclusive. The white

wines from 300 to 400 fr. (See for details « La Statistique ge-

nerate de la Girondey>, volume II.) The two most important

proprietors of these communes are :

Tnns
rcdvv. whitew.

At Puynormand (de la Guere) 50 50
At Tayac clos of Tayac % (P. Corbiere) 120 5

P. Corbiere proprietor of the splendid Clos Tayac, the most vigourous vineyard of
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CLCS OF TAYAC
M. P. Corbifere proprietor.

PUISSEGUIN. — 893 inh. — 1,151 hect. — 6 k. to S.-

S.-E. of Lussac; 9 k. to N.-E. of Saint-Emilion. — B. : on

the N. by Lussac and Tayac ; on the E. by Monbaclon and

Saint-Philippe; on the S. by Saint-Genes and Parsac; on the

W. by Montagne. — Carriages from Libourne to Puisse-

guin at 7 morning, 12.45 and 5.20 p. m. and from Libourne at

7 morning, 3, and 6.20 p. m. — P. & T. O.: Lussac.

Soil very rugged, argilo-calcareous, upon stony Sub-
soil, worked in coarse or fine freestone.

Red wines bodied, well coloured, with some bouquet and

on the whole similar to the ordinary growths of Saint-

Emilion
;
price at vintage time 600 to 875 fr. in the first bour-

the environs, is also proprietor of Domain of Tarras on, at Bclves and of Clos Pichon, at

Lussac.

The cellars and wine-press of Clos Tayac, recently constructed, are spacious and very well
organized.

Clos Tayac is situated to N. E. of Sainl-Emilion at 108 m. altilud. lis production is

about 120 tuns of red wine.

The Domain of Tarrasson is situated to E. of Saint-Emilion on the bcauliful hills bor-
dering the Dordogne. Its production is about 15 to 20 tuns of red wine very estimated.

Clos Pichon at 10 kilometres to N. of Saint-Emilion is, as the precedent vineyards, corn-

planted with the best vine plants : Bouchet-Sauvignon, Malbec and Merlot. Its pro-

duction is about 20 to 25 tuns.
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geois growths of the commune; from 500 to 750 fr. in the arti-

san and paysan growths, where the proportion of malbec is

greater and with which some common plants are to be f6und.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns Tuns
red wine. red wine.

At the Mayne (M* s Cantenat) 20 At Guibeau (Deluze). ... 50
Id. (de Lataillade). . 30 Vesinerie (de Larrard). ... 60

At the bourg (Mercier). . . 8 Growth of Boissac (P. Fressi-

Ch.-des-Roqnes (Gaillard). . 125 neau and Dr Poitou. ... 40
Ch.-Ptiisseguin (M rs de Pier- La Borderie dti Mains (Vin-
redon) 90 quoy) 25

Ch. des-Laurets (Gaillard). . 225 At the Basqne (M rs Cassat). 15

Ch . -Bsausejour^ (Mrs Paignac) 40 At Gontet (Itey) 30
Ch.-Guibeau (Bonneau). . . 60 At the Chai (Bertrand). . . 50

CHATBAU-BEAUSEJOUR
(BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

Mr8 Paignac, proprietress.

1. The domain of Beausejour comprises 13 hectares, of which 12 hect. occupied by the

vines established upon an elevated argiio-calcareous table-tan 1
1
planted in thirds with

malbec, merlot and cabernets. This growth is situated near the bourg of Puisseguin
and is classed with the best wines of the commune.
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Roques (Vacher). . .

At Gontet (Henri Itey).

Id . (Rousseau) . .

At Jacques (Chambeau).
At the 6r^(Durand). .

At the bourg (G. Fressinneau)
Id. (Fressinneau). .

Id. (Bernard Poitou)
Id. (Guillotin). . .

Id. (Fressinneau, but
cher). .

Id. (Jodeau).
Id. (Roy).. .

At Durand (F. Moreau), di

vided. . . .

Id. (Tauzet). . . .

At Guillotin (Gombaud).
Id. (Chevalier). . .

Id. (Cheminade). .

Tuns
red wine.

15
30
10
12
20
30
15
12
12

10
10
10

))

12
20
10

At the Chai (Cassat).
At the Chai (Bohjard). . .

At the Cros fSoleil). . . .

At Jacques (Diirand). . .

At Qironde (Queyraud). .

At the Bernat (Nadeau)..
Id. (Bergeron). . .

At Bayens (Bernard). . .

Id. (Vivien). . . .

At Rigand (Buzet). . . .

At Cassat (Cassat). . . .

At Gironde (J. Berthon)
Id. (Jean Jean). .

Id. (Aug. Berthon).
At the Moulin (M rs Pradeau)
At the Plague (Quet). .

Id. (Besson brothers)
Id. (Duvergnon). . ,

AtLanglais (Berthon junior)

Tuns
red wine.

20
8

10
12
6
10
8
10
12

10
12
12
10

20
10
8
5

A hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

PARSAC. — 190 inh. — 462 hect. — 5 k. to S. of Lus-

sac; 5 k. to E.-N.-E. of Saint-Emilion. — B. : on the N. by
Puisseguin; on the E. by Saint-Genes and Saint-Philippe; on
the S. by Saint-Christophe; on the S.-W. by Saint-Emilion;

on the W. by Saint-Georges and Montagne. — P. O.: Puisse-

guin. — T. O. : Lussac.

Soil very rugged and argilo-calcareous upon stony sub-soil.

Red wines : these wines are bodied, well coloured, rather

fine, and similar to those ol Montage. Price at vintage time

from 600 to 875 fr. in the first growths; from 500 to 750 fr. in

the second growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND l Et ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Malanqin(G&i\\axdL). . 100
At Musset (Martin). ... 25
Ch.-Langlade (Gust.-Lepine) 30
At the Puy (Fellonneau). . 25
At the bourg (Je&nWie). . . 10

Tuns
red wine.

At Lestage(Henry Gombaud) 20
At Piron (Goudichaud). . . 20
At the bourg (Prade). ... 20

Id. (Chatonnet). . . 15
Id. (Augraad). ... 12
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BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS (continued).

At the bourg (Roy).
Id. (krsFortin).

At Fargnet (Bechaud).

Tims
red wine.

. . 12

. . 6

Tuns
red wine.

At Musset (Larroucand). . . 12
At Binet (Jamonneau). . . 12

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Berliere (Baye). ... 12

A t Berliere-La /•>•?/<?(Mauleon) 80
At the bourg (Fournier). . . 30

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

At the bourg (Gmll. Duchamp)
At Musset (ISarrazin). . . .

20
6

MONBADON. —338 inh. — 585 hect. — 5 k. to E. of

Lussac; 10 k. to E.-N.-E. of Saint-Emilion. — B. : on the

N. by Lussac and Saint-Cibard ; on the E. by Saint-Cibard
;

on the S. by Saint-Philippe; on the 8.-8.-W. and W. by Puis-

seguin. — P. and T. O.: Lussac.

Soil very rugged
,

gen. argilo-calcareous, upon stony

Sub-soil.

Red wines analogous to those of Puisseguin. — White
Wines very alcoholic, and employed in blendings; price at

vintage time 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
redvv. white w.

Chateau of Monbadon (V te

K.de Vassal) 100 50

Tuns
redw. while w.

At Fongaban (M rs Pai-
gnac) 25 10

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Noailles (M rs Garceau) 10 »
At Gasquerie (Ansonneau) 5 2

At Queyssan (Jamonneau) 3 7

At La/on (Jean Gorry). . 8 »
At Tlfayne (Aogleben). . 6 »

At Coussillon (Lesnier). . 6 »

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns, red or white wine.

SA^NT-GIBARD. — 234 inh. — 351 hect. — 8 k. to

E. of Lussac; 12 k. to N.-E. of Saint-Emilion; 20 k. to

E.-N.-E. of Libourne. — B. : on the N. by Tayac; on the E.
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by Francs; on the S. by Les Sables and Saint-Philippe; on the

W. by Monbadon. — P. & T. O.: Lussac.

Soil very rugged, argilo-calcareous, upon stony Sub-soil.

Red wines analogous to those of Puisseguin. — White
wines of enrageat, rather valued. Price, at vintage time,

from 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chat. - Pvyfromage (Com-
bret) 100 25

Tuns
redw. whitew.

Ch.-Puyguereau l (M> E.
Paignac) 25 18

15 » At JVegrie (P. Boyer). . 20 10
25 25 At Q ueyssant (Pointet) . 20 10
25 10 At the Moul. of Puyfro-
20 10 ntage (David). . . . 12 »

At the bourg (Banizettc). 10 5

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Queyssarit (Pointet)..

At Lanriol (Garitey), .

At Nichon (Jean Souchet)
At Pimpirte (Dassigny). .

At the Pay (Heirs Amo-
reau) 20 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-PHILIPPE-D'AIGUILLE— 376 inh. — 586 hect.

— 7 k. to N. of Castillon. — B.: onthe N. by Monbadon and

Saint-Cibard; on the E. by Les Sables ; on the S.by Gardegan
and Saint-Genes ; on the W. by Puisseguin. — P. & T. O.

:

Castillon.

Soil very rugged, gea. argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil

stony, quarries of free and soft stones.

Red wines analogous to those of Puisseguin.

White wines produced from enrageat (folle), la chalosse

(blanc-doux) and the semillon (doucet). Rich in alcohol, very

useful for blendings, consumed without being blended in good

years, but diminishing everywhere to give place to red

wines
;
price at vintage time 350 to 450 fr.

1. The domain of Puyguereau comprises 5l> hectares, 13 of which arc devotei to mea-
dows, 28 to arable land and wood, and 18 to white, and red vines. The red vines are

planted upon an argilo-calcareous hill, producing1 ancxcellent, bodied, well coloured wine,
classed in the same rank as the best growths of Puisseguin.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. of Aiguille ( Ch. Marti-
neau) 150

A t Maufouras ( Pierre Gallot ). 50

At the bourg (J.-B. Aymen). 40
Grimon (Jules Dubut). . . 40
At the bourg (Lambert, no-

tary) 15

Tuns
rod wine.

At the Petit-Joanin (J. Hu-
bert) 15

Chat, of Montagne (M» s de
Sercey) 40

At Sacqnes (Nazeau). ... 30
At the bourg (Charmolue). . 20
At Pandcleyre (Souchet). . 25

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Grimon (Emile Antoune) 20
At Grimon (BJin) 20
At Vernon (Despujols). . . 20
At Jouanin (Aubignac). . . 20

Id. (Berthon). ... 20
At the bourg ( Fr. Dubut,

merchant) 12
At Jouanin (Deschamps).

Id. (Courreck).. . .

At Bouzit (Garitey). . . .

At Maufouras (Aut. Bernard)
At Tuillac (Maillot). . . .

20
15
15
15
15

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

FRANCS, — 345 inh. — 653 hect. —10 k. to E. of Lus-

sac ; 24 k. to E. of Libourne. — B. : on the N. by Puynor-

mand; on the E. by the department of the Dordogne; on the

S. by Salles; on the W. by Saint-Cibard and Tayac. — Natio-

nal road from Libourne to Villefranche. — P. & T. O.

Soil uneven, presenting alternately strong and light earth.

— Sub-soil stony around the village of Francs ; argillaceous

in the rest of the commune.
Red -wines ordinary

;
price at vintage time 500 to 750 fr.

White wines of enrageat, somewhat esteemed; price

at vintage time 375 to 450 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w
Chat, of Francs (de Bu-

cherie) 15
At the Chateau (Mrs Vieil-

lefond) 5
At Perotet (J. Lavaud). . 4

At Godard (Lavaud). . 12

Tuns
white w.

10
25
80

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Godard (J. Lavaud jun r

) 10 8
At the bourg (Roques). . 6 10

Id. (Pierre Lavaud). 3 10
Id. (Maumela, blacks-

mith). ... 3 10

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.
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LES SALLES. — 433 inh. — 1,101 hect. —8 k. to N.-

N.-E. of Castillon ; 24 k. to N.-E. of Libourne. — B. : on

the N. by Saint-Cibard, Francs, and the department of the

Dordogne; on the E. by the department of the Dordogne; on

the S. by Gardegan; on the W. by Saint-Philippe. — P. & T.

O. : Castillon.

Soil uneven, somewhat fertile, gen. argilo-calcareous, pre-

senting some sandy portions towards E. — Sub-soil

stony towards W.; argillaceous in the rest of commune,
worked for tile-kilns.

Red wines good* ordinary, bodied, and well coloured, sold

at vintage time from 550 to 800 fr. the Is* growths.

White wines produced from enrageat
;
price at vintage

time 375 to 450 fr. the tun, wood inclusive. The first growths,

in which line plants are employed, obtain easily up to

500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chat.-Mondespic (

V

te de
Damas) 70 20

Ch.-Belcier (de Boussier). 10 25
Chat, of Clotte (Roy de

Clotte) 20 15
At Lamour (Arm. Viaud). 20 20

Tuns
redw. whitew.

At Granges (Mallet). . 10 30
At Mauperier (Nadaud). 6 15
At Strabourg (Pou trail). 6 15
At Brandeau ( Itey , of

Castillon) 6 15
At Gensac (Fr. Marcillat). 6 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

GARDEGAN. — 429 inh. — 957 hect. — 5 k. to N.-N.-E.

of Castillon. — B.: on the N. by Saint-PhiJippe-d'Aiguille; on
the N.-E. by Les Salles; on the E. by Saint-Michel-de-Mon-

tagne; on the S. by Belves and Sainte-Colombe ; on the W.
and N.-W. by Saint-Genes. — P. & T. O. : Castillon.

Soil very rugged, especially to W. where it is argilo-

calcareous, upon stony foundations, very propitious to red

vine, while to E. it is argillaceous or sandy-argillaceous

and favourable to white vine.

Red "wines bodied and coloured. These wines are sold at

vintage time from 600 to 875 fr. in the 1 st Bourgeois growths.

White wines of enrageat, alcoholic, gen. consumed
without being blended, and much in request in Brittany;
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price at vintage time 350 to 450 fr. wood inclusive. The
growths of Goffre and Brandey, of which the vines are very

well situated, obtain from 300 to 450 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chat, la Pieriere (L. de
Lageard) 70 20

Chat, of Pitray (de Si-
mard de Pitray). . . 55 20

Growth Gervais ( Mrs
Gallot) 30 8

Bom. of Beoidaygue (J. -

B. Robert) 25 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Lideyre (Miss Paignac) 40 »

At la Gasparde(Dr Paul
Fontemoing) 30 ))

Growth of Goffre ( Ch.
Martincau) » 25

Growth Brandet (V te de
Damas) » 25

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the Garroiiilla(Mxisset) 25 » | At Villebot (Ckarmolue). 15 10

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-GENES. - 408 inh. — 680 hect. — 6 k. to N. of

Castillon; 7 k. to E. of Saint-Emilion. — B. : on the N. by
Puisseguin and Saint-Philippe; on the E. by Gardegan; on the

S. by Sainte-Colombe and Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse; on the W.
by Saint-Etienne; on the N.-W. by Parsac. — P. & T. O.

:

Castillon.

Soil very uneven, gen. argilo-calcareous.— Sub-soil stone

upon the hills, and bluish argil in the valleys.

Red wine bodied and coloured, classed with the very good

ordinary wines, sold at vintage time from 550 to 750 fr. in

the bourgeois growths and from 500 to 650 fr. in the artisan

and paysan growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red Avine.

Growth of Cadet(Alph.David) 30

Tuns
red wine.

At Lestan (Mrs Bauvais). . . 35

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Bigon (Grandin). ... 25 I At the bourg (Cheminade). . 15
At the Lesaues (Laval). . . 30 I Id. (Pignat). ... 15
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Terre-Blanche (Ouy). . 15

At the Grand-Maync (Gar-
saud). 12

Id. (Pradeau). . . 12

The Nause (Duperrier). . . 8

Tuns
red wine.

At Grand- Mayne (Balesti-

beau) 10
The Puy (Augrand). ... 1-

At Loterie (Augrand). . . 30
At Perigord(Lag&ide). . . 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

BELVES.— 326 inh. — 660 hect. — 3 k. to N.-N.-E. of

Castillon. — B.: on the N. by Tourtirac and Gardegan; on the

E. by the department of the Dordogne ; on the S. by Castillon;

on the W. by Sainte-Colombe and Saint-Magne.— P. & T. O.:

Castillon.

Soil very uneven, argilo-calcareous upon the hills, argilla-

ceous in the valleys. — Sub-soil gen. stony; quarries of free

stones and ashlars. In a quarter of the commune rock pre-

sents itself upon the surface of the soil. Marly veins are

found around the bourg.

Red wines analogous to those of Saint-Genes

White wines produced from 1/2 folle blanche, 1/4 blanc-

doux, 1/4 sauvignon , semillon, jurangon, guepier (musca-

delle), very much in request, when one year old, for their body

and sweetness
;
price 350 to 450 fr. wood inclusive. The pro-

portion of line white vine plants increases each year and in

some growths this improvement has already raised the price

of sale to 500 fr. at vintage time.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

181 GROWTHS

Tuns Tuns
red w. white w. rcdv^ r

. white \v.

Ch.-Castagens (de Simard At Puyarnavd (Puyge
de Pitray) 80 25 raud). . 15 D

Bom. of Belair (Lambert, Id. (Rives). . . 15 J)

notary at St-Philippe). . » 15 At Lartigue (Fabaron). 30 »
At the bourg (Pineau and Id. (Fauche). . 20 ))

Garitey). . . 30 » Id. (Pierre Ouy). 20 ))

Id. (Audubert). . 20 )) At JSIonpczat (Peneau). 25 3D

At Puyarnaud (Hebrard). 20 )) At Brousse (Bournat). 20 ))

Id . (Louis Rouleau) 30 » Id. (Dupuy). . 15 ))

Id. (Nebut, baker). 20 »



2nd GROWTHS
Tuns Tuns
white w. redw. white xv.

20 » At the bourg (Roques). 6 6
15 )) At la Brande ( F. He-
20 10 rice). . 15 15
8 25 At Belair (R Bousquet). » 35
12 12
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, S.-MAGNE.

redw.
At Tarra8Son(P. Oorbiere) 1

Id. (Blin). . . .

At Robin (B. Lamoureux)
At the bourg (Barreyre) .

Id. (Barret). . .

These two last growths are, with the chateau CastagertP, the best of the
commune, in point of view of white wine, which is sold for 400 fr. at
vintage time.

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAINTE-COLOMBE.— 222 inh—405 hect.- 3 k. 1/2 to

N.-N.-W. of Castillon. — B. : on the N. by Saint-Genes and
Gardegan ; on the E. by Belves; on the S. by Saint-Magne; on

the W. by Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse.— Railway from Libourne

to Bergerac, st. from Saint-Etienne. —
- P. & T. O. : Castillon.

Soil very rugged, gen. argilo-calcareous.— Sub-soil stony

upon the heights, argillaceous in the valleys.

Red wines bodied and coloured; classed with the ordinary

wines of the canton; price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At Moaleyre (Arnaud Lafaye) 40
At Rey-Guillonnet (B. Des-

pagne). 30
Id. (Joseph Blano). . 25

At the bourg (Lacoste). . . 30
Id. (Jaubert). ... 15

Id. (Gallineau). . . 12

Tuns
red wine.

At Poupille (Laguiterie and
Ouy). ... 25

At Peyrovlet (Bertr. Lacoste) 10
At Cabirol (M" Piffon). . . 10
At Castelmerle (Maugon). . 10

Id. (Pierre Lafarge). 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-MAGNE. —
N.-N.-W. of Castillon.—

the N.-E. by Belves; on

the Dordogne; on the S

Saint-Pey-cTArmens and

bourne to Castillon, st.

P. &T. O. : Castillon.

Soil varied; to S. u

very fertile alluvial plain

1,096 inh. — 1,395 hect. — 2 k. to

B. : on the N. by Sainte-Colombe ; on

the E. by Castillon; on the S.-E. by

-W. by Sainte-Terre ; on the W. by
Saint-Etienne. — Railway from Li-

from Castillon or Saint-Etienne. —

pon the borders of the Dordogne,

, called La Condomine ; at some dis-

4, S^cp. S51.
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tance from the river, sandy soil, formerly unproductive, but

very fertile at present, in consequence of the use of rich green

manure, such as flesh-coloured clover and other plants of the

same kind ; to N. elevated hills, argilo-calcareous or marly,

upon the slopes of which is a sandy, but somewhat superficial

soil.— Sub-soil gravelly in the alluvial plain, to about 5 si. in

depth; argilo-ferruginous upon the hills, their slopes and the

plain at their base.

Red wines coloured, bodied, forming good ordinary wines
;

price at vintage time 550 to 750 fr. — White wines incon-

siderable.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
rod wine.

At Chadoues (Gagnard son of

the junior) 50
At Beynat (Gillet). ... 35

Growth of Laussac (Mrs

Gajac) 20

Tuns
rod wino.

At the bourg (J. Chatormet sod) 10

At Laforest (Ri Deymie). . 20
Chat. - Blanzac l (Fernand

Soule) GO
At Manperey (Deymie junior) 12

CHATEAU-BLANZAC, NEAR SAINT-EM 1LION
M. Fernand Soule, proprietor.

i. The chateau Blanzac is oncirclod by a domain of production and pleasure ground, com-
prising 40 hectares of continuous extent, situated upon the hill following that of Saint-
Emilion, and planted with the same species of vines as Saint-Em lion. It produces wines
similar to those of this commune.

11
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Tuns
red wine.

At the Maison-Bovge (Pierre
Boisseau) 15

Chat-Fori'jyeyre (de Guilhe-
manson) 15

At Labesse (Pierre Souchet). 15
Id. (Daniel Claveau).. 15

Id. (Souchet). ... 15

At the bowg (Chatoonet son) 10
Id. (*M ,S Lhoumeau). . 10

Id. (Mr8 Esperon). . 20
Id. (Lagrape). ... 35
Id. (Gaussens). ... 20

A t the bourg (Lhoumeau). .

At Laforest (Rd Deymie).
At Labesse (Claveau). .

At Puylazat (M rs ISerre). .

Id. (Duprat). . .

At Pryrere (Biot). . . .

At Peyrou (Bernard Blanc).
At the Grave (Borros). .

At Lafol (Antoune). . .

At Fran* (Piffon). . . .

At Lcscaneau (Barthome).

Tuns
red wine.

15
20
15
45
i'5

25
25
10
20
12
10

A hundred small proprietors make from 1 to 12 tuns.

GASTILLON-ON-DORDOGNE. — 3,025 inh. - 568

hect. — 18 k. to E.-S.-E. of Libourne; 50 k. from B*. —
B. : on the N. by Belves ; on the E. by the department of the

Dordogne ; on the S. by the river Dordogne; on the W. by
Saint-Magne. — Railway from Libourne to Bergerac, st.

near the town, — Carriages from Castillon to Sainte-Foy and

to Bergerac ; from Castillon to Monpont. — Port convenient on

the Dordogne. — P & T. O.

Soil alluvial and unextensive towards S. ; sandy-gravelly

or sandy-argillaceous to E. between the national road and the

hills ; argilo-calcareous upon the hills. — Sub-soil of the

hills : soft sand alternating with argil, without regular strati-

fication ; argil tinted with hydroxyde of iron in several places.

Red wines bodied and well coloured, forming good ordi-

nary wines, employed as cargo-wines and exported to Paris
;

price, at vintage time, according to the years and growths, 500

to 700 fr. Those gathered between La Lidoire and the railway

are remarkable by their delicacy and real superiority ; they are

somewhat similar to the graves wines, and obtain a favour

upon the ordinary prices of the wines of the commune. —
White wines produced from enrageat (folle blanche), juran-

gon, malvoisie, and sauvignon, possessing much body and

sweetness; price, at vintage time, 500 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

In town (D. Doumeing). 40 »

At Lucas (Pierre Lalanne) 40 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Pled de Lucas ( Fau-
che senior) 15 10
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Tuns
red w. white w.

Growth of Barbet ( A.
Fourcaud) 20 »

Road of Sainte-Foy (Eu-
riate Roy) 20 10

At Capitourlan ( Sokol -

nicki) 25 10
At Gaillardet (Jean Mey-
nard) 15 j>

Avenue of the railway
(Dubourdieu) . . 30 »

Id. (Pierre Ouy). . 18 »

At the Chatte la Brande
(F. Herice) 6 »

At la Tuiliere (Jean Ga-
lineau) 10 a

At Toutvent (Jean Palu-
teau) 10 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

20 »
n »

25 »

In town (Lapree)
Id. (Louis Aymen).
Id. (Laguetterie) . .

Id. (C. Fabaron ne-

phew). ... 20
Id. (Gnignard). . . 12

At Mounan (J. Franque). 25
Id. (DubreuilandTa-

lazat) 20
In town ( Etienne Bar -

reyre) 15
Road of Libourne (Ru-
chon) 18

At Gaillardet (Ch. Mey-
nard) 10

At la Brande l (Reillac) »

»

15

About 200 small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

CANTON OF SAINTE-FOY.

From Castillon, we pass to the left side of the Dordogne into

the canton of Sainte-Foy. We give hereafter some notices on

its soil and wines, extracted from the Statistique generate de

la Gironde. tome II, pages 744 and following, to which we
would refer those of our readers who would wish to have a

detailed account of the productions and principal proprietors

of this canton.

Soil very uneven and very varied, presenting picturesque

wiews and, alternately, rich argilo-calcareous ground, with

soft sandy-argillaceous soil, more or less fertile, termed bouvees

or boulbenes ; to the N. of the canton, upon the borders of the

Dordogne, low, sandy-argillaceous, very fertile plains. —
Sub-soil gravelly in the low plains, where the gravel appears

on the surface of the soil, upon some unextensive points, and

very varied in the rest of the canton, where it is composed
alternately of gravel, argillaceous sand very compact (ribot or

arribot), argil of divers qualities, free and soft stones and flint.

The sub-soil is stony, especially to S.-W. of the canton, where
it is worked for free stone or for ashlars required by the wants
of the canton.

\. This growth is one of the best of the commune for white wine.
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White wines produced from the semillon, muscade, sau-

vignon, enrageat and jurangon. Their qualities vary much,
according to the nature of the ground and the plantations of

the vineyards. Those of the communes of Saint-Andre, Les

Leves, Saint-Quentin and Saint-Philippe, are the best. They
have, in the first growths of these communes, a beautiful yellow

colour, sweetness, delicacy, sometimes mellowness and a very

agreeable bouquet. These wines are purchased at vintage time

from 550 to 800 fr. the tun, wood inclusive, in the first growths.

The second growths sell at vintage time from 450 to 650 IV.,

and the ordinary growths from 400 to 550 fr. according to the

years and their success. These wines tend to improve daily by
the development of the culture of fine plants; in their present

condition ^ they can be classed amongst the fine white wines

of the Gironde and we have not slightest doubt but that their

price will be much raised when they will be better known.
We shall call them the small Sauternes of the arrondissement

of Libourne. In fact, the first growths of Sainte-Foy present,

like those of Sauternes, a particular fruity taste, much mellow-
ness, sweetness, and agreeable flavour, an ensemble of quali-

ties which elevate these wines to a very much higher degree

than the other white wines of this arrondissement.

Red wines ordinary, bodied and much coloured, of good
taste, and agreeable enough, in those growths which are well

cultivated; they are produced from 1/2 malbec (cote rouge),

1/4 grapput, 4/4 merlot, verdot, fer, perigord, picardan and

other plants
;

price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr. Some
growths of the commune of Saint-Andre and of Saint-Quentin,

where they have multiplied the fine plants and given particu-

lar care to vinification, produce wines superior to those of the

whole of the canton ; they gain greatly in bottle and are beco-

ming when old grand ordinary wines.

This canton is one of those in our departement, which have

most suffered from the invasion of the phylloxera.

The average production indicated underneath is generally

more or less reduced, according to the situation of the vine-

yards and to the efforts made by the proprietors.

The greatest part of the following communes have Sainte-

Foy for P. & T. O.
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SAINT-PHILIPPE DU-SEIGNAT. — 251 inh. — 333

hect. — 4 k. to S.-E. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil : towards N., low plains, sAndy-argillaceous or argil-

laceous, comprising 3/4 of the commune ; to S.-W. argilo-

calcareous hills. — Sub-soil gravelly to the extremity N.,

argillaceous to the centre, at the foot of the hills and upon

some of the slopes ; stony upon the hills and upon the S.-W.

table-land of the commune.
Red wines, price at vintage time, from 400 to 500 fr., obtai-

ning easily 600, when old.

White wines, bodied and liquorous; price at vintage time

from 550 to 800 fr. for the 1 st growths.

The red wines, gathered in the graves of the plain of this

commune, are very delicate and highly appreciated in age.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white W.

At Lvguet (Pro Connord). 20 4

At the honrg (Jacques
Festal) 10 2

Id. (Jean Marty se-

nior) 6 x>

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Labourguette (Jauge-
Duvergier) 30 15

Chateau de Bourgognade
(F. Guy) £0 10

At the Baralon (Chava-
roche) 15 »

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-ANDRE AND APPELLES. — 590 inh. — 1,025

hect. — 4 k. to S.-W. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil very uneven, gen. argilo-calcareous, presenting upon

the plateaux some portions of cultivated lands. Upon one of

the most elevated spots of this commune, near the mill of the

Graves, is a layer of rolled gravel, very curious by reason

of its isolated position. — Sub-soil stony upon the hills;

sandy-argillaceous-ferruginous , compact, upon the pla-

teaux.

White wines bodied , liquorous and fine , classed in

rank with the best of the canton. — Red wines, good ordi-

nary wines, very bodied and much coloured; price, at vintage

time, 500 to 700 fr. attaining in age up to 750 and 800 fr. in the

well cultivated properties.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w
At Brejou (Ladies Mestre)

Ch.- Carls (de Bacalan). .

Chat, de Goulard (Ansel -

me Duvergier) 35
At Siguenie(kniomii Pas-
caud) 18

Ji^?^^(Mr8 Laregnere) 18

Tuns
white w.
15 8
7 10

At Montet (Damaniou). . 10
Ch.-Baby (Kt. Jauge). . 10

A t the Barberaux (Reclus) 1

2

At Chatarnav.d (Mercat)

.

25

At the Morins (Lambert
Zede) 25 10

30

18

18
10
8
4

10

red tv

At Lamberthie ( Doctor
Marchand) 25

At Petities (Jules and Ad.
Marot). . . .

Id. (Jules Marot).
At Philippon (G. Sivadon)
At Cabauze (Goubier).. .

At Barbaraux(M TS Martin)
At la Gravouse (Fardet)
At the Cabanzes (Ledrier)
At Bagatelle (Pellis) . .

At Lartingau (Pelletreau)

Tuns
white w.

25 10

20 7)

50 6

15 8

25 »

20 2

12 2

12 5

12 »
10 D

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

LES LfiVES AND THOUMEYRAGUES. — 902 inh. —
1,742 hect. — 7 k. to S.-W. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil uneven and varied. — Sub-soil varied.

Red wines bodied and coloured; price at vintage time from

500 to 700 fr. — White wines bodied and liquorous, very

fine and very agreeable in the first growths of the commune,
where the proportion of semillon and muscade is stronger

;

price at vintage time 500 to 800 fr. in the 1 st growths.

The 1 st growths of white wines of this commune are as

those of Saint-Andre very known.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

redw.

Ch. de Beaulieu (de Car-
tier)

At the MauberU (de Viel-

Castel)

At the Gorins (J. Ver-
gniol). . .

Id. (DrBoymier).
At the Gaillard(P. Ville-

neuve)
Ch. des Vergnes (M' s P.

Brunei).
Id. (Maillet). . .

At Grange- Neuve ( La-
cosse)

At Chollet (Labaye). . . .

At the Mourleau (Gabriel
Meniel)

Fifty small proprietors

Tuns
while w.

10 10

20 12

10
10

12 12

8 10
8 2

10
4

15 10

Tuns
redw. white

w

At the Bouhets (Jules Gui-
gnard). . . 3 12

Id. (Larribet). . . 12 £

Id. (Paris). ... 5 c

At the Petits - Mauberts
(Doche) 7 S

At the Martineavx (Adrien
Paris) 40

At the Sivadons (Pierre
Buty). ... 50

Ch. de la Beavze (Pierre
Durand) 10

At la Tour (Tardes). . .

Id. (Jean Bonnet).
Ch. de la Roche (Labadie)
Ch. de Costu (G. Meiniel)
At la Cholette^Govi^toM)

10

35

20 5

8 8

18 2

15 D

5 5

make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.
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SAINT-QUENTIN-DE-CAPLONG. — 472 inh. — 1,112

hect.— 10 k. to S.-W. of Sainte-Foy; 15 k. to S.-E. of Castillon.

Soil uneven and varied. — Sub-soil stony to W. and at the

Saurins; argillaceous and compact elsewhere.

Red wines bodied and well coloured; price at vintage

time 500 to 700 fr.

White wines produced from 1/2 enrageat, 1/2 fine plants

bodied and liquorous; price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr. in

the 1 st growths; 300 to 400 fr. in the 2 nd growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. while w.

Chat.-Langalerie ( Plan-
teau) 70 50

At the Mayne (L. Four-
caud) 20 20

At Chauteau (Paris). . . 40 8
At la Girarde (P. Marche) 30 30
AtthePelletans^MaTche) 20 20
AtthcMauberts(Fe\\etvesiu) 18 7

Id. (Sablou). . . 10 2
At Baron {M.^Devolz). . 12 12

At the Foucand (Gours).. 20 2
At the bourg (Groelier). . 12 12
At Faucher (Conord). . 6 6

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns, of red wine for the
most part.

After these communes, the best of the canton of Sainte-Foy

for white wines, we shall cite the following where prices are

about similar to those which we have indicated.

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Barbot (Regnier). . . 12 4

Id. (Pastureau). . 7 »
At la Bonnetie-Haute(M.i-

quel). ... 15 2

Id. (Casimir Guignard) 10 10
At the Taillade (BonnsLV&l) 15 y>

At Liret (Auzeres). . . 20 »

At Marchand (J. BailIon) 10 2
Id. (J. Boyer). . 10 2

At the Savarlauds (Feyrit) 10 2
At St-Pierre (Bailhou). . 15 »
At the Saurins (Maillet). 15 »

LIGUEUX. — 8 k. to S.

Soil uneven.

S.-E. of Sainte-Foy.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS
Tuns

redw. white w.
Chdteau-de- Couronneau (Louis de Cartier) 25 25
Chateau-Paranchere (de Laforest) 40 10
At Saint-Martial (Pierre Jauge) 20 8
At the Panverts (Delbetz) 20 5
At Chollet (Mrs Julie Lagarde) 20 4

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.
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GAPLONG. - 12 k. to S.-W. of Sainte-Foy, elevated table-

land argillous, calcareous or sancly-argillous.

Tuns
redw. white w.

Dn Rouy (Valentin Chapus) 85 35
Ch.-du-Goulet (L. Sudre) 15 15
At Montgarni (L. Berger) 18 8
At la Mauberthe (Jean Savariaud) 8 8
At the Marias (L. Mabille). . 10 20
At la Roqve (L. Mestre) 18 10
At Gorry (Faucher Saint-Roch) 10 15

Id. (P. Rambaud) 10 15

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

RIOGAUD. - 10 k. to S. of Sainte-Foy

.

Soil uneven and varied.

At la Fosse (Jouhanneau brothers) 15 25
At the Egrons (Gorsse 10 30

Id. (Pierre Dupont) 15 10
At Peyrichons (Labrunie). 20 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

MARGUERON. - 10 k. to S. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil uneven.

At the Guillebaux (Pauvert brothers) 90 6

At the Pierrail (Baron de Briancon) 35 25
At the bourg (M' s N. de Briancon) 25 25
At the Bernards (Mrs Laregnere) 10 10

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

The white wines of these communes are sold from 300 to

450 fr.
7
and the red wines from 300 to 400 fr. at vintage time.

The most important communes of the canton for red wines are :

La Roquille, Eynesse and Pineuilh; we note the principal

cellars.

PINEUILH. — 2 k. 1/2 to S.-E. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil: to N., low plain, sandy-argillaceous; to S., hills.

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Vaques (Ant. Pascaud) 40 3

^Id. (P. Conil) 30 2
Chateau-de-la-Lambertie (Marchand) 40 5
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Tuns
lvdw. white w.

At the Mangons (Mrs Jay, P. cle Lisle) 40 4

i^iV^(Mrs Loreille) 30 4

At Gagnard (Mrs Pelletreau) ]0 6

Id. (Mrs (Jramaix) 15 »

Les Roussets (Jeandon son) 15 5

At Cellerier (Jeandon father) 10 5

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

EYNESSE. — 6 k. to W. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil: to N., rich low plain ; to S., hills.

Chateau-Picon (Mrs Bourson) 50 20
At Martet (Sivadon) 25 12

Chdtcau-du-Barrail (G. Fouignet) * 10 5

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

LA ROQUILLE. — 6 k. to S. of Sainte-Foy.

Soil : uneven.

Les Arnaudeaux (Marot son) 75

At the Grand-Berard (Caris) 35

Id. (buyer, C. Rene) 35

At Baillou (Jer.n Paris) 25

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

SAINT-AVIT-DU-MOIRON. — 4 k. to N.-E. of Sainte-

Foy.

Soil, rich low plain.

Domain of the Baratom (Edm. de Oartier) 20 »

At la Brande (H. Sicard) 20 »

At the Briands (O. de Viel-Castel) 15 »

Ten small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

CANTON OF PUJOLS.

From the canton of Sainte-Foy, we enter into the cant^.1 of

Pujols, in following the borders of the left side of the Oor-

dogne.

Soil very uneven, generally fertile; to the centre and S. of

the canton, argillaceous or sandy-argillaceous valleys, very
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rich and devoted gen. to meadows; upon the slopes of the

hills, rich argilo-calcareous earth. On the elevated table-

lands, some strong grounds, but more frequently soft sandy-

argillaceous soil, called in the country, boulbenes or bouvees.

To N. of the canton, vast alluvial, argillaceous plains, and
sandy-argillaceous plains, a little higher, rendered very fer-

tile by transports of herbs manure. This lower portion of

the canton comprises the space enclosed between the arch for-

med by the Dordogne and the chord that could be drawn,

about in a straight line, from the bourg of Saint-Jean-de-Blai-

gnac to that of Flaujagues. — Sub-soil: banks of gravel, to

a greater or smaller depth, in the plains; upon the greater

part of the hills, hard stone worked into ashlars and lime-

stone, and in some rare countries, free stone ; silex has been

found in some places ; at last, on all the plateaux and on some
of the hills, at a variable depth ordinarily from 50 c. to 1 m.,

is found sandy-argillaceous compact earth, sometimes a little

ferruginous, called in the canton, tran or ribot. The sub-

soils of plastic argil are rare.

Red wines produced from 2/5 malbec (cote rouge), 2/5

grapput, 1/5 merlot, fer, cabernet and other plants, gen. very

coloured and sufficiently bodied, classed with the good ordi-

nary wines, supporting the water very well, of good taste

and mellow, when cultivated with care; price at vintage time

500 to 700 fr. the tun, wood inclusive. Some bourgeois pro-

prietors, by augmenting the proportion of fine plants, have

given an agreeable flavour to their wines, and obtain a certain

favour over the price of the ordinary growths.

White wines unimportant, produced from 3/4 enrageat,

1/4 jurangon, scmillon, muscadelle, etc. gen. very bodied,

more or less delicate and agreeable, according to the growths

and the communes
;
price at vintage time 300 to 400 fr. the

tun, wood inclusive.

We shall follow now the different communes of this canton,

from E. to W. ; we shall indicate only the most important pro-

prietors in each of them, referring our readers to volume II of

the Statistique generate de la Gironde for more information.

The average production is that which we have established,

before the invasion of phylloxera, which has much injured this

canton.
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PESSAG. — 10 k. to E.-N.-E.of Pujols : a quarter of the

commune is composed of hills; the rest extends along the

alluvial plain of the Dordogne.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
reJ wine.

Ch. Tour de Beaupoll (du No-
gues) 40

At the Marin (Georges Foui-
gnet) 100

At the Carbonneau (J. -J. Ba-
chan) 80

Ch. de Montbreton (de Saint-

Angel) 70

A hundreed small proprietors mak

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Vidasse (P. Taupicr son) 80
Chat, de Ribebon (Ad. Du-
rege de Ribebon) 50

At Ribebon (Berger) 50
At Soulet (Ulysse Amanieux) 50
At Jorre (Paris) 40

Id. (Maurin) 40
At la Riviere (J. Coullon). . 30

i from 2 to 30 tuns.

GENSAC. — 10 k. to E. of Pujols ; elevated hills and table-

lands.

PRINGIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Bedat (Georges
Fouignet) 80 »

At the bourg (Angelin). . 60 ))

Id. ( Saint-Jean-Les-
tage) 60 »

Hill of Vallen (Coulon). . 20 8

At Claribes (Jean Paris).

At Saboye (Paris senior).

Id. (Sallien). . . .

At Moustey (Bouchereau).
At Marroy (Pre Connac).

Tuns
redw. white w.

(0
40
40
40
40

10
))

)>

About 180 small proprietors make from 2 to 25 tuns.

GOUBEYRAC. - 8 k. to E.-S.-W. of Pujols; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the bourg (E. Balesti-

beau 40 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

AtFonfroide (A. Limoges) 50 »

At Penit (J. Bonnamy). . 40 »
At la Jalgue (G. Caillet) 35 35

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 30 tuns.

JUILLAG. — 7 k. to E. of Pujols; ancient alluvions, eleva-

ted hills and table-lands.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau de Soulat ( Bern

.

Roudier) 80

Tuns
red

At Laroque (Alex. Limoges). 60
At the Bos (D* Duthil). ... 70
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Tuns
red wine.

At la Tourbeille (P. Lapo-
yade) 60

At Machin (Jean Barthe). . . 40
At Lescarot[ Alex. Fourcaud) 40

Tuns
red wine.

At Salazard (P. Monbcrol). 40
At Riviere du Prat (Bernard
Roudicr) 35

A t the bourg (Dumas). ... 35

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns.

FLAUJAGUES. — G k. to N.-E. of Pujols; alluvions to N.

and W.; sandy-argillaceous plains to the centre; hills to S. and

S.-E.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Port de la Mothe (M"s

L. Fauchey) 40
At Pommerede (Secubouille). 25

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau de Flaujagues (P.
Saint-Gassies son) 30

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

SAINTE-RADEGONDE. - 5 k. to E. of Pujols; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. de Jeanfaux (E. Four-
caud) 120

Ch. de Sep (Burlet) 60
At Guillem de Mestre (F.
Bastide) 45

At Gantonnet (Et. Bastide). 40
At Sarpe (Bastide) 40

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

DOULEZON. — 3 k. to S.-E. of Pujols; hills; the most
estimated white wines in the canton.

At the Jura (Duthil).
At Platon (Pierre Arpin). .

At the Moulin (Pierre Bastide)
Ch.-Verbois (E. Fort). . . .

Domain of Sans (Peychade).

.

At Ravenne (Ardouin). . . .

Tuns
red wine.

30
10
15
25
30
20

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w.

At DauUbcy (Itey). . . .

At Barade (Jean Coulon)
Id. (E. Armaignac)

At Pine (C. Meynard). .

At Da^ulibey (Genevre). .

At Tavzin (Audubert). .

Tuns
while w.

8

25

30
20

35

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch. d*Artigucs ( Ludovic
d'Auzacdc Lamartinie). 30 25

At the bourg (Dubory). . . 35 15

At Lagnet (E. Renateau). 8 70
At Diodet (Platou). ... 10 30

Id. (ThomassoD). . 10 30

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 30 tuus.
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PUJOLS. — Chief-place of the canton. — 6 k. to S. of Cas-

tillon; 9 k. to W. of Gensac ; 14 k. to E. of Branne; 16 k. to

N -E. of Sauveterre ; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At Martin (Andubert). ... 40
At Carcaiilet (Mondon). . . 40
At the bourg (Faux, broker) . 40

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. Cazalis (H. d'Auzac de
Lamartinie) 30

At la Riviere (Jean Coulon) 30

About 80 small proprietors make from 5 to 30 tuns.

MOULIETS AND VILLEMARTIN. — 4 k. to N. of

Pujols; alluvions to N. and centre; hills to extreme S.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. whitew.

At the Pas de Ravzan (As-

tien) 25 ))

Tuns
redw. whitew.

At the Sept (Auzeres). . . 80 10
At the Bary (Jean Serre). 50 »

At Rigaud (Thomasson). . 30 »

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

BOSSUGAN. - 3 k. to S -W. of Pujols; hills; the most
estimated red wines of the canton.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. whitew.

Ch de Brngnac (Du Fous-
sat de Bogeron) 130 »

Tuns
red w. while w.

Domain of la Laine (F.
Gailhard) Io0 »

AtBarrouil (Deguillem). 20 20

Ten small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAXNT-PEY-DE CASTETS
vial plains to N.; hills to S.

3 k. to W. of Pujols; allu-

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. whitew.

Ch. de Montlau (Charles
Meynard) 40 »

At Jaumard (Andrivet) . 30 10
At Gamage (Pierre Couil-

laud) 35 5

Tuns
red w. white \v.

At Restey (J. Racand). . 20 10
At Novlon (Bourricaud).. 20 5

Id. (Aub^rt La^ues-
terie). . " . . 20 5

At Pourjac (Lafuge). . . 10 »

About 80 small proprietors make from 2 to 30 tuns.
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SAINTE-FLORENGE. — 5 k. to W. of Pujols ; alluvions

to N. ; hills to S. and W.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch.-Perrotin (Pinaud). .15 x

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Vigneau (Dufaget
and Burlet) 25 25

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-VINCENT-DE PERTIGNAS. — 7 k. to W. of

Pujols ; alluvions to N.; hills to S.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch. du Pin (Gabriel d'Au-
zac de Lamartinie) . . . 50 x>

Ch. du Courros (Fabieu
Dubois) 40 20

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the hourg (A. Castaing). 15 20
At the Ch. de JVbjan (Joly) 12 12
Dn of Rouy (Valentin
Chapus) , 25 35

About 80 small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

SAINT-JEAN DE BLAIGNAG. — 10 k. to W. of Pujols;

alluvions to E.; hills to W.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

A t Bonhoste ( Mrs La -

pouyade) 10 15
At the Castera (J. Dubois). 25 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

A t the Lieutenant (L. Du-
bois). . 20 20

Id. (Jean Dubois). 15 10
At Sandon, (J. Dulugat). 10 20

About 80 small proprietors make from 2 to 25 tuns.

RAUZAN. — 11 k. to S.-W. of Pujols; 11 k. to S.-E. of

Branne; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chat.- Villotte (Diimon). . 7 50
Chat, de Tarris ( L. de
Basquiat). ., ... 10 40

Tuns
red w. whiter.

Chat, de Lassalle (Lassus). 10 50
At Cimpinelle (Rives). . » 25
At the oourg (Lafon). . 5 50

About 80 small proprietors make from 2 to 25 tuns.
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CANTON OF BRANNE.

From the canton of Pujols, we pass to the canton of Branne,

which it much resembles in a vinicol point of view.

Soil gen. very fertile : to the N., low very rich alluvial

plains, formed by the Dordogne and of an average length of

3 or 4 k.; to the S., undulating elevated sandy-argillaceous,

argilo-calcareous or gravelly table-lands, crossed by small

argillaceous valleys. — Sub-soil alluvial to N.; stony, sandy,

gravelly and argillaceous to S.

Red wines divided into wines of the hills and wines of

palus; the latter are the most considerable and are distinguished

by a fine colour, selling at vintage time from 500 to 700 fr.

The wines of the hills become every day more important and

tend to replace the white wines; they are very good ordinary

wines and are sold at vintage time from 750 to 800 fr. accor-

ding to the years and according to the growths. — The best

wines are made at Genissac and Moulon ; they are gen. produ-

ced from 2/3 malbec (noir de pressac), 1/3 merlot, mancin and

other plants. In the palus, the malbec is in a greater proportion.

White wines produced from 9/10 enrageat, gen. used for

blendings, or drunk pure in the best growths; they are sold

at vintage time from 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive.

Some however, which are gathered on well exposed hills, ob-

tain up to 500 fr. These last can be classed, in a point of view
of quality, at the end of the white wines of the canton of Ca-

dillac.

We shall rapidly review the principal communes of this

canton, tracing it from E. to N.-W., and referring our rea-

ders to volume II of the Slatistique generale de la Gironde,

p. 604 and following, for more information upon the situation,

the ground and the vinicol production of each commune.
We shall pass the communes of Jugazan, Naujan and Pos-

tiac, Saint-Aubin, Cabara, Branne, Guillac, Lugaignac, Dar-

denac, Camiac and Espiet, which only produce white wines of

enrageat, at present very unimportant in consequence of the

ravages of phylloxera.
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DAIGNAG. — 7 k. to S.-W. of Branne ; hills and elevated

table-land.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
rcdw. while vv.

Chateau de Pressac (Bes-

sieres) 50 110
Ch. de Carton (d'Arvoy). 5 40
At Dincou (Lalanne).. . 15 45

Tuns
rcdw. white w.

At the Armavaille (Co-
lesse ) » 80

At Curton(Y. Escurignon) » CO

40 small proprietors make from 5 to 25 tuns.

GREZILHAC — 3 k. to S.-W. of Branne; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Lambert (F. Laurent). . 20 150
Chateau de Mouchac (de
Vedrines) 50 80

Ch.-Bonnet (Lavignac). . 20 100

Tuns
rcdw. white w.

Chdt.-Regnier (Faux, of

Bordeaux) 10 40
Ch.-Gnineau (J. Teynac). 15 40
Hillord (M^ Bouzilleau). 10 80

Sixty small proprietors make from 5 to 25 tuns.

TIZAG DE GURTON. k. to N. of Branne; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

A t Marjosse (D uch arpreau ) 5 45
At Bellcvue ( ft. Fonte -

moing) 15 35

Tuns
rcdw. white w.

At V Escalade (Du.tour). . 10 20
At Baleyrac (Marjon). . 5 25

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

SAINT-QUENTIN-DE-BARON.
Branne ; hills.

8 k. to W.-S.-W. of

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Domain of Sourd (G. of
ftichemont) 40 150

Balestard (V. Teynac). . 50 25
The Ortolan (Gauthier). . 10 20

At the bourg (Brun).
Id. (Despagne).
Id. (Fasilean)..

Tuns
rcdw. white w.

5 :o
10 m
10 40

Sixty small proprietors make from 5 to 25 tuns.
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BARON. — 10 k. to N. of Branne; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau de Crin (Mrs de
Raynal) 140 40

Chateau - Belle - Fontaine
(Mrs the baroness Du-
don) 80 50

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch. de Raymond (Gode-
froid de Montesquieu).

At Paludy (Pouvereau).
At Raymond (Bechade).
At Theophile (de Filey).

Ch.-Pimpoix (Naviceau).

. 10 110
. 10 80
. 10 60
. 10 40

» 35

Thirty small proprietors make from 5 to 25 tuns.

NERIGEAN. — 8 k. to W.-N.-W. of Branne ; hills.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch.-Fourens (Cornette de
Saint - Cyp) 30 100

Forton (Chassaing). . . 20 100
Martouret (de Cazes). . 35 60

Forty small proprietors make from 5 to 25 tuns.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Bamanieu (Lagarde). . . 20 60
Lagrave (Meyney). . . 20 30
Carrere (Dufau de Lamo-

the) 18 30

SAINT-GERMAIN-DU-PUCH. - 11 k. to W.-N.-W. of

Branne; table-land to N.; hills to S.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau du Grand- Pitch
(Aradel) 100 150

Chateau • des - Jonqueyres
(de Poyen) 25 35

At the Jonqueyres (Rey-
naud) 10 15

At Goudichaux ( Mont-
frange, merchant at

Tuns
redw. white w.

Branne) 20 100
At the Battant (Teynac
nephew) 5 50

At Larquey (Benjamin
Larquey) 15 40

Le Joyenx (Latomberie). 5 50
At the Breton (Fonte-
moing) 5 30

Forty small proprietors make from 5 to 30 tuns.

We finish our study of this canton with the two best com-
munes for the red wines.
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MOULON. — 3 k. to N.-W. of Branne ; alluvions and
argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly hills. Red wines of cotes

very agreeable, obtaining a favour over the prices accor-

ded to the wines of palus.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
redw. white w.

Cotes - Charpas (Seintey). 12 »

Chateau Montlau (M,s du
Cheyron) 20 70

At Bourbon (Mrs Chicou). 5 25

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Niotton (Ghicou-ljQ.mj) 5 45
At the Lague (Froustegue),

hill and plain. ... » 50
At Lauriol(?a\letea>u). . 5 35

IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of la Salargue (Mrs

Aurelien Couperie). . . . 200
Ch. - Dumonayraut ( Heirs
Dumon) 150

At la Martinette (Heirs J.
Pauly) 100

Ten small proprietors, spread over the N. side of palus, make from
2 to 10 tuns of red wine.

Tuns
red wine.

At Rouehon (Paillet senior) 100
At la Palu (Alexis). ... 40
At Luchey (Michel Cardra). 40
At Poutarlier (de Jaurias). 35
At Chemin du Roi (Gautey). 35

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

redw.
A t Reynaud (L. Dupuy).
At the bourg (Faure ne-

phew). . . .

Id. (M rs Vitrac). .

Id. (Jean Koucaud)
Id. (Just. Augrand)
Id. (Ant. Augrand)
Id. (Manuaud).
Id. (Faurie). . .

Tuns
whitew.
25 15

20 30
15 20
15 100
15 25
10 30
8 HO

15 20

Tuns
red w. whitew.

35
15
20
25

At the bourg (Richet).
Id. (Just. Manuaud) 5

At Prevost (Pouget). . . 30
At Seignan(JA t& Sans). . 15
At the Port (Mr 8 Bernard

Palleteau) 10
At Gninot (Dubois). . . 10
At Garde (Sarrail). . . 20

60
60
50

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 14 tuns, red or white, on the
hills or in palus.

GENISSAC. — 7 k. to N.-W. of Branne; 8 k. to S. of

Libourne.

Soil : divided into palus bordering the Dordogne and into

argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly hills, separated from the
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palus towards E. by a little gravelly plain. — Sub-soil gra-

velly , argillaceous or composed of ferruginous earth and
species of tuff.

Red wines of cotes, produced from 2/3 malbec , 1/3

merlot, mancin and other plants, rather fine and very bo-

died, having some analogy with the 2ni Fronsac hill wines

or the small Burgundies; price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr.

— Red wines of palus well coloured
;
price at vintage time

400 to 500 fr. — White wines ordinary; price at vintage time

350 to 450 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Tambourlan (E . Despujol) 40 »

Ch.-Rambeau (C. Tastet) 75 25
At Mouchac{ Pierre Ichon) 20 25
Chat, du Burg (Paul Du-
guit, solicitor at Li-
bourne) 25 25

Ch. de Genissac (Dagen) 15 60
Id. (Geraud). . . 15 30

At Greguil (Guimberteau) 60 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Guillaumat (Medeville,
notary) 20 »

Chat, le Verdot (F. Ville-

gente) '0 »

At Aloutplaisir ( Bedu-
chaud) 10 35

At the bourg (Hosteius) . 25 20
At Faure (Lapelletrie) . . 25 15

At Mouniquet (Despagne) 25 »

Forty small proprietors make on the hills or hills and palus from 5 to
25 tuns.

IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

At Coulonques (Chollet, G.
Gurchy and Tastet-Teynac) 280

At Greguille (G. Des Cordes). 60
Chat, le Port (M™ H. Pai-
lhas) 50

At Guiot (Musquin) 40
Id. (Bouey) 25

At the Port (Plantey). ... 30
Id. (Rouchon). ... 70
Id. (David-Larquey). 30

Tuns
red wine.

At the P0r£(Jaffart) 40
Id. (Poujet) 30
Id. (Manuaud) ... 25

At Pinson (Albert Lacaze, of
Libourne) 60

At la Fourmente (Mathieu
Boursaud) 40

At the bourg (Pierre Boursaud) 40
At Faure (Lapelleterie). . . 35
At Monniquet (Despagne). . 25

Thirty small proprietors of palus make from 5 to 20 tuns.

We come back to the canton of LIBOURNE by the ex-

cellent commune of Caclarsac.

CADARSAG. — 129 inh. -

7 k. to S.-S.-W. of Libourne.

227hect. - 27 k. to E. of B*

;

- B. : on the N., by Arveyres
;
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on the E., by Genissac ; on the S., by Nerigean ; on the W., by

Nerigean and Arveyres. — P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil : gen. argilo-ferruginous, forming a plain surrounded

with very fertile and picturesque hills. — Sub-soil: ferrugi-

nous tuff.

Red wines, bodied and coloured, sold at vintage time,

according to the years, from 500 to 750 fr.; those of Chateau-

de-Cadarsac, produced from fine plants , obtain a superior

price.

White wines, 3/4 enrageat, 1/4 fine plants, much employed
in local consumption, sold from 300 to 400 fr. the tun.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

C h. de Cadarsac (Sabate) 300 30
At Pelle-Anguille (Rou-
chon) 20 »

La Mailleyrc (habecsiud). 25 6

Tuns
redw. white w.

At thv Hngons(Constantin) 10 10
Id. (Regnier) . . 10 10

At the bourg(La,pe\letene) 10 5

ARVEYRES. — 1,460 inh. — 1,742 hect. — 28 k. to W. of

B*; 5 k. to S.-W. of Libourne. — The Dordogne waters this

commune to E., N. and W., and forms a small peninsula to S.

where it is bounded by Vayres, Saint-Germain, Cadarsac and Ge-

nissac. — Railway from B*. to Paris. — P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil varied; to N., vast alluvial plain, comprising 2/3 of the

commune; to S. elevated argillaceous or silico-argillaceous

table-land, separated from the palus by some gravelly-argilla-

ceous parts.

Sub-soil gen. sandy-argillaceous, compact.

Wines produced from 1/2 malbec (noir de pressac), 1/4

mancin, 1/4 verdot, merlot, bouchet, jurangon, colon, etc.,

bodied and coloured, rather similar on the hills or in the

palus. Price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr. The wines gathe-

red in the gravelly palus, near the hills, are most in request

:

they sell the first, or obtain a favour upon the prices of other

growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Larteau (Elie Beylot). .

Gravier (Paul Chaperon).

Tuns
red wine.

60
50

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Brondeau ( de Meynot
son) 80
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Tuns
red wine.

At the Port of Nougey (Ma-
goncUau nephew) GO

Lavergne (Cournuaud). ... 35

Chaimemelle (Morin). ... 12

At la Capclle (Charmolue). 65
Id. (Rouja). ... 18

Pains of Arveyres (Armand
Veillon) 150

Graney (de Meynot son). . 100
Growth Constantin (A. Bloy
junior) , . . . IOC

La Roque (Kouchon). . . . 100
Monbouchet (Vitrac) GO
Le Vigncau (M> Hyp. Dan-

glade) 90
Domain of Bonsol (Leopold

Surein) GO
At the Tertre(Em. Giraud). 25
At the Port-Morin(Dxifiiexix) 45
Dn la Roquette (G. Gurchy). GO
At Bosclle (Rousselot). . . 40

Id. (Aubinaud). . . 20
At Ratie?' (Saint-Jean). . . 35
Peg -de-Veaii (Coycaut). . . 30
At Mou&tey (M rs

* Dumas). . 35

Tuns
red wine.

At Monstey (Edouard Decaze) 35

At Ferrand (Dupuy). . . . 35

Id. (M rs Fauconnier). 25

At Jourdan (Ohallon). . . 25

Id. (Mrs Lafargue). . 12

At the Marronnier (Large-
teau). . . 80

Id. (Belliquet).. . 20

At Lourme (Dubert). ... 20

A t the Estey Negre ( Labayle). 25

Id. ' (Bap'e Viaud). 25

At Bastouney (Laveau). . . 25

Id. (de Larc). . . 25

At Jean Roy (Poitou). . . 25

At Blouin (Viandon). ... 25

At Chauvin (Mrs Feuillade). 25

At the bourg (L. Kouchon). . 25

Id. (Jaffard). ... 25

At Lavergne (Felix Corre). . 25

At Riaille (Arm. Viand). . 20

At Gaudon (Bidon). ... 20

At Frvneyron (Labrie). . . 2

At Janmette (Guichard). . . 25

At Trois Lattea- Portmoran
(Coudreau and Chenel).. . 25

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 15 tuns.

VAYRES. - 1,772 inh. - 1,447 hect. — 30 met. altitude at

Montifau, near the national road. — 24 k. to E. of Bx; 8 k. to

W.-S.-W. of Libourne. — B. : on the N., by Izon ; on the E.,

by the Dordogne; on the S., by Arveyres and Saint-Germain;

on the W., by Saint-Sulpice, Beychac and Cailleau.— Railway
(Paris-Orleans), st. at 500 m. from the bourg.

Soil varied : to W. sandy or sandy-gravelly ; to S. soft

sandy-argillaceous; to E. and N., rich argillaceous or argilo-

calcareous soil. — Sub-soil gen. gravelly or sanely-argilla-

ceous. — P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Red wines of the graves, excellent ordinary wines, deli-

cate and quickly drinkable; price at vintage time from 450 to

650 fr.

Red wines of palus, or of strong earth, abundant but com-
mon, having sometimes a slight earthy taste, which has for a

long while hurt the reputation of the whole of the wines of

this commune; they can be classed amongst the good ordinary

wines of Entre-deux-Mers
;
price at vintage time 500 to 750 fr.
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White wines produced in a great measure by enrageat,

very alicoholic, rather liquorous, without a decided savour,

very good for blendings, but more frequently drunk purely,

on account of their sweetness, delicacy and relatively high

price; price at vintage time from 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood
inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch.-Belair (M rs Magondeau) 25 »
Chat.-Joncarret (M rs de
Bragelongue) 30 5>

Gaillotte (de Bony). . . 20 »

At Toulouse (Ayguesparsse
brothers) 45

Le Thil (baronne de Mau-
vezin) 20

Lacaussade (Gaston Blan-
chy) 40

At Mautrec(laJ\te). . . 30
Belair-Lacour {Vti^tenat). 20
AtMontifau (Leon Gachas-

sin-Lafite). 50
Id. (Mrs Merlet). 40
Id. (Itey). ... 20

Growth Bessac and Mon-
tifau (Povit) 30

At Pichon (A. Gentillot). 20
At Videau (de Bony). . 15
At Cantelaoudette (J. Ray-
mond) 20

At Camparian (G. Lafite). 40
At Gayat (Techeney). . 15
At the famr^ (Poupeyron). 35 »

Id. (Bematet).. . 30 »
Id. (Dutasta). . . 30 J>

Id. (Louradou). . 20 »
At Lamanet (Bedart). . . 30 35

25

red w.
At Cenau (Arn. Formont).

Id. (Passerat son). .

At Perriere (Formont). .

At Buseayron (Bernard).
Chat.-Barre (Poussou). .

At Saint - Pardon ( Lafon
junior). . .

(Gachet). . . .

(J.Passe rat,growth
Bel-Air). . .

(Vinatier).. . .

( Despagne bro -

thers, growth le

Casse)., . . .

(PetitonLecayre)

( Brandeau ju-
nior). . . .

(Z. Dutasta). .

(Theodore Taley-
rand). . . .

At Embeyres (Lacayre se-

nior). .

Id. (Durand La-
cayre). .

At Baloche (fam. Peprats).
At Montifau (Jaubert). .

At la Gabanne (Labayle)..
Growth Paganel l ( de
Bony)

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Tuns
white w.

8 70
5 25
5 30
15 30
10 »

50 25
25 »

25 »

20 »

15
10

25
10

12

30

25
15
10
12

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

IZON. — 1,368 inh. — 1,559 hect. — 23 k. to N.-E. of Bx

;

14 k. to S.-W. of Libourne. — B. : on the N., by the Dordogne
and the stream of Canteranne; on the E., by Vayres; on the

S., by Vayres and Saint-Sulpice; on the W., by Saint- Sulpice

and Saint-Loubes. — Railway (Paris-Orl.), st. from Saint-

1. This giovvtli is the best of the commune in point of view of white wines.
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Sulpice at 2 k. from the bourg. — Port upon the Dordogne.
— P. O. : Vayres. — T. O.: Libourne.

Soil divided into two portions : to N., alluvions, bordering

the Dordogne ; to S., sandy-gravelly soil based upon a silico-

argillaceous Sub-soil.

Red wines, bodied and well coloured
;

price at vintage

time 500 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
rod wine.

Chat.-cVAnglade (Dufou&sat). 500
VErmitage (Lefeuvre). . . . 250
Bense and Veron (J. Delpit). 150
Fraiches (Kozier, notary). . 50
At Baron (Roudier). ... 50
At the Chine (Boireau and
Metayer) 50

At the Petit-Jabastar (86-

veillac) 40
At la Conque (M» s de Grailly) 40
At the Tilleul (Riviere). . . 40
At Lamathe (Lefeuvre). . . 40
At the Petit-Bourdieu (Ga-

theuil) 40
At Jchon (Broussaud). ... 30
At Birebaquey (Aubineau). . 25

At Bonneval (Lafon).
A t the Trois-Bourdieux (Loi-

gnon. . . .

Id. (M™ Fasileau)
Id. (Gachet son).

Lamonroux (Vinatier) .

.

Cazenave (Heirs Gachet).
Gravtyron (Lartignevielle
Glavgelas (Favaret). . .

At the Hache (Dubourg).
Id. (Hostein).. .

Id. (Signeuriot)..
Jabastar (baron de Bony).
A Malartic (Seze). . .

Id. (Bauduc)..
Clos du Faure (Teycheney).

Tuns
red wine.

25

80
25
12

20
*0
15
15

20
20
15
10
lo
15
12

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.
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We leave now the left side of the Dordogne in order

to continue our observations upon the arrondissement of

Libourne , and we shall commence with the canton of

Fronsac.

Soil varied : to S. and E., on the borders of the Dordogne

and l'lsle, rich alluvions; upon the first line of hills parallel

to the Dordogne, very irregular ground, gen. argilo-calca-

reous, upon a stony or argillaceous foundation, worked by a

great number of quarrymen and tile-makers. To the centre

and N., soil slightly irregular, but more often sandy-argilla-

ceous, upon a reddish compact Sub-soil, and sometimes with

ashlars. The whole of the canton is of a sufficient fertile

nature, with very little pure sandy soil.

Red wine, produced gen. from 3/5 malbec (noir de pressac),

1/5 merlot, 1/5 mancin, cabernets (bouchets), verdot, colon, etc.

(the best growths possess a greater proportion of cabernet

and merlot), divided into palus wines or wines of the hills or

plateaux.

The vins de palus are much sought after for Holland and

Belgium, and are much coloured and sufficiently bodied; in

certain well planted growths, they form excellent ordinary

wines, which improve much as they grow old; price at vin-

tage time, according to the years and growths, 500 to 750 fr.

The vins de cotes (or hill wines) present a great variety of

ordinary wines, graduating from the wines gathered upon the

sandy plains, which are sold from 450 to 650 fr. the tun, up to

the wines of the first hills Canon-Fronsac, which obtain at

vintage time up to 1,200 fr. and have been paid, when old, as

high as 1,500 fr. In very successful vintages, the wines of

Canon-Fronsac are more than grand ordinary wines, as they

acquire in aging much delicacy and bouquet, and can be con-

sidered as fine wines. The wines of the I s * hills (l rcs cotes)

have a rich colour and acquire quickly the topaz tint of old

wines. They preserve a long time in bottle.
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The white wines, gathered on the plateaux, to the centre

and N. of the canton, are produced almost exclusively from

enrageat (folle). According to the ground and exposure, they

are more or less alcoholic or liquorous. They are generally

assigned to blendings, and are bought at vintage time, accor-

dind to the years and growths, from 300 to 400 fr. the tun,

wood inclusive; but it is more general to dispose of them
without cask; in this case 40 to 50 fr. should be reduced from

the above prices. Some small and very well exposed vi-

neyards have been planted (as an experiment) with fine plants

(sauvignon, semillon, muscadelle, etc.) and have yielded

excellent wines similar to those of Bergerac, and even ap-

proaching those of Barsac.

FRONSAC. — 1,453 inh. — 1,516 hect. — 40 met. altit. at

Le Tertre.— 3 k. to N.-W. of Libourne; 35 k. toN.-E. of B*, in

passing by Libourne.— B. : on the N., by Saillans; on the E.,

by ITsle ; on the S., by the Dordogne ; and on the W., by Saint-

Michel and Saint-Aignan.— Port upon the Dordogne. —* P. &
T. O. : Libourne.

Soil : upon the borders of the two rivers, fertile palus

;

further on, rich argilo calcareous or argilo-gravelly hills, on

the Canon side.-— Sub-soil stony upon the heights ; in. the

valleys, argil, proper to the fabrication of tiles, flagstones, etc.

:

calcareous sands in several places, very much valued for glass

works and silicious sand of the first quality, for buildings in

general and for construction of lime-kilns in particular.

Red wines. The wines of the hills are lirm and bodied, at

the same time possessing mellowness and delicacy; they ac-

quire early the topaz tint of old wines, preserving also their

body and fruity taste; price at vintage time 550 to 1,200 fr.

The palus wines, much coloured, are esteemed.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

1
st COTES CANON AND CANOX-FRONSAC.

Tuns
rxl wine.

Chut.- Canon Goizet JO

At Canon (Bouche) 10
Id. (Edm. M orange). . G

Tuns
rod wine.

At Canon Ch.-la-Marche (J.-

J. Lcaud).. . . 8

Ch.-Comtc (de Chalretdn Iiie'u) 25
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1 st COTES FRONSAC

Tuns
red wine.

Belloy (Mrs Abel Lanore). . 10
Pey-de- la-Brie (Guionneau). 8
Le Graby (Gillet, banker). . 10
At Pichelebre (Gourmel) . . . 12
Pey -de-la-Brie (Giraud). . 10
Ch.-Junayme (Oliviei). . . 50
Ch.-Bodet (Carlat). ... 25
At Panet (Larue) 20
Bourdieu-la- Valade (Amedee
Chaperon) 20

Ch.-la-Valade (Paul Prince-
teau-Leperche) 40

Pey-de-la-Brie (Mariaud). . 6
At Lague (Barenne). ... 20

Tuns
red wine.

7
45
18

8

Pey-de-la-Pie (Jacquet). .

Arnauton (Th. Duverger)
At Toumalin (Alf. Duraon)..

Id. (Ducourt). . .

At Bouchonnet (Leon Dan-
glade) 10

At Gombaud (Bouche). . . 12
At la Fontaine (Corre). . . 35

Id. (Raymond). . . 15
At Petit- Cailleau (Larche-

vesque) 18
La Danphine * (Joseph Cha-
peron) 25

Ch.-Bouilde (Adrien Ducasse) 35

2"d COTES CANON-FRONSAC

Ch.-Richelieu (de Sargos). . 10
Chantelouve (Herve). ... 12
La Grave (F. Bloy). ... 8
Barabaque (Alfred Crabit). . 20
Gagnard (Ragot) .... 35
Coustolle (du Foussat). . . 25
Ch.-de-Fronsac (Mrs Calvin-
hac, by birth Boisset). . . 20

Lamarchc(EdmondM.OTSLUge) 12
Gandineau (Mrs Loste). . . 8
At Mouleyre (Amedee Chape-

ron) 10
At la Grave (Mariaud). . . 12
At Gros-Bonnet ( L. Toppino) 25
At Pineau (Fredefon) .... 8

At Forton (Adrien Ducasse). 8
Caillou (Fillon and Bonnin). 5
La Qualite (Boussiron). . . 5
Pontus (P. Princeteau-Leper-

che) 100
Candelayre (Bonnin). ... 8
Sauvage (Alt. Bloy). ... 50
At Lavenelle (Rousselot). . 12
At the Trois- Croix (Numa
Ambaud) 25

Perron, divided 25
At la Croix (Viaud). ... 25
At the bourg (Larchevesque). 12
At the Negre (Dubernard). . 8

About twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

PALUS WINES

Chdtean-la-France 2 (Heirs C.

Piganeau) 600
At Nauzegrand (Delhoste). . 80

At Nauzegrand La Marchc
(J.-J.Leaud) 7C

Id. (Roman). ... 60

4. The domain of La Dauphine, which belonged to the duke of Richelieu, presents one of

the finest sites in the country. The chateau is surrounded by delightful pleasure grounds
and a magnificent vineyard, situated upon the declivity of the hill, in sandy-argillaceous

soil, where phylloxera has not yet made its appearance. Its wines are distinguished Ly a

great delicacy and a nice fruity taste.

2. The chateau of La France, upon the borders of the Dordognc, opposite the station of

Arveyres, is surrounded by a magnificent vineyard of 100 hectares, created by M r
C. Piga-

neau father, with all modern improvements. This vineyard is based upon alluvions having
a foundation of sand or graves, carefully levelled, drained and amended and afterwards

planted with selected vines; these vines are supported with iron wire, and are cultivated
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CHATEAU-LA-FRANCE
Heirs G. Piganeau , proprietors.

GRAND CHALET-ANGUYEUX
Cr. Gurchy, proprietor.

(See page 388, note I.)
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palus wines (continued).

At Nauzegrand (Blanchet).
Id. (de Bragelongue),
Id. (d'Antin). .

Id. (Saint-Genis).
Id. (Genyer). .

Id. (Aristide Durand)
Id. (Brulle;.. . .

Id. (Goizet). . .

Id. (Boussiron). .

Id. (Laroze). . .

Id. (Som). . . .

Gd- Chalet-Anguyeux l (G
Gurchy)

At Anguyeux (FredefoD).

Tuns
red wine.

75
50
75
50
50
40
30
15
12
12
12

100
80

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns

Tuns
red wine.

AtAnguyettx(MriiV.La,pejio\eTie)60
Id. (Fortin) 50
Id. (Guiard) 50
Id. (Piola) 40
Id. (M rs Chambarriere). 15
Id. (Pezat) 15
Id. (Dubernard) ... 15

Id. (Riviere) 20
Id. (Garde) 20
Id. (Gaussen son). . . 80
Id. (Bergeron) 15

(Heirs of M"Th. La-
peyrolerie). ... 25

(Grenoilleau) . ... 20

Id.

Id.

SAINT-MICHEL LA RIVIERE. — 571 inh. — 550 hect.

— 57 m. altitude; 3 k. to W. of Fronsac; 6 k. to W. of

Libourne.— B. : on the N. by Saint-Aignan; on the E. by
Fronsac; on the S. by the Dordogne; on the W. by La Riviere.
— P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil : to S. fertile palus; to N. argilo-calcareous hills,

with stony sub-soil. It is upon a portion of these hills that

the celebrated Canon wine ripens, the best of the canton,

which has given to the wines of the neighbouring sides the

generic name of Canon-Fronsac.

Red wines of cotes, the best of Fronsadais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

COTES CANON

Tuns
red wine.

Canon-Boyer (M ,s Varlnr).. 15
Chateau- Canon (Mrs Paul de
Laage) 25

Tuns
red wine.

At Canon (Bouche) 10
Clos-de- Canon (Bougoain). . 3

with assiduous care, (he wines being" made in perfectly organized cellars and press-houses.

Thanks to these several, precautions, and especially to the gravelly sub-soil found in seve-

ral places of this vineyard, the wines of Chateau-La-France are finer and more mellow than
the ordinary palus wines; they even possess a slight Medoc flavour which is extremely
agreeable. The average production is from 600 tuns, which arc sold in good years from
600 to 700 fr. the tun. (See view of Chateau.)

1. The Grand-Chalet-Anguycux is surrounded by the most extensive vineyard of the

palus of Anguyeux. New plantations have been formed with the greatest care by the late

M r G. Gurchy, bringing the average production to 150 tuns. This growth already produces
wines very much appreciated in commerce. (See design.)
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1 st COTES, TEEMED CANON-FRONSAC

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Cassagne (Raymond
Carves) 24

C/i.-Cazin (Heirs Boitard). . 80
At Mazer is (Cournuaud). . . 25

Id. (Corre) 40

At Mazcris (Goupil). . . .

Renouil (Heirs Teyssandier).
At Francarney (Adrien Pu-

ctiaud)
At Mans (Lson Danglade). .

Tuns
red wine.

15
12

2»d COTES, TERMED CANON-FRONSAC

Growth of Tobie at Pey de la

Brie (P. Sarrazin senior,

rarm. of M. Mariaud). . . 20
At Maus (Surt) 10

At Lariveaux (Dupuy). . .

Id. (Moulinet). . . .

At Rambaud (Hrs Hosteins c.

and. p.)

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

IN PALUS

At Camptcs (Arm. Veillan).. 350
At the Orand-Bardean (Du
Foussat) 100

At Bardineau (Boileau ju-

nior). 40
At Grand-Billac (Adrien Pu-
chaud) . . 50

At Ba rail-du-Bee (Emile
Paillet) 50

At Barrail-du'Bec (Paillet

junior) 50

At la Grande-Piece (Barthe
son)

At the Moulin (Merlande ju-

nior)

At la Clie-Bas- Canon (Mouli-
net)

At VOisean (Goizet). . . .

At Queyraud (Guichard). .

Id. (Boitard, cartwright)

8

15

25
15

25

20

20
25
20
20

Id. (Lajoux) 10

Twenty small proprietors make from 4 to 12 tuns.

LA RIVIERE.- 396 inh.— 324 hect.— 3k. 1/2 to N.-E. of

Fronsac— B.: on the N. by Saint-Germain, and Saint Aignan;

on the E. and S. by Saint-Michel; on the W. by the Dordogne.
— P. & T. O. : Libourne.

Soil : to E., very rugged argilo-calcareous hills ; at the

foot of the hills , sandy-argillaceous soil rather fertile ; to

W. fertile palus bordering the Dordogne.— Sub-soil stony

upon the plateaux, argillaceous upon the slopes, and sandy
upon a narrow spot separating the palus from the hills.

Red wines of cotes : the 1st growths of the hills have
a strong proportion of merlot; very bodied, flavoured and
fine., these wines are assimilated in the I s t growths to the

1 st cotes of Fronsac
;
price at vintage time GOO to 900 fr. The

2nd growths, almost all composed of a part of palus wines

1*
*
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with the hill wines, are very coloured and bodied, but less

fine
;

price at vintage time 500 to 750 fr, — Red wines of

palus much valued
;
price at vintage time 500 to 750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-la-Rou&selle (Ernest Ma-
gen) 18

Chateau - Musseau - Bellevue
(Emile Magen) 10

Tuns
red wine.

C6tedePipeaud(Rej-GsLUssei\) 20
Chat. -la-Riviere l (M»" sFuinel,

widow Lachaud) 70
AtCmjot (Heirs Surein). . . 8

CHATEAU-LA-RIVIERE
M" Fuinel (widow Lachaud), proprietress.

4. The Chalcau-la -Riviere appears to date from the end of the XIII century. It has
belonged for nearly a century to the family Masse de Corneille.

Its position at half way of the Norlh-East of Fronsac commands a superb valley,
traversed by the Dordognc. Its wines are bodied, rich in colour, with an agreeable
taste, which renders them much appreciated by the northern trade of France.
The produclion is from '300 tuns, including the wines of Chateau-Carles which is a de-

pendency of the property.
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IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

10
35
35
20
25

At the oourg (Mra Mortreuil)
At Benard (Peychez). . .

At Leyrode (Roman son).

Id. (Gregu). . . .

At Marrouat (Romand). .

About twenty small proprietorsmake from 2 to 8 tuns, in cotes or in palus

Tuns
red wine.

At Roumagnac (Crabey). . . 15

At la Daurette (Farrouilh
father) 10

Id. (Farrouilh son).. . 10
At Vireeourt (Peychez). . . 10

IN PALUS

Ch. -la-Riviere (M rs Fuinel,
wid. Lachaud) 200

At the Pintey (Amiot)... 20
AttJie2)ortdeTressac{BsLudry) 45
At Pipeaad (Rey-Gaussen).

.

40

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, in palus.

At the Petit-Billac (Adr. Pu-
chaud) 80

At the Pintey (Dubernard). 12
At Leyrode (Dehaut). ... 20

SAINT-GERMAIN-LA-RIVIERE.— 411 inh— 392 hect.

— 6 k. to W.-N.-W. of Fronsac; 11 k. toS.-E. of Saint-Andre.

— B.: on the N., by Lugon and Villegouge ; on the E., by
Saint-Aignan and La Riviere; on the S., by the Dordogne; on

the W., by Lugon.— P. & T. O.: Lugon.
Soil : to S., rich palus; on the rest of the commune, argilo-

calcareous hills, upon stony sub-soil.

Red wines similar to those of La Riviere.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Rouet (G. Ayguesparsse). 60
Ch. - Laroque (Dumas de
Laroque) 20

Ch.~Tourenne (Duguit). . . 80
Lescarderie- Garroz (Mrs T.

Lacaze) 15

Tuns
red wine.

Laroque-de-Bas (Mrs Perret)

(cotes and palus).... 20
At Sicard (Seurt) 15
AtMeyrwy (Fredefon^, mayor) 10
At Chanteau (Moulinet). . 10

IN PALUS

Ch.-Laroque (Dumas de La-
roque) 125

At Boulos (Burgade). ... 15

Grand-Bordieux (Dumas de
Laroquej 45

Buffante (Seurin) 15

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns, in cotes or palus.
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SAINT-AIGNAN.— 275 inh.— 275 hect. — G k. to N.-W.
of Fronsac.— B. : on the N., by Villegouge; on the E., by
Saillans; on the S.-E., by Fronsac; on the S.,by Saint-Michel;

on the W., by La Riviere.— P. & T. O.: Lugon.

Soil varied and rugged, alternately sandy
;
stony and argil-

laceous ; the central plateau and the southern part of the

commune are generally sandy-argillaceous, while the nor-

thern part is more frequently argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil
gen. stony, with quarries of ashlars.

Red wines coloured and bodied, quickly drinkable, bought
in the 1st growths of the commune at the same prices as those

of the cotes of Fronsac.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS.

At the Tasta (Azelais). .

At the Vincent (Lewden). .

Jeandeman (MrB Chollet). .

Chat . -Plein-Point (Joseph
Chaperon)

Tuns
red wine.

. 80
. 15
. 90

80

Tuns
red wine.

At Vincent (Viaud). ... 30
Id. (fam. Ardcuin). . 20
Id. (Fournier). . . 12

Chalet- Vincent (Ed. Dan-
glade) 15

2 nd ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS*

At Chadenne (Crabit). . . 80
At Faux (M^ Ducos). . . 10

Id. (Signat) 8
At Mussean (Gaudrille). . . 20

Id. (Guyonneau). . . 12

Id. (P.Artiguevieille). . 10
Id. ( Pastoureau) . . . . 10

At Richautey (G. Artigue-

vieille) 10
At Fontaine (A. Artigue-

vieille). 15

At Hauchat (Mich. Barreau) 10
Id. (Richct). ... 8

At Blcol (Faugeres). ... 15
Id. (Chambonneau). . 15

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAILLANS.— 407 inh.— 622 hect.— 5 k. to N. of Fronsac.

— B.: on the N., by Galgon; on the E., by Les Billaux and

Liboarne; on the S., by Saint-Aignan and Fronsac; on the

W , by Villegouge. — Port upon Fisle. — P. & T. O. :

Libourne.

Soil : to E. and S.-E., fertile palus ; in the rest of the com
mime, hills gen. argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil gen. stony;

argil between the vegetable layers and the stone.
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Wines of cotes, classed in the 1 st growths of the com-

mune as 2 Qd cotes of Fronsac; they possess a fine colour and

body, acquiring a very agreeable bouquet as they grow old

;

price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr. according to the vintages

and growths. — Ordinary palus wines; price, at vintage

time, 450 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES, 1 st GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. -de-Carles ( M" Fuinel,
widow Lachaud). ... 50

At the port of Saillans (Ma-
thurin Trocard) 40

At the bourg (Grillet, geome-
' ter) 45

Id. (J.-B.-Alph. Crabit) 40
At the Noid (Amedee Chape-

ron) 26
At Laoory (Mathurin Tro-

card) 45
At Fraiche (Grillet, geome-

ter) 12

At Labory (Jean Trocard). . 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Coutreau (J.-B. Alphonse
Crabit) 25

At Tessendey (Nicolas Tro-
card) 40

Id. (Dehaut junior).. 20
At Pillebovrse (Alfred Crabit) 25
At the Barbey (Mathur. Tro-

card) 12
At Villars (Pinaud). ... 45
At Malgarnit (Thibaud). . . 12

At Cardeneau (Jacques Roy) 8
At Rambaud (Arnaud Labe) 18
At the Faure (Derache).. . 18

in cotes, artisan and paysan 2"d growths

At Cardeneau ('Math. Coif-
v

fard). . . 12
Id. (P. Roberteau). 10

At Couprat (Mrs Sudrat). . 12

At the Struliez (Jean Go-
dineau). ....... 15

At Reynaud (Jean Brun). . 10

IN PALUS

At Lassafre (P. Robin). . . 20
At the Bride (Chambret). . 18
At Cassagne ( Ayguesparsse

brothers) 25
At the Petit-Presurier (Pel-

letier)

At Grand- Presurier (Claude
Thomas)

At la Grave (Ru\e&u). . . .

At Larroudet (Barbe). . .

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns, in cotes or palus.

20
20

VILLEGOUGE.— 868 inn. — 1,370 hect. — 8 k. to N.-W.
of Fronsac.— B.: on the N.-W., by Verac; on the N.-E., by

Galgon; on the E., by Saillans ; on the S., by Saint-Aignan

and Saint-Germain; on the W., by Lugon and Tarnes.

—

P. & T. O.: Lugon.
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Soil : very rugged high plateaux, gen. argilo-calcareous.

— Sub-soil stony, worked in ashlars or free-stone towards

S.; presenting towards N. argil or a very hard sandy-argilla-

ceous aggregate.

Red -wines good ordinary especially, when they are well

taken care of; price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr. — White
wines ordinary.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

20

Tuns
red w. while w.

Domain of Thonil(M.r8Aj'
guesparsse) 100

At the bourg (P'e Boiteau) 20
Id. (Briolle). . .

Id. (Jean Boiteau) .

.

Id. (Et. Godineau).
Id. (Duboe). . .

Ch.-Bellegarde (Obissier-

Lagiraudais) 25
At JEynaud (Gautier).

At Beanlieu (Aug. David)
At Marot (Puchaud). . .

At Meynard (Ad. Puchaud)
At David (Goupil son). .

25 12
25 15
25 15
5 15

25 »

25 20
20 50
2 12
» 10
» 70

rod w.
At David (Martinau). . .

Id. (Bouffartigue) .

Id. (A. Arnaud). .

At Robert (Mellon senior)

At Cleyrae (Charmolue).

.

At Robin (Thorel). . . .

A t Bellegarde (Sauveroche)
At Boutinet (Dumas de
Laroque)

At Mongaillard (Rouet).

.

At Picat (J. Lewden). .

At Meynard (Brachet). .

Id. (Mich. Puchaud)
At Normand (Herve). . .

Tuns
white w.

» 30
10 -10

5 2

5 45
3 60

20 10

) io »

» 20
10 12

5 12

» 15
» 15

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

LUGON AND ILE-DU-CARNEY. — 941 inh. - 1,094

hect. — 8 k. to N.-W. of Fronsac; 9 k. to E. of Saint-Andre-

de-Cubzac. — B. : on the N., by Tarnes, Verac and Ville-

gouge; on the E., by Villegouge and Saint-Germain; on the

W., by Saint-Romain and Cadillac. — Carriages from Li-

bourne to Saint-Andre and to Blaye, twice a day.— Port
Petit-Chartron, with stone slip and wharf.— P. & T. O.

Soil varied : to S. palus ; in the rest of the commune,
argilo - calcareous towards E. and argilo - sandy towards

W. — Sub-soil of the hills gen. composed of layers of

yellowish earth, argillaceous and impervious, based upon

stone to a greater or less depth.

Red wines of cotes , bodied and coloured ,
of good

taste, forming good ordinary wines; price at vintage time 500

to 700 fr.; the greatest part of the proprietors blend their wines

of cotes with those of palus.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Pardaillan(l&. Lacaze,
conseiller 40 l

At Grimard (Pierre Masse
and Simon Petit) 60

At Sequinard (Chaumet). . 25

At the Tasta (Seurin). . . 20
At Blanchet (A. Beguin). . 15

At Tuquet (Gagnon). ... 15

At Campailley (Guinaudie)

.

At Gasquet (Lalanne). . .

At Brandat (Constantin). .

At the hour
(j

(Grugier). . .

Id. (Montet)
At Arnandgnilhem (Lavernhe)
At Canneveau (Trocard) . . .

Tuns
red wine.

15

15

10
1<S

15

15

K)

in cotes and in palus

Chdt.-de-Raquine (Mrs de
Raquine). . .... 90

D* ofLvgon 2 (Fred. Lacroix) 150

AtGabaron (Guinaudie senior) 20
Id. (Guinaudie junior) 20

At Laperche (Dr Burgade). . 15

DOMAIN OF LUGON
M. Frederic, Lacroix proprietor.

1. Of which 10 tuns are white wine.
2. The domain of Lugon comprises about 30 hectares. Its vineyard is situate 1 partly

upon hills and partly in the Isle-du-Carncy.
The greatest care has been given to this vineyard and to the choice of plan Is which are

:

the cabernet, verdot, malbec and mcrlot. Great works have been made there since 1875,

to defend it from phylloxera, submersion being employed in the palus, and sulphur of

carbon in the hills; excellent results have been obtained and the vineyard again yields its

ancient production of about 150 tuns. The wine-press, recently constructed on the plans

of M r Pierre Durand, architect of Bordeaux, should be mentioned" as a model of economical
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IN PALUS

Tims
rcJ wine.

VErnritage (Dnguit). ... 20
At the Cnnxeiller (Mrs Rai-

mond-Chapevon) 200
Pointc-de-Vlie (Olivier). . . 90

Chateau - du - Carney
Azara)

Ch.-Movton 2 (Leonce Guiard)
At la Chapelle (Eymond)

Tuns
roil wine.

( Dr

80
60
80

CHATEAU-MOUTON
M. Leonce Guiard, proprietor.

construction and arrangement, in the lower pari : 12 vats holding- 10 tuns each are ranged

on each side of a longitudinal passage of 3 in. in size. The ground is paved with flag-stones

which slope in order lo retain the liquid in case of accidents happening lo the vats. In

the upper part a pressoir is installed above, of the same dimension as the passage. This

prcssoir serves alio to form a planking which supports a rolling and turning crane for the

service of cneh vat.

These excellent arrangements facilitate the care applied to the vinification of the wtnes
of the domain of Lugon, which gain much as they become old and are bought at vintage

lime from 450 to 750 fr.

The proprietor of this growth, M r Fred. Lacroix, has been president of the Committee of

admission of the exhibition of the wines of the Gironde, with guarantee of origin, orga-

nized under the patronage of the society of agriculture of the Gironde for the exhibition of

Paris 1879, and he has obtained the diploma of honour for the part he has taken in the

organization of this remarkable exhibition.

1. The Chateau-du-Carncy commands a domain of 28 hect. of which the vine occupies 13.

This vineyard is in process of enlargement and will exlnid to 20 hect. which will yield

an average production of 130 tuns. It is in a great masure planted in gros verdut an I in

cabernet. (See design.)

2. This little property, by reason of the choice of its plants, has always been remarkable

from the superiority of its wines, notwithstanding the mgligenec and abandon in which it

irmained for long years.

The new proprietor has managed it in a most careful manner and it will soon retake the

rank it formerly occupied amongst the best growths of the Isle-du-Carncy. (Sec design).
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in palus {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Tete-Rouge (M> Aygues-
parsse) 60

At Vile du Carney (Alf. Car-
lat) 80

Id. (Beguin). ... 40
At Vlle-du-Carney (Chaudet) 20
At Vile (Marc Gillet). ... 40
At la Rexdlle (Chatard). . . 25

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, in the hills and in

palus.

At Souffrain (Carlat son).

At the Bonrdicu (Mazieres)

Id. (Deschamps). .

At la Chapelle (Dejacques).
A t Bordas ( Signat \ . .

At tfai Chateau-de-Vlie (Be-
chedergue) 20

Tuns
red wine.

20
20
20
15
15

CADILLAC. — 569 inh. — 381 hect. — 10 k. to N.-W. of

Fronsac; 6 k. to E. of Saint-Andre. — B. : on the N. by

Lalande-de-Cubzac and Tarnes ; on the E. and S. by Lugon; on

the W. by Saint-Romain.— P. & T. O. : Lugon.

Soil alluvial to S.-E.; argillaceous or argilo-silicious to

E. and W.; sandy to the extremity N.— Sub-soil gen. argil-

laceous, calcareous upon the heights, especially towards W.
Wines of cotes, bodied and coloured, well flavoured, for-

ming good ordinary wines, similar to those of Asques; 550

to 750 fr.

Palus wines valued; price at vintage time from 500 to

750 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES.

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-de-Cadillac (de Vassal) 25
La Bousserie (de Chabans). . 60
At la Moulinasse ( Ca-

dres) 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Mayes (Signat) 15
At the Povyau (Le'cuyer). . 15

Id. (Leurthault). 12
At Jeantieu (Berlureau).. . 8

IN COTES AND IN PALUS.

red w.

At the Rustre (Sebastian
Arnaud)

At the bourg and at Povyau
(Heirs Robert). . . .

At the bourg (Byraud). .

Id. (Chatard). . .

Id. (family Delaye)
Id. (M's Cayrel). .

white! W.

25 20

20 15

30 »

10 10
20 50
20 »

Tuns
red w. white w

At the bourg (Blanda se-

nior) 12 (

Chdt.-de-Bocage (Viaud). 10 2<

At la Grande - Route
(Bourseau) 10 i

At the Girot (David). . 15
At the bourg (G. Chatard,
baker) 7

J2

10
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IN PALUS.

Tuns
red vv. white \v.

Ch .-de-Cadillac (de Vas-
sal) 250 »

TllllS

pc.1 w. white w.
La Rousserie (de Cha-
bans) 150 j>

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

ASQUES. — 73G inh. — G28 hect. — 14 k. to W. of

Fronsac : 7 k. to S.-E. of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac— B. : on

the N.-E. and W. by Saint-Romain; on the S. by the Dor-
dogne. — Port with quay in stone. — P. & T. O. : Saint-

Andre-de-Cubzac.

Soil gen. argilo-calcareous upon the hills; fertile palus

(recent alluvions) upon the borders of the Dordogne.— Sub-
soil gen. stony, with quarries of ashlars and free-stones.

Wines of cotes similar to those of Cadillac. — Wines of

palus coloured, of good taste and sufficiently bodied , in re-

quest as ordinary wines by Holland and Belgium
;
price at

vintage time 450 to 725 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At Saint-Martin (Eug. Si-

gnat) 15
At the bonrg (Eyraud senior) 15

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Heirs Faure). . 15

At Saint-Martin (Gabard). 12

IN PALUS

At Malande (Jacques Ramat) 150
Ch.-Bares (Paul Dupuy). . 125
Fstey-Nenf(J.-B. Castaignet) 60
Bien-Fait (Gelly) 50
At the bourg(3 . Eyraud j unior) 45

Id. (Lafon junior). . . 25
At Guilhorit (Macouillard). 25
At the Port (( h. Brun). . . 25
At Pin-Pin (J. Pommier).. 25
At Petit-Malande (Moutard

senior) 20
Id. (Lagarrigue). ... 20

Covfins o^n Perier (M» 6 de
Raynal) 350

Covfins de Mons (de Villers) 120
Id. (Rochignieu- Con-

stant) 100
Feuilhade (Jean Lecuyer) . . 50
At Gvyard (P. Uhatard). . 25

At Coujins (Lavidalie senior) 25
At Covfins (J. Lavidalie). . 25
At the Port (Gustave Labach) 25

Id. (Francois Letour-
neau) 25

Id. (Bourseau). ... 20

At the bovrg (Prudhomme).. 20
Id. (Boussaye junior) 15

Id. (Poitevin and ne-

phew) 15
Id. (Clavereau). . . 15

Portail dcFer(VierreLavidahe) 20
At the Hourgnet (Lavidalie

Fort) 20
At Martel (Achen junior). . 15

Id. (M' s Bellue). . . 15

At Malande (Letourneau ju-

nior) 15

At VEstey-Neuf (Bergeon).

.

15

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns.
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SAINT-ROMAIN-LA-VIRVEE. - 624 inh. - 781 hect.—

12 k. to W.-N.-W. of Fronsac; 5 k. to E.-S.-E. of Saint-

Andre; 5 k. to E. of Cubzac. — B. : on the N. by Lalande;

on the E, by Cadillac; on the S. by the Dordogne and Asques;

on the W. by Cubzac and Saint-Andre.— P. & T. O. : Saint-

Andre-de-Cubzac.

Soil to S. fertile palus; to N. elevated plateaux, un-

dulating, gen. argilo-calcareous, upon stony sub-soil. Wines
of cotes similar to those of Cadillac.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch -de- Cadillac (de Vassal). 45
At the Tertre (Letourneau) . 20
Ch.-de-Lagarde (Guinaudie). 50

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Roger). ... 15
Id. ( Petiton Ardouin ) 20
Id. (Esteve) 12

IN COTES AND PALUS

At the bourg (Longaut). . . 30
Id. (M,s Maumey). . . 15

Id. (Jeanty Ardouin). . 15

At the bourg (Jeanty Itey). 15
At the Grand-Houilley (Cheri

Itey) 40

IN PALUS

Chdteau-de- Cadillac (de Vas-

At

At la Caille (Ramat). . .

Id. (Bruno, solicitor)

.

Beausoleil - Routillas
(Dompey). .

(Leydet). .

(Castanet, of the
Grand-Jour).

(Signat). . .

Id.

Id.

Id.

220
120
15

120
80

75
35

At Beausoleil-Routillas (Da
vid). . . .

Id. (Mariaud). .

Id. (Duranthon).
At the Pouyeau (Lacombe)
At Pregnebe (Eyraud senior)

At la 6foiZte(RomairiLurteau
At Guineau (Olivier). . .

At the Chemin- Court (Bertu-

reau). . . ,

15
25
15
15

20
20
15

30

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns, in cotes or palus.

LALANDE-DE-GUBZAC— 546 inh.— 853 hect.— 12 k.

to W.-N.-W. of Fronsac ; 6 k. to E. of Saint-Andre-de-

Cubzac.— B.: on the N. by Salignac; on the E. by Tarnes ; on

the S. by Cadillac and Saint-Romain ; on the W. by Saint-

Andre-de-Cubzac.— P. & T. O. : Lugon.

Soil a little uneven, sandy-argillaceous or argilo-calca-

reous, especially towards N.— Sub-soil gen. sandy-argil-
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laceous, compact, yellowish; in some places, blackish sandy

soil; and towards the centre, some argillaceous portions.

Red wines similar to those of Cadillac. — White wines
of enrageat, ordinary.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. whitew

At the Pity (Pierre Bou-
din). ... 10 10

Id.
f

(Feytit son). . 16 8
At Gresix (Lavernhe). . 10 10

At Loiseau (Faux). . . 15 8

At Vincenot (Jean Vidal). 8 8

At Faugeres (Eymas). . 8 8

Tuns
red w. white w.

Ch.-de-Loizeau (M ,s Ga:

bard) 15 8

AtthePinqval(Th.GuisLT<}) 100 30
At Bazeille (Guill. Feytit) 10 20
At Rouyet (Miss A. Kon-
deau) 15 15

At Bichonne (Barbe). . . 15 15

At Jacquet (Lovely Serres) 10 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

VERAC— 549 inh. — 860 hect. — 12 k. to N.-W. of

Fronsac; 10 k. to E. of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac, near the

dividing ridges of the Dordogne and the Saye. — B. : on the

N. by Mouillac, Saint-Genes and Perissac; on the E. by

Galgon; on the S. by Villegouge and Tarnes; on the S.-W. by

Lalande; on the N.-W. by Salignac. — Railway of the Cha-

rentes, in project, st. from Perissac, at 5 k. of the bourg; st.

from Galgon at 6 k.— P. & T. O. : Lugon.

Soil uneven, composed of soft earth, sandy-argillaceous and

of argillaceous stony soil towards N. — Sub-soil more
frequently sandy-argillaceous and compact; banks of hard

stone towards N., W. and near the bourg.

Red wines produced from 3/4 malbec, 1/4 merlot and pi-

gnOn (boutignon)
;
price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr. the tun,

wood inclusive.

White wines of enrageat, very much employed for Men-
dings and very good in certain growths to be consumed pu-

rely; price at vintage time 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood
inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Ch.-Pommiers (Loyer). . 25 30
At Bragite (fcavariaud). . 20 30

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the Callac (Paul Cou-
rau) » 100
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redw.

At Goubert (Mallard). .

At Cotttet (Gagnard). . .

At the Manrins (Ruber).
Id. (Bapt. Menard)
Id. (Camus). . .

At Vireles (Berard). . .

Tuns
white w.

10 20
» 30

10 20
3 15
5 10
2 20

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Bourdigole (E. Dupuy) 5 60
At Lespron (Em. Cham-
bord) 8 30

At the bourg (Pinaud, of
Saillans) 25 »

At Gaurinat (Miss Bron-
deau) 3 15

Sixteen small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

We pass without stopping there the communes of TARNES-
MOUILLAG, SAINT-GENEfe, PERISSAC, which pro-

duce only very little red wines and ordinary white wines from

enrageat, and we shall terminate our review of the canton of

Fronsac by the commune of Galgon where viticulture has made
great progress for some years.

GALGON AND QUEYNAG.- 1,334 inh.— 1,517 hect.—

8 k. to N. of Fronsac, 10 k. to N.-N.-W. of Libourne; 13

k. to S.-W. of Guitres.— B. : on the N.-W. by Perissac;

on the N. by Saint-Ciers and Saint-Martin-du-Bois ; on

the N.-E. by Bonzac ; on the E. by Savignac; on the S.-E. by

Les Billauds; on the S. by Saillans; on the S.-W. and W. by

Villegouge. — Small port upon Tlsle, at Girard. — P. & T.

O.: Lugon.

Soil, slightly uneven, presenting gen. soft sandy-argilla-

ceous soil, more or less rich, and alluvions on the borders of

the streams. — Sub-soil gen. composed of a sort of gravelly

sand. Some sandy portions are also to N., towards N.-E.

and upon the hills of l'lsle, some marly portions.

White wines of enrageat, very agreeable in certain

growths; price at vintage time 300 to 400 fr. — Red wines
well coloured and forming very good ordinary wines, in the

growths properly cultivated; price at vintage time 500 to

750 fr. according to the growths and years.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Maynevieil (M> s

Raymond Fontemoing). 30 80
Ch.-Recougne (J. Sergant) 15 30

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Chiguet (Fr. Herve).. 15 30
Id. (Alfred David). 6 40

A t the bourg ( P. Farrouilh) 10 30
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Tuns
red w. white \v.

At Faugere (Baudou aDd
Petassou) 10 8

At la Giraude (M' B F. de
Boucher) 3 50

At Marze (Fouquet). . . 3 40
At Boutin-Arnaud (Mrs

Livran). ... 5 40
Id. (Moulinet, notary). 3 25

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Paleau (Cantelaube). 3 30
At Bizeau(JesLTiGsLUSseiis) 3 40

Id. (Mellon senior). 2 30
Id. (Mellon junior). 1 10
Id. (Pillod). ... 1 10

At Beaulieu (David).. . 2 35
At Rigolle (A. Gaussens). 5 30

CANTON OF GUITRES.

From the canton of Fronsac we pass into the canton of

Guitres, which produces very good red wines upon the hills

of Bonzac and Saint-Martin-de-Laye, classed in the category

of the wines of cotes of the Fronsadais, and wines similar to

the small Pomerol upon the gravelly plateaux of Saint-Denis-

de-Piles.

The other communes of the canton : Guitres, Bayas, La-

gorce, Lapouyade, Marancin , Saint-Ciers-d'Abzac , Saint-

Martin-du-Bois, Savignac-de-1'Isle, Tizac-de-Galgon only pro-

duce some ordinary red wines, or white wines of enrageat.

Sablons produces nearly 900 tuns of ordinary red wines in

more than 100 little cellars.

Soil : alluvial on the borders of ITsle; in the rest of the

canton, various plateaux sandy and sandy-argillaceous. The
hills of Fronsac and Saillans, broken by the valley of La Saye,

at its confluence with ITsle reappear on the right side of lisle

(canton of Guitres) from the old dungeon of Savignac up to

the chateau of Monfavier. These hills, which form a great part

of the territory of Bonzac and Saint-Martin-de-Laye, have a

height of from 50 to 80 m. Their situation to the S -E. and

their argilo calcareous soil, mixed with half broken sand and

potash, renders them eminently favourable to vine culture. —
Sub-soil gen. composed ofvery hard sandy-argillaceous aggre-

gate, called in the country arene. Banks of graves, argil or

marl, especially towards the N.-W.
Red wines produced from 3/5 malbec, 1/5 merlot, 1/5 man
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cin, cabernet (bouchet), etc.; well coloured and sufficiently

bodied, forming good ordinary wines in the growths which
are properly cultivated; price at vintage time, according to the

years and growths, 450 to 750 fr. The 1 st growths of Saint -

Denis, and especially those of Bonzac and Saint-Martin-

de-Laye, attain up to 900 fr. and may enter into the

category of the wines of cotes of the Fronsadais; the red wines

are cultivated there en plein and with much care. The palus

wines are often in the artisan growths mixed with the wines

of the plateaux.

White wines produced from enrageat, and a little ju-

rangon, which increase daily and are much employed for

Mendings. Price at vintage time 250 to 400 fr., wood in-

clusive.

BONZAG. — 520 inh. — 754 hect. — 5 k. to S.-S.-W. of

Guitres; 11 k. to N.-N.-E. of Fronsac.— B. : on the N. by
Saint-Martin-de-Laye; on the E. by Saint-Denis; on the S. by
Savignac; on the W. by Saint-Martin-du-Bois.— Railway st.

from Pinaud (Saint-Denis) to 3 k. to S.-W. of the bourg. —
P. O.: Saint-Denis-de-Pile.— T. O.: Guitres.

Soil divided into palus, gen. devoted to meadows, occupying
nearly a quarter of the commune, in the valley of ITsle and in

the transversal valleys ; and in very rugged argilo-calcareous

or argilo-marly hills, sometimes mixed with half broken sand
and potash, and in a great part occupied by the red vine for

some years past.— Sub-soil stony or marly, upon some of the

hills, presenting in the major part of the commune, an argil-

laceous, hard, firm soil, favourable to the vine.

Red wines. The first growths of this commune are classed

with those of the first or second cotes of Fronsadais, selling at

vintage time from 550 to 900 fr. and attaining in age up to

1 ,000 fr. The sewines, without equaling in delicacy the Canon
Fronsac, nevertheless possess their body, good taste and rich

colour; they are particularly appreciated in Belgium and En-
gland. The artisan and paysan growths are sold at vintage

time from 450 to 700 fr.

White wines of enrageat.
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.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chateau-de - VArc ( Deli-

gny) 70 »

Chateau- Trincaud (

M

rs

G. Lacaze) 25 »

Chat.- Larroque • Peyraud
(Alp. Vallet de Peyraud) 40 J

Chat.-Perrin-d*Hoge (O
de Trigant-Beaumont). 60 »

Chateau-de-la- Grave (due

Tuns
red w. white w.

90 »Decazes de Gluksberg)
At Feizet (Mrs Martin). . 15
At the Cododier (

M

rs Bou-
tin) 15

Ch.-Monfavier (de Osma) 20
At Chevalier (Jean Perret) 30
At the Combavts (J. Sudre) 6
At la Berrine (J. Sudre). »

15
30
20
20

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-MARTIN-DE-LAYE- 439 inh.— 955 hect.— 3 k.

to S.-E. of Guitres.— B. : on the N. by Bayas; on the N.-E.

by Guitres ; on the E. by Sablons and Bonzac; on the S.

by Bonzac, and Saint-Martm-du-Bois; on the N.-W. by Ma-
ransin.— P.&T. O.: Guitres.

Soil very rugged, argillaceous, or argilo-calcareous. —
Sub-soil of arene towards N. with stone in the centre, and

argil to S. of the commune.
Red wines, ordinary in the whole of the commune, but

forming very good ordinary wines in the Malfard growth

which is planted and cultivated with a very particular care
;

price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr.

White wines of enrageat.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chateau-Malfard (G. des
Cordes) 70 40

At Serre (Jean Defargue) 10 60
At Bouteille (Petit Pierre-

Justin) 3 50
At la Chapelle (J. Perret) 4 50

About sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, for the greatest

part white wines.

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Grillet (J. Defargue)
junior) 3> 60

At the Canton (Heirs
Leurtault) 15 20

At Penardeau (Gumid) . . » 20

SAINT-DENIS-DE-PILE. - 2,571 inh. — 2,770 hect. -
5 k. to S. of Guitres; 9 k. to N.-E. of Libourne. — Railway
from Bx to Paris, st. from Pinaud, st. of the Paris-Orleans

Railway.— P. & T. O.: Guitres.
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Soil to W. about 150 hect. of palus , bordering l'lsle

,

and high sandy-argillaceous or sandy -gravelly plains; to

E. the ground is a little more rugged, presenting on the Cail-

levat side, argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly hills. — Sub-
soil of graves or arene.

Red wines, forming good ordinary wines; price at vintage

time from 450 to 750 fr. in the best growths, and from 425 to

650 in the ordinary growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine

Caillevat (Boyer father). . . 75
Ch. -Beaumale (V*e de Grailly ) 25
At Picampeav (Jean Kabion) 30

Tuns
red wine.

At the lourg (Gueydon). . . 40
At the Emerits (Barbe). . . 25
At Coudreau (Fr. Richon). . 35

More than 150 small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns of red wine
(see for more details volume II of the Statistiqne generate de la Gironde).

CANTON OF COUTRAS.

We shall terminate the arrondissement of Libourne by the

canton of Coutras.

Soil slightly rugged, low argillaceous plains upon the bor-

ders of lisle and La Dronne ; high sandy-argillaceous or

sandy-gravelly plateaux, united by little valleys, with soft

slopes of an argillaceous or argilo-calcareous nature; pictu-

resque and very fertile hills, more frequently argilo-calca-

reous terminating (in the Gironde) the pretty country of

Double commenced in the Dordogne.— Sub-soil gen. gravelly,

sometimes argillaceous or composed of an argilo-sandy red-

dish aggregate; quarries of large stones to N.-E. of the canton,

upon the hills of Double, called also in the country hills of

La Double.

White wines of enrageat, much employed for blendings;

price, at vintage time, 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive.

They are generally sold nus (wood exclusive) and in this case

there is a reduction of about 50 fr. on the above prices.

Red wkies unimportant
,
produced from 4/5 malbec

,

1/5 merlot, mancin, cabernet and other plants, gen. ordinary,
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sold at vintage time from 425 to 650 fr.; upon some argilo-

calcareous or gravelly hills, there are several well planted

growths which produce grand ordinary wines, making excep-

tion as to quality to the other wines of the canton. We may
cite amongst others that of Brande-Bergere, at Eglisottes.

EGLISOTTES.— 1,305 inh.— 1,712 hect.— 10 k. to N.-E.

of Coutras.— Railway station.— Hills ; average production in

white wines, 700 tuns.— P. & T. O. : Guitres.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red \v. white w.

Chat. - Brande - Bergere
(Mialaret, merchant). . 20 5

C6te-Reyraud (Mialaret,
merchant) 5 10

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Tour-Blanche (Pierre

Viaud). ... » 25
Id. (Parraud). ... » 25

The other communes of this canton produce less red wines

than white wines of enrageat, with the exception of Abzac.

The communes of COUTRAS, LES PEINTURES, POR-
CHERES, SAINT-MEDARD-DE-GUIZIERES, SAINT-
SEURIN-SUR-L'ISLE, are those where the most important

white wine cellars are to be found. The commune of FIEU
is that which produces, especially at the place of La Bombarde,
the best white wines of the canton.
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In order to arrive on the excellent hills of the Bourgeais, we
must traverse the canton of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac.

The prices paid at vintage time, which we shall note he-

reafter, are sometimes surpassed with certain first growths

that enjoy the favour of trade; this has often been the case

since two years, on account of the invasion of phylloxera, the

ravages of which will, we hope, diminish.

The average productions which we shall indicate hereafter

are the same as we have established in 1874

SAINT-ANDRE-DE CUBZAC— 3,540 inh.- 2,315 hect.

— 23 k. to N.-E. of Bx.— B. : on the N., by Saint-Gervais and
Saint-Antoine; on the N.-E., by Aubie; on the E., by Salignac

and Lalande; on the S., by Cubzac; on the W., by the Dor-

dogne.— Important source at Fonboudeau, the waters of

which are employed in a fountain, with continuous jets, for

the supply of a most commodious lavatory.— Omnibus ser-

vice corresponding with the greatest part of the trains stop-

ping at Lagrave-d'Ambares.— Carriages for Blaye, Libourne,

Saint-Savin, Cavignac and the Saintonge. — Port of Plagne

with a vertical quay. — Port neuf situated at the extremity

of the commune. — P. & T. O.
Soil varied : gen. sandy-argillaceous upon the plateau; ar-

gilo-calcareous on the side of Bouilh and to W. of the com-
mune; alluvial and very fertile to S., upon the borders of the

Dordogne. — Sub-soil gen. stony to N. and N.-W.; gen. ar-

gillaceDus in the rest of the commune.
Red wines produced from 1/4 malbec (gourdoux), 1/4 man-

cin, 1/4 merlot, 1/4 divers plants, divided into wines of palus

and wines of cotes. The latter are light, agreeable and
quickly drinkable, selling at vintage time, from 500 to 800 fr.,

according to the years and growths; they have obtained in age

up to 900 fr. in the l s t growths of the commune. The wines
of palus are thicker, with less delicacy, and are sold , at vin-
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tage time, from 450 to 700 fr. the tun. - White wines of

enrageat, employed for blendings; price at vintage time, from

300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chat.-du-Bouilh (M rs Hu-
bert Delisle) ^80

At Montalon (J. Richet). 30

Id. (Denieau) 20

Id. (M" Gaillard). . . 10

At Bel- Air and Montalon
(G. Lansade) 60

Ch.- Tim berlay l (J. Latour) 90

At Lamothe (Morange). , 40

Tuns
white w.red w.

Ancient dependency of the

Bouilh (Marceau) 15

Id. (H. Donie). ... 15

Id. (Degas junior). . 8
Ch.-Robillard (G. Milhet) 6

At the Moulin (Charron
and Duranthon). ... 20 10

Ch.-Lacaussade (V. Mor-
tier) 30 »

25
8

»
12

CHATEAU-TIMBERLAY
M. J. Latour, proprietor.

1. Ancient property of the family de Paty-Lapacaud, the Chateau-de-Timbcrlayis situated

near the bourg of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac. The present proprietor has completely restored

the vineyard which comprises about 18 hect., and, when thorougly finished, will attain 24

to 25 hectares. It is entirely planted upon argilo-calcareous ground, exposed to South and

in choice plants : 2/5 cabernet-sauvignon, 2/5 merlot, 1/5 malbec : the wines of this

growth arc made with the most assiduous care and are much esteemed, especially in

England.
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Tuns
red w. white w.

At Calonge (Menart son). 15 j>

Id. (Mrs Gabard). . 10 »

At Roussillon and Aubie
(Jean Rene) 20 30

At the Testa (Louis Vi-
vier) 30 10

At la Joie (Donis de Ro-
billard) 20 6

At Rouguette (Peychaud,
vicar) 10 5

Tuns
red w. while w.

At the Six (Mondon). . . 15 10
At ths Port-Auge" (Louis

Mortier) 10
At VAbrit (Bertin son).

At the bourg (Gelly). . .

Id. (M™ Petit Lo-
vely). . . .

Id. (Miss Mailhe). .

At Lagatte (Montangon).

IN COTES AND PALUS

Ch. - Gombaud (Mortier
father) 120 20

At Jacqnet (Larcade). . 25 10

At Bechevelle (de Lau-
riere). 20 10

At Bonnets (Fr. Donis).. 20 25

At la Joie (Richet). . . 20 3)

At Barlet (Firm . Lagreze) 25 5

At Barlet (M™ Gallouye).
At the Taupier (Ch. Au-

ber). ,

At Perrand (Labrousse).

.

Id. (Lagreze). . .

Id. (Giraud). . .

CJi.-Soucat (Eug. Chape-
ron)

15
10

10
20
10

20

10
15
10
10

5
)>

20

20
15
D

40 20

IN COTES AND IN THE SANDY PLATEAU

50
35

At Grand-Lande (Bellue) 10
At la Cabeyre (Mrs Gelly) 15
At the Tasta (Bertin fa-

ther) 15 10
At Seignan (Amedee Aba-

die) 10 20

At Lapouyade (Elie Ber-
taud) 10 20

At Rigand (X. Mortier). 15 5

At Redain (Fr. Froin). . 10 15
At the bourg (Ant. Gui-

bert) » 15

IN PALUS

At Terrefort (Levraud se-

nior) 30
Id. (Donis, wood mer-

chant) 10 j>

At Terrefort and at La-
greze (Reynaud). ... 10 7

A hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

GUBZAG.— 900 inh.— 892 hect.— 3 k. to S. of Saint-Andre-

de-Cubzac; 20 k. to N -N.-E. of B*. — B. : on the W. and N.,

by Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac; on the E., by Saint-Romain; on the

S.-E., byAsques; on the S. and W., by the Dordogne.

—

Omnibus service corresponding with the railway st. of

Lagrave-d'Ambares.— Very remarkable suspended Bridge,
destroyeed by the hurricane of the 2nd march 1869, replaced

since by two steam ferry-boats, while awaiting the cons-

truction of anew metallic tubular bridge.— P. & T. O. : Saint-

Andre-de-Cubzac.
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Soil : to S. and W., deep alluvial ground; to N. and E.,

high sandy-argillaceous plateaux, based upon a calcareous

considerable bank of soft stones and ashlars.

Red wines gen. very coloured; they are sold, at vintage

time, from 450 to 750 fr.

White wines of enrageat, alcoholic and very appropriate

to blendings.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red w. vvhite w.

Chat. -de- Terrefort (baron
deMalet) 75 50

At Lagrange (Milhadej. . 50 15

Ch.- Canada (Danflous). . 70 j>

At Picoulet(A. Caillaud). 10 7

Id. (Clermont). . 8 o

At Bonnaud (Joubert). . 10 »
At the Planquettes (Eu-
gene Quancard). ... 12 »

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Meillac (H. Donis). . 16 4
At Bernesevt (Caillaud

senior) 10 4
At the bourg (Mrs Mou-

tard) 12 x>

At la Redoute (M>8 Sege-
ral) 10 5

At the Sablot (Barth.
Degas) » 20

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

At Bicot (Chambonneau
junior). ........ 35 »

At Drouillet (Valette). . 20 10
At la Bonnefonne (Gail-

8lard) 20
At the bourg (Laurent). .12 »
At the Fori (Mrs Lestrade) 10 j>

Id. (Ch. Moure). . 10 »

IN PALUS

Ba of la Virvee (J. Rene,
of St-Andre-de-C.) . . 70 »

At Porto (Eyraud). . . 120 »
Id. (Bihour). ... 60 »
Id. (Firm. Lagreze). 15 ))

At Conscillant (Morel). . 25 »
At Chapieu (Gelly). . . 20 j>

At Petranc (Gaudrie) . 50 »
At Regret (P. Degas). .40 »

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, in cotes or palus.

SALIGNAG.— 959 inh. - 1,288 hect. — 7 k. to N.-E. of

Saint-Andre. — B. : on the N., by Gauriaguet, Marsas and
Marcenais; on the E., by Saint-Genes and Mouillac; on the

S.-E. by Verac ; on the S. by Saint-Andre on the W. by

Aubie. — P. & T. O. : Saint-Andre-de-Gubzac.

Soil rugged, gen. very fertile : soft, sandy-argillaceous

soil, upon the plateaux ; argilo-calcareous or argillaceous soil,

upon the slopes and in the valleys. — Sub-soil stony, on the

side of Ambaud, of the bourg and towards E.; gen. argilla-

ceous in the rest of the commune
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Red wines very coloured and quickly drinkable in the first

growths of the commune, forming very good ordinary wines,

much above their reputation
;

price at vintage time 450 to

650 fr.

White wines of enrageat.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Peyralles and at Four-
net (Pierre Lignac). . .

At Esteyrot (Gillet). . .

At Tarreyrots l
, hill of

Peyralles
(
Quancard). .

At Bluat, Bonnefont, No-
din, Majureau (Bessede)

At Ambaud (Bouehet^. '.

At Clnzet (Largeteau). .

Chat.-de - Morinat ( Leon
dePaty) 5

At Crose (Pierre Large-
teau) 8

10
30
15

80

40

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the A Hards (Pierre Mo-
range)

At Lauberterie (Roger).
Id. (Mrs Cartier).

At Bobenet (Gagnard).
At the bourg ( Theod

Guiard) . . .

Id. (Cosson). .

At Ambavd (Dantagnan
son senior)

At the bourg (Metayer Ri
gal). . . .

Id. (J. Cavignac),

15

40
20
30
30

30
15

10 20

5 10

5 10

CHATEAU-DE-PEYRALLES
M. Quancard, proprietor.

1. The hill of Peyralles (Tarreyrots) has a stony sub-soil and a magnificent situation to
S. which renders its products superior to those of the country. M r Quancard possesses
a vineyard in process of enlargement upon this hill, which comprises at present 7 hectares
in full bearing, planted with choice vines, and producing from 30 to 35 tuns of an excellent
ordinary wine, acquiring in age much delicacy and agreeable flavour. The wines of this
growth obtained houourable mention at the universal exhibition of 1878.
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Tuns
red w. white W.

5 6

5 15
» 26
8 15

Tuns
red w. white \v.

At Savarins and Moulin de
VEan (Alfred
Largeteau). .12 5

At the bourg (Delay).
At Majureau (P. Lignac).
At La/on (Fr. Livran). .

At Savarias^l?* Metayer)

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, red or white.

VIRSAC- 280 inh. — 360 hect.— 4 k. 1/2 to N. of Saint-

Andre. — B. : on the N. by Peujard; on the E. by Aubie and

Saint-Antoine; on the S. by Saint-Andre ; on the W., by Saint-

Gervais and Saint-Laurent. — P. & T. O. : Saint-Andre-de-

Cubzac.

Soil : slightly undulating and very varied, sandy, sandy-

argillaceous or argilo-calcareous plateaux.— Sub-soil : stony

towards S., presenting a little alios towards S.-E., and sand

or compact argil in the rest of the commune.
Red -wines similar to those of Salignac. — White -wines

of enrageat.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chateau-Bois-Martin ( de
Brezets de Bois-Martin) 20 200

Nandonnet (Albert d'A-
lesme de Meycourby). . » 150

Atthe Prieure {$ . Sabourin) 20 50

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Geneau and Lapierriere
(M rs d'Alesme de Mey-
courby) 10 20

Ch.-Pradelles (Bertin son) 8 25
At Pradelles (P. Rousseau) » 20

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, generally white.

SAINT-GERVAIS.— 759 inh.— 553 hect.- 3 k. to N.-N.-

W. of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac; 8 k. to E.-S.-E. of Bourg. —
R. : on the N. by Saint-Laurent and Virsac; on the E. by
Saint-Antoine; on the S.-E. by Saint-Andre; on the S. by the

Dordogne; on theW. by Prignac and Saint-Laurent.— P.&T.
O. : Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac.

Soil varied : to S., fertile palus; to N., undulating plateau,

of which the earth is generally argilo-calcareous, presenting

some sandy portions towards E., on the side of Tizac, and very

varied soil on the side of Mas.— Sub-soil stony to W., argil-

laceous to E.

Red -wines, bodied and coloured, the best in the canton;

they bear analogy to those of Bourg; price at vintage time

600 to 900 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS AND 1** ARTISAN GROWTHS.

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-Bart (M» d'An-
drault) 75

Ch.-des-Arras (de Soyres). . 75
At the Egouts and at Saint-
Ignant (Bonnefont bro-
thers) 75

At CabarmesiM.™ Kichet). . 20
Id. (Jean Kichet, of

Saint-Andre) 20
At Capblanc (Hyppolite Lu-

tard) 20

Tuns
red wine.

20
30^
20
30
20

At Casserat (M' B Levraud)
At Cdbannes (Nouguerede). .

At Blanquine (Meric). . . .

Ch.-Pagnon (Seurin junior). .

Id. (Pierre Coureau). .

At the Escagnes (Massicot fa-

ther) 15
At Tizac (Ranee) 50
Ch.-du-Mas (Roux , of Gau-

riac) 30

At Esteyrolles 2 (Quancard)

.

At Grande-Esteyrolles ( Ch.

IN COTES

35 I At the bourg (Bertrand). . . 25
At Drillolle (Blay, of Bayon) 30

50 I At Cantemerle (Nouet). . . 20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the Joubens (Chauvin, of

St-Andre).
Id. (Meric). . .

At Casserat (Laurent, of St

Andre)
At Noulov, (P. Millepied).

At Matard (Mrs Cavignac).
At the Gd-Chemin (Blinot).

Id. (Bonnefon). . .

At the Escagnes (Gueynard
senior)

At TizacQIsiTidon father and

At Port-Port-Neuf (G. Lan-
sade, of St-Andre-de-C). 20

At the Barail-du- Clerc (Sa-

vineau-, of Saint-

Andre-de-C.).. . 20
Id. (Thier and Baillou, of

Bourg) 40

son) . 20
]0 At Tizac (Mrs Seurin).

.

. 10
10 Id. (Augereaud). , . 10

Id. (Canteau). .

Id. (Berteau). .

. 10
12 . 10
12 Id. (Faugere). . 8
10 Id. (Pinet). . . 8
15 At Canton (Rulleau). . . 10
15 Id. (Antoine Seriat ). . 8

Id. (Marces). 8
10 At JJavied (Raymond Pinaud) 8

IN P,^LUS

At Canteranne (Vivier, of

St-Andre) 50
At the Bois-fieux (Mrs He-

raud) 15

Id. (Page) 15
Id. (Firmin Lagreze).. 15

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

1. Of which 10 tuns are white wine.

2. Th': growth of l'Esteyrolles has always been celebrated for the admirable preserva-
tion of its wines. M r Quancard has been the proprietor for twenty years; he has learned,

like his predecessors, how to appropriate an excellent choice of plants to the nature of the
ground. This vineyard, in process of enlargement, presents to-day 6 to 7 hectares in full

bearing. Its wines obtained honourable mention at the universal exhibition of 1878, and a

silver medal at the exhibition of 1879, with certificate of origin.
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SAINT-LAURENT-D'ARCE — 837 inh. — 807 hect. —
6 k. to N.-N.-W. of Saint-Andre.— B. : on the N., by Cezac;

on the E., by Penjard and Virsac; on the S., by Saint-Gervais

and Prignac; on the W., by Prignac, Marcamps and Tauriac.

— P. & T. O.: Saint-Andre-de-C.

Soil rugged
;
palus

,
plains, valleys, slopes and elevated

plateau, the ground of which is gen. sandy-argillaceous. —
Sub-soil gen. stony, worked.

Red wines, well coloured, quickly drinkable, constituting,

in the first growths of the commune, very good ordinary

wines, improving much with age : price, at vintage time, 500

to 750 fr.

White wines of enrageat.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red \v. white w.

Chat-de-VHnrbe (Miss la

C ssede la Roque de Mons) 60 60
Ch.-Puymorin (deTurgot) » 20
Daubiac ( Heirs of M rs

Ajot).
^

20 20
At la Menagerie (Berna-
deau) 12 »

Les Forets (Barateau, mil-
ler) 10 10

At the Grand - Thibaut
(Biennassis)

At Lauguirean (M rs de La-
valette de Montbrun) . .

At Magrignes (Page son).

Le Temple (Aubert). . .

At Paymorin (de Brezetz
de Boismartin). . . .

Tuns
red w. white w.

10 25

15
15

12

15

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

We pass, without stopping there, the communes of AUBIE,
GAURIAGUET and PEUJARD, which only produce a

little red wine and white wine from enrageat. Our readers

will find observations with details in volume II of our Statis-

tique generate dela Giroyide, pages 461, 462, 463,464 and 465.
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B. : on the N., by the canton of Blaye; on the E., by the

canton of Saint-Savin; on the S.-E., by the canton of Saint-

Andre-de-Cubzac; on the S.-W. and W., by the river.

Soil very rugged. This canton presents very varied situa-

tions, which render it one of the most picturesque and

agreeable of the Gironde. We can state that, before the in-

vasion of phylloxera, it was one of the richest, for its ground,

which is generally argilo-calcareous and very fertile, is espe-

cially propitious to vine-culture and produces very good or-

dinary red wines.— Sub-soil, almost entirely stony, worked
in free-stones, ashlars, etc., much employed in Bordeaux and
its environs.

Red -wines produced from 1/2 malbec (teinturin) , 1/4

merlot, 1/4 cabernet, prolongeau, boutignon, cahors(nochant),

mancin, forming, in the major portion of the canton, very

good ordinary wines, coloured and bodied,, approaching the

celebrated wines of Saint-Emilion and the wines of Burgundy,

distinguished even from these last by more delicacy and

lightness. They gain after being in bottle and preserve well

for thirty or forty years.

The wines of the Bourgeais had formerly to be kept seven

or eight years, before being ready for consumption (as the

wines of the hills of Saint-Emilion). But, at present, trade

requiring wines fit for early consumption, the proprietors of

this country have had to change certain plants, modify their

vinification, in practising the stoning of the grape, and have

arrived at the fortunate result of obtaining wines which have

not last any thing of their fineness, bouquet or agreeable

flavour, but which have, in the contrary, gained the advan-

tage of being ready for consumption the third or fourth year.

But will they preserve as long? That we shall learn later;

but it is sure that they live longer than the illustrious wines

of Mecloc, their neighbours.
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The classification of the wines of the Bourgeais is very

ancient. For more than a century, 4 growths hold the first

rank :

du Bousquet. At Bourg. I Chateau-Falfax. . . At Bayon.
i-Tayac. ... At Bayon. I Chateau-Rousset. . At Samona<

For about forty years, two other growths have held the

same rank ; these are :

Chateau-Barbe. . At Villeneuve. | Croute-Charlus-Gayet. At Bourg.

Since this epoch, several vineyards, which formerly were
second growths, having been the object of great improve-

ments, are sold at present almost at the same prices as the

growths of which we have spoken.

In consequence, we consider it appropriate to pose our in-

formation on a level with progress, and in order to be really

useful to our readers, to divide the Bourgeais growths into

bourgeois, artisan and paysan growths :

1 st bourgeois sell at vintage time, according to the years,

from 600 to 900 fr.

2nd bourgeois, which obtain at vintage time from 550 to

750 fr.

Artisan and paysan paid from 500 to 675 fr. at vintage time.

The wines of palus obtain about the same prices as the

2nd bourgeois.

Besides, there as elsewhere, the growths are subject to

great variations in their success; this implies variations in

their sales, which are again modified in the period at which
those sales are effected.

White wines produced from enrageat, in the Eastern part

of this canton, very alcoholic and employed for blendings

,

paid, at vintage time, according to the years and growths,

from 200 to 300 fr., wood inclusive.

The prices which we have indicated above and those that

we shall indicate further on, are sometimes surpassed by

certain growths, which enjoy in their class the favour of

commerce; they have been subject to the invasion of phyl-

loxera, for the last two years, but happily its ravages appear

at present to be attenuated, at the price however of great

sacrifices.
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The average production which we shall indicate further on

has been established by us in 1874; all these figures are

considerably reduced at present by phylloxera.

BOURG. — 2,602 inh. — 1,457 hect. — 13 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Blaye; 28 k. to N. of B* by way of the river or by Ambes;
34 k. from Bx by Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac.— B. : on the N., by
Lansac; on the E., by Tauriac; on the S., by the Dordogne;

on the W., by Saint-Seurin-de-Bourg. — Steamboat on the

lower part of the river, and Steamers-omnibus « les Hiron-

delles (three departures per day). — Public carriages from

Libourne to Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac and to Blaye. — Ports
upon the Dordogne, at the lower part of the town and at

Pain-de-Sucre. — Railway from Bx to Blaye and Saintes,

in construction.— P. & T. O.
Soil : alluvion to S., very rugged and varied in the rest of

the commune, alternately marly, argilo-calcareous or argilo-

gravelly, sometimes yellowish, sandy and blackish. — Sub-
soil stony.

Red wines the best of the canton.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
rod wine.

Chat. -du-Bousqvet (V te de
Barry) 90

Crodte-Charlus l (Gayet). . 90
Chat. -la- Grave (Sully-Ram-
baud) 80

Growth of la Libarde (E.
Renaud) 60

Croute- Courpon (Mrs Buzet). 60
Growth of Croute (Mallard) . 60

Tuns
red wine.

At la Libarde (Raganau) . . 25
At la Hagleyre (Peychaud). 20
Atla Hetraite(Biii\ly). . . 30
At Camillac (Gellibert). . . 25

Id. (L. Pascault). . 15

At la Pougue (C. Labour-
dette, notary) 40

At the bourg (Cousteau). . . 60
At Belle-Roque (H. Ribadieu) 1

5

1. The domain of Croute-Charlus situated upon an elevated hill, commanding the right

side of the Garonne, presents an argillaceous ground, upon a calcareous foundation ; it con-
tains 56 hect., divided as follows: vines, 30 hect.; arable land, gardens, etc., 17 ; meadows,
6; aubaredes, 3. The vineyard, admirably exposed to the S., is exclusively planted with
choice vines, such as merlot, malbec, verdot and cabernet; its wines are classed with the

first growths of the Bourgeais. (See design.)
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GROWTH OF CROUTE-CHARLUS
(I s * BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Gayet , proprietor.

iSee, pnge 417, note 1.)

2nd BOURGEOIS AND l
e t ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Nauriou (Levreaud).

At la Libarde (Meynard).
Id. (F. Berniard). .

Id. (Martin). . . .

Id. (Moreau). . . .

At la Providenee (Dureau)

At the Goyaes (Lagrolet).

At the Roc (Mrs Peychaud)
At Lartavde (Pessonnie).

At Belle- Vne (Mrs Dureau).

At Nauriou (M rs Sou).

At Camiliac (M rs Vincent)

At the bourg (Miss de La
badie).

Id. (Sicard). . .

At Rebeymont (Lalne). .

Id. (Lanneluc-Sanson)
At Ayquem (de Marcillac).

At Lagrange (de Subercazaux)
Id. (Mrs Landart). .

Tuns
red wine

40
25
25
15

20
6

7

15
15
10
6
15

30
15
15
20
12
30
15

Tuns
red wine.

. 12
. 12

10

At Croute (Miss Meran). .

Id. (Caussade).

Id. (Miss Fontan).
At the bourg (Daleau , no-

tary). . . 12

Id. (Bertin) ... 10

Id. (Dupuy) ... 8

At Monforton (G. Lansade). 25

At Camillac (Castanet). . . 20

At Cambes (capt. Kaymond). 20

At Lidonne (Guiard). ... 15

At Poyanne and Mombrier
(Mathurin Pauvif) ... -

r

At Lacroix (Berniard). . . 25

At Lartaude (Gagner). . . 20

At the Moulin-Rompn (J.

Augereau)

.

20

Id. (P. Augereau). . 15

At Camillac (Dumenieu). . 20

At Clotte-Blanche (Pecou). 15
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2nd BOURGEOIS AND l 8t ARTISAN GROWTHS (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

(Anduteau-At Carrvel
Charlit). .

At the Mayne-d'Annans
(Page)

At the Mas (D r Moulinet).
At Camillac (capt. Bayard)

Id. (Sicard). . .

At Cavssade (Berniard uncle)

Id. (Berniard nephew),
At la Monge (Renaud).
At the Gogves (Auduteau)..
At Camillac (Bernard, mason)
At the Vallade (Bertaud). .

25

15

20
18

10
12
20
12
18
15

Tuns
red wine.

At the Vallade (Bertaud ne-
phew) 5

At Pain-de-Sucre (Servel). . 15
Id. (P. Brian). ... 6
Id. (Brian) 6

A t the Neqre (Eyraud). . . 7
Id. ' (Roy) t\

Id. (Robin). ... 6
At Genibon (Eyraud). . . 12

Id. (Dupuy). ... 5
Suburbs of Bourg (Cadiche-

Benaud). . . 15
Id. (Sebastien Benaud) 20

IN PALUS

Chat .- Mille- Secowsrs l (Heirs Pau Chenu-Lafltte) 400
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CHATEAU-MILLE-SECOUSSES
(IN PALUS)

Heirs Paul Chenu-Lafitte, proprietors.

\. The Chateau-Mille-Secousses is of ancient date, thus named without it being cxaetly
known from what it derived ils strange name. Is it because it is placed in a creek of the
river, and thus receives directly the sea winds, which are sometimes very violent, or is it
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in palus (continued)

Tuns
red wine.

At Fleurimond (G. Lanaeluc-
Sanson) 25

At Reynault (Lahire). . . 15
At Cambes (Pauvif) 15

Id. (Pastoureau). . . 10

Tuns
red wine.

Chat- Gourdet l (A. C616rier) . 100
Domain of Barbe (Max Boi-

zard) 65
At la Tuiliere (M" Elie). . 25
£n of Barbe (E. Etienne). . 30
At Rapet (Petit) 15

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

BAYON. — 992 inh. — 1,081 hect. — 4 k. to N.-W. of

Bourg.— B. : on the N. by Comps and Gauriac; on the E. by
Samonac; on the S.-E. by Saint-Seurin; on the W. by the

river.— Public oarriages from Blaye to Bourg and Libourne.
— Steamboat calling at La Reuille. This commune com-
prises the isle of Cazeaux and the little port of Reuille, where
vessels are constructed.— P. & T. O.: Gauriac.

Soil rugged ; to W. argilo-calcareous soil ; to N. and

E. some superficial portions, sometimes a little-gravelly.

—

Sub-soil stony towards S.-W. ; hard reddish ground in the

rest of the commune.
In consequence of the retreat of the river, the third section

of quarries, which was not workable formerly, has become so

for about twenty years.

Red wines bodied, coloured and the best of the canton.

because the roads conducting to it formerly were impracticable, causing a thousand miss-
adventures before arriving there ?

The vineyard comprised 50 hectares formerly, and has to-day (including the purchases

of the heirs J. Etienne and the adjunction of the domain of Rider, a celebrated growth of

the country), an extent of more than 100 hectares, absolutely planted with the finest vines :

merlot, verdot and cabernet.

This domain is one of the finest properties of the department, not only by its= happy po-

sition «n the borders of the river, which follows it for a course of 1,200 meters, but as

well for its fine chateau the vast dependencies and good arrangements of itsvineyard, which,
after having received in 1869 and 1876, successively two gold medals for its admirable

culture, and a silver medal in 1878 for its wines at the universal Exhibition of Paris,

obtained in 1880 the grand ministerial gold medal of viticulture at the competition of the

grand vineyards of the Gironde. (See further on the design of chateau.}

i. The domain of Gourdet which has belonged to the family Celerier since 1792, had at

that period 50 hect. In 1842, it was enlarged by M r Celerier, who renewed his vineyard

with fine plants of Medoc, such as verdot, merlot and cabernet-sauvignon. This vineyard

composed of plants in Ihe force of their age, produces a yearly average of about 400 tuns,

of a generous wine, full of fruity taste and bouquet, much esteemed in England, Holland

and Belgium. In consequence of the great reputation of the wines of this growth, several

small proprietors having vines in its neighbourhood sell their wines under the name of

Gourdet. Nevertheless M r Celerier is sole proprietor of the ancient domain and of the ce-

lebrated vineyard of Gourdet.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

I s * BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Tayac-Marsaud (MM. J.

Ramat and F. Dessandier).

Ch.-Falfax (Heirs of vicomte
de Chasteignier)

100

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Blissa (Fonteneau). . . 90
Growth Eqvem (

D

r H. Bichon) 80
Millorit (Monrrier) 30
At Rousset (Mrs Laroussie). 15

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Chateau- Ta n esse l (Bonnefon
brothers) 10

At the bourg and at Plouget
(Dupeyrat). 50

At the bourg (Blay). ... 25
At the Breuil (Pastoureau).. 16
At the bourg (Mr s Roturier). 25

Id. (Miss Cailleux). . 10

CHATEAU-TANES8E
MM. Bonne fon brothers, proprietors

\. The growth of Chatcau-Tanesse, situated upon the summit of the hill, commands the

course of the Gironde and the magnificent Medoc vineyards. The argilo-calcareous ground
is almost all planted with vines en plein, of the best plants, and produces one of the most
esteemed wines amongst the bourgeois. The stony subsoil has been worked and forms
two superposed quarries, the stones of which are of the first quality.

12**
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ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At Plissot (Baillou). ... 18

At Nandot (Goujon). ... 18

At Luc (Brard) 18

At Cot (Fleuranceau). ... 12

Tuns
red wine.

At Cot (Canau) 10
At la CUmone (Roy Cam-
bronne) 8

IN PALUS

lie Cazeaux (M rs Pierlot)

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

200

SAINT-SEURIN-DE-BOURG.- 395 inh.— 254hect.-
H k. to N.-W. of Bourg. — B. : on the N. by Samonac;
on the E. by Bourg; on the S. by Bourg and the Gironde; on
the W. by Bayon.— P. & T. O.: Bourg.

Soil varied and very rugged : argilo-calcareous soil, upon
stony sub-soil or argillaceous and yellowish soil, mixed with

small gravel.

Red wines : the best of the Bourgeais, coloured and bodied,

acquiring in age a great delicacy and bouquet.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At Laurensanne (Miss de Bel-
lot). 45

Tuns
red wine.

At Landreau (Mrs de Char-
moy) 20

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

At MarcTtais (B.-L. Bally).
At Conveyra8 (Dupuy). .

At Saint-Seurin (Roy). .

At la Pongue (Dumenieu).
At Carruel (Prolongeau).

Id. (Arnaudin). . .

At Nandot (Saboureau). .

15

15
10
30
10
10
10

At Gourrou (Goujon). . .

At Camblannes (captain J.

J. Bally)
At Mare (Laroque). . .

At Colin (Claverie senior).

At Bordes (M' s Clou). . .

At Plouget (Dupeyrat).

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Camel (Sicard). . .

At the bonrg (A. Roy). .

Id. (Jean Roy). .

Id. (Bayard uncle)
At Belair (Baudin). .

15
15

15
10
10

20

15
30
15
15
20

At la Grave (Bayard nephew) 12

At Belair (Paquier). . . . 25

At Preberingne (Roy senior) 10

At Bordes (Bertin). ... 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns
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SAMONAG. — 469 inh. —402 hect. — 4 k. to N.-N.-W.
of Bourg.— B. : on the N. by Saint-Trojan; on the N.-E. by
Mombrier; on the E. by Lansac; on the S. by Bourg, Saint-

Seurin and Bayon; on the W. by Comps, Saint-Ciers and
Saint-Trojan.— P. & T. O. : Bourg.

Soil very rugged and varied, argilo-calcareous, sandy-gra-

velly or argilo-gravelly, having frequently a yellowish tint.—

Sub-soil gen. composed of argilo-gravelly hard reddish soil.

Red wines. Those of Chateau-Rousset are classed in the

ranks of the 1 st growths of Bourgeais; the other growths

(bourgeois) possess all the generous attributes of the wines

of the country and form very good ordinary wines.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l s t BOUEGEOIS GROWTH

Chateau-Rousset (Sonder)
Tuns red wine.

. . . 120

BOUEGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At Jeanguillon (de Vitray). 15

At Beaulieu (M rs Chambord,
by birth Robert) 30

At Barrieux (Michaud). . . 15

At Macay (Gagnerot). . . 80
At Birol {Martin Sou son). . 20

Id. (Audoire). ... 12

Tuns
red wine.

At VEstauvielle (Bally, of

Bourg) 8

At Ricard (Auduteau son). . 18
AtBelair (Janvier Gayet son) 40
At the Basque (Jerome Sou

junior) 25
At Fonvielle (Cavignac son). 20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Tourteau (Gilbert, mayor) 20
Id. (Mathurin Robert

son) 15

Id. (Robert Gervais). . 15
Id. (Robert senior). . 15

Id. (Golphe) 10

Id. (Eug. Renaud). . 15

Id. (Gravereau). . . . 15

Id. (Renaud nephew).

.

15

Id. (Martineau). . . . 10
At the Moulin (Auduteau

miller). . 12

Id. (Justin Auduteau) 15

At Bouche (P. Robert). .

At Cotor (Bayard). . .

At the bourg (Berniard).
Id. (Dulaurier). .

At Fonvielle (Courpon).
At Caulas (Bayard son).

At Tallet (J. Sou junior).

Id. (P. Sou senior)

Id. (Roy). . . .

At Pisselievre (Grimard)
Id. (J. Canau). .

Id. (Gaillard). .

AtBelair (Mazereau). .

15
12
12
20
10
15

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.
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GOMPS. —337 inh. — 171 hect. — 5 k. to N.-W. of

Bourg.— B. : on the N. by Saint-Ciers; on the E. by Sa-

monac; on the S. by Bayon; on the W. by Gauriac.— P. &T.
O. : Bourg.

Soil rugged, to E. and S.-E. rich yellowish earth, mixed
with small pebbles and based upon a sandy-gravelly very

hard tuf; to N.-W. sandy-soil, sometimes fatty and very fer-

tile, based upon reddish earth.

Red wines having the general character of the Bourgeais

wines.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Berthou (Mrs Cailleux). . . 30
Eliez (Francois Pauvif). . . 25

Id. (M ,s Gamier) 10
At the Auges (Barbe). ... 30

Tuns
red wine.

At the Lamberts (Dusson,
prop.). . . 12

Id. (Dusson, doctor). 6
Id. (Chariot-Pineaud) 10

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

the Lamberts (Roy bro- At the bourg (Bayard, cooper) 15
thers) . . . 10 Id. (Mrs Charruaud). 10

Id. (Chariot). . . . 10 At La Grise (Etier). . . . 20
Id. (Coutaut). . . . 10 At Berthe (J. Baudouin) . . 6

Id. (Blanchot). . . . 8 At Beaiosejour (Faure). . . 15

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

GAURIAG. — 1,296 inh. fixed population; 77 floating

population. — 6 k. to W.-N.-W. of Bourg. — B. : on the

N. by Villeneuve and Saint-Ciers-de-Canesse; on the E. by

Comps; on the S. by Bayon; on the W. by the Gironde.

—

Steamboat touching at Rigalet and at La Roque-de-Thau,

twice a day. — Public-carriages from Blaye to Bourg and to

Libourne, passing Gauriac three times a day.— Port of La
Roque-de-Thau.— P. & T. O.

Soil very fertile, presenting gen. a silico-argilo-calcareous

ground, based upon a very deep stony Sub-soil. To the

S.-E. side, strong earth, upon a reddish compact argillaceous

subsoil.

Red wines coloured and bodied, being a little more mellow
and more quickly drinkable than those of Bourg.
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Ch.-dc-Thau (J.-C. Viaud).

.

At Bone (Heirs Grenet). . .

At Ewazeaux (Heirs Olinde
Baril) 35

At Serquin (D r H. Bichon). 30
At Poyanne (Pastoureau). . 25
At la Roque (Roux, ship owner) 50

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

60
20

At Francicot (Mrs Migne).
At the bourg (Roux, doctor).

Id. (Terrieu, notary).
Id. (Heirs Aubert and

Viand). . .

At la Couture (Bertin). . .

Tuns
red wine.

20
15

8

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Terrefranehe (Blanquie)
At Perringue (Grenet). .

Id. (Landard). . .

Id. (Regnier). . .

Id. (Renaud). . .

Id. (Et. Arnaud).

10
20
12
12
10
10

At Bel-Air (Roux, miller).

At Francicot (Allard). . .

Id. (Migne, miller). .

At the bourg (Garceau, capt.)

Id. (Chariot brothers)
Id. (Chariot). . . .

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

ILE DU NORD (GAURIAC)

Chateau- Carmeilh (Sourget). 150 I In the Isle (Cailleux).

20
60

18
12
8

12
15
10

18

Growth of Calmeilh (Dupouy) 100 Id. (Roux) 25

VILLENEUVE. — 495 inh. — 715 hect. — 8 k. to N.-N.-

W. of Bourg; 6 k. to S. of Blaye. — B. : on the N. by
Plassac; on the E. by Saint-Ciers-de-Canesse; on the S. by
Gauriac; on the W. by the river. — Steamboat, two depar-

tures per day, with which corresponds a carriage service from

La Roque-de-Thau to Saint-Christoly. — Carriages from

Libourne to Blaye, morning and evening.

—

Port at La Roque-

de-Thau.— P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil very rugged gen. argilo-calcareous, upon stony foun-

dations, presenting some palus to W.
Red wines very much valued, as intermediate wines

between those of Blaye and Bourg.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Tuns

red wine.

Cliatcau-Baroe l (baron de
Brivazac) 150

Tuns
red wine.

Mendoce (de Laulanie^. . . 80
Escalette (Louis Goize). . . 40

\. The wines of Chateau-Barbc arc in the number of the six first growths of Bounjcais
noted previously. They obtain a favour upon the price of the other first growths of the
country.
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BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

At the bourg (E. Blay).
Koymantus (Gourdet).
At the bourg (Brian). .

Id. (Brian son).

Tuns Tuns
red wine. reJ wine.

. 60 At the bourg (Reaud). ... 12
. 10 Id. (M™ Grimard). . 12
. 20 At Bidou (M™ Eymery). . . 15
. 20

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Bidou (Etiez) 15
At Sauman (G. Sinan). . . 20

Id. (M" Sinan). . . 15
At the bourg (Bouvet). . . 12

At the bourg (Bellue). . , . 10
Id. (Eyraud). ... 10

At Faridon (Landeau). . . 10
Boque-de-Thau (Drouillard). 12

ILE DU NORD

Domain of la Terrasse, ancient domain Uspinas.se l (Ch Laurent,
stock-broker, in Paris) 120

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-CIERS-DE-CANESSE. — 873 inh. — 680 hect. -
6 k. to N.-W. of Bourg. — B. : on the N. by Plassac and
Berson ; on the E. by Saint-Trojan and Samonac; on the

S. by Comps; on the W. by Villeneuve and Plassac. — P. &
T. O.: Blaye

Soil very rugged, light earth, sandy-argillaceous upon the

heights, stronger soil in the valleys. — Sub-soil varied;

stony, worked in ashlars towards S.-W., argillaceous in the

lower parts; hard and reddish earth in the rest of the com-

mune.
Wines possessing the general qualities of the wines of

Bourgeais, approaching a little the wines of Blaye in some
growths.

1. The domain of I, a Terrasse is composed of 39 hectares dependant of the commune of

Gauriac, and 17 hectares dependant of the commune of Villeneuve, 56 hectares altogether

of continuous extent. This domain is to be recommended in every respect, presenting

vines which may be considered as the oldest of the Bordelais, and which produce wines
known from the late regimen.
The several varieties of carmenet, malbec, an! vcrdot compose the whole of this vi-

neyard in which are :

120 years' old.

101 or 110 —
00 —
80 -
40 —

15 •/.

10 •/«

12 °/o

17 •/.

18 •/.

15 %
13 •/.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Perroland (D r Plumeau) ,

Tuns red wine.

... 35

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At Rousselle (Arnaud). . . 5o
AtlaGrolet{A.J)\ichon- Doris) (0
At Gnibonnet and the Ar-
douins (Pujo sons brothers) 90

At la Tuiliere (Quimaud). . 20
At Nodeau (Henry, prefect of

Lot-et-GaroDne) 25

At Seguie (Lavaud). ... 25

Tuns
red wine.

At the Grimas (Mathieu Bau-
dot)

At Guireau (Gravereau bro-
thers)

At the Lauriers (Pujo-Donel)
At Belair (Baillou). , . .

At Coubet (Grenier). . . .

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At the Sclaponnier (Rabou-
tet son) 15

At la Renardiere (Heraut).. 25
At Bngean (Sou) 25
At Repinplet (Sou brothers). 20

Id. (Audouin). ... 20
At Coubet (Dupuy) 15
At Thieudat (Dulaurier).. . 25

Id. (Etier) 12
At Guibonnet (Heraut). . . 15
At Bitot (Sinan) 20

Id. (Loumeaud). . . 15
Id. (Audouin). ... 18
Id. (Heraud). ... 15
Id. (Borderoy). ... 12
Id. (Liveau brothers). 12
Id. (Massicault). . . 10
Id. (Guilleau). ... 10

At Berbillot (Dulaurier). . . 20
Id. (Quimaud).. ... 12

At the Arnavds (Liveau). . . 30
Id. (Faure) 20
Id. (Jean Morin). . . 20
Id. (Rousset). ... 20

At the Arnauds (Sou). .

Id. (Boyer). . . .

(lM. Morin). .

(Roy).. . .

(Eyraud). . .

(Gaud). . .

At Godinean (Morpain).
Id. (Etie). . . .

At Ciignet (Chariot). .

Id. (Gagnaid). .

At Nicoleau (Grimard).
Id. (Arrivet)

.

(Raboutet father)

(Roy). . . .

(Lavidalerie).

(Morin). . .

(Robert).. .

At Galagnon (Sou) . . .

At Selaponnier (Loumeaud)
At Cheval-Blanc (Coycaul t)

At Canesse (Dulaurier). .

At Ndudot (Bernard). . .

Id. (Eymery).. . .

At the Mayne (Faure). . .

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id,

18

18
18
18
18
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
10
15
10
10
20
12
15

10
15
10

12

One hundred small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

SAINT-TROJAN. — 340 inh. — 315 hect. — 6 k. to N.-

N.-W. of Bourg; 8 k. to E. of Blaye.— B. : on the N., by

Berson ; on the E., by Teuillac and Mombrier; on the S., by
Samonac and Saint-Ciers; on the W., by Sain^Ciers-de-Ca-

nesse.— P. & T. O. : Bourg.
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Soil very rugged, argilo-calcareous, with often a yellowish

tint, sometimes mixed with small gravel.

Red wines bodied, well coloured, of good taste, possessing

in the best growths of the commune the delicacy and

agreeable flavour of the 2nd growths of the Bourgeais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Meteau (acq. Peychaud).
Id. (David, of Berson)
Id. (Collard)

At VHdpital (M« Abadie). .

At the Eerauts (Martin).. .

Tuns
red wine.

]5

15
15
30
10

Tuns
rcil wine.

At Porrogendre (Bichon son) 25
At the Moulin de Rousselet

(Severing 20
At Rousselet (Mottard). . . 20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Boisit (Rocheron). . . . 20
Id. (Vige) 30
Id. (Faure) 15
Id. (Baillou) 20

At Fond-J\euve (Barre). . . 30
At la Jaugue (Michaud).. . 10
At Picapeau (Canau). ... 10
At Novard (Arnaudin). . . 18

Id. (Goulle) 8
At Lucas (Rochet) 15

At Lucas (Messac). . .

Id. (Sou)
At Rousselet (Martin Sou).
At Baillon (Gombaud). .

At Mangaud (Estieu). . .

At Millepied (Bertin).

At Merrier (Baudet). . .

At Maison-JVeuve (Baillou).

At Perrogendre (Dulaurier)
At VHopital (Enjalbert).

15
15
10
15
10
10
18

12
10
10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuus.

TEUILLAC. - 626 inh.- 736 hect. - 8 k. to N. of Bourg.
— B. : on the N., by Berson and Saint-Christoly ; on the E.,

by Saint-Vivien and Lafosse; on the S., by Mombrier; on the

W., by Saint-Trojan and Berson. — P. & T. O. : Bourg.

Soil gen. sandy-argillaceous, presenting in some portions a

strong argillaceous soil.

Red wines forming good ordinary wines in the growths
in which care is taken in the culture and vinification. These
wines, although made in the canton of Bourg, approach those

of the Blayais by their mellownes and body; they are classed

amongst the 2nd cotes of the Bourgeais.

White wines produced from 3/4 enrageat (folle), 1/4 cha-

losse blanche; price at vintage time, 300 to 400 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red vv. white w.

Tuns
redw. while w.

Chdt.-Peychaud (Haulon) 80 » ! At Launay (E. Marty). . 30 10

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Launay (Pic). ... 12 10
Id. (Pauvif). . . 12 6

At the bourq (Berniard). 15 »

Id. (Ruleau). . . 20 10
At la Croix (Berniard ne-

phew). . . 20 »

Id. (Routurier se-

nior). . . 15 »
At Bouet (Montangon). 25 y>

At the Bertins (GuichaTd) 20 ))

Id. (Meille). . . 15 »
At Demeurant (Tesson-

neau). 15 »
Id. (Berniard). .15 »

At Demeurant (Beneau)..
Id. (Mareou). . .

Id. (Gombaud). .

At la Poste (Collard). . .

At Chardon (Tourteau)

.

Id. (Seurin bro-
thers). . .

At la Grosse-Planche (Ma-
thelineau) 20

At the Pont (Cavignac).
Id. (Bertin). . .

At Violet (Ballet). . . .

Id. (Bufaure).
At the Poteau (Brisset). .

20 »

15 ))

10 »
18 3D

15 6

12 J>

20 ))

15 12
20 JD

15 8

12 3D

15 20

About 80 email proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns, red or white.

MOMBRIER.— 480 inh.— 425 hect.— 5 k. to N. of Bourg.
— B. : on the N., by Teuillac; on the E., by Lansac and La-

fosse; on the S., by Lansac and Samonac; on the W., by Sa-

monac and Saint-Trojan.— P. & T. O. : Bourg.

Soil rugged, varied, gen. fertile, argilo-gravelly upon the

hills, sandy-argillaceous to E. and sandy-gravelly to the ex-

tremity N. — Sub-soil stony towards W. and near the

bourg, where it presents some small lime-stone quarries.

Hard, reddish stone in the rest of the commune.
Red wines forming good ordinary wines, classed in the

2nJ cotes of Bourg.

White wines of enrageat, ordinary.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At Groleau (G. Rochet). . 25
At Terrefort (Largetean). . 10
At Vicns (Gillardeau senior). 40

Tuns
red wine.

At la JBrede (Eymas). . . 3o
AttheRichards(Numa.ll6beTt) 80
(and 80 tuns white wine).
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Terrefort (Grenier).

Id. (Courreau).

At la Here (M rs Gaignerot)
At Grenier (Heraud). .

Id. (Coureau). . .

Id. (Baudouin).
Id. (Coudouin;.

At the Plantier-J\euf(Beitm)
At the Moulins (Faure).

At Brard (Pierre Pauvif
senior)

At Laliveau (Barateau).
Id. (LevSque). . .

At Carteau (Piton). . .

Id. (L. Berseau). .

At la Battue (Gombaud).

Tuns
red wine.

15
15
20
18
12

15
15
15
12

15

15
10
10
12
6

At Gabillard (Gombaud).
At la Bobine (Gillardeau

senior). .

Id. (Sudre). . .

Id. (Roux). . . .

Id. (Pauvif, mason^
Id. (Moreau). . .

At la Tenote (Sudre). . .

At Labrousse (Sou). . .

At Brard, (Pauvif). . .

At the bourg (Mrs Expeut.
At the Genets (MrB Roturier)
At Cagnas (Janvier Sou).

Id. (Pierre Seurin),

At Blreau (Jacques Roy).
At Mayne (Vige). . . .

Tuns,
red wine.

15
8

8
15
5

15
15
10
8
12
15
12
8

20

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

LANSAC. — 633 inh. — 600 hect. — 3 k. to N. of Bourg. —
B. : on the N., by Mombrier; on the N.-E., by Pugnac and
Lafosse; on the E., by Tauriac ; on the S., by Bourg; on the

W., by Samonac; on the N.-W., by Mombrier. — P. & T. O. :

Bourg.

Soil very rugged, composed of hills, with argilo-calcareous

soil and plains with argillaceous grounds.— Sub-soil varied,

calcareous, worked in lime-stone near the bourg; in ashlars

near Guyonne and towards S. of the commune ; elsewhere, al-

ternately argil and hard and reddish ground.

Red wines bodied and coloured, forming in the first growths

very good ordinary wines, classed with the 2 nd bourgeois

growths of the Bourgeais. — White wines of enrageat the

most esteemed in the country; price at vintage time 300 to

400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Gnerit (M. Labour-
dette) 25

At Fonguilhem (Jouberr, bro-
ker) 30

Tuns
mi wine.

Chat.-Lamothe (Brun, of Ro-
chefort) 70

Chateau- Guyonne and Noli-

quet (Rivoire) 40
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Tuns
red wine.

At Civrac (Renaud). ... 15

At Canteranne (B. Renaud). 18

At la Martine (J. Renaud). . 30

At Pilote (Mrs Gellis). . . 15

bourgeois growths {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Bellcgarde (Audoire). . 18

At the Maurin (Mrs Babin). 5
At Auyonne (Cargue). . . 8
At Fovgas (Bernard). ... 16

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Begot (Bertin). . . . 35 At Cantenac (Seurin). . . . 20
Id. (Courreau son). . 20 Id. (Robin). . . . 10

Id. (M>s Courreau ju- At Noliauet (L. Courreau). 10
nior). . . . 20 Id. (Doret) 10

At Donnis (Beaudouin). . 30 At Cramone (Bertaud). . . 10
Id. (Eyraud). . . 15 At Saolard (L. Audouin). . 20

At the .Androns(J. Gagnerot ) 25 Id. (J. Audouin). . . 15

Id. (Mrs Eymas). 12 At la Cmix (Tessier). . . 10

Id. (Pessonnier). . 12 A t the Grand-Puy (V. Benaud) 10

Id. (Emm. Roy). . 10 A t Marchais (Guiard). . . 15

Id. (Sou). . . . 10 At the Petit-Puy (Audouin) 20
Id. (Charlassier). 10 Id. (Boiteau). . . . 6
Id, (Bernard). . . 10 Id. (Durand). . . . 8

Id. (Clavereau). 8 At the Vieux- Chateau (Ber-
Id. (Dupuy). . . 8 nard) . . . 8

At Tuilerie (Bergeon). . . 22 Id. (Prolongeau). . . 5
Id. (Bergeon brothers ) 22 At Lansac (M rs Herve). . . 10

At the Emiers (Page). . 30 Id. (Dupuy). . . . 10
At the Davis (Cavignac). . 10 At Dovis (Berniard). . . 10

Id. (Hervais). . . 10 At Galeau (Bergeon). . . 8
At Cantenac (Benaud). . 25 At Poste-Lansac (Bergeon). 15

Id. (Berniard). 20

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

PUGNAG. - 898 inh.— 871 hect.— 7 k. to N.-E. of Bourg

;

11 k. to N.-W. ofSaint-Andre-de-Cubzac— B. : on the N.-W.,

by Lafosse; on the N., by Saint-Vivien; on the E., byCezac;
on the 8., by Tauriac; on the S.-W., by Lansac— P. & T. O.:

Bourg.

Soil rugged and varied : towards W.,argilo-gravelly ground,
upon a foundation of gravel; towards E., sandy or sandy-ar-

gillaceous ground, based upon a sub-soil of reddish earth,

compact and impervious.

Red wines to be valued on account of their nice colour and
delicacy, especially those which are made towards the W. of

the commune; price at vintage time, in the l s t growths, from
550 to 750 fr.; in the 2nd growths, 500 to 675 fr..—White wines
produced from enrageat, ordinary.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w,

At the Rivereau (Cla-
veaud)

At Gravier (Jean Boisson)
At Belair (A. Mestayer).
At the bourg (Rivoire). .

Tuns
white w.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

(Brard)

.

(Brard senior).

(Brard junior).
(Meyaard). . .

(Meynard, late

blacksmith) .

10
6
18

20
30
»

20
15
15
15
12

2 15

red vv.

At the bourg (Epron).

.

Id. (Martin, blacks
mith). . .

Id. (Dupuy). . .

Id. (Montangon).
At Bonrgeau (Deramat).
At Avgereau (Vigie). .

At Cocut (Beautrion). .

At Saint- tfrbain (Roy).
At Viand (Roy). . . .

At Noblet (Marces)

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white

Tuns
white w.

6 15

6 8

6 8

6 8
» 20
8 15

15 36
5 20
8 20
5 ie

TAURIAC— 1,178 inh.— 1,080 hect. — 4 k. to E.-N.-E. of

Bourg.— B. : on the N., by Pugnac; on the E., by Marcamps
and Saint-Laurent-d'Arce ; on the £.-W.. by Bourg; on the W.,
by Lansac.— P. & T. O. : Bourg.

Soil rugged and varied : to N.-W., argilo-calcareous hills,

very propitious to the vine; to N., lighter ground, and to E. and
S.-W., upon the borders of the Moron, palus and marshes
producing mortar for litters, often exported to foreign places.

— Sub-soil of alluvions upon the borders of the Moron, stony

in the rest of the commune.
Red wines full, bodied and rather fine in the I s * bourgeois

growths; price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr.; very ordinary in

the artisan and paysan growths.— White wines ordinary,

of enrageat,

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red w. white w.

Domain of Guerrit l (Ba-
bin brothers) 60 »

Ch.-du-Piat(Castanet son) 50 »
At Hourtou (Meric). ... 20 »

Id. (Plemeau).. . . 20 »

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chat. -la-Barde (Heirs de
Soyres) 90 20

At Riviere (Despagnet). 30 »

At the Mounat (Daleau). 15 »
At Bride-Secaille (Levraud

\. The domain of Guerrit, situated upon the limits of Bourg1 and Tauriac, is one of the

oldest vineyards of the Bourgeais. It is entirely planted with choice vines and produces

wines of a rcmarktblc quality, uniling body and fruily taste to bouquet, delicacy and dis-

tinction.

Its average production is about 60 tuns, and in good yejrs, much more considerable.
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DOMAIN OF GUERRIT
(1st BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

MM. Babin brothers, proprietors.

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS {continued).

Tuns
redw. white w.

brothers,cellar at Bourg) 50 »

Chdt.-de-Macd (Sou). . . 30 30
At Maco (A. Mestayer). . 20 20
At Mayne-Bernard (Al-

louet) 30 j)

GrowthNodoz (J.-J. Bordes) » »
Domain of the Bovsqvet or
Gverrit (Pastureau bro-

reJ w
thers)

At Portier (Castanet, no-
tary) 20

At the Equins (de Suber-
casaux) »

At VAlouette (M. Labour-
dette son) 10

Tuns
white w.

80

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Guerrit (Pl£neau ju-
nior). . 25 »

Id. (Pteneau se-

nior). . 35 »
At Maco (Mallet brothers) 15 »
Ai- the Avgers (Catheli-

neau). . 20 »

Id. (Brunet Au-
doire). . 40 10

At the bourg (Audoire).
At Toilet (E. Vincent)

Id. (Montangcn).
At Monet (Audouiu).

Id. (Menard). .

At Eyravd (Eyraud). .

At la Lustre (Blanchet)
Id. (Banizette).

12
15
10
10
10
.10

12

10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

13
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MARCAMPS.— 563 inh.— 245 hect.— 5 k. 1/2 to E. of

Bourg; 6 k. 4/2 to N.-W. of Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac. — B.: on
the N. , by Tauriac ; on the E. , by Saint - Laurent -

d'Arce; on the S., by Prignac; on the W., by Bourg.— P. & T.

O. : Bourg.

Soil : palus to W. ; argilo-calcareous hills upon stony sub-

soil to E.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
rod wine.

Entrc-Deiix-Monts (Barateau
junior). 15

Icl

.

(L. Bara-
teau). . 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Lapourcavd (Dumeyniou). 20
At the Hugons (Chaumet se-

nior). . . 15
Id. (Chaumet junior). 15

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns.

PRIGNAG AND GAZELLE - 430 inh.— 764 hect. -
6 k. to S.-E. of Bourg.— B. : on the N., by Marcamps; on the

N.-E., by Saint-Laurent; on the E., by Saint-Gervais ; on the

S. and S.-W., by the Dordogne; on the W., by Bourg.—
P. & T. O. : Bourg.

Soil : palus towards S. and argilo-calcareous hills, upon
stony sub-soil towards N. The fertility of the palus has

much diminished since the silt of the Moron has prevented

their being watered.

Red wines of cotes produced from 3/4 malbec, 1/4 merlot

and other plants, well coloured and mellow, forming good

ordinary wines; price, at vintage time, 550 to 750 fr.— Palus
Wines more coloured and bodied, but less fine; price, at vin-

tage time, 500 to 700 fr.— White wines of enrageat, em-
ployed for Mendings; price, at vintage time, 300 to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
r«?d wine.

At Lamouvoux (E. Barateau
nephew). . 12

Id. (Caviguac senior). 10

Id. (Cavignac junior,. 8

Tuns
red wine.

At Couhet (cmtcsse dc Cha-
lendar) 12

At the Lurziuea (Levreaud
junior) 18
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IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Tuns
rod wine.

Ch.-du-Grand-Jour (Mr s Cas-
tanet) 70

At Christoly (Artaud). . . 10

At Coubet (Merlet).

Id. (Sabourin).

Tuns
red wine.

. . 15

. . 12

IN PALUS

At the Clapa (Castanet son). 25
At the Mngron (Castanet son
and Viaud) 60

At Lagrange (M r « Claverie). 70

Twenty small proprietors make from 3 to 10 tuns in palus, red or white.

Chateau-de-Grissac (Itey). . 30
Id. (Gagnerot). . . 15

At Menuisicr (Levreaud se-

nior) 15



BLAYAIS

CANTONS OF BLAYE, ST-GIERS-LA-LANDE AND ST-SAVIN.

The Blayais, situated on the right side of the Gironde, at

48 k. from Bordeaux, opposite the communes of Lamarque

,

Cussac and Saint-Julien of the Medoc, from which it is sepa-

rated by a magnificent river of 3,900 meters in width, is a rich

and picturesque country, which presents in the spring, on the

borders of the river, the graceful aspect of meadows spangled

with flowers, and the spectacle of vast luxuriant vineyards

upon the hills which crown them, at present for the greater

part much tainted by phylloxera, against which some impor-

tant proprietors struggle with energy and success.

We borrow the following information from our Statistique

generale du departement de la Gironde, tome II :

Soil rugged, presenting pretty and numerous hills and val-

leys with gentle slopes separating high plateaux. The vege-

table layer presents generally an argilo-calcareous or sandy-

argillaceous soil ; towards the extremity E., almost pure sand,

based upon argil or stone; at the extremity W., alluvions.

Sub-soil : presenting gen. in the western portion, gross

and almost hard lime-stone coming up often to the surface of

the soil, containing on the Cars side very well preserved

fossil shells. These calcareous banks can only furnish lime-

stone or ashlars which are more frequently an expense rather

than revenue for the agriculturers. In the portion E., a hard

compact and reddish earth, very favourable to the vine, when
the water flowage is easy, is to be found from 50 cent, to

1 meter in depth. Deep and sandy or stony sub-soils are so-

mewhat rare. The valleys present some argillaceous banks.

Red wines. These wines enjoy a favour which appears to
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increase daily. They possess a rich colour, much fruit, ma-
turity, softness and mellowness. Put promptly in bottle,

they are drinkable from the second year, and preserve well a

rather long time. They then form grand ordinary wines and
can even be called fine wines in the first growths which

acquire a very agreeable bouquet as they grow old. These

wines possess an average of 10 degrees 1/2 of alcohol, contai-

ning also a certain proportion of tannin and iron which render

them very healthy and less hard than those of the Bourgeais.

But their principal qualities are body, mellowness and the

complete absence of an earthy taste in the greatest part of

the wines of the canton; it can even be said that the absence

of particular flavour which renders them neutral is essentially

proper to give body and mellowness to the too light wines of

graves, without in any measure despoiling them of their

fruity taste and bouquet.

These wines are generally produced from malbec (tein-

turin), merlot, pignon (petit boutignon) and a little cabernet

in the 1 st growths. Malbec forms, according to the countries

and growths, the 2/3 or the 3/4, and even sometime 4/5 of the

plantation. The wines made from 4/5 malbec are more

agreeable at vintage time, but are less durable than those

where the merlot and boutignon * plants are in greater pro-

portion.

The wines of the Blayais are sold, at vintage time and ac-

cording to the years, from 600 to 850 fr. in the first bourgeois

growths ; from 550 to 750 fr. in the 2nd bourgeois and first

artisan growths; from 500 to 700 fr. in the artisan and paysan

growths. We may add that some bourgeois growths of excep-

tional merit enjoy a great reputation and obtain about 10 p. 100

more than the other l s t bourgeois. These are : the growths

of Chateau-Bellevue, at Plassac; Chateau-Charron, La Barre,

La Brousse, DT Sebileau, at Saint-Martin-Lacaussade; les

Alberts and les Chaumes, at Mazion and at Fours; Chateau-

Saugeron, Cap-de-Haut, le Cone and Clos-Lagrange, at Blaye;

Le Mayne-Boyer, at Cars; Chateau-Cazeaux, at Saint-Paul. In

certain successful years, the wines of these 1st growths are

sold 12 or 18 months after the vintage up to 1,000 fr.

1. This plant seems disappearing and at present is no more found in the 1" growths,
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White wines produced from enrageat, employed for Men-

dings or for consumption of the peasantry; price at vintage

time from 200 to 300 fr. the tun. The white wines, almost in-

significant in the canton of Blaye, are in the whole of the

cantons of Saint-Ciers-la-Lande and Saint-Savin, more impor-

tant than the red wines.

In 1881 and 1882, in consequence of the dearth of the prece-

ding years and the rapid development of the ravages of phyl-

loxera, the above prices have been surpassed in all classes.

But we must hope that proprietors striving successfully

against phylloxera, these prices will ere long become too strong

rather than too weak.

Viticulture.— The vine is generally held in joualles or in

single rows, with intermediate culture: some of the 1 st bour-

geois growths have their vines cultivated en plein. The
plough is at present used only in rare vineyards, but it will

ere long replace the spade.

The pruning of the vine, generally performed according to

the old routine, approaches the taille en crucifix, not presen-

ting the cot de retour. It results then that in the old vi-

neyards, where the last winter frost have not entirely spoiled

them, vertical and twisted or bent stems are found, which

render the use of the plough impossible. But we may add

that in all the young plantat'ons and in the vineyards re-

planted after the late great cold, notable progress has been

realized : the plants are maintained 50 or 60 centim. in height,

and fixed to a stake of about 2 meters, around which are atta-

ched vine-branches in proportion to their development; the

rows are separated from one another at a distance from 1 meter

30 centim. to 1 meter 50 centim., and each plant of the same
row, from 1 meter to 1 meter 20 centim. from its neighbours.

The installation of iron-wine commences to be practised upon

an extensive scale.

Vinification also requires improvement : the wine-presses

on the first flight, the mechanical presses and all the machi-

nery which would render labour more economical and better

executed, are very rare. In consequence of the local custom,

the prix-faiteurs have the right to the rasp from the vats, and

the proprietors thus lose the press-wine or second wine. The

first wine is then never in this country blended with that
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of the press as in certain vineyards; hence the perfect taste

and mellow character which is one of the greatest specialities

of the wines of the Blayais. Since some time, with the paysan

as with the bourgeois growths, the wines have been lodged

in new wood from Bosnia and circled with iron.

The mode of cultivation most employed for vineyards is

prix-faitage. In the domains where the cereal is cultivated,

or in the vineyards en joualles, where the plough is employed,

they have domestics by the year or men by the day ; farmers

are rarely employed.

BLAYE.— 4,248 inh. — 736 hect.— 48 k. to N. of B* over

land ; 38 k. by water. — B. : on the N., by Saint-Martin; on

the E., by Cars; on the S., by Plassac, and on the W., by the

river.— Railway of the Charentes, from Saintes to Blaye.

—

Steamboat from Bx to Pauillac, and from Bx to Royan. —
Regular carriage service from Blaye to Libourne, Etauliers,

Saint-Ciers-la-Lande, Saint-Savin, Montlieu, Reignac and
Montendre. — Port commodious and animated.— P. & T. O.

Soil : slightly rugged, composed of stony argillaceous or

argilo-calcareous soil towards W., and of light soil towards

E.— Sub-soil stony towards W., presenting towards E., in

some places, a hard reddish soil.

Red -wines, the best of Blayais, combining all the qualities

of the wines of this country : fine colour, maturity, agreeable

flavour, etc.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l 8t BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Sangeron (Edouard
Olliere) 70

Cli.'Lagraage (enclosure)
(Ctesse de Luppe). ... 35

Le Cone (M^ Arthur Lalande) 25
Cap-de-Hant (Gellibert). . 30
At Touvent (Octave Bernard
and Royere) 30

Le C6ne (Miss Arnaud). . . 25
At Paulin (Lafitte). ... 50

Tuns
red wine.

At la Bigarderie (M>s Naze-
reau) 60

At la Croisette (Becker). . 25
Chdteau-le-Cdne (J. Neveu,
banker) 40

Le Ctne (A. Sebiieau). . . 30
Id. (C. Sebiieau). . 30

At the Monteuil and at la

Grappe (Heirs Goujon). . 40
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2nd BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

lie- Sans-Pain or of the Irei-

gnard (La Fonta) K . . 300
Chat.-Lagrange [palus](Ctesse

deLuppe) 30
At Gontie (Chaigneau). . . 30

Id. (Laraaud). . . 25
At Loumede (Reaud). . . 30
At la 6tok*£(Daudin-Claveau) 20
At Sainte-Lnce (Bagniard). 20
Les Estages Sainte-Lnce

(Delevez) 5
At Monteil (Laborde, chemist) 10
At Cam-pet (Augereau). . . 30

At Touvent (Monteil).
At la Cave (Carreaud).

Id. (Moreau). .

Id. (Vergnes). .

Id. (Lapouze) .

Id. (Meynard)..
At Collinet (Laval). .

At Noel (G. Bernaud).
At Sainte-1,uce (Heirs Girard,

de Saint-Paul)
Id. (J. Clemenceau)
Id. (Em. Martinaud).
Id. (Eymas, pilot).

Tuns
red wine.

18
10
10
25
25
10
10
40

15
15
10
10

Sixty small proprietors make from 7 to 10 tuns.

PLASSAC— 1,220 inh.— 711 hect. — 3 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Blaye. — B. : on the N., by Blaye and Cars; on the E., by

Berton; on the S , by Saint-Ciers-de-Canesse and Villeneuve;

on the W., by the river.— Steamboat touching at Peyrat.

— Port upon the Gironde.— The Ile-Verte makes a part of the

commune.— P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil : to W., fertile palus; to E., elevated uneven plateau,

presenting more or less strong argilo-calcareous soil.— Sub-
soil stony to E. of the commune and near Petite-Roque,

having elsewhere a hard, reddish, impervious soil, with por-

tions of argil.

Red wines most sought after in the country. This com-
mune includes one of the 1 st growths of the Blayais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

FIRST BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Tuns red wine.

At VIle-Verte 2 (A. Laurent) 400

1. This.growth has obtained in 1882 the gold medal granted by the agricultural Society of

the Gironde to the most remarkable vineyard.

2. The Ile-Verte, 3' degrees 1' 8" of occidental longitude, and 45 degrees 4' 36" of septen-

trional latitude, opposite and near Margaux, Soussans, Arcins and Lamarque, is 9 kilome-
ters below Bec-d Ambes, and 34 kilometers below the mouth of the Gironde, forming a

magnificent domain of remarkable fertility. It comprises :

1° A vineyard the productions of which, red and white wine, are held in high esteem as

grand ordinary wines, and are immediately sold to the consumers. This vineyard has an
extent of 65 hectares , composed of choice vines, the half of which are from 35 to 40 years,
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DOMAIN OF THE ILE-VERTE
M. Abel Laurent, proprietor.

and the other half from 7 to 25 years. It produces about 400 tuns of red and 17 tuns of

white wine, presenilis well up to a great age.
2° Agricultural works for the culture of coin seeds, for which the nature of the soil is

peculiarly appropriate, and which have been employed by the most notable agriculturers of

the centre of France (Seine-et-Marne, Seine-et-Oise, Loirct, Eure-et-Loire, Seine Infe-

rieure, etc., etc.).

Silver medal at the universal exhibition of 1878.

Although our book is specially dedicated to the study of the wines of the Gironde, we
consider it may be useful to make a few remarks upon these corns : remarkable fertility,

long large ears, very fine grain, straw slender, but full and very superior as to quality

to the ordinary straw, whose tubes are in general too large for the nourishment of animals.

The weight of this corn, which is from 81 to 84 kilogrammes for 1 hectolitre, has at-

tained 86 kilogrammes 1/2 in 1874.

We borrow below some words from the catalogue of MM. Vilrnorin, Andrieux and C°

upon this variety of corn :

Red corn, proof against autumn and February. The fjreat merit of this corn is its rc-

fisiance against cold, dryness, showers, and ils capability to refurnish, at the end of the

winter, the frozen wheat.
3° Magnificent plantations of fruit-trees, the productions of which, in a point of view of

flavour, are beyond all comparison. The dried plums, an improved vaiiety of the Agen
plum (prune d'Ente) forming a notable revenue of this domain, tiny are prepared with

the greatest care and cleanliness in a stove under shelter from the dust. It is unneces-

sary to wash them for cooking : a rotten prune has never been found amongst I he prunes

of the Ilc-Verle. The exceptional qualities of the products of the Ilc-Verle appear due to

the particular constitution of the soil, the formation of which dales from nearly a century

a. id a half.

This domain is arranged in such a manner as to permit through the agency of several

sluices of renewing the soil by colmatcge, and of retaining during several centurifs the

< lements of fertility and improvement which distinguish all its products, obtained without

any dung or artificial manure.
The Ile-Verte has been since 1874 endowed with an artesian well, the most marvellous

of the known world.
The flow of this well at 9 meters in height above the soil, is, by minute, 5.80C litres

of a limpid water, proper to all uses , the temperature of which is 11 degrees.

13*
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first bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Bellevue (Bagniard). . 90
Ch.-Monconseil (M.-A. Ran-

sac father) 50
At Montuzet (Papin de la

Gaucherie) 50

Tuns
red wine.

A t Grolet(Arthur Pastoureau) 80
At Bellevne (Tuffrau). . . 15
At Gazin (Camille Arnaud). 70
At Hontanne (J. Blay son). 55

Id. (Allard). ... 25

BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS.

At Ricaud (Bagniard). . . 100
At Sudre, Roumat and, Lou-
nude (Blay son and Lafon) 80

At Montuzet (Buard). . . 40
At la Hargue (Mi88 Page
and Daugaron) 40

At Gontie (Eynard). ... 35
At the Paradis (M.-A. Han-

sac father) 8

At the bovrg (O. Bernard,
Louis Bernard,

J. Blay). .

At the bourg (O. Bernard).
Id. (Hippolyte Gre*

nier). . .

Id. (Nazereau son).

Id. \J. Aymery).
Id. (Roy, captain).
Id. (Lafon). . .

Id. (Mrs Moreau).
At Lers (Sicaud). . . .

At Piron (Cugneau). . .

30
30

20
25
20
10
30
10
35
20

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Louis Bernard) 20
Id. (Nadal). ... 10
Id. (Eymery senior). 8

Id. (Loirat). ... 8

At Brignon (Jean Roy). . . 10
Id. (Octave Bernard

son) 10
At the Barrail (Heraud). . 12

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

BERSON. - 1,817 inh. — 1,798 hect. — 7 k. to E.-S.-E. of

Blaye; 7 k. to N. of Bourg.— B.: on the N., by Saint-Paul and
Saint-Giron; on the E., by Saint-Christoly and Teuillac; on the

S., by Saint-Trojan and Saint-Ciers-de-Canesse; on the S.-W.,

by Plassac ; on the W., by Cars.— P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil very rugged and argilo-calcareous towards W. and

N., presenting some soft silico-argillaceous grounds towards

S. and E.— Sub-soil stony, worked in ashlars and lime-stone

towards N.; sandy towards E., presenting in the rest of the

commune, especially towards S., a hard, reddish, compact

soil.

Red wines gen. a little more bodied than those of the

Blayais; they are somewhet similar to the wines of Bourg,

without being as hard as the latter.

White wines from enrageat, ordinary.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l sl BOUKGEOIS GROWTHS.

Tuns
red w. white w.

Ch.'Boisset(Fa,YeTea,u). . 50 »
Ch.-Puynard (L. Binaud) 35 »

Ch.-Peyredoulle (E. La-
vergue de Peyredoulle). 100 »

Tuns
redw. while w.

At Saint-Germain (Ransac
son). ... 45 »

Id. (Faugeras). . 35 »

At Boutet (Roy). ... 20 »

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

At Chay (Boybellaud) . .

At Mons (Dr Pujo). . . .

Ch.-Pinet-Laroquette (Da-
vid)

At Grillet (Mellie). . . .

At Peuy (Ringeade). . .

25 10
45 »

40 »

20 15
30 3)

At the Moulin de Ferrand
(Bouvet) 15 »

At Bourdieu (Chety). . . 15 »

A t Menaud (de Brezets de
Boismartin) 25 30

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS.

At Cabane (Sou) 30
At Charonne (Macouillard) 25
At Montignac (Jbffre). . 20
At Grand-Pierre (Alcide

Chety) 25
At la Brede (Tourteau). .

At Gamaye (Coycaud). .

At Tuilerie (Daugaron).
Id. (Arrive). . . .

At the Moulin de Ferrand
(Dupuy senior)

Id. (Dupuy junior)

At the Peuy (Baillou). .

At the Bordieu (David).
At the Hirers (Estieu). .

Id. (Ellies). . . .

Id. (Mathelineau).
At Ferrand (Morin). . .

25 »
25 10
20 V)

20 J>

12 »

15 »
15 ))

20 ))

15 »

15 »
12 »
12 ))

15 »

At Ferraud (Koturier).

At Rousset (Deromas).
Id. (Gombeau).
Id. (Carteau). .

A t the Cocu (Meynard)

.

Id. (Robin). . .

At Grillet (Meynard).
Id. (Ferre). . .

At the Valins (Bernard)
A t Maison-JVeuve (F,

Baillou)
At Barbefer (Bouvet).
At Can (Leger) ....

Id. 'Dufour). .

At Montil (Raboutet). .

At Brisson (Raboutet)
At Marquiset (Chevallier)
At Coulandeau (Carreau).

15 »
12 »
15 »

15 »
15 10
10 y>

10 »
12 8

10 »

12
15
15
10
15
12
15
15

One hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

CARS. — 1,415 inh. — 4,109 hect. — 3 k. 1/2 to E. of

Biaye.— B.: on the N., by Saint-Paul; on the E., by Berson

;

on the S., by Berson and Plassac; on the W., by Blaye and

Saint-Martin. — Railway of the Charentes, st. from Sauvetat

at 1 k. of the bourg.— P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil rugged and argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil stony pre-

senting towards S. some very hard and reddish banks of ar-

gillaceous soil.
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Red wines : the bourgeois growths have all the characters

of the best wines of the Blayais and are amongst the most
sought after in the country.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l 8 * BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Mayne-Boyer (Mra

Breistvoff de Rochebrune)

.

70
At Mazerolles (Abel Deromas) 70
Ch.-Bedoux (Merlet). ... 80
Growth ofthe Cluseauand Ga-
zans (Gilbert) 40

A t Dvpeyrat (Mrs Cantegril). 70
At Mazerolles (Camil.Arnaud) 50
At Barhe l (Mrs Romegous).

.

70
At Lescadre (Carreau). . . 80
At Pardailhan (Tondut). . 90
At Peybonhomme-lcs ~ Tours 2

(Brim) 40

Tur.s

red wine.

Le Chai (Beneau) 3n
At CrnsqnetCDwpejTSit senior) 30
At Sociando (Saint-Guirons). 10
At Combe-Longue (Heirs Mar-

celat) 30
At la Bye (Mrs P. Rabolte). £0
At Bouhou (xlruaud Michaud) 30
At Chante-Alouette (M rs

Breistroff de Rochebrune). 40
At Bicard (J. Amaud, an-

cient solicitor) 20
At Cantinot (Simonetty). . 20

2^ BOURGEOIS AND 1st ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Lagarde (Piot de Saint-
Etienne) 30

At la Belotte (Saint-Guirons) 25
At Bas-Vallon (Gombaud). 30
At Cabut (M' 3 Rousseau). . 20
At the bourg (Dupuy). ... 40

Id. (Raboutet). ... 20

At la Cassagne and Boutet
(Roy)

At Clairac (Eynard). . .

At the Bernard (Canon son
At the Boscq (Morpain).
At Sociando (Baudet). .

Id. (Carreaud). .

70
20
18

40
25
20

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At Coudeau (Petit senior).

At the bourg (Rode). . .

Id. (Guilbot).. . .

At the Petit (Mrs Tuffrau).
At la Bye (Deloume). . .

At the Petits- Arnavds
(Herit)

At la Bye (Amaud). . . .

At the Picqnet (Morpain).
Id.

Id.

(Carreaud).
(Dufaure son).

30
15
20
25
10

30
25
25
25
10

At la Maisonnette (Buard)
At Chagneau (Grenier). .

At Beaufits (Robert). . .

At la Peyreuse (Carreaud).
At Coudeau (Gillard). . .

Id. (Nicolas). . . .

At Mazerolle (Pelleau). . .

Id. (A. David). . .

A t Bipassou (Audouin senior)

At the Boscq (Chaillau). . .

20
25
25
20
20
15
5

10
10

4

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

1. The Ch. Barbe commands a vineyard of 15 hectares, entirely on hills exposed to S.

and N., cultivated with the greatest care, and producing up to 90 tuns. The rest of the

domain presents 3 hectares in meadows, houses and gardens.

2. The Chaleau-Peybonhoinme-les-Tours comprises 13 hect. almost entirely dedicated to

Hie vino, and situated in strong soil, very propitious to viticulture

3. This vineyard is based upon the communes of Cars and Berson.
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CHATEAU-BARBE
(L s t BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M r5 Romegous, proprietress.

CIIATEAU-PEYBONHOMME-LE8-TOURS
(I st BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Brun, proprietor.
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SAINT - MARTIN- LA- GAUSSADE. - 812 inh.

—

893 hect. — 3 k. to N.-E. of Blaye.— B. : on the N., by Saint-

Seurin: on the E., by Saint-Paul and Cars; on the S. and W.,
by Blaye.— P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil slightly uneven, argilo-calcareous or silico-argillaceous.

— Sub-soil stony.

Red wines very much valued on account of their colour

and good maturity.

In the first growths of the commune, they acquire in age a

certain delicacy and a very agreeable bouquet.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Charron (Flandray
senior) 125

Growth of la Barre (Saint-
Guirons) 45

Growth of la Brousse (Mrs

Labadie) 50

Tuns
rod wine.

At the bovrg (D p Sebileau). 4
Id. (Sebileau, ancient

justice of the peace). . . 25
Clos Fredignac (J. Pinaud). 40
At Bois-Redon (Georget).

.

' . 20

2« d BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

At Tire-Huit (M. and Miss
David) 20

At the Brias (Anglade). . . 10
Id. (Brun and Robert) 10

At the bourg (M rs Peyreyre) 25
Id. (Mrs Canon). . . 15

Id. (Bonfils-Lafaurie) 20
Id. (Teulie, merchant) 12

At Mazerolles (Miss Benoit). 40

At Labrousse (Mrs Dauga-
ron) 40

At the Perusaud (comman-
dant Ulysse Tardy) . ... 15

At Mazerolles (Labadie). . . 15

Id. (Carreaud bro-
thers) .

Id.

Id.

(A. Eymery). .

(M l
' s Coycaud).

30
25
10

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the TroiS'Moulins (Nico-
Ion) 35

At Boulaire (Fromentin) ... 25

At Mazerolles (Morpain). . . 30
Id. (Faure) 10

A t the bourg (Alexandre Sar-

razin). ... 15

Id. (Pardimene). . . 15

At the bourg (Croizet). .

Id. (Audoire). . .

Id. (Marchand)..
Id. (Sejonj.. . .

At Gratte-Cap (Arnaud).
Id. (Bouillet). .

At the Canat (Valladeau)
Id. (Meynard). .

15
10
10
10
30
10
10

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.
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SAINT-PAUL.— 1,016 inh.— 1,073 hect.— 5 k. to E.-N.-E.

of Blaye.— B. : on the N.-W., by Mazion; on the N., by Car-

telegue and Campugnan; on the N.-E., by Generac; on the E.,

by Saint-Giron ; on the 8., by Berson and Cars; on the W.. by

Saint-Martin and Saint-Seurin.— Railway of the Charentes,

st. of Sauvetat (Cars) to 800 m. of the bourg.— P. & T. O. :

Blaye.

Soil varied : to E., uneven argilo-calcareous or silico-argil-

laceous upon stony foundations; to W., flat and superficial.

— Sub-soil of argil or hard, reddish stone : to S.-W., calca-

reous banks proper to the fabrication of lime.

Wines mellow, possessing generally the character of the

wines of the Blayais.

The best of the commune are made in the neighbourhood

of the Davids and Caperons.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l s t BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Cazeanx (de Lavallette
de Monbrun) 110

Growth of la Rivallerie l

(Gervais and Charles La-
lande) 120

At Laquarelle (C. Arnaud). 50

Tuns
re. I wine.

At Gaillpterie (M r3 Piot, of

Saint- Etienne) 55
At Berthenon (Heirs Girard) 40
Domain of Menauti (J. Ver-

prez) 30

2 n *i BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

At Lamothc (Laval). . . .

At Saint e-Marie (Ch. de
Barbe)

At the Caperon* (Mrs Buard-
Laturlette). .

40

40

At the Caperons (Peyroche). . 40
At la Gretas (Raboutet, ma-

yor of Cars) 15

At V Ariadc and at the Da-
vids (Herit) 35

1. The domai.i of La Rivallerie comprises 40 licet., of which .SO are devoted to the vine.

This vineyard has been entirely renewed and is planted by thirds in cabcrnet-sauvignon,

i ialbcc and mciiot. Its annual production can attain up to 150 tuns. This vineyard,

which has introduced the system of culture by the plough in the arrondissement of

Blaye, has well deserved, for this improvement and for its exceptional mode of cultivation,

the grand gold departmental medal accorded to it in 4870. The sub-soil is almost exclu-

sively calcareous, and the wines made there are of an uncommon richness and exceptional

delicacy.
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l«t ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Caperons (Maudon). 30

Id. (M ,s R. Buard ju-

nior) 25

(Mrs R. Buard se-

nior) 25
(Devaux) 20

Id.

Id.

At the Caperons (Perinet)

At the Davids (Baard).
Id. (Poitevin).

Id. (Bret). . .

At the bourg (Poitevin)
Id. (Morpain).

Tuns
red wine.

35
40
25
20
12
12

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

At
At

Conrgeau (Fontenit). . .

the Davids (Rob. des

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

30

15
(Jeantet) 25

(Michel Robert). 12

(Sarrazin). ... 12

(Bret) 10

At la Grange (Masset). . . 30
At the bourg (Charlassier) . . 25

Id. (Sarrazin). ... 15

At Courte-Botte (Faugeras). 15

Id. (Devaux) 15

Id. (Poitevin senior). 20
At Galacre (Jean Blanchet). 20

Id. (P. Blanchet).. . 20

About 80 small proprietors make

At Galacre (J. Menanteau)
Id. (A. Blanchet).

.

Id. (Bouillet). . .

Id. (Giraud). . . .

At the Caperons (Barnabe
Chenier). . .

Id. (Perroche). . .

At Goblanger (Pauzet). .

Id. (Rode)
Id. (Piot). ....

At Courgeau (Raboutet).

.

At Ponclas (Koturier). . .

Id. (Merlet). . . .

At Pabigot (Robin). . . .

20
20
20
10

20
10
25
15
12
8

20
18

35

from 2 to 10 tuns.

MAZION. — 534 inh. — 370 hect. — 6 k. to N.-N.-E. of

Blaye. — B. : on the N., by Eyrans; on the N.-E., by Carte-

legue; on the S.-E., by Saint-Paul; on the S.-W., by Saint-

Seurin-de-Cursac; on the W., by Fours. — P. & T. O. :

Blaye.

Soil sandy or sandy-argillaceous towards E.; argilo-calca-

reous towards N.-N.-E. — Sub-soil, in the lower parts, argil-

laceous ; upon the heights, hard, reddish stone, for the most
part based upon calcareous banks.

Red wines among the most esteemed of the country, bo-

died, very ripe, mellow and rather delicate in the 1 st growths

of the commune. The growth of Les Alberts, the brand of

which is well known, has been sold up to 000 fr. the tun.

principal proprietors

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS
Les Alberts* (Ch. Lalande) 40

1. The domain of Les Alberts comprises 25 hectares, of which 15 are devoted to vine and
40 to wood, meadows and arable land.

This vineyard is entirely situated upon argilo-calcareous hills and has been partly re-
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DOMAIN OF LES ALBERTS
M. Charles Lalande, proprietor.

1 st bourgeois growths {continued)

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Gigault (Bardon). . 50
At Puy-Beney (Baffort). . . 50

Tuns
red wine.

At Bergeron (Jean Eymas).. 15

Growth of the Gorccs (Per-
rault Desage) 30

2 1"1 BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Ch.-Bireau » (Paul de Barbe)

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (J. Chaumet). . 30
Id. (P. Chaumet). . . 30
Id. (Seguin) 15
Id. (Rousset) 10

At Bergeron (Bret).... 15
Id. (Seguin son-in-law) 12
Id. (Seguin junior). . 12

At Cazeaux-Morin ( Seguin

-

Descombes).
Id. (Seguin, son of the

cooper). . .

Id. (Gabriel Seguin). .

At la Cafourche (Seguin). .

At Perrin (Bernetiere). . .

30

25

12
8

20
15

formed by ils new proprietor, M. Ch. Lalande who has introduced only choice plants and
left nothing- undone to render the growth of Les Alberts, already much celebrated for the
quality of its wines, a model domain by the management of the vines and improvements
applied to their culture.

1. It has obtained at the exhibition of 1879, 4 mentions of honour for the wines of 1875
1876, 1877 and 1879, with certificate of origin.
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artisan growths {continued).

At Perrin (Videau).
At Bireau (Garreau).

Id. (Broquaire)
Id. (Heraut). .

At la Vote (Seurin).

.

Id. (Seguin-Mailiet-Rayne)
At Jeantisserme (Eymery). .

Tuns
red wine.

15
20
15
10
20
25
15

At Jeantisserme (Jeantet).

Id. (Chaumet-Raboutet).
Id. (Romain-Eug.Eymas)
Id. (Picq senior). . . .

Id. (Picq junior). ... 8
At Valette (Marc) 25
At la Croix (Seguin senior). 15

Tuns
red wine.

35
10
15

8

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

SAINT-SEURIN-DE GURSAG — 413 inh.— 236 hect.—
5 k. to N.-N.-E. of Blaye.— B. : on the N., by Fours and
Mazion; on the E., by Mazion and Saint-Paul; on the S., by

Saint-Paul and Saint-Martin; on the W., by Saint-Martin and
Saint-Genes.— P. & T. O.: Blaye.

Soil presenting to W., argilo-calcareous ground upon im-

pervious foundation, marly or stony; to E., argillaceous soil,

based upon a rather extensive stone bank.

Red wines well coloured and mellow, among the best of

the country.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTH
Tuns red wine.

Chateau-ilcs - And'iottcs (Guillaume Duclou) 40

2nd BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At la Garde (11™ Robert). . 40
Id. (David) 12

At Faxisseboudeau (Faugeras) 10

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Caelle).. . . 8
Id. (

M

rs Arthur Lalande) 10
At Giraud (Marcel Robert). . 30

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Palon (Duranteau).
At la Garde (Loreau).

Id. (Rayne).
Id. (Seurin). .

Id. (Lorteau). .

20
20
20
15
10

At Boudeau (Eymas). ... 15
At the Petit-Boudeau (Nor-
mand) 20

At Peyre (Rousset). ... 15
At la Trepine (Rayne). . . 12

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 luns.

SAINT-GENES-DE-FOURS.— 577 inh.- 665 hect.

—

5 k. to N.-N.-E. of Blaye.— B. : on the N., by Fours; on the E.,

by Saint-Seurin; on the S., by Saint-Martin; on the W., by
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the river.— The He of Boucheau makes part of the commune.
- P. &T. O.: Blaye.

Soil : to W., fertile palus; to E., elevated plateau, gen.

argilo-calcareous, sometimes a little superficial, especially on

the Segonzac side. — Sub-soil stony.

Red wines possessing the general characters of the wines

of the Blayais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

LE PRIEURE
M. Louis O'Lanyer, proprietor.

\. The estate of the Prieure, of which we give an engraving-, belongs to M r Louis
O'Lanyer, merchant and shipowner at Bordeaux, who inherited it from his grandfather, for-

merly bailiff of Blaye, successor to his falher in that capacity. In 1793 the eslate was sold

to M r Gauthier who resold it to M r O'Lanyer who reunited to it a portion of the property
which he had retained.

The present proprietor has formed one of the finest vineyards in the country (30 hec-
tares) which he increases continually and which in a good year will produce 180 tuns. The
estate also contains arable land and meadows.

This growth is classed amongst the first of the Blaye district; the soil clayey-chalky is

planted half with nierlot and half with malbec vines; the wine is of a deep color, soft and
of a high alcoholic strength (12°-14°); the scores and vats are remarkable for the simple and
ingenious means which are fitted for the making and preservation of the wine.
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l 8 t bourgeois growths (continued).

Tuns
rod wine.

Chateau - Parenne ( Camille
Arnaud) 100

lie Boucheau (J. Fonade). . 70
At Segonzac ( Beaupoil de

Tuns
red wine.

Saint-Aulaire) 50
At Cantemerle (Grenier). . 28
A t Caillct (Neveu, banker) . . 45

2«d BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Chateau- Lassalle ( Labadie I At tlie Prievr (Marchais) . . 18
and Merlet) 30 I At Scxe (M rs Grenier). . . . 35

ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

30

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

At

At Espangle (Signoret) . .

At the bourg ( Petiton-Ar-
douin). ... 15

(Broquaire). ... 20
(Gervreau). ... 15
(Devaux) 15

(Simon) 10
(M> Eymas). . . 10
(Collard brothers). 10
(P. Davias). ... 10

At Segonzac (Mrs Raboutet). 15
Id. (Renoux) 15
Id. (Dejean) 10
Id. (Ravard) 10

4.0 small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

At Segonzac (Marchais).
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

la

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

(Nicolas senior).

(Nicolas). . . .

(J. Eymery). .

(M r8 Gagnerot).
Valade (Broquaire

mayor) . . .

(Signoret senior)

(Roy)
(Hostein).. . .

(Collard junior)
(Lacroix). . . .

(Rambaud). . .

20
10
8
8

8

15

15
10
10
10
8
8

FOURS.— 377 inh.— 464 hect.— 6 k. to N.-N.-E. of Blaye.

— B. : on the N., by Saint-Androny and Eyrans; on the E., by
Mazion; on the S., by Saint-Seurin and Saint-Genes; on the

W., by the river. This commune has the form of a strip,

long from E. to W., and narrow from N. to S. (less than one

kilometer).— P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil varied : towards W., fertile palus; to E., undulated,

elevated, argilo-calcareous or argilo-silicious plateau, based

upon stony sub-soil proper to the extraction of ashlars of

small value and producing excellent lime.

Wines produced from 1/2 malbec, 1/4 cabernet and pignon

(boutignon), 1/4 merlot, possessing the general qualities of the

wines of Blayais, some of the most sought after in the

country.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Chaumes (Doat).. . . 40
At Canteloup (Tardy, solici-

tor at Blaye) 35

Chat.-Galtus (Alcee Froin) . . 70

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Camille Ar-
naudj 120

At Canteloiip (Teulie, mer-
chant and mayor) 25

2 nd BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the Pvy (Banchereau). . 30 I At la Cure (Dubreuil) . . . . 12

At la Limousine (Boisnard). 12 I

ARTISAN GROWTHS.

At Hocptelet (Bernard). . . HO
At Brnnct (Marchais). . . 15

Id. (Martin). ... 15

At La/on (Pevreau). ... 15

At the Moulin (Peno!.). . . 15
At Peyredovlle (Den6chaud) 10

Icl (Broquaire). . .

At la Glaciere (Jeantet). .

Twenty small proprietors make from t to 10 tuns.

SAINT-ANDRONY.— 800 inh.- 1,634 hect.— 7 k. to N. of

Blaye.— B. : on the N., by Anglade; on the E., by Eyrans ; on

the S., by Fours and Saint-Genes ; on the W., by the Gironde.

— Port unimportant.— P. &TO: Blaye-

Soil : a little rugged presenting : to W., some marshes and
fertile palus; to E., a varied ground, argillaceous, argilo-cal-

careous, or sandy-argillaceous. — Sub-soil stony towards

N -E. of the bourg, towards the village of Guillot, and towards

S. of the hill of Coudonneau; rich, yellowish hard ground in

tho rest of the commune.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

lie Patiras (Lorois). . . . 100
Id. growth ofla Sirene

(de la Monneraye). . 80

Tuns
red wine.

lie Patiras (Dolley). ... 100
At Oayet (E. David). . , . 60

Id. (Pierre Dufresne). 60

2Q d BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Le Menaudat (Buard). . . 40 I ii the bourg (J. Constantin) 55
Id. (Constantin). . . 40 I At Lamanceau (Olliere). . . 35
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ARTISAN GROWTHS

At la Made (Gautier).

Id. (Dupont senior)

Id. (Denis Dupont)
Id. (Herit). . . .

M. (A. Faurien). .

At the Caillard (Forestier)

Id. (Eymard). . .

Id. (Larquey). . .

At the Puy-de-IAgnac (Bro
quaire). . .

Id. (Eymard). . .

Id. (Renoux). . .

Tuns
red wine.

. . 16

10
10
20
12

20
15
15

30
15
15

Forty small proprietors make from

Tuns
red wine.

At the Puy-de-Lignac (Bos-
suet) 10

Id. (J. Constantin). 15
At Coudonnean (Audebert). TO

Id. (Cliarlassier). . . io

Id. ( Chussain). . . . \l

At the Bay (Deloche). ... 15

Id. M^ David). . . 10
At the bourg (Marchais). . . 20

Id (Teysonneau bro-
thers). ... 12

At Gulllot (to sundry). . . 15

2 to 10 tuns.

CARTELEGUE.— 1,178 inh.— 1,145 hect.— 10 k. to N.-E.

of Blaye. — B. : on the N., by Etauliers; on the N.-E., by

Reignac; on the E. and S.-E., by Campugnan; on the S., by
Saint-Paul; on the W., by Mazion and Eyrans.— P. & T. O.:

Etauliers.

Soil : somewhat elevated, flat and varied, presenting

towards N.-E , strong argillaceous or superficial sandy-argil-

laceous; towards S.-E., argilo-calcareous ground. — Sub-
soil stony or argillaceous.

Red wines mellow and quickly drinkable.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-les-Hyquonans (A.Binaud)
( nCi

Ch.-la-Bertonriierc ( Id. )(
ou

Chat.-Lafon (J. Clerc).

Tuns
red wine.

. 25

2nd BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

La Tuilerie (Miss Redcuilb). 20
At the bourg (J. Moreau). . 25
At Perrit (Eynard). ... 25

At Boisferron (M rs Dejean).
At Mallard (Michaud). . .

20
30

l 6 t ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (M^ Amaud). 20
Id. (Bardon). ... 20
Id. (Pas) 25
Id. (Pinet) 20

At the Grnppes (Paillet). . 30

At the Gruppes (Gay). .

At Boissier (Maufret).

At Ganache (M rs David)
Id. (David). . . ,

Id. (Germain David),

25
20
20
20
15
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ARTISAN AND PAYSAN GROWTHS

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (P.-J. Pas). . 15
Id. (Estephe). . . . 15

Id. (Thibeau). . . . 12
Id. (Dupuy). . . . 10

At Rouleau (Margin). . 15
At la Nauve (Horeau). . . 15

At Vaine (Ferron). . . . . 10

Tuns
rel wine.

At Perrins (Robert). ... 12
At the Rousseaux (Maufret

junior) 15

At the Poidde Rouleau (Voi-
neau) 15

At Boissier (Renaud). . . 15

At Jollet (Rippe) 10

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

GAMPUGNAN.— 529 inh.- 623 hect. -Ilk. to N.-E. of

Elaye. — B. : on the N., by Cartelegue; on the N.-E., by

Reignac and Saugon; on the S.-E., by Generac; on the S., by

Saint-Paul; on the W., by Cartelegue. — P. & T. O. : Etau-

liers.

Soil argilo-calcareous or sandy. — Sub-soil stony towards

S.-S.-W., presenting sandy or reddish ground, hard towards N.

Red wines classed with the ordinary wines of the

Blayais; they are ripe, sufficiently bodied and of good taste;

price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

At Morillon (Mrs Roy).
At la Botte (Gaudin). .

Tuns
red wine.

, . 35
. . 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Cailleau (Roux). ... 15
At the Bois David (Heraud) 25

ARTTSAN GROWTHS

At In Botte (Furet). . .

Id. (Roux). . . .

Id. (Boye). . . .

Id. (Gagnerot). . .

At Hervet (Favre). . . .

At la Guilbonnerie (Favre)

At the bourg (Pas). . . .

Id. (Heulet).. . .

Id. (Bertaud senior).

At the Marechaux (Boulogne,
blacksmith).

Id. (J. Boulogne).

18

18

10
10
20
10
15
10
10

10
10

At Pinet (Chiche) 15
Id. (Bertaud junior). . 15
Id. ( Anglade de la

Rousse). ... 10
Id. (Anglade). ... 10

At Thibeau (Cochon). ... 12

Id. (Bernetiere). . . 10
At Pilon (Anglade). ... 10
At Boitscade (Vinsonneau . . 10

Id. (Gard de la Maillette) 10
At the Bosquet (Mazieres). . 10

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.
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EYRANS.— 618 inh.— 428 hect.- 9 k. to N.-N.-E. of

Blaye. — B. : on the N., by Anglade and Etauliers; on the E.,

by Cartelegue; on the S., by Mazi.on and Fours; on the W.,
by Saint-Androny.— P. & T. O.: Blaye.

Soil rugged and very varied : towards W., strong, sandy-

argillaceous soil; towards E. and N., sandy soil.— Sub-soil
gen. argillaceous; stony to W. and towards the bourg.

Red "wines to be recommended by a rich colour, maturity,

much vivacity and a good taste.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1st BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns I Tuns
rcl wine. red wine

At Barleau{Ve\\eta,ri,notary) 25 I At la Motte (comtc d'Isle). . 25

2«d BOURGEOIS AND 1 st ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Pontet (Bruneteau). . . 55
Id. (Perrier). ... 40

At the bourg (Drouillard). . 10

At la Perolte(Rabolte). . . 12
At the bourg (Gornet). ... 5

ARTISAN AND PA1SAN GROWTHS

At the bourg (Pierre Pelletan) 8

At la Prune (Reau). ... 6

AtrEclot(Gojac) 10
At la Roque (Bruneteau). . 6

At VEclot ( Seguin) 8
Id. (Arnaud. junior). . 8

Id. (Andre Pelletan). . 8

At Pontet (Baron) 10
Id. (Ch. Thibaud). . . 12
Id. ( Cazeaufrant ju-

40 small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

nior).

At Pontet (Maillet).

Id. (Seguin). .

At Domet (Suire).

At Fouillac (Trigeard)
Id. (Normand).

At Mornon (Robert).

At the bourg (Mornon)
At l/0r>i0tt(Beneteau).

10
8

8

8

10
10
10

ANGLADE,— 1,250 inh.— 1,382 hect.— 11 k. to S.-S.-W.

of Saint-Ciers; 11 k. to N. of Blaye. — B.: on the N., by

Braud; on the E., by Etauliers and Eyrans ; on the S., by

Eyrans and Saint-Androny; on the W., by Saint-Androny,

—

P. & T. O. : Blaye.

Soil : to W., dried marshes; to E., high undulating sandy-

argillaceous plains, presenting some pretty argilo-calcareous
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or sandy-gravelly ridges. — Sub-soil varied, gen. argilla-

ceous, especially towards E.
;
gravelly or stony towards S.-

S -E. ; calcareous, proper to the extraction of stones, towards N.

Red wines possessing the general character of the wines

of the Blayais.— White wines consumed on the place.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

1 st BOURGEOIS GKOWTHS
Tuns red wine.

At Guillonnet (Charles Lalande). . . 65

2"d BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tuns
red wii.e.

At Corps-de.-Loups (Anselme
Malangin) 35

At la BarrVere (Ulysse David) 35
At la Barriej'e (P.-H. Mor-

Tnns
red wine.

pain) 15
At Gros-Jean (Maurice Ko-

bert) 35
At the bourg (M» 8 de Terzi). . 20

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At Vrlllan (Thomas). . .

Id. (Miss Euph. Du
pont)

At the hour
(j

(Marchais bro-

thers). . .

Id. (Egretier). . .

Id. (Renou). . . .

Id. (Rene Dejean).
Id. (M» Elie). . .

At Guxllor.net (Fr. Garderon)
Id. (Pierre Bienvenu),
Id. Jean Bienvenu).

At Caman (Pierre Geloux).

35

15

25
20
20
20
12
15
15
15
15

Id.

At the

Id.

At the Moulin de la BarrVere
(Papin senior). . 15

(Papin junior). . . 15
Petit- Guilhem (An-

glade junior) 20
(Anglade senior). . 15

At the Aurioux (Dupuy). . . 20
Id. (Nicolas) 15

At Gomoillcn (Emery). . . 15
At Palard (Jean Menanteau) 15

Id. (Jean Terriens). . 15
At the Bouilh (Papilleau). . 15

Sixty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

BRAUD. — 1,391 inh.— 4,887 hect. — 5 k. to S. of Saint-

Ciers; 14 k. to N.-N.-E. of Blaye. — B. : on the N., by Sair^t-

Ciers; on the E., by Saint-Aubin and Etauliers; on the S., by
Anglade; on the W., by the Gironde. At the commencement
of this century, a part of the commune, situated in the

marshes, formed a distinct parish, called Saint-Louis. —
P. & T. O. : Etauliers.

Soil : to W., vast dri3d marshes, traversed by numerous
13**
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canals or ditches ; to E., high sandy-argillaceous plains, of

which the sub-soil presents gen. grey sand to a great depth,

except at the port of Braud and at La Paillerie, where it

presents certain calcareous parts.

Red wines similar to those of Anglade. — White wines
ordinary.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At tJie Port de Brand
(P. Neveu) 7 3

Tuns
red w. will tew.

La Paillerie (A. Dupont) 30 30
At the Port de Brand

(J. Clerc) 2 20

Ten small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns, red or white.

ETAULIERS. — 784 inh.- 1,127 hect.— 9 k. to S.-S.-E.

of Saint-Ciers; 13 k. to N.-E. of Blaye. — B. : on the N., by

Saint-Aubin; on the E., by Reignac and Cartelegue; on the

S., by Cartelegue and Eyrans; on the W., by Anglade; on the

N.-W., by Braud. — Carriages from Blaye to Saint-Ciers or

to Mirambeau (daily service).— P. & T. O.

Soil : to W., dried marshes, producing an important re-

venue in mortar; to E., rather fertile, low sandy or sandy-

argillaceous plains. — Sub-soil argillaceous and a little gra-

velly towards N.

Red wines somewhat similar to those of the 2nd cotes of

the Blayais; price at vintage time, 400 to 500 fr. for the
4 st growths. — White wines consumed upon the place.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Gros-Bnisson (com-
tesse de Luppe) 35

At the bourg (A. Pouzet). . . 10
Id. ( Raguenault bro-

thers) 20
Id. (Perrault-Desage). 10

Tuns
red wine.

At the bonrg (A. .Bergeon). . 10

Id. (David brothers). . 10

At Maserat (abbot Calsat). . 12
Id. (Jean Thomas son) 10

At la Baraqne (Raguenault
son) 10

Twenty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

Before leaving the canton of Saint-Ciers-la-Lande to enter

into that of Saint-Savin, we should add that the communes of
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SAINT -CIERS, SAINT -PALAIS, PLENE-SELVE,
SAINT-CAPRAIS, SAINT-AUBIN , MARGILLAG and
REIGNAG produce a little ordinary red wine, but chiefly

white wine of enra^eat much in favour.

GENERAG. — 698 inh. — 939 hect. — 10 k. to N.-W. of

Saint-Savin; 12 k. toN.-E. ofBlaye.— B. : on theN., by Etau-

liers, Reignac and Saugon ; on the E., by Saugon ; on the S.,

by Saint-Giron ; on the W., by Campugnan. — P. & T. O. :

Saint-Savin.

Soil gen. sandy, presenting sandy-argillaceous portions,

fertile enough to S. of the commune, towards the villages of

the Drouillards, Turjeaux and Loumela. — Sub-soil aliotic

or sandy.

Red wines similar to those of 2nd cotes of the Blayais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Drouillards (Berne

-

tiere). ... 20
Id. (Meriochaud) . . . 20

At Lvssie (J. Glemet).. . . 20
At the lourg (Glemet). ... 10
At the Turjeaux (Peynaud

Tuns
red wine.

brothers) 26
At the Barraillos (Peynaud) 20
At the Prat (D^nechaud). . 12
At the Bourdillas (Delaage) 12

Id. (Trijeard son). . . 12

Id. (B. Trijeard). . . 20

Fifty small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-GIRON. — 959 inh.- 1,165 hect.- 8 k. to W. of

Blaye. — B. : on the N., by Generac and Saugon; on the E.,

by Saint-Christoly ; on the S., by Berson; on the W., by Saint-

Paul.— P. & T. O. : Saint-Christoly.

Soil slightly rugged; towards W., some rich argillaceous

soil; towards E., pure sand; into centre, soft, fertile, sandy-

argillaceous ground. — Sub-soil : compact, yellowish called

« terre a batir » (building ground). To the N. extremity, calca-

reous banks worked in ashlars.

Red -wines forming, in the first growths of the commune,
good ordinary wines.— White wines of enrageat,
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

l 8t BOUEGEOIS GROWTH
Tuns

rod w. while w.
Chateau- Viron (Andre" Delbos) 80 15

2Q d BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

Tnns
rcdw. white w.

At la Pitanee (P. Bour-
dillas) 70 60

Tuns
icdw. white vv.

At the Erits (Effie). . . 35 10

ARTISAN GROWTHS

At the Moid.-Nevf(¥ontz-
neaa) . . 20 20

At Freneau (J. Arnaud). 25 10
Id. (Jean Bouillet) 20 10

At Gantret (Fort Pujols)!" 25 10
Id. (Pujols). ... 15 »

At the Erits (Jean Ar-
naud). . . 20 18

Id. (P. Meynard de
laTanet).. . 20 10

Id. (J. Meynard).. 12 5

At the Claune (P. Mey-
nard) 10 »

At the bonrg (J. Menan-
teau) 20 »

Id. (P. Routurier). 12 »

At Covdurat (Pierre Bouil-
let son senior) 10 15

At the Petit-Mayne ( P.

Bouillet) 10 15
At Montiseau (Jean Du-
cuing, doctor) 15 »

About 80 small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-GHRISTOLY.— 1,840 inh.— 2,800 hect— 5 k. to

W. of Saint-Savin; 13 k. to E. of Blaye. — B. : on the N., by
Saugon; on the E., by Saint-Savin; on the S., by Saint-

Vivien; on the W., by Saint-Giron. — Railway of the Cha-
rentes, st. at 1 k. to N. of the bourg — Public carriages from

La Roque-de-Thau to Saint-Christoly, corresponding with

steamboat. — Mail from Blaye to Cavignae. — P. & T. O. :

Saint-Savin.

Soil varied : sandy landes towards N ; argilo-calcareous

ground in the neighbourhood of the bourg; soft, sandy-argil-

Jaceous earth predominating in the other portions of the

commune. — Sub-soil : stony at the Places, upon the hill of

Jussas, at Bavoliers and the environs of the bourg; sandy

towards N., sandy-argillaceous and very compact in the rest

of the commune.
Red wines, gen. classed in the ranks of the 2nd cotes of

the Blayais. — White -wines gen. ordinary, superior upon
the peak of Jussas.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

I
s * BOURGEOIS GROWTH

Chateau-Bavoliers l (Gervais)
Tuns red wine.

.... 80

CHATEAU-BAVOLIERS
(1 st BOURGEOIS GROWTH)

M. Gervais, ccnseiller general for Blaye, proprietor

BOURGEOIS GROWTHS

reAw.
CIi at. -Bar ion (M> s R.-ui-

lon)

At Ilolante (Christ. Mes-
tayer)

At the bou-rgCM** Plumeau)
At Jusms (Heirs Girard)

Tuns
white w

20 15

12
15
12 20

Tuns
red \v. white \v.

La Pitance and the Ber-
tavds (Tardy, solicitor)

At the oourg (comman-
dant Tardy)

Id. (F. Charles). 10 3

25

12

10

1. The property of Bavoliers, belonging to M r Gervais. consciller general for Blaye,

comprises 30 hect. divided into 10 hectares arable land, 15 hect. meadows and pleasure

grounds, 15 hect. vines. This vineyard has been renewed since the last twenty-five

years, and is cultivated by the plough, installed in iron-wire, and planted with the grea-

test care, 1/3 in cabernet- sauvignon, 1/3 merlot, 1/3 malbcc; its sub-soil is, for the most
part, argilo-calearcous or marly.
The wines of this growth combine a peculiarly agreeable bouquet to much delicacy and

maturity. They produce at present up to 100 tuns. This property is held in a remarkable
fashion, and has well merited the first gold medal accorded to it some years ago, by the

committee of agriculture of Blaye.

13°*
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ARTISAN GROWTHS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At la Moulinassc (C. Au-
doire)

At Cotteran (Laur* Page)
Id. (Dubraud). . .

Id. (Pierre Virton)
Id. (Lhevreux). .

Id. (J. Bertaud).
At the Maine (Jean De-
lage)

At Uerve (Prolongeau). .

Id. (Jacq. Pelleau)

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

10 80
10 10
16 10
15 10

15 8

18 ))

20 10

10 25
Lo D

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Lagache (Bertaud,
arp.)., 6 10

Atthe Mang (M™ Allouet) 10 5
At la Portine (Bertaud). 15 3
At the bourg(J. Arnaudin) 10 5

Id. (Poirier). . . 6 10
Id. (Estieu). ..65
Id. (Bertin). ... 48

At Qverion(Tanet brothers) 10 5
At Lamaure (Lamaure).. 10 2

CIVRAG. — 721 inh. — 1,324 hect. — 3 k. to S. of Saint-

Savin. — B. : on the N., by Saint-Savin; on the E., by Saint-

Mariens; on the S., by Cezac; on the W., by Pugnac, Saint-

Vivien and Saint-Christoly. — P. & T. O. : Saint-Savin.

Soil almost every where sandy -argillaceous and fertile

enough ; towards W., some rich soil. — Sub-soil argilla-

ceous towards E., calcareous towards W. of the commune,
on the side of the Berlans and Bras-de-Fer.

White wines ordinary. — Red wines sold as those of

Saint-Christoly.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Bras-de-Fer (P.
Chausse) 40 10

Vignolles-Pastorac (D r

Lacourtiade) 50 »
At Beguignon (Ardouin). 10 40
At Plaisance (Oh. d'Arche) » 50
At the Fenouil (Lalanne). % 35
At the Michauds (Elie

red w.
son)

At Naudeau (E. de Boyer)
At Gautier (Lefol). . . .

At la Gaucherie (J. Au-
doire)

At Vignolles (E. Aygues-
parsse) 5

At Livron (Duranteau)

11 IIS

white w.

)) HO
)) 25
10 15

5 5

5 15

10 10

About 60 small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

SAINT-VIVIEN. — 371 inh.- 569 hect. -9 k. to S.-W.

of Saint-Savin ; 9 k. to N. of Bourg.— B. : on the N., by Saint-

Christoly ; on the E., by Civrac; on the S., by Lafosse; on the

W., by Teuillac— P. & T. O, : Bourg.

Soil varied : towards N. and E. , soft sandy-argillaceous
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soil; towards S. and W., fat reddish ground. — Sub-soil

gen. .stony to the extremities E. and W. of the commune;
gravelly towards N.-E. ; hard , reddish , compact soil

,

elsewhere.

Red wines of intermediate quality between those of Blaye

and Bourg to which they are very similar; price at vintage

time 450 to 650 fr. — White -wines ordinary.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Petit-Routurier (O.

Merlet) 10 75
At Routurier (Paillet). . 3 ' 30

Id. (Alloud). ... 5 12
A t Millepied ( Page) ... 25 25

Id. (A lionet). . . 6 40
At the Allants (Dumey-

nieu). ... 12 12
Id. (Juillan). . . 8 20
Id. (Dupont). . . 5 12

Tuns
redw. white w.

15
15

At Giron (Bertin).

Id. (Pinaud).. . .

At the Allants (P. Me-
nard) ....

Id. (A.Menard)..
At Favereau (Eymard
junior) 10

At the G*.- Village (Miss
Guichard) 10

At the Ardouins (Lajard) 5

25
12

15

15

10

10
12

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, red or white.

LAFOSSE. — 309 inh. — 465 hect. — 9 k. to S.-W. of

Saint-Savin; 7 k. to N. of Bourg. — B. : on the N. and N.-E.,

by Saint-Vivien ; on the E. and S., by Pugnac; on the S.-W.,

by Lansac; on the W., by Mombrier and Teuillac. — P. &. T.

O. : Bourg.

Soil towards W., sandy-argillaceous and a little rugged;

towards S.-E., rugged and argilo-calcareous. — Sub-soil :

hard, reddish, favourable to the vine. Calcareous banks

are found, in some portions of the commune, to 2 or 3 meters

in depth.

Red wines : price at vintage time, wood inclusive, 500 to

650 fr. the tun. — White wines produced from 2/3 enrageat

(folle), 1/3 chalosse, very alcoholic; price at vintage time 300

to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white \v.

Ch.-de-Calnieilh (Alfred
Duchon-Doris) 30 45

At GriUet (Pierre Faure) 3 45

Tuns
redw. white \v.

At the Huberts (Andoire). » 40
At the Garreau (P. Gui-
chard) 15 25
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redw.

At Fontarabie (T. Boyey)
At the Petit-Bertin (T.

Guichard). .

Id. (Berniard). . .

At Peyrefaure (J. Fame)

Tuns
white w.

20 30

30
20
10

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Fassier (Michel Du-
puy) 6 25

At the G^-Chemin (Ba-
ronnet) 5 20

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

We have now only to terminate the canton of Saint-Savin

and the arrondissement of Blaye by naming the communes of

Saint-Savin, Cavignac, Cezac, Cubnezais, Donnezac, Larus-

cade, Marcenais, Marsas, Saint-Mariens and Saugon, which

produce a little ordinary red wine and much white. We
refer our readers to tome II of the Statistique generate de la

Gironde for the details concerning these communes.



ENTRE-DEUX-MERS

RIGHT SIDE OF THE GARONNE.

The name of Entre-deux-Mers (between two seas), is given

to that portion oi the Gironde situated between the Garonne
and the Dordogne, forming a species of peninsula comprising

all the arrondissement of La Reole, the south of the arrondis-

sement of Libourne and the east of the arrondissement of

Bordeaux.

In a vinicol point of view, we shall make 3 divisions of this

peninsula. The first shall comprise the canton of Carbon-

Blanc and the S. of the canton of Creon. The second shall

comprise all the communes situated upon the hills and in the

palus of the right side of the Garonne, from Langoirau to La
Reole. The third shall comprise all the rest of the peninsula.

This last portion is much larger than the others, producing

relatively to its extent little red wine, but a great quantity of

white, from enrageat, generally charged with alcohol and

devoid of agreeable flavour, serving however for blendings,

and sold from 300 to 400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive, according

to the years.

We shall not linger upon this third division, but refer our
readers to tome II of our Statistique generate de la Gironde.

In our second division (right side of the Garonne), we find,

on the borders of the cantons of Saint-Macaire and Cadillac,

very celebrated white wine growths, full of body, mellowness,
delicacy, aroma and distinction; these wines are generally

produced from the sauvignon and semillon; they have ob-
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tained up to 1,200 and 1,500 fr. the tun, in certain years. We
shall speak of the wines of Sainte-Croix-du-Mont (a commune
favourably situated, separated only by the Garonne from the

Sauternes country).

In approaching Bordeaux, all the communes situated upon
the hills at the feet of which the Garonne flows, produce red

or white wines.

The white wines of these communes are generally more va-

lued than the red wines. The most celebrated, after Sainte-

Croix-du-Mont, are Haux, Langoiran, Tabanac and Baurech.

After having passed Baurech, the value of white wines de-

creases, while the value of red wines augments : the com-
munes of Quinsac and Camblanes producing the best wines
(or some of the best) of the hills of the arrondissement cf

Bordeaux, and palus wines classed with those of Latresne,

Bouliac and Floirac, in the ranks of the second palus of the

department.

In our first division, there are still red wines of the cotes

and palus, likewise white wines; these last, produced from

enrageat, are very common. As to the red wines, on the

contrary, they are, in palus, in a great portion, on a level

with the first in the department, and most estimated upon the

hills, especially those of Lormont, Bassens, Carbon-Blanc

and Sainte-Eulalie. We shall now review each commune of

our two first divisions, and endeavour to give as exact an idea

as is possible of their wines.

The average prices that we shall indicate hereafter, are

sometimes surpassed for certain growths which enjoy the fa-

vour of commerce. This has been the case for all sorts of

wines during 1880 and 1881, in consequence of the dearth of

the late years, caused in a great measure by phylloxera, which
reduced to a great extent, in several communes, the average

productions indicated further on and which date from 1874.

We must hope that the phylloxera will be successfully com-

bated, and that ere long the average production being more
normal, the former prices will again rule in our vineyards.

The culture of the vine and vinificationare practised in this

country as in the country of the hills and of palus, of which

we have previously spoken.

We shall commence this country in commenting upon the
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excellent wines of Queyries, which are made upon the terri-

tories of the communes of Bordeaux and Cenon.

The red wines are generally produced by 3/4 or 2/3 malbec,

1/4 or 1/3 merlot, cabernet, mancin, verdot, massoutet,

fer, etc.

BORDEAUX-LA-BASTIDE. — A wine known for a

long time under the name of Queyries-wine, is gathered upon
a soil of ancient alluvions, planted in 1/4 malbec, 1/4 merlot,

1/4 verdot, l/4^vidure and other-plants; it owes its great and

ancient reputation to the plant verdot which formerly com-
posed almost exclusively all the vineyards of this country.

These wines of Queyries, bodied and coloured, are still very

much appreciated, and are, when old, good ordinary wines,

serving especially to fortify the weak wines of Medoc; price at

vintage time, 550 to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

At Castarede (de l'Heris

son)

Tuns
red wine.

Bom. oftheBourdieu-du
tao (Dualle). . . .

At Jonas-Jones (Nard)
Id. (A. Dumas).
Id. (Faure). . .

At Silvestre (Galtie).

At Pineau (de Pineau)
In Queyries (Bichoti)

.

Cap
40

45
6

5

6

45
35
45

Tuns
red wine.

25
. . 35

. 25

At Faroult ,

At Lanza c (Moitessier). . .

At Nararre (Lalande). . .

At Peixotto (M r3 Hottenger,
manager, E. Bosc). ... 20

At Bijou (Merlande). ... 10

At Chiapella (de Benneteau) 10
Id. (Lenoir). ... 10

At Luaucs (Brunereau). . . 8

Ten small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

While treating of the wines made on the Bordeaux territory,

let us come back a moment to the left side of the Garonne,

and speak of the wines of palus made to N. of the town, in the

quarter called :

BAGALAN. — The vines are situated there between the

river and the road of Labarde, upon more or less ancient al-

luvions, planted principally in malbec, verdot and merlot

,

producing wines classed with the l* 1 growths of the palus of

the Gironde, particularly distinguished by their elegance and

good constitution : price at vintage time, 550 to 800 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Wynbron (Farinel) 100
Chateau- Claveau (Blondeau) 100
Fourgucrolles (Godardj. . . 100
St-Itemi (formerly freche)
(A. Cruse) 100

Sabateyre (de Ja Colonge). . 40

Tuns
red wine.

Bom. of the Trottel(ls\.**\)\&\z\:

Henry) 40
Old domain Laffite l (l\ La-
vidalie). . 30

Belle- Alice (Edmond Dircks) 15

OLD DOMAIN LAFFITE
M. P. Lavidalie, proprietor.

GENON. — 1,264 inh. — 497 hect. — 5 k. to E. of B*; 5 k,

to S.-S.-W. of Carbon-Blanc— B. : on the N., by Lormont;
on the E., by Artigues; on the S., by Floirac; on the W., by
Bx-la-Bastide. — Public carriages, every hour, from the

place du Pont (La Bastide) to Monrepos, and from the place

du Pont to the end of the avenue of Paris. — P. & T. O. :

Bordeaux-la-Bastide.

1. The domain Laffite, the chateau of which we represent is situated in the pains of

Bacajan, opposite the port of Lormo.it. The vineyard comprises ahout hectares produ-
cing1 from 25 to 30 tuns of a very much valued wi.ie, classed in the r:inks of ihc best of

the country. This wine obtained honourable mention at the exhibition of 1879.
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This commune formerly comprised the quarter of La Bas-

tide annexed to Bordeaux in 1864; it presents upon the hill

one of the most picturesque situations and one of the finest

views to be found in the neighbourhood of Bordeaux.

Soil divided into palus known under the name of Queyries,

and hills presenting alternately silicious and argillaceous

graves, or rich argilo-calcareous soil.— Sub-soil of hills gen.

stony, presenting however a very much valued marl, near the

great road to Paris, and sand near the national road from Bor-

deaux to Bergerac.

Red wines of cotes, fine and bodied, possessing sometimes
an agreeable bouquet; they constitute, in the good growths of

the commune, grand ordinary wines; price at vintage time

from 550 to 800 fr.

Red "wines of palus, much appreciated. (See note upon
the similar qualities of Bx-la-Bastide, page 467.)

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At Turgis (Privat) 15

At Dumunes (Labour and La-
couture) 20

At Barden (Paiement and
Merle) SO

At Palmer (Fernand Thomas) 80

At Bean-Site (Jean Roucaud) 30

At la Mothe (A. Dussaud ju-

nior) 20

At Cypressat (G.-D. Cumin
son) 10

At Cavaignac (M.TS Monnevit) 10

At Turgis (Boudias). ... 8

Atthebovrg (Lafou). ... 8

Id. (Jolly) 6

Tuns
red wine.

Villa-Monre ( Heirs Moure) .

.

6
At Loret (Sursol) 80
At la Movrlette (Dupuy). . 35
Ch.-Tranchere (Dussaut se-

nior) 35
Growth Lestrille (Cadres).. 15

At Cousin (Boussion). ... 30
At Cavailles (purchaser of

Mrs Lemaire) 18

At la Serve (Lagrave). . . 15
At- Trancltoti (Cardez). . . 15

Chdteau-de-Bios (Ambaud).. 15

Boute de Paris (Arnaud). . 15

At Marechal (Dr Douaud).. 10
At Camparlati (M rs Gignoux) 10

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

IN PALUS OF QUEYRIES.

Clos Balguerie (Langaud). . 15

At Leblanc (Bichon). ... 40

At Toubar (Cante) 25

At Gohjon (Adrien Laplante) 20

At Tanchon (Lapoujade). . 1-

Ten small proprietors make from 1 to 5 tuns.

At Sahvt (Delvert)

At la>Tour-Blanche (M" Ro-
land)

At jPif7/fl£(Alphonse Gontier)
At Chabanne (G. Damas). .

14
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LORMONT. — 2,863 inh. - 803 hect. — 2 k. to S.-W. of
the Carbon-Blanc; 6 k. to E. of Bx

. — B. : on the N., by
Bassens and the Carbon-Blanc; on the E., by Artigues, Yvrac
and Sainte-Eulalie; on the S.-E., by Cenon; on the S., by
Bx-la-Bastide

; on the W., by the Garonne. — Railway
(Paris-Orleans) st. near the port.— Steamers-omnibus from
Bordeaux to Lormont, and vice versa, every half-hour, with
which correspond regular carriage services from Lormont to

Monferrand, from Lormont to Ambares (twice a day), and in

the summer, from Lormont to Bassens (twice a day). — Om-
nibus from Bordeaux to the Carbon-Blanc, leaving from the

quai de la Bourse. — Port commodious and animated. Fine
dock yards for the construction of vessels.— P. & T. O.
Soil : argilo-calcareous or gravelly upon the hills; to W.,

upon the borders of the Garonne, rich, fertile palus which are

the last of the Queyries. — Sub-soil of alluvion towards W.,
stony upon the hill-slopes, argillaceous towards N. and E.,

sandy in some portions of E.

Red wines divided into wines of cotes and wines of palus.

The first are classed with the first cotes of the Entre-deux-
Mers, and are sold at vintage time from 550 to 800 fr.; the

wines of palus, gen. produced from fine plants, are classed as

wines of Queyries, and obtain about the same prices.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt-Lacroix (M™ Wetzel). 200
Ch.-Genicart (M r8 Gourdon) 100
Ch.-Mtrcport l (Labadie). . 40
Ch.-la- Croix-Honge (Mrs Gre-
dy) 25

Tuns
red wine.

At the Grand- Tressan (Ga-
zeaud) 25

Ch.-Raonl (J. Bernard). . . 30
Chateau-de-Lormont 2 (Scha-
cher) 40

1. The domain of Mireport comprises 17 hectares, of which 8 are dedicated to meadows
and 9 to red vines. The vineyard is situated upon an elevated peak, presenting- argilo-

ca'oareous or argilo-gravelly soil, very well exposed and planted principally in cabernct-
sauvignon, merlot, malbec and mancin. By these favourable conditions and owing- to the

intelligent care applied to the vinification, the wines of this growth are ranked with the

first rotes of the environs of Boideaux, and have obtained for some ye.irs up to 600 and
800 fr. the tun. (See design page 471.)

2. This fine chateau, which has a very ancient origin, is situated upon the summit of the

hill commanding the port of Lormont. This position must have been formerly a military

post, and presents to-day one of the most picturesque and liveliest sites to be found in the

neighbourhood of Bordeaux. This fine domain which belonged to the archbishops of Bor-
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CHATEAU-MIREPORT
M. Labadie, proprietor.

CHATEAU OF LORMONT
M. Schacher, proprietor.
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CHATEAU DES GRAVIERES
M. E. Bordes, ship-owner, proprietor.

CHATEAU-ROUFFIAC
M. Edmond Larronde, proprietor.
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IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-des- Gravieres l (E. Bordes,
ship-owner) 30

Ch.-Ronffiac 2 (Edm. Lar-
ronde) 15

At Pont-Larcheveque (Ber-
mond) 15

Ch.-des-Iris (M r s Blanc de
ManvilLe) 20

Growth of Lavergne (F. Du-
bois) 12

AtFonbelleau (Mrs Faucher) 25

Ch.-Sans-Souci (A.-C. Le-
quellec) 25

Ch.~ Loiseau (Manade). ... 20

Le Bousquet (Buchet). . . 30
At the Fassin (Mfs Bernatet) 25
Dom. de St-Aubin (J. Gelot) 20
At la Croix-Rouge (Abadie) 10
AtthePin-Pin (M™ Du Breuil) 15

At Montague (Lacosse). . .

At the Pin-Pin (Hermitte
counsellor)

Ch.-des-Lauriers (Gradis).

At Pitremont (Ardouin, bro
ker)

At Pandelle (Fouquet). .

Id. (Delhomme) . .

At la Ramade (Frois"). .

At JSanau (Largeteau). .

At Fonvidal (Lolivier). . .

At Ribette (Charpentier).
At la Verdiere (Coppine^r)
At the Morne (Mr s Kirstein)

At la Croix-de-Pierrs(~Ba,zile)
Id. (Lannelongue).

Ch.-Charmau (Charriol). . .

Ch.-Baron (F. Chaigneau).
AtMonplaisir (Neuman). . .

Tuns
red wine.

. . 15

15
10

5

25
10
15

12

10
10
10
10
5

10
5
6

in cotes and in palus

Chateau-de- Carriet (de Pichon) 25

IN PALUS

Palus of Queyries (Heirs Oli-

vier Durand).
Id. (Genty, or Ducos)
Id. (Mr3 Bujac).. . .

Id. (Chaudruc) . . . .

25
15
15
20

Palus of Queyries (Kamat)
Palus of Lormont (Fr. Chai

gneau). .

Id. (Blumerel). .

Id. (Lasseverie).

.

10

20
10
10

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, in cotes or in palus.

GARBON-BLANG. — 811 inh. — 386 hect. — 10 k. to N.-

N.-E. of Bx. — B. : on the N., by Ambares; on the N.-E. and
E., by Sainte-Eulalie; on the S., by Lormont; on the W., by
Bassens. — Omnibus from Bordeaux to the Carbon-Blanc,

leaving from the place de la Bourse every two hours, and

deaux, before the Revolution, passed from the hands of the Expert family into those of
M. Schacher. The new proprietor has repaired and rebuild the old castle with much
taste, and gives every attention to preserve and improve the excellent growth which sur-
rounds the chateau, the wines of which have always been much appreciated.

1. This chateau is admirably situated, and forms one of the most agreeable dwelling
places, surrounded by one of the best vineyards of Lormont. It has for a long time be-
longed to the David Johnston family.

2. The chateau Rouffiac, ancient seigneurie of Rouffiac, is surrounded with an excel-
lent vineyard, justly reputed to give one of the best wines of the locality.
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from Bx to Ambares, at the same place of departure, twice a

day. — Steamers-omnibus from Bx to Lormont, correspon-

ding with the carriages of Bassens, passing within one kil.

of the bourg of Carbon-Blanc. — Carriages leaving from La
Bastide. — Omnibus leaving from the place de Richelieu at

7 a. m. and at all odd hours. — Railway, st. from Lormont,

2 k. 1/2 from the bourg. — P. O.

Soil rugged and varied, gravelly or argilo-gravelly, but

especially argilo-calcareous
, presenting towards N. some

sandy portions, with sub-soil of alios.

Red wines bodied and coloured, produced from 1/2 malbec
(balouzat), 1/4 merlot and mancin, 1/4 nochant and other

plants; price at vintage time, 550 to 800 fr., according to the

years and growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red wine.

150
60
40
40
40
35
30

Chdteau-Favol (M rs Douat).
Ch.-Dugvet (Fred. Schroder)
Ch-Brugnon (M™ Goudal). .

At the Breton (Louradour). .

At the Faisan(H.~Leon Prom)
At Salazard (MrB Alaret). . .

At Jaulin (Daurel)
At the Maraueyrat (M' s Ulys-

se Gras) 25
At Sejourne (Miss Seguin). . 25
AtCoffre(Enet). ...... 25
At the bourg (Seguin) .... 20

Id. (Jay junior). . . 20
At the Faisan (Mrs Kenouf). 20
AttheBoches(Tison). ... 20
At Lesclide (Arne) 20
At la Baraqne (Gouteyrou). 20
At Pillebourse (Mrs Delmas) 20
At Lagarde (H. Bertrand). . 15
At the Bois de Coulon (G.

Berges) 20
At Sansaumoine (Brignard). 10

Id. (Ferrand) 10

At Sansaumoine (Deville).
Id. (Pradeau). . .

Id. (Lafourcade). .

Id. (Salle)

Id. (Normand). . .

At la Landotte (Cassadou).
Id. (Sudre). . . .

At the moulin (Heirs Glaise)
At Constantin (M rs Guilhem)
At la Gleysotte (Eyraud)..
At la Tuilerie (Gmllory). .

At the bourg (Queyrut). .

Id. (Aug. Laloubiere)
At the Pin (Mrs Lapeyre).
At Fleurette (Michelet). .

Id. (Laloubiere).. .

Id. (Pierre Coiffard)
Id. (Truch)

At Lagardette (Bousquet).
Id. (Calmelz). . .

Id. (Marceau). . .

At the Breton (Dubert). .

At the Faisan (Lourteau)

.

Tuns
red wine.

10
12
12
10
10
20
10
20
15
10
8
10

12
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

BASSENS. — 1,235 inh. — 1,064 hect. — 8 k. to N.-N.-E.

of Bx by boat, and 11 k. overland; 2 k. to N.-W. of the

Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N., by Monferrand and Ambares;
on the E., by the Carbon-Blanc; on the S., by the Carbon-
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Blanc and Lormont; on the W., by the Garonne.— Carriages

corresponding at Lormont with the steamers-omnibus, and

leaving at the half hours (odd numbers). — P. and T. O.

:

Carbon-Blanc.

Soil : gen. very fertile, presenting palus to W. and argilo-

calcareous hills, upon argillaceous or stony foundation, in the

rest of the commune. Some argilo-gravelly portions towards

N.-E.

Wines of cotes bodied and coloured, requiring a long

time to be fit for bottling, but classed in the ranks of the first

cotes of Entre-deux-Mers ; they form good, agreeable and

mellow ordinary wines; price at vintage time 550 to 875 fr.

Palus wines bodied and well coloured, requiring much
time to be ready for consumption, when they are produced

from the verdot, and designed as premiere cargaison (first

cargo-wines). In order to satisfy the requirements of com-
merce, several proprietors have replaced a large portion of

the verdot by the malbec and nochant plants, and have thus

obtained a mellow, quickly drinkable wine, but which has

neither the bouquet nor the preservation of the old wines of

verdot, which has made the reputation of the Bassens wines.

We can state that for some years, in the palus of Bassens, as

in the neighbouring palus, they have gone back to the verdot,

and that they accord this plant a large place in all the new
vineyards. It is planted in company with the gros cabernet,

merlot and malbec, so as to obtain at once wines bodied and
mellow; price at vintage time, 550 to 850 fr., according to the

years and growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At SaUsse (Duthil de la Tu-
que) 8

Chat. -Beauval(Hubert Prom) 1 20
At the Grand-Lac de Beauval

(Lentz) 30
At the bourg ( Hyacinthe
Teindas) 20

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of VEglise (M rs Hau-
checorne) 30

At the bourg (M rs Larramd). 20
Ch.-de- Griffon (Marc Maurel) 15
Chat. - Beaumont - Bcrtrand l

(H. Bertrand) 35
At VEspagnc (Clissier). . . 20

1. The chateau Beaumont is an ancient seignorial construction, admirably situated upon
a plateau which commands the course of the Gironde, and not far from its confluence with
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CHATEAU BEAUMONT-BERTRAND
M. H. Bertrand, proprietor.

CHATEAU-PAYAULT
M. G. Vendeleers, proprietor.
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in cotes {continued)

Tuns
red wine.

At VEspagne (Henri Duboscq) 20
Id. (Bechade) 15

Atthe Tertrede Baudin (Gou-
din-Chauvin) 20

Dn of Meignan (de Briolle).. 15
Ch.-Pichon (Fressinede). . . 25

Id. (

M

rs Cazade and
Mrs Contarieux) 25

At la Rogue (Deleyre) . ... 18
At Chertier (Mrs Coinpan). . 20
At Barry (Adolphe Miquel). 25
At the Taste (Mr s Bourdeille) 30
At Dvntichamp (de Ville-

preux) . 12
Ch.-Payault 1 (Gust. Vende-

leers) 60
Ch'Morin (Heirs Olivier Du-
rand) 120

Chdt.-Grillon (de Baritault) 90
At Fantaisie and Bolle (Jules

Lubbert) 20

Tuns
red wine.

18
25
20
40
80
12
18
18

At Guerin (Heirs Touzanes).
At the Peyrat (Marchand). .

At Seguineau (Urbain Maurel)
At Moulerin (Girard). . . .

At Lagrange (Jules Fabre)..
At Bomevie (Heirs Thomson)
Atthe Bousquet (Musset). .

At Lagravade (Cavignac). .

At David (Chelan) 12
A t Rhodes (Gassies) 6

At Mnseadet (Dulac-Kleber). 80
A t the Mourra (Robert). . . 15

Id. (M™ Goudin). . . 30
Id. (Laloubiere). ... 15

At Lafite (Henri Lubbert). . 15
At Piston (Veillon) 15
At la Villa (Leon Delvaille). 12
At Bayonne (M' s Alex Gras) 15

At the bourg (Pierre Guinant) 10
Id. (Bernard Guinant) 10

IN COTES AND PALUS

At Payplat (H. Maurel). . .

Bn of Saint-James (F. Regis)
100
60

Clos- la - Bose -

(M^ petit).

Saint - James
40

IN PALUS

Properties classed according to their rank on the road of c( grande
communication » and in going down the river.

At the Maronniers (F. Chai-
gneau) 15

At Leysson (F. Chaigneau).. 15
At la Tour-de-Biguey (Mrs

Sterling) 35

At Clairae (Saulnier).. . . 20
At Baranquine (B. Couput). 20

Id. (Alexandre).. . . 12
At la Chausse (Miss Parian). 45
At la Carraque or at the

the Dordogne. It possesses a magnificent view, embracing the Medoc, the Bourgeais, the

Fron^adais, etc. It dates from the fourteenth century, an epoch at which it served, accor-

ding to the tradition, for the summer residence of the Black Prince of England.
From 1662, Lord Andre Allenet, count of Beaumont-Bassens, was its proprietor; he

inherited it from his uncle and he rendered homage to the king Louis XIV. (Archives of
the Gironde, tables of noble families, n° 2320.)

It remained in the same family until the Revolution of 1789, when it became national

property.

It has been acquired in 1879 by its present proprietor, M. Hippolyte Bcrtrand.

The vineyard depending upon it is composed in a great measure of old plants, and
comprises the growths of Rodes, of Villetelle and Lagarde, planted in fine vines, such as

cabernet, merlot and malbec, producing a wine fruity, bodied, of long duration.

1. The vineyard Chateau-Payault produces, as much by its remarkable exposure upon
the hill, as by the choice of the fine plants, one of the most esteemed wines of this com-
mune, and obtains a favour upon the price accorded to the other vineyards of the environs.

Culture is attended to with assiduous care, and this vineyard has often served as a model
for the country.

14*
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in palus {continued).

Tuns Tuns
red iwine. red iwine.

Gourdin (Arthur Ladonne) 80 Entre-Deux-Esteys ( Love]j-

At the Chdt.-Lespillon (Mrs Seignac. . . . 25
Daen) 70 Id. (Andre Ferriere). 45

At the Gros (Vigneau) . . . 50 Id. (M^ Veillon). . . 10
At la Carraque (Cassagne son) 20 Id. (Daunes). . . . 20

Id. (Arthur Ladonne). 80 Id. Ch.'Daulay (de
Id. (Steiner) 12 Montbrun - La -

Entre-Deux-Esteys ( Cassa- valette). . . 45
gne brothers). 12 Id. (comte d'Houdetot) 100

Id. (M^ Godefroy).. 35 Id. (Mathieu Steiner) 120
Dn of the General (Bourdieu) 20 Id. (Demeurant). . . 35
Entre-Deux-Esteys(Gu\gnsivd) 35 Id. (Mrs Bouliot). . 15

Id. (Boireau). . . . 35 Chdteau-Pichon (O di

Id. ( Chateau-de-Bel- mel) 25
lerive- les-Moynes Id. (Mrs Jacquelin). . 25

60

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

The major part of the vineyards of the palus of Bassens is composed
of choice plants, and produces wines which are highly esteemed ; among
the best we may cite : the growths of Tour-de-Biguey , la Chausse, Cha-
teau-Lcspillon, Chateau-de-Bellerive, le Gros, la Carraque and that of
M. Demeurant who makes two wines.

MONTFERRAND (SAINT LOUIS DE).- 739 inh.— 923

hect. of palus. — 15 k. to N.-E. of Bx
; 9 k. to N.-N.-W. of the

Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N., by Ambes; on the E., by Am-
bares; on the S., by Bassens ; on the W., by the Garonne. —
Omnibus from Monferrand to Lormont, corresponding with

the Gondoles (steamboats) twice a day.— Steamboat from the

lower part of the Garonne.— P. O. : Bordeaux. — T. O. : Ambes.

Soil : flat, palus of first quality and vast marshes, joint

property of the communes of Monferrand, Bassens, Ambares,

Sainte-Eulalie, Yvrac and Saint-Vincent.— Sub-soil varied :

argillaceous to centre of the commune; upon the borders of

the Garonne, sandy-gravelly and argillaceous.

Red wines produced from 2/5 verdot, 1/5 mancin, 1/5 ca-

bernet and bequignol, 1/5 colon and other plants, very co-

loured and possessing a particular fruity taste, in consequence

of which they are much appreciated for blendings. They are

also considered as some of the best ordinary wines of Entre-

deux-Mers and as first cargo; price at vintage time, according

to the years, from 600 to 900 fr. in the best growths of the

commune.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Chat. -Durandeau (Meller). . 250
Growth Castaincaud (Paul
Lafon) 60

Alty (de Baritault). ... 30
Id. (Cassagne). . . . 15

Gabarhon (Troplong). . . 20
Dronilhet (Grouilhe). ... 60
Antony (Courian) 80
Mac-Carthy (Villalard). . . 25
Chat. St-Louis - de-Montfer-
rand (Gaston Guignard).

Ch. -de - Montferrand ( Hugo
Berle)

Chat.-Saint- Clement (de Ley-
bardie) 250

At la Jalle (de Dompierre
d'Hornoy) 250

Ch.-la-Mothe (J. Faux ne-
phew)

At Couilhy (Eugene Deves).
At Margarence (Henri Gradis)
At Barriere (Doyen) . . . .

At Cauvin (de Perinelle).. .

250

250

200
150
120
50
120

Tuns
red wine.

At the Gua (Lafon senior). . 110

At Madran (Mrs Brannens). 80
At the Tr,ois-Pavilions (de
Brivazac) 100

At the Cannes (M rB Delisse). 100
At Couilhy (Plantevigne). . 70
At Jourdane (Eug. Deysson; 60
At la Douane (Discasse). . . 50
At the Caillou (Mrs de la Sei-

gliere) 50
At Gereme (Paul Maingard). 45
At Guillemin (Pierre Braud) 70
At Payhaut (Bourdil). ... 45
At the bourg (Vincent Loura-

dour) 30
Soulhier (Soulhier) 25
At the bourg (Gab. Louradour) 25
At Degeres (Am. Castaing). .

At the Brane-Loyac (Alb.
Andrieu)

At the bourg (Miss Bernard).
Growth Bergerie (M> s Ber-
nard)

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 1 2 tuns.

AMBES. - 1,322 inh. — 2,885 hect. — 26 k. to N.-N -E. of

B*; 18 k. to N. of the Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N. and E.,

by the Dordogne; on the S., by Saint-Vincent and Montfer-

rand ; on the W., by the Garonne which joins the Dordogne and
forms the Gironde at the Bec-d'Ambes, extremity N. of this

commune. — Steamboat from Bx to Blaye. — P. & T. O.
Soil : flat, very fertile, almost entirely formed of alluvions;

700 hectares of marshes are at present drained for the most
part.

Red wines ordinary, more or less coloured, most fre-

quently employed as cargo wines. They are gen. produced
from 1/3 mancin, 1/3 malbec and verdot-colon, 1/3 verdot,

bequignol and other plants; price at vintage time, 500 to

700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At Leotard (Arthur Escarra-
guel) 150

Tuns
red wine.

Ch. -Beauregard (Faure, of

Bourg) 80
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Tuns
red wine.

At la Soubrante (Mrs Estienne) 80
At Lacaussade (E. Merle). . 80
Ch.'Lansac (H. de Geres). . 60
At Gauchot (H. Brunet). . . 60
At Pietrvt (Audinet). ... 20
At Bosquette (Jacques Tou-

luire) 35
At Mirambeau (Goudable).

.

25
At St-Jacques (Brandenburg) 200
Cli.-Stp-Barbe (P. Maingard) 150
At Pietrut (due des Cars). . 140
At the Burclt (J.-Deves).. . 140
At the Port-Lopez (Lopes-

Dubec) 80
At Bellerive(E. Deves). . . 80
At Bobillard(l)e\por\).. . . 140
Ch.-Lambert (de Villeneuve) 170
At Larrue (M" Tharaud). . 100
Ch.-Pvynormand (Ch. Bosc). 85

Tuns
red wine.

At the Bee (P. Chenu-Lafitte) 80
At Beauvoir (M rs Kuaud). . 40

Id. (Bellu) 40
At la Done (Louis Gaignerot) 100

Id. (Joubert) 80
At Fort-Lajart (Goudable). 100
At la Menaude (Caillat). . . 75

Id. (deNoaillan). . . 35
At Labadie (Joubert). ... 55
At the Gris (V. Henry). . . 35
At la Chayellc (Cailley). . . 40
At Sandrieu (M>8 Dufresne). 50
At Bechade (Mosnier). ... 80
At la Bernardine (Bardon). 50
At Grillon (M" Camau).. . 60

Id. (Desamaud). ... 70
At Lacdne (Sicot) 20
At Jamois (Dubignon). ... 30
At Lacroix (Jaubert) 20

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns.

SAINT-VINCENT-DE-PAUL. — 649 inh. - 1,388 hect.

— 8 k. to N. of the Carbon-Blanc ; 18 k. to N.-N.-E. of Bx. —
B. : on the N., by Ambes and the Dordogne; on the E., by the

Dordogne; on the S.-E., by Saint-Loubes; on the S., by Am-
bares; on the W., by Montferrand.— Omnibus from the

Lagrave station to Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac. — Railway at

3 kilometers of the church. — P. & T. O. : Ambares.

Soil composed of palus, based upon a sub-soil alternately

gravelly, marshy and alluvial; vast marshes.

Red -wines bodied and coloured, employed for cargo and
parisian consumption; price at vintage time, according to

years and growths, 500 to 750 fr. A few exceptional growths

obtain up to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of Lesperon (Paul
Princeteau) 200

At the Toureils (Michel Du-
ran). ... 40

Id. (Vallet de Pey-
raud). ... 50

At the Petit - Campsec
(Bellue) 50

Tuns
red wine.

At Malbrede (Pierre Bema-
tet) 30

At Brochard and Campsec
(son-in-law Chariaut). . . 40

At Lisote (Marc Gilet). . . 40
At Campsec (Louis Sava-

riaud) 100
At Ferreyre (L. Rousseau). . 120
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Tuns
red wine.

At Pey (Beraut) 70
At Gobineav{ Paul Princeteau) 225
At the Lion, at the Pont-de-

Pierre, at the Port and at
VEcluse (Paul Bayle). . . 200

At Bordes and Brule (E. Rous-
seau) 200

At Bacon (Couperie). . . . 200
At Vivarnon (Arthur Char-

ron) 500
At the Canard (H 1 Gradis).

.

100
At la Roquette (Preveraud
de Sonneville) 70

;4£#tf<?<m(AnselmeMalarigiri) 70
At Bureteste (Leon de Paty) 200
At Conteste (Vallet de Pey-

raut) 40

Tuns
red wine.

At Saint- Cric (Puysarnaud) 40
At Brochard (Lafon). . .

Id. (Barreyre).
Id. (Merigon). . .

Id. (Normand).
Id. (Brandier).

At Campsec (Furt). . . .

Id. (Albert junior).

At Charbonnier (Gazillon).
At Malbrede (Baron). . .

At Bordes (Rideau). .

At Galiau (fam. Barre). .

At Grange- Brulee (Blanc).
At Duval (acqr Godrie). .

At Cantaranne (Vincendeau)
At the bourg (M rs Secousse).
At la R\* Nl* (Mrs Bernard)

35
35
25
15
15
30
15
30
20
20
20
18
20
15
15
12

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

AMBARES. — 2,967 inh. — 2,477 hect. — 44 k. to N.-

N.-E. of B*; 4 k. to N. of the Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the

N., by Saint-Vincent-de-Paul; on the E., by Saint-Loubes and

Sainte-Eulalie; on the S., by the Carbon-Blanc and Bassens

;

on the W. and N.-W., by Montferrand.— Railway st. La-

grave at 2 k. from the bourg.— P. & T. O.
Soil generally gravelly, with foundation of argil ; to the

centre, the three plateaux of Tillac, Ambares andLagrave, se-

parated from each other by little valleys, some portions of

which are very gravelly; to E. plains alternately argilo-

calcareous and sandy-gravelly; to W. other plains, at first

sandy and then alluvial , when approaching the river. —
Sub-soil argillaceous upon the borders of the plateaux of

Ambares and Tillac; stony to N.-W. of the commune; in

the domain of Tillac, remarkable banks of falun.

Red wines classed in the ordinary good wines of Entre-
deux-Mers

;
price at vintage time 550 to 850 fr. The wines

produced at Le Tillac and on the hills in the neighbourhood
are sold at the same price as the first cotes of Bassens.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.'du-Tillac (J. Bernard). . 170
Chrdu-Gua (H. de Pineau). 150

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau-Peychaud (amiral
de Dompierre d'Hornoy). . 100
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Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Saint- Denis (Heirs V.
de Lamothe) 80

At Barns (Savariaud son). . 80
At V (Eil-du-Pas (

J

n Secousse) 20
Ch.-Formon (Adolphe Duroy
de Suduiraut) 50

At Suduiraut (Mrs Lachaze) 50
At J.-Prat (Jean Dupuy). . 60
At Bel-Air (Arthur Char-

ron) 60
Ch.-Parabelle (Faurie). . . 18

At Chante-A louette ( Rousseau) 20
At the Levant (Gazillon). . 20
At Gravot and la Grave (P.

Vincendeau) 30
At Lagrave (de Boisredon). 25

Id. (J. Maurel). . 12

At Sabarege (P. Braud). . . 40
At the bovrg (Jadouin). . . 25
At Lalande (Arthur Charron) 30
At Cabanne (Marc Gillet). . 50

Id. (J. Labatut senior) 15
Terrasson (Poncignon). . . 30
At Chdtaignier (M ,s Casiraa

jor) 20
Id. (LatourandBraud) 18
Id. (Dongey). ... 15
Id. (M's Chaloubie). 12

At Tarrey (J. Leude). . . 20
At the Magna (Cheri Meri-
gon) 20

At the Grain (Gaudin Lam-
bert) 20

At la Hourcade (Banquet). . 20
A t the Manchet (J. Labeyrie) 20
At Lamothe (Jacquet son). . 20
At Beavsejour (Guillemont). 20
At Cap-Blanc (Pierre Gas- 20

sies)

At Lagorp (R. Braud). . . 15

Id. (M rs Plumeau). . 20
At the Ga'es (Amand Jacquet) 15

At the Protestant (J. Masse). 12

At Brede (J. Gaulier). . . 15

At the Poteau (P. Durouss). . 15
Id. (E. Cheminade). . 10

At la Grave (Mrs F. Secousse) 12

At the Moulin (Paul Prin
ceteau) 8

At la Mouline (Dubignon). . 10
At the Pas-de-Loup (01. Du-

rant) 12
At la Hontasse (Mrs Bernard) 10
At LarrS (P. Andrault son). 20

Id. (Plazanet) 15

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

At la

Id.

ju

Tuns
red wine.

At Larre (J. Andrault and
M' 8 Chaloubie).. 10

At the chemin de la Vie
(B. Deniau).

(Lafon, or Boutin)
(Bessede)
(Sicot)

(B. Deniau d). .

(P. Masse senior)

(Elie Masse). . .

(P. Masse). . .

(J. Goyac). . .

(Guill. Furt). . .

Canau (J. Lafon
nior).

(P. Lafon junior).

At the Chappeley (J. Salle) .

.

Id. (B. Decazeres)..

At Bernatet (Cailley). . .

Id. (P. Peyron son).

Id. (Gassies).. . .

Id. (Simon Grain)..
Id. (J. Braud).. .

At Toutifaut (P. Prelat). .

At Sabarege (P. Rideau).

.

Id. (F. Court). . .

Id. (J. Brun). . .

At Marquet (Et. Secousse).

At the Marancin (G. Arme-
naud). .

Id. (G. Fortin).

At the Coutins (Bessede, fcon-

in-law Lartigue).

At la Blanche (J. Monteil). .

Id. (G. Armenaud).
At Rabanau (P. Bedichaud).
At the bout duparc (D. Gau-

din).

Id. (Heirs J. Blaye se-

nior).

At the Blandats (Denis Grain)
Id. (Ch. Furt son)..

At St-Sever (Jeanneau ju-

nior). . .

Id. (P. Gazillon).

At the Coude (Memain\
At the bovrg (Michel Durand)
At Rabanau (R. Secousse).

.

At Verdot(J. Lafon). .

At Estansan (Mrs Louradour)
At Laubarede (J. Constant).
At Sicard (J. Biscay e).

At the Places (Albert ju-
nior)

At Sclafer (Andraud).
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Tuns
red wine.

At the Treuil (Rives). ... 10
Id. (B. Andraud senior). 30

At the Canton (P. Bernatet). 10

Tuns
red wine.

At Banqe (P. Biscaye). . . 10
At the bourg (J. Charriol). . 10
At Saint-Denis (J. Vinatier). 10

A hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

SAINTE-EULALIE.— 692 inh. — 906 hect. — 12 k. to

N.-E. of B*; 2 k. to N.-E. of the Carbon-Blanc; 3 k. 1/2 to

S. of the Dordogne. — B. : on the N. by Ambares; on the

E. by Saint-Loubes and Yvrac ; on the W. by the Carbon-

Blanc. — Railway (Paris-Orleans). St. at Lagrave d'Ambares

at 4 k. to N. of the bourg. — Railway of the Charentes in

project, st. at Carbon-Blanc.— Public Carriages from Bx to

Sainte-Eulalie and from Bx to Ambares, from Bx to the

Carbon-Blanc (leaving at place de la Bourse) six times in the

day at the odd number hours, commencing to run at 7 A. M.

—

P. O. : Carbon-Blanc. — T. O. : Ambares.

Soil varied : gravelly hills about the bourg and to N. of

the commune ; sandy towards N.-W. ; argilo-calcareous or

argilo-gravelly towards S. and E. ; almost everywhere very

propitious to viticulture. Sub-soil gen. argillaceous or

marly; sandy towards N.-W. ; calcareous, worked for

ashlars towards S. and S.-E. near the limits of the com-
mune of Yvrac.

Red -wines very coloured and bodied, classed as good cotes

wines, and somewhat similar to the first cotes of Bassens;

price at vintage time 550 to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

DnofCoulfln(Et.Vergez). . 115
D" of Roques or Povjeau
(Guimard) . 100

Ch.-de-Sens (P. Dubois). . . 175
Chateau- Montjon-le - Gravier
(Armand Lille; 175

Growth Dintrans (M' s Calve) 175
Chateau -la- Tour - Gueyraud
(Preveraud de Sormeville). 150

Ch.-Malbec(G. Guignard). . 90
Chdt.-Bouscan (Mariol). . . . 80
Ch.-Belle-Assise (de Calbiac). 50
Ch.-de-Cosse (Dumerin). . . 20

Tuns
red wine.

At Meydieu (Jules Terrier). . 50
At Antonne (Reugard). ... 45

At Bourqemn (M™ Douat). . 45
At the Bedats (Raymond) . . 45
Chat. - VAbbaye - de- Bonlieu
(Moure) 40

£#,. -£*><?£ (Delugen) 40
Ch.-d?Antonne (de I^amothe). 40
At Bergeon (Chauvin). ... 40

Id. (Gaudin) 20
At Antonne (Bernatet). ... 35

At VA ngronne (abbot Ame).. 30
Les Molieres (M rs Greze) ... 30
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Tuns
red wine.

jLt Cambre-la- Cosse (Pucourt) 20

At the Pont de Goulle (Gui-
serix) 25

Id. (M"Th6venard).. 25

At VArgentlere (Lercaro). . . 25

At Terrasson (MeWer) . ... 20

At the Places (Comte father
and son). ... 20

Id. (Mr* Lavigne). . . 30
Id. (J. Neyraud). . . 10

At Labrede (Neyraud). . . 20
Id. (Chauvin). ... 20

At Vincendon (Lataste). . . 20
At Campesteau (A. Jaequet). 20
At the Moulin (G. Berges). . 15

At the bourg (Moreau).. . . 15

Id. (Hibert) 15

Id. (Buhan) 10

Fifty small proprietors make from

At the hourg (Gillet). .

At the Baron (Mougneaux).
At the bourg (Desarnaud)

Id. (Mrs Foliot).
At Chelivette CHostein).
At Cocvjac (Hibert). . .

Ch.-de-Cocujac (Heirs A. Del
pech)

Gh.-Mathereau (de Menou).
At Baron (Desjambes).
At the Vinagreg (Lesnier,

tary)
At Leude (Collon). . .

Id. (Nicolas Jaequet)
Id. (Constantin)
Id. (Beyshod). .

At VHomme (Montangon)
At Biscaye (Bernatet)

2 to 8 tuns.

Tuns
red wine.

20
15
20
10
15
15

15
15
15

15
10
10
10
8
15
15

SAINT-LOUBES. — 2,497 inh. — 2,508 hect. — 8 k. to

N.-E. of the Carbon-Blanc; 18 k. to N -E. of B*. — B. : on

the N., by the Dordogne; on the E., by Izon and Saint-Sul-

pice; on the S., by Montussan and Ivrac; on the W., by Sainte-

Eulalie, Ambares and Saint-Vincent. — Railway (Paris-

Orleans) st. at 700 m. of the bourg. — Port at Caverne. —
P. & T. O. : Ambares.

Soil divided into three sections, of different natures, pre-

senting to N. palus bordering the Dordogne, of an average

width of 350 meters in the sections of Valentons and Caverne,

and about 200 m. of the domain of Roussane, at the S.-E. ex-

tremity of the commune; to the centre, silico-gravelly ground,

slightly rugged and deep ; to S. very uneven, argilo-calea-

reous soil. — Sub-soil to N. gravelly sand, 66 cent, in

depth, in the sections of Valentons and Caverne; in the rest of

the palus, turf; to the centre, sub-soil very varied, stony-argil-

laceous and gravelly, with an important sheet of water, 4 m.
in depth ; to S. stony and gravelly sub-soil , 33 cent, in

depth.

Red wines of palus produced from 1/3 verdot, 1/3 mancin>

1/3 malbec and merlot, very coloured and bodied, employed
for blendings and exportation beyond the seas; price at vin-

tage time 550 to 750 fr. Wines of cotes produced from

1/4 malbec, 1/4 merlot, 1/4 mancin, 1/4 bequignol, cabernets
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and other plants ; these wines are finer than the wines of

palus, forming good ordinary wines; same prices as the wines

of palus.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES OR ON THE PLATEAUX

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-Reignac (Heirs M rs

Chaline).. ...... 125
At Conges (Bormafous). . . 100
At Pelligon (Lacroix). . . . 100
Chat.-Labatut(i)&va.\\\<m son) 60
Chat.-Mr

alter et (M.rs Maurel) 60
Chat.- des- Dauphins (Poyte-
vin-Desmartis son). ... 50

At Jean-Pan (Gourreau). . 60
At Puygrimeau (Lesnier). . 40
At Clauzet (Mafrre-Massiot) 35

At the Greysaux (Carsoulle
brothers) 30

At Lescart (Carteyron). . . 30
Id. (Robin) 20

Ch.-la-Raffette (Aristide Cha-
line) 20

Ch.-Bel-Air (Clle deLamothe) 80
At the Tertre of the Cabet
(Dufougeray) 20

At the Graves (Heirs P.-J.-B.

Penot) 20
At Flonqueteyre (Bidon). . 20
Chat. -Saint-A ignan (H. Ey-
mond) 40

Ch.-Chelivette (Dubois). . . 100
At Graffeuil (E. Puysar-
naud) 100

At Lalande (Arthur Char-
ron) 30

At Jean-Blanc (Ch. Arnaud) 30
Id. (Luro) 25

Tuns
red wine.

Growth cdte Saint-Jean (U.
Goupil) 25

At Modery (Bayle) 40
Id. (Lucien Chaline). 25

At Terrefort (Monnet). . .

At Gagnard (Urbain Guiard)
At Cajus (Laurent Bernatet).
Ch.-Lacoucharde (Mrs Faurie
son senior) 20

At Olivey (Richon Saint-
Ange). . . .

Id. (Lelesque). . .

At Terrefort (Jahan). . . .

Id. (M rs Moreau).
Id. (Dessalles). . .

Id. (Jahan). . . .

Id. (Duprat). . . .

A t Sovpetard (Menesplet bro-

thers). . . .

Id. Growths the Por-
cherons and the
Berger (U.Gou-
pil)

Id. (Mrs Carsoulle).
At Bergey (Dessalles). . .

At Clauzet and Garry (La-
mic)

At the Quatre- Chemins (Toua-
nin-Duprat) 20

At the Cabet (Mage). ... 30
At the Truch de Reignac (La-

fon) 12

25
20
25

30
20
15

18

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Ch.-Toaagnan (Mrs Dumaine) 130
Ch.-Labatnt (Am. Tessier). . 80
At Lescart (Vallet de Pey-

raut)
At the bourg (Armenaud).

30
20

IN PALUS

At la Jalle (H. Eyraond) . . 60
At Fontanneau (H. Eymond) 150
At the Gd Bourdieu (Laurent
Bernatet) 120

A t Roxissanne (Servant). . . 100
Chat -Lagrange (Lucien La
Fonta) 90

At Valentons (Lafon son). . 180
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in palus [continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Valentons (Vallet de Pey-
raud father). . 80

Id. (MrB Desse).. . . 65
Id. (Dupuy) 60
Id. (Leuvielle). ... 55
Id. (Baron) 55
Id. (de Boisredon). . 50
Id. (Lataste nephew). 60
Id. (Lataste) 55
Id. (Bayle) 25
Id. (Curat) 25
Id. (Jahan) 25
Id. (M r * Moreau) ... 25
Id. (Dessalles senior). 18

Id. (Ichery) 15
Id. (Pion) 10

50At Duprat (V. Carteyron)
(Signat and Me
nesplet)

.

(Delaye) . .

(Ore).. . .

(Dessalle).

.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

100
25
20
20

Tuns
red wine.

At Duprat (Barthes) 15
At Lauret (MM Guiard) ... 30
Growth of the Puch (Gour-
reau) 60

At la Palu (Jattin) 55
Id. (Leglise and Ca-

mus) 25
(Chevalier). ... 35
(Blauda) 35
(Riviere) 35

35

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id. (Faurie junior).

At Caverne (Carteyron uncle)

Id. (Carteyron ne-
phew). . . .

Id. (Mimalet). . .

Id. (Pierre Riviere).

At Pelut (Leuvielle). . .

Id. (Barreyre). . .

Chat.- Chantran (Garros). .

Lavignac (Espiaut Laurent)
At the Greyzeaux (Monnet)
Regat (Pierre Riviere). . .

55

50
45
50
60
20
60
20
25
45

About 200 small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns.

SAINT-SULPICE-D'IZON and CAMEYRAC. — 1,058

inh. — 1,503 hect. — 9 k. to N.-E. of the Carbon-Blanc;

20 k. to N.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N., by Izon; on the E.,

by Vayres and Izon; on the S., by Beychac and Cailleau; on

the W., by Saint-Loubes and Montussan.— Railway (Paris-

Orleans) st. near the bourg. — P. & T. O.: Ambares.

Soil varied, very fertile, argillaceous, argilo-calcareous,

good strong graves in the environs of the bourg. — Sub-soil
argillaceous, stony or gravelly and sandy.

Red "wines bodied and coloured, classed in the good ordi-

nary wines of Entre-deux-Mers; price at vintage time, accor-

ding to the years and growths, from 500 to 700 fr.

White wines produced from enrageat and some fine

plants, very agreeable, and produced in that part called

Landes of Saint-Sulpice.

PRINGIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.- Beauval (comte de Puy-
segur) 110

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-de-Badine (J.-B. Faure). 40
Ch.-de-Cantin (Garros). . . . 100
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Tuns
red wine.

Ch. - Lamothe (Mrs E.-J.

d'Astre) 65
At Lavillc (Duthil) 60
At Redon (P. Gacnassin-La-

fite) 50
At Pinot (Heirs Joseph

Hautefaye). . . 30
Id. (Mr8 Joseph Ri-

viere) 45
At the bourg (M?* P™ Riviere) 20
At Brandat (Leon Gachassin-

Lafite) 35
C hat.-Lagraula (J. -J. Roux). 45
Domain of the Gay (Alfred
Simonnot) 30

At Leu (Vinatier) 30
At the Moulin (Bernard). . . 20

Id. (E. Maubourg). . 10

Tuns
red wine.

At the Peyjouan (M rS Aug,
Riviere)

At Chateaubriand (Bram
or Saint-Amand). . .

At la Grange-Brulee (Br&me)
At Birac .(Heirs Laveau).
Bom. of the Criq (Adolp. Se
guin)

At the bourg (Favaut and son)

Id. (Larquey).
At Saudogne (Dutruch).

Id, (Duberge). .

Id. (Favaret). .

At Carneyrac (Moreau).
At the canton of la Lande

(Lourteau son)
Id. (M rs Rousseau).
Id. (Fourton junior)

20

20
10
15

15
10

10
12

10
10
12

18
15

Thirty small proprietors make from 1 to 6 tuns.

MONTUSSAN. — 565 inh. — 830 hect. — 6 k. to E. of

the Carbon-Blanc; 15 k. to E.-N.-E. of B*. — B. : on

N. by Saint-Loubes; on the E. by Beychac; on the S. by Pom-
pignac.— P. O.: Saint-Loubes.— T. O.: Ambares.

Soil gen. composed of strong argilo-calcareous or argilo-

gravelly soil, with some silicious portions near the national

road, and some argillaceous on the borders of the Laurence.
— Argillaceous sub-soil towards the N.-E. of Orton ; calca-

reous and worked in ashlars or soft stones towards the S.-W.
on the Cournau side; these quarries give an insignificant

revenue.

Red wines classed with the good ordinary wines of Entre-

daux-Mers; price at vintage time, accordingto theyears, 550 to

750 fr.— White wines of enrageat, for the local consumption.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of Taillefer (Halty). 135
Ch.-Lamothe or of Montussan
(Barbe) 100

Le Moune (Du Hamel). . . 70
Chat-Puymiran (Braulio Poc) 60
At Sorbede (Bersac). ... 50
At Seguin (Dussaulx). . . 50
At Ierrand (Urbain Guiard) 50

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-Lavergne (J. Fourche). 40
Chat.- Fonchereau (Rapet). . 40
At Lafont (Garros). . . . 35
At Carsoule (M rs Auduteau). 20
At Montussan (Kaison). . . 20
At la Tuilerie (Gueridon). . 20

Id. (Gaussens). ... 15
At the bourg (Auge). ... 15
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Tuns
red wine.

On the i?le iV 1* (Doumain). . 15
Id. (M'3 Koux). . . 10
Id. (Pierlot). ... 10

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns,

Tuns
red wine.

At la Lagune (Double). . . 30
At Fresneau (Lesnier, notary) 12

BEYCHAG and GAILLEAU. — 660 inh. — 1,560 hect. —
17 k. to E. of Bx for Beychac; 21 k. for Cailleau; 8 k. to

E.-S.-E. of the Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N. by Saint-

Sulpice; on the N.-E. by Vayres ; on the E. by Arveyres and

Saint-Germain-du-Puch; on the S. by Sallebceuf and Ca-

marsac; on the W. by Pompignac and Montussan. Beychac

and Cailleau form two parishes in a point of view of worship,

united in an administrative point of view for some years. —
P. O. : Saint-Loubes.— T. O.: Ambares.

Soil varied, presenting in Beychac, argilo-calcareous, ar-

gilo-silicious and sandy soil, and in Cailleau, upon the pla-

teaux, soft, argilo-silicious and argilo-calcareous soil ; very

rich argillaceous or argilo-gravelly soil upon the hills, in all

parts rather fertile. — Sub-soil, very varied ; almost imper-

vious everywhere , argillaceous-silicious , calcareous and

sometimes ferruginous.

Red wines ordinary; price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr.

White wines very different according to the growths. In

the first growths of the commune, they are produced from

1/4 fine plants (semillon and sauvignon) and 3/4 enrageat,

muscadelle and pell-gris; they are then classed as good
graves, classed after those of Langoiran, as those of Cambes,
and obtain up to 400 and 500 fr., wood inclusive, according

to the years. In the ordinary growths, the enrageat forms

9/10 of the plantation and the wines, which are much em-
ployed for blendings, obtain from 300 to 400 fr. le tun.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau - Quinsac (Sa-
rault) 170 180

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau-de-Lesparre l

(F. Bloy) 250 100

1. The chateau of Lesparre, of recent construction, commands an ancient seignorial do-

main which belonged formerly to the countess of Thibaude. It has been enlarged by the

present proprietor and comprises about 200 hect. of which 2j3 are devoted to the vine
;

this vineyard is planted with choice vines, producing very much esteemed red and white
wines, some of the best in the country. New plantations, formed with the greatest atten-

tion, will bring its average production to 250 tuns red wine and 100 tuns white wine.
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CHATEAU-DE-LESPARRE
M. F. Bloy, proprietor.

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch.'dc-Villeprcuac (de Pi-

tray) 20 80
At Catoy (M« Fasileau).. 20 50
Ch.-Erigoye (Pamas ju-

nior) 35 10
At Larsan (da Cheyron). x> 25
At Chambord (Roche).. . 20 20
At Teynac (Garros). ... 20 30

redw.
A t Dvrand-Bayle (Bedard)
At Galouchey (Li&Tes). . .

At Lc&parre (M rs Moustey)
At Fosselongue (M> s Besset)
At Beychac (Caillibaut).

.

At cliemin de VErmite
(Pierre Pichot)

About forty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

Tuns
white w.
20 40
4 15

15 25
4 15

» 15

25

YVRAG. — 736 inh. — 849 hect. — 4 k. to E.-S.-E. of

the Carbon-Blanc; 13 k. to N.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N.

by Sainte-Eulalie and Saint-Loubes ; on the E. by Saint-

Loubes and Montussan ; on the S. by Tresses and Artigues;

on the W. by Lormont and Carbon-Blanc. — P. & T. O. :

Bordeaux-la-Bastide.

Soil sandy or argilo-calcareous. This last nature predomi-
nates towards E., N. and W. — Sub-soil stony towards

N. presenting towards S. argil or hard reddish stone.

Red wines bodied and coloured, classed with the good
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ordinary wines of Entre-deux-Mers ; price at vintage time
from 550 to 775 fr.

White wines from enrageat, they have greatly decreased
in importance for some years and tend to disappear.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

At the Caire (Abadie, eng.).. 35
Id. (Mondom). ... 35

At Pay -Bonnet and Lajite
(vicorate du Val) 45

At Hameau (Ducasse). . . . 23
At Bellevtie (de Mongie) . . 18
Ch.-Blanzac (Binaud, broker) 140
Chat.-de-Lort (Lajard)80and
30 tuns white w

At Morpain (Chau I in). ... 80
Chat. -de- Ohoisy (P. Bernard
junior) 60

At Jean Chou or la Aloneterie
(Cazillac) 50

At Peyrarey (Mariol). ... 60
At Cap-de-Fer (Faurie son

senior) 50
At Labatut (Cassy) 25
At Maillard (Paul Gachassin-

Lafitte) 20
At Royer (Tandonnet). . . 25
At the Tabernottes (Faux). . 10
At la Chapelle (Navdon). . . 20

Id. (Fouchat). ... 15
At Chatelus (Redon). ... 15

At la Megue (Lessans).
At Bonneau (Mounier).
Domain of Peyreland.

Clos - les - Moines ( Henry
Flami/.et)

At Greseau (Carsoulle son).
Id. (Teycheney). . .

Id. (Duleau). . . .

Id. (M rs Boulzaguet).
At Canteloup (Guerineau).
At Favcrie (Faverie). . .

At Menard (Gelot). . .

At the Pin (M rs Faure). .

Id. (Barbou). . . .

Id. (Aradel). . . .

At la Cure (Girard). . . .

At the bourg (Gendre). . .

Id. (Beaudet). . . .

Id. (Morpain). . .

At the Moulin de Galias and
at the Renard (Deville).

On the R" A»« (Colles).

Opposite Pey-Bonnet (Jac
ques)

Tuns
red wine.

18
15

30
20
15
15

15
20
18
15
15
15
12
12

15
15
15

15
15

15

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

TRESSES. — 704 inh. — 1,185 hect. — 5 k. to S.-E. of

the Carbon-Blanc ; 10 k. to E. of B*. — B. : on the N. by
Yvrac; on the E. by Pompignac and Fargues; on the S. by
Bouliac and Carignan; on the W. by Floirac and Artigues.—

P. & T. O.: Bordeaux-la-Bastide.

Soil presenting four hills running from E. to W. of which
the northern slope is composed of soft earth, and the southern

slope of argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly ground. — Sub-
soil : hard, impervious soil upon the northern slope of the

hills, very suitable to the white vine; argil and stone upon

the southern slope, sand and fat graves to W.
Red wines bodied and coloured, forming very good ordi-
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nary wines in the 1 st growths of the commune; price at vin-

tage time 550 to 775 fr.

White wines produced from 1/2 enrageat, 1/2 blan-

quette, etc.; price at vintage time 300 to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Pinang-Delord (Du-
coux) 80

Chat.-Senaillac (Gredy , of
the firm Farinel &
Gredy) 70

Ch.-Lemit (Teyssonneau). 25
At Fontenille(M.**'DxLiTe&ne) 20
At Lespiaut (M's Lucien
Faure) 20

At Perniot (Girard). . . 20
^Z^z/^ra^Villechenoux) 20
At Bellevue (E. Faure).. 20
Chat. -de-Bel-Air (V<>r Te-

20
tard). . .

At Nicolas (Labadie).. . 15
At 6dta-i^t£(fam. Mares) 15
At Loduc (J.-E. Aka). . 15
At Lachaux (M> Lafon). 10
Ch.-Palot (Edmond Bal-
guerie) 10

At Bire (Marcillac). . . 10
At College (Felix Larcade) 10
At Gignoux (de Valz). . 10
At the Landais (Mrs Ka-
mondoux) »

At la Roche (M rs Ivoy).

.

»

Tuns
red w. white w.

40 »

6

))

»
80

50
10
15
10

20
15

Twenty small proprietors make from 5 to 15 tuns, red or white.

ARTIGUES. — 442 inh. — 730 hect. — 8 k. 1/2 to E.

ofBx;5k. to S. of the Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N. by
Yvrac; on the N.-E. by Lormont ; on the E. and S. by Tresses;

on the W. by Cenon. — P. & T. O. : Bordeaux-la-Bastide.

Soil : rugged, gen. fertile, gravelly upon the hills, argilo-

silicious in the valleys. — Sub-soil silico-argillaceous.

Red wines analogous to those of the hills of Cenon and

Floirac; price at vintage time 550 to 775 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-le-Betaille or of Artigues
(Vte de la Grandiere). . . 90

Ch -la-BarHere (Jarossay). . 50
At Feydeau (Dupuy). ... 40
Chateau- Lestrille-Lamarque
(Bayle) 30

At the, Gay (Th. Dubrenilh). 55
Ch.-la-Prairie (Fornerod). . 85
At la Mouline (Gredy). . . 20
At Lalanne (Debord). . . 25

At Tout-y-faut (Villette). . 30
At V Ormeau (Delpech). . . 15

At la Fleur (Giroux).
At Sisardit (O. Barbou).
At Labarde (Mrs Manaud).
At Germiny (Lagarde). .

At la Blancherie (de Saint
Martin)

At Lafite (Chaine). . .

At Belair (Videaux). . .

At Baroe (Heirs Londie).

At the Camus (Bonneron).
At la Voute (D r Coignet).

Tuns
red wine.

15
15
20
15

12

10
10

10
12
6

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.
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FLOIRAG. — 1,854 inh. — 903 hect. — 7 k. to E. of

Bx
; 7 k. to S. of the Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N. by

Bordeaux-la-Bastide and Cenon ; on the E. by Artigues and

Tresses; on the S. by Bouliac; on the W. by the Garonne. —
Railway from Bx to La Sauve, starting near the metallic

bridge and crossing the village of La Souys. — Public car-

riages from la Bastide to Floirac and Latresne.— Steamers-
omnibus les Hirondelles and les Gondoles leaving alternately

every hour opposite the Bourse and touching at Floirac, near

the passerelle, and at the port of la Souys. — P. & T. O.

:

Bordeaux-la-Bastide.

Soil varied : to W. very fertile palus, bordering the Ga-

ronne; to the centre irregular hills, more frequently silico-

calcareous, or silico-gravelly ; to E. elevated silico-argil-

laceous plateau. Sub-soil divided into two portions ; to

W. alluvions; in the rest of the commune, stone to a greater

or less depth, worked in ashlars or free stones.

Red wines classed with the first cotes on the right side of

the Garonne; price at vintage time from 600 to 850 fr.

Red -wines of palus less fine, but more bodied and more
coloured than the preceding ones; they obtain ordinarily 550

to 750 fr. at vintage time.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At la Burthe (Adrien Faure) 75
Chdt.-la-Molere(R. Cahnzac) 60
Ch.-Lacroix (Mrs D. Lawton) 45
Ch.-iVontagnc (M« Ch. Baour) 30
At Lauronne (M rs Dignat). 20
At the Cocut (Marsaurton). . 20
At the Bourbon-Bel-Air
(Geraud) 18

At the Cocvt (Remy). ... 10
Domain of Garat (Leo Gail-

lac, L. Despax) 20
D n La Crompe (M rs Hauche-

corne)
At the Cocut (Clavieres).

Z)» of 31artmy ( Villi et).

At la Gavel'e lie (Castex)

.

At Rebedech (Holagray).
At F.iaux (J.-A. Favrei.
At Belle- Croix (Houel).
Dn of Rudenumd (Octave

Dcluc)
At Cornier (Prevosl).
At Caumont (Spanier).

Tuns
red wine.

20
12

10
12
12

10
10

12
25
10

IN PALUS

Chateau-Laeroix (M»*s Dan.
Lawton) 200

At Vimeney (C te deGourgues
des Moulins) 200
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in palus (continued).

At la Souys (Picaud).
Id. (Trapaud de Co

lombes). . . .

Id. (F. Dumezil). . .

Id. (Fenelon;. . . .

Id. (Geraud)
Id. (Robert)
Id. (Z.-J. Guz and O).

Tuns
red wine.

70

30
40
15
12
15

12

At la Tonrate (L. Laliman)
At Lataste (Rodrigues). .

At Camescasse (Desmarais)
At Bacquey (Adolp. Abiet)
At Sorbe (i> Devalz). . .

At Monpeou (M' s Hervouet)
Bom. of Joigny (Lavertujon)

Tuns
red wine,

4
50
35
25
20
5

15

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, in the hills or in palus.

BOULIAG. — 694 inh. — 800 heot. — 8 k. to S.-E. of

B*; 9 k. to S. of the Carbon-Blanc. — B. : on the N. by
Floirac; on the N.-E. by Tresses and Carignan ; on the S.-E.

by Carignan; on the S. by Latresne; on the W. by the Ga-

ronne. — Railway from B* to la Sauve, st. at 1 k. to

S.-E. of the bourg. — Steamers-omnibus stopping every

hour at the port of the Collines. — Carriages for hire at la

Bastide. — P. & T. O. : B*-la-Bastide.

Soil half in palus and half in cotes and high plateau; the

palus of a great fertility, presenting at a variable depth, a

sub-soil of plastic argil, upon a bed of fine sand to a very

great depth. The hills present a soil alternately argilo-calca-

reous, marly, argilo-gravelly or argilo-silicious. This last

species is to be found especially upon the high plateau termi-

nating the commune on the E.— Sub-soil of hills; alternately

ashlars, gravel or argil.

Wines of cotes bodied and coloured, they form good
ordinary wines; price at vintage time from 600 to 850 fr.

Wines of palus, produced from a strong portion of malbec
and sometimes with a little verdot. Those produced from the

dry palus bordering the river are more delicate, by reason of

the silicious nature of the alluvions ; these last are sold at the

same prices as the cotes.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Bonliac (E. Cruse). . 150
At Lubbert (Chales). ... 80

Tuns
red wine.

Chat.-du-Pian (Heirs Defies) 75
Clos of Graviere (Balzer). . 70

4«
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in cotes {continued).

Tuns
red wine.

At Freyehaud (Edou. Louit) 50
At Domazean (Mrs Daval). . 50
At Crvzcl (Mrs Delatre). . . 40
At Tojan (Mr« Levif). ... 50
At Berliquet (Cardonnel). . 30
Ch.'Lavergne (Sens). ... 40
Ch.-du-Dragon(J.-A.Charriol) 30
At Monjuan (Jean Hugla). . 15
At Daviavd (Daviaud). . . 25
At Viale (Pichard). ... 45
At Despagne (Mrs Labrie). . 15

At the bourg (Desgrange)
At Bessan (Lalanne). . .

At Sobat (Abria). . . .

At la Pate (Pate). . . .

At Bronsse (Castannet). .

At Mallns (Degans). . .

At the Canton (Heliot). .

Ch.-Dinetty (Ch. Chauliac)
At Belle- Vue (Mr» Lung).
At the bourg (Bouluguet).

Tuns
red wine.

15

12
20
10
10
10
10
15

10

IN COTES OR IN PALUS

Ch.-de-Macanan (Mrs Her-
vouet) 150

Fifteen small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns,

At Delord (Castagnet).
At Condom (Bonenfant).

70
12

IN PALUS

Ch.-Benonville (G. de Buhan) 235
Ch.'Vimeney (de Gourgues
desMoulins) 200

Ch.-Terrefort (Jurine). . . 100
At the port des Collines (Ex-
shaw) 130

Ch.-de-Grizelle (Alaret). . . 30

At Godefroy (Maurel). . . 70
At Labarde (Gardere). . . 50
At the Port (Tranchet). . . 35
Domain of Lamothe (H. Ber-

niard) . 25
At Robert (Mrs Robert). . 15

At la Palu (Rambaud). . . 15

Five or six small proprietors make from 1 to 10 tuns.

POMPIGNAG. — 564 inh. — 1,190 hect. - 13 k. to

N.-W. of Creon; 12 k. to E. of B*. — B. : on the N. by
Yvrac and Montussan ; on the N.-E. by Beychac; on the E. by
Sallebceuf ; on the $. by Fargues; on the W. by Tresses. —
Omnibus from la Bastide to Pompignac, passing Artigues

and Tresses twice a day, and from la Bastide to Beychac by
the National Road three times a day.— P. & T. O. : Bordeaux-

la-Bastide.

Soil uneven and varied, argilo-silicious, very fertile in the

valleys; argilo-silicious, less fertile or sometimes argilo-calca-

reous upon the hills ; soft meagre earth upon the high plateau

to W. of the commune; some unimportant gravelly por-

tions towards N. — Sub-soil gen. argillaceous or stony;

quarries of soft stones, very much esteemed in the domains of

the Vigneau, the Carmes and the Castera; numerous and inte-

resting subjects of paleontological study.
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Red -wines bodied and coloured, forming good ordinary

wines, price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr.

White wines from enrageat.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

red w.

At la Romaningue (du
Cheyron)

D n of Bairns (Dulong
senior)

D* of Chatillon (Bellier).

At Filatreau and Tretin
(D* Lachaze)

At the Castera (Prompt,
engineer)

At beaute (de Solminihac)
At the Vignean (A. Du-
hau)

Chat.-Primet (Mrs Durand)
At Rivasseau (Benard). .

Tuns
white w.

45 100

15

6

15

))

100 ))

80
50

15

25

40
40

30

40
50
20

Tuns
redw. whitew

At the Carmes (Mrs Cabrol) 50
At Manial (Sevy). ... 25
At Bosquet (de Sibas). . 20
Queyssard (Laliman De-
lorme) 10

At Lander0w(M's Nartigue) 15
At Meyrefort (Aug. Bord) 25
At Jincent (Mrs Jean
Gautheyron) 10

At Plantey (Gust. Can-
tenat) 15

At Cadouen (Servan). . 2
At Ramondoux (Ramon-
doux) 5

5

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

SALLEBCEUF. - 676 inh. — 1,469 hect. — 16 k. to E.

of Bx
; 10 k. to N.-N.-W. of Creon. — B. : on the N. by

Beychac; on the E. by Saint-Germain-du-Puch and Camarsac;
on the S. by Bonnetan; on the W. by Pompignac. — P. O. :

Lignan. — T. O. : Creon.

Soil, very rugged gen. argilo-calcareous.— Sub-soil stony

in some portions to E. of the commune
;
gravelly or argil-

laceous in other portions.

Red wines classed with the good ordinary wines of Entre-

deux-Mers; price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr.

White wines produced from 3/4 enrageat, 1/4 jurangon,

semillon and other plants, among the most estimated in the

country
;
price at vintage time from 300 to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
white w.
15 120

redw.
Ch.~Vaqvey (Delarue).. .

At Montey (Heirs C. Bur-
guet) 25 40

At the Pavilion (Cart). . 10 30
At Dourneau (P. Desmai-

sons) 10 25
At Milon (G. de Buhan). » 30

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Salomon (E. Lajard).. 15 20
At the Pet it- Cos (P. Sava-
riaud) 30 »

Ch.- de-la- Tour (H. Scla-
fer) 30 »

Domain of Gasparin (Vte

de Vassal-Sineuil). . . 6 15

Fifty small proprietors make from 4 to 20 tuns.
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GAMARSAG. — 357 inh. — 535 hect. — 6 k. to N. of

Creon; 18 k. to E. of Bx. — B. : on the N. by Beychac; on

the E. by Croignon and Saint-Germain ; on the S. by Croi-

gnon, le Pont and Sadirac; on the W. by Loupes and Salle-

bceuf. — P. & T. O. : Creon.

Soil irregular, gen. argilo-calcareous, more propitious to

the vine than to cereals. — Sub-soil almost entirely stony,

worked for soft or free stones exported to Bordeaux.

Red wines among the best of the country. They are bo-

died, coloured and very agreeable as ordinary wines
;
price at

vintage time from 500 to 700 fr. — White wines from enra-

geat, ordinary.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chdteau-de-Camarsac (Bi-

rabenj 60 70
At Villaure (Legris de la

Salle) 20 40

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Mazeres (Chemalle). . 15 20
At Jean Bertrand (Demp-

tos) 6 20
At Beausejour (de Gillet). 6 15

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

LOUPES. — 133 inh. — 488 hect. — 6 k. to N.-N.-W.
of Creon. — B. : on the N. by Bonnetan and Camarsac ; on the

E. by Camarsac and le Pont; on the S. by Sadirac and
Lignan; on the W. by Lignan and Bonnetan.— P. O.: Lignan.

— T. O. : Creon.

Soil gen. composed of soft earth, some strong soil towards

W. — Sub-soil stony towards W., presenting an argil-

laceous and compact soil towards E.

Red wines ordinary
;
price at vintage time 400 to 450 fr.

White wines produced in the bourgeois growths from

1/2 enrageat, 1/4 jurangon, 1/4 fine plants and forming sweet

and agreeable wines, sold from 350 to 500 fr. In the paysan

growths, they are produced by a greater proportion of enrageat

and sold from 300 to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Lartigue (Pailhas). . . 15 60
At Maledent (Sourisseau) 50 10
At Bocheran (Vedey). . . 20 40

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the A roaches (Pierre
Dumont) 6 15

At Marson (Ribeyre). . . » 15

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, of which 1?4 is red.
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BONNETAN. — 234 inh. — 439 hect. — 8 k. to N.-W. of

Creon; 15 k. to E. of Bx .— B. : on the N. by Pompignac and

Salleboeuf ;onthefe. by Loupes ; on the S. by Loupes andLignan
;

on the W. by Fargues. — P. O. : Lignan. — T. O. : Creon.

Soil rugged and varied, argilo-calcareous, argilo-gravelly

or argilo-silicious, gen. fertile. — Sub-soil stony towards

N. and W., gravelly towards E.

Red wines making excellent ordinary wines, bodied, well

coloured and mellow in the bourgeois growths; price at vin-

tage time 500 to 750 fr.

White -wines similar to those of Loupes.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Labadie (Marcens). . 8 30
At the Violon (Bon O. du

Sault) 10 15
At the Chenu (VelU). . . 5 15

Tuns
redw. white \v.

Chateau - Laloubiere ( B

.

Pesquier) 100 10
At Plant xer and at Nage-

res (Leo Frois) 35 30
Les Gauthiers (Larobertie) 20 30

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, red or white.

CURSAN.— 208 inh.— 607 hect. — 23 k. to E.-S.-E.

of Bx ; 3 k. to N. of Creon. — B. : on the N. by Croignon;

on the E. by Baron and Camiac; on the S. by la Sauve and
Creon; on the W. by le Pont. — P. & T. O. : Creon.

Soil rugged and varied, strong soft argilo-calcareous and
argilo-gravelly soil.— Sub-soil : fine soil on the western side

of the commune, mixed with a reddish ferruginous earth ; in

the rest of the commune, stone or argil.

Red wines ordinary, in process of improvement by the

plantation of merlot and cabernet which will form ere long
half of the plantations of the chateaux Raoul and Barrault

;

price at vintage time 500 to 750 fr. — White wines similar

to those of Loupes.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau -Barrault (C te de
Fumel) 15 100

CMt.-Raoul (G. Fournet). 50 50
Chat.- Guyoniiet (Dcjean

Ten small proprietors make from 4 to 20 tuns.

IV *

Tuns
redw. white w.

deGleyse) 8 8
At Landrin (Felix La-

lande) » 15
At Groulie (Groulie). . . » 15
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FARGUES. — 551 inh. — 711 hect. — 12 k. to N.-W.
of Creon; 12 k. to E. of Bordeaux. — B. : on the N. by
Pompignac; on the E. by Bonnetan; on the S. by Lignan; on
the W. by Carignan. — Omnibus from B* to Planteyre,

four departures every day.

Soil very rugged, presenting upon the elevated plateau of

Bons Enfants, a fine soil; argillaceous and argilo-gravelly soil

upon the numerous hills and also a proportion of sand or ar-

gilo-sandy soil; all these different natures of soil vary at each

step. The vegetable beds, although not very deep, are

however rather fertile, especially at the bottom of the valleys.

— Sub-soil gen. stony upon the hills, and presenting a sort

of arene or sand compact and impervious, in almost all the

parts of the commune, where the vegetable ground is sandy.

Red wines bodied and well coloured, classed with the

good ordinary wines of Entre-deux-Mers; price at vintage

time 500 to 750 fr. — "White wines similar to those of

Loupes. (See p. 496.)

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. while w.

Chdteau-Niort (Chaumel) 35 »

At Dringue (M^ Gondom) 20 ))

At the Gourdin (Mrs P.

Chameau) 25 y>

Ch. -la-Tour (Casimir). . 4J 30

Tuns
redw. white w.

Dn of la Fraize l (C. Ver-
delet) 5 20

At Cmzean (P. Courau). 50 y>

Clos Laffitte (By Sicard)

new vineyard) 2 100 x>

1. The domain of Lafraize comprises 25 hectares, of continuous extent, and has been
the object of a complete and most intelligent transformation on the part of its new
proprietor.

Its rod vineyard is of recent creation, planted with choice vines, and is situated in the
commune cf Carignan, upon argilo-calcareous hills, admirably exposed to the South and
East It has already yielded some excellent results.

lis white vineyard, situated in Fargues, produces one of the best white wines of the

country. 5 hectares of meadows of first quality, of underwood and arable land make this

property a complete domain, having more than the necessary food for all the cattle em-
ployed in its cultivation, and paying in a great measure the expenses of culture by the

wood, grapes of the table, fruit, peas, potatoes and cereals which are sold every year.

The little castle, which we represent, is accompanied with perfectly organize,! depon-
dencies; in fact, this charming and excellent domain possesses two sources and a running
stream which nourishes a sheet of water.

.2. This ajrrciient property is situated between two well exposed ridges; it has an extent

of 430 journaux, or 43 hectares, 27 of which are in vines.

It has been recently completely reorganized. The proprietor, M. Henry Sicard, has

spared nothing to ensure the success of its american and french plantations, which have
been chosen amongst the best.

Success has crowned his efforts and we have found Clos Laffitte in a luxuriant vegetation

in the middle of a commune for the most part ravaged by the phylloxera
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DOMAIN OF LA FRAIZE

M. C. Verdelet, proprietor.

CLOS-LAFFITTE
Iff. Henry Sicard, proprietor.
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Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch.-Beaustiovr l (Gabriel
Rolland) 60 20

At Paradis (R.Rietmann). 20 30
At the Bois-Menu (Pichar-

ry) 10 15

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Sainte-Raffine (Joseph
Duval) 10 25

At Bellegarde (Oct. Chi-
poulet) 6 2

About thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, red or white.

CHATEAU-BEAUSEJOUR
M. G. Rolland, proprietor.

CARIGNAN. - 663 inh. - 852 hect. — 12 k. to E.-S.-E. of

B* ; 10 k. to N.-W. of Creon. — B. : on the N., by Tresses ; on

the E., by Fargues and Lignan; on the S., by Cenac and La-

tresne; on the W., by Bouliac. — P. O. : Latresne. — T. O.

:

Cambes or Creon.

Soil rugged and very varied, presenting a plain surrounded

with hills, alternately argillaceous, argilo-calcareous, argilo-

gravelly or argilo-sandy.— Sub-soil gen. stony, numerous

quarries of soft stones.

Red wines bodied and coloured, forming good ordinary

wines, acquiring with age a small and very agreeable bouquet.

\. The Chateau-Beausejour is surrounded with charms of all kinds, commanding a vi-

neyard of 45 journaux, perfectly situated and planted in choice plants
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They are similar, in the I s* growths of the commune to the

wines of the 1 st cotes of Quinsac; price at vintage time 650 to

900 fr. Almost all the new plantations have been made with

a stronger proportion of cabernet than that existing in the

ancient vineyards. — White wines ordinary, disappearing

gradually.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

Oh. - Canteloup ( Ruyneau
de Saint- Georges). . . 100 »

Domain of Sabatey l (F.

Regis) 125 »

Boqucys (Gerbaud de La-
faye) 60 »

Ch.-de- Carignan ( comte
Trigantde Beaumont).. 100 30

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Claret and Peyvideau
Rigaud) 70 ))

At the Grand-Arnavd (V.

Tandonriet) CO »
At Bellevue (V. Tandon-
net) D ]8

At the hourg (Barraud, ba-
ker) 50 »

CHATEAU-SABATEY
M. F. Rfcgis, proprietor.

We cannot give our readers a clearer idea of the remarkable work that M. F. Regis has

made at Sabatey, than to render the conclusions of the report given in 1807 about this

domain, on the occasion of the concourse for the premium of honour in the Gironde.

« While regretting that we have n<U in our power a belter means of recompensing the

whole of the works at Sabatey, in consequence of the ministerial instructions, we at least

desire to give M. F. Regis a token a public gratitude in calling him, before all, to receive a

grand gold medal. This medal is accorded to M. Regis for the whole of his works,

Klantations and keeping by means of economical instruments, of a vineyard most remarkable
etween tho.e which make the riches and celebrity of our country. »
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Tuns
white w.redw.

At la Marmette (Mrs Les-
sance, of Cauderan) . . 40 25

Ch.'Maillet (Soliman Lis-

bonne) 25 20
At Leon (M r8 Besse). . . 35 »

At Cabiral (Maudavy). . 25 »
At Peyorton (H. Brunet). 25 y>

At Cavdeyran (Gourdon). 20 »

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

redw
At Cueille (Rubbio). . .

At the bourg (J . Barraud)
At Fita(¥. Candele).. .

At la Motte (Caudeyran).
At Carignan (R. de Se-

condat) 20
Id. (A.Nougueyrede)

At Vignac (Maugey). . . 15

Tuns
white w.

18 »

18 7)

18 »
18 »

20 5

10 20

LIGNAN. — 401 inh. — 894 hect. -Hk.to E.-S.-E. of Bx;

7 k. to N.-N.-W. of Creon. — B. : on the N., by Fargues; on

the E., by Loupes and Sadirac; on the S., by Sadirac and

Cenac; on the W., by Latresne and Carignan. — Railway
from Bx to La Sauve, st. at 300 m. to N.-W. of the church. —
P. & T. O.: Creon.

Soil varied, very rugged; gen. rich, argilo-calcareous or

argilo-gravelly soil, and soft ground in some portions of the

commune. — Sub-soil gen. stony.

Red wines from 3/4 malbec, 1/4 cabernet, merlot and other

plants, classed with the good ordinary wines of Entre-deux-

Mers; price at vintage time, 500 to 750 fr. in the first growths

of the commune. — "White wines produced from 3/4 enra-

geat, 1/4 semillon, malvoisie, blanquette, white jurangon and

other plants, forming in the first growths of the commune

,

good wines for the table. Price at vintage time 400 to 550 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch. -de-la - Ligne ( Bessey
deBoissy).' 125 50

Ch.-Pngeyrin(Mrs 3o\iTii\i) 45 15

Ch.-Liilefort (Jules de
Puysegur) 25 3

Ch.-de-Seguin (P. de Mis-
sandre) 15 50

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Bellevve (J. Lavergne) 20 10
Peyootte (M' s Math. Ou-

zel) 7 30
At Galoehe (F. Camau,
Mrs Brunier) 15 10

At Rozet (Jean Lamy) . 10 10
At Mons (Jean Lesvignes) 10 10

About twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

LATRESNE. — 1,813 inh. — 1,001 hect. — 14 k. to W. of

Creon; 12 k. to S.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N., by Bouliac; on

the E., by Carignan and Cenac; on the S., by Cenac and Cam-

blanes; on the W., by the Garonne. — Railway from La

Sauve, st. at the Castera — Steamers-omnibus the Hiron-
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delles and the Gondoles, leaving every hour and stopping at

the ports of Arcins and TOrme. — P. & T. O. : at the ter-

minus or at Bx
.

Soil varied : to W., palus devoted to the vine, with inter-

mediate culture of cereals, vegetables and forage ; to the

centre, uneven hills, gen. argilo-calcareous and gravelly in

some places; to E., high sandy or sandy-argillaceous pla-

teaux. — Sub-soil : to W., alluvions ; in the rest of the com-
mune, quarries worked on an extensive scale. Some gravel

banks serving for road purposes in the commune.
Red wines, divided into wines of cotes and wines of palus.

Both wines are coloured, bodied and are very much appre-

ciated by trade, who class them amongst the good ordinary

wines, and export them towards the North, Holland and Bel-

gium; price at vintage time 600 to 900 fr. The wines of the

cotes, finer and more mellow than the wines of palus, can be

consumed at the end of two years; the wines of palus, richer

in colour, are often employed for blendings. On equal terms

the wines of cotes obtain a favour of about 10 0/0 upon the

price accorded to the wines of palus. The first growths of

the hills have a very develop ed bouquet, after three or four

years.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Chateau-de-Latresne (comte de Bonneval). . . .

Tuns red wine.

... 750

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At Borie (Girard). .... 50
At Malherbe (Nerac,. ... 90
At Cabanon (Halty). ... 40
At Bigney and Mattevieille
(Saugeon) 30

At Deyries (Faget) 25
At the bovrg (Bordes de For-

tage). 18
At Lajitte (Mrs Ceroni). . . 10
At the Gustinot (Drillolles). 10

Id. (M^ Dexpax). . . 10
At Peybigvey (Aubarede). . 18
At StfW/(Courbian). ... 12

Id. (Augan) 12
At Salvy (Duleau) 8
At Rambal (E. Pepin). . . 20

Tuns
red wine.

At ihe Cane (de Castelnau
d'Essenault). . . .

At Salvy (Sual). . ,

A t la Croix ( Pate senior)

At Pagnet (Dumon). .

At Cardayres (Renouil).
At Bergerie (P'ate son-in-1

At the bovrg (Heliot). .

At Saleyre (Panchaud).
Id. (Dourne^u). .

At Saleyre (Arvansays).
At Laspeyre (Garbage)
At Gantelandettc (Legros)
At the bovrg (Lab^cot).

Id. (Heliot). .

12
8

25
18
25
20
20
18
12
6

18

10
10
12
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IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Mabille son). . 40
At Croix-Marron (Garagnon) 35
At Millery (Estansans). . . 25
At Belloc (Rechou). ... 20
At the bourg (M rs Galoupeau) 10

Tuns
rod wine.

At the Gvstinot (Jules Ar-
naudin) 12

At la Chapelle (Lataste). . 10
At the Castera (Bonenfant).. 12
At Martet (Drillollcs).. . . 8

IN PALUS.

At the Grand- Coxdom (E.
Beyssac and Garagnon). .

Ch. - de-la-Ferrade l ^E. Beys-
sac)

At I ile d'Arcim (E. Beys-
sac)

At Gardere and Batanchon
(E. Regis)

At Fourmey (M rs Alem). . .

Id. (Darthes). . . .

150

100

200

70
90
110

At the Grand-Bastard (C.
Reimonenq). ... 20

Id. (Sanfourche). . . 20
Id. (Sirbin). .... 10

At the Grand-Bastard (Re-
nouil) 10

Id. (Heliot) 10
At la Saleyre (Castannet

senior) 70
Id. (Vignial^ 35

CIIATEAU-DE-LA-FERRADE
M. Eug. Beyssac, proprietor.

1. The Chaleau-de-la-Ferradc commands a vineyard of 17 hectares composed of plants

very well chosen and cultivated with the greatest cure. These wines arc consequently
very much sought after and obtained a bronze medal at the exhibition of 1878.
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palus (continued)
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Tuns
red wine.

At Bernichon (Linguin). . 20
At the chemin d'Arcins (Sir-

bin) 25

At the Arcins (Huet). ... 10
Id. (Promis) lfc

At la Saleyre (Bernard). . . 12
Id. (M'» Bernard). . 6

At Funereau (Miss Jaubert)

.

1

5

At Martet (Avancaing). . . 15
At the port de V Orme (Bou-
tinon) 16

At la Matte (Sanfourche). . 18

Tuns
red wine.

At the Augustins (Bustaret). 50
At Tenesse (Decasse). ... 45
At the Castera and at la

Chapelle (Soules son). , . 40
At Coulom (Maydieu). ... 30
At the pied de la c$te (Pan-

delet) 25

At Coulom (Mr8 Peyrecave). 40
Ch.-de-la-Saliargue (Lafar-
gue) 30

At Oauvry (LatrUle). ... 80
At Maucoulet (Barraud father) 1

8

Id. (Barraud son). . 16

Fifty small proprietors in cotes or in palus make from 2 to 10 tuns.

CENAC. — 788 inh — 744 hect. — 15 k. to S.-E. of B*

;

9 k. to W. of Creon. — B. : on the N., by Carigaan, Fargues

and Lignan; on the E., by Lignan and Sadirac; on the S., by

Camblanes; on the W., by Latresne. — P. O. : Latresne. —
T. O. : Quinsac or Creon.

Soil uneven, presenting numerous argilo-calcareous or ar-

gilo-gravelly hills, a little silicious to the Eastern side.— Sub-
soil stony towards N., where there are quarries of soft stones;

gravelly or argillaceous towards S.

Red wines, bodied and well coloured. In some neighbouring

growths of the commune of Camblanes, they have sufficient

fineness and agreeable flavour to obtain the same prices as

those of the I s* growths of this commune T600 to 900 fr.); price

at vintage time, for the ordinary wines of Cenac, 500 to 775 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Duplessis(E. Moulinie). 35
Ch.-Poujade (Mrs Gilloux). . 45
At Beau (M rs Lagarde). . . 12
Ch. - Saint- Seve - Montgirard
(Leppert). 20

At Jean-Aubert (Aubarede). 15
At the bourg (Thillac). . . 10
At Materre (Lagrolet). . . 40
Ch.-Rauze (G. Samazeuilh). 25
Bom. of Sybil (G.Samazeuilh) CO
At Montague (E. Pepin). . . 15
At the Mouline (Loustaud-

Chatenet) 10

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 6 tuns.

Tuns
red wine.

Bom. of Sorbier(F. Fournier) 30
At Vinagray (Lestrille). . 15
At Beignon (F. Lheritier). . 20
At Rdoul (M« G.-G.-H. Lur-
man) 18

At Mons (Aubarede), . . a 20
Id. (Brun). . . 4 . 10

At Marchais (RoumendsLsy . 10
At the bourg (Heirs P.. Am-

poulange) 15
At Barreyre (Casamajou). . 8
At Montignan (E. Vallenet) 8
At the bourg (Duchamp).

fc 10

15
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CAMBLANES. — 1,237 inh. — 925 hect. — Ilk. to W. of

Creon; 14 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N., by Latresne

and Cenac; on the E., by Sadirac and Saint-Caprais; on the

S., by Saint-Caprais and Quinsac; on the W., by the Garonne.
— Steamboat : pontoon bridge at Port-Neuf. The Ile-des-

Juifs, 15 hect., makes part of this commune. — P. O. : La-

tresne. — T. O. : Quinsac.

Soil very rugged; to W., very good alluvial soil; in the

rest of the commune, argilo-calcareous, gravelly, or sandy-

argillaceous soil. — Sub-soil of alluvial foundations, presen-

ting, at an average depth of 1 m. 50, a marly argil very favou-

rable to the vine; calcareous banks upon the hills, worked
in ashlars and free stones, a little less fine and white than

those of Cenac, but sold at the same price.

Red wines of cotes well coloured, possessing fruity taste

and body, and among the most estimated on the right side of

the Garonne; price at vintage time 600 to 900 fr.

Red wines of palus sold 50 fr. less than the wines of

cotes, much appreciated and often shipped to Germany.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.-Latovr (comm* Daumas) 150
Pringuey-Chassaing (G. Gou-

nouilhou). 8

At Lagrange (P r Kozat). . 35

Growth Lafitte (Breto). . . . 45
Chateau-Lagarette (Dupuch) 80
La Bigattdiere (Lequien de
laNeufville) 50

At Gamblanes (Camille Bor-
des de Fortage) 40

Sur la cote (Bordes de For-
tage). 70

At Brou*signac (Bafin). . . 30
At Bretons-La rigenie (Lar-

rieu) 30
At Lotte (Mabtfle) 25

At Forcade (Dessort).
At Pasquier (Bruyere). . .

At the bourg (Mabille). . .

At Dutasta (Clouet). •
. .

Id. (Mrs Constant). .

Ch.-Labory (cap. Labory)
At Anceze (Cheri Dupuch).
At Lotte (Berger senior). .

At Montichamp (Castanet).
At Blaret (M,s Descombe). .

At Pagvemaou (Chibalon). .

At Meynac (Soules). . . .

Id. (Driolle). . . .

Id. (Elliot) 18
Id. (Fortin). ... 18

Id. (Heirs Labadie). 18

Tuns
rea wine.

. 25

. 25

. 20

. 20
20
20
18

15

12

12

12

25
18

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

La Chansse ( M™ Blanchy) .

Growth of Serves (Castaigna)
180
50

At the Port-Nevf(B. Clouet) 18
At la Pain (V" de Leautaud) 50
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IN PALUS

Tuns
red wine.

At Seguin (Georges de Bu-
han) 45

Tuns
red wine.

Ch -Latour <V Aux (Miquel-
Paris) 50

At Lacostc (Maurel Lacoste) GO

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, in cotes or in palus.

QUINSAC— 1,174 inh. — 804 hect. — 15 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bx
; 11 k. to W. of Creon. — B. : on the N., by Camblanes; on

the E., by Meynac and Camblanes ; on the S., by Cambes; on

the W., by the Garonne. — Steamboat from the upper part

of the Garonne. L'lle de Lalande, comprising 47 hectares,

makes a portion of this commune. — P. O. : Latresne.

Soil varied : to W., palus of first quality; in the rest of the

commune, argilo-calcareous and argilo-gravelly hills. — Sub-
soil stony towards N., composed of a ferruginous soil

towards S.

Red wines of cotes somewhat similar to those of Cam-
blanes, but distinguished from these last by more body; price,

at vintage time, 600 to 900 fr. — Wines of palus a little

more coloured, but rather less delicate than the wines of

cotes. They are sold at a little smaller prices.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau- Lestange (Des Mar-
quets). 50

Chat.-Peconnet (M*8 Mervy). 50
Ch.Maran(A. Leb6faude). . 50
At BelUvue (Manhes, or Ma-
gne)

Chateau-la-Boubene (P6ri6,
architect) 10

At Gimbaud (Baron, ancient
notary) 35

At Jullien (Elliot junior). . 20
At Paysard (V** de Leautaud) 80
At the bourg (Mrs Moutinard)

Id. (Baudet). . . .

Id. (Dupuch). . . .

Id. (M"» Elliot). . .

Id. (Dizac). . . .

Id. (Mouleyre). . .

25

Tuns
red wine.

Ch,'des-Hugons (M>* Miquel) 60
At the Hugons (Rambaud,

notary). . . .

(fam. Laville). .

(Acq. Mrs Fonade)
(M"Dubuc). . .

(cap. Videau son)
At Galleteau (Jean Lacroix,

growthLarigau-
diere). . . .

(Abeilhe). . . .

(Georges). . . .

(Linguin). . . .

At the Chastelet (M' s Bebin)
At Vignemartin (captain
Minguy) 18

At Morand (J. Belouguet). . 18
At Sauteau (M" Le Prince). 35

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.
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IN cotes (continued)

Tuns
red wine.

At Cabaillac (Fenelon). . . 15
At la Barge (Martin senior). 12

Tuns
red wine.

At la Barge (Martin junior). 12
At Belair (Marcellin Sue). . 8

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Chat.- Grimon(M.a,Tcellin Sue) 300
Ch.-Prinzac (Marcellin Sue). 35
At Escutte (Vallet). ... 25

Id. (Durat). liO

At the bourg (Estansan). . 30

Id. (Chibalon). . . 25
Id. (Landreau senior) 25
Id. (Landreau junior) 20

At the bourg (Darthes). .

Id. (Sarrail). . .

Id. (Biron). . . .

Id. (Simon). . .

At Lord (Martin de Lord).
At the Jougla (Mouleyre se

nior). . . .

Id. (J. -J. Mouleyre)

IN PALUS

Chateau -Lalande l (Duvergier)

20
20
20
18
15

15
20

200

CHATEAU-LALANDE
M. Ch. Duvergier, proprietor.

1. The Chateau of Lalande, situated in the Isle of Lalande, commune of Quinsac, be-

longs to the Duvergier family since the year 177*7. The domain which surrounds it

comprises a fine vineyard. The soil, a little sandy to the south of this Isle, is richer to

the centre and North, where it is very favourable to the \ino. The vegetablebed is 3 or 4
meters in depth. This growth, the plantation of which goes back as far as fifty years, is

composed if choice plants and produces very fine and very delicate wines which are nearly

similar to those of the Isles of the Gironde.
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in palus (continued)

Tuns
red wine.

80 At the Covrnaud (Pauly).

At Vllot (G. Duffour). . . .

At Montanette (Lavalette).

At Esconat (Mrs de Beauval-
lon)

Id. (Videau). . . .

At Escutte (Dumon). . . .

Id. (H. Castanet). .

509

Tuns
red wine.

25
18
15

10
10
12
15

Chdt.-d'Aux (M*« d'Arthel). .

At la Bigueresse
(
Domain of

Montaigne) (J. Sue). . . 90
Id. (DufauV ... 40
Id. (Jeanty Margne). 35

At the Port du Roy (M>
Brousse). . . 50

Id. (Moncleron de Sa-

vignac) 50

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns.

SAINT-GAPRAIS.— 775 inh. — 1,027 hect. — 20 k. to

S.-E. of Bx; 7 k. to W.-S.-W. of Creon; 3 k. to N.-E. of

Cambes, port of embarkment. — B. : on the N., by Sadirac

and Cenac; on the E., by Madirac; on the S., by Baurech and

Cambes; on the W„ by Camblanes. — P. & T. O. : Cambes.

Soil very rugged, presenting a series of hills almost all in

the direction of the river; varied, argilo-calcareous, gravelly

or silicious soil. The silicious portions are called in the

country, boulbenes, and have a sub-soil of ferruginous

ground; elsewhere the sub-soil is stony, argillaceous or

gravelly.

Red wines classed with the 2nd cotes on the right side of

the Garonne
;

price at vintage time 550 to 750 fr. — White
wines from enrageat; they are superior to the ordinary

white wines of Entre-deux-Mers, and hold the middle between

these last and those of Langoiran : price at vintage time, 400

to 500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

redw.
Chateau-Saujean (M»8 de
Canolle)

At la Cure (Jules Prom).
At Campet (Mrs Liaubon)
At Chavas (Mr8 David). .

Ch.-de-Gourgne (to sun-
dry)

At the Bug (Dehis). . .

Id. (Durat). . . .

At the Grand- Bertrand
(Coutureau)

At Panistot (Montero). .

At Fresquet (Renou). . .

Thirty small proprietors

whitew.

60 60
80 100
30 50
25 45

15 15
10 30
12 12

15 30
20 20
10 20

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Costey (Gsudbs) . . 15 15

Fosse-Ferrieres (Henri Lu-
le-Desjardins) 10

At Lusane (Heirs Vigneau) 10
At the bourg (Bergerie). .

Id. (Ant. Dumons).
Id. (Giraud senior)

Le Doyenne ( Loupes )

(Minvielle)
At Maderolles(F. Reynaud)
At the Grand-Bertrand

(Et. Reynaud) 2
At Mandasque (Serben). . 6

25
10

2 15

make from 4 to 12 tuns.
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GAMBES. - 791 inh. — 536 hect.— 20 k. to S. of B*; 10 k.

to S.-W. of Creon. — B. : on the N., by Quinsac and Cam-
blanes, section of Meynac; on the E., by Saint-Caprais; on the

S., by Baurech ; on the W. , by the Garonne.— Steamer tou-

ching at the village of Grand-Port. — P. & T. O.
Soil varied : to W., uneven hills, argilo-calcareous or ar-

gilo-gravelly, at the feet of which flows the Garonne; to E.,

high plateaux presenting soft soil. — Sub-soil stony, and nu-

merous worked quarries of free stone.

Red "wines produced from 9/10 malbec, 1/10 merlot anil

other plants, classed with the second cotes of the right side

of the Garonne : price at vintage time, from 550 to 800 fr.

White wines very agreeable in the well planted growths

from 1/3 semillon, 1/3 sauvignon, 1/3 enrageat and chalosse;

price at vintage time from 400 to 500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

red w.

La CJiabanne (Jeanne Ga-
paix)

At Moras and at Bremon-
tier (Francois Guenard)

At Roubric (Lagrange).

.

At Mallet (M rs Dussaulx).
At Puybarden (D 1 Barin-
cou)

At St-Amant (M ,s Cha-
briere)

At Despiat (Teulere). . .

At Clos Lassalle (Fauries,
chemist, at Bordeaux).

At la Chavsse and Capot
(Hr» Lule-Desjardins)..

Growth of la Navarre
(Loste Michel), ....

At the harronnier (Leon
Jacob)

At Cazeaux (Fortin). . .

At Barraigne (Fortin and
Bl. Desplantes)

Tun
whit

i

ew.

25 8

30
35
30

10
D
»

18 5

15
U

3

3

20 10

20 20

20 »

25
25

10
4

25 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the bourg (Belouguet). 25 3

At Maderan and at Jon-
chet (Valmont-Bousse-
not) 20 i

Chat.-Dupeyrat (Desmi-
rail) [to be sold] .... 20 5

At Barraigne (Lamarque) 18 J>

At, Gravette (Labouchede
senior) 30 3

At Coussegal (Heirs Mi-
chel) 15 »

At Rondeau (M« J. Far-
det) 20 »

At the Petit-Port (Casse). 15 3
Id. ( Bapt. Bour-

dieu). ... 12 »
Id. (Meteignier). . 10 »

Id. (Dulas). . . . 6 »

At la Narerre (Forst). .12 »

At the Bousquet (Jeanne
Gapaix) 8 2

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

BAURECH. — 630 inh. — 768 hect.— 22 k. to S. E. of B*
;

9 k. to S.-W. of Creon. — B. : on the N., by Saint-Caprais; on

the E., by Tabanac; on the S., by the Garonne; on the W., by
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Cambes. — Steamer from the upper part of the Garonne,

landing place upon the domain of Beau-Rivage (proprietor

M. Guhur). — Railway of the Midi, station of Beautiran, in

connection with Baurech by a ferry-boat station of Portets in

connection with Beaurech by Langoiran. — Carriages from

station of Latresne to Langoiran two times each day. — Port

upon the Garonne, near the departmental road.— P. & T. O.:

Cambes.

Soil divided into 3 principal zones : 1° extremity N.-E. of

the high plateau, presenting soft soil ; 2° the first slopes di-

rected towards the Garonne, presenting argilo-calcareous, ar-

gilo-gravelly soil, even gravelly towards the foot of the hills;

3° palus bordering the Garonne of about a kilom. in width

These palus present two principal shades ; the ancient allu-

vions and the recent alluvions; the first are the best in point

of view of the quality of the wines they produce; the second

are the richest in point of view of general culture. The re-

cent alluvions, more elevated than the ancient, render the

latter humid to excess, whenever they are not completely

drained. — Sub-soil varied : upon the heights , alternately

stony and argillaceous, based upon a very deep stone bank,

and worked as a quarry of soft stone. Towards the centre

of the commune, a hard reddish sub-soil is found, very favou-

rable to the vine. A sand, the same as that of the river, is to

be found in palus to an average depth of 5 m. The palus of

Baurech are the most fertile of the Gironde.

Red wines of cotes or of palus, bodied, well coloured,

mellow, good ordinary wines, much in request by Germany,
especially the wines of palus; price at vintage time, 550 to

800 fr. The wines of palus, less fine than those of the cotes,

are paid 500 to 750 fr. per tun. — "White "wines produced
from 1/2 semillon, 1/8 sauvignon, 1/4 charlosse and musca-
delle, 1/8 enrageat and other plants. The enrageat is only

found in the N.-E. of the commune where it predominates
and where only ordinary wines are produced, while in the

first hills, situated to S.-W., the white wines are of the best

on the right side of the Garonne; they are distinguished by
body, liquor, delicacy and a delicious flavour; price at vin-

tage time, 600 to 800 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

25 12

25 15

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch -Bonneau (M« Labadie
de Lalande)

Ch -Puygueraud (A. Bru-
net)

Ch.-Ninine (R. de Lacaus-
sade)

At Raffis (Ferchaud son).

At the Gipri (Goumain).

.

Ch.-de-Lacaussade (Bous-
8on)

At Pouliot (Techeney). .

Vh.-de-VYde (Mr« de La-
faye)

Ch.-Laroche (Marmiesse).
At Baillot (Arnaud Vi-
deau) 12 12

10 12
12 5

12 4

10 12

8 8

75 D
25 D

Tuns
redw. white w.

. . 26 6La Rose (Jesuites)

.

At the Puits (Miss de La-
bordere). . . 15

Id. (Louis Pareau). 20
Id. (Miss Boimal).. 6

At Rambaud (Mrs de
Meslon) 12

At Taillefer (vicountess
de Lafaye) 8

At Saint-James (Despa-
gne)

At Canteloup (A. Vitrac).
At Pilon (Laville). . . .

At the Paire (Fouet). . .

Cli.-Desbarratt (

M

iB de
Canolle) 15

10
D

6 6

8 8

8 8

6 6

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Ch.-Dudon (Marquet). . . 80 60
Ch.-Nort (F. Dumezil). . 60 12
At the bourg (Simon Vin-

cent) 12 8

At Hamelin (Fr. Guenard) 30
At Roquette (Mr8 Mouti-
nard) 12

IN PALUS

Farm du BrHat (Sorbe
and Brown) 200

Ch.-Pressac (comte de La
Chassaigne) 80

Ch.-Gavssens (Cte and
M»3 de Lambert des
Granges). . . . . .150

Domain of Beau-Rivage
(Guhur) 50

At Angaud (Am. Fer-
chaud) 30

At the bourg (Coullaud).

.

40
Id. (Lafitte). . . 20

At the Port de Leyron (de
Longuerue).

.

60
Id. (Lacouture). . 30
Id. (Lafon).. . . 20

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

TABANAG. — 559 inh. — 795 hect. — 24 k. to S.-E. of Bx;

8 k. to S.-S.-W. of Creon. — B.: on the N., by Saint-Caprais

and Madirac; on the E., by Haux; on the S., by Le Tourne

and the Garonne ; on the W. , by Baurech.— Steamer from the

upper part of the Garonne. — Railway, st. from Portets and

from Beautiran. — P. & T. O. : Langoiran.

Soil : the same as at Baurech; notwithstanding, at Tabanac,

the gravelly portions are less important than at Baurech,
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while the stony portions have the advantage at Tabanac;

the most stony portions are found on the Rouquey side.

Red wines fine, bodied, of a good colour and well flavou-

red; price at vintage time 600 to 800 fr.— White wines fine,

liquorous, of a beautiful colour (straw-coloured), similar to

those of Baurech.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

redw.

Ch.-Renon (G. Rougeol).

.

At Margoton (Coulet, of

Paris)

Madrac (Mrs Alfred de
Peros-Mandis)

At Sentout (M>8 de La-
prade)

At Vourcy (Lataste) . . .

At Plassan (Valette). . .

At Dourcy ( Plassan) . . .

At the bourg (Ferrane,
blacksmith).

(Laforiere ju-

nior). . . .

(Laforiere se-

nior). . . .

(Laville). . .

(Cousteau).. .

Tuns
white w.
50 »

25 20

50 10

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

40 15
20 15

40 30
20 5

20 15

15 15

12 12

15 10
10 6

Tuns
redw. white \

At the bourg (Bouty) . .

At la Roudey (Simon). .

Id. (Lamarque). .

Id. (Mrs Deveze).
Id. (Mariaud). . .

Id. (Lartigalas) . .

At the bourg (Barreau). .

At Coussillan (Lacoste). .

Id. (Gachet). . .

At Capon (Laville). . . .

Id. (Blanc). . . .

Id. (Bernard). . .

At Milange (Oaille). . .

At Marguiche (Gouilleau)
Id. (Troquereau).

.

At Donleyes (Labaure). .

At Rouquey (Barreau) . .

7
20
10
10

8

6

6
15
12

5

15
10
7

15
10

6

10

6

5

6

8

10

8

6

8

15

12

7

IN COTES AND IN PALUS

Ch.-Lagarosse (comte de
Lactic) 120 70

JDomec (de Longuerue). . 25 8

At Rouquey (Causserouge) 20 10
Id. (Dumon) 10

IN PALUS

At Lencome (ladies de Sar-
reau) 15 •»

Ch. - de - Providence (L6-
glise) 60 »

At Rouquey (Renon). . . 40 »
Id. (Dubuc). . . 25 »

Id. (Grosseties). . 20 »

Thirty small proprietors, in cotes or palus, make from 2 to 8 tuns, red
or white.

At Rouquey (Jean Lafo-
riere).

At Valade (Lapeyre). .

Id. (Cadiche Lafo-
riere) . . .

20
60

50
At Saint-Agnan (Mariaud) 40

LE TOURNE. - 770 inh. — 250 hect. —
B*; 10 k. to S.-W. of Creon. — B. : on theN,

25 k. to S.-E of

, by Tabanac ; on

15*
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the E., by Haux and Langoiran ; on the S., by Langoiran and

the Garonne; on the W., by Tabanac. — Steamer. — Little

port at the side of the bourg. — P. & T. O. : Langoiran.

Soil rugged, argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly. To S.-E.,

about 1/8 of the territory is in palus. — Sub-soil of hills,

stony.

Red wines classed with the good ordinary wines; price at

vintage time 550 to 750 fr. They have obtained, at the end of

a year, up to 800 fr. for the very successful vintages. —
White wines produced from 4/5 semillon and sauvignon,

1/5 cruchinet and other plants, obtaining in the beginning, ac-

cording to the years, from 25 to 50 fr. the tun more than the

red wines.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Ch.-Pick (Damaze
geol)

At Laronde (Blaise Ca
zeaux)

At the bourg (Laville).

At Carreyre (M r » Cazeaux)
At the Canton (Tapol Vin

cent)

.

Id. (Laclaverie).

At Benot (Thierry). .

At the bourg (Lardit bro-

thers). .

Id. (Baillon). .

Id. (Abaut, doctor)
Id. (Bouinj. .

Id. (Chevrie ju
nior).

Tuns
redw. white w.
Rou-

30 30

15
7

10

15

30
25
20
20

15

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the bourg (Louis Lar-
dit). . . . 15 J)

Id. (Belliard). . . 12 12
Id. (Bouin Rubert) 12 7

Id. (Fauche ju-
nior). . . 10 D

Id. (Bares). . . 12 4

Id. (Guimard). 25 D
Id. (Sabariot).. . 4 5

Id. (Ferchout bro-
thers). . . 12 D

Id. (Mathieu Tra-
musset). . . 5

At Lafitte (M" de Puch). 7 8

At Bagatelle (Dornier). . 15 5)

At Ltiby (Morel). . . . 3 2

A hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

SAINT-GENES-DE-LOMBAUD. — 221 inh. - 614 hect.

— 3 k to S.-W. of Creon; 21 k. to S.-E. of B*. — B. : on the

N., by Creon ; on the E , by Haux; on the S., by Tabanac; on

the S.-W., by Baurech; on the W., by Madirac and Sadirac.

—

Railway of La Sauve, st. from Creon. — P. & T. O. : Creon.

Soil rugged and varied : to N. and W., soft soil upon an ar-

gilo-ferruginous sub-soil; to S. and E., strong argilo-calca-

reous or argilo-gravelly ground, based upon reddish argilla-

ceous soil, very favourable to the vine.
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Red wines bodied and coloured, classed with the good

ordinary wines; price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr. — White
wines, produced from 2/3 enrageat and 1/3 semillon, sauvi-

gnon, chalosse, blanquette and other plants, classed in the

ranks of the second cotes of Langoiran : price at vintage time,

350 to 500 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red vv. white w.

At Bearnais (D. Galinie). 15 15

Le Macon and Rene (Hen-
ri Lule-Desjardins). . 15 15

At Binet (Mathicu). . . 15 15

At Garot (Clement). . . 14 14

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Portail (Dr Legen-
dre). ....... 30 100

At Nardique (Galinie). .120 30
Growth Saint- Genes (baron

de Langsdorff). ... 30 60
At Losse (A. Valette). . 50 20

Thirty small proprietors make from 5 to 20 tuns, red or white.

HAUX. — 623 inh. — 1,024 hect. — 6 k. to S.-S.-W. of

Creon; 4 k. to N.-W. of Langoiran; 30 k. to S.-E. of Bx . — B. :

on the N., by Saint-Genes, Creon and La Sauve; on the E.,

by Capian; on the S., by Langoiran; on the W., by Le

Tourne and Tabanac. — Carriages from Langoiran to Creon,

corresponding with the steamers. — P. & T. O.: Creon.

Soil varied : presenting towards N.argilo-silicions ground,

and towards S. argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly. — Sub**

soil presenting alternately a sort of reddish arene, argil,

gravel and even a worked soft stone.

Red wines classed amongst the good ordinary wines of the

country in the l st growths of the commune, which obtain at

vintage time from 550 to 750 fr.

White wines divided into two principal categories

1° those which are produced in the g. and \V. of the commune
from 2/3 semillon and sauvignon and 1/3 enrageat

,

fine, liquorous, flavoured and of the best in the country; they

obtain at vintage time, in the paysan growths , from 400 to

500 fr. ; in the bourgeois growths, from 600 to 800 fr.; finally,

from 700 to 1,000 fr. in the La Gorce growth which is of an

exceptional quality ;
2° those which are produced in the

Northern part of the commune from 3/4 enrageat are very

alcoholic, in a measure employed for blendings.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

red w.
Ch.-la-Gorcc (J. Beyssac).
At the Giron (Bonassis).
Chdtean-du- Gravat (Prax-

Paris)

Ch.-de-Frere (Lamey). .

Ch.-de- Coureau (Heirs de
Bourran)

At the Juge (Lafargue). .

At Grand- Chemin (De-
mie)

At Roudey (ladies Pre^ost)
At Lagasse (Taffard).

Hautesage (acq. Icard). .

At Moustous (H. Coussicot)
At Chaumont (Lavergne).
At the Petit-Maingand

(JM.Castaing)
Id. (Sudre). . .

At the G^- Chemin (Demp-
tos). . . .

Id. ( MartinAugey)

Tuns
whit 3W.
8 60
50 12

30 10
35 10

10 15
20 15

20 20
15 10
15 5

JO 12
15 6

8

20 »
4 4

10 10
8 8

redw.
At the G*- Chemin (Cou-

put son).

Id. (Martin Ar-
naud).

At Courconyac (J.-B. Chai
ne). . .

Id. (Peyruche).
Id. (Despujols).

At Giron (Nougaret).
At Chanteloup (Lanouhe
son senior). . . .

At Lalande (Dumas).
At Espelette (acq. Teulon)
At Greteau (Rarabaud).

Id. (Bernard). .

Id. (Mrs la baron
ne Maire)

At Labesine (Chandru)
At Povrqvet (Lanouhe)
At the Basque (Fourcas-

sier)

Tuns
white w.

15 3)

15 »

8 4

10 n

10 5

12 5

12 3

10 6

8 8

6 6

5 5

8 2
10 »

8 3

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

Before leaving the canton of Creon to enter that of Cadillac,

we shall specify the communes upon which it is not essential

to give particular information, as they only produce very or-

dinary red wines and white wines of enrageat, employed for

blendings. These communes are studied in detail in tome II

of our Statistique generate de la Gironde.

These are : CREON, BLEZIGNAG, CROIGNON, MA-
DIRAG, LE POUT, SADIRAG, SAINT-LEON and LA
SAUVE.
LANGOIRAN. — 1,864 inh. — 1,008 hect. — 26 k. to S.-

S.-E. of Bx (from the Haut-Langoiran); 25 k. (from the port);

12 k. to N.-N.-W. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N., by La Tourne

and Haux ; on the E., by Capian and Lestiac ; on the S., by

Lestiac; on the S.-W. and W., by the Garonne. — Steamer
from the upper part of the Garonne. — Railway of the Midi,

st. from Beautiran where are carriages crossing the river on a

ferry-boat.— Omnibus twice a day from Langoiran to La-

tresne corresponding with the railway of La Sauve. —
P. & T. O.
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The Haut-Langoiran, primitive centre of the commune,
possesses a magnificent roman church, but is at present less

important than the Bas-Langoiran, where is a commodious
modern port which has attracted 5/6 of the population.

Soil varied : to S.-W., very fertile palus; in the rest of the

commune, argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly hills, very

propitious to viticulture, and elevated plateau presenting si-

lico-argilo-calcareous ground.— Sub-soil gen. stony, worked
for large ashlars and soft stones. The appearance of a marble

vein has been observed in the domain of La Peyruche, but its

importance is not yet known. The quarries of Maudan
worked for several centuries, yield still products of first

quality.

Red wines of cotes : price at vintage time 550 to 750 fr.

Red "wines of palus ; soft, mellow, quickly drinkable and

employed for cargo or for parisian consumption
;
price at vin-

tage time, 500 to 650 fr.

White wines fine, flavoured and sometimes liquorous,

sold in the ordinary growths from 500 to 650 fr.; and in the
1st growths of the commune from 550 to 750 fr., according to

the years and growths. These fine white wines are produced

from 5/8 semillon, 1/8 sauvignon, 3^8 blanquette, muscadelle

and enrageat. This last plant tends daily to disappear.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN C6TES

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Richefort (J. Sab&s). . » 10
Ch.-Biac (Miss Andrieu). 25 40
At Sanvage-Belso (Gros-
sard) j> 20

At Terraxson, (Chouquet). 10 8
At Bellevue (Souan). . . j> 12
At la Tour-Maudan (Pas-
caud). . .... » 12

Growth of the Moulin
(Lardit) 30 12

Tuns
red w. whitcw.

Growth of Tanesse (M rs

Volny Merlande). . . 15 12
Ch.-Lanretan (Miss Du-
reau) 80 20

Ch.-Faubemet (A. Larro-
que) 60 20

Ch. - Lapeyrvehe ( Abaut
doctor and Claverie). . 60 15

Chdteau-Pomarede l (Sup-
sol) 50 10

i. The Chateau-Pomanede is surrounded by an enclosure of about 21 hectares, presen-
ting 4 hect. of meadows and orchards and a vineyard of 17 hect. disposed in joaalles, upon
a single row, with regular intervals of 3 meters planted in cereal, forage, etc. This
vineyard, held in iron wire, is cultivated with assiduous care and all the modern impro-
vements. It is the first in the country where the wooden stakes have been replaced by
the iron wire sealed upon a stone to 50 centimeters in depth ; this installation does not
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CHATEAU-POMAREDE
(IN COTES)

M. Supsol, proprietor.
(See page 517, note 1.)

CHATEAU-DU-VALLIER
(IN C6TES)

M. Jules Delbruck, proprietor.
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IN COTES

Tuns
red w. white w.

At la Ligassonne (Con-
quet) 60 15

Ch,-du- Vallier l (J. Del-
bruck) 30 20

At Barreyre (F. Cousseau
de Paillet) 40 8

At Martin Dovat (Blay). 25 15

Growth Moutin (Lardit).. 30 12

At the oourg (Mas). . . 30 12
Id. (Demptos senior) 20 12

Id. (Demptos junior) 20 12

Id. (Lafaurriere). . 20 d

Id. (Couteau). . . 15 6

(continued).

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the bourg(Fetiteau,baker) 10 10
At Monsouri (Durandeau)
At Trinquart (Laville). .

At Chauvin(B.a,\ichecoTne^

At Bedat (Blanchard). .

Ch.-Gourreau (Lauton). .

At the pied du chateau
(Jagourd senior) . . . .

A t the Port (Lafaurriere).

Id. (Duthil senior)..

Id. (M>8 Duthil ju-

nior). ... 8

Id. (Pionneau). . . 10

12 x>

20 5
20 D
10 10

15 »

15 »)

12 12
12 8

IN COTES AND TN PALUS

Chdt.-Lataste (Fabre de
Rieunegre) 250

Ch.-Gardera (Fitte). . . 50
Ch.-Jumillac (Chales). . . 65
At Galleteau (Demie) . . 30
At the pied du chateau

(Bourdelles). . 18

Id. (Dosq). ... 8

At the port (Bourdelles
senior). ... 18

Id. (Cheri Garraud). 18
Id. (Ducourneau ju-

nior) 15

Id. (Ducourneau
senior) . . 10

Id. (M-* Desbats). 15

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns, red or white.

GAPIAN. - 663 inh. — 1,822 hect. — 30 k. to S.-S.-E. of

B*; 11 k. to N. of Cadillac— B. : on the N., by Haux, Creon,

La Sauve and Targon ; on the E., by Targon and Soulignac;

cost dearer than ordinarily made with old chesnut-tree wood, and realizes a great eco-
nomy in the expenses of keeping of the vineyard.

The soil of this vineyard is argilo-calcareous and slightly gravelly on the heights

white wines are classed as second growths of Langoiran ; its red wines form excellent

ordinary wines, classed with th*; best in the country. The Chateau, situated upon the first

hill commanding the Garonne, enjoys an admirable panorama. This domain has been se-

veral times medalled and obtained in 1867 the grand gold medal of regional concourse.

The red wines obtained a bronze medal at the exhibition of 1878. (See design.)

1. The domain of Le Vallier (a view of the Chateau is given hereafter) has an extent

of 18 hect. upon an argilo-calcareous soil, of a great fertility, based upon a stony bank;
the work of quarries for building stones, commenced in 1872, presents the best prospects.

Apart from some pleasure grounds, large lawns and luccrn field, the property is covered
with vines, fruit-trees and an intercalary culture of wheat, maize, forage, beetroot, white
carrots, cabbages, etc. This vineyard is planted, half in red vines, and half in white vines,

and composed exclusively in the latter, of sauvignon, semillon and muscaddle; in the red

vines, of malbec, merlot and verdot. The 4 to 5,000 fruit-trees existing on the estate,

are plum-trees of Ente, green -gage plum trees (for the prune preserved m brandy),

winter-pears and choice apples, all planted from 1866 to 1870.

The Chateau-du-Vallier is situated at half-wav of the hill in a charming position, at 10
minutes distance from the steamers' station : it is surrounded with very picturesque ser-

vants' buildings, presenting extremely commodious arrangements which have valued to

du Vallier property, in 1871, a gold medal accorded by the agricultural Society of the

Girondc.
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on the S., by Villenave; on the W., by Paillet, Lestiac and
Langoiran. — P. & T. O. : Langoiran.

Soil very rugged, alternately argilo-calcareous and gra-

velly, presenting some soft soil upon the plateaux and towards

E. — Sub-soil gen. stony, presenting gravelly portions and

reddish soil, especially on the N. Eastern side.

Red wines forming good ordinary wines and sold at vin-

tage time from 550 to 750 fr.— White wines produced from

the South-Western side, from fine plants, and obtaining gene-

rally the same prices as the red wines; towards N.-E., by

4/5 enrageat, 1/5 divers plants : they are sold from 450 to 550

fr., wood inclusive.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Domain of Saintc-Anne
(de Peros-Mandis). . . 20 12

Chdt.-8itau(Gxi6n?int). . 100 16
Chdt.-Ramondon (E. de
Filiol) 90 10

At Laville (Bonniffe) . . 40 »
Havt-Maurin (A. Arman

son) 40 60
Ch.-Grand-Brannet (Du-
randeau) 25 15

Ch.-Peyrat (H. Duthil). . 40 30
Ch.- Moneys (Fabars). . . 15 40
Le Prieure (Audoire). . . 30 10

redw
( baron neCh. - Galeteau

Dudon). .

At Castaing (Angaud). .

At the bovrg (Limousin).

.

At Potiron (Bazanae) . . .

At Couteau (Joannes) . .

At the Rey (Pouvereau).

.

At Maqnes (Papin). . .

At Lachaise (Cousseau). .

At the bourg (Papin). . .

At German (Servantie). .

Ch.-de- Couteau (Herail).

.

At Chalet (Gorman). . .

Tuns
white w.

15

25
20
20
25
15

15

15

10
6

8

20
10
15

10
10
5
10

10
6
2
10
2

Thirty small proprietors make from 5 to 15 tuns.

LESTIAG. - 629 inh. — 298 hect. — 28 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bx; 7 k. 1/2 to N.-W. of Cadillac. — B.: on the N., by Lan-
goiran and Capian; on the E., by Capian and Paillet; on the

S., by Paillet and the Garonne. — Port at the village of La
Prade. — P. & T. O. : Langoiran.

Soil varied : fertile palus to S. and W.; argilo-calcareous

or argilo-gravelly hills in the rest of the commune, presen-

ting also some soft ground. — Sub-soil gen. stony.

Red wines coloured, taking a long time to develop, a

little rough, but neutral, and very fit for blendings; price at

vintage time, 550 to 750 fr. — White -wines similar to the

ordinary white wines of Langoiran
;
price at vintage time 400

to 600 fr. The growth of Bellegarde obtains , like the fir.^t

growths of Langoiran, from 550 to 750 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

redw.

At Jipon (Mr8 Lassaque-
Lahore)

Growth of Marsan (Miss
Raffet)

At Bellegarde (M» Rous-

At the oourg (Despagne)

.

Id. (Heirs L6glise se-

nior)

Id. (M" Desire Ballion)

IJ. (Mrs Hellies junior)

Id. (Elie Hellies). . .

Id. (Itey)

Id. (Louis Itey). . .

Id. (Charles Itey).. .

Id. (Guillaume Itey).

.

Id. (Ballion junior). .

Id. (Dandieu). . . .

Id. (Grenier). . . .

Id. (Belloc)

Id

.

(E . Courregelongue)
Id. (Michel Dumeau)..
Id. (Ducros). . . .

'uns

vvhit<5W.

15 6

20 10

10 6

30 9

10 5

35 »

30 D
20 8
12 7
10 5
20 5

10 }>

12 3

10 4

3 5

10 6
8 4
7 3

8 3

redw.
At la Prade (Hellies se-

nior, baker)
At the Terrey (Dubroca

senior). .

Id. (Pierre Chassac)
Id. (Broussard). . .

Id. (Mr8 Lanot). . .

At the Banastreyre (Briol)

Id. (Subervie). . .

Id. (Ant. Perres). .

Id. (Lagune junior).

At Jipon (Elisa Hellies).

.

Id. (Mrs Piganeau).
Id. (Lagune and Gas-

siot) . . .

Id. (Chassac-Martin)
At Lamport (Cadillon). .

Id. (Alex. Gauthier)
Id. (Lucien Vignes).

At Coulongue (B. Lannot)
Id. (Darsouse)

AtMauvert (Louis Maugue)
Id. (Bern. Ducros)

while w.

25 »

12 8

12 5

10 6

6 5

20 8

12 D

10 5

5 2

15 2

15 3

15 D

8 6

25 Y)

12 »

10 3
6 3
6 4

5 2

6 »

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

Almost all the proprietors of this commune have a portion of their

wines in the hills and the rest in palus.

PAILLET. — 905 inh. — 248 hect. — 30 k. to S.-S.-E. of

B*; 6 k. to N.-N.-W. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N., by Ville-

nave-de-Rions and Gapian; on the E., by Cardan and Rions;

on the S., by the Garonne; on the W., by the Garonne and
Lestiac.— Port of Paillet. The Isle de Raymond makes part

of this commune. — P. & T. O. : Rions or Langoiran.

Soil varied : very fertile palus bordering the Garonne ; ar-

gilo-calcareous or gravelly hills, presenting, towards the ex-

tremity E. ot the commune, some soft soil. — Sub-soil com-
posed of soft stones in the palus which surround the Chateau

de Paillet, and of hard stone or limestone on the hills.

Red wines, forming good ordinary, well coloured, bodied,

of an agreeable taste; price at vintage time 500 to 725 fr. —
White wines produced from 1/3 semillon, 1/3 sauvignon,

1/3 blanquette and other plants; fine, alcoholic and flavoured;

price at vintage time 500 to 700 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch.-de-Paillet (Fery d'Es-
clands and M is de Cas-
telnau d'Essenault). . . 40 40

Az Povlet (Bourbon). . . 50 12
Growth of Marquet (Tar-
dieu) 8 8

At ^-Catherine (Mausa-
cre)

At the Gr.-Chemin (La-
battut). . .

(HelliesVolny)
(Jannaut). . .

(Hellies Flo-

20 10

15
15
10

red tv

At the bourg (M rs Rieu
tord)

At the port (Retoret bro
thers).

Id. (Marsan) .

At Ste
- Catherine (Abra-

ham)
At Lasserre (Sadran).

Id. (BeynisV
Id. (Pierrillot).

Id. (Combret eon)

Id. (Sadran senior)

At Rue Guiratide (E de
Filhol) 12

At Tolette (Drouet). .

At Gajeau (Houregue).
Id. Vimeney).

Tuns
white vr

.

12 »

10 6

10 D

8 6

20 10

20 J)

8 •»

8 »

8 »

12 »

12 »

12 3

10 3

rd.

Id.

Id.

rent). / 12
At the bourg (M rs Briol)

.

25
Id. (D* de Cuttoli) 25
Id. (Ducros). . . 10
Id. (Sauteyron). . 8

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

VILLENAVE-DE-RIONS. — 247 inh. - 256 hect. - 32

k. to S.-S.-E. of B*; 6 k. to N. of Cadillac— B.: on the N., by

Capian; on the E., by Cardan; on the S., by Cardan and

Rions; on the W., by Paillet. — P. & T. O. Langoiran.

Soil uneven and varied; argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly

towards S.; presenting some fine soil towards N. — Sub-soil

argillaceous in the Southern part, and stony in the heighbour-

hood of Chateau-Fauchey ; hard reddish ground in the rest of

the commune, very propitious to viticulture.

Red wines coloured and bodied, forming good ordinary

wines
;
price at vintage time 550 to 725 fr. — White wines

insignificant, as to quantity, in the greatest part of the pro-

perties; excellent for the country at Chateau-Fauchey.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Ch.-Fauchey (de Saleles).

Growth of Ricaud (Guerin)
At Guillory (Grousset).
At Normand (Meric). .

Id. (Jeannau). .

Id. (Mrs Barriere)
At Sauros (Supsol).

Tuns
red wine.

65
70
30
15
15
10
40

At Roques (M rs Robin).
Id. (Dupuy). . . .

Id. (Fr. Laroque). .

At Darlan £L. Peyron). . .

Id. (Guyraud Arnaud)
At the bourg (Subervie) . .

Id. (Barbier). . .

Tuns
red wine.

. . 10

. . 25
25
20
10
20
20
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Tuns
red wine .

At Mathiot (Bernard Gassiot) 12

Id. (Saillan). . .

At Cazeres (Espileres). .

At Deyma (Fr. Gassiot. .

Id. (Pierre Gassiot)

Id. (Yves Deloue).

Tuns
red wine.

At the bourg (Fabien Barriere) 1

5

Id. (Gassiot brothers)

Id. (Gassiot Jean). .

At d1 Armagvac (Yves Dumas)
Id. (Barraud). . . .

Id. (Dublanc). . .

12
12
15
12

10

Thirty Rmall proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

CARDAN.— 277 inh. — 425 hect. — 35 k. to S.-S.-E. of

B x
; 5 k. to N. of Cadillac. — B.: on the N., by Capian ; on the

E., by Soulignac; on the S., byRions; on the W., by Villenave-

de-Rions. — P. & T. O. : Rions.

Soil very rugged, alternately argillaceous and argilo-gra-

velly. — Sub-soil gen. composed of a reddish ground, often

situated above gravel banks.

Red wines ordinary, very coloured
;
price at vintage time

500 to 700 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of the Pin (de
Rancy) 25

At Amanieu (J. Grousset). . 30
Id. (Et. Dubroca). . 18

At Foncaude (L. Simon).. . 25
At Mouleyre (Mas) 30

Id. (Baritault). ... 12
At Peyraney (R. Vinsot). . 25
At Cvgey (Bacquey) 26

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns.

Tuns
red wine.

At Jan (Dados) 15
At the bourg (Guiraud, tenth) 20
At Bibey (Desvignes). . . .

At the Vic (ladies Dijols) . .

18
18

Id. (J.-J. Cameleyre) 15
Id. (Et. Guiraud). . 15
Id. (P. -A. Guiraud). 15

At Lamarque (Simon junior) 15

RIONS.— 1,348 inh. — 1,066 hect. — 33 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bx; 4 k. 1/2 to N.-N.-E. of Cadillac— B. : on the N., by
Paillet, Villenave-de-Rions and Cardan ; on the E , by Sou-
lignac, Escoussans and La Roque; on the S.-E., by Beguey;

on the S. and W., by the Garonne. — Steamer from the

upper part of the Garonne. — Railway st. from Podensac.
— P. & T. O.

Soil varied; rich palus on the borders of the Garonne;
strong and very fertile soil, upon the high plain where the

town is situated; argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly soil

upon the hills which present some soft lands upon the Eas-

tern slope. — Sub-soil gen. stony upon the hills, presenting
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.

RIONS.

some argillaceous portions at their base and tuff ground upon

some summits. The stony portions are worked in ashlars

quarries and present the elements of numerous paleontolo-

gical studies.

Red "wines, employed for the marine service, and very

much esteemed amongst the red wines of cotes; they are

classed with the very good ordinary wines; price at vintage

time 500 to 700 fr. — White wines very much valued; price

at vintage time 600 to 750 fr. ; they are produced from 3/4 se-

millon and sauvignon, and 1/4 divers plants.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN C6TES

Tuns
redw. white w,

Ch.'de-Cayla (comte de
Galard) 100

Ch.-de-Mony (de Sinetty). 70
In town (Roussereau). . 65
At Esplinguet (M P8 Vri-

gnault) 30
Ch.-Jourdan (comte F.Car-

dez). . , 60
At Salin (Labarthe). . . 25
At the Broussey (les Car-
mes) 25

Domain of Brousta ret (A.

Dupeyron) 25
At the Bacquey (Elie Four-

cassie) 12
At Martet (Const. Tomy) 25
At Bouit (Bapt. Leglise)

Id. (P.Philippeau)
Id. (Frechaud bro-

thers). . .

D n of Beausejour (Ernest
Biscardy) 12

In town (Max . Dorgueilh) 16
Id. (Augustin Dauty). 20
Id. (Jean Garaud). . 15

The two latter growths produce the

24
15

J>

15
20

75

60
15

10

20

6
10
6
5

15 6

10
4

In

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ducour-town (V.-U.

neau). . . .

(Darcos Guy\ .

(G. Dumone) .

(J. Cadet Arnaud)
(Dauphin Tallet).

(Clement Guiraud)
(Cazenave and Che-

min). . .

(Cazentre). .

(Barre junior) cotes
and palus.

(P. Massieu). - .

(Lucat)
(P. -J. Clarens).
(J. Samenayre).
(E. Desarnaulde)
(Jean Deyres) . .

At Chaulet (Martin). .

At Thibaut (Maignan bro-

thers)

At Pazcavlt (Laliman)
At Rvllean (Girard).
At Thibaut (Itey de Pey
ronnin; 10 10

best white wines of the commune.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

15
15
7

10
14
12

12
10

12
10
12
10
10
12
10
12

12
12

IN PALUS

Ch.-Lagrange l (Arthur Cas-
tillon-Duperron) 60

lie Marguerite (Audinet). . 20
At the Convent (Arnaud). . 20

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns on the hills or in

palus, red or white.

1. Vineyard in process of formation.
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LA ROQUE. — 244 inh. — 297 hect. — 39 k. to S.-E. of

B*; 3 k. to N.-N.-E. of Cadillac. — B.: on the N.-W., by

Rions; on the N., by Escoussans; on the E., by Omet; on the

S., by Cadillac; on the W., by Beguey. — P. & T. O. : Ca-

dillac.

Soil very uneven, gravelly upon the slopes, argillaceous

in the valleys, silico-argillaceous on the' plateaux. — Sub-
soil stony in the valley of the Euille, argillaceous or sandy

in the other parts of the commune.
Red "wines good ordinary : price at vintage time 500 to

700 fr. — White wines rather delicate and flavoured, similar

to those of Rions.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Ch. -Holland (Durat). . . 25 20
Ch.-la-Roque (Heirs of Mrs

Boyer) 20 12

At Mondirn (Laveyssi&re). 28 8
At the bourg (Miss Aude-
bert) 20 »

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns

Tuns
redw. while w.

At Pellert (Bonneval). . 20 »

At Rambaud (Rambaud). 10 »

At Mingot (Jean Arnaud). 10 »
At the bourg (MTB Desar-

nault) » 19
At Lapadrias (Delcros). . » 15

BEGUEY. —999 inh. — 316 hect. — 36 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*;

1 k. 1[2 to N.-N.-W. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N., by Rions;

on the E., by Laroque and Cadillac; on the S., by Cadillac; on

the W., by the Garonne. — Steamer from the upper part of

the Garonne. — P. & T. O. : Cadillac.

Soil varied : to W., very fertile palus gen. devoted to

vines, meadows and osierlands. In deviating from the river,

the land becomes less strong, but is covered with fine red vi-

neyards; to E., argilo-calcareousor gravelly hills, almost enti-

rely devoted to white wines. — Sub-soil : that of the plain,

from 6 to 8 meters above the level of the river, presents a

calcareous or reddish nature ; the ground of the hills is gene-

rally gravelly
;
plain worked for ashlars.

Red wines, good ordinary, gen. a little superior to those

of Cadillac : price at vintage time, 500 to 725 fr. — White
wines, produced from 3/4 semillon, 1/4 sauvignon, musca-

delle, etc., fine and flavoured
;
pWce 600 to 750 fr.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau- Birob (V te de
Roussy).. . . .25

Ch.-Peyrat (Mrs Laspey-
r&res) 15

A t the Pin and Lagrange
(Jerome Medeville). . 80

At the Grabaney (Mede-
ville Numa) 10

A tBoisxon (Joseph-Henry) 15
At Tassin (Ladies Pou-
chan) 10

At Lapeyrere (Jean Ca-
zeaux) 15

At the bourg (H. Redeuilh) 15

^5

10

10

Tuns
redw. white w.

At la Salle (lunatic asy-
lum of Cadillac). . . 10

At Pallette (Medeville,
notary) 15

At the bourg (M™ Leo
Dupuy). . . .

Id. (Denis Brousse).
Ip. (Jules Flex). . .

At the Raz (Saboureau). .

At Verteuil (Baigneaux).
At Reyron (Jean Boirac)
At Boisson (J.-R. Boirac)

Id. (M™ Videau). .

12 »

10 »

10 »
12 »
8 4

8 4

10 »
10 D

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

CADILLAC. — 2,818 inh. comprising the 915 people inha-

biting the central house of detention and the lunatic asylum.
— 544 hect. — 38 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*. — B. : on the N., by La-

roque and Omet; on the E. and S., by Loupiac; on the S. and

W., by the Garonne. — Steamer from the upper part of the

Garonne. — Railway of the Midi, st. from Cerons, on the

left side of the river, opposite Cadillac; united with Cerons

by a recently constructed bridge. — Omnibus service cor-

responding with every train. — Port commodious and ani-

mated. P. & T. O.

Soil gen. fertile, divided into three portions : 1° palus bor-

dering the Garonne; 2° high silico-argillaceous plains upon
rocky foundation ; 3° argilo-calcareous or gravelly hills, prin-

cipally in the summits devoted to white vines, with argilla-

ceous sub-soil.

Red wines, bodied, well coloured and mellow in the first

growths of the commune, employed as ordinary or cargo

wines; price at vintage time from 500 to 700 fr. — White
wines soft, bodied and agreeable, although less fine than

those of Sainte-Croix-du-Mont
;
price at vintage time 600 to

750 fr,

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
re.lw. wlritew.

At Fayot and at Boudty
(Numa Medeville). . . 50 50

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Juge and at the

Gard (Doctr Baudet). . 30 20
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redw.

At Clarens (Barret) . .

Ch. de la Passonne (Jac-

ques Lataste). . . .

At Madrelle (J. Medeville)

At LarAlley (Fourcassies)

At Lagnet and at La-
grange (Heirs L. M6de-
ville)

At Arnaud-Jouan (Miss
Thounens). .

Id. (Augey son).. .

At Lagrange (Perboyre).
At Fayot and at Laveau
(Jerome Medeville son)

At Gaillardon (Mathelot
senior) .

Id. (J. Beziat father)

Id. (G. Bonnefous).
At Saint-Martin (Ch. de
Fontainemarie). . . .

At Lassalle (Livran). . .

At Garaud (Widemann). .

At the Comte (Bonneval)

.

At Saint- Crie (Dupart)..

Tuns
white w.

20 20

5 25
BO 10
15 50

30 10

30 »

20 »
20 »

20 6

25 10
10 8

18 3

25 10
25 »

38 8
12 20

12

20
12

)>

20 »

15 »

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Lamothe (M. Dubac-
quie) 10

At Laferreyre (Cazeaux
son) 10

At la Piece (Th. Lataste)
At the Pin (Bore). . . .

At the Pin and at the
Verger ( Louis Medeville)

At la Grange (G. Per-
boyre)

At Uichet (Mrs Malleville)

At la Piece and at Ar-
naiid-Joiian (Ad. Hom-
meau) 18

At la Piece and at Ar-
naud-Jouan (B. Carras-
set). .......

A t Pargade (L. Mathelot)
Id. (B. Carcaut).. .

At Peytoupin (C. Berna-
chot). . .

Id. (Dupouy). . . .

Id. (Vimeney). . .

15 8

10 ii

20 20

5 10
7 7

5 5

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns.

LOUPIAC— 975 inh. - 957 hect. — 40 k. to S.-S.-E. of B;

2 k. to S.-S.-E. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N., by Donzac, Omet
and Cadillac; on the E., by Monprimblanc and Gabarnac; on

the S., by Gabarnac and Sainte-Croix-du-Mont; on the W., by
the Garonne. — Railway of the Midi, st. from Barsac con-

nected with Loupiac by a ferry boat on the Garonne, or st. of

Cerons by the bridge of Cadillac. — Port upon the Garonne.
— P.&T.O.: Cadillac.

Soil varied : toN., palus and alluvions bordering the Ga-
ronne; to E., argilo-calcareous hills and high plateaux pre-

senting soft ground. — Calcareous sub-soil, at the foot of the

hills; argillaceous or gravelly upon the plateaux and summits.

Red wines : good ordinary wines; price at vintage time

500 to 700 fr.

White "wines fine and agreeable, rather similar, in the vi-

neyards situated upon the well exposed hills, to the wines of

Sainte-Croix-du-Mont. They are produced from fine plants

;

price at vintage time, from 700 to 900 fr. for the first growths
of the commune; from 600 to 700 fr. for the ordinary growths.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

red w.

AtRondillon (comte Henri
de Montbrun). . . .

At Pontac (M r » Cros). .

Ch.-du-Cros (de La Chas-
saigne)

At Gaudiet (M rs Dezeime-
ris)

At la Yotte (de Fontaine-
marie)

Ch.-lAyine (de Madron)..
At the Chay (Fournier). ,

At Rondillon (Lannes). .

At the Clos-Jean (Bernede
and Rort)

Growth of Viole (M™ Dar-
rieumajour)

At Rondillon and at Ron-
quette ( Cazeaux , or
Monjon),

AtBerthoumieux (Promis)

Tuns
white w.

5
20
15

35 50

25 25

4
»

3

18

12
12
8

15 18

15 2

15
20

7
15

redw.

At Couloumet ( Cazeaux
Cazalet). .

Id. (Jean Dejean). .

At Rondillon (Jaubert). .

At the Temple Q\T* Martel)
At the Mouliot (MPB Meys-

san)

Ch.~Ricavd (de Lari de La
Tour) [vineyard of re-

cent creation]
AtPlapa (Blanc, butcher)

Id. (Bern. Baure).
Id. (Baure). . . .

Id. (Peyrisse). . .

At Jean- Faux ( Cazeaux)

.

Id. (Debat). . . .

At Martillac (M. Cazeaux)
At Pitcha (Ducourneau).
At Guinot (Mrs Courras).

Tuns\

white w.

5 10

3 10
5 5

5 J5

12 18

» P
10 ))

6 6

15 12
4 30

10 6

5 8

4 8

6 5

10 2

Forty small proprietors make from 1 to 8 tuns.

SAINTE-GROIX-DU-MONT. - 967 inh. — 898 hect. —
43 k. to S.-S.-E. of Bx; 5 k. to S.-S.-E. of Cadillac. — B. : on

theN., by Gabarnac; on the E., by Semens and Verdelais; on
the S.-W., by the Garonne; on the N.-W., by Loupiac. —
Steamers. — Railway of the Midi, st. from Preignac con-

nected with Sainte-Croix by a ferry-boat. — P. & T, O. :

Cadillac.

Soil : very uneven ; to S. palus ; in the rest of the com-
mune, hills and elevated plateaux gen. argilo-calcareous,

upon stony sub-soil presenting some gravelly portions

towards the centre and E. of the commune. — Fossil oyster

banks upon the hill, in the middle of rocks and in the domain
of Loubens.

Red 'Wines of cotes and palus ordinary
;
price at vintage

time 500 to 650 fr. In palus the malbec predominates more on
the hills. — White -wines bodied, liquorous and delicate,

excellent wines « d 'entremets y> ; they possess a particular and
most agreeable bouquet

;
price at vintage time, 700 to 1,000 fr.,

which rises up to 1,200 fr. for the 1
st growths of the commune,

in the very successful and exceptional years.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

redw.
Ch.-la-Marque l (marquis
de Kolland)

Ch.-Loubens (A. Dumeau)
C%. -de- Taste (Lafon). . .

At Lafue (Andrieu). . .

Ch.- Garret (M rs Garret).
At Coullac (de Marbotin)
Ch.-Lamat (E. de Va-

thalre) . . .

Id. (de Pavilion).

Coullac (de Verneilh). . .

At the Pavilion (Paul
Bayle)

At the Oros de Vertheuil
(P. Come)

At la Rame (Vignial). .

At Larden (Saint-Blan-
card)

At Roustit (Paul Come).

Tuns
white w.

60 50
50 35
30 30
30 30
18 15
» 30

40 10
40 10
» 30

D 25

175 20
j> 12

15 12
50 20

redw.
(GaussemAt Desclaux

son). . . .

At Grabitan (Laval) . .

At Vilate (Sacriste). .

At Lamenicle (Roux). .

At the G^-Peyrat (Gou

At the Peyrat (Chassai
gne). . .

Id. (Dupin) . .

At Labat (Vignes). .

At Monnet (P. Despujols)
At Gensonne" (Feuillade)
At Lacoste (Berard).

Id. ( Ferbos , of
Saint-Macaire) . . .

At Borie (Lacroix) .

At Choupin (Miss Meyer)

Tuns
whitew.

25 4

20 5
12 10
10 10

15 8

8
5

10
12
10
8

3
10
D 10

A hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 12 tuns, red or white.

GABARNAC. — 375 inh. — 538 hect. — 42 k. to S.-&-E.

of B*; 4 k. to S.-S.-E. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N., by Lou-
piac and Monprimblanc ; on the E., by Semens and Saint-

Germain; on the S., by Sainte-Croix-du-Mont; on the W.,
by Sainte-Croix-du-Mont and Loupiac. — P. & T. O. :

Rions.

Soil varied : to E., high plains presenting soft soil, upon a

sub-soil called ribot. Argilo-calcareous or argillaceous hills

and valleys in the rest of the commune.
Red wines ordinary, produced from 4 {3 malbec, Ij3 grap-

put, 1 t3 piquepout, moustouzere and panereuil
;
price at vintage

time, 500 to 650 fr. — White wines rivaling with the ordi-

nary wines of Loupiac, but inferior to those of Sainte-Croix-

du-Mont; price at vintage time 700 to 850 fr.

1. The domain of Chateau-la-Marque has an extent of 75 hect. Its red winrs are ga-
thered upon the grounds most suitable to red vine -plants. The white vineyard is situated

upon the first line of hills and is based on argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly soil ; it is

planted exclusively with sSmillon and sauvignon , and perfectly cultivated. The white
wines are made with the greatest care; they are characterized by their flavour, delicacy

and liquor, and have often been found more agreeable to the taste than some of the ce-
lebrated growths upon the left side of the river. They have been surnamede The Yquem »

of the right side, and are generally paid for double the sum to that which is accorded to

the ordinary wines of Sainte- Croix.

15**
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
i'edw. white w.

At Cavignac and at Lafitte
(Giresse) 50 7

At Balland (Gaussem bro-

thers) 70 5

Ch.-Faugas (Beausoleil). 20 15

At Garbe-Martet (De-
moulin) 25 »

At the bourg and at Pey~
Brun (Vimeney). . . 12 18

At Bern (Vital Vimeney). 10 6

At Gaussens (Gaussens) .

.

30 5

At Bidonnet (Croiset). .

At the bovrg (Ithier Mas-
set)

At la Croix (Coustaud).
At Goutey (Labeyrie). .

At Movrlade (marquis de
Rolland) 12

At Berbec (Duprat). .

At the Chalet (Ach. Plan-
tey) 30

At Fiat (Ithier). ... 6

Tun I

white w.
15 3

6 8

10 6

15 »

12 ))

12 ))

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

MONPRIMBLANG. — 378 inh. - 496 hect. — 42 k. to S.-

S.-E. of B*; 5 k. to S.-E. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N., by Lou-

piac and Donzac; on the E., by Semens and Saint-Germain;

on the S., by Sainte-Croix-du-Mont and Gabarnac; on theW.,

by Loupiac and Cadillac.— P. & T. O.: Cadillac.

Soil : uneven and varied, presenting high plateaux with soft

and cold ground, and argilo-calcareous or argilo-gravelly soil

on the hills. — Sub-soil gravelly upon the plateaux; argilla-

ceous or marly upon some of the slopes and in the valleys;

stony upon several hills.

Red wines ordinary : price at vintage time, 500 to 650 fr.

— "White wines similar, in certain growths, to the ordinary

wines of Loupiac : price at vintage time 600 to 800 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the Bourdieu (Louis
Leboulanger). ...» j> 10

At the Bedat (Ovide Sar-

da). ....... 35 »

At la Caillotte (^h. Las-
sime). . . 12 10

Id. (Jean Villars). 7 4
At Peselin (Nicolas Vin-

sot). ....... 10 2
At Capet (Jean Girardeau) 7 4

At IAgueboy (Jean Debat) 10 »

Tuns
red w. white w.

At la Beuille (Jean Mas-
sieu). , 15 »

At the Boucher (Guill.

Ballan) 15 2
At the Ballot (Jean Bou-
chard). ...... 12 4

At the Barrail (Guil. Da-
vid). . 8 2

J.£Yfo/k0ttr^(Th.Boudreau) 6 5
At la Mariingue (Emije
Lauga) 12 10

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.
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DONZAG. — 180 inh. — 441 hect. — 42 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bx; 5 k. 1/2 to E.-N.-E. of Cadillac. — B. : on the N. by Arbis

and Monpezat; on the N.-E. by Monpezat; on the S.-E., by
Saint-Germain-de-Grave; on the S., by Monprimblanc and

Loupiac ; on the W., by Omet. — P. & T. O. : Rions.

Soil argilo-silicious, presenting several gravelly portions

towards W. — Sub-soil presenting a sort of « arene » some-
times gravelly.

Red "wines ordinary; price at vintage time 500 to 650 fr.

—

White wines from fine plants, price 450 to 550 fr.— White
Wines of enrageat; price at vintage time, 200 to 300 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
redw. white w.

At Pillet (M™ Jos. Du-
puy) BO 25

At the Filh (MM Paul
Mattre) 150 7>

At the G* Village (M™ Bo-
mac). . . 25 5

Tuns
redw. white w.

At the GA - Village (Pierre

Sage). ...... 12 d
At la Vialle (Jean Villars) 14 »

At Barbot (Barbot). . . 10 »

At Crane (J. Crachereau). 12 d
Id. (Cousiney). . . 12 »

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

To W. of Donzac, we find the commune named OMET
which produces good white wines , but in very small

quantity.

CANTON OF TARGON.

The commune of Omet brings us into the country called La
Benauge, and of which Targon is the centre. This country is

studied in detail in the second volume of our Statistique ge-

nerate de la Gironde. We extract from this work the follo-

wing information relative to the canton of Targon, and to the

names of the principal proprietors.

Soil very rugged, similar to that of the canton of Sauve-

terre, presenting alternately soft and strong argilo-calca-

reous ground. — Sub-soil stony worked or to be worked,

tran and argil.

White wines, produced from 9/10 enrageat, i/lOjurangon,
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much in favour for blendings
;
price at vintage time 300 to

400 fr. the tun, wood inclusive. Certain proprietors make
sweet white wines, drunk pure, and sell them up to 500 fr.

Some viticulturers of Targon, who have introduced in their

vineyard a notable proportion of muscadelle and of semillon,

have produced very agreeable, liquorous wines, which are

sold at the same prices as the second cotes of Capian.

Red wines, produced from 3/4 malbec (queue rouge),

merlot, panereuil, grapput, etc.; almost all consumed in the

locality. In the communes of Arbis, Escoussans, Saint-

Pierre-de-Bat, Soulignac and Targon, some proprietors make
ordinary red wines gathered upon the argilo-calcareous sides,

which are exported to Bordeaux and obtain, at vintage time,

from 500 to 600 fr. the tun.

In consequence of the dearth caused by phylloxera and the

cold of January 1881, the above prices and those hereafter

have been surpassed.

TARGON.— 1,259 inh. — 2,587 hect. — 32 k. to S.-E. of

B*; 14 k. to N.-E. of Cadillac; 14 k. to S.-S -W. of Branne;

11 k. to E. of Paillet; at 6 k. to W. of La Sauve — Average

production, 1,200 tuns of white wine; 60 tuns of red wine. —
P. &T O.

White wines made in some of the vineyards of the W.,
and formed with a notable proportion of fine plants, soft and

agreeable ; they obtain at vintage time up to 500 fr. the tun.

Red wines good ordinary in the well cultivated growths.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

Domain of Beauregard
(Descoub&s) 6 30

Ch.- Vermont (J. Deecram-
bes) » 30

Domain ofBay le (A. Mon-
nerie) 5 52

Tuns
red w. white w.

Chat.-d'Farthe (Supsol) . 20 20
Seigneurie de Brujfaneau
(Froidefond) 10 50

At Toutigede(P. Cousteau) » 100
At Canlet (J. Baudit). . 4 50
At Roustaing (Saric). . 3 30

BAIGNEAUX. — 302 inh. — 793 hect. — 12 k. to W.-N.-
W. of Sauveterre; 5 k. to E.-S.-E. of Targon ; 17 k. to N.-E.

of Cadillac. — P. & T. O. : Targon.
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PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
,

Tuns
red w. white w. I red w. white w.

Ch.-du- Couturier (B°n J.-A. At la Basse- Cour(?Tadier) » 35

du Boscq, cons, general) 10 80 I

Fifty small proprietors make from 2 to 20 tuns.

ESCOUSSANS. — 308 inh. — 511 hect. — 5 k. to S. of

Targon ; 7 k. to N.-E. of Cadillac. — P. & T. O. : Targon.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the Nieot (Simon Pujos) 15 15

At Laubes (Bechade). . . 18 »
Id. (Defeye). ... 15 3

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Pasquet (Leon Pines). 30 5
Id. (J. Cantenat). . 20 12

At la Croix-Blanche (Aug.
Audebert) 10 12

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

The other communes of this canton produce much more
white wine than red wine. These are : ARBIS, BEL-
LEBAT, BELLEFOND, GANTOIS, GESSAG, GOUR-
PIAG, FALEYRAS, FRONTENAG, LADAUX, LU-
GASSON, MARTRES, MONTIGNAG, ROMAGNE,
SAINT-GENIS-DU-BOIS AND SAINT-PIERRE-DE-
BAT.

SOULIGNAG. - 536 inh. — 1,127 hect.— 6 k. to S. of

Targon; 7 k. to E. of Paillet; 10 k. to N. of Cadillac; 38 k. to

S.-E. of Bx. — P. & T. O.: Targon.
Red wines well coloured and constituting good ordinary

wines, similar to those of Villenave-de-Rions; price at vintage

time 500 to 650 fr.

White Wines ordinary; price at vintage time 300 to 400 fr.

the tun, wood inclusive; some proprietors of the Liron

quarter and its environs produce fine, sweet agreeable white
wines, paid up to 500 fr. the tun.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Pargade (P. Grouille). 20 25
At Pradillon - Caussowrd
(Marandet) 25 25

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the bourg (A. Devi-
gnes). ... 30 20

Id. (J. Coustaut). . 15 15

15
"
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Tuns
red w. white w.

At Lirat (Sedrat). ... 25 8
At Graveres (J. Lauille).. 25 25
At la Jouissiere (Emile
EyquemJ 20 5

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the moulin de Orand-
jean (J. Dulou) 15 15

At Galonchey (Guiraud). . 20 5

Before advancing further into the country of the white

wines of enrageat, we shall come back to the hills bordering

the Garonne, where we find some red vineyards which produce

very good ordinary red wines. In retracing the course of the

Garonne, as we have done, the commune of Aubiac-Verdelais

presents itself the first.

AUBIAG AND VERDELAIS. — 869 inh. — 475 hect. —
47 k. to S.-S.-E. of B*; 3 k. to N.-W. of Saint-Macaire. — B. :

on the N., by Semens and Saint-Germain-de-Grave; on theE.,

by le Pian and Saint-Macaire; on the S., by Saint-Maixant ; on

the S.-W., by the Garonne; on the W., by Sainte-Croix-du-

Mont. — Omnibus corresponding with the railway of the

Midi, at Saint-Macaire, and with the steamers at la Garonelle.

— P. & T. O.: Saint-Macaire.

Soil : to S.-W., alluvions bordering the Garonne; in the

rest of the commune, argilo-calcareous hills and valleys of

soft ground. — Sub-soil gravelly, argillaceous or argilo-

gravelly upon the hills; reddish earth in the valleys; lime

stone banks furnishing excellent free and soft stone, near the

bourg of Verdelais.

Red wines produced from 1/3 malbec, 1/3 grapput, 1{3 lar-

rivet merlot, pardotte, etc., very coloured, forming good

ordinary wines; price at vintage time 500 to 650 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Domain of Pin (Collineau) 12o

At the Nazareth (orphans
asylum of la Doctrine
chretienne) 25

Ch.-Meyrous (M™ Pradier). . 20
Chat. - Cheinin - Notre - Dame

(Ctesse de Lur-Saluces) ... 20

At Pantoc (Ferbos) . . . .

At Capredon (Girardeau).
At the bourg (Duperrain).

Id. (Guil. David). .

At the GuyonneU (Dulac).

Id. (J. Dulac). . .

Tuns
red wine.

18

18
40
18
30
20

A great quantity of small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns.
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SAINT-MAIXANT. — 809 inh. — 767 hect. — 48 k. toW.
of La Reole; 3 k. to W. of Saint-Macaire. — B. : on the N., by

Verdelais; on the E., by le Pian; on the S., by Saint-Macaire

and the Garonne ; on the W., by Verdelais. — Steamers tou-

ching at La Garonelle. — Omnibus corresponding with the

railway of the Midi, station at Saint-Macaire. — P. & T. O. :

Saint-Macaire.

Soil : to S., alluvions bordering the Garonne, high gravelly

plains, belonging to the epoch of diluvium, and argilo-calca-

reous or argilo-silicious hills, presenting numerous fossils —
Sub-soil gen. stony; a pierre batarde or species of mixed
stone in the village of Fleur, and hard stone in the other parts

of the commune; caverns of Lavison , remarkable for theii

fossils.

Red wines similar to those of Verdelais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.-Piqve- Caillou (Daubin) 90
La Prieulette (Ferbos). ... 70
Malagare (Mauriac) 70
Lalanne(MTS Hermann). . . 30
At the bourg (M rg Sainsevin) 20
Le Clos (Laffitte) 20

Le Clos (Ballade). . . .

At Saubotte (Conge). .

At Fayou (Dieuxissies)..

At la Provence (Dupuy).
At the Gravat (Desarnaud)

Tuns
red wine.

20
25
25
20
30

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns.

SAINT-MACAIRE.— 1,937 inh. - 179 hect. The rural

part of this commune has little importance. A great number
of proprietors of the neighbouring communes inhabit Saint-

Macaire and bring their vinicol produce there.— P. & T. O.

SEMENS. - 181 inh. — 367 hect. - 6 k. to N. of Saint-

Macaire. — B. : on the N., by Saint-Germain; on the E., by

Saint-Andre; on the S., by Saint-Maixant and Verdelais: on
the W., by Sainte-Croix, Gabarnac and Monprimblanc. —
P. & T. O. : Saint-Macaire.

Soil very uneven and varied : argilo-calcareous, silicious

or gravelly ; the silicious portions being spread over the

Western portion especially.

Sub-soil stony in the greatest part of the valleys
;
gravelly
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upon the summit of the hills; ribot upon several points, espe-

cially towards W. of the commune.
Red wines similar to those of Verdelais.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch -de- Oravelines (J. Cla-
vieres) 90

At Ldbaude (M rB Sieuzac). 15
At ltie (Itey) 15
At Garrouchey (Pan). . . 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Chagneau (M rfl Bouridey) 15
At Antoine (Antoine). . . 15
Penon (Baritaud) 12

Id. JGouge) 15
At la Gravette (Pignac). . 12

Fifteen small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

SAINT-GERMAIN-DE-GRAVE. — 271 inh.— 617 hect.

— 6 k. to N. of Saint-Macaire. — B. : on the N., by Mourens
and Saint-Martial ; on the E., by Saint-Andre-du-Bois ; on the

S., by Le Pian and Saint-Maixant; on the W., by Semens and

Monprimblanc; on theN.-W., by Donzac— P.&T. O. : Saint-

Macaire.

Soil uneven, presenting gen. a gravelly ground towards

S., with soft soil to N., and strong land towards E.

Sub-soil of argil or graves to S. ; of ribot (hard reddish

earth) to N.; of ashlars to E.; Saint-Germain furnishes gravel

to 4 5 communes for the keeping of the roads.

Red wines improving daily and gradually retaking their

ancient reputation of the last century ; they form good ordi-

nary wines, gen. superior to those of the environs; price at

vintage time, 500 to 650 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns .

red wine.

Ch. - Saint - Germain ( M rs

Paul Maltre) 150
At Mellange (Aubert). . . 25

Tuns
red wine.

At Genisson (Routet). . . 50
At Jullidiere (Jullidiere). . 40
At Chatard (M» Sieuzac). . 30

Thirty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuus.

SAINT-MARTIAL. — 243 inh. — 747 hect. — 9k to N.

of Saint-Macaire. — B. : on the N., by Mourens and Gornac;

on the E., by Saint-Laurent-du-Bois ; on the S., by Sainte-

Foy-la-Longue and Saint-Germain; on the W., by Saint-Ger-

main and Semens.
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Soil rugged and varied, alternately argilo-calcareous and

sandy-argillaceous soft ground. — Sub-soil of argil or stone

under strong land, and of ribot under soft ground.

Red wines ordinary; price at vintage time from 450 to

600 fr. the tun. — White wines of enrageat.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the Pin (Jeanneteau) . 25 3

At the bourg (E. Lanelon-
gue) 15 3

At the Gris (Chiron). . 10 10

Tuns
red w. white w.

At IArnonier (Frouin). . 10 4

At Gravelier (Bourgouin) 15 3

At Pitteau (Ant. Chassa-
gne) 10 4

Twenty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns, of red or white wine.

LE PIAN. — 614 inh. — 639 hect. — 3 k. to E. of Saint-

Macaire; 14 k. to W. of La Reole.— B. : on the N., by Saint

Andre-du-Bois ; on the W., by Saint-Maixant and Verdelais

;

on the S., by the Garonne and Saint-Macaire; on the E., by

Saint-Pierre-d'Aurillac. — Railway st. of Saint-Macaire. —
Steamers touching at Tivoli. — P. & T. O.: Saint-Macaire.

Soil : to S., alluvions bordering the Garonne, soft sandy

argillaceous soil upon some points, slightly gravelly in the

high plains, and somewhat uneven upon the hills. — Sub-
soil argillaceous or stony; quarries of free stones and ashlars

in the neighbourhood of the church.

Red wines of cotes ; they constitute good ordinary wines
,

price from 450 to 600 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At Ballade (Jullidiere). . . 20
Id. (Lacoste). ... 18

At the Thurat (Arnaud Du-
perrieu) 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Pichot (Bourgoing). . . 18
Id. (Pierre Branlat). 15

At Penot (Jean Chiron). . . 18

IN PLAIN OR IN PALUS

Chat.- Fayard (Joly de Bois-
set)

, 12
At VEglise (Bourges). . . 20

At VEglise (Bares). ... 20
At Paulet (Rougie). ... 20

From 70 to 80 small proprietors situated in the hills generally make
from 2 to 15 tuns.
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SAINT-PIERRE-D'AURILLAC. — 1,168 inh. — 652

hect. — 12 k. to W. of La Reole; 3 k. to E. of Saint-Macaire.—

B. : on the N., by Saint-Andre-du-Bois ; on the E., by Saint-

Martin; on the S., by the Garonne; on the W., by Le Pian.

— St. of the railway of the Midi. — Steamers touching at

the village of Mondiet. — P. & T. O. : Saint-Macaire.

Soil gen. very fertile; to S., palus bordering the Garonne;
towards the bourg, high plains and soft soil; towards N.,

hills argilo-calcareous at their base, argilo-gravelly at their

summit. — Sub-soil : to S.-E. of the bourg, calcareous

banks; in the rest of the commune, ribot and beds of sand and
intercalary graves.

Red wines produced from 1/3 malbec, 1/6 merlot, 1/6 par-

dotte, 1/3 castet, panereuil and divers plants, improving gra-

dually in the greatest part of the bourgeois growths, where

the common plants are daily replaced by the choicest vines;

price 475 to 600 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS.

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

At the 4 Journeaux (Branlat) 30
At Dezeris (Laffargue). . . 30
At Jean Redon (Bourgoin) . 25

Tuns
red wine.

At Flouch (Cazenave). . . 25
At the bourg (Dejean, land

surveyor) 18

IN COTES AND IN THE PLAINS

At the bourg (Dejean junior)

Id. (Courreges).

Id. (Lacroix). . .

At Gaillard (Laveau).

Id. (Bourdier).

Id. (Sabatier).
Id. (Jeanty Poutays)

30
30
20
35
20
20
20

At Movnissens (Cluzan junior) 30
At Merigon (Cyp. Dejean). . 20

Id. (Lesquiout Poutays) 20
Troudagasse (Ant. Dejean). 25
Desarnaude (Nercam). . . 20
At the 4 Journaux (Cazeneuve,
son of Cadet) 22

IN PALUS

At the bourg ( Saint-Blancard) 30

At the Roc (Monnereau). . 45

Id. (Mondiet). ... 30

At la Mane (Cazenave). . 25

At la Mane (L. Baladon). . 18

At Dorat (Villard). ... 20

At Lanuscombe(Ma.xil6on). . 20

70 to 80 small proprietors make from 4 to 12 tuns.
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SAINT-MARTIN-DE-SESCAS.- 580 inh. — 821 hect.-

5 k. to E. of Saint-Macaire; 11 k. to W. of La Reole. — B. :

on the N., by Saint-Andre-du-Bois and Sainte-Foy; on the

E., by Caudrot; on the S., by the Garonne; on the W., by
Saint-Pierre-d'Aurillac. — Railway of the Midi, st. from

Caudrot, at 1 k. E. of the bourg. — Farm-School at the Cha-
teau-Machorre.— P. & T. O. : Caudrot.

Soil : to S., alluvions bordering the Garonne; to N. of the

commune, soft and argilo-calcareous ground presenting,

towards E., some gravelly portions. — Sub-soil composed of

soft earth, le ribot; argil or gravel upon the hills; to N.-W. of

the commune very hard calcareous banks, worked.

Red wines similar to those of Le Pian and Saint-Pierre-

d'Aurillac. Those of the hills obtain a higher price.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

IN COTES

Tuns
red wine.

Chdt.~Machorre(F. Couraud) 100
At Pouchaud (Pouchaud). . 20
At the Mayne (Branlat). . . 15

Tuns
red wine.

At Perre (Aug. Pascault). . 12
At the Fhiatte (Babin). . . 10
At the Oiron (Aug. Petit). . 30

IN PALUS AND IN HIGH PLAIN

At the Mayne (MrB Cessac)
Id. (Lagrappe).

At Gestas (Chevre and Lafau
rie)

,

At Medoue (Poutays) . . .

At Mouliot (Cazenave). .

At the bourg (MrB Verdery)

25
12

50
40
30
25

At the bourg (Doucet) . . .

At Jayle (Dejean). . . .

Id. (Parenteau). .

At Galetrix (Bouchereau)
AttheTurc (G-. Lavaud).
At Lesquillot (Verdery). .

20
25
16

15
15
15

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

CAUDROT. — 1,326 hect.— 637 inh.- 55 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bxby the national road; 52 by the railway; 6 k. to E. of Saint-

Macaire; 9 k. to W. of La Reole. — B. : on the N., by Saint-

Martin and Sainte-Foy; on the E., by Casseuil ; on the S., by
the Garonne; on the \Y\, by Saint-Martin-de-Sescas. — Rail-

way of the Midi, st. at the bourg.— Steamers.— P. & T.O.
Soil varied : to S., very fertile alluvions; to N., argilo-cal-

careous hills and, in some parts, argilo-gravelly.— Sub-soil:

upon the hills, argil based upon hard stone banks; between
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the hills and the alluvions, plains of argilo-sandy ground,
upon a gravel foundation.

Red wines produced from 2/5 malbec (mauzat or queue-
rouge), 1/5 pardotte, 2/5 grapput, prueras, noir doux, larrivet,

panereuil and other plants; those of the hills are bodied, well

coloured, of good taste, and acquiring, at the end of three or

four years, a delicacy and bouquet which entitle these wines
to a place amongst the very good ordinary; those of the plains

are not so fine, but both sorts of wines are esteemed as

wines for cargo : price, according to the years and growths,
450 to 600 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Ch.- Gayon (Am6dee Tardieu) 70
La Serve (Chariot) 60
At the bourg (Sarrante). . . 20

Id. (Bouchereau) . . . 20
(Petit) 20
(Jean Branlat). . 20
(Babin) 20
(Grouzard). ... 15
(Pauly) 15

(Lucmalle). ... 12

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

id.

Id

At the bourg (Robin)
Id. (Razac). . . .

Id. (Bruno Lacoste)
Id. (Louis Lacos).
Id. (Miss Branlat).

At Palalot (Latite). . . .

At Sargos (V. Doucet). . .

Id. (Terrieu). . . .

At the pas &- Georges (Ch
Triault)

Tuns
red wine.

12

10
10
10
6

20
20
15

20

Rfty small proprietors make from 2 to 8 tuns.

SAINT ANDRE-DU-BOIS. - 659 inh. — 1,000 hect. —
6 k. to N.-E. of Saint-Macaire; 15 k. to N.-W. of La Reole. —
B. : on the N., by Saint~Germain-de-Grave and Saint-Martial

;

on the E , by Sainte-Foy and Saint-Martin-de-Sescas; on the

S., by Saint-Martin and Saint-Pierre-d'Aurillac; on the W.,
by Le Pian, Semens, Saint-Maixant. — P. & T. O.

Soil rather uneven, argilo calcareous or gravelly, towards

S.; and argilo silicious towards N. — Sub-soil of ribot or of

sand, with some gravelly portions towards S;c

Red wines ordinary, similar to those of Saint-MartiaL

(See p. 537.)

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Tuns
red wine.

Perrayne (F. Couraud) . . 90
Chat .-Mairomet (de Forcadc;

de la Roquette) 60

Tuns
red wine.

Chateau - d ' Arche-Jardinet
and at Fongrares (Claverie) 35

At Petlt-Pey (Th. Castets).. 30
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Tuns
red wine.

At Chariot (Castets). . . . 20

At Vieille-Morte (Fayaut). . 20
Id. (Ach. Desprin). . 20

At the oourg (Maurice Gillar-

deau).. 20

Tuns
red wine.

At la Laurence (Dejean). . 29

At Franc-Mayne (Omer Mau-
rette) 15

At Petit-Pays (Etienne Girar-

deau) 20

Sixty small proprietors make from 2 to 15 tuns.

It remains now, in order to finish the canton of Saint-Ma-

caire, to indicate the communes of SAINT-LAURENT-DE-
PLAN, SAINT-LAURENT-DU-BOIS AND SAINTE-
FOY-LA-LONGUE, which produce more white wine than

red, both being very ordinary; the cellars of these communes
are unimportant.

CANTON OF LA REOLE.

Soil very varied : gen. alluvial and flat to S. of the canton,

upon the borders of the Garonne; irregular to N., where the

soil is alternately strong, argilo-calcareous and argillaceous

upon the slopes; fine, sandy-argillaceous, sometimes gravelly,

upon the plateaux. — Sub-soil very varied : stone, gravel,

sand, compact soil, called crotte de crabe, or argil. To W. of

the canton , excellent argil quarries proper to tiles and

bricks.

Red wines, gen. produced from 1/4 malbec (cote rouge),

and 3/4 common plants : grapput, piquepout, panereuil, fer,

bois droit, petite and grosse pardotte; they are very often

most ordinary and are sold, at vintage time, from 450 to

600 fr. We must except the first growths of the commune of

Gironde and Casseuil which are planted choicely and produce

excellent ordinary wines which obtain, at vintage time, 500 to

700 fr.

White wines produced from enrageat and jurangon, which
enter for 1/10, 1/6 or 1/4 into the plantation. These wines, ge-

nerally destined for blendings, are sold at vintage time, from

200 to 300 fr. the tun, wood inclusive.

CASSEUIL. — 468 inh. — 615 hect. — 5 k. to W. of La
Reole.— B. : on theN., by Sainte-Foy-la-Longue and Morizes;

16
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on the E., by Gironde ; on the S. , by Gironde and the Garonne

;

on the W., by Caudrot. — Railway, st. at Caudrot and at

Gironde. — Steamers touching at Caudrot. — P. O. : Gi-

ronde. — T. O. : La Reole.

Soil : to S., very fertile alluvions, on the two sides of the

Drot and the borders of the Garonne; to N., very rugged, ar-

gilo-calcareous hills, presenting upon some of their summits

fine gravelly ground. — Sub-soil of the hills, gen. composed
of ribot, sometimes ferruginous

;
gravel or stone of a blackish

ferruginous nature is found in the centre of the commune

,

worked in free stone or ashlars.

Red wines, produced from 2/5 malbec, 4/5 grapput, 2/5

larrivet, pardotte, syrrah, merlot, cabernets and other plants.

The fine medocain plants, very rare in the small paysan

properties, form the base of all the new plantations of the

principal bourgeois proprietors who have pruned a portion of

their vines to 40 or 50 cent, of the soil, and who gather bodied,

well coloured and rather delicate wines, gaining as they age a

very agreeable bouquet, and which are entitled to a place in

the category of the good wines of the cotes on the right side

of the Garonne. The red wines from the small paysan pro-

perties are common : price at vintage time, 450 to 600 fr. the

tun.— White wines of enrageat, ordinary; price at vintage

time 300 to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

I s4 GROWTHS OF THE COMMUNE

Tuns
redw. white w.

Chateau-de- Couloumey (G.

Richard) 80 »

Chateau - de - Montauban
(de Soyres) 60 »

Tuns
redw. while w.

Chat.-de-Pudris (conite de
Menou) 30 25

At the Castera (Lanelon-
gue) 10 r>

2nd GROWTHS

At Cantemerle (P, Le-
haut). . . 26

Id. (J. Ballereau ju-

nior). ... 40

At la Courtiade (Ballereau
senior) 10 4

At Vile (Lacoste Vital). . 30 D
At Arbouliers (Barthalot) 40 4

Forty small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns red or white.
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GIRONDE. — 1,238 inh. — 884 hect. — 60 k. to S.-S.-E. of

Bx
;
4 k. to W. of La Reole.— B.: on theN., by Les Esseintes;

on the E , by La Reole; on the S., by the Garonne; on the W.,
by Casseuil and Morizes. — Railway of the Midi, station in

the bourg. — Steamers, wharf at the port of La Bacque. —
P.& T. O.: La Reole.

Soil: to S., alluvions bordering the Garonne; to N. of the

bourg and on the left side of the Drot, plateau of sandy-ar-

gillaceous soil, somewhat fertile; on the right side of the

Drot, argilo-calcareous hills, covered with vines and wood.

—

Sub-soil presenting gen. ribot based upon a thick layer of

argil. Towards E., some gravelly portions.

Red wines ordinary, well coloured, rather mellow; price

at vintage time, 450 to 600 fr., according to the years; the

growths of MM. de Marcellus, deSangues and of the village of

Boutaut, obtain from 500 to 700 fr.— White "wines of enra-

geat
;
price 300 to 400 fr.

PRINCIPAL PROPRIETORS

Chateau - Beausejour (Cte

de Marcellus)
At the bourg (de Saugues

brothers)

.

Id. (Chaigne).
At Boutaut (L.-N. Char-

lot). . .

Id. (Follardeau)

Tuns
red w. white w.

30 20

12
5

3
3

Tuns
red w. white w.

At the bourg (Heirs L. Se-
rizier). ... 10 10

Id. (Paul Laborde).. 10 »
Id. (Nicolas Ballan) 5 7

At Dezelis (Sarraute). . . 6 15
AtPuderran-de-Haut (Pi-

nes) 12 4

La Becque (M is de Canolle) 10 10

A hundred small proprietors make from 2 to 10 tuns.

In the other communes of the canton of La Reole, the prin-

cipal cellars for red wine are :

Tuns
red w. white w.

At la Reole (Cazenave).. 50 »

At Blaignao(Deyna.udY)re
) 30 »

At Fosses-Balaysac ( de
Brezets) 25 30

At Lamothe - Landeron
(Martineau) 30 »

red w.

At Mongauzy (Morrain)..
At St-Michel (F. Pozet). .

Id. (J. Sarrazin)..

At Noaillan growth of the

Sablon (Leon d'Uzard)
Al the bourg (Duborry). .

Tuns
white w.
30 »

35 15

35 5

20 75

2 15

The soil of this canton is divided and cultivated by petty

farmers and presents a great number of small cellars combi-
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ning about 20 tuns red or white, and which we have desi-

gnated in our Statistique generate de la Gironde, tome II.

We shall say the same for the cantons of Monsegur, Sauve-

terre and Pellegrue, where the soil and the vinicol products

are nearly the same as in the canton of La Reole.

Amongst the most important cellars are :

IN THE CANTON OF MONSEGUR.

Tuns Tuns
red w. white w. red w. white w.

At Monsegur (H. Boulin). 10 40 At Mesterrieux (Allais). . 8 50
Id. (X. Ithier). . . 10 20 Id. (Anglade). . . » 50

At Cours (H. Issartier) . .

Id. (Jean Trimouille)
10 25 At the Puy (Lud. Boulin
20 20 de Gachon), to be sold. 5 45

At Couture* (A. Dussaud) 10 40 At Rimons (de Bignon). 12 50
At Dieulivol (P. Laugaj. 20 50 At Sainte-Gemme (Heirs
At Mesterrieux (H. Mi- N. Cousseau) 8 20
chaelsen) 8 40 Id. (H. Ithier). . 20 60

IN THE CANTON OF SAUVETERRE.

At Blazimon Ch. de Cugat
(d'Auzac de
Lamartinie)

.

Id. 2/n of Pontar-
ret (P. Mi-
gron). . .

Id . Ch. -du- Bedat
(Follardeau)

At Coirac (Vervalois).

Id. Ch.-Barit (E.

Thounens). .

At Castelvlel (P.Boussard)
At Cleyrac (Banizette). .

Id. (Bouey). . .

At Daubeze (JT. Robert). .

At Gornac (J. Arnaud se-

nior). . . .

Id. (Roux). . . .

Id. (Bouircs). . .

At Mauriac (H. Bonnin).
Id. ( J. Matthieu

Judde de La Riviere). .

100 10

50 25

» 150
3 30

10 20
5 40
5 40
10 20
5 40

8 100
3 100
3 40
4 95

8 30

Id.

Id.

At Merignas Chdt.-Labey-
lie-Pelleboue
(AbelRamet) 25 100

Ch.-de- Cluzeau
(de Galateau
de Fombon-
ne). . . .

(Ichon). . . .

At Mourens-Monpezat (E.

Denisse).
Id. (Paul Promis).

At the Puch (C. de Cour-
nuaud)

At Roch Ch,-de-Vaure
(Follardeau).

(Picq). . . .

(du Foussat de
Bogeron). .

(Coulon). . .

growth of the
Gourdins (J.-M.-J. de
La Riviere father). . . 8 28

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

15
15

40
50

25
25

25
30

6 50

75 100
75 50

60
25

1. Cellars at Mauriac.
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Tuns
red w. white w.

At Saint-Brice (P. Gours-
sies) 5 45

At Saint-Felix de Fon-
caude (Guitard). ... 3 50

Id. (Paul Laborde) 35 40
At Saint-Hilaire-du-Bois
(Vincent Chollet). . . » 40

At St-ZSger (Emile Judde
de La Rivie-
re). ... » 75

Id. (de Cardonne). » 50
At Saint-Martin-de-Lerm

(P. Laroze). » 75

Tuns
red w. white w.

At Saint-Martin-de-Lerm
(F. Chastre). . 8 50

A t Si-Romain de Vignague
(Andre Gi-
rard). . . » 40

Id. (P. Gabouriau
de Latour) » 40

AtSaint- Sulpice-des-Pom-
miers (Jolly de Bon-
neau) 2 50

At Sallebruneau (Clement
d'Uzard) » 40

IN THE CANTON OF PELLEGRUE.

At Pellegrur (Chat. Lafo-
rest) (Bar&me, prefect). 15 75

At Cazaugitat (Chateau
Launay) (M™
J. Ragouet). 7 50

Id. (R. Saint-Cyr
de Monlaur) 5 55

Id. (R. Vacher. . 5 40
At Massugas ( Chateau-
Pailhas) (H. Fourcaud). 50 8

At Massugas (Duthil). . 30 10

At Massugas (J. Rambaud) 25 10
Id (de Gorsse). . 25 6

At St-Antoine(Je^u Grave) » 75
At Saint-Ferme (Lavau). x> 80
At Saint-Ferme (Chateau

de Lagageante) (G. du
Nogues) 4 75

At Saint-Ferme (F. La-
boual) » 50

At Soussac (Monlaur de j> 75
Saint-Cyr)



THE SANDY VINEYARDS

CANTON OF LA TESTE

We shall terminate this new edition of « Bordeaux and its

wines » with some remarks about the new vineyards.

Viticulture has been practised in this canton since a long

time, but in such a state of inferiority that the « Statistique

generate de la Gironde, » published in 1874, could only cite

10 properties, at Gujan and Mestras, which produced from 6

to 18 tuns and about one hundred more, but of unimportant

extent.

Since the last three years, it is no more the same. Two
important vineyards are now being made and commence to

give a certain production. The one belonging to Messrs

Feray, Decauville & G. Schlumberger occupies a space of

300 hectares and will soon be enlarged to 700 hectares. — The
other, under the direction of Messrs Dumay & Desforges, is

about 30 hect.

We give hereafter a brief outline of the bold and beautiful

undertaking of the former proprietors who have already obtai-

ned results giving the finest expectations. MM. Feray, Decau-

ville & Schlumberger, struck with the prosperity of the vines

of the South of France, in the sandy soils which resist the

Phylloxera, undertook to plant 700 hect. of vines in the

domains of Terre-Neuve, Bergantade and la Madeleine, situa-

ted nearly at an equal distance between the pond of Cazeaux

and the basin of Arcachon, on the side of the road from La
Hume to Sanguinet. These estates are 2000 m. long from N.

to S. by 3500 m. from E. to W.
When these Gentlemen began this vast and beautiful work,

they observed that the ground was an extensive plateau slo-

ping rather towards the Arcachon basin, with a declivity from
S. to N. of 2 mm. 1;2 by meter.

The analysis of the soil is 95 °/o silica, 4 °/o argil andl °/o

mould.
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MM. Feray, Decauville & Schlumberger have directed their

attention to the three following points :

1° To cut away all the wood, in order to have great

draughts of air and thus avoid the spring frosts.

2° To increase the number of draining trenches, so as to

prevent humidity, so hurtful to the vines. 45,000 met. of

trenches are already in conjunction with the Grand Canal of

Cazeaux to La Hume through four principal smaller canals.

These trenches have a space of 100 m. or 50 m. from E. to W.
according to the dampness of the soil.

3° To dig up the ground 60 cent, in depth in order to trans-

port to the surface the sub-soil, which is not so good, and
leave at the bottom the earth of the upper soil which gives

the best aliment to the vine ; finally, to level the land.

The earth-works are made in a most economical way and
with a remarkable perfection, thanks to a particular organi-

zation of the labourers who live under a military, but fatherly

direction.

For the clearing, two road and ploughing locomotives, from

the house of Fowler & O, whose agent in France is Mr. Decau-

ville senior, have arrived at Gujan in november 1879. —
These engines, of 14 horse power each, are placed at the

extremity of the piece of land which is to be ploughed at

520 m. distance; they are tied by iron steel cables, which
run on the tread-wheels placed under each machine, working
alternately and setting in motion the plough, — with two
superposed shares, digging up the ground to 60 cent, in

depth, — the harrows and the rollers.

Grace to this moving power, one hectare of ground is

cleared up, ploughed, harrowed and rolled by four of five

men in a day.

The vine is kept low by the means of an iron wire, at 50

cent, above the soil and cut as in the Medoc, whence all the

plants have been taken from the best sources. The stakes are

more distant than in Medoc (at 1 m. 50 on all sides).

These young vines have only received hitherto 42 fr. che-
mical manure (lime-phosphate) per hectare.

The results that we have been able to observe at the end
of September 1882 were really extraordinary : the young plants,

at their first or second leaf, presented all a magnificent vege-
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tation and a great part of those at their third leaf bore fruit.

The grapes that we have tasted were in perfect state of matu-
rity and did not show any trace either of coulure or oidium,

whilst the coulure has destroyed in all the vineyards of the

Gironde more than the half of the expectations we had enter-

tained in the spring. The frost, which laid waste in 1881

amongst the vines of the Graves around Bordeaux, did not

leave any trace and the spring frosts did not destroy any
buds in this new vineyard.

Three places of vinification are being constructed in this

vast plain.

In the wine-press houses, organized without a first floor,

all is carried on by steam power.

In visiting this vineyard and in admiring these young

plants already loaded with fruit, we could not help casting a

glance on the surrounding wasteland, still uncultivated and

covered with heath and we were struck, nearly moved, by

the spectacle of what man is able to do when he makes an

intelligent use of his own strength and of the great power

with which he is endowed, by the progress of industry and

science

!



RECOMPENSES

AWARDED TO SUNDRY PROPRIETORS OF VINES OF THE

GIRONDE BY THE JURY OF THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION

OF PARIS, IN 1855.

A Medal of honour has been awarded to the Chamber of

commerce.
1 st class medals.

Aguado (vicomte), Chateau Margaux.

De Courtivron, Chateau-Latour.

De Flers, Chateau-Latour.

Sir Samuel Scott, Chateau-Lafite.

2nd class medals.

Ducru-Ravez, Beaucaillou.

De Boisregard, Gruaud-Larose,
Marquis de Lascases, Leoville.

Barton, Leoville.

Baron Sarget, Gruaud-Larose.

Baron de Poyfere, Leoville.

Martyn, Cos-d'Estournel.

Baron de Rothschild, Mouton.

De Puysegur, Vivens-Durfort.

Honourable mentions.

Guestier (P.-F.), Ghateau-de-Beychevelle.

F. Lestapis, Calon-Segur.

O. de Luetkens, La Tour-Carnet.

E. Pereire, Palmer.

De Lur-Saluges, White wine of Preignac.

Pommez, Haut-Barsac.

Goudal son, Chateau-Lafite.

M. Goudal son has obtained two honourable mentions, one

for his exhibition and the other for his collaboration.

Apart from the exhibition made by the Chamber of com-
merce, a 2nd class medal has been awarded to M. the baron
de Pichon-Longueville, proprietor of the growth of this name,
and M. Amedee Larrieu, proprietor of the growth of Haut-
Brion (Pessac) has obtained an honourable mention.

16*



RECOMPENSES

AWARDED BY THE INTERNATIONAL JURY OF THE

UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF 1867.

Gold medals.

Heirs Vanlerberghes, Chateau-Lafite 1848.

Vicomte O. Aguado, Chateau-Margaux 1825 and 1848.

De Flers 1

De Beaumont f nv *. T , , o;o_ ~ / Chateau-Latour 1848.
De Graville (

De Courtivron 1

A. Larrieu, Chateau-Haut-Brion.

Comte Dughatel, Peyraguey-Lafaurie.

Marquis de Lasgases, Leoville 1848.

Baron de Rothschild, Mouton.

Martyn, Cos-d'Estournel.

Berger brothers and Roy, Brane-Cantenac.

E. Durand, Rauzan-Segla.

Bethmann and Faure, Gruaud-Larose.

Baron Sarget, Gruaud-Larose.

Dollfus, Montrose.

A. Lalande and Erlanger, Leoville-Poyfere.

Nath. Johnston, Ducru-Beaucaillou.

Vicomte de Pontag, Chateau-Vigneau.

Maitre and G. Merman, La Tour-Blanche.

Lafon Desir, Sauternes.

Vinicol committee of Saint-Emilion, for their collection.

Silver medals.

A. Lalande, Cantenac-Brown.

Bontemps-du-Barry, Saint-Pierre.

Guillot de Suduirault, Chateau-Suduiraut.

Marquis DE' Rolland, White wines of Preignac and Sainte-

Croix-du-Mont.

Turmann, White wines of Sainte-Croix-du-Mont.

C. Halphen, Grand-Puy 1
.

1 M. C. Halphen is proprietor of the growth of Batailley and the growth of Grand-Puy
belonged to M. Lacoste. We are consequently induced to believe that the Jury intended to

award two medals, one to each property.
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Pereire, Palmer.

G. Pesgatore, Giscours.

B. Castaing, Chateau-Poujeaux.

J.-J. Castaing, Chasse-Spleen.

Celerii:r, Growth of Lalande.

De Georges, Growth of l'Ermitage of Ludon.

Comte de la Vergne, Growth of Morange.

Malvezin, Growth of Picourneau.

Sourget, Chateau-Carmeil.

Baronne d'Abadie de Villeneuve de Durfort, Chateau-

Cantemerle.

L. Peyghaud, Cos-Labory.

Apiau, Preignac, red wine.

Brunet-Capdeville, Barsac, red wine.

Goudal, Bassens-Carbon-Blanc.

O'Lanyer, Saint-Genes, near Blaye.

Ch. Balguerie, Chateau-Thouars.

Pommez, Haut-Talence.

RECOMPENSES

AT THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF VIENNA, IN 1873.

Progress medals.

Vicomte 0. Aguado, Chateau-Margaux.
F. Beaugourt, Chateau-Labegorce.

Dollfus, Chateau-Larose.

Errazu, Cos-d'Estournel.

A. Lalande, Chateau-Leoville-Poyfere and Cantenac-Brown.
Marquis de Flers, Chateau-Latour.

G Merman and Maitre, Chateau-La-Tour-Blanche.
Gustave Roy, Chateau-d'Issan.

Baron Sarget-Lafontaine, Chattiau-Gruaud-Larose-Sarget.

Seventeen medals or diplomas of merit have been accorded

to sundry proprietors or merchants.



GIRONDDsE LAUREATES

OF THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF WINES. PARIS 1878

EXHIBITERS OUT OF COMPETITION :

M. G. Roy, member of the superior committee of the exhi-

bition.

Arm. Lalande, member of the jury.

Amedee Tastet, id.

CBAXD DIPLOMA OF HONOUR

The vineyards of the Gironde represented by the collection

of the Chamber of commerce of Bordeaux.

(M. Roux (Louis), agent of the Chamber of Commerce of

Bordeaux has obtained a silver medal for his collaboration.)

WINES OF THE MEDOC

Gold medals.

Vicomte Aguado (2
nd mention), Chateau-Margaux, at Mar-

gaux.

M rs Berger, Chateau-Brane-Cantenac, at Cantenac.

De Bethmann and A. Faure (2
nd mention), Chateau-Gruaud-

Larose, at Saint-Julien.

E. Cruse, Chateau-Giscours, at Labarde.

H. Cruse, Chateau-Pontet-Canet, at Pauillac.

M. Dollfus, Chateau-Montrose, at Saint-Estephe.

Comtesse Duchatel (2
nd mention), Chateau- Lagrange, at

Saint-Julien.

Durand-Dassier, Chateau-Rausan-Segla, at Margaux.

M rs Errazu, Cos-d'Estournel, at Saint-Estephe.

De Flers, de Beaumont, de Graville and de Courtivron

(2
nd mention), Chateau-Latour, at Pauillac.

C. Godard, Chateau-Kirwan, at Cantenac.

Nath. Johnston, Chateau-Beaucaillou, at Saint-Julien.
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Marquis de Lasgases (2
nd mention), Chateau-Leoville-Lascases,

at Saint-Julien.

Pereire, Chateau-Palmer, at Cantenac.

Baron de Pichon-Longueville, Chateau-Pichon-Longueville,

at Pauillac.

Mrs Rhone-Pereire, Chateau-Rauzan-Gassies, at Margaux.

G. Righier and de la Mare, Chateau-Durfort-Vivens, at Mar-

gaux.

Baron A.-G. and E. de Rothschild, Chateau-Lafite, at Pauillac.

Baron J. de Rothschild, Growth Mouton, at Pauillac.

Baron Sarget de la Fontaine (2
nd mention), Chateau-Gruaud-

Larose-Sarget, at Saint-Julien.

Silver medals.

Marquis d'Aux, Chateau-d'Aux-Talbot, at Saint-Julien.

Bernos, de Boissac, Ch. Couve and Deroulede, domain
of Malescot-Saint-Exupery, at Margaux.

J. Calve, Chateau-Calve-Croizet-Bages, at Pauillac.

Casteja, Chateau-Duhart-Milon, at Pauillac.

M. Cayrou, Lynch-Bages, at Pauillac.

Chaix-d'Est-Ange, Growth Lascombes, at Margaux.

G. Ducru, Chateau-Branaire-Duluc, at Saint-Julien.

Duroy de Suduiraut , Chateau-Ducasse - Grand -Puy, at

Pauillac.

De Ferrand, Chateau-Mouton-d'Armailhacq, at Pauillac.

E. Halphen (2«d mention), Chateau-Batailley, at Pauillac.

De Lestapis, Chateau-Calon-Segur, at Saint-Estephe.

Comte de Saint-Legier, Chateau-Grand-Puy-Lacoste , at

Pauillac.

M rs Sipiere, Chateau-Desmirail, at Margaux.

Bronze medals.

Mrs Bontemps-Dubarry, Chateau-Saint-Pierre-Dubarry , at

Saint-Julien.

A. Heine, Chateau-Beychevelle, at Saint-Julien.

Koenigswarter, Chateau-Le-Tertre, at Arsac.

O. de Luetkens, Chateau-La-Tour-Carnet, at Saint-Laurent

Piston d'Eaubonne, Chateau-La-Lagune, at Ludon.
O. Sollberg, growth Marquis de Terme, at Margaux.
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BOURGEOIS GROWTHS OF THE MEDOC.

Silver medals.

Bellisle-Castaing, Chateau-Poujeaux, at Moulis.

Mrs J. -J. Castaing (2
nd mention), Chateau-Chasse-Spleen, at

Moulis.

S. Celerier (2nd mention), growth Lalande, at Saint-Estephe.

U. Clauzet, growth of Le Roc, at Saint-Estephe.

E. Clauzel, Chateau-Citran, at Avensan.

Dubos, Chateau-Pomeys, at Moulis.

Mrs Est£be, growth Meyre, at Avensan.

A. Laurent, Chateau-Abel-Laurent, at Margaux.

W. Lawton, Chateau -T-n-Salle-de-Pez, at Saint-Estephe.

A. Maugras, growth Gastebois, at Moulis.

G. Merman, D of Le Crock, at Saint-Estephe.

Bronze medals.

Astien, growth Brillette, at Moulis.

E. Avril, Chateau-Dasvin-Belair, Chateau-Tanays-Clapeau, at

Blanquefort.

E. Avril father, Chateau-Grand-Clapeau-Olivier, at Blan-

quefort.

F. Beaucourt, Chateau-Labegorce, at Margaux,

Bernede, Ch.-Doumens, at Margaux.
De Guigne, Chateau-de-Senejac, at Le Pian.

T. Malvezin, Chateau-Picourneau, at Vertheuil.

De Paniagua, Chateau-Puyastrue, at Blanquefort.

Phelan, Chateau-Segur-Garramey, at Saint-Estephe.

Richier, Chateau-d'Agassac, at Ludon.

Rolland son, Growth-Lemoine, at Ludon.

E. Seignouret, Chateau-Tartuguiere, at Prignac.

in graves

Gold medals.

J. Chiapella, Chateau-La-Mission-Haut-Brion, at Pessac.

J.-B. Clerc, Chateau-Pape-Clement, at Pessac.
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S. Duffour, Chateau-Smith-Haut-Lafite, at Martillac.

Larrieu (Heirs A.) (2nd mention), Chateau-Haut-Brion, at

Pessac.

Silver medals.

Bellot des Minieres, Chateau-Haut-Bailly, at Leognan.

J. Coussolle, Chateau-Beunon, at Villenave-d'Ornon.

Vicomte d'Ibarrart d'Etchegoyen, Chateau-d'Olivier, at

Leognan.

E. Laurent, Chateau-Haut-Brion-Larrivet, at Leognan.

Bronze medals.

Brunet-Capdeville, Chateau-Nairac, at Barsac.

Buhan, Chateau-Moullerens, at Gradignan.

G. Cardova, growth Lafite, at Talence.

M. Cayrou, Ch.-Souges, at Saint-Medard en Jalle.

de Chalup, Chateau-des-Arricauds, at Landiras.

Coiffard, Chateau-Lange, at Gradignan.

P.-F. Eyquem, Chateau-Treulon, at Bruges.

Geoffroy senior, Chateau-de-Halde, at Merignac.

H. Lacoste, Chateau-de-France, at Leognan.

Baron de Montesquieu, at La Brede.

J. Ricard, Chateau-Malartic-Lagraviere, at Leognan.

A. de Righemont, Chateau-de-La-Sauque, at La Brede.

J.-B. Roux, Ch.-Labarthe-Haut-Brion, at Pessac.

Sandre, Chateau-Bois-Martin, at Leognan.

A. Vigouroux, growth Matelot, at Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans.

saint-emilion, pomerol and fronsag

Gold medals.

Arnaud, growth Petrus, at Pomerol.

J. -J. Cabanes, Domain Rouget and Gazin, at Pomerol.
Dugarpe and Dufau, Chateau-Beausejour, at Saint-Emilion.

Laussag-Fourgaud, Chateau-Cheval-Blanc, at Saint-Emilion.

Silver medals.

Bouffard, growth La Sable, at Saint-Emilion.

Duplessis-Fourgaud, Chateau-des-Trois-Moulins, at Saint-

Emilion.
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L. Nicolas, growth of Conseillante, at Pomerol.

V. Pailhas, growth Ripeau, at Saint-Emilion.

A. Piola, Chateau-Le-Cadet, at Saint-Emilion.

P. Roughut, at Pomerol.

Mrs Troplong, Chateau-Troplong-Mondot, at Saint-Emilion

Bronze medals.

Bellanger, Chateau-Monbousquet , at Saint-Sulpice-Saint-

Emilion.

Comte de Carles
,
growth Sarpe, at Saint-Christophe-des-

Bardes

R. Chaperon, growth Daugay, at Saint-Emilion.

H. Constant, Ch.-Clinet, at Pomerol.

Decesse, Ch.-Villemaurine, at Saint-Emilion.

Domecq-Cazeaux, growth La Madeleine, at Saint-Emilion.

A. Dubourg, growth La Grave-Trigant de Beaumont, at

Pomerol.

Fournier, Chateau-Figeac, at Saint-Emilion.

H. Greloud, Chateau-Dominique and Chateau-La-Closure, at

Saint-Emilion.

Comte de Malet-Rcquefort, Chateau-Puygenestous, at Saint-

Emilion.

Perez, growth Berliquet, at Saint-Emilion.

H. Wibaux, Chateau-Le-Cauze , at Saint-Christophe-des-

Bardes.

cotes and palus

Silver medals.

Beguerie, palus of Queyries, Cenon-La Bastide.

De Chasteigner, Chateau-Falfax, at Bayon.

P. Chenu-Lafitte, Chateau-Mille-Secousses, at Bourg.

P. Corne, growth Cros-de-Verteuil, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont.

Girard, growth Borie, at Latresne.

O'Lanyer, growth Le Prieure, at Saint-Genes-de-Fours.

Sabate, Chateau-de-Cadarsac, at Cadarsac.

Schroder, Chateau-Duguet, at Carbon-Blanc.

Bronze medals.

P. Bayle, Domain of Lesperon, at Saint-Vincent -de-Paul.

F. Cardez, Chateau-Jourdan, at Rions.
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Comtesse de Chalendar, growth of Couhet, at Prignac and

Cazelle.

J.-G. Coullon, growth La Riviere, at Pessac de Gensac.

Dupugh, growth Lagarette, at Camblanes.

Forgade, Ile-Boucheau, at Saint-Genes of Fours.

E. de Georges, Ch.TErmitage, at Ludon.

Gradis, growth Margarrence, at Montferrand.

Labrunie, growth Lacombe and the Bourdillot, at Mont-

ferrand.

Ch. Lalande and Gervais, Chateau-Larivallerie, at Saint-Paul,

near Blaye.

Largeteau senior, Domain of Nanau, at Lormont.

Comtesse de la Roque de Mons, Chateau-de-Lurbe,at Saint-

Laurent-d'Arce.

Lefeuvre, growth l'Ermitage, at Izon.

A. Lille, Chateau-Montjon-le-Gravier, at Sainte-Eulalie.

Mariol, Chateau-Le-Bouscaut, at Sainte-Eulalie.

J. Martinet, at Eynesse, near Sainte-Foy-la-Grande,

Vicomte du Pavillon, Chateau-Lamat, at Sainte-Croix-du-

Mont.

de Raynal, Ch.-Crain, at Baron.

Renaud, growth La Libarde, at Bourg.

Sonder, Chateau-Rousset, at Samonac.

J. Supsol, Chateau-Pomarede, at Langoiran.

Troplong, growth Gabachon, at Montferrand.

WHITE WINES

Gold medals.

Bernard, Chateau-Guiraud, at Sauternes.

Crepin-Maye, Chateau-Rieussec, at Fargues-de-Langon.

J. Osiris, Chateau-La-Tour-Blanche, at Bommes-Sauternes.
Vicomte de Pontag (2Qd mention) , Chateau-Vigneau, at Bommes-

Sauternes.

A. Ribet, Chateau-Climens, at Barsac.

L. Sarraute, Chateau-Caillou, at Barsac.

Silver medals.

J. -J. Boireau, at Barsac.

A- Bursio, growth Lamothe, at Preignac.
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Chaumette, Chateau-Pernaud, at Barsac.

Drouilhet de Sigalas, Chateau-Rabaut, at Bommes.
R. Lafon, Chateau-Raymond-Lafon, at Sauternes.

Comte H. de Lur-Saluces, growth of Malle, at Preignac.

Mrs Moller, Chateau-Mirat-Broustet, at Barsac.

Comte de la Myre-Mory , Chateau-Montalier-Romer , at

Preignac.

A. Planteau, Chateau-Langalerie, at Saint-Quentin, near

Sainte-Foy.

Rabourdin, Chateau-Suduiraut, at Preignac.

Paul Corne, clos Vertheuil, at Sainte-Oroix-du-Mont.

M rs Delol, Ch.-Saint-Amant, at Preignac.

Bronze medals.

Ballande, Chateau-Cantegril, at Barsac.

J.-G. Barade, growth Barade, at Doulezon.

A. Barrere, growth Respide, at Toulenne.

Paul Bayle, growth of the Pavilion, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont.

Ch. Brannens, growth Toumilon, at Saint-Pierre-de-Mons.

Mrs Brunet-Capdeville, Ch -Nairac, at Barsac.

J. Buty, growth Sivadoux, at Les Leves.

de Chalup, growth of Mayne, at Preignac.

P. Loubrie, at Cerons.

J. Martinet, at Saint-Pierre-de-Mons.

Nercam, growth of les Tuileries, at Fargues-de-Langon.

Pinsan, growth of Pieda, at Barsac.

Marquis de Rolland, Ch.-des-Rochers, at Preignac.



INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1879

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION OF THE WINES OF THE GIRONDE

WITH CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN, UNDER THE PATRONAGE

OF THE SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURE OF THE GIRONDE.

RED WINES

MED0C, GRAVES AND PALUS OF GRAVES.

Diploma of honour.

Baron Sarget, Chateau-Gruaud-Larose, at Saint-Julien (1870,

1873,1874, 1875, 1877, 1878).

Diploma of gold medals.

J.-B. Castaing, Chateau-Poujeaux, at Moulis (1875).

D'Armana, Chateau-Lamothe, at Cussac (1874, 1875, 1877,

1878).

Diploma of silver medals.

A. de Righemond, Chateau-La-Sauque, atLaBrede (1875, 1876,

1877).

J. Rigard, Chateau-Malartic-Lagraviere, at Leognan (1877,

1878).

Saint-Leon-Boyer-Fonfrede, Chateau-Victoria, at Vertheuil

(1874, 1875, 1876, 1878).

Gontier-Lalande, Chateau-Cujac, at Castelnau (1877, 1878).

Diploma of bronze medals.

Revolat junior, Domain of Haut-Callens, at Beautiran (1875,

1876, 1877).

U. Guillot, Domain of Limageres, at Beautiran (1876, 1877,

1878).
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Simon Lannes, Domain of Lucques, at Portets(1874, 1875, 1876,

1877, 1878).

Louis Boireau, Chateau-Prost, at Barsac (palus, r. w. 1874).

J.-V. Grandval, at Bellegrave-du-Poujeau, at Le Pian (1877,

1878).

O. Rodrigues, Chateau-Laurenzanne, at Gradignan ( 1876,

1877, 1878).

G. Schacher, growth of Hanetot, at Leognan (1876, 1877,1878).

J. Chambrelent, Chateau-Laroque, at Talence (1877).

A. Adde, Chateau-Preuillac, at Lesparre (1874, 1875, 1877, 1878).

Lequien de la NEUFViLLE,Chateau-Cap-de-Haut, at Lamarque
(1875, 4877).

P. Mondon, Domain of Anseillan, at Pauillac (1877, 1878).

F. Beaugourt, Chateau-Labegorce, at Margaux (1877, 1878).

POMEROL, SAINT-6MILIONNAIS, FRONSADAIS AND CASTILLONNAIS.

Diploma of honour.

A. Piola, growth Cadet and Pourret, at Saint-Emilion (1874,

1875. 1877, 1878).

J.-J. Cabannes, growth Gazin, atPomerol (1876, 1877, 1878).

Diploma of gold medals.

J. Arnaud, growth of Petrus, at Pomerol (1876, 1878).

J. Duffau, growth of Clinet, at Pomerol (1877, 1878).

L. Nicolas, growth of Conseillante,at Pomerol (1875, 1878).

H. Sergant de Cuzes, Chateau-Recougne, at Galgon (1876,

1877), which obtained rank of silver medal in competition

with the first wines of cotes of Fronsac, Parsac, etc. These

medals indicate the rank obtained in the competition, but

not the intrinsic value of the wines with regard to the

country of production, classed the last.

Planteau, Chateau-Langalerie, at Saint-Quentin de Caplong

(red wines 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, same observation as the

preceding).

Diploma of silver gilt medals.

R. Destrilles, growth La Cabanne, at Pomerol (1874).

Rouchut father, clos Leglise, at Pomerol (1874).
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Pierre Bouche, growth Canon, at Fronsac (1865).

Mrs Chollet, growth of Jeandeman, at Saint-Aignan (1878).

L. de Malet-ROQUEFORT, growth of La Gaffeliere, at Saint-

Emilion (1875, 1877, 1878).

Diploma of silver medals.

Ignace Santi, growth of Camus, at Saint-Emilion (1875, 1877,

1878).

Fournier, Chateau-Figeac, at' Saint-Emilion (1875, 1877, 1878).

H. Greloud, growth La Dominique, at Saint-Emilion (1877).

H. Greloud, growth La Closure, at Saint-Emilion (1875).

L. Darbeau, growth of Gombaude-Guillot, at Pomerol (1877,

1878).

Mrs Nicolas, growth of Perron, at Lalande-Pomerol (1877,1878).

J. Dubut, growth of Grimmont, at Saint-Philippe d'Aiguille

(1874, 1878).

Diploma of bronze medals.

Merlande junior, growth Desaigue (palus), at La Riviere

(1875, 1876).

Cazeaux, growth Grand-Corbin, at Saint-Emilion (1875).

E. Burgade
,
growth of Lisse, at Saint-Etienne de Lisse

(1875, 1876).

Largeteau, growth Gachet, at Neac (1875, 1877, 1878).

P. Durand, growth Graveyron, at Sainte-Terre (1878).

Bourson, growth Picon, at Eynesse (1878)

P. Guibert, growth Grand-Moulinet, at Pomerol (1877).

COTES AND PALUS.

Diploma of silver gilt medals.

Gayet, Chateau-Croute-Charlus, at Bourg (1875, 1876, 1878).

Diploma of silver medals.

L. Rousseau,Chateau-Ferreyre, at Saint-Vincent-de-Paul(1878).

P. Bertin, growth Tasta, at Saint -Andre-de-Cubzac (1877).

Quangard father, growth Esteyrolle, at Saint-Gervais (1875,

1876, 1878).
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Canon brothers, at Cars and at Saint-Martin of Blaye (1878).

Arm. Lille, Chateau-Montjon-le-Gravier, at Sainte-Eulalie(1876,

1877, 1878).

Beguerie, Domain of Laujac, at B*-Queyries (1876, 1877, 1878).

Diploma of bronze medals.

J. Mourin, growth Haut-Brion, at Saint-Loubes (1878).

Galouye, growth Barlet, at Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac.

Gaudin, growth Le Moyne, at Blaye (1878).

J. Daurel, growth Salazar, at Carbon-Blanc (1878).

Turenne, H. Sue et C e
, Chateau-Grimont, at Quinsac (1876-77).

Largeteau, Domain of Nanau, at Lormont (1874, 1875, 1876,

1877, 1878).

J. Bernard, Chateau-du-Tillac,at Ambares(1878).

Dupugh, Chateau-Lagarette, at Camblannes (1878).

J. Beyssac, Chateau-La-Ferrade, at La Tresne (1878).

WHITE WINES
FIRST GROWTHS

Diploma of honour.

Drouilhet de Sigalas, growth of Sigalas-Rabaut, at Bommes
(1870, 1871, 1876, 1878).

Diploma gold medals.

Vicomte G. de Pontag , Chateau-Vigneau, at Bommes-Sau-
ternes (1876).

H. Rabourdin, Chateau-Suduiraut, at Preignac-Sauternes

(1874, 1876, 1877, 1878).

SECOND GROWTHS.

Juhel Bilot, Chateau-Doisy, at Barsac (1876, 1878).

Raymond-Lafon, Chateau-R.-Lafon, at Sauternes (1878).

Adr. Mericq, Chateau-d'Arehe, at Sauternes (1876).

Aug. Bertin, Chateau-Pugneau and d'Arche, at Preignac

(1876, 1878).

These second growths have been placed in competition with

the first and have been classed rather below the latter.
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COMMUNES.

E. Grillon, Chateau-Veyres,at Preignac (1877).

Dufour brothers, growth Clouiscot, formerly growth Bon-

neau, at Barsac (1874, 1878).

M rs Lataste, clos Piada, at Barsac (1877).

Pauly brothers, clos of Uza, at Saint-Pierre-cle-Mons (1876).

C. Andrieu, Domain of Lafue, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont (1877).

Mrs de Rolland, Chateau-Lamarque, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont

(1874).

Noel, Chateau-Cerons, at Cerons (1876, 1878).

Diploma of silver gilt medals.

FIRST GROWTHS.

E. Grillon, Haut-Peyraguey, at Bommes-Sauternes (1874).

SECOND GROWTHS.

Dubroca brothers, Chateau-Doisy, at Barsac (1877).

COMMUNES.

Abel Barrere, Ch&teau-Respide, at Toulenne (1876).

Raymond Bernadet, growth of Trois-Piliers, at Toulenne

(1878).

P. Corne, clos of Vertheuil,at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont (1874).

J. Lataste son, Chateau-Lapassonne, at Cadillac (1876, 1877).

Adr. Poissonnie, growth of Madere, at Podensac(1877).

Diploma of silver medals.

J. Teyssonneau, Chateau-Menauta, at Barsac (1876).

P. Loubrie
, Chateau-Cerons and Larrouquey, at Cerons

(1876, 1878).

Doctor Moreau, Chateau-de-Mauves, at Podensac (1876).

Ch. Brannens, growth Toumilon, at Saint-Pierre de Mons
(1876-77).

Michel Vignes, Domain de TEscaley, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont

(1878).

Albert Lafon, Chateau-de-Taste, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont

(1876, 1878).
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Diploma of bronze medals.

J£r. Medeville, Chateau-Beaulieu, at Cerons (1876, 1878).

Leo Ducasse, growth of Ordonnat, at Langon (1877).

Mrs Dezeimeris, Chateau-Loupiac, at Loupiac (1874, 76, 77).

D. Daban, growth Fournier, at Saint-Morillon (1878).

JURY :

President : L. Berniard.

Reporter : A. Hauchecorne-Favre.

Vice-Presidents : Randon and Larronde.

Members of the jury : Frederic Lagroix, J. Quangard son

senior, C. Gigqueaux, P. Dreyfud, M. Chiapella, Devaux son

senior, Alfred Boyer, G. Lepine, J.-J. Bastien, J.-B. Lablanche,

J. Desmartial, Victor Devaux, L. Barral.

MM. Le Goues, Chenu-Lafitte, comte de la Vergne Gue-
naut, could not participate to the labours of the jury.

MM. F. Lagroix, E. Larronde, G Lepine, A. Boyer, being

members of the jury could not participate to the concourse.
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GIRONDE

20th GLASS RED AND WHITE WINES

Exhibitors out of competition as members of the jury.

Arm. Lalande, at Bordeaux.

Am. Tastet, at Bordeaux.

G. Merman, at Bordeaux.

Hauchegorne-Favre, at Bordeaux.

A. Fourcade, at Bordeaux.

Out of competition on account of gold medals already obtained.

M rs H. Cruse, at Bordeaux.

M rs Am. Larrieu, at Bordeaux.

Trilles brothers and Banyuls-Trilles, at Bordeaux.

Durand-Dassier, at Bordeaux.

classed wines of medoc

Gold Medals of merit.
N"of

the catalogue

3493. de Rothschild (barons A., G. and E.), Chateau-Lafite, at

Pauillac.

3588. de Rothschild (baron James), Chateau-Mouton, at

Pauillac.

1783. Rhone (M rs
), Chateau-Rauzan-Gassies, at Margaux.

19. Richier (G.) and de la Mare, Chateau-Durfort-Vivens,

at Margaux.

4118. Berger (M rs
), Chateau-Brane-Cantenac, at Cantenac.

3438. de Pighon-Longueville (baron), Chateau-Pichon-Lon-
gueville, at Pauillac.

1590. Johnston (N.), Chateau-Ducru-Beaucaillou , at Saint-

Julien.

1842. M rs Errazu, Cos-d'Estournel, at Saint-Estephe.

2449. M. Dollfus, Chateau-Montrose, at Saint-Estephe.

4296. Roy (G.), Chateau d'Issan, at Cantenac.

2565. Dughatel (comte) and due de la Tremouille, Chateau-

Lagrange, at Saint-Julien.

16**
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1782. Pereire, Chateau-Palmer, at Cantenac

3385. Heirs de Lestapis, Chateau-Calon-Segur, at Saint Es-

tephe.

3829. Ravez (comte) and ma'rquis de Carbonnier de Marzag,

Ducru-Branaire, at Saint-Julien.

Cast^ja, Milon-Duhart, at Pauillac.

Silver Medals o! merit.

1867. M rs de Luetkens, La Tour-Carnet, at Saint-Laurent.

994. de Chavailles, Chateau-Pouget, at Cantenac.

4327. Cayrou senior (Maurice), Lynch-Bages, at Pauillac.

1562. M rs Koenigswarter, Chateau-Le-Tertre, at Arsac.

2155. de Solminihac, Haut-Bages, at Pauillac.

1884. Peychaud, Cos-Labory, at Saint-Estephe.

bourgeois growths of the medog

Gold Medals of merit.

1916. M rs Lahens and son, Chateau-Laroze-Perganson, at

Saint-Laurent.

3163. Clauzel (Etienne), Chateau-Citran, at Avensan.

3298. Clauzet (Ulysse), Le Roc, at Saint-Estephe.

2281. Bourgade (Aug.), at Listrac.

4134. Gontier-Lalande, Chateau-Cujac, at Castelnau and at

Moulis

1069. Giese (F.), Chateau-Rose-La-Biche, at Macau.

1405. Beaugourt (Fortune), Chateau-La-Begorce, at Margaux.

1887. Herran (Victor), Chateau-Beaumont, at Cussac.

Silver Medals of merit.

2434. Skawinski (P.), Rosemont-Geneste, at Labarde.

15. Heirs Righier, Chateau-d'Agassac, at Ludon.

929. Bernet (Maurice), Chateau-Doumens, at Margaux.
3274. Du Perier de Larsan, growth Brillette, at Moulis and

Arcins.

2501. M rs Ferghaud, Chateau-Bellevue , Saint-Lambert, at

Pauillac; Chateau-Caronne, at Saint-Laurent.

1327. Cayrou senior (Maurice), Chateau-Souges, at Saint-Me-

dard-en-Jalles.

940. Abdon d'Armana, Chateau-Lamothe, at Cussac.
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1382. Goffre senior, at Moulis.

3922. Charron (Daniel), Chateau-MDntblanc, at Civrac, and
Chateau-Barrail, at Begadan.

2470. Brion (U.), Chateau-Monthil, at Begadan.

2333. Heirs Chasseriau, Chateau-Maucamps, at Macau.

822. Bellemer, Chateau-Priban, at Macau.

2007. M rs Tronquoy de Lalande, Chateau-Bel-Orme, at Saint-

Seurin-de-Cadourne.

2437. Lamorere junior, at Moulis.

3806. Langlois, Chateau-de-Cujac, at Saint-Aubin.

1905. Duclerc-Chaulet, Chateau-Bellevue-Cordeillan-Bages,

at Pauillac.

3302. Clauzet (Ismael), Growth de Lugagnac, at Vertheuil.

2585. Pigneguy, Chateau-Retou, at Lamarque.

3521. Lamorere senior, at Moulis.

3052. Ducasse iFleury), Chateau-Liversan, at Saint-Sauveur.

2513. Hugon (Ant.), at Moulis.

3288. Charron, Chateau-La-Caussade, at Begadan.

2467. Abbadie (B.), Chateau-Moulis, at Moulis.

2347. Bert (I.), Chateau-Canteloup, at Saint-Estephe.

1448. Mondon (Pierre), Growth Anseillan, at Pauillac.

2573, Lestage son, at Moulis.

3516. Desmons, Chateau-Trintaudon-Larose, at Saint-Laurent.

2347. Bert, Couqueques-Saint-Christoly.

4116. Carriben, at Margaux.

3509. Guillory, Chateau-Taffard-de-Blaignan, at Blaignan.

1119. Le Quien de la Neufville, Cap-de-Haut, at Lamarque.
794. Promis (Paul), Domain d'Angludet, at Cantenac.

Bronze Medals of merit.

3185. Garrabey, at Pauillac.

1577. Ducasse, Growth Ducasse-Grand-Poujeau, at Moulis.

4424. Court, at Vensac.

3051. Granval (J.), Chateau-Bellegrave-du-Pujeau, at Le
Pian.

1455. Chautard-Pineau, Growths Johns-Jornon and Guillem,

united, at Macau.
2158. Servant junior, at Saint-Christoly.

3299. Ducasse (Edmond), at Vertheuil.
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3453. Pouyallet, at Pauillac.

1437. Avril (Eugene), Chateau-Bel-Air, Tanais-Clapaud

,

Grand-Clapaud, Blanquefort.

3444. Hosteins, at Moulis.

1389. Ardouin, at Saint-Laurent.

4251. Faure junior, at Moulis.

3438. Desse brothers, Growth La Tour-du-Haut-Vignoble, at

Saint-Estephe.

3387. Clerc, Clos Maderan, at Saint-Laurent.

3253. Dubois brothers, Haut-Poujeaux,at Moulis.

Dejean (Ant.), at Arsac.

925. Seignouret (P.-E.), Chateau-Tartuguieres, at Prignac.

51. Moreau, at Pauillac.

2417. de Paniagua (Andr6),at Blanquefort.

3152. Bournac, at Saint-Yzans.

1720. Adde (J.-J.), growth of Tapon, at Lesparre.

1991. Grelet senior, Domain of La Tour, at Saint-Aubin.

3386. Faughey, at Pauillac.

4187. Dejean (Pierre), at Begadan.

4326. Brun (Raoul), La Tour Sieujan, at Saint-Laurent.

2525. Lagunegrand, at Ludon.

2121. Bonnet (Albert), at Soussans.

3962. Bibian (H.), at Listrac.

3519. Devigne-Larosa, at Ludon.

3305. Faydit, Domain of Vieille-Ville, at Saint-Medard-en-

Jalle.

3964. Gillet, at Saint-Christoly.

3264. Delas, Cachac, at Blanquefort.

3691. Astien-Laurent, Growth of Brilletle, at Moulis.

Honourable Mentions of merit.

1862. Jadouin (Jules), at Margaux.

2934. Adde (A.), Chateau-La-Cardonne, at Blaignan.

2084. Merig (Xavier), at Lamarque.
3371. Plumeau, at Blaignan.

3398. D r Peyraud, Chateau-Briquet, at Lesparre

1424. Molline (E.), Chateau-Lamouroux, at Margaux.

3512. Guiraud, at Valeyrac.
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RED WINES OF GRAVES

Gold Medals of merit.

1843. Chiapella, La Mission, Haut-Brion, at Pessac.

2243. Clerg (J.-B.), Chateau-Pape-Clement, at Pessac.

3440. Duffour (Sylvio), Chateau-Smith-Haut-Lafite, at Mar-

tillac.

1861. de Montesquieu (baron Ch.), Chateau-de-Roche-Morin,

at Martillac.

3155. Buhan (Ev.), Chateau-Moulerens, at Gradignan.

4195. Laurent (Ernest), Chateau-Haut-Brion-Larrivet, at Leo-

gnan.

2210. Clave (0.), Chateau-Branon, at Leognan.

Silver Medals of merit.

2783. Rodrigues-Henriques, Chateau-Laurenzane, at Gradi-

gnan.

1799. Duffour de Raymond (Vicomte), at the Thil, at Leo-

gnan.

4317. Haussmann (baron), Chateau-de-Cestas, at Cestas.

3918. Loustau and Bazanag, Chateau-Picon, atMerignac, and
Chateau-Ferrand, at Martillac.

3445. de Ville-Suzanne, at Talence.

1554. Ducourneau., at Gradignan.

4008. Rouanet (E.),at Leognan.

2487. Chambrelent, Chateau-Laroque, at Talence.

2963. M rs Gintrag, Domain of la Maison-Carree, at Merignac.

818. de Righemont, Chateau-de-la-Sauque, at La Brede.

3220. Revolat junior, Growth of Callens, at Beautiran.

4193. Vigouroux, Growth Matelot, at Saint-Medard.

3686. Dr Labroughe, Domain of Lamothe, at Pessac.

3042. Deney, at Leognan.

1851. Lacoste (H.), Chateau-de-France, at Leognan.

1889. Coiffard (R.), Chateau-Lange, at Gradignan.

Bronze Medals of merit.

3215. de Lersundi (Comte), at Villenave-d'Ornon.

•1603. Sandre, Growth de Boismartin, at Leognan.
16***
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2713. Aube, at Talence.

828. Giraudeau, at La Brede.

3291. Laydeker, Chateau-Constance, at Tondu-Merignac.

3621. Barbot (Em.), at Leognan.

3689. Langain, at Talence.

4147. Baud, Chateau-Carrere, at Merignac.

3293. Lehman (Alfred), at Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans.

4177. Ricard, at Leognan.

Honourable Mentions of merit.

2195. Bordes son, at La Brede.

1407. Beylot, Chateau-Monbalon, at Pessac.

3773. Dr Hirigoyen, Domain of Naudin, at Merignac.

3083. Vigneau, at Canejean.

3330. Pommez, Chateau-Materre, at Talence.

3948. Voizin La Forge, experimental Farm, at Pessac.

3401. Girou (Leon), growth of Ricott, at La Brede.

wines of saint-emilion, pomerol and fronsag.

Gold Medals of merit.

3515. de Bonneval (Comte), growth of Canon, at Saint-

Emilion.

4327. de Bousquet, Chateau -Certan, at Pomerol.

1018. Cabanes (J.-J.), Chateau-Gazin, at Pomerol.

Silver Medals ot merit.

3695. Grandet (Octavie), Chateau of la Pointe, at Pomerol.

2379. Charoulet, growth of Saint-Georges, at Saint-Emilion.

1918. Piola (A.), growth of Cadet and Pourret, at Saint-

Emilion.

1258. Duclos, Chateau-La-Barde, at Saint-Emilion.

816. Rouchut (Mauleon), at Pomerol.

Bronze Medals of merit.

1761. Corbiere and Marais, at Saint-Emilion.

1470. Thibeaud, Chateau-La-Clusiere, at Saint-Emilion.

2827. de Carles (Comte), growth of Sarpe-Pelletan, at Saint-

Christophe-Saint-Emilion.
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35*22. de Chalret du Rieu, Chateau -Comte-Canon, atFronsac.

3188. Longa, at Saint-Emilion.

3226. du Courrech de Raquine, Chateau-Balestard-La-Ton-

nelle at Saint-Emilion.

3443. Guillaumon (Louis), at Pomerol.

1413. Schallburg, Domain of Cassevert, at Saint-Emilion

2804. Leaud (J. -J.), Chateau-Lamarche, at Canon-Fronsac.

2418. Robin (Eugene), at Saint-Emilion.

3813. Mrs Cantenat, Domain of Mayne, at Puisseguin.

1654. Fornerod de Mons, Chateau-Ferrand, at Saint-Emilion.

3814. Mrs Paignac, Chateau-Beausejour, at Puisseguin.

3815. Miss Paignac, at Puisseguin.

2787. de Saint-Genis, growth of Larmande, at Saint-Emilion.

3307. de Roquette-Buisson (Comte), Chateau-Lescours, at

Saint-Sulpice-Saint-Emilion.

1882. Santi, Domain of Camus, at Saint-Emilion.

4139. Chevillard junior, at Saint-Emilion.

3451 Belliquet, Chateau-Lassegue, at Saint-Emilion.

3216. de Malet-Roquefort (Comte), Chateau-Gaffeliere, at

Saint-Emilion, Chateau-Pey-Blanquet, at Saint-Etienne-

de-Lisse-Saint-Emilion.

WINES OF BOURG AND BLAYE.

Gold Medal of merit.

3174. de Barry (Vicomte), Chateau of Bousquet, at Bourg.

Silver Medals of merit.

3214. Gayet (Pierre), growth Croute-Charlus, at Bourg.

1732. Tondut (Albert), Chateau-Pardaillan, at Cars.

2332. O'Lanyer (L.), the Prieure, at Saint-Genes.

3270. Mallard, growth of Croute, at Bourg.

Bronze Medals of merit.

3407. Lefol and Peyghaud, at Bourg.
4143 de Chalendar (Comtesse), at Saint-Paul.

4007. Renaud (Ernest), at Bourg.
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Honourable Mentions of merit.

2150. Bernaud (Guillaume), growth of Noel, at Blaye.

3370. Olli£re, Chateau-Saugeron, at Blaye.

2465. Quancard father, growth TEsteyrolles, at Saint-Gervais.

1197. Lanneluc-Sanson, at Bourg.

RED WINES OF COTES AND PALUS.

Silver Medals of merit.

4009. Girard (J.), growth of Borce, at La Tresne.

2977. Moitessier, Domain of Tuquet, at Beautiran.

1349. Charriol, at Montferrand.

1823. Laurent (Charles), He du Nord.

2304. Lille (A.),Chateau Montjon-Le-Gravier, atSainte-Eulalie-

d'Ambares.

3273. Ducau (Henri), at Bouillac.

3218. Ruyneau de Saint-Georges, Chateau-Canteloup, at

Carignan.

2964. Lefeuvre, Domain of the Ermitage, at Izon.

3515. de BONNEVAL(Comte),Chateauof LaTresne,atLa Tresne.

2765. Lorois, He of Patiras, at Saint-Androny.

4239. DarthiSs, growth of Fourmey, at La Tresne.

3829. Ferbos, at Saint-Macaire.

2993. Taupier, Chateau-Vidasse, at Pessac-de-Gensac.

Bronze Medals of merit.

3313. Castaigna, growth of Serres, at Camblanes.

3166. Soul^s (Vital), at Camblanes.

4418. Briant (Georges), at Montferrand.

3517. Soule (Fernand), Chateau-Blanzac, at Saint-Magne.

2476. Bretenet, Domain of Belair-Lacour, at Vayres.

617. Dupuch, La Garette, at Camblanes.

2940. Mrs de Lavalette de Montbrun, Chateau-Lanlay, at

Bassens.

6514. Daurel (Joseph), growth of Jaulin, at the Carbon-Blanc.

2212. Jannaut, at Paillet.

2354. Dolley (J.), He de Patiras, at Saint-Androny.

1823. Mr8 Abel Laurent and her son Charles, He Verte, at

Plassac.
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3437. Genies, Chateau-Pelau, at Macau.

1181. Andrieu (Albert), growth of Brane-Loyac, at Montierrand.

1312. Latrille son, growth of Gauvry, at La Tresne.

833. Sancie, at Cadillac.

957. Gradis (H.), Domain of Margarence, at Montferrand.

3009. Castannet senior, at La Tresne.

326a. Sallenave, growth of Bellecroix, at Beautiran.

1767. Cardez (F.), Chateau-Jourdan, at Rions.

1428. Dubourg (Andre), at Landiras.

1105. Largeteau senior, growth of Nanon, at Lormont.

2847. Beyssag (E.), Chateau-La-Ferrade, at La Tresne.

1802. Rousseau (Louis), growth of Ferreyre,at Saint-Vincent-

de-Paul.

3692. Morange (Camille), growth of Lamothe, at Saint-Andre-

de-Cubzac.

2112. Lavidalie, ancient domain Laffite, at Palus de Bacalan.

3247. Sarault, Chateau-Quinsac, at Beychac and Cailleau.

Honourable Mentions of merit.

3334. Neyraud (J.), at Yvrac.

2393. Fouignet, growth of Marin, at Gensac.

2479. Barre (Hippolyte), at Sainte-Eulalie-d'Ambares.

1246. d'Alesme de Meygourby, Domain of Naudonnet, at

Virsac.

4093. duFoussatde Bogeron(G-), Chateau-d'Anglade, atlzon.

4234. Monnet, Domain of Terrefort, at Saint-Loubes.

2461. Rappet, Chateau-Fonchereau, at Montussan.

3238. Mauri (J.-L.), at Camblanes.
2273. Mourin, at Saint-Loubes.

1784. Maurin (B.), at Meynac and Camblanes.

2477. Bayle (Paul), Domain L'Ecluse, at Saint-Vincent-de-Paul.

3375. Peyghaud (Gustave), at Saint-Loubes.

2364. Abadie, at Genissac.

3510. Pradie, at Verdelais.

3568. Folliet, at La Tresne.

2316. Pauvert de la Chapelle, at Margueron,near Sainte-Foy.

3340. Aubert (Pierre), at Saint-Germain-de-Grave.

1508. Loyet (Louis), at Barsac.

3381. Dejean and Semedard, growth of Moizin, at Macau.
3816. Sellier (Marcellin), atPellegrue.
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3630. Richard, Chateau of Couloumey, at Casseuil, near La
Reole.

3273. Baron de la Laurengie, at Coutras.

4121. Loste (Ernest), Domain of Clos-de-Hilde, at Begles.

2274. Faux nephew, Chateau-Lamothe, at Montferrand.

4328. Gelineau, at Arbanats.

2604. Miss Faurie, at Yvrac.

3490. Durrac, at Camblanes.

3505. Passerat son, Domain of Coulon, at Begles.

3311. D£jean (Cyprien), growth of Merigon, at Saint-Pierre-

d'Aurillac.

924. Lafargue (Pierre), at Libourne.

3506. De Sonneville, Chateau-La-Tour-Gueyraud, at Sainte-

Eulalie-d'Ambares.

3304 De Villeneuve, Chateau-Lambert, at Ambes.
3165. Lauradour junior, Domain of Breton, at Carbon-Blanc.

2562. Duthil, Chateau-Peyrat, at Capian.

2492. Darraba (Nicolas), at Budos.

3392. Valette (Henri), at Saint-Denis-de-Piles.

3508. Supsol (Jean), Chateau-Pomarede, at Langoiran.

1569. Dubreuil, at Castillon.

3698. Delpont, growth of Robillard, at Ambes.

classed white wines

Gold Medals of merit.

3038. Crepin-Maye (Ch.) , Chateau-Rieussec, at Fargues of

Langon.

1 969. Lafon (Raymond) , Chateau-Raymond-Lafon, at Sauternes.

3453. Lafon (Desir), Chateau-Lafon, at Sauternes.

Silver Medals of merit.

1851. Lacoste (Henri), at Barsac.

2800. M rs Lataste, at Barsac.

3306. Pauly brothers, at Saint-Pey-de-Langon.

3252. Juhel-Bilot, Chateau-Doisy, at Barsac.

Bronze Medals of merit.

3632. Ligni£res, at Fargues-de-Langon.

1508. Loyet, at Barsac.
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Honourable Mention of merit.

3336. Lalande, at Barsac.

ORDINARY WHITE WINES

Gold Medals of merit.

2972. De Rolland (Marquis),Chateau of Lamarque, at Sainte-

Croix-du-Mont.

2844. Andrieu, Domain of Laffitte, at Sainte-Croix-du-Mont.

1955. Corne (Paul), Domain of Cros-Vertheuil, at Sainte-Croix-

du-Mont.

Silver Medals of merit.

2477. Bayle (Paul), growth of Pavilion, at Sainte-Croix-du-

Mont.

1649. Dugau (Pierre), growth of Boisson, at Podensac.

1332. Poissonnie, growth of Madere, at Podensac.

1168. Loubrie, at Cerons.

3111. Lataste, Chateau-La-Lanette-Ferbos, at Podensac.

1280. Duvergier, Chateau-Goulard, commune of Saint-Andre-

and-Appelles.

Bronze Medals of merit.

3255. Dauty (Jules), at Rions.

3209. Ricaud, at Landiras.

3448. Baudet (Pierre), at Cadillac.

2227. Buty (Jean), at the Leves, near Sainte-Foy.

2941. de Meslon (Baron), at Rauzan.

Honourable Mentions of merit.

3267. Pourquey (Jean), at Cerons.

4027. Guinaudie (Etienne), at Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac.

3589. de la Crompe de la Boissiere, at Coutras.

3030. Boudreau (G.), at Montprimblanc.
2562. Duthil, Chateau-Peyrat, at Capian.

1442. Flinoy brothers, at Salleboeuf.

2940. M rs de Lavalette de Montbrun, at Saint-Laurent-

d'Aree.
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986. Fournet (Gustave), Chateau-Raoul, at Cursan.
3454. Delbrugk, Chateau-du-Vallier, at Langoiran.

3507. J. Lafargue, at Haux.
3331. Marrot (A.), at Sainte-Foy.

3276. de la Laurengie (Baron), at Coutras.

wines exhibited by merchants

White wines

Bronze Medal of merit.

3491. Lannelug-Sanson and C°, at Bordeaux.

DIFFERENT WINES

1844. Bertrand and C°, at Bordeaux.

1561. Peros Mandis son and C°, at Bordeaux.

2826. Chiapella and C°, at Bordeaux.

Honourable Mentions of merit.

3252. Juhel-Bilot and C°, at Bordeaux.

1041. Rastier and C°, at Bordeaux
4190. Calens senior, at Bordeaux.

WINES FROM AMERICAN PLANTS

Silver Medals of progress.

1918. Piola (A.), Chateau-Meynard-Condat, at Libourne.

3120. Mazeau son (Leonard), at Saint-Philippe-d'Aiguille.

2767. Latty (Ferdinand), at Hyeres (Var).

Honourable Mentions of progress.

3399. Lambert, at Saint-Philippe-d'Aiguille.

1442. Flamiret (Henri), at Yvrac.

1249. Laliman, Ch.-La-Tourate, at La Bastide-Bordeaux.

4094. Gachassin-Lafite (Paul), at Yvrac.
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Sainl-Denis (Ch.). . . 482
Saint-Georges (Ch.). . 346
Saint-Germain. . . . 443
Saint-Germain (Ch.). . 536
Saint-Gery (Ch.). . . 253
Saint-GeVy (Dom. of). . 251
Saint-Jacques. . . . 480

Pages
Saint-James (Dom. of). 477
Saint-Jerome. ... 267
Saint-Julien (Ch.). . . 322
Saint-Leonard. . . . 225
Saint-L6 337
Si-Louis-de-Montferrand

(Ch.) 479
Saint-Pe 151

Saint-Pey (Ch. of). . . 337

Saint-Pierre (Ch.). . . 176
Saint-Remi 468
Saint-Robert. . . . 285
Saint-Roch (Ch.). . .

Saint-Roch-Lacroix (Ch.) 228
Saint-Selve (Ch. of). . 271
Sain t -Seve - Montgirard

(Ch.) 505
Sainte-Anne (Dom. of). 520
Sainte-Ba.be (Ch.). . . 480
Sainte-Marie. . . 225, 447
Sainte-Raffine. * . . 500
Salargne (Dom. of la). 378
Salazard 474
Sales (Ch. of). ... 342
Salin 52i
Sallargue (Ch. ol la). . 505
Salle de Livrac (la). . . 242
Salle de Pez (la). . . 200
Sallegourde (Ch. of). . 250
Salomon. . . . . . 495
Sans-Souci (Ch.). 109, 473
Sansonnot 322
Sansoiliere (la). . . . 152
Sardine 242
Sarpe-Pellelan. ... 329
Sarransot 158
Sartre (le) 257
Saturne 102
Saujean (Ch.). . . . 509
Saugeron (Ch.). . . . 439
Sauroos 104
Sauque (Ch. of la). . 270
Sauvage. . . . 242, 386
Sauvage-Belso. . . . 517
Sauviac (Ch. of). . . 291
Savignac(Ch. of). . . 291

Savy 159
Segnin (Ch.). . 254, 502
Seguin 487, 507
Seguineau-Deyries. . . 151

Segur (CIO ill

Segur 111

Segur-Garramey.. . . 200
Semeillan (Ch.). ... 158
Senaillac (Ch.). ... 491
Senejac (Ch.). ... 112
Senilhac (Ch.). ... 209
Sens (Ch. of). . . . 48§
Sentouary 312
Sentout 513
Sep (Ch. of) 372
Seran 216
Serpoulet 253
Serre(Ch. la). ... 322
Serres 506

Pages
Sieujan 169
Sigognac (Ch.). ... 214
Signenie. 366
Silvestre 467
Sipian (Ch.) 231

Siran (Ch.) 131
Sivaillan (Ch.). ... 154
Smith-Haut-Lafite (Ch.). 258
Sociando 444
Sociando-Malet (Ch.). . 205
Sorbede 487
Sorbier (Dom. of). . . 505
Souberan 113
Soubian (Ch. of). . . 256
Soubrante (la). ... 480
Soucat(Ch.) 409
Souge 109
Soulat(Ch. of). . . . 371
Souley 203
Sourd (Dom. of). . . 376
Soutard (Ch.). ... 322
Suau (Ch.). . . 304, 520
Suduiraut 482
Suduiraut (Ch. of). . 306
Suzon 246
Sybil (Dom. of). . . 505

Taffard -de - Blaignon
(Ch.) 212

(Tail Ian (Ch. of le). . 105
Taillefer. . . . 342, 487
Talence (Ch.). . . . 24$
Tarnbourlan 379
Tanais-Clapeau (Ch.). . 102
Tanais-la-Luzerne. . . 108
Tanesse 512
Tanesse (Ch.). ... 421
Tardieu (Ch.). ... 277
Tarrasson 360
Tarreyrots 411
Tarris (Ch. of). ... 374
Tartifnme 264
Tartuguiere (Ch.). . . 222
Taste (Ch. of). . . . 529
Tastins-Malecot. ... 186
Tauzinat-l'Hermilage. . 332
Tayac-Marsaud (Ch.). . 421
Terrasse (Dom. of la). 426
Terrasson 517
Terrefort (Ch. of). . . 410
Terrefort (Ch.). ... 494
Terrefort (Ch.). ... 250
Terrien and of Grenet

(Ch. of) 350
Tertre (Ch. of le). . . 127
Teycheney 279
Teynac 489
Thau (Ch. of). . . . 425
Thiboeuf 256
Thil(le) 382
Thouars (Ch. of). . . 245
Thouil (Dom. of). . . 394
Tillac (Ch. of). ... 481
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Timberlay (Ch.). . . . 408
Tire-Huit 446
Touagnan (Ch.). ... 485
Toulouse 382
Tour (Dom. of la). . . 110
Tour (Ch. la) a Pauillac. 181

Tour (Ch. of la) . . 495
Tour (Ch. la). . 291, 498
Tourale(la) 493
Tour-Blanche (Ch. la). 300
Tour-Blanche 406
Tourde Beaupoil (Ch.). 371

Tour de By (la). . . 219
Tour-Carnet (Ch: la). . 165
Toiir-de-Gassies (Ch. la) 260
Tour-de-Mons (Ch. la). 149
Tour-des-Termes (la). . 204
Tour-dc-Yeyrines. . . 248
Tour du Haut-Vignoble 200
Tour-du-Mont (Ch. la). 208
Tour-du-Tertre (la). . 158
Tourette (la) 259
Toureils. ..... 480
Tourenne (Ch). ... 391
Tour-Gueyraud (Ch. la). 483
Tour-Haut-Brion (Ch.

la) 245
Tour-Honrcade (la). • 257
Tour-Ma lbessan (la). . 110
Tour-Massac (la). . . 136
Tournefeuille (Ch.). . 346
Tours (Ch. ofles). . 347
Tour Saint-Bonnet (la). 216
Tour-Sieujan(la). . . 169
Tourtant-Chollet. . . 278
Tourtereau 191
Tout-Y-raut 491
Touvent 439
Tramont 152
Tranchere (Ch.). ... 469

Treulon (Ch.). .

Trianon. . . .

Trigant (Dora of).

Trincaud (Ch.). .

Trinitaires (les). .

Trintaudon-Larose.

Trois-Moulins. . .

Trois-Moulins (Ch. des).

Trois-Pavi lions (les). .

Troplong-Mondot (Ch.).

Trotanoy
Trottel (Dom. of). . .

Troussas (Ch.). . . .

Tuilerie (la)

Tuileries

Tuiliere(la)

Tujean
Tuquet
Turgis
Turpaut (Ch.). . . .

Tustoc

II

260
3-27

250
404
170
167
322
121

479
321

343
468
231
454
248
420
103
268
469
265
289

Uza (growth of). . .312

Vachon 329
Valade (Ch. la). ... 386
Valentins (Dom. of les). 327
Vallier(Ch. of le). . . 519
Vallier(le) 112
Vallon (le) 242
Verdasse (Ch. la). . . 230
Verdeau 246
Verdignan (Ch.). . . 205
Verdus (Ch.). .... 205
Vergnes (Ch. des). . . 366
Vermont (Ch.). ... 532

Pages
Vernous (Ch.). . . . 224
Verthamont (Ch.). . . 241
Vertheuil (Ch.). ... 204
Vennorie 352
Veyra 336
Veyres 250
Veyres (Ch.). ... 309
Veyrin 158
Veyrin Domecq (Ch.). . 158
Vibey 239
Victoria (Ch.). ... 204
Vidasse (Ch.). ... 371
Videlot (Ch.). ... 342
Vieille-Ville 109
Vignan (Ch. of le). . 107
Vigneau (Ch.). ... 300
Vigneau. . . . 225, 236
Vignolles-Pastorac. . . 462
Villa-Moure 469
Villambis 192
Villaure 496
Villegeorge (Dom. of). 146
Villepreux (Ch. of), . 4*9
Vitlette (Ch.). ... 374
Vimeney (Ch.). . . . 494
Vinagrey 484
Vincent 136
Vincent (Ch.). . 130, 145
Viramont-Lafagnouse. . 336
Virelade(Ch. of). . . 279
Viron(Ch.; 460
Vivarium. , .... 481
Wynbron 468

Yde (Ch. of 1'). ... 512
Yon 327
Yon-Figeac 327
Yquem (Ch.) 297
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Pages

Abadie. . . . 473, 490
Abadie(A.) 409
Abadie (M r8

) 428
Abaut(D') 514
Abaut D r and Claverie. 517
Abbadie 154
Abbadie de Villeneuve

de Durfort (Baronne
d') 119

Abiet (Heirs M rs
). . . 158

Abiet (A.). ... - 493
Abria 494
Abribat 242
Adde (Ad.) 212
Adde(J.-J.) 225
Ajot (Heirs ofM"). . . 414
Alaire, ...... 188
Alaret 494
Alaret (M rs

). . . , . 474
Albert junior. . . . 481
Alcuet (Martin). ... 200
Alem 504
Alesme de Meycourby

(d'). ...... 412
Alexandre 478
Alexis 378
Alezais (Ph.) 322
Alibert (D r

) 200
Allais. ..».,. 544
Allard 442
Allard (Arnaud). . . 227
Allard (d'). . . 332, 322
Allegrand 268
Allendy. . 249, 251, 255
Allibert (M ri

). ... 158
Alloud 463
Allouet. . . . 433, 463
Amand (Simon). ... 209
Amanieu (U.). . . . 371
Ambaud 469
Ambaud (N.) 386
Ame 483
Amiot 391
Andrault (M r * d'). . . 413
Andrault son (P.). . . 482
Andrieu 529

Andrieu, of Macau. . 126
Andrieu (A.) 479
Andrieu (Miss). . . . 517
Andrivet 373
Andron (Domin.). . . 209
Angaud. . . , . . 520
Angelin 371

Angigot (R.) 284
Anglade. . . . 446, 544
Anthony (Louis). . . 228
Antin (d'). . . 266, 388
Antonne. 362
Aradel 377
Arche (Ch. d'). ... 462
Archeveche (1'). ... 248
Ardiley 188
Ardiley junior (J.-P.). . 188
Ardouin. . . . 399, 462
Aries 251
Armaignac (E.). . . . 372
Arman son (A.). . . . 520
Armana'(d') 163
Armenaud 485
Arnaud. 208, 256, 343,

427, 446, 469, 524
Arnaud (C1,e

). 442, 444,

447, 452, 453. 485
Arnaud (Edm.). ... 244
Arnaud (J.). 281, 444, 460
Arnaud (Miss). . . . 439
Arnaud (S.) 397
Arnaud senior (J.). . . 544
Arnaud-Lafaye. . . . 360
Arne 474
Arnut 18^, 242
Arseguet 219
Arthel (Marquis d'). . 509
Artigarum 215
Artigues. 151
Arvoy (d') 376
Asmuss (M rs

). ... 197
Astien 154, 158
Astre (E.-J. d'). ... 487
Asylium of Cadillac. . 526
Attie (C») 124
Auber(C) 409
Aubert. . . . 342, 536

Pages
Aubarede. . . 503, 505
Aubert and Viaud (Heirs) 425
Audebert 454
Audebert (Miss). . . 525
Audinet. . . . 480, 524
Audoire. . 431, 463, 520
Audoire (C). ... 462
Audoy (Henry). ... 235
Audoy(M").'. ... 235
Audnbert. . 359, 372, 373
Auduteau 410
Auduteau (M"). ... 487
Auduteau son, . . . 423
Auduleau-Charlit. . . 419
Augeau (Heirs). . . . 221
Augereau 440
Augereau (J.). . . . 418
Augereau (P.). . . . 418
Augey son 527
Augrand (J). ... 378
Aux (d) 176
Auzac de Lamartinie (d') 544
Auzac de Lamartinie (G.

d') 374
Auzac de Lamartinie (H.

d') 373
Auzac de Lamartinie (L.

d') 372
Auzeres 373
Averous. • .... 186
Avril (E.). . 98, 102, 104
Ayguesparsse. . 394, 397
Ayguesparsse (E.). . . 462
Ayguesparsse brothers. 382
Ayguesparsse (G.). . 391
Ayguesparsse (Mre

). . 348
Aymen (J.-B). ... 356
Aymen (L.) 363
Aymery 442
Azam (D r

) 396
Azelais 392
Azevodo 347

JB

Babin (M") 431
Babin brothers. ... 432
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Pages
Bacalan (de) 366
Bachan (J.-J.). ... 374
Bacque(L.). . . 284, 286
Bacquey 523
Badimont 249
BalTort 449
Bafin 506
Bagniard. . . . 440, 442
Baillon. . . . 427, 544
Bailly 447
Balansan 245
Balestibeau (E.). . . 374
Balguerie (E.). ... 494
Balguerie (M rl

). ... 245
Ballande 250
Ballereau junior (J.). . 542
Ballion (P.) 283
Ballion (M" D.). . . 521

Bally (B.-L.). ... 422
Bally (J.-J.) 422
Balzer 493
Bamhereau 453
Banizette 544
Banquet 482
Baour (M M C). . . . 49-2

Baour (Heirs). ... 192
Baradere 264
Barateau junior. . . . 434
Baratcau (L.). ... 434
Barateau nephew. . . 434
Barbe. 400, 405, 424, 487
Barbe (C. de). . 447, 449
Barbier 488
Barbier (M ri

). ... 219
Barbier senior. . . . 164

Bardon. . . . 449, 480
Bareme prelect. . . . 545
Birenne 386
Barennes (H.). ... 291
Barincou (D r

). ... 510
Baritault (de). . 477, 479
Baritault du Carpia (de) 312
Baron. 152, 276, 481,

486, 507
Baronnet 464
Barrat 343
Barraud. . . . 501, 502
Barre 200
Barre (fatn.) 481
Barrere 289
Barret 360, 527
Barreyre. 332, 348, 360, 481
Bnrroussel 242
Barry (vicomte de). . 417
Barthalot 542
Barthe (I.) 372
Barthe son 389
Barton (Heirs). . 173, 475
Bascle (Aug.). . . . 257
Bascoulergue(D.). . . 271
Basquiat (de). ... 250
Basquiat (L. de). . . 374
Bassie 242
Bastide(E.) 372
Bastide (F.) 372

Baud (V")
Baudet
Baudet(D r

)

Baudet (M.)
Baudier -de - Croizier

<M")
Baudit (J.)

Baudry
Bauvais
Bay
Bayard
Bayle. . . 485, 486,
Bayle (P.). . . 484,
Bayonne de Basterot

(M")
Bayssalance. . . 335,
Bazanac
Beaucourt (F.). . . .

Beaufils

Beaufort (de). . . .

Beaumont (de). . . .

Beaupoil de Saint-Au-
laire

Beausoleil

Beautron
Bechade. . 225, 377,

Bechaud
Bechedergne
Becker
Bedard
Bedart
Bedel 234,
Beduchaud
Beguin
Boguin (A.)

Bellanger (A.). . . .

Bellefoy (de)

Bellemer
Bellemer (Th.). 424

,

426,

Belliquet. . .

Belliquet (Miss).

Bellot des Minieres.

Bellot (Miss de).

Bellu.

Bellue. . .

Benard.
Benaud.. .

Bcneau
Benetot (de)

Beneyt (L.)

Benillan (Charles). . .

Benillan (F.)

Benillan (J.)

Banneteau
Benneteau (de). . . .

Benoit (Miss). . . .

Bcntcjac

Bentzmann (de).. . .

Berard. . . 231, 304,
Beris (M r « C). . 204,
Berge
Berge(J.-G-)
Bergeon (A.), . . .

Bergeon (MM). . . .

409,

225,

244
444
526
427

255
532
391

358
417
419
491
529

212
336
5-20

142
248
282
181

452
530
432
477
335
397
439
489
382
232
379
397
395
338
248

Pages
Bergerand G. Roy (fa-

mily) 132
Berger 374
Berger(P") 254
Bergerie 509
Bergeron (Eug.). . . 454
Bergeron (Heirs). . .456
Berges(C). . . 474, 484
Bergey 491, 322
Bergev (Em.), ... 220
Bergey (J.) 220
Bermond 473
Bernadet (R.). ... 289
Bernard. 406, 382, 449,

431,453, 487
Bernard (Jean). . . . 126
Bernaud (G.) 440
Bernard (J.). 431, 470, 484
Bernard (L.) 442
Bernard (Miss). . . . 479
Bernard (M"). . 227, 479
Bernard (0.) . . 439, 442
Bernard junior (P.). . 490
Bernard (P.) 297
Bernard senior. . . . 456
Bernard (Xavier). . . 424
Bernatet 483
Bernatet (L.). ... 485
Bernatet (M"). . . . 473
Bernatet (P.). ... 480
Bernede and Rort. . . 528
Bernet 442
Bernetiere 459
Berniard 448
Berniard (F.). ... 418
Berniard (H.). . . . 494
Berniard nephew. . . 449
Berniard uncle. . . . 449
Bernier mayor. . . . 345
Bernos 440, 145
Bersac 487
Bersat (A.) 264
Bert 203
Bert (Arnaud). ... 242
Bert (Aime) 232
Bert (D f

) 200
Bert (NM) 236
Bert (M") 234
Bertaud(E.) 409
Bertaud senior. . . . 459
Bertet 200
Berthornieu 330
Berthomieu 332
Bertin. 300, 344, 418, 425
Bertin father 409
Bertin son 412
Bertrand. 426, 350,352,

413, 475
Bertrand (H.). ... 474
Bertron 479
Berlureau 399
Besse(M") 502
Bessede. . . . 444, 482
Bessede (C.) 443
Besset 489
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Pages
Bessey de Boissy. . . 502
Bessieres 376
Betge* de Lagarde (P.) . 121
Bethmann (Ed. and Gh.

de) 173
Bethmann ^Ch. de). . . 104
Beurcq(G.j 327
Beyerman (H.). . . . 253
Beylot. . . . 242.. 327
Beylot(E.). «... 380
Beynis 522
Beynac(E.) 504
Beyssac (J.) 516
Beziat father (J.). . . 527
Bibard (Numa). ... 235
Bibens 290
Bibian 159
Bichon. . 188, 467, 469
Bichon (D r H.). . 421, 424
Bichon son 428
Bichon-Rabere. ... 488
Bidon 485
Biennassis 414
Bignon 122
Bignon(de). . . 276, 544
Bihour 410
Billard 151

Binaud. . . . 454, 490
Binaud (L.) 443
Biot 362
Blanc. . . 169, 256

t

334, 481
Blanc (B.) 362
Blanc (J.) 360
Blanc de Manville (MM) 473
Blanchet. , . . 126, 388
Blanchet (M"). ... 188
Blanchy (G.). ... 382
Blanchy (M"). ... 506
Blanda 486
Blay. . . 413, 421, 519
Blay(E.) 426
Blay son (J.) 442
Bleynie (F.) 273
Blin 360
Bloy(A.) 386
Bloy (F.). • 342, 381,

386, 488
Bloy junior (M r« A.). . 381
Boffinton (Heirs V.). . 506
Boileau junior. . . . 389
Boireau 478
Boireau and Metayer. . 383
Boireau broth ors. . . 304
Boireau son brothers . 304
Boisard(P.). 321, 332, 333
Boisdron 338
Boisnard 453
Boisredon (de). . 482, 486
Boissac (de). 140, 145, 242
Boisseau (P.). ... 362
Boisset 386
Boisson (J.) 432
Boisset (Joly de). . . 537
Boitard. . . . 327, 389

Pages
Boiteau (P.) 394
Boiteau (J.) 394
Boizard (M.) 420
Bomac(MM) 530
Bon (J.) 322
Bonassis 516
Bon-Barat 322
Bonfils-Lafaurie. . . 446
Boriie (Colonel). . . 200
Bonifet 200
Boiiifet (M"). ... 233
Bonnafous 485
Bonnamy (J.). ... 371
Bonnard (J.) 227
Bonneau 352
Bonneau (M r

«). ... 246
Bonnefon brothers. . 421
Bounefont brothers. . 413
Bonnefous brothers. . 188
Bonnefous (G.). ... 527
Bonneron 491
Bonnet. . 151, 158, 188
Bonneval. . . 525, 527
Bonneval (C" de). 321, 503
Bonniffe 520
Bonnin(H.) 544
Bontemps-Dubarry. . . 176
Bony (de) 382
Bord (A.) 495
Borde 329
Bordeaux (Ad.). . . . 117
Bordes 271

Bordes(E.) 473
Bordes (J.-J.). . 242, 433
Bordes de Fortage. . 503
Bordes de Fortage (G,u) 506
Bordes de Fortage bro-

thers 506
Bordier 169
Bore 527
Bosc(G.) 480
Bosc (E.) 467
Bosc (Jeanty). ... 170
Bosc(M") 232
Bosc-Bousquet (Leo). . 156
Boscas (M r « de). . . 266
Boscq (Laurent). . . 169
Boscq (baron J.-A. du). 533
Boscq father and son. . 164
Bosredon (vicomte de). 272
Boubes 248
Bouche. . 385, 386, 388
Bouchcau (M ri

). ... 245
Boucher (M" F. de). . 402
Bouchcreau 371
Bouchet 411
Boudin 304
Bouet 108

Bouey 209, 544
Bouftard (J. and F.). . 322
Bouftartigue 394
Bougouin 388
Bouillaud. . 205, 209
Bouillaud brothers. . . 209
Bouillet (J.) 460

Pages
Bouire de Beauvallon

(Fr. de) 265
Bouires 544
Boujet 225
Boulan 256
Boulin (H.) 544
Boulin (Lud.). ... 544
Bouliot (M") 478
Bourbon 522
Bourdeille 246
Bourdeille (M").. . . 477
Bourdelles senior. . . 519
Bourdieu 478
Bourdil 47li

Bourdillas (P.). ... 460
Bourgade (Ed. de). . . 158
Bourees 537
Bourgoin 538
Bournac junior. . . . 215
Bournat 359
Bourran (Heirs de). . 516
Bourricaud (MM) and R.
Chaperon son. . . 322

Boursaud 379
Bourson (M"). ... 369
Bourcasse 246
Bousquet (de). ... 343
Bousquet (R.). . . . 360
Boussard (P.). ... 544
Boussier 350
Boussier (de). ... 357
Boussion 469
Bousson 512
Boutin 242
Boutinon (M"). ... 277
Bouvet 443
Bouzilleau (M ri

). . . 376
Boybellaud 443
Boye-Negrier. . . . 216
Boyer 205, 235
Boyer (E. de^. ... 462
Boyer father. % . . . 405
Boyer (Heirs M ri

). ... 525
Boyer-Fonfrede (Saint-

Leon) 204
Boyey (T.) 464
Boymier (D r

). ... 366
Boyreau (A.). ... 271

Boyreau son 273
Bragelongue (de). 382, 388
Bram or Saint-Amand. 487
Branas 156
Brandeau junior. . . 382
Brandenburg. . 260, 480
Brandier 481

Brankt 538
Brannens (C.V ... 312
Brannens (Ph.). 231,

291, 312
Brannens (M ri

). ... 479
Braud (P.). . . 479, 482
Braulio-Poc 487
Breistroff de Roche -

brune (M ri
). ... 444

Bret. . 48
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Pages
Bretenet 382
Brethes 200
Bretz vM"de). ... 28

i

Breuil (M r * du). . . 473
Brezets (de). .... 543
Brezets de Bois- Martin

(de) 412, 443
Brian 426
Briancon ( baron de ). 368
Brignard 474
Briol 521, 522
Briolle(de) 477
Briolle 394
Brion. . . 211, 215, 229
Brion (A.) 220
Brion (G.) 219
Brion (Ulysse). ... 219
Brisson 346
Brisson(J.) 246
Brivazac (baron de) 425, 479
Brommer (E. de). . . 268
Brommer (F. de). . . 267
Brondc son 216
Broquairc 454
Broussaud 383
Brousse (M"). ... 509
Brown 204
Brulle 388
Brun. 156, 169, 376,

430. 444
Brun (L.) 332
Brumel (M r8

P.). . . 366
Brunereau 467
Brunet 126
Brunet (A.) 512
Brunet-Audoire. . . . 433
Brunet- Capdeville. . . 304
Brunet (H.). . . 480, 502
Bruneteau 456
Brunier (M rs

). ... 502
Bruno 399
Bruno-Devez (M rs

). . 167
Bruno-Popp 167
Bruyer* 506
Bnard. . . 442, 448, 453
Buard junior (M'8 R.). 448
Buard-Laturlette (M' 8

). 447
Buard senior (R.). . . 448
Bucherie (de). ... 356
Buchet 473
Buchou, vicar. . . . 251
Buhan 251
Buhan (G. de). 494,

495, 507
Buidin-Buffin. . 342, 343
Burgade 391
Burgade (D'). . 336, 395
Burguet (Heirs C). . 495
Burlet 372
Bursio 309
Busta;et 505
Buty (P.) 366
Buzet(M rs

) 417

Pages
Cabanes (J.-J.). . 343, 346
Cabos 126
Caboy 104

Cabrol 264
Cabrol (M'8

) 495
Caclillon. . . . 215, 521

Cadillon (L.) son. . . 285
Cadres 469
Cabuzac (R.). ... 492
Caillaf 205, 480
Caille 513
Caillet(G.) 371
Caillcux 425
Caitleux (i\i">). ... 424
Cailley 480, 482
Caillibaut

Cajus. ...... 344
Calandrin (F.). ... 158
Cal.mdrin son mayor. . 159
Calbiac (de) 483
Calmette (M r8

). ... 348
Caimie 254
Calsat 458
Calve (Julien son). . . 184
Calve (M r8

> 483
Calvinhac (M"). ... 386
Cainau(F.) 502
Camau (M'») 480
Caraeleyre 253
Camentron 248
Cainiran (de). . .

Camus-Lami 126
Caudele (P.) 502
Cauolle (marquis de).

330, 332, 509, 512, 543
Canon (M rs

) 446
Canon son 444
Canonville 242
Cante 271, 469
Cante (A.) 277
Cante (J.) 271
Cantegril (M'8

). . . 444
Cantelaube 402
Cantenat (G.). ... 495

159
490
49

1

479
188
154
154
433
435

Cantenat (J.).

Cantemt (M f8
). . . .

Cantin (Ch. de). . .

Capdeville (E.). . . .

Ca rayon-Latour (baron
de)

Carayon Latour (J. de).

278,
Ca bonnier de Marzac
(W* de). 175, 126,

Carcaut (B.)

Cardez (comte F.). 469,
Cardonne (de).

Cardonnel.. ,

Cardra (M.).

Cargue.
Caris. . .

Carlat 386,
Carles (comte de). 329,
Carmes (les)

533
352
486
253

271

249
527
524
545
494
378
431
369
397
33
524

Pages
Carpentey (C.), ... 312
Carreau 444
Caneaud brothers. . . 446
Carrere 188
Cars (due des). ... 480
Carsoulle brothers. . . 485
Carsoulle son. . . . 490
Cart 2'»9, 495
Carteyron. . . 485, 486
Cartier (de). 366, 367, 369
Cartier (M r8

) 411
Carves (Raymond). . . 389
Casimajor 482
Casimir 498
Cassadou 474
Cassagne 479
Cassagne son. . . . 478
Cassaigne (B.). ... 273
Cassat. . . 322, 350, 352
Casse
Cassy
Castagnet.. . . 126,

Castaigne 506
Castaignet (J.-B.). . .

"

Castaing (A.)

Castaing (Heirs M ,s
). .

Castaing (Jean-Jacques).

Castaing (Phil.). . . .

Castanet. . 399, 418,
Castanet son. . 432,

Castanet (M'8
). . . . 43;>

Castannet senior. . . 504
Casteja (M r8

). . . . 183
Castellanne (de). . . . 304
Castelnau. ... . . . 158
Castelnau d'Essenault.

503, 522
Castex 492, 540

Casties (M r8
) 232

Cartillon-Duperr >n (A.). 524
Caubet (N.) 290
Caudeyran 502
Caula (J.-F.) 164
Caussade 418
CaibFade (D'). . . . 103
Caussan 212
Causserouge 513
Cavaillon son. . . . 485
Cavalie 126
i avignac. . . . 423, 477
Cayrou (M. and H.). . 184
Cayrou (Maurice). . . 109
Cayx (N •). . . 169, 178
Cazacie (M rs

) 477
Cazeaux. . . . 186, 210
Cazeaux (B.). ... 514
Cazeaux (M rs

). ... 514
Cazeaux (N.). ... 327
Cazeaux son 527
Cazeaux and Sisters. . 158
Cazenave. . 538, 539, 543
Cazenave (H.). ... 312
Cazenave junior (M.). . 290
Cazes (de) 377
ICazillac 490
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Celerier (A.) 420
Celerier <S.). . . 197, 205
CeVoni (M rs

) 503
Certan (Miss de May

de) 343
Cessac (M") 539
Chabanneau 264
Chabanneau (F.). . . 158
Chabans (de). . 397, 398
Chabriere (M"»). ... 510
Chaigneau. . . 126, 440
Chaigneau (F.). ... 477
Chaine(M r8

) 304
Chaix d'Est-Ange (G.).

127, 140
Chalendar (comtesse de) 434
Chales 493, 519
Chaline (A.) 485
Chaline (L.) 485
Chaline (Heirs M"). . 485
Chalon 350
Chalret du Rieu (de). . 385
Chalnp (A. de). ... 284
Chalup (Miss de). . . 308
Chamat-Lussac (M"). . 348
Chambarriere(Th.).. . 350
Chambarriere (M rs

). . 388
Chambonneau junior. . 410
Cliambord (E.). ... 401
Chambord (M r8

). ... 423
Chambrelent 2ir>

Chameau (U" P.). . . 498
Champetie 310
Chancel (M"). ... 26

i

Chancel (M" de). . . 188
Chanterre(H.). 225,226, 312
Chapel 253
Chapellan 225
Chapelle(la) 242
Chaperon 242
Chaperon (A.). 346, 386, 393
Chaperon (E.). ... 409
Chaperon (J.). 342, 386, 392
Chaperon nephew. . . 327
Chaperon (P.). 327,343, 380
Chaperon (M" R.). . . 396
Chaperon (Rom.). 327, 338
Chapelle (de). ... 264
Chapus (M rs

) 322
Chapus (V iD

). 322, 368, 374
Chariaut 480
Charles (F.) 461
Chariot 539
Chariot (J.-N.). ... 543
Charlot-Pineaud. . . 424
Charmolue. 335, 342.

356, 358, 381, 394
Charmoy (M rs de). . . 422
Charoulet 322
Charpentier. . . 336, 473
Chaniol (J.-A.). . . . 494
Charron 408
Charron(A.). 219, 481,

482, 485
Charron (Dan.). . 217, 221

Pages
Charron (Miss Jeanne)

219, 230
Charropin 259
Charry 259
Chassagne 342
Chassaigne (C ,e de la). 512
Chassaing. , ... 377
Chassenez (M r

*). ... 188
Chasseriau (Heirs). 123, 126
Chassery 169
Chasteignier (Heirs of

v ,e de) 421
Chastre(F.) 545
Chatard 397
Chatard (P.) 398
Chatonnet 322
Chatonnet -Crepin. . . 322
Chatonnet (J.) 324, 327, 361
Chauche (J.). ... 277
Chauliac (C.). ... 494
Chaulin 490
Chaumet. . 395, 434, 498
Chaumettc 346
Chaurand 269
Chaussat. . . . 215, 220
Chausse(P.) 462
Chautard-Pineau. . 120, 226
Chauvelet (Adrien). . . 230
Chauvelet (Jules). . . 227
Chauvin 483
Chavaille (de). . . . 135
Chavaroche 365
Chemalle 496
Chemiaade (E.). ... 482
Chcininadc son. . . . 268
Chenu-Lafitte (P.). 419, 480
Chety 443
Chevalet (A. de). . . 266
Chevalier. . . . 242, 486
Chalon 322
Chevre and Lafaurie. . 539
Chevreau junior. . . 232
Chevreau (Ludovic). . 189
Chevreau senior. . . 232
Cheyion (du). . 489, 495
Cheyron (M" du). . . 378
Chiapella (J.). ... 239
Chicou-Lamy. ... 378
Chicou(M") 378
Chipoulet (0.). ... 500
Chiron 537
Chivret (Louis). ... 148
Chollet 379
Chollet (M rt

). ... 392
Chollet (Vincent). . . 545
Chomel 208
Chouquet 517

Ciret (Th.) 345
Clarac-Court 261
Clarke (Heirs). ... 188
Claudon (E l8

) senior. . 169
Clauzel (Eug). . 154, 204
Clauzel (Felix). . 152, 161

Clauzel (Heirs). ... 146

Clauzel (M ,n
). ... 146

Pages
Clauzet (Ismael). . . 204
Clauzet (son of U.). 197, 200
Clauzet (Ul.) 225
Clave" (0.). . 245, 256, 257
Claveaud 43$
Claverie. . . . 336, 540
Claverie (M"). ... 435
Claviere (Louis). . . . 154
Clavieres 492
Clavieres (J.). ... 536
Clemenceau 215
Clement 515
Clement (Adrien). . . 233
Clerc 156
Clerc (J.-B.), (de Pessac) 241
Clerc (E.) 169
Clerc (J.). . . 454, 458
Clermont- Mont -Saint-

Jean (M ln de). . . .152
Clermont (Paul). . . 136
Ciissier 475
Clossmann (F.). 102, 112, 113
Clouct (B.) 506
Clouet (de) c" de h

Fernandina. . . . 248
Clouzet 242
Cluzant 273
Coiflard 251

Coiflard-Cerlain. ... 225
Coiflard (Eloi). ... 225
Coiflard junior. ... 225
Coiffard, vicar. . . . 225
Coignet(D') 491
Colas 312
Colesse 376
Colin (Leon) 242
Collard 428
Collon 484
Coloinbe 210
Coloinbe nephew. . . 211

Colonge (de la). . . . 468
Comayeres 256
Combret. . . . 330, 355
Combret-Bcllevuc. . . 350
Combret (0.). ... 350
Compan (M"). ... 477
Comle father and son. . 484
Conil (P.) 368
Connac(P.) 371

Connord (P.). ... 365

Conqueret (J.-P.). . . S91

Conquet 519
Conseil.

Constant (Heirs A.). 346,

Constant (G'>-). . 186,

Constant (E.). .

Constant (M")« .

Constantin. . .

Constantin (C). .

Constantin (D r

). .

Constantin (J.). .

Contarieux (M ri
).

Copmartin (Charles).

Copmartin (E.).

Goppingcr.

250,

348
204
342
332
453
159
336
453
477
216
216
473
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Corbiere 329
Corbiere (P.). • 350, 360
Cordes(G. des). . 322,

327, 379, 404
Come (Arm.). ... 219
Corne (P.) 529
Cornette de Saint-Cyr. 377
Cornuaud 381

Cornuaud (C. de). . . 544
Corre 386, 389
Corre (F.) 381

Cosson 204
Coste-Costy 324
Coucharriere (Francois) 221

Coudy 248
Couiflaud (P.). ... 373
Couillaudeau (M"). . . 221

Coullaud 512
Couleau 159
Coulet 513
Coulon. . . . 371, 544
Coulon (J.). . . 372, 373
Couperie. . . . 378, 481

Couput (E.). . . . . 477
Courau (P.). . . 400, 498
Couraqd (F.). ... 539
Courbes 5

Ceurcelles (de). . . . 204
Coureau (F.). . . . 540
Coureau (P.). ... 413
Courian 479
Courneau 291
Cournuaud 389
Cournuaud (C. de). . . 544
Courrech de Raquine

(A. du) 322
Courregeollcs (A.). . . 192
Courregeoles (M r

*). . .100
Court (F.) 482
Courtivron (de). ... 181
Courty (M") 251
Cousseau 520
Cousseau (F.). . . . 519
Cou?sillan (A.). ... 265
Coussolle (J.). ... 251
Coustaut (J.). ... 533
Cousteau. . . . 336, 417
Cousteau (P.). ... 532
Coutaud 225
Coulaut. . . . 191, 226
Coustolle 179
Coustou(D') 366
Coutureau 509
Couve (Ch.). . . 140, 145
Couvent Saint -Joseph. 246
Coycaud 446
Coycault 274
Crabit 392
Crabit (A.). . . 386, 393
Crabit (J.-B.-A.). . . 393
Crepin(G.) 310
Croizet 188
Cros (M r

») 528
Cruchon (A). ... 338
Cruchon(R.). ... 215

Pages
Cruon junior. . . . 233
Cruse (A.). . . 217, 468
Cruse (nld.). . . 129, 493
Cruse (M rt Herman). . 183
Cruzel (M" M.). ... 502
Cuginaud 246
Cugneau 442
Cumin son (G.-D.). . . 469
Curat 486
Cure(M rs

) 105
Cursol (Paul). . . . 108
Curzay (M" de). . . . 264
Cuttoli (D r

de). ... 522
Cuzol (F.) 245

»

Daban 272
Daen (M") 478
Dagen 379
Daleau. . . . 418, 432
Damade(Edm.) ... 103
Damaniou 366
Damas (Vu de). . 357, 358
Damas junior. . . . 489
Damaze Rougeol. . . 514
Dames de Lorette. . . 258
Dames de la Misericorde 113
Danet 227
Daney 214
Daney (Charles). ... 216
Daney (M r§

) 214
Danflous 410
Danglade. . . . 386, 389
Danglade (E.). ... 392
Danglade (M rs H.). 344, 381
Danglade (P.). ... 291
Danguilhem 268
Daniau(M'3

) 156
Danjoy (Heirs). ... 225
Dantagnan 114
Dantagnan son senior. . 411
Daricau 212
Dai Ian (M rs

) 281
Darnerin 483
Darosney-Daney. . . 308
Darquier-EUie. ... 136
Darquier fils 156
Darquier (Jean). . . . 136
Darquier (Heirs). . . 156
Darquier (Pierre). . . 152
Darrabas 271
Darriet. . . . 250, 251
Darthes. . • ... 504
Daubiac 414
Daijbin 535
Daubos 188
Daubos (P.) 188
Daudin-Claveau. . . 440
Daugaron 442
Daugaron (M rs

). . . . 446
Daulan brothers.

Daulan (N"). . . .

Daumas (coram*). . . 506

Pages
Daunes 478
Daurat 148
Daure (Arnaud). . . 267
Daurel 474
Dauty(A.) 524
Dauzat 259
Daval(M") 494
Daviaud 494
David. . 399, 402, 428, 444
David (A.). . 322, 358,

394, 401
David (E.) 453
David (M. et M,u

). . . 446
David (M") 509
David (U.) 457
Dayraut-Laurent. . . 278
Debans (S.) senior. . . 110
Debelmas (Miss). . . 268
Debord 491
Decasse 505
Decaze (E.). . . .381
Decazes de Gluksberg

(Due) 404
Decazes (M"). ... 341
Dechelle son 226
Decros 342
Defargue junior (J.). . 404
Defargue (J.). ... 404
Defaure. . . . VII 264
Deffes (Heirs). ... 493
Degas (B.) 410
Degas (P.) 410
Degraaf 250
Degrange-Schmidt. . . 154
Degrange-Touzin. . .103
Deguillem. . . 350, 373
Dehaut 391
Dehaut junior. . . . 393
Dehis 509
Dejean. 126, 152, 219, 232
Dejean (F.) 188
Dejean junior (M r

*). 188, 538
Dejean de Gleise. . .497
Dejean (M") 454
Dejean senior (M r,X . 188
Delaage 341
Delage (J.) 462
Delarue 495
Delas (H.) 104
Delas (J.-J.). ... 104
Delatre(M'8

) 494
Delaye 486
Delaye (fam.). ... 397
Delbets 367
Delbos (Andre). . 162, 460
Delbourg 309
Delbruck (J.). ... 519
Delcros 525
Deleyre. ... 130, 477
Delhoinme senior. . . 216
Delhomme (J.). ... 291
Delhomme. . 161, 232, 473
Delhoste 386
Deligny. ..... 404
Delisse 104
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Pages
Delisse (M"). ... 479
Dclmas (M"). ... 474
Delon (Numa). ... 219
Delord-Lebeuf. . . . 222
Delpech 491

Delpech (Heirs A.). . 484
Delpit(J.) 383
Delpon 480
Deluc (0.). • • • 492
Delude (Pierre). ... 213
Delugen. ... 251, 483
Deluze. .... 352
Delvaille 477
Delvalle (M.). ... 251

Delvert 469
Demeurant 478
Deniie 516, 519
Demons (M"). ... 268
Demoulin 530
Demptos. ... 496, 519
Denat 226
Deney 253
Denieau 408
Dcniau (B.) 482
Denisse 544
Denuce (D r

) 104
Depiot. . . . • . 273
Depiot-Brun. ... 277
Depiot (P^E 1 *). ... 256
Deromas (A.). . . . 444
Derouleie. . . 140, 145
Derozier (M rs

). ... 20

i

Dert(L.) 276
Derussac 246
Desarnaud 480
Desarnault (M ri

). . . 525
Desbarats (A.). . . . 273
Desbats 288
Descacq (J.). . . 275, 277
Descoubes 532
Descrambes (J.). • • 532
Desgranges-Schmidt. . 159
Desmaisons (P.). . . 495
Desmarais 493
Dcsmirail 510
Desmons 167
Despagne. . 327. 329,

360, 376, 521
Despagnet 432
Despax 268
Despax (L.) 492
Despiet 309
Desplantcs 510
Desplats 189
Despujols 309
Despujol (E.). ... 379
Despujols-Filhol. . . 310
Despujols (M rs E.) . . 329
Dessoint 257
Dessalle 486
Dessandier (F.). . . 421
Desse 188, 486
Desse father. ... 200
Desse (G.) 186
Desse (M") 204

Pages
Desse (M r» Paul). . . 186
Desse senior (M •). . . 188
Dessort 506
Dcstrac (Rene). ... 304
Destrille 344
Deval 341

Devalz(D') 493
Devalz(M") 307
Devaux 448
Devaux (Alfred). . . 253
Deves (E.). . . 479, 480
Deves (J.) 480
Devezc 274
De.ignes 117
Devignes (A.). ... 533
Devil le 474
Deymie (R.). . 361, 362
Doynaufl 543
Deyne(A.) 251
Deyres 291
Deysson (E.). ... 479
Dezeitneris (M r8

). . .528
Didier Henry (M'M. . . 468
Dignat (M rB

) 492
Dillaire 272
Dinat(M") 2S9
Diivks (E.) 468
Dissandier 209
Doat 453
Dolley 453
Dollfus 197

Domecq-Cazeaux. 322, 327
Donipey 399
Dompierre-d'Hornoy(ami-

ral de). ... 481, 479
Donis(F.) 409
Donis(H.) 410
Donis de Robillard. . 409
Dorgueilh father. . . 304
Dorneau 276
Douat 159
Douat (Arnaud). . . . 151

Douat (M"«). . . 474, 483
Douaud 469
Double 488
Doucet (V.) 152
Douhet 335
Doumeing (D.). . . . 362
Doyen 273, 479
Drillon. . . . 148, 158
Drivet 350
Drouilhet de Sigalas. . 300
Drouillard. . . 164, 456
Drouillet -son. . 225, 277
Drouineau (Alb.). . . 209
jDroz 151

Dualle 467
Dubedat 299
Dubedat (U.). . . . 302
Dubernard 391

Dubert 474
Dubignon 480
Dubois. . . 134, 378, 485
Dubois (Eu) 256
Dubois (F.) 374

Pages
Dubois (J.) 374
Dubois (L.) 374
Dubois (P.). ... 483
Dubory 372
Dubos (F.) 153
Dubos (M'») 473
Dubosc 230
Duboscq 232
Duboscq (H.). ... 477
Duboscq-Vergnes (M ,s

). 276
Duboscq (B.). ... 164
Dubourdieu (J.-B.) . . 277
Dubourdieu 363
Dubourg. . . . 304, 343
Dubraud 462
Dubreuil and Talazat. . 363
Dubreuilh (T.). ... 491
Dubrey(J.) 277
Dubrey-Dubrille. . . 283
Dubroca brothers. . . 304
Dubuc 513
Dubut (J.) 356
Ducarpe senior ( H. ).

329, 334
Ducarpe son (L.). . . 321
Ducasse. . 390, 334,

479, 490
Ducasse (A.;. ... 386
Ducasse (E.). . . . 156
Ducasse (Fleury). . 190
Ducasse (M"). . . . 322
Ducau (A.) 282
Ducau (B.) 283
Ducau (G.) 282
Ducat -Lafretey. . . . 282
Ducharpreau 376
Duchatel (comtc). . . 173
Duchesne 117
Duchon-Doris (A.). 427, 463
Duclerc-Chaulet. . . 186
Diiclos son 330
Duclou (G.) 450
Ducourneau (C). . • 247
Du Courrech de Ra-

quinc 322
Ducourt 484
Ducourt (Ad.). ... 158
Ducoux 491

Ducros. . . . 107, 290
Dudon (M r * the baronne)

377, 520
Dufaget and Burlet. . 374
Dufau 341, 509
Dufau de Lamothe. . . 377
Dufau x (Pierre). ... 233
Duffau (D r

C.). . . . 32t

Duffieux 381

Duffour(G.), Pauly (far-

mer) 112

Duffbur (G.). 250, 255, 509
Duflbur-Dubergier (S.).

124, 126, 258
Dufougeray 485
Dufour 144

Dufourg-Belin. . . . 246
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Dufour-Labuzan (J.). . 73
Dufoussat 383
Dufresne (Ed.). ... 147

Dufresne (M r
»). . 480, 491

Dufresne (P.). ... 453
Dugay son 126
Dugoua. 30 i

Dugravier (M"). ... 124

Duguit. . . 279, 391, 396
Duhau(A.) 495
Dulac 291, 534
Dulac-Kleber. ... 477
Dulon (J.). .... 534
Dulong senior. . . . 495
Dumaine (M* 8

). ... 485
Dumas. . . . 220, 372
Dumas (A.) 467
Dumas (Jean). ... 216
Dumas de Laroque. 3-J1, 394

Pumas senior. . . . 200
Dnmas (Th.). ... VII

Dumeau (A.). . 289, 529
Dumenieu. . 418, 422, 463
Dumeyn ou 434
Duraezil (F.). VII 493, 512
Dumigron. . . . 332
Dumon (A.) 5

Dumon. . . . 374, 503
Dumont (Heirs). . . 378
Dumons (P.). ... 496
Dumugron (A.). ... 322
Duparl. . . . 290, 527
Du Nogues. . . 371, 545
Duperrain 53 i
Duperrieu 324
Dupeyrat. . . . 421, 422
Dupeyrat senior. . . 444
Dupeyron (A.). . . . 524
Dupeyron (M.). . . . 312
Dupille 126
Dupit 248
Duplessis-Fourcaul 322 327
Dupont(A.) 458
Dupont(P.) 368
Dupouy 269
Dupouy, senator. . . 425
Duprat. . . 219, 220, I

Dupre 169
Dupuch. . . . 259, 506
Dupuy. 200, 381, 389.

418, 422, 444, 469,
486, 491, 522

Dupuy (E.) 401
Dupuy father (P.). . . 271
Dupuy (J.) 482
Dupuy (M" Jos.). . . 531
Dupuy (L.). . . 327, 378
Dupuy (M.) 464
Dupuy (P.) 398
Duran(M.) 480
Durand. . . . 336. 344
Durand (A.) 388
Durand-Dassier. ill, 140
Durand-Desgranges. . 343
Durand (iVl"). ... 495

Pages
Durand (P.). .... 366
Durandeau 520
Durantcau. .... 462
Durat. . . 508, 509, 525
Duranton 408
Dureau 418
Durcau (Mks). . . . 517
Durege de Ribebon (A.). 371

Duret (Osmin). ... 200
Duroy de Suduiraut (B,D)

184, 190, 482
Dussaud (A.). ... 544
Dussaud junior (A.).

Dussaulx (M rs
).

322,

283

469
510
487
469
424
221

284

Dussaut.

Dussaut senior,

Dusson. . .

Dusson (0.). .

Dutauzin (E.).

Duthil. 113, 209, 338,

372, 482, 545
Duthil (D r

) 371
Duthil de la Tuque. . 475
Duthil (H.) 520
Dutour 304
Dutruch 156
Duval (J.) 500
Duverger 335
Duverger (J.). . . . 164
Duverger (T.). ... 386
Duvergier. . . 112, 508
Duvergier (A.). ... 366

Effie 460
Eichthal (baron E.). . 271
Elbauve (L. d'). ... 192
Elbauve (R. d'). . . 203
Elie (M-) 420
Elie son 462
Enot 474
Errazn (family de). 195,

200, 211
Escarraguel (A.). . . 479
Eschauzier. . . 278, 279
Eschnauer 242
Es.urignon (P.). . . 376
Espagnet (L.). . . . 337
Espagnct (Numa). . . 299
Esperon (M"). . . . 362
Esquissaud 336
Estansans. . . 504, T08
Estebe(M ri

) 146
Eslienne (M"). ... 480
Etchegoyen (co te d').

Etchegoyen (vicomte d')

Etienne (E.). . .

Expert
Expert brothers.

Expert-Galant, junior,

Ex|>ert-Marin.

Exshaw (F.). .

Exshaw. . .

Eymas.. . . 429,

Pages
Eymery(A.) 446
Eymeiy (M")- ... 426
Eymond 396
Eymond (H.). ... 485
Evnard. . . 442, 444, 454
Eyquem (A.). . . . 109
Eyquem (Emile). . . 534
Eyquem (P.-F.). ... 260
Evraud. 397,410,419, 474
Eyraud junior (J.). . . 398
Eyraud senior. . 398, 399
Eyrem 163
Eyriniac (MM ). ... 212
Eysson (M) . . . . 215

F

Fabaron 359
Fabarou nephew (C). 363
Fabas 520
Fabre 271, 309
Fabre (J.) 477
Fabre (J.-B.). . 288, 290
Fabre deRi^unegre. 107, 519
Fabre de Rieunegre

(Th.) 261
Faget 503
Fardet (M r » J.). . . 510
Farge (M.) 259
Farinel. . . 261, 468, 491
Farinel and Gredy. . 300
Farrouilh (P.). ... 401
Fasileau. . . . 376, 489
Fatin 334
Fauche 359
Fauche senior. . 189, 362
Fauche (Paul). ... 151
Faucher(L.) 225
Faucher (M r8

). ... 473
Fcuchey (M r- L.). . . 372
Fauconnier (E.).. . . 290
Faugas (M") . ... 244
Faugeras 443
Faugerolle 220
Fauraytier ?90
Faure. 126, 212, 213,

271, 3*7, 467, 479
Faure (A.). . . -173, 492
Faure (E.) 491
Faure (F.) 259
Faure (H.) 253
Faure (J.) 464
Faure (J.-B.). ... 486
Faure (L.) 491
Faure nephew. . . . 378
Faure (P.) 463
Faurie 482, 486
Faurie son senior. . . 490
Fancies 510
Faustin-Arnaud. . . . 144
Faux 373, 376
Faux nephew (J.). . . 479
Favereau 443
Favereau (Miss). . . 341

Faverie 490
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Pages
455Favre. ....

Favre (J.-A.). . 492
Favre (L.). . . 154
Fayard 322
Faydit 10U
Fellonneau. . . 353
Ferbos. . . . 534, 535
Ferbos, notary. . 529
Ferchaud (A.). . 512
Ferohaud (M r8

). . 169, 186
Ferchaud son. . 512
Fernandina (Comte de

la) 948
Fernel-Bensse. . 291

Ferrand (de). . 184
Ferrand. . . . 304, 474
Ferrane. . . . 513
Ferrie d'Estang. 257
Ferriere. . . . 140
Ferriere (A.). . . 478
Fery d'Esclands.

.

522
Feuillerat. . . .

1*44, 152
Feytit (G.). . . 400
Figerou. 915
Figerou (Arm.).. 205, 209
Figerou (Benj.). . 209
Figerou (J.). . . 215
Filey (de). . . 377
Fillol (E. de). . 520
Fitte 519

490Fiamizet (H.). .

Flandray senior. . 446
Flers (de). . . . 181
Follardeau. . . 543 544
Fombert de Villiers(de). 346
Fonade (J.). . . 452
Fonlainemaiie (C . de).

527, 528
Fontainieu (M rd ie) . 250
Fontan (Miss). . 418
Fontaneaih . . 212, 220
Fontemoing. . . 377
Fontemoing (R.). 376
Fontemoing (Heii s). . 341
Fontemoing (M r R.). 401
Fontemoing (D r P.). . 358
Fonteneau.. 170 , 421. 460
Forcade de La Roquette

(de) 152, 540
Foresticr (Ed.). . 242
Formont (A.). * 382
Forncrod de Mons (M r8

).

335, 491
Forpomes (F.). . 192
Forsan. . . . 348
Fortage (P.). . 277
Fortin 388, J*

'

"

Fortin (Cesar). . S,>2

Fort-Pujols. . . 460
Fosse-Ferriere. . 509
Fouchat. . . . 490

371Fouignet (G.). . 369,
Fouquet. . . . 402, 473
Fouquier. . . . 156

527Fourcassies. . . 290,

Pages
Fourcaud (A.). . 372, 373
Fourcaud (E.). ... 372
Fourcaud (H.). ... 545
Fourcaud (L.). ... 367
Fourcaud (Victor). . . 327
Fourcaud-Laussac. . . 324
Fourche (J.). . . 135, 487
Fournet (G.) 497
Fournier. 324.354,505, 528
Foussat (A. du). 342,

386,
Foussat de Bogeron(du)

373, 544
Frauque (J.) 363
Freche(J.) 107
Frechina-Cosson. 221

,

225
Fredefondl .... 388
Fredefon mayor. . . 391
Freneau 126
Freres des Ecoles chre-

tiennes 248
Fressincau brothers. . 159
Fressineau (G.). ... 353
Fressineau (P.). ... 352
Fressinede 477
Freychaud 494
Froidefond, of Barsac. 304
Froidefond 532
Froin (A.) 453
Froin (F.) 409
Frois 473
Frois (Leo). . . 248, 497
Frommtin 446
Frouslegue 378
Fuinel (M ri

), widow La-

chaud. . 390, 391, I

Fumel (comte de). 161,

197, 497
Furon 251
Furt 481

Gaalon (vicomle de). . 277
Gabard(M") 400
Gabillaud 213
Gabouriau de Lalour. . 545
Gachassin - Lafile (L.).

382, 487
Gachassin-Lafite (D r

). . 346
Gachassin - Lafite (P.).

487, 490
Cachet 382
Gagnard. . 361, 401, 411

Gagner 418
Gagnerot. . . . 423, 435
Gaignerot(L.). ... 480
Gagnon 395
Gaillac(L.) 492
Gaillard. 191, 352, 353, 410
Gaillard (F.) 373
Gaillard (H.). . 209, 236
Gaillard (Leon). . 231, 236
Gaillard (M'8

). ... 408
Gajac (M r

») 361

Pages
Galan 147, 148
Galard (comte de). . . 524
Galatcau de Fombonne 544
Galinie 515
Galinie (D.) 515
Gallot. . . . 343, 356
Gallot(M'8

) 358
Gallais (M"). ... 211

Gallouye (M r8
). . . 409

Galouin 221

Galtie 467
Gapaix (J-) 510
Garagnon 504
Garbey(E.) 302
Garbey junior. . . . 302
Garbage 503
Garde (Joseph). ... 346
Gardere 494
Gardes. . .... 509
Gariicy 355
Gamier 424
Garrabey (Andre). . . 188
Garraud (C). ... 519
Garreau (M.). ... 289
Garret (M") 529
Garros. . . 486, 487, 489
Garry (M") 211

Gas 248
Gasc (E. de) 291

Gaschet 259
Gasqueton. . . 200, 205
Gasqueton (Ch.). . . 222
Gasaueton (Henry). . 131

Gassies. . . . 281, 284
Gassies (P.) 482
Gastebois (de). ... 149
Gateuil 383
Gaubert (Miss A.). . . 276
Gaubert(B.) 282
Gaudin 455
Gaudin-Lambert. . . 482
GauJrie 410
Gaudrillc 392
Gaussem brothers. . . 530
Gaussen son. . . . 388
Gaussens 362
Gaussens (A.). . . . 402
Gaussens (J.). ... 402
Gauloy 378
Gauteyron 151
Gautheyron (M r8

J.). . 495
Gauthier 376
Gautior. 221, 244, 312, 394
Gay 454
Gayet 417
Gayet son 423
Gazeaud 470
Gazillon. . . . 481, 482
Gellibert. . . . 417, 439
Gellis(M r

") 431
Gelly. . . 398, 409, 410
Genies 156
Gentillot (A.). ... 382
Genyer 388
Geoffroy (M"). ... 248
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Pages
Georges (de). . . . 417

Georget 4-16

Geraud. . . . 379, 492
Geraud-Marly (M"). . 108
Gerbaud de Lafaye. . 501

Geres (H. de). ... 480
Gervais. . . . 447, 461

Gibcrt 242
Gibert(H.). . . 244, 250
Giberteau 223
Giese (Ferdinand). 124, 126

Giese father 105
Gignoux (M"). . . . 469
Gilbert 444
Gilbeit, of Samonac. . 422
Gilbev (W. and A.). . 213
Gillard (Elie). . . . 282
Gillardeau senior. . . 429
Gillet. 216, 361, 386, 411

Gil let (de) 496
Gillet (J.) 209
Gillet (M.). 397, 480, 482
Gillet (M" J.). ... 213
Gilloux (M r

«). ... 505
Ginouilhac (A.). . . 106
Ginouilhac (Jules). . . VII

Ginouilhac (Louis). VII 104
Gintrac 200
Gintrac (M"). ... 248
Girard. 477, 491, 503, 524
Girard (Andre). . . . 545
Girard (Heirs). . 447, 461
Girardeau 534
Giraud 3S6
Giraud (E.) 381

Giraud brothers. . . 343
Giraudeau (J.). . . . 271

Gireaud 334
Giresse 530
Glady 242
Glaize (Heirs). ... 474
Glemet (J.). .... 459
Gobineau 159
Godard. . . . 132, 468
Godard (M rs

). . . . ^509

Godbarge (F.). ... 107
Godefroy (MM). ... 478
Godineau (E.). ... 394
Godrie. . .... 481
Goffre 156
Goize (L.). . . . . 425
Goizet. . . . 385, 389
Gombaud 444
Gombaud (H.). . . . 353
Gomez-Vaez 246
Gondat (Aug.). ... 151
Gondom(M"). ... 498
Gontier-Lalandc (Mr). • 148
Gonzalo-Jorrin. . . . 264
Gorce (Heirs). . . . 154
Gorsse. . . . 3C8, 545
Gorsse (Miss de). . .142
Goua (A.) 290
Goua (Leon). . . 288

r
290

Goubier 366

Pages
Goudable 480
Goudal (M") 474
Goudichaud. . . 346, 353
Goudichaut 327
Goudin (M") 477
Goudin-Chauvin. . . . 477
Goudineau (J.). .

r
. 231

Goudineau (M.). ... 231
Goudineau (P.). ... 232
Goudy 209
Gouflreteau senior. . . 222
Gouilleau 225
Goujon 422
Goujon (Heirs). ... 439
Goumain 512
Gounouilhou (G.). 261, 506
Gouny 117
Goupil. . . . 389, 485
Goupil son 394
Gourdet 42G
Gourdon 502
Gourdon (M";. ... 470
Gourdon and Pujos (M ,$

) 145

Goureau 486
Gourg. . . . 269, 277
Gourgues de* Moulins

(de) 494
Gourgues des Moulins

(comte de). ... 492
Gourmel 386
Gourreau. . * . . 485
Gours 367
Gourssies (P.). . . . 545
Gouteyron 474
Gradis. . . 473, 479, 481

Grailly (marquis dc). 322 383
Grailly (vicomte de). . 405
Grand. 251
Grandet (Miss). ... 344
Grandiere (v

Ie de la). . 491
Grandiu 358
Grangeneuve (M" La-

fargue de) 254
Granier 246
Granval (J.-V.). ... 113
Gras (A.) 477
Gras(M" U.). ... 474
Graterolles (P.). ... 249
Gratian junior. . . . 489
Graval d'Hautcville (de). 336
Grave (J.) 545
Gravereau brothers. . 427
Graviere 493
Graville(de) 181
Grazilhon son. . . . 200
Gredy. 300, 491, VI, VII
Gredy (M") 470
Gregu 391
Grelet senior. . . . 410
Grcloud (E.). . 342, 343
Grcloud (H.). 324, 327, 343
Grenet (Heirs). ... 425
Grcnier. . . 350, 427, 452
Grenier (H.). . . . 442
Grenier son. . . . . 464

Pages
Grenier (M r

«) ... 452
Grenier (M"). . . 454
Greteau 2-20

Greze (M r8
) 483

Griffon (A. de). ... 256
Griffon (E. de;. . . . 259
Griguey-Giraudiau. . . 274
Grillet 393, 394
Grillon (E.). . . 300, 309
Grimard 264
Groelier 367
Gros(H.) 342
Grossard 547
Grottes (J. des). ... 265
Grouilhe 479
Grouille (P.). ... 533
Groulie 497
Groussel 522
Grousset (J.). . . . 523
Grugier 395
Guarry (Arm.). ... 249
Gue, notary 204
Guenant 520
Guenard (F.). . 510, 512
Guere (de la;. . . . 350
Gueridon. . . , . . 487
Guerin^M") 348
Guerin 522
Gucrineau 490
Guestier. . . . 173, 475
Gueydon 405
Guhur 542
Guiard. . . . 388, 448
Guiard(L.) 396
Guiard (M") 486
Guiard (T.). . . 400, 411

Guiard ^U.
1

* 487
Guibert 251

Guibert(A.) 409
Guichard (M r8

). • • • 3C9
Guichard (P.). ... 463
Guichard (T.). ... 464
Guidon. . . . 216, 228
Guignard. . 478, 479, 483
Guigne (de) 142
Guilbot 494

Guilhem 248
Guilhem (M"). ... 474
Guilhemanson(de). 335, 362
Guillard 342
Guillaume (A.) ... 246
Guillemojit 482
Guilhou (J.). . . 2H5, 268
Guillemin (R.). ... 272
Guillemot 250
GuilIory(P.) 212
Guillot(U.) 268
Guillot de Suduiraut

brothers 469
Guiniard 483
Guimbertaud 347
Guimberteau. . . 344, 379
Guinaudie.. . . 395, 399
Guionueau 386
Guiraud (A. et U.). . 231
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Guiraud (B.) £31

Guiraud (Pierre). . . 216
Guiraud and Grach. . 216
Guiraud (Hippolyte) . 231

Guiraud junior (M"). . 232
Guserix. . . . 256, 484
Guitard. . . . 219, 545
Cuiteau. . . . 225, 233
Gurchy (G.)327, 379,381,388
Guy (F.) 365
Guz and C° (Z.-J.). . . 493

II

Halnhen (Constant). . 184
Halty 487, 503
Hanicl (comte du). 192,

284, 478, 487
Hauchecorne 519
Hauchccorne (Abel). . 156

Haurhecorne-Favre (Al-

cide) 154
Hauchccorne (M rt

). 156,

475, 492
Haulon 4-29

Hauion (M"»). ... 461

Haussmann (baron G.). 254
Haute faye (Heirs J.). . 487
Hay 209, 215
Hazera 271
Hebrard 359
Heiies Volny. ... 522
Heliot 503
Hellies(E.) 521

HeUics junior (M"5

;. . 521
Hellies senior. . . . 521

Helliot 265
Henry 427
Henry (V.) 480
Heraud 455
Heriard-Dubreuilh. . . 235
Herice(F.) 360
Herisson (de 1'). . . 467
Herit 447
Hermann (M">. . . . 535
Herinitte 4", 3
Heron 246
Heros (M ri de Los). . 108
Herran 162
Herve. . . . 386, 4U1
Hervouet (M") . . 494
Hcyne (Arm.). . . . 176
Htfyrim (M")« . . . HI
HilareJ 189
Hirigoven (D r

). ... 248
Holagray 492
Holagray (A.-H.). . . 149
Homel (M" Alf.). . . 256
Hospital of Lesparre. . 225
Ho.eaux. . . . . . 334
Hostcin. 188, 191, 219,

221,231, 232
Hostcin father. ... 194
Hostcin-Fatuu. 127,152,

197,200, 219

Pages
Hostcin (F.) 164
Hostcin (D r

J.). . . 210
Hostein (J.). ... 163
Hosteiug (J.). ... 210
Hosteins 379
Hostm (Ch.). ... 158
Hottengcr ( M",. . . 467
Houdetot (comte d'). . 478
Hourcade 234
Houel 492
Hubert (J.) 356
Hubcrt-De isle (M"). . 408
Hugla (J.) 494
Hugo-Berle 479
Hugon 169
Hutfon (Ant.). ... 156
Hugon son 148
Hugon (M rrt

). ... 156
Hugonenc 225
Huyard (H.) 253
Hyvert 107

I

Ichon 544
Ichon (M") 335
Ichon (P.) 379
Ifren - Loubaney. . . 159
Igonnet (M ri

). ... 106
Ireland 249
Wa (Pedro) 108
Isle (comte d'). . . . 456
Issartier (H.). ... 544
Itey. 332. 335,352,357, 382
Iley (Cheri) 399
Itey (C.) 5-21

Itey(H.). . . . 353, 544
Itey do Pcyronnin. . . 524
Itey senior 338
Illiier (X.) 543
Ivoy. . . . 112.113, 491

Jacquet. . . . 386, 482
Jadouin 482
Jadouin (M"). ... 136
Jadouin senior (P.). . 145
Jadouin (J.) 136
Jaffart 379
Jahn 246, 486
Jaille 248
Jamet 188
Janvier 254
Jaquelin (M"). ... 478
Jarossay. ..... 491
Jasseau. ..... 284
Jattin 486
Jambert 480
Jauge-Duvergier. . . 365
Jauge (E.) 366
Jauge (P.) 367
Jaurias (de). . 342, 378
Jay junior. . . . 474
Jay P. de Lisle (MM). . 369

537
545
526
336
480
186
368

545

Pages
Jeanneteau 537
Jeansonnet son. . 329, 250
Jeantet 448
Jeanty. . . 156,211, 212
Jeanty (Firmin). ... 215
Jeanly (Jean). ... 215
Jeanty (Justin). . . . 215
Jeniites 512
Joannes 520
Johnston (Nath.). 129, 173
Joly de Boisset. . . .

Jolly de Bonneau. . .

Joseph Henry. . . .

Jossclin (M rt Maximin).
Joubert. . . . 430,
Joubert (M M). . . ,

Jouhan.ieau brothers. .

Joulin 348
Journu (M") 502
Judde de La Riviere.

544,
Judde de La Riviere

fathei (J.-M.). . . 544
Juhel Bilot 304
Jullidiere. . . . 536, 537
J urine 494

Kappelhoff. .... 176
Kercado (heirs of comte

de) 253
Kerminon (de). . . . 269
Kirstein (M"). ... 473
Koenigswarter (MM H.). 127
Kort 266

Ii

Laage (A. de). . . . 342
Laage (M" P. de). . . 388
Labach(G.) 398
Labadie 4^0
Labadie. 366, 446, 452, 491

Labadie de Lalande. . 510
Labadie (M"). . . • 446
Labadie (Miss de). . . 418
Labadie son senior. . 253
Labaichede 288
Labarde-Cadillon. . . 179
Labarthe 524
Labat (Edm.). . . . 23i
Labat (ftT") 200
Labatut 522
Labatut (Cheri). ... 126
Labaylc 382
Labecaud 380
Labeyrie (J.). . . , . 482
Laborde (Paul). . 543, 545
Labordcre (de). . .113
Labordere (Miss de). . 512
Labory 200
Labory (Cap.). . » . 506
Laboual (F.). ... 545
Labouchede senior. . . 510

Labour 469
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346

Pages
Labourdette. 417, 430, 433
Labrie (M r8

). . .

Lubrouche (D r
)« •

Labrousse. ...
Labrunie. . 117, 126
Labuchellc. . . 452
Labuzan. . 269, 271

Lacaussade (J.-J. de).

Lacaussade (M ri de).

Lacaussade (R. de).

Lacayre senior. .

Lacaze (A.). . .

Lacaze (M" Th.).

Lacaze (B.-G.). .

Lacaze (E.). . .

Lacaze (G.). . .

Lacaze (M" G.).

Lacaze (M ,s H.).

La Chasseignc (de)

Lachaud (M").' 390, 391
Lachaze (D r

). . .

Lachaze (M"). ,

Laclavene. . .

Lacombe. . . .

Lacombe (Miss).

Lacosse. . . .

Lacoste. . . .

Lacoste brothers.

Lacoste (H.). . .

Lacoste (P.). . .

Lacoste (Th.). .

Lacou (Ant.). .

Lacourtiade (D r

).

Lacouture. 124, 469

259

Lacroix (F.). 348, 395, 485
327Lacroix (J.). .

Ladonne
Ladonne (A.). . .

Ladonne son. . . .

Lafargue. 219, 229,505
Lafargue (Heirs J.-B.)

152
Lafargue (M"). .

Lafaurie (C.). .

Lafaurriere. . .

Lafaye-Chevreau.
Lafaye (Bertr.). .

Lafaye (G.). . .

Lafaye (M" de\
Laffargue. . . .

Lafite

Lafite (G.). . .

Laflite (D r G ). .

Laffite (R,). . .

Lafon. 104, 267, _

312,374, 442, 481
Lafon avocat.

Lafon-Bertin (A.)

Lafon (A.). . .

Lafon (B.). . .

Lafon or Boutin.
Lafon (Desir). .

Lafon (Frederic).

Lafon (Gaston). .

494
242
409
368
152
£77
276
336
512
382
379
391

104

395
322
404
345
528
278
393
495
482
231

342
271
473
360
309
256
299
304
257
462
512

507
309
478
288
516

249
321

299
519
216
215
248
512
538
439
382
346
284

529
312
309
268
302
482
299
235
136

Pages
Lafon junior 382
Lafon junior (J.). . . 482
Lafon (F.) 299
Lafon junior (P.). . . 482
Lafon (M") 491
Lafon senior. . . . 479
Lafon son 485
Lafon de Camarsac and

son (M fi
) 197

Lafon (P.)
4^"

LaFonta. . . . 440, 485
Lafonta 117
Lafontaine 278
Laforest 324
Laforest (de). ... 367
Laforiere 513
Lafourcade. . . 266, 474
Lafourcade (Joseph). .

Lagarde. . 188, 272,
Lagarde (M"). . . .

Lagarde (M r* J.). . .

La Geard (de). . 149,
Lagostina (E.). ... 342
Lagrandiere (v" de). . 491
Lagrange 510
Lagrape 362
Lagrave 469
Lagreze(F.). . . 409, 413
Lagrolet. . . . 418, 505
Laguerenne (de). . . 329
Laguetterie. . . .

Laguiterie. . . .

Lagunegrand. . . .

Lahens(M ri E.-E.).167
Lahire 420
Laine 418
Lair (M ri

* 250
Lajird 490
Lajard (E.) 495
Lalande. . . . 304, 467
Lalande (M" Am.).
Lalande (A.). 133 171,186,
Lalande (Ch.). 447,448,
Lalande (M" Carlos de)

Lalande ( M ri A. ). .

Lalande (F.). . . . 497
Lalanne. 281,348,376

395,

Lalanne (Desir).

Lalanne (M r *>.

Lalanne (P.).

Lalinian-Delorme,

Laloubiere.

Lalumiere (J.)

La Mare (E. de)
Lamarque.
Lamarque junior

Lamarque son senior.

Lamaud. .

Lambert. . 231, 356,
Lambert des Granges
(M" de)

Lambert des Granges
(C* and Mu

de). .

Lambert-Mdge. . . .

363
360
117
169

VIII

209
457
183

439

462
271
250
362
495
477
108
140
510
192
192
440
359

210

512

519,

Lambert (Pierre). . . 222
Lamena, notary. . . . 184
Lambert-Zede. ... 366
Lamena (Laurent). . . 188
Lamena-Verriere (M™). 188
Lamey 516
Lamorere (M r * Sat.). . 151
Lamorere-Renouil. . . 154
Lamothe (C. de). 483, 485
Lamothe (J.). ... 288
Lamothe (Heirs V. de). 482
Lamoureux (B.). . . 360
Lamy (J.) 502
Landard 212
Landart (M ri

). ... 418
Landau (E.) son. . .151
Lanelongue 473
Lanelongue (D r M.). . 542
Lanelongue (E.). . . 537
Langaud 469
Lange 251
Langlois (C). . . . 110
Langsdorff (baron de). 515
Lanneluc (A.). ... 309
Lanneluc-Sanson. 418, 420
Lannes (S. ). . . . 277
Lanoire (Albert). . . 152
Lanoire (Camille). 142, 145
Lansade(G-). 408,413, 418
Lapelletrie 379
Lapene (W). ... 106
Lapeyre 513
Lapcyre (Pierre). . . 277
Lapeyrolerie ( Heirs )

329. 330, 388
Lapeyrolerie (M" V.). 3»8
Laplante (A.). ... 469
Laporte. 209, 221, 225,

332, 346
Laporte (J.). . 288, 348
Laporte (M.). ... 288
Laporte son. . . . 348
Lapougnanne. . . . 309
Lapoujade 469
Lapouze 440
Lapoyade (P.). . . . 372
Laprade (M rs de). . . 513
Lapree 363
Larc (de). , ... 381
Larcade 409
Larcade (F.). . . . 491
Larcher junior. . . . 248
Larchevesque. . . . 386
Lardiley. . . . 2*5, 216
Lardit 517, 519
Lardit brothers. . . . 514
Laregnere (M"). . . 366
Largeteau. . 381, 429, 473
Largeteau (P.). ... 41

1

Lari de la Tour (de). . 528
La Riviere 389
Laroberlie 497
La Roca (J de). . . 126
Laruque (M" A.). . . 246
Laroquc (F.). . . . J»22
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Pages
Larosa 117
Laroussie (Mri

) ... 421

Laroze 348
Laroze (R.) 543
Larquey 343
Larquey (B iB

). ... 377

Larrard (vicomte de).

322, 342, 352
Larraud (M r

«). ... 475
Larrieu 506
Larrieu (Heirs Am.).

239, 242, 308, 309
Larronde (E.). ... 473
Larroque (A.). . . . 517
Larroucaud. 341, 342, 345
Larroucaud (B.). . . 344
Larroucaud (E.). . . 344
Lartigue 482
Lartigue (Heirs). . .219
Larue 386
Lascases (marquis de). . 171
Laspeyreres (M r

*). . . 526
Lassaque-Lahore (M"). 521

Lassauvajue 300
Lassime 290
Lassime (Th.). ... 530
Lassus 374
Lastic (comte de). . . 513
Lataillade (de). ... 352
Latapy. . . . 277, 309
Lataste. . . . 486, 513
Lalaste brothers. . . 282
Lataste-Finot. ... 282
Lataste (J.). . . 329, 527
Lataste nephew. . . 486
Lataste son 282
Latestere 290
Latomberie 377
Latour(J.) 408
Latrille. . . . 291, 505
Lauga (Emile). ... 530
Lauga (P.) 544
Lauille(J.) 534
Laujac 225
Lfftilanie (de). . . . 425
Laumond 232
Laumonier (Paul). . . 169
Laurent Ill
Laurent (Abel) 142, 149, 440
Laurent (G.) 426
Laurent (Ernest). . . 255
Laurent (F.) 376
Lauriere (de). . . . 409
Laval. . . 336, 358, 447
Lavalette de Montbrun

(M- 8 de). . . 414, 447
Lavau. . . 327, 346, 545
Lavau junior 327
Lavau (L senior). . . 327
Lavau senior 332
Lavaud. . . . 356, 427
Laveau 344
La Vergne (comte de) 117
Lavergue (J.). ... 502
Lavergne de Peyredoulle 443

Pages
Lavertujon 493
Laveyssiere 525
Lavidalie (J.). ... 398
Lavidalie (P.). ... 468
Lavidalie senior. . . 398
Lavignac 376
Lavigne 484
Laville. 507, 513, 514, 519
Lawlon(M r ' Dan). 117, 492
Lawton (Ed.). . . . 112
Lawtoh (W.). ... 200
Laydeker 248
Leaud (J.-J.). . 385, 386
Leautaud (vicomte de).

169, 229, 505, 506
Lebefaude. . . 250, 507
Lebeuf(Am.). . 216, 225
Leblanc de Mauvezin 154, 158
Leboeuf 226
Leboulanger (Louis). . 530
Leclerc 250
Lecuyer(J.) 398
Lefeuvrc 383
Lefol 462
Lefort(E.). . . 192, 200
Legendre 256
Legendre (D r

). • • • 515
Leglise. . 290, 291, 513
Leglise (B.) 524
Leglise and Camus. . 486
Leglise senior. . . . 521

Legris(P") 107
Legris de la Salle. . . 496
Leguenedal (M' 8

). . . 491

Lehaut(P.) 542
Lemaire (M"). • • • 469
Lemonnier (J.-M.). . . 359
Lenoir 467
Lenta 473
Leon 253
Leon-Jacob. , ... 510
Leperche. . . . 322, 342
Leppert 505
Le Prince (M r8

). ... 507
Lequellec (A.-C.) . . 475
Lequien de la Neufville

161, 506
Leraud 209
Lercaro 484
Lermet (M"). . . 147
Lescoutras. , . 156, 159
Lescouzeres 282
Lesfauris 267
Lesnier. . 484, 485, 488
Lespinasse (M fS

). . . 250
Lessance 251
Lessance (M rs

). ... 502
Lessans 490
Lestage son 156
Lestapis (Heirs P.-F. de) i 97
Lestrille 505
Lesvignes (J.). . . . 502
Lelanneur (P.-A.). . . 257
Letourneau. . . 398, 399
Leude (It) 482

Pages
Leurtault (Heirs). . . 404
Leuvielle 486
Leuvielle 486

Levif (M") 494

Levraud brothers. . . 432
Levraud (M rs

). ... 413

Levreaud. . . . . . 418
Levreaud junior. . . 434

Levreaud senior. 409, 435

Lewden 392

Leybardie (de). ... 479

Leydet 399

Lheritier (F.). ... 505

Lhomond 304

Liares 489

Liaubon (M"). . . . 509

Lignac(P.) 411

Lignieres (J.-L.). . .310
Ligourre 242
Lille (A.) 483

Lillet 273
Lillet or Tanquette. . 272

Limoges (A.). . . . 371

Limousin 520

Liquard 210

Liquard (Michel). . . 229

Liquard nephew. . . 232

Liquard (P"). . 232, 320

Lisbonne (Soliman). . 502

Livran 527

Livran (M ,s
)

402

Loignon 383
Lolivier 473

Lolliot 322
Lomonnier 211

Longa 327

Longaut 399
Longuerue (de). 512, 513

Lopes-Dubec 480
Lord (Martin de). . . 508

Lordon-Morel. . . . 322
Loreille (M t8

). . . • 369
Lorois 453
Lostau (de). . . 224, 462

Loste 264, 312
Loste-Miohel. . . . 510

Loubrie(P.) 282
Louit (E.) 494
Louit(S.) 261
Louradour. . . 474, 479
Lour teau son. . . . 487
Loustaud-Chatenet 242,

254, 505
Loyer 400
Loyer son 342
Lubbert. . . . 271, 493
Lubbert (J.). . . . 477
Lubbert (H.). ... 477
Lucas 219
Luetkens (M r

« de). .

165. 169, 176
Lule-Desiardins (H.). .

509, 510, 515
Lunel 242
Luppe (C"# de). 439, 440, 458
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Pages
Lureau (Er.). . . . 104

Lurman (M'« G.-G.- H.) 505

Luro 485
Lur-Saiuces (Cu H. de) 308
Lur-Saluces (comtesse

de) 534
Lur-Saluces (Heirs of

marquis de). . 297,

299, 303, 304
Lurteau (R.). ... 399
Lussac (Ad.). ... 219
Lussac (M rs

). . . . 216
Lussay (Miss J" de). . 231

Lustrac (de) 226
Lustrac (Charles de). . 226
Lutard (H.) 413
Luze (Heirs F i3

de). . 149
Lyon-Allemand. . . 304

Mabille. . . 271, 504, 506
Mabille(L.) 368
Macau (P.) 336
Macouillard 443
Madron (de) 528
MaflYe-Massiot. ... 485
Mage 485
Magen 390
Magne 322
Magondeau (M rs

). . . 382
Magondeau nephew. . 381

Mahic brothers. . . . 250
Mailhe (Miss). ... 409
Maingard (P.). . 479, 480
Maire (M r

" la baronne). 516
Maitre (Paul). . 531, 536
Malangin (A.). . 457, 481
Malet (B°" de). ... 410
Malet (c

1- de). 322, 327, 336
Mallard. ... 401, 417
Mallemouche (M r

*). . . 264
Mallen 322
Mallet 271, 357
Malleville (Mrs

). . . . 527
Malmouche 251
Malvezin (Th.). ... 203
Manade 473
Manaud 253
Mandavy 502
Maney (Heirs). . . . 188
Manhes, or Magne. . . 507
Manuaud senior. . . . 327
Maran(J.) 169
Maiay and Corbiere. . 324
Marbotin (de). . 291, 529
Marceau 408
Marcelat (Heirs). . . 444
Marcellus (c'e E. de). . 543
Marcens 497
Marchais 452
Marchand. . . 368, 477
Marchand (D r

). ... 366
Marche. ... 367, 367
Marcher 225

Pages
Marcillac (de). ... 418
Marcon (M rs

). ... 322
Marcoulet junior. . , 211
Marcoulet (W*). ... 233
Marcillac 491

Mareilhacq (Heirs A.). 256
Margne(J.) 509
Marian (MM M i9

). . . 179
Mariano 105
Mariaud. . 386, 399, 513
Mariaud (M.). ... 389
Marignan (M rs B"# de). 321

Mariol 483, 490
Marmiesse 512
Marolles (M" de). . . 136
Marot (J. and A.). . . 366
Marot son 369
Marquet 512
Marquis 204
Marsaudon 492
Martet 253
Martin. 159, 221, 251,

338, 353, 418, 428
Martin (Ant.). ... 108
Martin (J.) 186
Martin (M'*) 366
Martineau. . 322, 394, 543
Martineau (C). . 356, 358
Martinet 312
Martiny (Heirs). ... 192
Marty (E.) 429
Mas 519, 523
Masse (P.) 395
Massip (de) 1 24
Matha (de) 265
Mathe 189
Mathelot senior. . . . 527
Mathieu. . . . 104, 515
Maubourguet. . 103, 105
Maudon 448
Maugey 502
Maugras 154
Mauleon 354
Mauquie 253
Maurel 494
Maurel (H.) 477
Maurel (M.) 475
Maurel (M r8

) 485
Maurel (U) 477
Maurel-Lacoste. . , . 507
Maureze 342
Maurenx. . . . 169, 178
Mauriac 535
Maurin. . 192, 225, 371
Maury 263
Maury (c,e de). ... 248
Mausacre 522
Mauvezin (baronne de). 382
Mauvezin (Leblanc de).

154, 4?8
Maximin-Josselin (M rs

). 336
Maydicu 505
Medeville 379
Medeville (Gadichon). . 282
Medeville (J.). 282, 526, 527

Medeville (Heirs L.). . 527
Medeville (Numa). . . 526
Medeville son (J.). . . 527
Mege. , 189
Me^ret de Belligny (S.

de). ..... 246
Meller. . . 241, 479, 484
Mellie 443
Mellon senior. . . . 394
Menard (P.) 463
Mendelssohnn. . . . 281

Menesplet 486
Menessier (Heirs). . . 1 54

Menjon-Guiasse. . . 285
Menou 191

Menou (de). 257, 542, 484
iVeran (Miss). . . . 418
Mercat 366
Mercier. ... 271, 352
Meredieu (de). . . . 117
Meric 413, 432

Mericq 299
Merigon. ... 481, 482
Meriochaud 459
Merlande. . . . 389, 467
Merle 469
Merle (E.) 480
Merlet. . . 444, 452, 463
Merlet(M,s

) 382
Merman (G.). ... 197
Merman (J.) 197
Mervy(M rs

) 507
Meslon (M's de). ... 512
Mestayer (A.). . 432, 433
Mestayer (C). ... 461
Mestayer (M rs P.). . . 334
Mestre(L.) 368
Mesuret 220
Meynard. . . . 169, 418
Meynard (C.). . 372, 373
Meynard de la Tanct (P.) 460
Meyncy 377
Meyniac (C ). ... 109
Meyniel (G.). ... 366
Meynieu. . . . 188, 210
Meynot (de) 322
Meynot (F. de). ... 337
Meynot son (de). . 380, 381
Meyre (M rs

) 161
Mialarel 406
Mice (L.) 312
Michaelsen (H.). . . 544
Michaud. 156, 423, 454
Midland (A.). ... 444
Migne(MM) 425
Mignot 212
Miyron (P.) 544
Milhade 410
Millet (Miss) 204
Millorit 421
Milon 254
Mimalet 486
Miocque-Balarac. . , 275
Miollis(de) 204
Miolhs (F. de). ... 192

17**
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Pages
Miox(M") 246
Miquel(A.) 477
MiqueHM") 507
Miquel-Pa.is 507
Miraben 486
Mirande 342
Missandre (P. de). . . 502
Moitessier. . 268, 269, 467
MoIine(E.) 148
Moller (M" H.). . . 303
Molliet (Max). ... 148
Molline(E.) 144
Momus(Mrs

). ... 248
Monberol (P.). ... 372
Moncleron de Savignac. 509
Mondiet(0.) 276
Mondon. . 179, 188,

211, 212. 373, 409, 480
Mondon (Aug.). ... 204
Mongie(de) 490
Monlaur de Saint-Cyr. . 545
Monncins (Heirs). . .211
Monneraye (de la). . • 453
Monnereau. . . . . 538
Monnerie (A.). ... 538
Monnerie (M-). ... 469
Monnet 485
Monnier. . . . 226, 421
Monroseau 211
Mohtagne (la). ... 308
Mohtbrun (comte H. de) 528
Montbrun-Lavalette (de) 478
Montclin 312
Monleil 440
Monteil (de) 2H7
Mohtero 509
Montesquieu (Gh. de).

258, 271
Montesquieu (G'- de) 27U, 377
Montesquieu (G. de). . 377
Montfrange 377
Montheuil-Franc. . . 248
Montouroy (P.). . . . 3;

Mora in 543
Morange. 216, 253, 322, 408
Morange (E.). . 385, 386
Morange (Miss). . . . 345
Morange (P.). ... 411
Moreau. . 209, 216,

229, 259, 418
Moreau (Abbot). . . 253
Moreau-Berton son. . 257
Moreau (Charles). . . 216
Moreau (Heirs Docteur). 281
MOreau (J). . 188, 215, 454
Moreau (M ri

). ... 486
Moreau (Pierre). ... 216
Morel 410
Morin brothers. . . . 179
Morin (Eycard de). . . 235
Morin (Rupsan Adr. de) 235
Morpain. . . . 444, 446
Morpain (P.-H.). . . 457
Mortier father. ... 409
Mortier(L.) 409

Pages
Mortier (V.) 408
Mortier 409
Morton. . • ... 104
Morton (Alfred). . . 107
Mosnier 480
Mottard 428
Mouchet 253
Mouet 345
Moula 200
Mouleyre (J. -J). . . 508
Moulinet. . 389,391, 402
Moulinet (Dr

). ... 419
Moulinie (E.). ... 505
Moure 483
Moustey (M"). ... 489
Moutard (M'»). ... 410
Molitardier (E.). . . 226
Moutardier (Firmin). . 226
Moutinard (MM). . . 512
MoUton (Ch.). ... 396
MuSquin 379
Musaet. . . . 358, 477
Mussel (Dr

) 337
Musset(R.) 338
Myre-Mory (comte de la)

489,308,309, 310

Nabineau (P. de). . . 348
Nadaud 357
Nard 467
Nardon 490
Nartigue (M"»). ... 495
Naudin 334
Naseau 356
Nazereau son. . . . 442
Nazereau (MM ). ... 439
Nebut 359
Negre (B.) 259
Nelson-Decan. ... 126
Nerac 503
Nercam (Arnaud). . . 282
Neveu 452
Neveu (J.) 439
Neveu (P.) 458
Nevreze (A. de). . . 248
Nexon (baronne de). . 114
Nicolas senior (Heirs L.) 343
Nicolas senior (M"). . 345
Nicolon 446
Niece (de la). ... 192
Noaillan (de). ... 480
Noel 281
Nogues (G. du). 371, 545
Nolibois. 266
Norfflandin. 188, 474, 481
NOrmandin (Pierre). . 216
Normandin son. . . . 216
Notou 272
Nouet. . . 208, 211, 413
Nouguerede 413
Nougueyrede (A.). . . 502
Nouvel 329
Noutel and Laveau. . 348

Noyran et C'\
Numa-Robert.

Patfes

. 254

. 429

Obissier-Lagiraudais. . 394
O'lanyer (L.). ... 451
Olinde-Baril (Heirs). , 425
Olivet 332
Olivier- Durand (Heirs). 477
Olliere 453
Olliere (E.) 439
Ollivier. . 126, 386, 396
Orcibal (M*8

). ... 346
Ore 486
Orphans asylum. . . 534
Orphelinat (1'). ... 276
Osiris 300
Osma (de) 404
Ouy 337
Ouy (A.) 336
Ouy (Bernard). ... 336
Ouy (Martin). ... 336
Ouy (P.). . . 359, 363

Pache(M'8
) .... 159

Page. . . 414, 419, 463
Page (Miss) 442
Paiement 469
Paignac(M'8

) 352,355, 358
Paignac (Miss). ... 358
Pailhas 496
Pailhas (Heirs V.). . . 327
Pailhas (M'« H.). . . 379
Paillet. . . 389, 454, 463
Pail let senior. . 344, 378
Paillet senior(M rs

). 327, 341
Paitel 250
Palleteau 378
Panchaud 503
Pandelet 505
Paniagua (L. de). 100, 106
Papailhau 264
Papin 520
Papin de La Gaucherie. 442
Paravey (M'8

). ... 329
Pare (Bernard du). . 204
Pareau (L.). .... 512
Pariau (Miss). ... 477
Paris 367, 371

Paris (A.) 366
Paris (J.). . . 369, 371

Paris-Desjardons. . . 309
Paris senior. . . . 371
Parouty (de). ... 205
Parraud. ..... 406
Pas 454
Pascal 290
Pascal (P.) 254
Pascaud 517
Pascaud (A.). . 366, 368
Pascault (L.). ... 417
Passerat 264
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Passerat (J.). ... 382

Passerat son. . . . 382
Pastoureau . . 421, 425
Pastoureau (A.). . • 442
Pastureau brothers. . 433

Patachon 312
Patarrieu 284
Pate" 503
Paty (L. de). . 411, 481

Pauly. 105, 304, 378, 509
Pauly (A.) 276
Pauly brothers. . . 312
Paupardin son. . . . 289
Pauvert brothers. . . 368
Pauvif. . . 418,420, 424
Pecou. ...... 418
Pedesclaux (M rs

). • .

Peleau (Pierre). . . 216
Pelle 497
Pelletan 456
Pelletreau. . . 234, 367
Penaud 327
Peneau 359
Penot (Heirs (P.-J.-B.). 485
Pepin (E.). . . 503, 505
Perboyre 5127

Pereire 133
Peres (Mri

) 322
Perie 507
Perier de Larsan (du).

152, 154
Perier de Larsan (baron

du) 210
Perinelle (de). ... 479
Perinet 44S
Perisse". ..... 227
Perodeau 342
Perogon (Leon). . .219
Peros-Mandis (A. de). 513
Peros-Mandis (de). . 520
Perrault-Desage. 449, 458
Perret (J.) 404
Perret (Mr8

) 391

Perrier 456
Perrin. . . . 225, !

Pery notary 242
Pesquier (R.). ... 497
Pessonnie 418
Petit 420
Petit (Aug.). ... 539
Petit (E.) 306
Petit - Matheo. ... 242
Petit (M") 477
Petit (P.-J.). ... 404
Petit (S.) 395
Petiteau 519
Petit-Lovely (M r8

). . . 409
Petiton- Ardouin. . . 399
Peychade 372
Peychaud. 329,409,417, 428
Peychaud and son (M ,g

L.) 197
Peychaud (Charles). . 2W
Peychaud (M,s

). . . 418
Peychez

Pages
Peynaud 459
Peynaud brothers. . . 459
Peyrecave (M rB

). . . 505
Pereyre (M ri

). ... 446
Peyroche 447

Peyron son (P.). . . 482
Phelan 200
Picaud 493
Pichard. . . . 304, 494
Pichard (Heirs de). . 291
Pichard (M"). . 253, 263
Picharry 500
Pichauzel 281
Pichon(de) 473
Pichon-Longueville (B°*

Raoulde) 183
Pichon (M" de). . . 104
Pichot(P.) 489
Picq 544
Pierlot (M ri

). ... 422
Pierredon (M r* de). . 352
Pierre (Jean). ... 322
Piganeau (Gustave). . 99
Piganeau (Heirs C). . 386
Piganeau (L.). . . . 247
Pigasse (M r * A.). . . 322
Pigasse senior (MM). . 327
Pignat(M") 347
Pignegny 161
Pigot 219
Pillet-Will 138
Pimorin 191
Pinau 343
Pinaud. 329, 374, 393, 401
Pinaud(de) 467
Pinaud (J.) 446
Pineau 318
Pineau and Garitey. . 359
Pineau (H. d«). ... 481

Pines (Leon) 533
Pinet (J.) 220
Pinsan. 304
Pinsan (A.) 309
Pinsan (L.) 303
Piola. 322, 327, 341, 388
Piot de Saint-Etienne. 444
Piot (M") 447
Piston d'Eaubonne. . 114
Pistouley. . . . 327, 332
Pistouley (M"). ... 322
Pi tray (de) 489
Pitre (Heirs). ... 267
Piveteau 216
Plaideau (M"). ... 341
Plaignard 197
Planteau 367
Plantevigne 479
Plantey (Ach.). . . . 530
Plantier de Brassaud. 221
Plassan 513
Platon 372
Plazanet 482
Pleneau 432
Pleneau senior. . . . 433
Plumeau (Charles). . SIS

Plumeau (D'). . 216, Is7
Plumeau (Jean). . . 233
Plumeau (M'*). . 461, 482
Pointet 355
Poissant 104
Poissonnier (Adr.). . 281
Poitevin 448
Poitevin-Desmartis son. 485
Poitou 381
Poitou <D') 352
Pommeieux - d'Aligre

(de) 149
Palleteau (M'» B.). . 378
Pommez (Mr

"). . 242, 215
Poncet-Deville junior. 285
Poncignon 482
Pondet (M"). ... 345
Pootac (comte de). .

147, 311, 312
Pontac (G. de). 289, 300
Pontalier 304
Pontet-Larosa senior. . 117

Porge (Miss). ... 342
Portal (B"" de). 100, 105
Pouchan 285
Pouchan (Ladies). . . 526
Pouchaud 539
Pouget 378
Poupeyron 382
Pourman (M" B.). . . 253
Pousson 251
Poutays. . . . 291, 539
Poutreau 357
Pouvereau. . . 377, 520
Pouyalet (Jean). . . 188
Pouyalet (Leonard). . 188
Pouzet 458
Povit 382
Poyen (de) 377
Pozet (F.) 543
Prade 353
Pradeau 474
Pradier 5S3
Pradier (M'»). ... 534
Prax-Paris 516
Prelat (P.) 482
Pressac 327
Preveraud de Sonne -

ville. ... 481, 483
Prevost 492
Prevost (Ladies). . . 516
Pr^vosleau 204
Prevot 159
Prieto de Acha son. . 274
Prieu 256
Princeteau (P.). 480, 481
Princcteau - Lej>erche

(P.) 386
Privat 469
Prom (H.) 475
Prom (H.-L.). ... 474
Prom (J.). . . 2S4, 509
Promis 528
Promis(P.). . . 135, 544
Prompt 495
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Padres

Pruede 231
Publicain-Destanque. . 304
Puchaud 394
Puchaud(A.). 327, 3«9, 391

Pujo (D r

) 443
Pujo-Donel 427
Pujo sons brothers. . 427
Pujos(M' 8

). . . 209, 245
Pujos (Simon). . . . 533
Puyferrat (Mu de). . 245
Puymorin (Ch.). . .414
Puysarnaud 481

Puysarnaud (E.). . . 485
Puysegur (comte de). . 486
Puysegur (J. de). . . 502

Q
Quancard. . . 411, 413
Quancard (E.). ... 410
Queyiut 474
(jjuimaud 427

R
Raba 246, 253
Rabere. . . . 230, 232
Rabion (J.) 405
Rabolte 456
Rabolte (M'8 P.). . . 444
Raboutet. . . . 444, 447
Raby 322
Racaud(J.) 373
Rafaillae. . . . 144, 151

Raffet(Miss) 521
Raganeau 417
Ragot. . . . 341, 386
Ragouet 248
Ragouet(J.) 545
Raguenault 458
Raimbaud. . . 209, 225
Rai^on 487
Ramat (J.). 398, 399, 421
Rambaud. . . 117, 507
Rambaud (J.). ... 545
Rambaud (Sully). . . 417
Ramet (Abel). ... 544
Ramondoux 495
Ramondoux (M"). . . 491
Ranee 413
Rancy (de) 523
Rapet 200, 487
Raquine (M" de). . . 385
Ransac. . . . 442, 443
Rateau. 259
Ravcz (comte A.)! 175* 276
Ravignan (baron de'. . 264
Raymond. . 126, 158,

159, 386, 418, 483
Raymond-Carves. . . 389
Raymond (de). ... 266
Raymond (Guill.). . . 159
Raymond (H.). . . . 220
Raymond (J.). 152, 159, 382
Raymond (Louis'). . 159
Raymond (Lucicn). . . 200

Pages
Raymond-Michel. . . 126
Raymond-Segonnes. . 1 59
Raymond (M'« O.). . . 158
Raynal (M'8 de). 377, 398
Reaud. . . . 426, 440
Rebeyrolle (M ,s

). . . 324
Reel us 366
Redeuilh 345
Redeuilh (miss). ... 45

i

Redon 490
Redon (Heirs). ... 158

Regis (E.). .... 504
Regis (F.). . . 477, 501

Reglade (M r8 J.). . . 105
Reimonenq 504
Relion 257
Renaleau (E.). ... 372
Renaud. . 152, 419, 431

Renaud (E.). . . 417, 431

Renaud (J.) 431

Rene (C.) 369
Rene (J.). . . 409. 410
Rengard 483
Renou 513
Renouf (M rs

). ... 474
Renouil. . . . 161, 503
Renouil (J.) 161

Renouil-Lescoutras. . 156
Renouil (M r8

). ... 161

Renouil (Robert). . . 45f
Renouil senior. . . . 164
Renoux (M"). . . .

2-21

Rey 226
Rey-Gaussen. . . 390 391

Reynaud 377
Reynaud (M r8

). ... 156
Rhone-Pereire (M rs

). . 140
Ribadieu (H.). ... 417
Ribaux son 188
Ribet (A.). . . 302, 303
Ribet (G.) 302
Ribeyre 496
Ricard(J.). . . 256, 257
Richard 154
Richard de Casseuil. . 542
Richebon. . . . 156, 159
Richemont (A. de). . .

=70

Richemont (G. de). . 376
Richet 409
Richet (J.). . . 408, 413
Richet (Martin). ... 156
Richet (M rs

) 413
Richier (G.) and E. de

La Mare 140
Richon (M"), (Heirs).. 116
Richon 504
Richon (F.). .... 405
Richon-Saint-Ange. . 485
Rideau 481
Ridcau (P.) 482
Rietmann (R.). ... 500
Rigaud 501
Rigailloux 256
Rigon brothers. . . . 209
Ringeade. ..... 443

Pages
Rivet 225
Riviere. . . . 383, 486
Riviere (A.) 487
Riviere (M r8

J.). . . 487
Riviere (P.) 486
Riviere and Raby. . . 332
Riviere 430
Robert. . . . 477, 544
Robert (Heirs). . . . 397
Robert (J.-B.). . 329, 358
Robert (M.). . . 450, A57

Robert (M r8
). . 450, 494

Robin. . . . 342, 485
Robin son in law, H.
Greloud 322

Roche 489
Rochefort-Lavie (mar-

quis de) 329
Rochet (G.) 429
Rochinien (C). ... 398
Rodrigues 493
Rodrigues (Ch.). . . 251
Rodrigues-Hennques(G.) 251
Roger 334, 411

Roland 251
Rolland-d'Alon (marquis

de) 251

Rolland (marquis de)
308, 309, 529, 530

Rolland (G.) 500
Rolland (M"). . . , 469
Rollant son 116
Roman 386
Roman son 391

Romand 391

Romegous (M ri
). ... 444

Rondeau 264
Rondeau junior. . . . 411
Rondeau (miss A.). . 400
Roque de Mons (miss la

comtesse de la), . . 414
Roque (Heirs of miss

dela) 291
Roques 360
Roques (M") 397
Roquette-Buisson (comte

G. de) 338
Rosset (Heirs). ... 161
Rosset and Pages (MM). 135
Rothschild (baron A G.

et Edm. de). ... 180
Rothschild (baron Ed.
James de) 181

Roturier (M r
»). ... 421

Rouannet 257
Roucaud (J.). . 378, 469
Rouchon. . 379, 380, 381
Rouchut. . . . 343, 345
Rouchut-Frerot. ... 343
Roudier(B.). 371, 372, 383
Rouet 394
Rougeol (G.). ... 513
Rouge t 242
Rouja. . . 324, 329, 381

Roulean (L.) 359
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Pages
Roulin(Oh.) 209
Roulle 264
Roulle(M") 263
Roullet (miss). ... 273
Roumegoux 191

Rousseau. . 231, 281, 282
Rousseau (E.). . 346,

348, 481

Rousseau (L.). ... 480
Rousseau (M") . 444, 521

Rousseau (P r#
). . 246, 412

Rousselot. . 342, 344, 381

Roussereau. • . 269, 524
Roussy (vicomte de). . 526

Routet 536
Roux. 233, 413, 425, 455
Roux (A.). . . 190, 204
Roux (Celeste). ... 204
Roux (D r

). . , . . 425
Roux, of Gornac. . . . 544
Roux (G-) 233
Roux (Justin). ... 186
Roux (J.-J.) 487
Roux (Heirs Jacques). . 204
Roux son 233
Roy 443, 444
Roy de Clotte. ... 357
Roy(E.) 363
Roy(G.). . . . 133, 136

Roy (M") 455
Rovexe 439
Rozat(D') 506
Rozier 383
Ruaud(M") 480
Rubbio 502
Ruben de Couderc (J. de) 279
Rtibichon (A). ... 219
Ruchon 363
Rulier 401

Rulle 189
Ruyneau de Saint-Geor-

ges 501

Sabate 380
Sabes(J.) 517
Sabourin(J.). . . .412
Sadran 522
Sailly (M" de). . , . 255
Sainsevin (M ,#

). . . . 535
Saint-Affrique (baron A.

de) 154, 158
Saint-Albin-Bonneval. . 327
Saint-Angel (de). . . 371
Saint-Blancard. . 559, 538
Saint-Blancard son. . 310
Saint-Cyr de Monlaur

(R) 545
Saint-Etienne. . . . 447
Saint-Gassies son (P.). 372
Saint-Genis. . . 327, 388
Saint-Genis (H. de). . 342
Saint-Guirons. . 158,

444, 446

Pages
Saint-Jean-Lestage. . 371

Saint - Legier - d'Orignac

(comte de). . . . 184
Saint-Leon -Bover-Fon-

frede. . . . . . 204
Saint-Loubert (de). . . 126

Sainte-Marie (M" J -L.) 254

Saint-Martin (de). . . 491

Saint-Mezard. . . . 291

Saint-Pierre (de). . . 117

Saintou, mayor. . . . VII

Saintout son 169
Saint-Quentin. ... 103
Saleles(de) 522
Salle 474, 482
Sallebeuf 259
Sallien 371

Salzedo (G-). ... 106
Samazeuilh (G.). . . . 505
Samazeuilh (H ). . . 257
Sandre (J.) 256
Sanfourche 504
Sangues brothers (de). . 543
Sans (M rs

) 378
Sansot (MM) 222
Santi (lgnace). ... 327
Saraulf 488
Sarda (Ovide). ... 530
Sarget (baron)- . 173, 242
Sargos ,256
Sargos(de) 386
Saric 532
Sarnaa (J.) 208
Sarrail 378
Sarraute (L.). ... 303
Sarraute (M r* R.). . . 304
Sarrazin (J.). ... 543
Sarrazin senior (P.). . 389
Sauboua 290
Sauboua (R.). . . . 287
Saugeon 503
Saulnier 477
Saulnier (M" E.). . . 248
Sault (baron O. du). .

197, 49'

Saulter de Beauregard
(comte). . . • . 135

Sauts 188
Saux(M r * Aug.). . . 179
Savariaud 400
Savariaud (L.). ... 480
Savariaud (P.). ... 495
Savariaud son. . . . 482
Savineau 413
Schacher 470
Schallburg 330
Schroder (F.). ... 474
Schvler 250
Sclafer(H.) 495
Sebileau (A.). . . . 439
Sebilean (C). . . . 439
Sebileau (D r

). ... 446
Sebileau, ancient justice

of the peace. . . . 446
Stcondat (R. de). . . 502

Pages
Secousse (E.). ... 482
Secousse (J.). ... 482
Secubouille 372
Segeral 159
Segeral (M"). . . . 41U
Seguin. . 126, 200, 474
Seguin (de). . . 341, 347
Seguin (miss). . . . 474
Seignac (L.). . . . 478
Seiglipre (M" de la). . 479
Seignouret (F,d.). . . 222
Seignouret (W*). . . 100
Seintey 378
Sejourne 245
Selerier (Alf.). ... 109
Seraedard 126
Sempe (J.) 257
Sens 494
Sercey (marqui s de). . 356
Seres (M r> J.-B ). . . 250
Sergant(J.). . . . 401
Serizier. ..... 327
Stare (J.) 373
Serre(M") 362
Serres (M" N.). . . . 263
Serriech-d'Andoch. . .291
Servan 495
Servan (M r '). . . . 216
Servant. . . . 216, 485
Servantie 520
Servel 419
Seurin. . . . 395, 413
Seurt. ...... 391
Sevaistre. . • . . . 178
Sevene (M ri

F.). . . 246
Severac 350
Severin 428
Sevy 495
Seze(M r<

de). ... 266
Sibas (de) 495
Sicard 418, 419
Sicard (H.). . . 369, 498
Sicaud 442
Sicher. . . 250, 253, 269
Sicher. . .... 269
Sicot 480
Sidney-Celerier. . . . 197
Sieuzac. . . . 246, 536
Signat. . . . 399, 486
Signal (E.) 398
Signoret 202
Silliman 264
Simard de Pi tray (de).

358, 359
Simon 513
Simon (Eug.). ... 216
Simon (L.). . . 23, 205
Simon (M rs

) 221
Simon (Vincent). . .512
Simonetty 444
Simonot (A ). . . . 487
Sinetty (dc) 524
Sipet (B.) 346
Sipiere (M rs

). 127,140, 145
Sirbin 505

J7***
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Pages
Sirougnet 211
Sivadon 369
Skawinski. . . 131, 131

Small Seminary. . . 263
Sokolnicki. . . . .363
Soliman-Lisbonne. . . 502
Sollberg (0). ... 140
Sollberg (Alex, and Paul) 1 31

Solminihac (de). 184, 495
Sonder 423
Sorbe and Brown. . . 512
Sorlut 220
Sou 433
Sou junior (J.) ... 423
Sou son (M.). ... 423
Sou (M") 418
Souan 517
Souchet 356
Souchet (J.). ... 355
Spanier 492
Souet(Jean) 233
Souffrain 327
Soula senior. . . . 259
Soulard 342
Soule (F.) 361
Soules. . . . 505, 506
Soulhier 479
Soulte 269
Sourlut (Heirs). ... 216
Sourget 425
Sourisseau 496
Soyer(M'») 248
Soyres(de). . . 413, 542
Soyres (Heirs de). . . 432
Steh&in (A.). ... 105
Steiner(M.) 478
Stephanoise Society 113, 154
Sterling (M"). ... 477
Subercazeaux (de). 418, 433
Subercazaux (Robert). . 214
Sudre. . . 368,404, 474
Sudreau (M"). ... 226
Sue (J.) 509
Sue(M.) 508
Sully-Rambaud. ... 417
Supsol. . . 517, 522, 532
Surein (Heirs). . . . 590
Surein (L.). . 329, 342 381
Sursol 469
Surt
Susbielle (baron E. de). 342
Syreysol father. ... 242
Sznajderski. . ... 140

Taffard (M"). ... 283
Taillefer (Mr» Mu >. . 216
Taillefer (M r* Martial;. . 216
Talazat 344
Tamisie(J.) 246
Tandunnet 490
Tandonnet (A.). . . . 259
Tandonnet (Hippolyte). 109

Tanet (P.-J.) senior. . 264
Tandonnet (V.). . . . 501
Tanet (P.-J.). ... 264
Tarder 366
Tardieu. ... 113, 522
Tardieu (Amedee). . . 540
Tardieu (L.) 246
Tardy 453, 461
Tardy (commandant U.).

446, 461
Tarrade (eomte de). . 265
Tarride (M r» J. B.). . 284
Tartas (M" de). . . . 290
Tastet (Am.). 100, 102, 112
Tastet (C.) 379
Tastet (G.) 104
Tastet son 346
Tastet-Teynac. ... 379
Taupier son (P.). . . 371
Tauzia (de) 253
Tauzin 251
Techeney. . 267, 382, 512
Teindas (H.). . . . 475
Ttrte 216, 221
Terrier (J.) 483
Terrieu 425
Tessandier 126
Tessier 215
Tessier (A.) 485
Tessonneau 194
Tetard.

,

Tetard (Victor).. 147, 491
Teulere 510
Teulie 446, 453
Teynac (F.) 221
Teynac(J.) 376
Teynac nephew. . . 377
Teynac (V.). . • . . 376
Teyssandier (Heirs). . 389
Teyssonneau. . 304, 491
Tharaud (MM). ... 480
Theobon (de). ... 269
Thery (D r

) 290
Thevenard (F.). ... 109
The\enard (M r8

). 245, 484
Thibaud (Heirs). . . 213
Thibaudin 194
Thibaut 344
Thibaut(J.) 144
Thibeaud. . 322, 327, 340
Thier and Baillou. . . 413
Thomas. . . . 247, 457
Thomas (F.) 469
Thomasson. . . 372, 373
Thomson (Heirs). . . 477
Thounens (E.). ... 544
Thounens (miss). , . 527
Thorel 394
Tillet. .... 226, 265
Tison. ...... 474
Tojan. ...... 494
Tomy (C). .... 524
Tondut ,444
Toppino (L.). . , . 386
Torres. 246

Touchard flu-*.). . . 312
Touluir* (J.). ... 480
Tourteau 44H
Tourteau (A.), senior. . 189
Tourteau (A.), junior. . 189
Toutal 221
Touzanes (Heirs). . . 477
Tranchet 494
Trapaud de Colombo. . 493
Trebusset 242
Treilles of CeVons. . 28
Tremoille (due de la). . 173
Tressaiut 215
Tressin 194
Trigant de Beaumont (c

u

de) 404, 501
Trijeard (B.). ... 459
Triraouille (Jean). . . 544
Trocard 393
Tronqiiet 242
Tronquoy de Lalande
(M") 205

Troplong 479
Troplong (M"). ... 321
Troquard 322
Trossigere 202
Tulagot 343
Turgot(de). .... 414

IT

Uzac(Jos.) 248
Uzac (Louis). . • , 245
Uzard (Clement d'). . . 545
Uzard (Leon d'). ... 543

Vacher(E.) 545
Vacher (M") 388
Vacrenier 327
Val (vicomte du).. . . 490
Valens (H. de). ... 309
Valetle. . . . 410, 513
Valette(A.) 515
Vallet de Peyraud. 404,

480, 481, 485
Valle'. de Peyraud fa-

ther 486
Valmont-Boussenot. . 510
Valz(de) 491
Vandier 299
Vassal 246
Vassal (de) 397
Vassal (de) 399
Vassal (comtesse de). . 246
Vassal (vicomte R. de). 354
Va>sal-Sineuil (vicomte

de) 495
Vassal (de) 398
Vathaire (E. de). . . 529
Vazquez. . 117, 184, 191

Vedey 496
Vedrines (de). ... 376
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Pages
Veillon 477
Veillon (A.), 343, 381, 389
Venancourt father (de). 250
Venancourt son (de). . 259
Vendeleers (G.). . . . 477
Verdelet 267
Verdclet (C) 498
Verdery 539
Verdier, 250
Verdot (Ch. le). ... 379
Verger (Heirs de). . . 281
Verger (E.) 483
Vergnes 440
Vergniol (J.) 366
Verncilh (de). ... 529
Verneuil (M"). ... 334
Vernhe 151

Veron (M" H.). ... 169
Verprez (J.). . . . 447
Verroul 350
Verthamon (C"' de). . 210
Verthamon ( vicomte

Deodat de). ... 210
Verthamon (M ra de). . 210
Verthamon (Odon de). 221
Verthamon (vicomte de). 210
Vervalois 544
Vezia 126
Viaud. 169, 386, 392, 397
Viaud (A.) 357, 381. . 510

Pafces

Viaud (B.). . . 342, 381

Viaud (J.-C). . 425
Viaud (P.). . . 406

156
151
159
148

Vidal. . . .

Videau (Louis). .

Viel-Caslcl (de). 366, 369
Vieillard (Ch.). . 124 126
Vieillefond (M"») 356
Vignean. . . . 215, 418
Vigneau (Heirs) 509
Vignial. . . . 504, 529
Vignolles. . . . 117, 126
Vignoiles (M" C. 250
Vigourous. . . 266, 290
Viguier (A.). . 253
Villalard. . . . 244, 479
Villalard junior 267
ViHechenoux. . 491

Villeneuve (de). 480
Villencuvc (P.). 366
Villepreux (de). 477
Villers (de). . 398
Ville-Suzanne (de ). . . 245
Villette. . . 491

492
34«

Villiet. . . .

Vily. . . .

Vimenev. . . . 492, 530
Vinatier. . . 487

Pages
Vincendeau 482
Vincent (M'»). . . . 418
Vinquoy. . . . 219, 352
Vinquoy (H.). ... 231
Vinsot (R.) 523
Virol 345
Virion (P.) 462
Vital 542
Vital -Eyrem 229
Vitrac 381
Vitrac(A.) 312
Vitray (de) 423
Vivien-Armand. 327, 332
Vivier 413
Vivier (L.) 409
Voisin-Laforge (Heir>). £42
Volny-Mcrlaude (M"). 51

7

Vrignault (M"). . . 524

Weil and Lebrasseur. . 273
Wetzel (M"»). . . . 470
Wibaux (H.). ... 330
Widemann 527
Wuillaume 103

Z
Zede 152
Zede (Emile). ... 151



ALPHABETICAL INDEX

OF THE VILLAGES AND COMMUNES 1

A
Pages

Aillas 291
Aillan 202
Allemagne (V) 106
Ambares 481
Ambes 479
Andron 221
Anglade 456
Angnyeux 388
Anseillan 188

Appelles 366
Arbanats 278
Arbis 533
Arboudeau 105
Arcins 152
Arnaussan 164
Arrangon 309
Arsac 127
Artigues (les) 349
Artigues 491
Artiguillon 210
Arveyres 380
Asques 398
Aubiac 534
Aubie 414
Avensan 145
Ayguemorte 266

B
Bacalan 467
Badet 225
Bages 188
Baigneaux 532
Barbat 160

Pages

Barbe-Blanche 350
Baron 377
Barrail'du-Bec 389
Barrouil 283
Barsac 302
Bassens 474
Baudan 160
Baurech 510
Bayon 420
Beavsoleil-Routillas. . . . 399
Beautiran 267

Bec'iuet (le) 251

Begadac 216
Begadanet 220
Begles 263
Beguey 525
Bellebat 533
Bellefond 533
Belves 359
Bern 126
Bernedes 220
Bemiquet 160
Berson 442
Bertineau 346
Beychac 488
Beychevelle 178
Biilaux (les) 344
Billeron 335
Blaignac 543
Blaignan 212
Blanquefort 97
Blasimon 544
Blayac 226
Blaye 439
Blezignac 516

1. The villages are printed in italics.
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Bommes 299

Bonnetan 497

Bonzac 403
Bordeaux-la-Bastide. . . . 467

Bordeaux -Bacalan 467
Bordeaux-le-Tondu 244

Bossugan 373

Bouliac f 493
Bouqueyran 156, 157
Bourdi'en. . . . 158, 157, 221
Bourdillot 248
Bourg 417
Boiirgueyraud 227
Bournac 221

Boussan . . 232
Bouscarut 117
Bouteric 265
Boutoc 309
Boyentran 210
Braud 457
Breuilh 220
Brochard 481
Brovstera 232
Bruges 259
Budos 286
By 219

C

Cachac 104
Cadarsac 379
Cadaujac 264
Cadillac on Garonne. . . . 526
Cadillac on Dordogne. . . 397
Cadourne. ....... 208
Cailleau 488
Camarsac 496
Cambes 510
Camblanes 505
Cameyrac 486
Camillac 417
Cascvert 546
Cavignac 46

I

Campsec 480, 481
Campugnan 455
Canejan 253
Cantelonp °202

Cantenac 131
Cantois 533
Caperoris (the) 448
Capian 519
Caplong 368
Carbon-Blanc 473
Cardan 523
Carignan 500

Pages

Carraque (La) 478
Carros 273
Cars 448
Casevert 545
Cartelegue 464
Casseuil 541

Castelnau 147

Castelviel 544
Castillon on Dordogne. . . 362
Castres 268

Caudrot 539
Catdet 282
Caverne 486
Cazaugitat 545
Cazelle 434
Cenac 605
Cenon. . 468
Cercins. ...'..... 233
Cerons 281

Cessac 533
Cabanac-Villagrins. . . . 273
Cestas 254
Cezac 464
Chdtaignier 482
Chay 277
Chemin de la Vie 482
Cissac 191

Civrac (Saint- Savin). ... 462
Civrac-Medoc 220
Cleyrac 544
Cluchon 277
Coimeres 291
Coirac 544
Comps 424
Condat . 341
Condissas 219, 220
Cone (le) 439
C»rbin 327
Corconnac 169
Cos 202
Costes . . 164
Coubeyrac 371
Coudot 164
Couenne 159
Couqveques 216
Courbiac 170
Courbian 219
Courneau 277
Courpiac 533
Courrtjean 251
Cours 544
Covssan 212
Coutras 405
Coutures

, 545
Creon 616
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Pa fires

Croignon 516
Croix (la), ....... 203
Cubnezais 464
Cubzac 409
Cursan 497
Cuseac 161

Daignac 376
Darrovbin 2/7
Daubeze 544
David* (the) 448
Ddgvinon 221
JJemeurant 429
Dieulivol 644
Dignac , 231
Point 428
Vonissan 169
Donnezac 464
Donzac 631
Doulezon 372
Dvprat 486

E
Eglisottes 406
Entre-Deux-Erteys 478
Erits {the) 460
EscaUs 283
Escoussans 533
Espapne(V) 475, 477
Etauliers 458
Expert. 282
Eynesse 369
Eyrans 456
Bysines 106

Faleyras 633
Fargues of Creon 498
Fargues of Langon 310
Fieu 406
Flaujagues 372
Flenrette 474
Floirac 492
Fosses- Balaysac 543
Fonrcas 159
Fourest 233
Fournas 191

Fours 462
Fovrton 169
Francs 856
Fronsac 385
Frontenac 533

Gabarnac
Gadet
Gaillan
Gajac
Oalacre
Galgon and Queynac. . . .

Galleteau
Ganache
Gans
Garde (la)
Gardegan
Gascon (le)

Gaudin
Gauriac
Gauriaguet
Gauteys
Generac
Genissac
Gensac
Germignan 105,

Gironde
Gommerie (la)

Goat
Gornac
Goua
Goudy
Goulee (port de)
Gours
Gradignan 251,
Grand-Abort
Grand-Billac
Grand-Luc
Grand-Poujcanx
Grange*
Grayan
Gr^zilhac
Grignols
Guerrit
Gueydon
Guillomot
Chiinot
Guitres (canton de). . . . .

Ghtnet

Pages

629
227
226
290
448
401
507
454
290
450
367
257
233
424
414
223
469
378
371

106
543
327
211
544
164
225
232
360
252
277
389
194
156
221
235
376
291
433
276
271

336
403
194

Haillan(le) 108
Hastignan 110
Hamean du Pape 267
Haux 616
Eontanne 106, 229
H6pital(V) 210
Hospital (V) 336
Hugons 507
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Illats 282

Isle- Saint-Georges 265

Izon 382

Jacquet 164

Jappeloup 386

Jau, Dignac and Loirac. . . 231

Jeansotte 272

Juillac 371

Labarde. ....... 127

Labat 169

Laborde 345, 440

Labre-de 269

Labrousse 191

Ladaux 533

La/on 159, 160, 223

Lafont 117

Lafontaine 279
Lagardette. ...... 474
Lafosse 463
Lagorce 402
Lagrave 482
Lagune(la) 22o
Lalande. . . . 160, 219, 220
Lalande-Pomerol 344
Lamarque 160
Lambert 159

Lamberts (the) 422
Lamothe 277
Lamothe-Landerron. . . . 643
Landette (la) 213
Landeuille 220
Landiras 284
Landon 220
Langoiran 516
Langon, 289
Lansac 430
Lapouyade 402
Lapouyere 226
LaFteole 541, 543
La Roque 625
Larnac 228
LaRoquille 369
La Roudey 513
Larros 109
i.arue 164
Laruscade 462
La Sauve 516
La Sony

s

493

Tages

Latsus 229
Lataste 282
La Tresne 602
Lauga. . 164
Lavjac 202
Launay 429
Lavau. 346
Liogeats 286
Leognan 255
Le Pian 637
Le Pout 616
Le Puch 644
Le Puy 544
Lescapon 228
Lescarjean 191
Lesparre 223
Lesqves i>25

Lestiac - ... 520
Le Tourne 513
Leude. 484
Leves and Tboumeyragues

(les) 366
Leyssac 200
Libardac. 160
Libarde (la) 417
Libourne 340
Lignan 602
Ligueux 367
Listrac 157
Loirac 232
Lormont 470
Loupes. 496
Loupiac 527
Lvdeye. 160
Ludon 114
Lvgagnac 204
Lugasson 533
Lugon and He du Carney. . 394
Lalande de Cubzac. . . . 399
Lussac 349

Macau 119
Marceaux.. . 225
Madirac 516
Marancin 402
Marbuzet. . 200
Marcamps 434
Marcenais 464
Marchesseau 345
Marcillac 469
Mareuil 285
Margaux. 138
Margueron. ........ 368
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Pages

Marsac. » 151
Marsas 464
Marsillan 170
Martillac 257
Martins 164

Martres 533
Massugas 545
Mauriac 544
Mazeres 290
Mazion 448
Medrae 156, 160
MSnaud 282
Meillan 222
Menuts (the) 322
Merignac 246
Merignas 544
Merle (the) 283
Mesterrieux 544
MStairie 221
Miteau 428
Meyitac 506
Milon 188
Miqueu 210
Mombrier 429
Monbadon 354
Moneins 164
Mongauzy 543
Mongenan 277
Monprimblanc 530
Monsegur 544
Montagne 347
Montalon 408
Monteil 440
Montferrand 478
Montignac 533
Montussan 487
Morin 112
Mouillac 401

Mouliets and Villemartin. . 373
Moulin d'Ars 246
Moulis 153
Moulon 378
Mourens-Monpezat 544
Moussct 189
Musset 228, 345

m
Naujac 225
JVauriou 418
Nauzegrand 386
N£ac 345
Nerigean 377
Noaillan 543
Nbaillac 232

Pages
Omet 531
Ordonnac and Potensac. . . 211
Ordonnac 212
Ourmes 228

Paillas
Paillet

Paloumey
,

Papaula
,

Parenipuyre. . . .

Parsac
Pauillac
Paylande
Peintures (les). . . .

Pellegrue
Pellon
Perissac
Pessac
Pessac, de Gensac. . ,

Petit-Bois
Petit-Luc
Petit-Palais. . . . ,

Petit-Ponjeaux. . . .

Petite-Rivaux. .

Peujard
Pey-Blanqnet.. . .

Peyrussan
Pez
Pian-M6doc (le). . . .

Pian-sur-Garonne (le).

,

Pibran
Picot
Picquet (the). . . .

Pignon
Pineuilh
Pireque
Piqvey

,

Pisselievre

Planque
,

Plantey ,

Plassac
Plene Selve. ...
Podensac
Pomerol
Pompignac. . . .

Pondaurat
Porcheres
Portets
Potensac
Pouyau.
Preignac
Prignac and Cazelles.

156,

335
521
117
277
110
353
179
164
406
545
194
401
238
371
327
194
350
157
194
414
336
212
202
112
537
188
220
444
226
368
257
157
423
225
225
410
459
280
342
494
291
406
274
211
226
i*06

434
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Pages

Prignac 222
Pugnac 431
Puisseguin, 351

PuitsXthe), 512
Pujols, de Podensac. . . . 285
Pujols 373
Puy 169. 170
Ptiyarnaud 359
Pnybarban 291

Puynormand 350

Queyrac 227
Queyreau 113
Queyries (palus of). . . . 473
uueysan ^15
Quinsac 507
Quittignan 156

R
Rauzan * . 374
Reignac 459
Reynats 194
Ricous 194
Riocaud 368
Rimons 544
Rions 523
Riviere (La) 390
Roaillan 287
Romagne 533
Rouquey 513
Ruch 545

S

Sadirac 517
Saillans 392
Saint-Aignan 392
Saint-Andre and Appelles. . 365
Saint-Andre-du-Bois. . . . 540
Saint-Andre-de-Cubzac. . . 407
Saint-Androny 453
Saint-Antoine 545
Saint-Aubin, du Blayais. . 469
Saint-Aubin 110
Saint-Avit-du-Moiron. . . . 369
Saint-Brice 545
Saint-Caprais, de Creon. . . 509
Saint-Caprais 459
Saint- Ohristoly 460
Saint-Christoly and Couque-
qucs 215

Saint- Ohristophe-des-Bardes. 329

Saint- Cibard 364
Saint-Ciers-de-Canesse. . . 426
Saint-Ciers-la-Lande. . . . 459
Saint- CorMan 202
Saint-JDenis-de-Pile. ... 404
Saint -Emilion 320
Saint-Estephe. ..... 194
Saint-Etienne-de-Lisse. . . 336
Saint-Felix-de-Foncaude. . 545
Saint-Ferme 545
Saint- Gaux 211
Saint-Genes 358,401
Saint-Genes-de-Fours. . . . 450
Saint-Genes-de-Lombaud. . 514
Saint-Genis-du-Bois. . . . 533
Sain t-Georges- de-Montagne. 346
Saint-Germain-d'Esteuil. . . 209
Saint-Germain-de-Grave. . 536
Saint-Germain-du-Puch. . . 377
Saint-Germain-La-Riviere. . 391
Saint-Gervais 412
Saint-Girons 459
Saint-Hilaire-du-Bois. . . . 545
Saint-Hippolyte 334
Saint-Jean-de»Blaignac. . . 374
Saint-Julien 170
Saint-Lambert 188
Saint-I aurent 165
Saint-Laurent-d'Arce. . . . 414
Saint-Laurent-des-Combes. . 334
Saint-Laurent-du-Plan. . . 541
Saint-Leger 645
Saint-Laurent-du-Bois. . . 54T
Saint-Leon 516
Saint-Loubes 484
Saint-Louis-de-Montferrand. 478
Saint-Macaire , 535
Saint-Magne 360
Saint-Maixent 535
Saint-Mariens 464
Saint-Martial 536
Saint-Martin-la-Caussade. . 446
Saint-Martin-de-Laye. . . 404
Saint-Martin-de-Lerm. . . 545
Saint-Martm-de-Sescas. . . £39
Saint-Medard-d'Eyrans. . . 265
Saint- Medard-de-Guizieres. 406
Saint-Medard-en-Jalle. . . 108
Saint-Michel 543
Saint- Michel-de-Rieufret. 280
Saint-Michel-la-Riviere. . . 388
Saint-Morillon 272
Saint-Palais 459
Saint-Pardon.' 312
Saint-Paul 447

18
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Saint-Pey-d'Armens. . . .

Saint-Pey-de-Castets. . . .

Saint- Phili ppe-d'Aiguille.
Saint- Philippe-dn-Seignat. .

Saint-Pierre-d'Aurillac. . .

Saint-Pierre-de-Bat. . . .

Saint Pierre-de-Mons or Saint
Pey-de-Langon

8aint-Quentin-de-Baron. . ,

Saint-Quentin-de-Caplong. .

Saint-Romain-la-Virvee. . .

Saint-Romain de-Vignague. .

Saint-Sauveur-de-Lussac.
Saint-Sauveur
Saint-Savin.
Saint- Selve
Saint- 8eurin-de-Bourg. . .

Saint-Seurin-de-Cadourne. .

Saint-Seurin-de-Cursac. . «

Baint-Seurin-sur-risle. . .

Saint-Sulpice-de-Faleyrens. ,

Saint-Sulpice-d'Izon. . . ,

Saint-Sulpice-des-Pommiers

.

Saint-Trelody
Saint-Trojan
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul. . .

Saint-Vittcent-de-Pertignas. .

Saint-Viyien-de-M6doc. . .

Saint-Vivien
Saint-Yzans
Sainte- Catherine
Saiute-Colombe
Sainte-Croix-du-Mont. . .

Sainte-Eulalie
,

Sainte-Florence
Sainte-Foy (0» de). . . ,

Sainte-Foy-la-Longue. . . ,

Sainte-Gemme; . . . . .

Savnte-Germaine. . . . ,

Sainte-Luce ,

Sainte-Radegonde. . . . ,

Sadirac
Saleyre
Salignac
Salleboeuf. .

Sallebruneau. ......
Salles(les)
Samonac ,

Sansaumoine. ......
Sarnac

Saucats .

Saugon.
Sauternes.
Sauviac.

Pages
337
373
365
365
538
533

310
376
367
399
545
350
190
464
261
422
205
450
406
338
486
545
225
427
480
374
234
462
213
22o

360
528
483
374
363
541
544
261
440
372
516
503
410
495
545
357
423
474
230
329
274
464
296
291

Paget
Savignac. 291
Sigonzac 452
Semeillan 159
Semens 535
Sirillan 110
Se8tignan 232
Sieujan . 170
Sipian 231
Soulignac 533
Sougsac 545
Soussans 148

Tabanac 512
Taillan (le) 105
Talais 235
Talence 244
Tallet 423
Tamponette (la) 157
Targon 631, 632
Tames • . 401
Taste 233
Taste (la) 117
Taudinat 160
Tauriac 432
Tayac 360
Tayac 161
Tayet 126
Temple de Tourteyran. . . 230
Temple (le) 234
Terrefort, de Saint-Loubes. . 485
Teuillac 428
Tizac-de-Curton 376
Toulenne 288
Totimilon 312
Tourteau 423
Tremblanx 221
Tresse 490
Tris 169
Troussas 230
Truxet 228
Tuilieres 194

U
Uch. 225

Valade (la) 462
Valenton 485, 486
Valeyrac 230
Vayres 381

Vendays 229
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Pages
Vensac 233
Verac 400
Verdasse (la) 231
Verdelais 534
Vertheuil 203
Vignonet 337
Villagrins 273
Villegouge 393
Villenave-d'Ornon 249
Villenave-de-Rions 622 Yvrac

Pages
Villemorine 322
Villeneuve 426
Villeranqve 147
Virefougasse 151
Virelade 279
Virsac 412
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Feuille Vinicole de la Gi-
ronde. Fortnightly paper in-f%
Proprietor and Manager, M. Kehrig,
45, rue Notre-Dame, Bordeaux.
Annual subscription. — Gironde

and neighbouring Departments
Fr. 5

Other departments » 8
Abroad » 9

Chronlque vinicole univer-
selle. Organe des interets ge-
neraux de la viticulture et du
commerce des vins et spiri-
tueux. Director's office, 26, allees

d'Orleans, Bordeaux. Published
every thursday and sunday, contai-

ning 4 pages in-folio.

Yearly subscription for France
and Algeria Fr. 20

Six months » 11

For Europe, one year » 22

Six months » 12

Other countries, one year » 25
Six months » 13

X^e Moniteur Vinicole. — The
organ of the proprietors and mer-
chants of wines and spirits. Offices,

6, rue de Beaune, Paris. Managing
Director, Paul Le Sourd.

Subscriptions should be sent
by P. O. O. or payable at Paris.

This publication, which has been
established 28 years, has had a very
great success and has become a
book indispensable to every one
interested in the wine or spirit

business.
Yearly subscription Fr. 23
Half » » » \S
Abroad, postage extra.
This journal is published every

Wednesday and Saturday.

L'Annuaire vinicole de Fran-
ce. — 1 vol. in- 8, fr. 5 50, postage
free; contains all the addresses,
classed by departments, of all the
wine-growers, merchants in wines
and spirits, distillers, brewers,
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merchants in liqueurs, ciders and
vinegars of France and abroad

;

the circulars, laws and decrees
concerning the commerce of li-

quids. Published each year by
Panis and Pagnaud, 28, faubourg
Montmartre, Paris.

On demand a person from Lon-
don who would occupy himself
in finding subscribers to this ma-
gazine.

Wine, Liquor and provision
trades review for exportation.
Published Monthly, at 24, boule-

vard Poissonniere, Paris. Branch
office in London, Mr A. Kremp,
agent.
This publication offers its English

Headers the advantage of fur-

nishing them with fully detai-

led accounts of the state of the
French markets, having direct

communication through local cor-
respondents principally for Wines
of : Champagne, Saint-Peray, Sau-
mur, Bordeaux, Bourgogne, Cher,
Midi and imitations ; Foreign-
Wines ; Rums ; Cognacs ; Liquors
and Cordials ; Beer for exporta-
tion ; Mineral Waters ; Fruits, etc.;

Juices, Perfumery and Extracts

;

Preserves, Pickles, Dried Vege-
tables ; Mustards ; Plums ; Vine-
gar ; Cheese ; Butter ; Olive Oil

;

Potted Meats ; Chocolate.
The Review not only gives ad-

vices direct from Paris, Bordeaux,
Rheims, Saumur, Dijon, Beaune,
Marseille, Nice, Nantes, etc., it also

publishes from original sources
the tariffs of over 500 French
Houses dealing in those articles.

The Review follows attentively
the fluctuations of the said articles

on the different markets of New-
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Bal-

timore and New- Orleans, Canada
{Montreal, Toronto), California
(San-Francisco), Cuba (Havannah
and its imports), West-Indies (St-
Pierre, Pointe-a-Pitre, Port-of-
Spain, Barbados, Brazil (Bio-Ja-
neiro), Plata (Buenos-Ayres, Mon-
te-VidSo), Australia (Melbourne,
Adelaide, Brisbane), New-Zealand,
Mauritius (Port-Louis), Bourbon
(Saint-Denis), etc., etc.

It gives also information respec-
ting English produce of a like des-

cription on the said markets.
The Review gives the results of

the exports of brandies from Cha-
rente with the names of the ship-
pers, also order shipments from
Havre, Saint-Nazair^, Bordeaux
and Marseilles.

Also leading and statistical arti-

cles, general news concerning the
export of the different commodi-
ties of which the Review treats.

The Revue des Vins et Liqueurs
et des Produits alimentaires pour
Vexportation (Wine> Liquor and
provision trades Review), is sent
to the principal importers in

France, Belgium, Holland, Ger-
many, Russia, Canada, United
States of America, Mexico, West-
Indies, Central America, Brazil,

Plata, Chili, Peru, Australia, New-
Zealand, Japan, China, India and
to all the English Colonies.

Advertisement scale.

12 Insertions. 6 Ins. 3 Ins. 1 Ins.

nett nett nett nett

One page. . .£ 32 £l8 £l0 £5.12/
Half-page. . . 18 10 5.12/ 3.2/

Quarter-page. 10 5.12/ 3.2/ 2

Eighth of a p. 5.12/ 3.2/ 2 1.2/

Each line in price current, 5/ a year.

Ordinary insertion, each line, 2/ each
time.
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